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Short Form Questionnaire: Law Commissions’ Surrogacy 
Consultation 
 

 

This form is an extract of the longer form for comments and responses to the Law Commission’s and the 
Scottish Law Commission’s consultation about reforming surrogacy law. If you would like to respond to the 
full version of our consultation questionnaire, please use the online form: https://consult.justice.gov.uk/law-
commission/surrogacy. Please see our websites for further details, and for links to download the full 
consultation paper: https://www.lawcom.gov.uk/project/surrogacy/ and https://www.scotlawcom.gov.uk/law-
reform/law-reform-projects/joint-projects/surrogacy/. 

We have selected 46 questions which may be of particular interest of those with lived experience of 
surrogacy arrangements: surrogates, intended parents, family members and adult children born of 
surrogacy arrangements. You do not need to answer all the questions if you do not want to, and you can 
write as much or as little as you would like in response to our questions.  

Please note that we may publish or disclose information you provide us in response to this 
consultation, including personal information. We ask consultees, when providing their responses, if 
they could avoid including personal identifying information in the text of their response, particularly 
where this may reveal the identities of other people involved in their surrogacy arrangement. 

For more information about how we consult and how we may use responses to the consultation, please see 
page i – ii of the Consultation Paper. 

HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR RESPONSE USING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

Type your response into the text fields below and then save your completed form. When you have completed 
your response, email the completed form as an attachment to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk.  

The closing date for submitting a response to our consultation is 11 October 2019. 

































Response ID ANON-2V7F-YJQH-1

Submitted to The Law Commissions' Consultation on Surrogacy
Submitted on 2019-09-08 16:00:05

About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Other individual

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are
human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these
cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.

Please provide your views below:

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights
issues of the utmost seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these cases should
NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit judges or higher.

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:



No

Please provide your views below:

The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be
taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration.
Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should be open.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

No

Please provide your views below:

I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection
of Children and Cooperation in respect of Inter country Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal parenthood and parental
responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important
safeguard against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and
a domestic context.

This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and all of the implications need to be fully understood. There
is no evidence in the consultation paper that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all.

I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the
wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify measures that contravene
the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or condone a system that would require women to deliberately
conceive and subsequently give birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The rights of the child must
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers say they want or not.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

15  Consultation Question 8:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy organisations.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.



Please provide your views below:

18  Consultation Question 11:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has
only a limited time to object. This contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the legal parent at birth
and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth, with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration.

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6
weeks after childbirth are recognised as the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy human life. In a
normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering
from major abdominal surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered decision of such huge and
life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is
received before the expiry of the deadline.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

19  Consultation Question 12:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth
unless the birth mother objects.

The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent
change of legal parenthood and parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and with the child’s best
interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.*

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6
weeks after childbirth are recognised as the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy human life. In a
normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering
from major abdominal surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered decision of such huge and
life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is
received before the expiry of the deadline.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

20  Consultation Question 13:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth
unless the birth mother objects.

The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent
change of legal parenthood and parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and with the child’s best
interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.*

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6
weeks after childbirth are recognised as the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy human life. In a
normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering
from major abdominal surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered decision of such huge and
life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is
received before the expiry of the deadline.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

21  Consultation Question 14:

No

Please provide your views below:



I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best
interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best
interest. Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth.
The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.
As this child has been 'purchased' by the 'intended parents' there is a distinct possibility that once born the actual child may not be as they have imagined
prenatally. This may result in a lack of parental attachment and the child being a victim of neglect or abuse.
The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because parents of children born through the normal process are
not subject to such checks does not hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential experiences that change you
and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For
obvious reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.
In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, physiological and emotional resources, which means she has
already made a huge and nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and emotional commitment to the child is already
well-developed, giving her the best chance of surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood and
adolescence.
The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of
caring for a new-born child and the long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood.
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

22  Consultation Question 15:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.
There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she
does not have legal parenthood or parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject this proposal.
However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore have an implication for all children, all families because it
would set a precedent. It should not be introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and children. There
is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such assessment.

Yes

Please share your views below:

The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain.

23  Consultation Question 16:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth
unless the birth mother objects. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if the child is stillborn.

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this situation. The birth mother should always be the legal
parent of the child at birth and this should not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this.
The birth mother has 'invested' physically, physiologically and emotionally into this life. If the child is stillborn her distress and emotional pain will be as
acute as that of the 'intended parents' and her legal parentage should not change in the devastating situation of a stillbirth.

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should always be the legal
parent of the child at birth and if the child dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth mother was the
legal parent.

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate 
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the



new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

26  Consultation Question 19:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in
this situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately reflect this.

Please provide your views below:

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents as they are already deceased.

27  Consultation Question 20:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and all
decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.*

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.*

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist
provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors should be added.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive
summary of the issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the child’s best
interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors should be added.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:



There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy
arrangements. The court should therefore always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no liberalisation of the
law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who
can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

33  Consultation Question 26:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as recommended by the
UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by
some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of the UN Special
Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system that would require women to give birth with the
expectation that they would have no legal responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

34  Consultation Question 27:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended parents’ should acquire parentage or parental
responsibility automatically. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility
in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the
paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of
children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by
some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of the UN Special
Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system that would require women to give birth with the
expectation that they would have no responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the ‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood
and parental responsibility.

All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and
has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after 
the birth and all subsequent decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other competent authority, 
with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the 
risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.



 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

40  Consultation Question 33:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. This would lead to distasteful adverts implying that a child is a 'right.' I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both
women and children.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

41  Consultation Question 34:

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Other



Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human
rights of both women and children, and would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they will inevitably
be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or
coerce more women to act as ‘surrogates.’

43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy,
which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children.
This has the potential to open the door to genomics and gender selection which should not be encouraged as part of this service.

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to
provide matching and facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a
violation of the human rights of both women and children.

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to
provide matching and facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a
violation of the human rights of both women and children.

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed. Offering such
services should be a criminal offence.

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human
rights of both women and children, and would drive an increase in surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:



I vehemently disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both
women and the child. The idea of organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of Article 6 of CEDAW,
given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any
form of benefit from women’s prostitution.

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women
and children, and enabling advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent.

At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an
impoverished woman’s financial problems. If this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female students and
young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would
be the most vulnerable to this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest.

Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, we need to protect disadvantaged women from the
temptation of renting their wombs.
Existing advertising from agencies based abroad is distasteful and against human rights, implying that a child is a right for everybody.
This means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned.

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.



Please provide your views below:

57  Consultation Question 49:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

59  Consultation Question 51:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order

62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a
parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree?

Please provide your views below:

63  Consultation Question 55:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway

64  Consultation Question 56:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK
in order to avoid surrogacy tourism.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk
of surrogacy tourism.

65  Consultation Question 57:

Please provide your views below:



66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

67  Consultation Question 59:

No

Please provide views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical
necessity.’

Please provide views below:

Yes

Please provide views below:

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith
began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a
‘medical necessity.’

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner
provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide views below:

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’

Please provide your views below:

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’

71  Consultation Question 63:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

72  Consultation Question 64:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

73  Consultation Question 65:

Other

Please provide your views below:

At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that she is particularly
vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that
25 years would be more appropriate.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’.
At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that she is particularly
vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that
25 years would be more appropriate.

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway

74  Consultation Question 66:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

75  Consultation Question 67:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the
intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is
signed. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

77  Consultation Question 69:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given
birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone 
else. Because there are so many 'unknowns' in a first pregnancy. 
It is impossible to predict how a woman's body will cope physically and physiologically with a first pregnancy. It is also unknown how she will cope



psychologically with the changes of childbirth.

79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman
can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

Every pregnancy changes a woman's body. That there could be a possibility of an unlimited number of pregnancies for a woman would be negligent and
exploitative.

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.
I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement being used, the only payments that should ever be made
are essential and basic expenses for which receipts are provided.

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s
reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a
violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests. I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy
arrangement being used, the only payments that should ever be made are essential and basic expenses for which receipts are provided.

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.
I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement being used, the only payments that should ever be made
are essential and basic expenses for which receipts are provided.

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against 
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor



women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests. 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost earnings.

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost earnings.

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts.

90  Consultation Question 82:

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her ‘services’.
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her ‘services’.

Please provide any views below:



I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to the birth mother for her ‘services’.

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. There is rising inequality in
the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in
surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.
I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement being used, the only payments that should ever be made
are essential and basic expenses for which receipts are provided.

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:



96  Consultation Question 88:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children.

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children.

113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal
right to override the birth mother’s wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour and
childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time
for any or no reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes.
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or
more persons, including her spouse or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be present in so-called
altruistic surrogacy arrangements.

It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in
surrogacy is likely to lead to additional pressure on the NHS.
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-term negative effects on the well-being of both of them.
This is likely to be the same for birth mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional long-term pressures on
the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and there are no questions about this.
Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs when this isn’t in their best interests and there are worries about eugenics, when
'intended parents' select for perceived preferences or gender.
There is no question about people’s thoughts about the NHS picking up the tab for the extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their
opinions on surrogacy itself.



Please provide your views below:

There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and society.
The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at
any time, for any or no reason. Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to
override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum
period.
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or
more persons, including her spouse or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be present in so-called
altruistic surrogacy arrangements.
The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to
ensure that they can speak to her alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in consultations, and the labour
ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes.

Please provide your views below:

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the wellbeing of herself and the child.

116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration to the significant risk that women will be coerced into
agreeing to participate in surrogacy arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even more likely if substantial
payments are involved.

It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or
much of their earnings. This is a major route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. There is no reason to
expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money.
If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement.
This should be a criminal offence and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as a deterrent. That such a
law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women. It would be far better to
simply ban all surrogacy arrangements.

Chapter 18: Impact

117  Consultation Question 109:

Please insert the year of birth here:

Not Answered

If international, in which country did the arrangement take place?:

Not Answered

Not Answered

118  Consultation Question 110:

Not Answered

Not Answered

Not Answered

Please provide the cost of any legal advice or representation below:

119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law
where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

120  Consultation Question 112:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

121  Consultation Question 113:



Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

122  Consultation Question 114:

Please provide your views below:

123  Consultation Question 115:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

124  Consultation Question 116:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland.

Please provide your views below:

126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or
the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper.

Please provide your views below:

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation
should enable it. This may be explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested interest in surrogacy –
‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money
from commercial surrogacy if it is given the green light.
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique bond
between birth mother and child – and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of birth are a major step in
this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – potentially affecting the status of all women.
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other family members coercing a woman into engaging in
commercial surrogacy for their (and not her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to have been
completely overlooked by the law commissioners.
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not based on any recognised human rights instruments –
such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to be a ‘surrogate.’
These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by the UN Special Rapporteur.*

It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers, including:

 The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or
physical transfer of the child.
 All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides
not to relinquish the child.
 The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual
obligation.”
 Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare checks after the birth of the child.
 Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with
the best interests of the child being paramount.

The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed
and do not ask the important high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc.

For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start again from the position of women’s and children’s human
rights. If it is found that there is no way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties such as CEDAW and the
UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be liberalised.
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Other individual

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are
human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these
cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.

Please provide your views below:

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

Surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues
of the utmost seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit judges or higher.

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:

No



Please provide your views below:

The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be
taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. Nothing about the
transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should be open.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be
taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. Nothing about the
transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should be open.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children
and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when
the child is born and that her consent to giving up the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard against the
sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and a domestic context.

This proposal would set a dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and all of the implications need to be fully understood. There is no
evidence in the consultation paper /event that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all. The first page
doesn't ask consultees if they are part of a protected group, and or from a lower socio economic background, and or a care leaver, adopted/foster
parent/child/sibling, (grand)parent whos child was taken into care/adopted, egg/sperm donor etc.

I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the
wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify measures that contravene
the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or condone a system of birth without expectation of legal
responsibility for the child. The rights of the child must be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers etc say they want or not.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

15  Consultation Question 8:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy organisations.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Other



Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because I am concerned about the consequences of leading to a normalising of
surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence.

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’

18  Consultation Question 11:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only a
limited time to object. This contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the legal parent at birth and
that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth, with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration.

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6
weeks after childbirth are recognised as the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy human life. In a
normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering
from major abdominal surgery. It is inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered decision of such huge and life-changing
significance at such a time – not to mention following through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before the
expiry of the deadline.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

19  Consultation Question 12:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the
birth mother objects.

The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth as default, along with any husband, spouse or civil partner if she has one – and decisions about any
subsequent change of legal parenthood and parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and with the
child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.*

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6
weeks after childbirth are recognised as the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy human life. In a
normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering
from major abdominal surgery. It is inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered decision of such huge and life-changing
significance at such a time – not to mention following through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before the
expiry of the deadline.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

20  Consultation Question 13:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth 
mother objects. 
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent 
change of legal parenthood and parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and with the child’s best 
interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 
weeks after childbirth are recognised as the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy human life. In a 
normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering 
from major abdominal surgery. It is inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered decision of such huge and life-changing



significance at such a time – not to mention following through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before the
expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

21  Consultation Question 14:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are
the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is a requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest. Therefore a
welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth.

The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.

The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because parents of children born through the normal process are
not subject to such checks does not hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential experiences that change
mothers and prime them to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood.
For obvious reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this.

In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, physiological and emotional resources, which means she has
already made a huge and unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and emotional commitment to the child is
already well-developed, giving her the best chance of surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood and
adolescence.

The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources does not prepare you for the practical reality of caring for a
new-born child and the long road of nurturing him or her to adulthood.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

22  Consultation Question 15:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the ‘new pathway.’

There is a very real risk that spouses and partners can coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she
does not have legal parenthood or parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject this proposal.

However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore have an implication for all children, all families because it
would set a precedent. It should not be introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and children. There
is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such assessment.

Yes

Please share your views below:

The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain.

23  Consultation Question 16:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth
mother objects. The birth mother should be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if the child is stillborn.

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the
child at birth and this should not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this.



24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the
child at birth and if the child dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should reflect that the birth mother was the legal parent.

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

26  Consultation Question 19:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation.
The birth mother should be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should reflect this.

Please provide your views below:

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already deceased – so option (2) is preferable.

27  Consultation Question 20:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

I oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and decisions involving
legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the
child with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.*

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and decisions
involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the
birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.*

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist
provides a comprehensive summary of issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation*
that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors should be added.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

31  Consultation Question 24:



Please provide your views below:

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive
summary of the issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the child’s best
interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors should be added.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy
arrangements. The court should therefore always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no liberalisation of the
law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuse risks. I do not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can
apply for a section 8 order without leave.

33  Consultation Question 26:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in
surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as recommended by the UN Special
Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by
some ‘surrogate’ mothers etc prior to the consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of the UN Special
Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and comes with the expectation of legal responsibility for that child. The rights of the child must be
prioritised regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

34  Consultation Question 27:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility
automatically. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy
arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount
consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and
the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by
some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of the UN Special
Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system that would require women to give birth with the
expectation that they would have no responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the ‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood 
and parental responsibility. 
 
All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority 
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and



has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their /women’s reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and
all subsequent decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other competent authority, with the child’s
best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional
protocol.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional
protocol.

40  Consultation Question 33:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy can violate the human rights of both women and children.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

41  Consultation Question 34:

Please provide your views below:



I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence and violation of human rights (of both women and children).

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy can violate the human rights of both women and children.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy can violate the human rights of both women and children.

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction surrogacy, which can violate the human rights of both
women and children, and would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, I've worked in the third sector for 6
years and know they will inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) and will need to seek new business
and convince more women to act as ‘surrogates.’

Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW,
which prohibits third-parties profiting or otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women.

43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy,
which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide
matching and facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of
the human rights of both women and children.

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide
matching and facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of
the human rights of both women and children.

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they are provided by – because they would lead to an increase
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services should be a criminal offence.

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:



I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human
rights of both women and children, and would drive an increase in surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both women and the
child. The idea of organisations charging to facilitate it is abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of Article 6 of CEDAW, given the parallels
between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving benefit from women’s
prostitution.

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women and children,
and enabling advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent.

At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an
impoverished woman’s financial problems. If this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female students and
young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ could provide the solution to their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would
be the most vulnerable to this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest.

Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, we need to protect disadvantaged women from the
temptation of renting their wombs. This means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned.

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original birth 
certificate. The birth mother should be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental 
responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is 
the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of 
women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of the certificate should make clear that the birth was the 
result of a surrogacy arrangement. 



* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to changes to proposals that could lead to erosion of mothers’ and children's rights, the facilitation of the sale of children and an allow for
the registration of three parents or for anyone other than the birth mother to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate.

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the
children have access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that the information held on gamete donors
should also include identifying information – because otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his
genetic parentage.

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it somewhat trivialises the creation of a child and denies
the child the right to know her or his genetic parentage.

57  Consultation Question 49:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

I asked about this at a consultation event and agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable (such as if
the child or maybe even the surrogate parent/s is/are seriously/terminally ill or if the surrogate child was pregnant/had impregnated somebody it may be
relevant).

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

this should be possible.

59  Consultation Question 51:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Agreed



60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

YES

Please provide your views below:

YEs

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order

62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a
parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree?

Please provide your views below:

No,
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child.

63  Consultation Question 55:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child trafficking and exploitation of the rental of wombs. An
adoption order can be considered as an option when a parental order is not possible.

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child trafficking and exploitation of the rental of wombs. An
adoption order can be considered as an option when a parental order is not possible.

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway

64  Consultation Question 56:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parent/s’ should be domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to
avoid 'surrogacy tourism'.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk of
"surrogacy tourism".

65  Consultation Question 57:

Please provide your views below:

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed.

66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide views below:



I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

67  Consultation Question 59:

No

Please provide views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’

Please provide views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do not believe
that double donation should be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.

Yes

Please provide views below:

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith
began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical
necessity.’

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner
provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide views below:

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’

Please provide your views below:

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’

71  Consultation Question 63:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all
genetic parents and the birth mother.

Please provide your views below:

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2).

Other

Please provide your views below:

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision.

72  Consultation Question 64:

No



Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to surrogacy because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.

Raising children is demanding and suited to vital parents who are engaged with life and society and who can reasonably be expected to survive in decent
health until the child reaches adulthood. Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is to be opened up,
a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy
arrangement and will make it less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a fait accompli.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement
up to that age but not beyond. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’
maybe 45.

Raising children from birth is demanding even for vital parents who are engaged with life and society and who can reasonably be expected to survive in
good health until the child reaches adulthood. I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.
However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important.
This will make it clear that society does not encourage older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement and will make it more likely they consider
alternatives such as adoption.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement
up to that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it
should be much older than 18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate due to the development of the brain at this age.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement
at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it would be
reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before they have often taken even their first steps into independence and
adulthood?

73  Consultation Question 65:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.

18 year olds have barely had an opportunity to establish themselves as an adult so can be vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be an
older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate.

Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society believes that entering a surrogacy arrangement at 18 is a reasonable thing for people to do as they
enter into independence and adulthood?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. 18 year olds have rarely had opportunity to establish themselves as adults so are often vulnerable to
coercion and manipulation. There should be an older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be more
appropriate.

Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds entering a surrogacy arrangement whilst taking their first steps into
independence and adulthood?

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway

74  Consultation Question 66:

Other



Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

Please provide your views below:

75  Consultation Question 67:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the
intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is
signed. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

77  Consultation Question 69:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given
birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’.

Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone
else.

79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman
can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’.

Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs
should not be allowed to undertake more than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women would have under
this proposal.

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against 
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor 
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.



 
I would like to see a ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth
mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth
mother above the actual essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, and travel to medical
appointments – backed up by receipts.

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

i am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth
mother above the actual essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, and travel to medical
appointments – backed up by receipts.

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth
mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth
mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost earnings.

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against 
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor 
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.



 
I would like to see a ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth
mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost earnings.

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth
mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth
mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth
mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it



89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth
mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts.

90  Consultation Question 82:

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth
mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her ‘services’.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth
mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her ‘services’.

Please provide any views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth
mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to the birth mother for her ‘services’.

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against 
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor 
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth



mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their ‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of
surrogacy.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their ‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of
surrogacy.

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement being used, the only payments that should ever be made
are essential and basic expenses for which receipts are provided.

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth
mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth
mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:



I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts are provided. The judge or other competent authority
should closely monitor all financial aspects of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the parental
order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the arrangements, the competent authority should be totally
independent and not, for example, an agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any way.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

96  Consultation Question 88:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is
abhorrent.

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements

97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their
experiences of international surrogacy arrangements.

Please provide your views below:

98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us
their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter.

Please provide your views below:

99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through
an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for
obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the
child.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

Allowing ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears to
contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of children and the protection
of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a
child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after
the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

102  Consultation Question 94:

No



Please provide your views below:

Allowing‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a passport before the child is born in international surrogacy
arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

No

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

No

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child.

103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU
Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will
need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Allowing ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form for the child before she or he is born in international
surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and
trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform
Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended
parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do
consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of women and children and all
the other ways in which it is possible for people to enjoy children in their lives.

106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new
pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

107  Consultation Question 99:

No

Please provide your views below:

I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention 
on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth mother to have legal parenthood



and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the
paramount consideration. This is an important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I believe it should
apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

108  Consultation Question 100:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same
checks as would be used in an international adoption.

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:

I do not believe this needs changing.

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area that would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children.

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

i am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children.

113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area that would normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area that would normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal 
right to override the birth mother’s wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour and 
childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time 
for any or no reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or 
more persons, including her spouse or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be present in so-called



altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to
birth mothers and new-borns – especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid reason to be extremely
cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of surrogacy births. 
 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in
surrogacy is likely to lead to additional pressure on the NHS. 
 
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-term negative effects on the well-being of both of them.
This is likely to be the same for birth mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional long-term pressures on
the NHS and society as a whole. This seems to have not been considered and there are no questions about this. 
 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s
health, including premature death. Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs when this isn’t in their
best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors are selected on the basis of stereotypical measures of ‘attractiveness’ for
example, eg blonde hair, blue eyes. 
 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the
NHS picking up the tab for the extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. There appears to have been
no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and society.

Please provide your views below:

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at
any time, for any or no reason. Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to
override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum
period.

All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or
more persons, including her spouse or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be present in so-called
altruistic surrogacy arrangements.

The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to
ensure that they can speak to her alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in consultations, and the labour
ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes.

Please provide your views below:

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the wellbeing of herself and the child.

116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration to the significant risk that women will be coerced into
agreeing to participate in surrogacy arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even more likely if substantial
payments are involved.

It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or
much of their earnings. This is a major route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. There is no reason to
expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money.

If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement.
This should be a criminal offence and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as a deterrent. That such a
law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women.

It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at least any payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by receipts and
overseen by a judge.

Chapter 18: Impact

117  Consultation Question 109:

Please insert the year of birth here:

Not Answered

If international, in which country did the arrangement take place?:



Not Answered

Not Answered

118  Consultation Question 110:

Not Answered

Not Answered

Not Answered

Please provide the cost of any legal advice or representation below:

119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law
where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

120  Consultation Question 112:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

121  Consultation Question 113:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

122  Consultation Question 114:

Please provide your views below:

123  Consultation Question 115:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

124  Consultation Question 116:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland.

Please provide your views below:

126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or
the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper.

Please provide your views below:

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation 
should enable it. This may be explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested interest in surrogacy – 
‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money 
from commercial surrogacy if it is given the green light. 
 
It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as 
all women are affected by the institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial surrogacy in this country. 
 
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique 
bond between birth mother and child – and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of birth are a major



step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – potentially affecting the status of all women. 
 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other family members coercing a woman into engaging in
commercial surrogacy for their (and not her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to have been
completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 
 
UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this
consultation. There doesn’t appear to be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality considerations and impact
assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of
equality legislation. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have due regard to the need to: 
 
• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct prohibited by the Act. 
• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic and those who do not. 
• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those who do not. 
 
There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the
sexes. Any loosening of the laws around surrogacy
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Surrogacy Consultation Questions 

Email the completed document to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk before the deadline 
of 11 October 2019. 

ABOUT YOU 

1. What is your name? 

Name (Required) 

 
 
2. If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a 
university), what is the name of your organisation? 

N/A 
 
3. Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your 
organisation? 

This is a personal response 

4. If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best 
describes you? 

Other individual 

5. What is your email address? 

 

 
If you enter your email address then you will automatically receive an acknowledgement email 
when you submit your response. 

6. What is your telephone number? 

 
 
7. If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be 
treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. 
As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot 
give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances. 
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Consultation Question 1. 

1.1 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales:  

(1) all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 
allocated to a judge of the High Court; and 

YES 
International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of 
children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost 
seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. 
For this reason these cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.  

 
(2) if international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to a judge of 

the High Court, circuit judges should be ticketed to hear such cases. 

Paragraph 6.42 

 

Consultation Question 2. 

1.2 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and Wales  

(1) domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-birth parental order 
should continue to be heard by lay justices, or whether they should be allocated to another 
level of the judiciary; and 

(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another level of the 
judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be appropriate. 

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so 
the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these 
cases should NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit 
judges or higher. 

Paragraph 6.51 
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Consultation Question 3. 

1.3 We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the 
current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation 
Questions 1 and 2. 

 
Paragraph 6.53 

 

Consultation Question 4. 

1.4 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court should be placed under a 
duty to consider whether to make an order awarding the intended parents parental 
responsibility at the first directions hearing in the proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our provisional proposal in 
Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether in the new pathway or not) automatically 
acquire parental responsibility if the child is living with or being cared for by them is not 
supported by consultees). 

NO 
 
The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. 
Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should 
be open. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 6.58 
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Consultation Question 5. 

1.5 We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the FPR 2010 
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the 
proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 6.72 

 

Consultation Question 6. 

1.6 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they are of the view that, in Scotland:  

(1) there is a need for greater consistency and clarity in provisions relating to the 
expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers and, if so, how this should be 
addressed;   

(2) it should be provided by statute that, at the initial hearing or any subsequent hearing 
for a parental order, the court may make any such interim order or orders for 
parental responsibilities and parental rights as it sees fit; and/or 

(3) further procedural reform is needed and, if so, what that reform should be. 

 
Paragraph 6.110 

 

Consultation Question 7. 

1.7 In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, before the 
child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have: 

(1) entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will include a 
statement as to legal parenthood on birth, 

(2) complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 

(3) met eligibility requirements, 

on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child, 
subject to the surrogate’s right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key 
recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in 
respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up 
the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard 
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to 
surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and a domestic context. 
 
This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and 
all of the implications need to be fully understood. There is no evidence in the consultation paper 
that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all. 
 
I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at 
birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ 
mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify 
measures that contravene the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the 
provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers. 
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or 
condone a system that would require women to deliberately conceive and subsequently give 
birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The 
rights of the child must be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers 
say they want or not. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.13 

 

Consultation Question 8. 

1.8 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed clinics 
should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under the new 
pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a specified 
minimum period. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. 
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1.9 We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be: whether 100 
years or another period. 

Paragraph 8.14 

 

Consultation Question 9. 

1.10 We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes 
should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy 
organisation is involved. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they 
would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence. 

Paragraph 8.21 

 

Consultation Question 10. 

1.11 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a 
traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from 
entering into the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’  
Paragraph 8.22 

 

Consultation Question 11. 

1.12 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal parenthood 
by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the child;  

(2) this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in writing 
within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the intended parents 
and the body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; and 

(3) the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration less one 
week. 

Do consultees agree? 
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NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire 
legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only a limited time to object. This 
contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the 
legal parent at birth and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility 
in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth, 
with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration. 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.35 

 

Consultation Question 12. 

1.13 We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents 
acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy arrangement 
should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the result that: 

(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child;  

(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal parent of the 
child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these circumstances; and 

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental order to 
obtain legal parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
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parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.36 

 

Consultation Question 13. 

1.14 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on registering the 
birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that the surrogate has lacked 
capacity at any time during the period in which she had the right to object to the 
intended parents acquiring legal parenthood; 

(2) if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the period in 
which she has the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal parenthood, 
the surrogate should be able to provide a positive consent to such acquisition; and 

(3) if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the surrogate is 
unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant period, the surrogacy 
arrangement should exit the new pathway and the intended parents should be able 
to make an application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
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and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.37 

 

Consultation Question 14. 

1.15 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be born as a 
result of the surrogacy arrangement: 

(1) should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of Practice; 

(2) either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as appropriate, 
should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed; and 

(3) there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after his or 
her birth. 

Do consultees agree? 
 
NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in 
surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the 
birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is 
an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest. 
Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth. 
 
The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before 
the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.  
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The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because 
parents of children born through the normal process are not subject to such checks does not 
hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential 
experiences that change you and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and 
rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For obvious 
reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.  
 
In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, 
physiological and emotional resources, which means she has already made a huge and 
unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and 
emotional commitment to the child is already well-developed, giving her the best chance of 
surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood 
and adolescence.  
 
The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources 
does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of caring for a new-born child and the 
long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.51 

 

Consultation Question 15. 

1.16 We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement 
under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right to object to the 
intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the surrogate’s spouse or civil 
partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’  
 
There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for 
financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she does not have legal parenthood or 
parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject 
this proposal. 
 
However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore 
have an implication for all children, all families because it would set a precedent. It should not be 
introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and 
children. There is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such 
assessment. 
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1.17 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement outside 

the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue to be a legal 
parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement. 

YES 
 
The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and 
partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain. 

Paragraph 8.57 

 

Consultation Question 16. 

1.18 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 
arrangement is stillborn: 

(1) the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the surrogate 
exercises her right to object; and 

(2) the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 
the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. The 
birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if 
the child is stillborn. 
 
1.19 We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents 
being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration 
of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that 
the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the 
stillbirth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should 
not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this. 
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Paragraph 8.77 

 

Consultation Question 17. 

1.20 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, 
where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able 
to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the 
period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have 
made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order 
are satisfied, on registration of the birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and if the child 
dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth 
mother was the legal parent. 

Paragraph 8.79 

 

Consultation Question 18. 

1.21 For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which 
she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new 
pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a 
parental order. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 8.80 
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Consultation Question 19. 

1.22 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, where 
both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended parents should 
be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the surrogate not exercising her 
right to object within the defined period. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased 
‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should 
always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately 
reflect this. 
 
1.23 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new 

pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy or before a 
parental order is made: 

(1) it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who claims an 
interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, or who would be 
permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of the Children Act 1989: 

(a) for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and 

(b) for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject to the 
surrogate’s consent; or 

(2) the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not be 
possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s parents, but that 
there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide details of the intended 
parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry onto the register of surrogacy 
arrangements. 

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already 
deceased – so option (2) is preferable. 

Paragraph 8.81 

 

Consultation Question 20. 

1.24 We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order by a sole 
applicant under section 54A: 
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(1) the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always intended that 
there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in respect of the child 
concerned or to supply the name and contact details of the other intended parent;  

(2) if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be made for 
notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the application and an 
opportunity given to that party to provide notice of opposition within a brief period 
(of, say, 14 to 21 days); and 

(3) if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to oppose, he or 
she should be required to make his or her own application within a brief period (say 
14 days), otherwise the application of the first intended parent will be determined by 
the court. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 8.86 

 

Consultation Question 21. 

1.25 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and 

(2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth 
mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount 
consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.91 

 

Consultation Question 22. 

1.26 We invite consultees’ views:  

(1) as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new pathway that we 
have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the intended 
parents at birth; and 

(2) if so, as to whether should this oversight be: 
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(a) administrative, or 

(b) judicial. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the 
legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood 
and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as 
recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.93 

 

Consultation Question 23. 

1.27 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989, 
should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional specific 
factors in the situation where it is considering the arrangements for a child in the 
context of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement; and 

(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be. 

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about 
a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the 
issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not 
believe any other factors should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.120 

 

Consultation Question 24. 

1.28 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as applied 
and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 
Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to 
additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering whether to make a 
parental order; and 

(2) what those additional factors should be. 
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The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental 
order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered 
and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the 
child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors 
should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.121 

 

Consultation Question 25. 

1.29 We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be 
amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 
8 order without leave. 

NO 
 
There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother 
and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy arrangements. The court should therefore 
always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no 
liberalisation of the law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do 
not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can apply for a 
section 8 order without leave. 

Paragraph 8.123 

 

Consultation Question 26. 

1.30 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire parental 
responsibility automatically where: 

(1) the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and  

(2) they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and 
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as 
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recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no legal 
responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must 
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.132 

 

Consultation Question 27. 

1.31 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of the child; 
and 

(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should continue to 
have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living with, or being cared 
for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility automatically. The birth mother 
should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental 
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority 
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is 
the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the 
sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of 
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the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no responsibility 
for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised 
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.134 

 

Consultation Question 28. 

1.32 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the 
surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the 
arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to 
object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the 
‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood and parental responsibility. 
 
All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the 
child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special 
Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.139 

 

Consultation Question 29. 

1.33 For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of parental 
responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the intended parents, 
during the period in which parental responsibility is shared; and 
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(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility by the 
party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have 
legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and all subsequent decisions 
involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.140 

 

Consultation Question 30. 

1.34 We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the 
scope of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 9.29 

 

Consultation Question 31. 

1.35 We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used 
independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we 
would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that 
took place. 

N/A 
Paragraph 9.35 
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Consultation Question 32. 

1.36 We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements should be 
brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 
 
1.37 We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 

Paragraph 9.36 

 

Consultation Question 33. 

1.38 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations;  

NO 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to take a 
particular form; and 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual responsible 
for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
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I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.61 

 

Consultation Question 34. 

1.39 We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for: 

(1) representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator; 

(2) managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence 
and skill; 

(3) ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, 
including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary policies and 
procedures; 

(4) training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and 

(5) providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law. 

Do consultees agree? 

ALL CHECK BOXES LEFT BLANK (i.e. none of the above) 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.40 We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible individual 

should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.41 We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualifications a person 

responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.62 
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Consultation Question 35. 

1.42 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit 
making bodies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they 
will inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) 
and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or coerce more women to act 
as ‘surrogates.’ 
 
Deriving derive income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy 
and prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW, which prohibits third-parties 
profiting or otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women. 

Paragraph 9.84 

 

Consultation Question 36. 

1.43 We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and 
facilitation services. 

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because 
that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human 
rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.94 

 

Consultation Question 37. 

1.44 We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to 
offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
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facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
  
1.45 We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should 

be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements 
outside the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.95 

 

Consultation Question 38. 

1.46 We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against 
organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, 
and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they 
are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I 
consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services 
should be a criminal offence. 

Paragraph 9.97 

 

Consultation Question 39. 

1.47 We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 
Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and 
oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal 
parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy.  
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1.48 If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of Practice should 
apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which additional or new areas of 
regulation should be applied. 

Paragraph 9.117 

 

Consultation Question 40. 

1.49 We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable 
(subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation 
to financial terms).  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 9.129 

 

Consultation Question 41. 

1.50 We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for 
negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, 
because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both women and the child. The idea of 
organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of 
Article 6 of CEDAW, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits 
the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any form of benefit from 
women’s prostitution. 

Paragraph 9.135 

 

Consultation Question 42. 

1.51 We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy 
should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything 
that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. 
Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and enabling 
advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent. 
 
At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that 
being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an impoverished woman’s financial problems. If 
this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female 
students and young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to 
their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would be the most vulnerable to 
this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest. 
 
Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, 
we need to protect disadvantaged women from the temptation of renting their wombs. This 
means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned. 

Paragraph 9.145 

 

Consultation Question 43. 

1.52 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental 
order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the 
Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth 
certificate at the age of 18. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.80 

 

Consultation Question 44. 

1.53 We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that 
result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full 
form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy 
arrangement. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original birth certificate. The birth mother should 
be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
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recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of 
the certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 10.85 

 

Consultation Question 45. 

1.54 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and 
Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed 
to changes to allow for the registration of three parents or for anyone other than the birth mother 
to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate. Such proposals could lead to the 
facilitation of the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the 
understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is unique. 

Paragraph 10.87 

 

Consultation Question 46. 

1.55 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has 
been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained 
in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.89 

 

Consultation Question 47. 

1.56 We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements should be 
created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and the gamete 
donors. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.57 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority; 

(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, whether in or 
outside the new pathway, provided that the information about who has contributed 
gametes for the conception of the child has been medically verified, and that the 
information should include: 

(a) identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy arrangement, and 

(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed gametes to the 
conception of the child; and 

(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a parental 
order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage where available 
and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the use of an anonymous 
gamete donor if that applies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the children have 
access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that 
the information held on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because 
otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his 
genetic parentage. 

Paragraph 10.102 

 

Consultation Question 48. 

1.58 We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate 
and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy 
arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it 
trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his genetic 
parentage. 

Paragraph 10.104 
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Consultation Question 49. 

1.59 We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be able to 
access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for identifying 
information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information is included on the 
register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable opportunity to receive 
counselling about the implications of compliance with this request. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.60 We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16 (depending on 

whether the information is identifying or non-identifying respectively) should be able to 
access the information in the register and, if so, in which circumstances: 

(1) where his or her legal parents have consented; 

(2) if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or she is 
sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or 

(3) in any other circumstances. 

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable. 
Paragraph 10.110 

 

Consultation Question 50. 

1.61 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of 
a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person 
whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil 
partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 

YES, this should be possible. 
Paragraph 10.114 

 

Consultation Question 51. 

1.62 We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically related 
through, the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to identify each 
other, if they both wish to do so. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.63 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow people born 

to the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to access the register to 
identify each other, if they both wish to do so. 

YES, I agree. 
Paragraph 10.121 

 

Consultation Question 52. 

1.64 We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a person 
carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the register to identify 
each other, if they both wish to do so: 

(1) if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or 

(2) if they are not genetically related through the surrogate. 

YES to both (1) and (2) 
Paragraph 10.123 

 

Consultation Question 53. 

1.65 For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental 
order should be recorded in the register. 

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded 
in the register. 

Paragraph 10.128 
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Consultation Question 54. 

1.66 We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the 
HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 11.20 

 

Consultation Question 55. 

1.67 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any other legal 
parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found or is incapable of 
giving agreement, should continue to be available; 

NO  
 
I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 
 

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the surrogate, and 
any other legal parent of the child, in the following circumstances: 

(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of the 
surrogate and any other legal parent, or 

(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with the 
intended parents; and 

(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the paramount 
consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life guided by the factors 
set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in Scotland, in line 
with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 

Paragraph 11.58 

 

Consultation Question 56. 

1.68 We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway, the 
intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or habitually resident in 
the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man. 

Do consultees agree?  

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be 
domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism. 
 
1.69 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional conditions 

imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying period of habitual 
residence required to satisfy the test. 

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual 
residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk of surrogacy tourism. 

Paragraph 12.15 

 

Consultation Question 57. 

1.70 We invite consultees’ views on whether: 

(1) the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008 should be 
reformed and, if so, how; or 

(2) the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are within the 
prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from applying. 

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed. 
Paragraph 12.29 
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Consultation Question 58. 

1.71 We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be 
required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s 
home to be with them. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.  

Paragraph 12.34 

 

Consultation Question 59. 

1.72 We provisionally propose that the new pathway –  

(1) should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the intended 
parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that double donation of 
gametes is permitted, but 

(2) that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity, 
meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to provide a gamete due to 
infertility. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should 
be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
 
1.73 We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted under the 

parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in the new pathway) in 
domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are 
likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do not believe that double donation should 
be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.  
 
1.74 We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of the 

intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the parental order 
pathway should be retained in international surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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Paragraph 12.64 

 

Consultation Question 60. 

1.75 We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic 
cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical 
necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the 
surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic 
link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.71 

 

Consultation Question 61. 

1.76 We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical 
necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single 
parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes 
but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.76 
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Consultation Question 62. 

1.77 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a surrogacy 
arrangement has been used because of medical necessity: 

(1) for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or 

(2) for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made. 

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights 
and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’  
 
1.78 We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if it is 

introduced, should be defined and assessed. 

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
Paragraph 12.94 

 

Consultation Question 63. 

1.79 We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to parenthood, information 
identifying the child’s genetic parents and the surrogate must be provided for entry on the 
national register of surrogacy agreements prior to registration of the child’s birth. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
 
I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in 
any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all genetic parents and the birth 
mother. 
 
1.80 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for an application for a 

parental order that: 

(1) those who contributed gametes are entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements; and/or 

(2) if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents provided gametes in the 
conception of the child, that the genetic link is demonstrated to the court with 
medical or DNA evidence. 

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order 
in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2). 
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1.81 We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the application of a parental 
order that the identity of the surrogate is entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision. 

Paragraph 12.115 

 

Consultation Question 64. 

1.82 We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit for the grant of a 
parental order. The age of the intended parents should continue to be taken into account 
in the assessment of the welfare of the child in applications to grant a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both 
women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is 
to be opened up, a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear 
that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy arrangement and will make it 
less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a 
fait accompli. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age but not beyond. It is 
therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
 
1.83 We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway there should be a 

maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, what it should be. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ and it should be 45. 
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
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I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s 
human rights. However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore 
consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important. This will make it clear that 
society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement 
and will make it less likely that they will. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age. It is therefore imperative 
that age limits are set very carefully.  
 
1.84 We provisionally propose that intended parents should be required to be at least 18 years 

old at the time that they enter into a surrogacy agreement under the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it should be much older than 
18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement at that age. It is therefore imperative that 
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it 
would be reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before 
they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood? 

Paragraph 12.133 

 

Consultation Question 65. 

1.85 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years of age 
(at the time of conception), in order for the court to have the power to make a parental 
order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a 
violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself 
as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There 
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should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I 
suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  
 
1.86 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years old at 

the time of entering into the surrogacy agreement within the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of 
childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that 
she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older 
minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be 
more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  

Paragraph 12.144 

 

Consultation Question 66. 

1.87 We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any partner of the 
surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes should be required for the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
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1.88 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out in the Code of 
Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy arrangements outside a licensed clinic, and if 
not, which types of testing should be required for such arrangements. 

 
Paragraph 13.16 

 

Consultation Question 67. 

1.89 We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the new 
pathway: 

(1) the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the intended parents 
intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway should be 
required to attend counselling with regard to the implications of entering into that 
arrangement; and 

(2) the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who meets the 
requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.44 

 

Consultation Question 68. 

1.90 We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that 
the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect 
of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.65 
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Consultation Question 69. 

1.91 We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway: 

(1) an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained for intended parents, 
surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or partners of surrogates;  

(2) the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not enable a surrogate 
arrangement to be proceed under the new pathway where a person screened is unsuitable 
for having being convicted of, or received a police caution for, any offence appearing on a 
prescribed list of offences; and  

(3) the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also determine that a 
person is unsuitable based on the information provided in the enhanced record certificate.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.92 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that applies in the case of 

adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.73 

 

Consultation Question 70. 

1.93 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the 
surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an 
arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone else. It is impossible to 
understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless 
you have had that experience yourself. 

Paragraph 13.95 
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Consultation Question 71. 

1.94 We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate 
pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. 
Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs should not be allowed to undertake more 
than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women 
would have under this proposal. 

Paragraph 13.99 

 

Consultation Question 72. 

1.95 We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended parents to the 
surrogate should be able to be: 

(1) based on an allowance;  

(2) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for 
production of receipts; or 

(3) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of 
receipts. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.16 
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Consultation Question 73. 

1.96 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential costs 
relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.22 
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Consultation Question 74. 

1.97 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate 
additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather than 
essential.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.26 

 

Consultation Question 75. 

1.98 We invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise from 
entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a surrogate pregnancy; 
and 

(2) the types of cost which should be included within this category. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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Paragraph 15.29 

 

Consultation Question 76. 

1.99 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or 
self-employed). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.37 

 

Consultation Question 77. 

1.100 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential earnings: 

(1) her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.35 
above); and/or 

(2) other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.38 

 

Consultation Question 78. 

1.101 We invite consultees to share their experiences:  

(1) of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended parents has 
had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits; and 

(2) where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s entitlement to 
means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been addressed in their 
surrogacy arrangement. 

N/A 
Paragraph 15.47 
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Consultation Question 79. 

1.102 We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate for the following: 

(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth; 

(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or 

(3)  specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an 
ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive 
haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a 
hysterectomy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.  
 
1.103 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of which 

intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.  
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1.104 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable should be: 

(1) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or  

(2) left to the parties to negotiate.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.  

Paragraph 15.53 

 

Consultation Question 80. 

1.105 We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the 
surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.  

Paragraph 15.56 
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Consultation Question 81. 

1.106 We invite consultees’ views as to whether:  

(1) intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and 

(2) if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or reasonable in 
nature. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts. 

Paragraph 15.60 

 

Consultation Question 82. 

1.107 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended parents to 
agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service 
of undertaking a surrogacy. (check box) 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.108 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the fee should be: 

(1) any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or 

(2) a fixed fee set by the regulator. 

Both check boxes left blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.109 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what, if any, other payments 
the law should permit, in addition to that fixed fee: 

(1) no other payments; 

(2) essential costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(3) additional costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(4) lost earnings; 

(5) compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and complications, 
and the death of the surrogate; and/or 

(6) gifts. 

All check boxes left blank. 
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I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to 
the birth mother for her ‘services’. 

Paragraph 15.69 

 

Consultation Question 83. 

1.110 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for any payment the law 
permits the intended parents to pay the surrogate for her services to be reduced in the 
event of a miscarriage or termination of the pregnancy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 
 

1.111 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee payable to the surrogate 
to be able to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination, whether such 
provision should apply: 

(1) in the first trimester of pregnancy only; 
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(2) to any miscarriage or termination; or 

(3) some other period of time (please specify).   

All check boxes left blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 

Paragraph 15.72 

 

Consultation Question 84. 

1.112 We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to 
surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to 
parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement 
being used, the only payments that should ever be made are essential and basic expenses for 
which receipts are provided. 
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Paragraph 15.74 

 

Consultation Question 85. 

1.113 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have 
not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 

Paragraph 15.75 

 

Consultation Question 86. 

1.114 We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that 
intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.76 
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Consultation Question 87. 

1.115 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods of enforcing 
limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates that we should consider as part of 
our review: 

(1) for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and  

(2) for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of the baby. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts 
are provided. The judge or other competent authority should closely monitor all financial aspects 
of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the 
parental order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the 
arrangements, the competent authority should be totally independent and not, for example, an 
agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any 
way. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 15.89 

 

Consultation Question 88. 

1.116 We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into under 
the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.117 We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into 

under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so should not be dependent 
on the surrogate complying with any terms of the agreement relating to her lifestyle. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy 
agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is utterly abhorrent. 

Paragraph 15.99 

 

Consultation Question 89. 

1.118 We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to 
share with us their experiences f international surrogacy arrangements. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.10 

 

Consultation Question 90. 

1.119 We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international 
context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in 
this chapter. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.12 

 

Consultation Question 91. 

1.120 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register 
a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and 
obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long 
the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.52 
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Consultation Question 92. 

1.121 We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the 
application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international 
surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of 
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this 
proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.53 

 

Consultation Question 93. 

1.122 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In 
particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of 
the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.68 

 

Consultation Question 94. 

1.123 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy 
arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the 
birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s country of birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport before the child is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict 
the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling 
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and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

 

1.124 We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa outside of 
the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal parents of the child 
under nationality law should be brought within the Rules. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
1.125 We provisionally propose that:  

(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links with the 
surrogate; or  

(2) that this condition should be clarified to ensure that it does not prevent the child 
having contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.126 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of a visa 

outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order within six 
months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the availability of the 
visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to remove the time limit on 
applications for parental orders is accepted. 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 16.69 

 

Consultation Question 95. 

1.127 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an 
international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to 
be completed after the birth of the child. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form 
for the child before she or he is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to 
contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against 
the selling and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I 
therefore strongly disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.76 

 

Consultation Question 96. 

1.128 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international 
surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the 
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.77 

 

Consultation Question 97. 

1.129 We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, 
comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration 
consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a 
violation of the human rights of women and children and all the other ways in which it is 
possible for people to enjoy children in their lives. 

Paragraph 16.82 
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Consultation Question 98. 

1.130 We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be 
eligible for the new pathway to parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 16.93 

 

Consultation Question 99. 

1.131 We provisionally propose that:  

1.132 the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended parents of 
children born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are recognised as the 
legal parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth, should also be recognised as 
the child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being necessary for the intended parents to 
apply for a parental order, but 

1.133 before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be satisfied that 
the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides protection against the 
exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, that is at least equivalent to 
that provided in UK law. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children 
and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth 
mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her 
consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of 
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case 
by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration. This is an 
important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I 
believe it should apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.94 
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Consultation Question 100. 

1.134 We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy arrangements in the UK 
involving foreign intended parents. 

N/A 
 
1.135 We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 

(1) any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from the UK for the purpose 
of the child becoming the subject of a parental order, or its equivalent, in another 
jurisdiction; and 

(2) if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process allowing foreign 
intended parents to remove the child from the jurisdiction of the UK for this 
purpose and with the approval of the court and, if so, what form should that 
process take. 

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from 
trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same checks as would be used in 
an international adoption. 

Paragraph 16.120 

 

Consultation Question 101. 

1.136 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory 
paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, 
civil partner or partner requires reform. 

I do not believe this needs changing. 
Paragraph 17.18 

 

Consultation Question 102. 

1.137 We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in 
respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only 
one intended parent qualifies.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
Paragraph 17.32 
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Consultation Question 103. 

1.138 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended parents to 
take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the purpose of induced 
lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other reason; and  

(2) if reform is needed, suggestions on reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children.  

Paragraph 17.36 

 

Consultation Question 104. 

1.139 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable 
facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under 
Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is 
sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children. 

Paragraph 17.40 

 

Consultation Question 105. 

1.140 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to 
employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.43 

 

Consultation Question 106. 

1.141 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to 
surrogacy and succession law are required. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.56 
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Consultation Question 107. 

1.142 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy 
arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are reforms to law 
or practice that consultees would like to see in this area. 

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are 
not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to override the birth mother’s 
wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during 
pregnancy, labour and childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions 
and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time for any or no 
reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and 
this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to birth mothers and new-borns – 
especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid 
reason to be extremely cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of 
surrogacy births. 
 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. 
As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in surrogacy is likely to lead to 
additional pressure on the NHS.  
 
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-
term negative effects on the well-being of both of them. This is likely to be the same for birth 
mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional 
long-term pressures on the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and 
there are no questions about this. 
 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure 
that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s health, including premature death. 
Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs 
when this isn’t in their best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors 
are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of 
‘attractiveness’ for example. 
 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these 
issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the NHS picking up the tab for the 
extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. 
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There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and 
society. 
 
1.143 We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like to see 

made to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social Care for 
England and Wales. 

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and 
that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at any time, for any or no reason. 
Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended 
parents’ have no legal right to override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or 
medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum 
period. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert 
than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to ensure that they can speak to her 
alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in 
consultations, and the labour ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes. 
 
1.144 We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better accommodate 

surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding issues. 

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the 
wellbeing of herself and the child. 

Paragraph 17.76 

 

Consultation Question 108. 

1.145 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to 
surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration 
to the significant risk that women will be coerced into agreeing to participate in surrogacy 
arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even 
more likely if substantial payments are involved. 
 
It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners 
and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or much of their earnings. This is a major 
route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. 
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There is no reason to expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it 
is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money. 
 
If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that 
prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement. This should be a criminal offence 
and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as 
a deterrent. That such a law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why 
paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women. 
 
It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any 
payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by receipts and overseen by a judge. 

Paragraph 17.80 

 

Consultation Question 109. 

1.146 We invite consultees who are intended parents, live in the UK, and have entered into a 
surrogacy arrangement that led to the birth of a child to tell us: 

(1) when the child was born; 

(2) whether the arrangement was domestic or international and, if international, in 
which country the arrangement took place; 

(3) whether the arrangement led to the making of a parental order in the UK; and 

(4) whether they are a: 

(a) opposite-sex couple; 

(b) male same-sex couple; 

(c) female same-sex couple; 

(d) single woman; or 

(e) single man. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.2 
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Consultation Question 110. 

1.147 We invite consultees who have experience of applying for a parental order in the UK to 
tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) whether they had legal advice before the making of the parental order; 

(3) whether they were represented by a lawyer in court; and 

(4) the cost of any legal advice or representation. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.4 

 

Consultation Question 111. 

1.148 We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of 
the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the 
child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 

Paragraph 18.6 

 

Consultation Question 112. 

1.149 We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide evidence about the 
cost of: 

(1) medical screening; and 

(2) implications counselling 

(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or implications 
counselling from any other costs involved with fertility treatment). 

N/A 
 
1.150 We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental order proceedings, to 

provide evidence of what they would charge: 

(1) to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed requirement for independent 
legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; and 
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(2) to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy agreement required for the 
new pathway. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.8 

 

Consultation Question 113. 

1.151 We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of: 

(1) the current requirement of a genetic link; and 

(2) any removal of this requirement in cases of medical necessity: 

(a) in the new pathway; 

(b) in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy arrangements; or 

(c) in both situations. 

 
Paragraph 18.11 

 

Consultation Question 114. 

1.152 We invite consultees who consider that they might be able to fulfil the role of the 
independent professional discussed in Chapter 9 to tell us: 

(1) their profession; and  

(2) what they would charge to provide such a service. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.13 

 

Consultation Question 115. 

1.153 We invite consultees who are intended parents to give us their views on the impact of our 
proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 
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(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
1.154 We invite consultees who are surrogates to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.15 

 

Consultation Question 116. 

1.155 We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) that led to the birth of 
their child(ren), including the cost of fertility treatment, payments to the surrogate 
and payments to any surrogacy agency or organisation; 

(3) how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s); 

(4) what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering into a surrogacy 
arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to the birth of a child); and 

(5) how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.18 

 

Consultation Question 117. 

1.156 We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 

 
Paragraph 18.20 
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Consultation Question 118. 

1.157 We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically 
addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this paper. 

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already 
decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation should enable it. This may be 
explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested 
interest in surrogacy – ‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience 
of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money from commercial 
surrogacy if it is given the green light. 
 
It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders 
in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as all women are affected by the 
institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial 
surrogacy in this country. 
 
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men 
to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique bond between birth mother and child – 
and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of 
birth are a major step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – 
potentially affecting the status of all women.  
 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other 
family members coercing a woman into engaging in commercial surrogacy for their (and not 
her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to 
have been completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 
 
UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty 
(PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this consultation. There doesn’t appear to 
be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality 
considerations and impact assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women 
and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of equality 
legislation. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have 
due regard to the need to: 
 

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct 
prohibited by the Act. 

• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 
and those who do not. 

• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 
who do not. 
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There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s 
position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the sexes. Any loosening of the laws 
around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have 
an impact on the relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young 
people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them but took 
advantage of their birth mothers. 
 
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not 
based on any recognised human rights instruments – such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ 
confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to 
be a ‘surrogate.’ These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by 
the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard against the sale of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers, including: 
 
 The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no 

contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or physical transfer of the child. 
 All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the 

child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides not to relinquish the child. 
 The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own 

post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual obligation.” 
 Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare 

checks after the birth of the child. 
 Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other 

competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with the best interests of the child 
being paramount. 

 
The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation 
guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed and do not ask the important 
high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc.  
 
For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start 
again from the position of women’s and children’s human rights. If it is found that there is no 
way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties 
such as CEDAW and the UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be 
liberalised.  
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 
 

Paragraph 18.22 
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

Independent surrogate

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Surrogate

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

This is so very important. Especially if the new pathway is followed and a surrogate need it go on the birth certificate. Children must know and are morally
entitled to understand their heritage and background.

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Vitally important for those children who have parents that wish to conceal the truth from them.

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:



I personally see no issue with the current system but see why others do.

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

It should be identifying.

57  Consultation Question 49:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

59  Consultation Question 51:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

I think this is a fabulous idea and beneficial to all surrogate children born through traditional surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

I think it's unnecessary with gestational surrogacy, but .I wouldn't have an issue with this.

60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for production of receipts; or



Please provide your views below:

The current system where estimates are given that allow for a certain amount of compensation are fine.

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

Yes they absolutely should. There will be a shortfall between actual pay and SMP/MA this should always be covered by the IPs

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

Anything lost should be covered by the IPs

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

No expenses received should have an impact on a surrogates right to benefits. More often than not a stay at home mother is in a better position to grow
another human for someone else. It seems a shame to punish her for wanting to help by negatively affecting her benefit entitlement.

87  Consultation Question 79:

pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth;, medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or, specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage,
termination, caesarean birth, excessive haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a hysterectomy.

Please provide your views below:

Everything stated above should be included in an agreement and be payed for by the IPs.

Please provide your views below:

left to the parties to negotiate. 

Please provide your views below:

Each party should be able to come to their own conclusions as to what is appropriate. Everyone's outgoings are different and o teonset of expenses are
exactly the same. Everyone should continue as they are and set their own compensation allowances.

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

Life insurance should al2ays be covered by the IPs, no agreement should be entered into unless the surrogates life is insured.
This would be great if this was included as part of the new pathways.

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

Intended Paretns should feel free to gift their surrogate however they see fit without feeling like they were doing any wrong.

90  Consultation Question 82:



It should be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

Of course it should. Some women don't want an everlasting friendship and do just want to perform a service. Some Intended Parents just wish to use a
service and not have to endure an everlasting service. These people should be allowed to find each other and pay for what they need.

any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or

Please provide your views below:

essential costs relating to the pregnancy;, additional costs relating to the pregnancy;, compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and
complications, and the death of the surrogate; and/or, gifts.

Please provide any views below:

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

Any pregnancy that passes past 30 weeks of gestation and results in a birth, should result in the surrogate receiving her full agreed up on
expenses/compensation.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

96  Consultation Question 88:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

A woman should always retain full autonomy over her own body.
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RESPONSE TO THE CONSULTATION ON SURROGACY LAW 
REFORM 

 

The Family Law Bar Association (herewith referred to as the “FLBA”) is the specialist Bar 
Association for family barristers, practising in all areas of family law.  
  
 
About the FLBA 

  
The FLBA and has over 1,700 members. The elected National Committee is based in London 
and is headed by a team of Executive Officers. In addition, the FLBA has a strong regional 
network as a result of a number of regional committees, which are based across England and 
Wales. 

  
The FLBA is regularly consulted by both the Judiciary and Government Departments, 
including the Legal Aid Agency and the Ministry of Justice, in all important initiatives 
affecting family law and family barristers.  

  
The response from the FLBA 

The following represents the formal response of the Family Law Bar Association (FLBA) 
regarding those parts of the the consultation on surrogacy laws about which we consider 
it appropriate to offer comment.  That does not mean to imply that this document records 
the position of all the constituent members of the FLBA. It is recognised that surrogacy 
is an issue which raises many questions, even controversies, and about which there are a 
plethora of different and, sometimes nuanced, opinions.   There may be those in the FLBA 
who hold strong positions which are diametrically opposed to those expressed herein. 

This position represents the collective approach of the FLBA committee to this subject. 

Our starting point is that this is an area about which reform is needed and that there does 
need to be a legal framework in which the recognition of parenthood through surrogacy 
can be achieved. That in itself is not accepted by some commentators, but it is the 
predicate of this response.  
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New Legal Pathway to Parenthood 

The FLBA’s response to the Law Commission’s proposed new legal pathway to parenthood is 
as follows: 

 

1. The FLBA agrees that the current pathway to legal parenthood, which is set out in the 

HFEA 2008 (the ‘parental order’), needs to be reformed. 

 

2. The FLBA agrees that it would be beneficial for there to be a process whereby intended 

parents are recognised as the legal parents of a child born via surrogacy from birth, and for 

the intended parents to have parental responsibility for this child from birth, rather than the 

surrogate (and sometimes also her partner) being the only legal parents with parental 

responsibility for the child, despite them not having the child in their care. The FLBA 

agrees that, in the majority of cases, it is not in the child’s best interests to wait many 

months for the parental order process to conclude, before the intended parents are 

recognised as the child’s legal parents with parental responsibility for him/her, and for the 

surrogacy (and possibly also her partner’s) legal parenthood and parental responsibility to 

be extinguished. 

 
3. The FLBA recognises that the new pathway is predicated on the view that a child conceived 

within a domestic surrogacy arrangement is to be treated as akin to a child conceived by 

natural and/or assisted conception, all such methods being are characterised by the intention 

to create a child. 

 
4. Given that those who conceived by natural and/or assisted conception are not required to 

fulfil ‘eligibility requirements’ (in order to determine their ‘fitness to parent’) the FLBA 

acknowledges the Law Commission’s view that it would be wrong to impose such 

requirements on intended parents whose situation allows them to utilise the new pathway. 

 
5. The FLBA notes that the above approach marks a significant departure from the previously 

held view that the process by which intended parents obtained parental orders (and 

therefore legal parenthood) was by reason of the assessments undertaken and the statutory 

checklist which applied to such assessments, much more akin to adoption. 
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6. The FLBA also agrees with the proposal that the new legal pathway applies, unless and 

until the surrogate objects, at which point the parties would then need to complete the 

parental order process and be subject to the scrutiny and oversight of the courts. This 

balances the rights of the intended parents, surrogates and children, and recognises that, in 

the vast majority of surrogacy cases, the surrogate does not wish to have legal parenthood 

or parental responsibility for the child whereas the intended parents do. 
 

7. In light of the above, the FLBA supports the Law Commission’s proposals as to a change 

in the language which surrounds the issue of consent to legal parenthood in respect of those 

matters which fall within the new pathway.  Whereas before (via an application for a 

parental order) the surrogate would be required to provide their ‘consent’ to the intended 

parents becoming the legal parents of the child it is proposed that the focus shifts to the 

surrogate’s objection to the intended parents becoming the legal parents the latter being the 

presumed collective intention. 

 

8. The FLBA appreciates that this subtle but important distinction in the change of focus - 

from consent to objection - highlights that it is presumed by both parties, prior to 

conception, that the intended parents will be the legal parents of the child.  This underlines 

the fundamental intentions of the parties at the time they enter into the agreement.  From 

the perspective of intended parents, it can be seen that this presumption may be preferable 

to the ongoing uncertainty which may persist unless and until the surrogate has provided 

the requisite consent within the context of a parental order application. 

 

9. However, the FLBA notes that there remains a question as to what may constitute a valid 

objection (by the surrogate) to the acquisition of legal parenthood (by the intended parents).  

The FLBA also notes that the potential for uncertainty in this regard renders intended 

parents open to precisely the same issues as currently exist in respect of surrogates who do 

not provide consent to the making of parental orders.   

 
10. Whilst it is accepted that surrogates may not provide consent for a number of more 

understandable reasons (such as an unexpected maternal bond with the newborn child) 
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more malign reasons may still arise (i.e. fraud, misrepresentation or an absence of genuine 

intention).   

 
11. The FLBA also recognises that such issues as may arise may be dealt with quickly outwith 

the pathway, by the courts and by virtue of the greater proposed power of the court to 

dispense with the surrogate’s consent (see paragraph 19, below).  The FLBA recognises 

that whilst it may be impossible to legislate in respect of all situations in which consent 

may be withheld, the Law Commissions proposals represent a flexible approach to the issue 

which envisages judicial intervention, if required, to determine disputes between intended 

parents and surrogates.  
 

12. It is of benefit that the Law Commission recommends that, if the requirements of the new 

legal pathway are met, that it is not necessary for intended parents to attend court hearings 

and that, instead, there will be an administrative process, incorporating various safeguards. 

The process is, from the perspective of the intended parents, arguably less onerous, time 

consuming, costly and uncertain. 

 
13. The FLBA agrees that it is possible for the majority of these safeguards to take place prior 

to conception, including the matching of intended parents and surrogates via a regulated 

surrogacy organisation or licensed clinic, medical checks of all parties, independent legal 

advice and counselling for all parties, the parties to enter into a surrogacy agreement, and 

an assessment of the welfare of the child.  Provided such safeguards are applied with 

sufficient rigour and care, this approach allows for proper scrutiny of the surrogacy 

arrangement albeit to a lesser degree than that which presently takes place by both the court 

and Cafcass within the context of a parental order application. 

 
14.  The FLBA does however, agree that under the current parental order route, scrutiny by the 

courts only happens after the child is born “where, to some extent, the court’s hands are 

tied by the “done deal” of the existence of a baby being cared for by the intended parents.” 

 

15. There are those in the FLBA who would suggest that the Law Commission reconsider the 

applicability of the proposed new legal pathway to parenthood, so that it can apply to both 

domestic and international surrogacy arrangements and so that an arbitrary distinction is 

not drawn between them. This is for the following reasons: 
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a. Both domestic surrogates and surrogates based in foreign jurisdictions have 

expressed that they do not wish to become the parent of the child that they are 

carrying;  

b. In some foreign jurisdictions, such as California, Ontario and British Columbia, 

the surrogate and the intended parents will have already completed a pre-birth 

process, allowing the intended parents to be recognised as the child’s parents 

(including on their birth certificate) in that jurisdiction from birth. This has 

caused great confusion for surrogates and the intended parents in the past; 

c. Provided the intended parents are able to meet the stringent requirements of any 

pre-birth process which is put in place in the UK, there appears to be no reason 

why the applicability of this process should differ purely depending on whether 

the surrogacy process was carried out in the UK as opposed to in a foreign 

jurisdiction, and no reason why this would cause any alleged increase in the risk 

of the trafficking of children or the exploitation of surrogates; 

d. Allowing intended parents who have engaged in a foreign surrogacy 

arrangement and who can meet the strict requirements of the new legal pathway 

to become the child’s legal parents with parental responsibility from birth will 

also help to overcome (although not completely eradicate) the current issues 

surrounding immigration and the delay in children receiving their British 

passports and being able to travel back to the UK with their parents. 

 

16. Other members of the FLBA consider that there is an argument for introducing a list of 

countries to which the pathway might apply.  It is now the case that surrogacy arrangements 

from some countries require less scrutiny than others.  

 

17. There are also some members that concur with the proposals that international surrogacy 

arrangements should fall outside the new pathway.  

 

18. The FLBA also recommends that the Law Commission address the fact that domestic 

surrogacy arrangements can be dealt with at the lowest level of the Family Court 

(magistrates) whereas international surrogacy arrangements must be dealt with in the High 

Court. This would be in respect of cases where the parental order route still applies, rather 
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than the new legal pathway. Given the complex issues which can exist in surrogacy 

arrangements 0(whether domestic or international), the Law Commission may consider that 

magistrates should not be permitted to hear such cases. Equally, the Law Commission may 

consider that it is not necessary for the High Court to necessarily hear applications in 

respect of all international surrogacy arrangements: for instance, many US surrogacy 

arrangements in particular are relatively simple and impose similar safeguards to those 

required by the proposed new legal pathway. The FLBA would recommend that all 

applications for parental orders (whether domestic or international) should be heard, at 

least, by a judge of District Judge level or above. This may also help to reduce the delay in 

hearing these applications. 

 

19. The FLBA agrees that, if the parental order process applies to a case, rather than the new 

legal pathway, additional measures need to be taken to reduce the impact of the delay in 

finalising the child’s legal parenthood and who holds parental responsibility for them. The 

FLBA agrees that intended parents should automatically acquire parental responsibility 

where a child is living with them or being cared for by them, and where they intend to apply 

for a parental order. Although the courts regularly grant Parental Responsibility Orders and 

Child Arrangements Orders stating that children live with their intended parents, there is 

still often a delay of many months between the child being born and the court making such 

orders. 

 

20. The FLBA also welcomes the recommendation that the courts be given a power, where the 

parental order process applies rather than the new legal pathway, to dispense with the 

consent of the surrogate, with this power to mirror that which exists in adoption 

proceedings. This promotes consistency within the law, as well as preventing a surrogate 

from unreasonably refusing to provide her consent, despite the parental order being the 

only order which meets the welfare of the child in a given case (which has happened in 

reported cases in the past). This is important, as there is no equivalent order to a parental 

order, which also allows for the intended parents to be recognised as the child’s legal 

parents with parental responsibility for him/her, whilst also extinguishing the surrogate’s 

legal parenthood and parental responsibility for the child.  
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21. The FLBA also agrees that the existing requirement of domicile should be changed to 

habitual residence, in order to qualify for a parental order and the new legal pathway. 

Habitual residence is very much the usual requirement within the vast majority of areas of 

family law, and therefore this would promote consistency across family law as a whole. 

 
 

 

The genetic link: Consultation Question 59 

 

 

22. The FLBA welcomes the proposal that there should not be a requirement for the intended 

parent, or one of the intended parents, to provide gametes for the conception of the child in 

cases of medical necessity.  

 

23. We would wish, however, to highlight that the question of what amounted to ‘medical 

necessity’ would need to be explored further. In cases where it is plain that the intended 

parent(s) has a medically recognised infertility problem this will be relatively 

straightforward to determine. But would, for example, an older couple or individual who 

was rendered infertile as a result of the natural aging process be permitted to rely on this 

proposal?  In such circumstances it might be thought that it was appropriate for the court 

to determine what amounted to a ‘medical necessity’ in a similar approach to how the court 

has determined what amounted to an ‘enduring family relationship’  (see  Re F & M  

(Children) (Thai Surrogacy) (Enduring family  relationship) [2016] EWHC 1594 

(Fam) .  Moreover, ‘medical necessity’ may also need to include the desire of the intended 

parent(s) not wishing to transmit a genetic condition to a child and therefore sought to use 

donor gametes.  

 
 

Domestic and international cases  

 

24. In the experience of our practitioners, where there have been cases of ‘double donation’ 

these cases have tended arise in international jurisdictions where it is lawful and they are 

afforded legal parenthood.  In such circumstances a parental order is not available for the 
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intended parent(s) to acquire any parental status in this jurisdiction. The intended parents 

are often looking for a legal solution to afford them parental status.  

 

25. The underlying rationale for a prohibition in respect of international cases is perhaps 

consistent with the overall aim of having fewer people travel abroad to engage in surrogacy 

arrangements. However we see no good reason to prevent intended parents who have used 

double donation abroad from being prevented to apply for a parental order on the basis of 

medical necessity as well. This is particularly the case in circumstances where they have 

travelled to jurisdictions  that are then subsequently  recognised  as jurisdictions where their 

parental status was automatically recognised here (i.e. if there was a designated list akin to 

the Adoption (recognition of overseas adoptions) order 2013).  

 
26. In international cases where double gamete donation has occurred under the existing 

legislative framework there is no easy legal remedy for an intended parent(s) to acquire 

parental status:  adoption might not be possible as a mechanism to achieve legal 

parenthood.  Under the current proposal whilst there is no prohibition  to intended parents 

traveling abroad to engage in a double donor surrogacy, it is practice that happens not 

infrequently  and the children conceived by this process may still find themselves in a 

legally precarious position in relation to their intended parent(s) 

 
 
 

Regulation/ Chapter 9: 
 
 

27. The FLBA agrees that it is necessary that any surrogacy arrangement has ‘proper 

regulation’ which  ‘will facilitate intended parents and surrogates entering into surrogacy 

arrangements in a way that is safe, clear, and puts the emphasis on both the welfare of the 

child and the informed consent of all parties’.  

 

28. It agrees that there should be regulatory oversight and consistency, but that this does not 

need to be as prescriptive as, for example Adoption Regulations. 
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29. It agrees that there should be some balance between oversight by the ‘Authority’ (the 

HFEA) and what is enshrined in regulations and therefore reviewable by the Secretary of 

State. 

 
 
Consultation Question 23.  

 
In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to:  
(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989, 
should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional specific 
factors in the situation where it is considering the arrangements for a child in the 
context of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement; and  
(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be.  
 

30. The welfare checklist and considerations for a child are the same, irrespective of life story 

and the current welfare checklist covers this. If included in the new legislation, as is with 

the ACA 2002, might be a provision that it is ‘throughout the child’s life’ in relation also 

to children born through surrogacy because of the life-long relationships that are created 

under statute.  

 

31. Orders under the Children Act 1989 do not create such lifelong and transformative  

relationships.  

 
 

 
 
Consultation Question 24.  

 
In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views:  
(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as applied 
and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 Regulations) 
should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional 
specific factors in the situation where it is considering whether to make a parental 
order; and  
(2) what those additional factors should be. 
 

32. The current section 1(4) ACA 2002 covers all relevant matters in relation to child welfare 

and adoption.  

 

33. The paramountcy of child welfare in line with section 1(4) ACA 2002 should also be 

enshrined in law with regards to orders arising out of surrogacy arrangements. 
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Consultation Question 25.  
We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should 
be amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a 
section 8 order without leave.  
 
Yes.  
 

Consultation Question 33.  
We provisionally propose that:  
(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations;   
(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to take a 
particular form; and  
(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual 
responsible for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation.  
Do consultees agree?  
 
Yes. 
 
Consultation Question 34.  
We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for:  
(1) representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator;  
(2) managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence 
and skill;  
(3) ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, 
including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary policies and 
procedures;  
(4) training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and  
(5) providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law.  
Do consultees agree?  
 
Yes  
 
We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible 
individual should have.  
 

34. Consideration could be given to this person being responsible for the oversight of 

collating/collecting data in relation to the surrogate, so this may be accessed by the child 

later. 

 
We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualifications a person 
responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have. 
 

35. Social worker with minimum (10) years’ experience, lawyer or similar. 
 
Consultation Question 35.  
We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-
profit making bodies.  
Do consultees agree?  
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Yes 
 
 
Consultation Question 36. We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included 
in the definition of matching and facilitation services.  
 

36. As mentioned elsewhere, a proper screening process and child welfare evaluation pre the 

embryo being implanted is important. Consideration may also be given that a course on life 

story work should form part of the preliminary evaluation. Much emphasis is given to this 

for prospective adopters and the importance of proper life story work should be emphasised 

also with regards to children born through surrogacy. 

 

37. Access to any counselling services might be considered. 

 

38. In terms of facilitation, the current blanket prohibition in that regard does not work because 

it means that parties go into the process without legal advice or other professional 

assistance. 

 

39. The facilitation services could also provide a list of specialist lawyers for IPs and 

surrogates.  

 

40. Resolution could offer a surrogacy accreditation, by way of quality assurance, for instance.  

  
 

 
Consultation Question 37.  
We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able 
to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in 
the new pathway.  
Do consultees agree?  
 
 
Yes 
 
 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations 
should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy 
arrangements outside the new pathway.  
 

41. Consistency of approach may be the most straightforward way such that both pathways 

should be regulated in the same way. 
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Consultation Question 38.  
We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against 
organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to 
do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.  
 

42. A criminal sanction would deter non-regulated organisations from matching and facilitating 

a surrogacy arrangement.  

 
 
  
Consultation Question 39.  
We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 
Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy 
organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for 
the new pathway to legal parenthood.  
Do consultees agree?  
 
Yes 
 
 
 
If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of Practice 
should apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which additional or 
new areas of regulation should be applied.  
 

43. The suggestion that there is no too much pressure place on the Authority is considered 

sensible. As is the concept of eligibility being enshrined in Statue and therefor within the 

ambit of the Secretary of State. Where possible the regulations ought to be amenable to 

review and reflectors in light of societal changes and ongoing input from interested parties. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Consultation Question 40.  
We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable 
(subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in 
relation to financial terms).   
Do consultees agree?  
 
Yes  
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Consultation Question 41.  
We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for 
negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements.  
Do consultees agree?  
 
Yes  
 

 
Consultation Question 42.  
We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy 
should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising 
anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements.  
Do consultees agree?  
 
Yes –  
 
 

Payments and Finances: consultation chapters 14 and 15 
 

44. The FLBA is aware that commercial arrangements and payments of surrogates is a 

controversial subject.  Like surrogacy itself, it evinces strong views on all sides of 

argument.  There are those who are profoundly opposed to any profit element to payments, 

those who consider that an itemised schedule of payments should be made to the surrogate 

in exchange for receipts and those who either endorse the regularisation of commercial 

surrogacy arrangements or accept them as a simple reality.  The FLBA is a broad church 

and a proportion of its members will hold each of those views and, no doubt, others in 

addition. 

 

45. It is also important to acknowledge that there is considerable uncertainty about what is and 

what is not permitted under the present legislation and that, in any event, commercial 

arrangements (“financial acknowledgements”, “gifts“, “compensation for pain and suffer“) 

particularly in the context of international surrogacy are both commonplace and have been 

uniformly retrospectively authorised by the court.  It may seem anomalous to have a bar on 

payments which go beyond compensation for actual expenses when the court routinely 

permits them.  

 

46. The issue of payments also has implication in relation to the way it interacts with the 

legislation in respect of adoption.  There are particular implications for payments to a 

surrogate where the intended parent has no biological link with the child. 
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47. For the purposes of this response in respect of payments, the starting assumption is that 

what is permitted under the present scheme is the starting point (i.e. if payments are 

presently lawful under the legislation, they should continue to be so).       

 

 

Consultation Question 72 

Whether any amounts which a UK surrogate can be paid should be based on an 
allowance or itemised (with or without receipts) 

 

48. An itemised bill has the advantage of certainty and transparency for the intended parents 

and the surrogate.  However, it can be impractical and cumbersome.  It may also create (as 

between the surrogate and the intended parent(s)) a sense of dependency and/or the 

impression of being controlled and under scrutiny. 

 

49. In some respects, an allowance allows for a greater fluidity than itemised payments and a 

sense of certainty for the surrogate so that she can prospectively plan expenditure rather 

than have to recoup monies spent. It means that there may be something of a “rounding 

up”.  An allowance would need to sufficiently generous as to ensure that the surrogate is 

(at least) compensated for expenses directly referral to her pregnancy. 

 

 

50. In reality, where pregnancy requires a pause in the surrogate’s employment there may be a 

regularity of payment (much like an allowance).  

 

51. There will no doubt be some concern that an allowance may include a profit element and 

has the appearance of providing what some may perceive as an income. 

 

 

52. A compromise would seem to be for there to be an allowance with provision for unexpected 

receipted payments, above and beyond an allowance, to cover unexpected or expenses. 
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Consultation question 73-75 

Essential pregnancy costs – whether these should be permitted and what should be 
included.  Additional pregnancy costs – whether these should be permitted and what 
should be included.  Surrogacy-specific pregnancy costs – whether these should be 
permitted and what should be included 

53. It is the FLBA‘s view that at least all costs presently permitted without the need for the 

court’s retrospective authorisation should continue to be allowed.   

 

54. Payments directed at making the pregnancy more comfortable (as opposed to “unavoidable 

expenses”) has the benefit of affording greater dignity to the surrogate and fostering a 

relationship of mutual respect.  It is also important that the reforms do not create an 

environment which encourages the surrogate and the intended parents to come to covert 

financial arrangements or which create circumstances in which those involved in the 

arrangement are open to exploitation.  Regularising and legitimising payments that are 

already happening, albeit in ways which may not on a strict reading of the legislation be 

authorised domestically under the present schema, has the advantage of bringing the law 

into line with the reality of present surrogacy practice.  

 

 

Consultation question 76-77 

Lost earnings – whether these should be permitted and what should be included (both 
actual lost earnings and lost earnings potential) 

 

55. The present schema allows for lost earnings (those being a direct result of the pregnancy).  

Lost earnings potential (of the two categories identified in the consultation) are more 

speculative and more difficult to quantify.   While offering no dogmatic view, the FLBA 

notes the issue of liability and uncertainty in relation to lost potential earnings and does not 

argue that they should be permitted. 

 

Consultation question  78 

Benefits – call for evidence of the impact of payments on entitlement 

N/A 
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Consultation question  79-80 

Compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical procedures, complications and 
death – whether these should be permitted and how set 

 

56. These are difficult and delicate issues.  Strong views are engendered by the notion of there 

being a potential for a designated “going rate” for the usual vicissitudes of child-birth, 

medical complications and death.  

 

57. On the other hand, there is an argument that additional medical procedures and death, in 

particular, are foreseeable consequences of child-birth and contingencies should be made 

accordingly.   

 

 

58. It does raise the spectre that, if such compensation is payable, there will develop a sub-

industry which deals with insurance etc,. and targets intended parents. 

 

Consultation question 81 

Gifts – whether these should be permitted and if so whether they should be modest or 
reasonable 

59. The arguments against the provision of gifts to a surrogate are relatively straightforward.  

If there is a prohibition of commercial surrogacy arrangement or rules as to levels of 

payment, the existence of gifts may operate as a parallel means of (unauthorised) 

compensation.   

 

60. However, the contra argument is that authority to give gifts allows for a more natural 

relationship within the surrogacy arrangements.   In situations in which a surrogate is a 

friend or relation, it is quite natural for some intended parents to want to treat her during 

and after the pregnancy.  If there is a repeat of a surrogacy arrangement and therefore, the 

surrogate is familiar to the intended parents, they may wish to gift her money or other 

tangible items.  If there is a miscarriage or still-birth, the intended parents may wish to 

thank or support the surrogate with a gift.  Such gifts may engender a more friendly 
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relationship.  Provided they are proportionate, the potential for abuse of the situation may 

be minimised. 

 

 

61. A cap on the value of such gifts may serve to avoid abuse, but in some circumstances what 

is extravagant to one intended parent is insignificant to another.  It may also mean that 

something expensive but particularly meaningful to the surrogate cannot be gifted.   

 

62. The FLBA understands how  external monitoring of payments and gifts might work and 

that any infringement of the rules or anomalies as to payment could be sanctioned by the 

need to pursue a parental order, as opposed to the more streamline route of the pathway.  

However, it seems extremely unlikely that a parental order would be refused on the basis 

of over payment or extravagant gifts. If not, though this is a sanction it loses much of its 

bite for the surrogate and intended parents. 

 

 

63. Of course, any sanction imposed upon a registered surrogacy organisation may have more 

impact.  The organisation should monitor any payments or gifts to ensure that they comply 

with the legislation and any regulations in any event.  If there is no specified cap on gifts 

then that is not a licence for disproportionate gifts.  What constitutes an offering which 

goes beyond what is proportionate will be a matter of judgment for whoever has oversight 

of the arrangement.  However, the FLBA is alive to the fact that this may result in such 

payments/gifts being made but hidden from the organisation/overseer or the organisation 

being punished for actions beyond its control   

 

64. Thus, the pragmatic view is that provided such gifts are not a means to alternatively 

compensate the surrogate or have to effect of suborn the free will of the surrogate on the 

one hand, or are used to put additional financial pressure on the intended parents (off the 

books) on the other, there are arguments for allowing such tokens with some kind of guide 

as to levels, but without imposing a upper threshold.  The gifts should be transparently 

accounted for a considered by the person over seeing the arrangement and the surrogacy 

organisation. 
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Consultation question  82-83 

Payment for services – whether this should be permitted, how set, impact on other 
expenses, and impact of miscarriage or termination 

 

65. FLBA does not take a view on this.  However, caution would be needed to avoid 

exploitation of either surrogates or intended parent(s), and if there is going to be surrogacy 

with no biological link (in cases of medical need) as it relates to the compatibility with 

adoption legislation. 

 

66. A retention or recoupment of funds in case of miscarriage would, no doubt be controversial, 

as would be the practice of giving a gratuity in the event of a live birth. 

 
 

Consultation question  84 

Whether any limits should be the same in the new pathway and the parental order 
process 

67. See Above-if there are to be limits then they should be uniform 
 

Consultation question  85 

Whether any other categories of payment should be considered 

68. N/A 
 

Consultation question  86 

Further views about payments 

69. N/A 
 

Consultation question 87 

How any limit of payments could be enforced in practice 

70. See paragraph 34  and onwards above. 
  

Dated: 11.10.19 

The Family Law Bar Association 
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Please provide your views below:
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18  Consultation Question 11:

No
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32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.
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34  Consultation Question 27:
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Please provide your views below:

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

The views of independent surrogates are unlikely to be well represented, particularly overseas surrogates, mainly poor and uneducated and often
exploited.
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Please provide your views below:
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44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?
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matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?
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Please provide your views below:
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48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?
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49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?
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50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:
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3. Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your 

organisation? 

This is a personal response 

4. If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best 
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Other individual 

5. What is your email address? 
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As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot 

give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances. 
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Consultation Question 1. 

1.1 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales:  

(1) all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 

allocated to a judge of the High Court; and 

YES 

International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of 

children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost 

seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. 

For this reason these cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.  

 

(2) if international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to a judge of 

the High Court, circuit judges should be ticketed to hear such cases. 

Paragraph 6.42 

 

Consultation Question 2. 

1.2 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and Wales  

(1) domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-birth parental order 

should continue to be heard by lay justices, or whether they should be allocated to another 

level of the judiciary; and 

(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another level of the 

judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be appropriate. 

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the 

exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so 

the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these 

cases should NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit 

judges or higher. 

Paragraph 6.51 
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Consultation Question 3. 

1.3 We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the 

current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation 

Questions 1 and 2. 

 

Paragraph 6.53 

 

Consultation Question 4. 

1.4 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court should be placed under a 

duty to consider whether to make an order awarding the intended parents parental 

responsibility at the first directions hearing in the proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our provisional proposal in 

Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether in the new pathway or not) automatically 

acquire parental responsibility if the child is living with or being cared for by them is not 

supported by consultees). 

NO 

 

The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and 

parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 

authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. 

Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should 

be open. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 6.58 
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Consultation Question 5. 

1.5 We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the FPR 2010 

should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the 

proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 

Paragraph 6.72 

 

Consultation Question 6. 

1.6 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they are of the view that, in Scotland:  

(1) there is a need for greater consistency and clarity in provisions relating to the 

expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers and, if so, how this should be 

addressed;   

(2) it should be provided by statute that, at the initial hearing or any subsequent hearing 

for a parental order, the court may make any such interim order or orders for 

parental responsibilities and parental rights as it sees fit; and/or 

(3) further procedural reform is needed and, if so, what that reform should be. 

 

Paragraph 6.110 

 

Consultation Question 7. 

1.7 In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, before the 

child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have: 

(1) entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will include a 

statement as to legal parenthood on birth, 

(2) complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 

(3) met eligibility requirements, 

on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child, 

subject to the surrogate’s right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key 

recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in 

respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal 

parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up 

the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard 

against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to 

surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and a domestic context. 

 

This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and 

all of the implications need to be fully understood. There is no evidence in the consultation paper 

that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all. 

 

I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at 

birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ 

mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify 

measures that contravene the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the 

provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and 

trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers. 

 

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or 

condone a system that would require women to deliberately conceive and subsequently give 

birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The 

rights of the child must be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers 

say they want or not. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.13 

 

Consultation Question 8. 

1.8 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed clinics 

should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under the new 

pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a specified 

minimum period. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 

organisations. 
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1.9 We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be: whether 100 

years or another period. 

Paragraph 8.14 

 

Consultation Question 9. 

1.10 We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes 

should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy 

organisation is involved. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they 

would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence. 

Paragraph 8.21 

 

Consultation Question 10. 

1.11 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a 

traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from 

entering into the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’  

Paragraph 8.22 

 

Consultation Question 11. 

1.12 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal parenthood 

by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the child;  

(2) this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in writing 

within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the intended parents 

and the body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; and 

(3) the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration less one 

week. 

Do consultees agree? 
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NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire 

legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only a limited time to object. This 

contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the 

legal parent at birth and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility 

in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth, 

with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration. 

 

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 

give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 

the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 

human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 

After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 

surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 

decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 

through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 

the expiry of the deadline. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.35 

 

Consultation Question 12. 

1.13 We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents 

acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy arrangement 

should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the result that: 

(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child;  

(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal parent of the 

child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these circumstances; and 

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental order to 

obtain legal parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended 

parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  

 

The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 

partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
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parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 

and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 

Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 

 

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 

give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 

the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 

human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 

After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 

surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 

decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 

through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 

the expiry of the deadline. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.36 

 

Consultation Question 13. 

1.14 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on registering the 

birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that the surrogate has lacked 

capacity at any time during the period in which she had the right to object to the 

intended parents acquiring legal parenthood; 

(2) if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the period in 

which she has the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal parenthood, 

the surrogate should be able to provide a positive consent to such acquisition; and 

(3) if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the surrogate is 

unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant period, the surrogacy 

arrangement should exit the new pathway and the intended parents should be able 

to make an application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 

parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  

 

The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 

partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 

parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
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and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 

Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 

 

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 

give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 

the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 

human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 

After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 

surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 

decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 

through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 

the expiry of the deadline. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.37 

 

Consultation Question 14. 

1.15 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be born as a 

result of the surrogacy arrangement: 

(1) should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of Practice; 

(2) either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as appropriate, 

should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed; and 

(3) there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after his or 

her birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

 

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s 

recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in 

surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the 

birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is 

an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest. 

Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth. 

 

The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before 

the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.  
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The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because 

parents of children born through the normal process are not subject to such checks does not 

hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential 

experiences that change you and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and 

rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For obvious 

reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.  

 

In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, 

physiological and emotional resources, which means she has already made a huge and 

unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and 

emotional commitment to the child is already well-developed, giving her the best chance of 

surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood 

and adolescence.  

 

The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources 

does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of caring for a new-born child and the 

long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.51 

 

Consultation Question 15. 

1.16 We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement 

under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right to object to the 

intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the surrogate’s spouse or civil 

partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’  

 

There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for 

financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she does not have legal parenthood or 

parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject 

this proposal. 

 

However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore 

have an implication for all children, all families because it would set a precedent. It should not be 

introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and 

children. There is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such 

assessment. 
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1.17 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement outside 

the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue to be a legal 

parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement. 

YES 

 

The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and 

partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain. 

Paragraph 8.57 

 

Consultation Question 16. 

1.18 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn: 

(1) the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the surrogate 

exercises her right to object; and 

(2) the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 

the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 

parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. The 

birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if 

the child is stillborn. 

 

1.19 We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents 

being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration 

of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that 

the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the 

stillbirth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this 

situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should 

not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this. 
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Paragraph 8.77 

 

Consultation Question 17. 

1.20 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, 

where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able 

to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the 

period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have 

made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order 

are satisfied, on registration of the birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this 

situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and if the child 

dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth 

mother was the legal parent. 

Paragraph 8.79 

 

Consultation Question 18. 

1.21 For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 

whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which 

she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new 

pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a 

parental order. 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 8.80 
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Consultation Question 19. 

1.22 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, where 

both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended parents should 

be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the surrogate not exercising her 

right to object within the defined period. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased 

‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should 

always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately 

reflect this. 

 

1.23 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new 

pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy or before a 

parental order is made: 

(1) it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who claims an 

interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, or who would be 

permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of the Children Act 1989: 

(a) for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and 

(b) for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject to the 

surrogate’s consent; or 

(2) the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not be 

possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s parents, but that 

there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide details of the intended 

parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry onto the register of surrogacy 

arrangements. 

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already 

deceased – so option (2) is preferable. 

Paragraph 8.81 

 

Consultation Question 20. 

1.24 We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order by a sole 

applicant under section 54A: 
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(1) the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always intended that 

there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in respect of the child 

concerned or to supply the name and contact details of the other intended parent;  

(2) if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be made for 

notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the application and an 

opportunity given to that party to provide notice of opposition within a brief period 

(of, say, 14 to 21 days); and 

(3) if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to oppose, he or 

she should be required to make his or her own application within a brief period (say 

14 days), otherwise the application of the first intended parent will be determined by 

the court. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 

Paragraph 8.86 

 

Consultation Question 21. 

1.25 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and 

(2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth 

mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and 

parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 

authority AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount 

consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.91 

 

Consultation Question 22. 

1.26 We invite consultees’ views:  

(1) as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new pathway that we 

have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the intended 

parents at birth; and 

(2) if so, as to whether should this oversight be: 
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(a) administrative, or 

(b) judicial. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the 

legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood 

and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other 

competent authority AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as 

recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.93 

 

Consultation Question 23. 

1.27 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989, 

should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional specific 

factors in the situation where it is considering the arrangements for a child in the 

context of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement; and 

(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be. 

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about 

a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the 

issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s 

recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not 

believe any other factors should be added. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.120 

 

Consultation Question 24. 

1.28 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as applied 

and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 

Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to 

additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering whether to make a 

parental order; and 

(2) what those additional factors should be. 
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The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental 

order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered 

and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the 

child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors 

should be added. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.121 

 

Consultation Question 25. 

1.29 We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be 

amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 

8 order without leave. 

NO 

 

There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother 

and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy arrangements. The court should therefore 

always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no 

liberalisation of the law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do 

not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can apply for a 

section 8 order without leave. 

Paragraph 8.123 

 

Consultation Question 26. 

1.30 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 

arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire parental 

responsibility automatically where: 

(1) the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and  

(2) they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and 

all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 

should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as 
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recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and 

trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 

 

I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 

is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 

consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of 

the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 

reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  

 

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 

that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no legal 

responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must 

be prioritised regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.132 

 

Consultation Question 27. 

1.31 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 

arrangement in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of the child; 

and 

(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should continue to 

have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living with, or being cared 

for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 

parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility automatically. The birth mother 

should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental 

responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority 

AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is 

the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the 

sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 

 

I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 

is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 

consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of 
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the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 

reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  

 

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 

that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no responsibility 

for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised 

regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.134 

 

Consultation Question 28. 

1.32 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the 

surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the 

arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to 

object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the 

‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood and parental responsibility. 

 

All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 

should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the 

child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special 

Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the 

exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.139 

 

Consultation Question 29. 

1.33 For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of parental 

responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the intended parents, 

during the period in which parental responsibility is shared; and 
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(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility by the 

party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have 

legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and all subsequent decisions 

involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other 

competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 

recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 

and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.140 

 

Consultation Question 30. 

1.34 We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the 

scope of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 9.29 

 

Consultation Question 31. 

1.35 We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used 

independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we 

would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that 

took place. 

N/A 

Paragraph 9.35 
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Consultation Question 32. 

1.36 We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements should be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 

binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 

 

1.37 We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 

binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 

Paragraph 9.36 

 

Consultation Question 33. 

1.38 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations;  

NO 

 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 

legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 

be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to take a 

particular form; and 

OTHER 

 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 

legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 

be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual responsible 

for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
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I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 

legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 

be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.61 

 

Consultation Question 34. 

1.39 We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for: 

(1) representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator; 

(2) managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence 

and skill; 

(3) ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, 

including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary policies and 

procedures; 

(4) training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and 

(5) providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law. 

Do consultees agree? 

ALL CHECK BOXES LEFT BLANK (i.e. none of the above) 

 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 

legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 

be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

1.40 We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible individual 

should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 

legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 

be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

1.41 We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualifications a person 

responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 

legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 

be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.62 
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Consultation Question 35. 

1.42 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit 

making bodies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 

surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 

would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they 

will inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) 

and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or coerce more women to act 

as ‘surrogates.’ 

 

Deriving derive income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy 

and prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW, which prohibits third-parties 

profiting or otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women. 

Paragraph 9.84 

 

Consultation Question 36. 

1.43 We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and 

facilitation services. 

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because 

that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human 

rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.94 

 

Consultation Question 37. 

1.44 We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to 

offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new 

pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 

surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
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facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 

in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

  

1.45 We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should 

be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements 

outside the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 

surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 

facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 

in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.95 

 

Consultation Question 38. 

1.46 We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against 

organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, 

and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they 

are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I 

consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services 

should be a criminal offence. 

Paragraph 9.97 

 

Consultation Question 39. 

1.47 We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 

Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and 

oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal 

parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 

surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 

would drive an increase in surrogacy.  
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1.48 If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of Practice should 

apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which additional or new areas of 

regulation should be applied. 

Paragraph 9.117 

 

Consultation Question 40. 

1.49 We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable 

(subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation 

to financial terms).  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 

Paragraph 9.129 

 

Consultation Question 41. 

1.50 We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for 

negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, 

because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both women and the child. The idea of 

organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of 

Article 6 of CEDAW, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits 

the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any form of benefit from 

women’s prostitution. 

Paragraph 9.135 

 

Consultation Question 42. 

1.51 We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy 

should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything 

that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. 

Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and enabling 

advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent. 

 

At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that 

being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an impoverished woman’s financial problems. If 

this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female 

students and young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to 

their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would be the most vulnerable to 

this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest. 

 

Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, 

we need to protect disadvantaged women from the temptation of renting their wombs. This 

means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned. 

Paragraph 9.145 

 

Consultation Question 43. 

1.52 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental 

order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the 

Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth 

certificate at the age of 18. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 

Paragraph 10.80 

 

Consultation Question 44. 

1.53 We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that 

result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full 

form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy 

arrangement. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 

parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original birth certificate. The birth mother should 

be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal 

parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other 

competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
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recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 

and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 

 

However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of 

the certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 10.85 

 

Consultation Question 45. 

1.54 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and 

Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed 

to changes to allow for the registration of three parents or for anyone other than the birth mother 

to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate. Such proposals could lead to the 

facilitation of the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the 

understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is unique. 

Paragraph 10.87 

 

Consultation Question 46. 

1.55 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has 

been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained 

in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 

Paragraph 10.89 

 

Consultation Question 47. 

1.56 We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements should be 

created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and the gamete 

donors. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.57 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority; 

(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, whether in or 

outside the new pathway, provided that the information about who has contributed 

gametes for the conception of the child has been medically verified, and that the 

information should include: 

(a) identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy arrangement, and 

(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed gametes to the 

conception of the child; and 

(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a parental 

order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage where available 

and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the use of an anonymous 

gamete donor if that applies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 

organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the children have 

access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that 

the information held on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because 

otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his 

genetic parentage. 

Paragraph 10.102 

 

Consultation Question 48. 

1.58 We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate 

and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy 

arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it 

trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his genetic 

parentage. 

Paragraph 10.104 
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Consultation Question 49. 

1.59 We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be able to 

access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for identifying 

information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information is included on the 

register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable opportunity to receive 

counselling about the implications of compliance with this request. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 

 

1.60 We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16 (depending on 

whether the information is identifying or non-identifying respectively) should be able to 

access the information in the register and, if so, in which circumstances: 

(1) where his or her legal parents have consented; 

(2) if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or she is 

sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or 

(3) in any other circumstances. 

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable. 

Paragraph 10.110 

 

Consultation Question 50. 

1.61 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of 

a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person 

whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil 

partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 

YES, this should be possible. 

Paragraph 10.114 

 

Consultation Question 51. 

1.62 We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically related 

through, the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to identify each 

other, if they both wish to do so. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.63 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow people born 

to the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to access the register to 

identify each other, if they both wish to do so. 

YES, I agree. 

Paragraph 10.121 

 

Consultation Question 52. 

1.64 We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a person 

carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the register to identify 

each other, if they both wish to do so: 

(1) if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or 

(2) if they are not genetically related through the surrogate. 

YES to both (1) and (2) 

Paragraph 10.123 

 

Consultation Question 53. 

1.65 For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 

whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental 

order should be recorded in the register. 

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded 

in the register. 

Paragraph 10.128 
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Consultation Question 54. 

1.66 We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the 

HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 

circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 11.20 

 

Consultation Question 55. 

1.67 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any other legal 

parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found or is incapable of 

giving agreement, should continue to be available; 

NO  

 

I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 

trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 

as an option when a parental order is not possible. 

 

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the surrogate, and 

any other legal parent of the child, in the following circumstances: 

(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of the 

surrogate and any other legal parent, or 

(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with the 

intended parents; and 

(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the paramount 

consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life guided by the factors 

set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in Scotland, in line 

with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 

trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 

as an option when a parental order is not possible. 

Paragraph 11.58 

 

Consultation Question 56. 

1.68 We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway, the 

intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or habitually resident in 

the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man. 

Do consultees agree?  

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be 

domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism. 

 

1.69 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional conditions 

imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying period of habitual 

residence required to satisfy the test. 

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual 

residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk of surrogacy tourism. 

Paragraph 12.15 

 

Consultation Question 57. 

1.70 We invite consultees’ views on whether: 

(1) the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008 should be 

reformed and, if so, how; or 

(2) the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are within the 

prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from applying. 

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed. 

Paragraph 12.29 
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Consultation Question 58. 

1.71 We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be 

required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s 

home to be with them. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.  

Paragraph 12.34 

 

Consultation Question 59. 

1.72 We provisionally propose that the new pathway –  

(1) should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the intended 

parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that double donation of 

gametes is permitted, but 

(2) that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity, 

meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to provide a gamete due to 

infertility. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should 

be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

 

1.73 We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted under the 

parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in the new pathway) in 

domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are 

likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do not believe that double donation should 

be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

 

1.74 We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of the 

intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the parental order 

pathway should be retained in international surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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Paragraph 12.64 

 

Consultation Question 60. 

1.75 We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic 

cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical 

necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the 

surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic 

link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.71 

 

Consultation Question 61. 

1.76 We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical 

necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single 

parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes 

but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.76 
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Consultation Question 62. 

1.77 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a surrogacy 

arrangement has been used because of medical necessity: 

(1) for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or 

(2) for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made. 

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights 

and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’  

 

1.78 We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if it is 

introduced, should be defined and assessed. 

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.94 

 

Consultation Question 63. 

1.79 We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to parenthood, information 

identifying the child’s genetic parents and the surrogate must be provided for entry on the 

national register of surrogacy agreements prior to registration of the child’s birth. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 

 

I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in 

any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all genetic parents and the birth 

mother. 

 

1.80 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for an application for a 

parental order that: 

(1) those who contributed gametes are entered on the national register of surrogacy 

agreements; and/or 

(2) if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents provided gametes in the 

conception of the child, that the genetic link is demonstrated to the court with 

medical or DNA evidence. 

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order 

in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2). 
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1.81 We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the application of a parental 

order that the identity of the surrogate is entered on the national register of surrogacy 

agreements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 

 

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision. 

Paragraph 12.115 

 

Consultation Question 64. 

1.82 We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit for the grant of a 

parental order. The age of the intended parents should continue to be taken into account 

in the assessment of the welfare of the child in applications to grant a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both 

women’s and children’s human rights.  

 

Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 

and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 

Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is 

to be opened up, a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear 

that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy arrangement and will make it 

less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a 

fait accompli. 

 

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 

society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age but not beyond. It is 

therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 

 

1.83 We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway there should be a 

maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, what it should be. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 

allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ and it should be 45. 

 

Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 

and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
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I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s 

human rights. However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore 

consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important. This will make it clear that 

society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement 

and will make it less likely that they will. 

 

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 

society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age. It is therefore imperative 

that age limits are set very carefully.  

 

1.84 We provisionally propose that intended parents should be required to be at least 18 years 

old at the time that they enter into a surrogacy agreement under the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 

allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it should be much older than 

18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate. 

 

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 

society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement at that age. It is therefore imperative that 

age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it 

would be reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before 

they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood? 

Paragraph 12.133 

 

Consultation Question 65. 

1.85 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years of age 

(at the time of conception), in order for the court to have the power to make a parental 

order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a 

violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.  

 

At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself 

as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There 
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should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I 

suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate. 

 

Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 

sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 

What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 

arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 

steps into independence and adulthood?  

 

1.86 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years old at 

the time of entering into the surrogacy agreement within the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of 

childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that 

she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older 

minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be 

more appropriate. 

 

Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 

sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 

What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 

arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 

steps into independence and adulthood?  

Paragraph 12.144 

 

Consultation Question 66. 

1.87 We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any partner of the 

surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes should be required for the new 

pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
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1.88 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out in the Code of 

Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy arrangements outside a licensed clinic, and if 

not, which types of testing should be required for such arrangements. 

 

Paragraph 13.16 

 

Consultation Question 67. 

1.89 We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the new 

pathway: 

(1) the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the intended parents 

intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway should be 

required to attend counselling with regard to the implications of entering into that 

arrangement; and 

(2) the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who meets the 

requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.44 

 

Consultation Question 68. 

1.90 We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that 

the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect 

of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.65 
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Consultation Question 69. 

1.91 We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway: 

(1) an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained for intended parents, 

surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or partners of surrogates;  

(2) the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not enable a surrogate 

arrangement to be proceed under the new pathway where a person screened is unsuitable 

for having being convicted of, or received a police caution for, any offence appearing on a 

prescribed list of offences; and  

(3) the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also determine that a 

person is unsuitable based on the information provided in the enhanced record certificate.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

 

1.92 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that applies in the case of 

adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.73 

 

Consultation Question 70. 

1.93 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the 

surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

OTHER 

 

I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 

 

Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an 

arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone else. It is impossible to 

understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless 

you have had that experience yourself. 

Paragraph 13.95 
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Consultation Question 71. 

1.94 We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate 

pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 

 

Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. 

Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs should not be allowed to undertake more 

than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women 

would have under this proposal. 

Paragraph 13.99 

 

Consultation Question 72. 

1.95 We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended parents to the 

surrogate should be able to be: 

(1) based on an allowance;  

(2) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for 

production of receipts; or 

(3) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of 

receipts. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.16 
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Consultation Question 73. 

1.96 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential costs 

relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 

essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 

and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.22 
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Consultation Question 74. 

1.97 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate 

additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather than 

essential.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 

essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 

and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.26 

 

Consultation Question 75. 

1.98 We invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise from 

entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a surrogate pregnancy; 

and 

(2) the types of cost which should be included within this category. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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Paragraph 15.29 

 

Consultation Question 76. 

1.99 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 

able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or 

self-employed). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

 

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 

earnings. 

Paragraph 15.37 

 

Consultation Question 77. 

1.100 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 

able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential earnings: 

(1) her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.35 

above); and/or 

(2) other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

 

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 

earnings. 

Paragraph 15.38 

 

Consultation Question 78. 

1.101 We invite consultees to share their experiences:  

(1) of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended parents has 

had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits; and 

(2) where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s entitlement to 

means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been addressed in their 

surrogacy arrangement. 

N/A 

Paragraph 15.47 
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Consultation Question 79. 

1.102 We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 

compensation to the surrogate for the following: 

(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth; 

(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 

insemination or embryo transfer; and/or 

(3)  specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an 

ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive 

haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a 

hysterectomy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

 

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.  

 

1.103 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of which 

intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

 

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.  
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1.104 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable should be: 

(1) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or  

(2) left to the parties to negotiate.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

 

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.  

Paragraph 15.53 

 

Consultation Question 80. 

1.105 We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 

compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the 

surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the 

surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

 

This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.  

Paragraph 15.56 
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Consultation Question 81. 

1.106 We invite consultees’ views as to whether:  

(1) intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and 

(2) if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or reasonable in 

nature. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

 

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts. 

Paragraph 15.60 

 

Consultation Question 82. 

1.107 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended parents to 

agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service 

of undertaking a surrogacy. (check box) 

 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 

‘services’. 

 

1.108 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the fee should be: 

(1) any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or 

(2) a fixed fee set by the regulator. 

Both check boxes left blank. 

 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

 

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 

‘services’. 

 

1.109 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what, if any, other payments 

the law should permit, in addition to that fixed fee: 

(1) no other payments; 

(2) essential costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(3) additional costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(4) lost earnings; 

(5) compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and complications, 

and the death of the surrogate; and/or 

(6) gifts. 

All check boxes left blank. 
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I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

 

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to 

the birth mother for her ‘services’. 

Paragraph 15.69 

 

Consultation Question 83. 

1.110 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for any payment the law 

permits the intended parents to pay the surrogate for her services to be reduced in the 

event of a miscarriage or termination of the pregnancy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

 

This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 

‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 

 

1.111 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee payable to the surrogate 

to be able to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination, whether such 

provision should apply: 

(1) in the first trimester of pregnancy only; 
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(2) to any miscarriage or termination; or 

(3) some other period of time (please specify).   

All check boxes left blank. 

 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

 

This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 

‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 

Paragraph 15.72 

 

Consultation Question 84. 

1.112 We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to 

surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to 

parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement 

being used, the only payments that should ever be made are essential and basic expenses for 

which receipts are provided. 
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Paragraph 15.74 

 

Consultation Question 85. 

1.113 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have 

not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the 

surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

 

Paragraph 15.75 

 

Consultation Question 86. 

1.114 We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that 

intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.76 
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Consultation Question 87. 

1.115 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods of enforcing 

limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates that we should consider as part of 

our review: 

(1) for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and  

(2) for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of the baby. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts 

are provided. The judge or other competent authority should closely monitor all financial aspects 

of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the 

parental order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the 

arrangements, the competent authority should be totally independent and not, for example, an 

agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any 

way. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 15.89 

 

Consultation Question 88. 

1.116 We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into under 

the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

 

1.117 We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into 

under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so should not be dependent 

on the surrogate complying with any terms of the agreement relating to her lifestyle. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy 

agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is utterly abhorrent. 

Paragraph 15.99 

 

Consultation Question 89. 

1.118 We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to 

share with us their experiences f international surrogacy arrangements. 

N/A 

Paragraph 16.10 

 

Consultation Question 90. 

1.119 We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international 

context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in 

this chapter. 

N/A 

Paragraph 16.12 

 

Consultation Question 91. 

1.120 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register 

a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and 

obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long 

the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about 

causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 

Paragraph 16.52 
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Consultation Question 92. 

1.121 We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the 

application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international 

surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 

passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special 

Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of 

children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this 

proposal. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.53 

 

Consultation Question 93. 

1.122 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 

applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In 

particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of 

the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 

Paragraph 16.68 

 

Consultation Question 94. 

1.123 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 

for applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy 

arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the 

birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s country of birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 

passport before the child is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict 

the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling 
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and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly 

disagree with this proposal. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

 

1.124 We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa outside of 

the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal parents of the child 

under nationality law should be brought within the Rules. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

1.125 We provisionally propose that:  

(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links with the 

surrogate; or  

(2) that this condition should be clarified to ensure that it does not prevent the child 

having contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 

 

1.126 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of a visa 

outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order within six 

months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the availability of the 

visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to remove the time limit on 

applications for parental orders is accepted. 

NO 

 

The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 

circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 16.69 

 

Consultation Question 95. 

1.127 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 

for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an 

international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to 

be completed after the birth of the child. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form 

for the child before she or he is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to 

contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against 

the selling and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I 

therefore strongly disagree with this proposal. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.76 

 

Consultation Question 96. 

1.128 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 

applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international 

surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the 

application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of 

causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 

Paragraph 16.77 

 

Consultation Question 97. 

1.129 We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, 

comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration 

consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a 

violation of the human rights of women and children and all the other ways in which it is 

possible for people to enjoy children in their lives. 

Paragraph 16.82 
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Consultation Question 98. 

1.130 We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be 

eligible for the new pathway to parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 16.93 

 

Consultation Question 99. 

1.131 We provisionally propose that:  

1.132 the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended parents of 

children born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are recognised as the 

legal parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth, should also be recognised as 

the child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being necessary for the intended parents to 

apply for a parental order, but 

1.133 before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be satisfied that 

the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides protection against the 

exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, that is at least equivalent to 

that provided in UK law. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special 

Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children 

and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth 

mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her 

consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of 

‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case 

by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration. This is an 

important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I 

believe it should apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly 

disagree with this proposal. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.94 
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Consultation Question 100. 

1.134 We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy arrangements in the UK 

involving foreign intended parents. 

N/A 

 

1.135 We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 

(1) any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from the UK for the purpose 

of the child becoming the subject of a parental order, or its equivalent, in another 

jurisdiction; and 

(2) if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process allowing foreign 

intended parents to remove the child from the jurisdiction of the UK for this 

purpose and with the approval of the court and, if so, what form should that 

process take. 

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from 

trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same checks as would be used in 

an international adoption. 

Paragraph 16.120 

 

Consultation Question 101. 

1.136 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory 

paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, 

civil partner or partner requires reform. 

I do not believe this needs changing. 

Paragraph 17.18 

 

Consultation Question 102. 

1.137 We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in 

respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only 

one intended parent qualifies.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

Paragraph 17.32 
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Consultation Question 103. 

1.138 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended parents to 

take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the purpose of induced 

lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other reason; and  

(2) if reform is needed, suggestions on reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 

human rights abuse of both women and children.  

Paragraph 17.36 

 

Consultation Question 104. 

1.139 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable 

facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under 

Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is 

sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 

human rights abuse of both women and children. 

Paragraph 17.40 

 

Consultation Question 105. 

1.140 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to 

employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 

human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.43 

 

Consultation Question 106. 

1.141 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to 

surrogacy and succession law are required. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 

human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.56 
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Consultation Question 107. 

1.142 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy 

arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are reforms to law 

or practice that consultees would like to see in this area. 

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are 

not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to override the birth mother’s 

wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during 

pregnancy, labour and childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions 

and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time for any or no 

reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 

 

All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 

coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 

or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 

present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 

 

Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and 

this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to birth mothers and new-borns – 

especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid 

reason to be extremely cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of 

surrogacy births. 

 

It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. 

As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in surrogacy is likely to lead to 

additional pressure on the NHS.  

 

Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-

term negative effects on the well-being of both of them. This is likely to be the same for birth 

mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional 

long-term pressures on the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and 

there are no questions about this. 

 

An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure 

that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s health, including premature death. 

Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs 

when this isn’t in their best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors 

are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of 

‘attractiveness’ for example. 

 

The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these 

issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the NHS picking up the tab for the 

extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. 
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There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and 

society. 

 

1.143 We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like to see 

made to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social Care for 

England and Wales. 

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and 

that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at any time, for any or no reason. 

Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended 

parents’ have no legal right to override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or 

medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum 

period. 

 

All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 

coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 

or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 

present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 

 

The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert 

than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to ensure that they can speak to her 

alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in 

consultations, and the labour ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes. 

 

1.144 We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better accommodate 

surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding issues. 

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the 

wellbeing of herself and the child. 

Paragraph 17.76 

 

Consultation Question 108. 

1.145 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to 

surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration 

to the significant risk that women will be coerced into agreeing to participate in surrogacy 

arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even 

more likely if substantial payments are involved. 

 

It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners 

and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or much of their earnings. This is a major 

route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. 
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There is no reason to expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it 

is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money. 

 

If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that 

prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement. This should be a criminal offence 

and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as 

a deterrent. That such a law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why 

paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women. 

 

It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any 

payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by receipts and overseen by a judge. 

Paragraph 17.80 

 

Consultation Question 109. 

1.146 We invite consultees who are intended parents, live in the UK, and have entered into a 

surrogacy arrangement that led to the birth of a child to tell us: 

(1) when the child was born; 

(2) whether the arrangement was domestic or international and, if international, in 

which country the arrangement took place; 

(3) whether the arrangement led to the making of a parental order in the UK; and 

(4) whether they are a: 

(a) opposite-sex couple; 

(b) male same-sex couple; 

(c) female same-sex couple; 

(d) single woman; or 

(e) single man. 

N/A 

Paragraph 18.2 
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Consultation Question 110. 

1.147 We invite consultees who have experience of applying for a parental order in the UK to 

tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) whether they had legal advice before the making of the parental order; 

(3) whether they were represented by a lawyer in court; and 

(4) the cost of any legal advice or representation. 

N/A 

Paragraph 18.4 

 

Consultation Question 111. 

1.148 We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of 

the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the 

child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 

Paragraph 18.6 

 

Consultation Question 112. 

1.149 We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide evidence about the 

cost of: 

(1) medical screening; and 

(2) implications counselling 

(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or implications 

counselling from any other costs involved with fertility treatment). 

N/A 

 

1.150 We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental order proceedings, to 

provide evidence of what they would charge: 

(1) to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed requirement for independent 

legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; and 
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(2) to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy agreement required for the 

new pathway. 

N/A 

Paragraph 18.8 

 

Consultation Question 113. 

1.151 We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of: 

(1) the current requirement of a genetic link; and 

(2) any removal of this requirement in cases of medical necessity: 

(a) in the new pathway; 

(b) in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy arrangements; or 

(c) in both situations. 

 

Paragraph 18.11 

 

Consultation Question 114. 

1.152 We invite consultees who consider that they might be able to fulfil the role of the 

independent professional discussed in Chapter 9 to tell us: 

(1) their profession; and  

(2) what they would charge to provide such a service. 

N/A 

Paragraph 18.13 

 

Consultation Question 115. 

1.153 We invite consultees who are intended parents to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 

particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 
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(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 

1.154 We invite consultees who are surrogates to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 

particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 

Paragraph 18.15 

 

Consultation Question 116. 

1.155 We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) that led to the birth of 

their child(ren), including the cost of fertility treatment, payments to the surrogate 

and payments to any surrogacy agency or organisation; 

(3) how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s); 

(4) what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering into a surrogacy 

arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to the birth of a child); and 

(5) how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment. 

N/A 

Paragraph 18.18 

 

Consultation Question 117. 

1.156 We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 

 

Paragraph 18.20 
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Consultation Question 118. 

1.157 We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically 

addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this paper. 

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already 

decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation should enable it. This may be 

explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested 

interest in surrogacy – ‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience 

of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money from commercial 

surrogacy if it is given the green light. 

 

It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders 

in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as all women are affected by the 

institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial 

surrogacy in this country. 

 

It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men 

to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique bond between birth mother and child – 

and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of 

birth are a major step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – 

potentially affecting the status of all women.  

 

Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other 

family members coercing a woman into engaging in commercial surrogacy for their (and not 

her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to 

have been completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 

 

UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty 

(PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this consultation. There doesn’t appear to 

be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality 

considerations and impact assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women 

and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of equality 

legislation. 

 

The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have 

due regard to the need to: 

 

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct 

prohibited by the Act. 

• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 

and those who do not. 

• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 

who do not. 
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There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s 

position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the sexes. Any loosening of the laws 

around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have 

an impact on the relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young 

people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them but took 

advantage of their birth mothers. 

 

It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not 

based on any recognised human rights instruments – such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ 

confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to 

be a ‘surrogate.’ These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by 

the UN Special Rapporteur.* 

 

It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of 

the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard against the sale of children and the 

exploitation of birth mothers, including: 

 

▪ The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no 

contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or physical transfer of the child. 

▪ All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the 

child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides not to relinquish the child. 

▪ The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own 

post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual obligation.” 

▪ Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare 

checks after the birth of the child. 

▪ Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other 

competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with the best interests of the child 

being paramount. 

 

The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation 

guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed and do not ask the important 

high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc.  

 

For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start 

again from the position of women’s and children’s human rights. If it is found that there is no 

way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties 

such as CEDAW and the UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be 

liberalised.  

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

 

Paragraph 18.22 
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Other individual

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

There is a high risk of exploitation in surrogacy. Even in developed countries vulnerable individuals can be exploited.

Please provide your views below:

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

No

Please provide your views below:

Legal documents should not lie, they should be reliable. This is to all our benefits and to the particular benefit of the child.
The child should be able to know about the birth mother for mental and physical health reasons.
The vanishing of the surrogate from the birth certificate is insulting to her, who has taken on the risk of pregnancy and has played such and important
part in the child's life.
If surrogacy occurs, the surrogate should always be able to change her mind. Removing her from the birth certificate weakens this.

15  Consultation Question 8:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes, otherwise this limits the rights of the child to know their parents and may risk attraction to closely related people.

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

18  Consultation Question 11:

Other

Please provide your views below:

This assumes an immediate handover after birth. This takes no account of the baby's needs and the decision of the birth mother. The birth mother
should have the right to change her mind.

19  Consultation Question 12:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

20  Consultation Question 13:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



21  Consultation Question 14:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

22  Consultation Question 15:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please share your views below:

23  Consultation Question 16:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

26  Consultation Question 19:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

27  Consultation Question 20:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

Surrogacy, especially commercial surrogacy, should be banned, not made easier. It take no account of the needs of the child who has spent 9 months
with the birth mother. It is not to the benefit of a child to be taken from their parent unless absolutely necessary, and the desire of an infertile couple is
not a need. The interests of the child should be paramount.
Other countries have banned surrogacy and we should do the same.

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:



31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

33  Consultation Question 26:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

34  Consultation Question 27:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

The views of independent surrogates are unlikely to be well represented, especially overseas surrogates and they are disproportionately likely to be poor,
uneducated and vulnerable.

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

40  Consultation Question 33:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



41  Consultation Question 34:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:
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Surrogacy Consultation Questions 

Email the completed document to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk before the deadline 
of 11 October 2019. 

ABOUT YOU 

1. What is your name? 

 
 
2. If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a 
university), what is the name of your organisation? 

 

3. Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your 
organisation? 

(Required – Choose one response) 

• This is a personal response 

If other, please provide details: 

 
 
4. If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best 
describes you? 

(Choose one response) 

• Other individual 

5. What is your email address? 

Email address:  

 
 
If you enter your email address then you will automatically receive an acknowledgement email 
when you submit your response. 

6. What is your telephone number? 

Telephone number:  

 
 
7. If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be 
treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. 
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As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot 
give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances. 

 
 
 

 

 

Consultation Question 1. 

1.1 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales:  

(1) all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 
allocated to a judge of the High Court; and 

YES 
 
International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of 
children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost 
seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. 
For this reason these cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.  

 
(2) if international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to a judge of 

the High Court, circuit judges should be ticketed to hear such cases. 

Paragraph 6.42 

 

Consultation Question 2. 

1.2 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and Wales  

(1) domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-birth parental order 
should continue to be heard by lay justices, or whether they should be allocated to another 
level of the judiciary; and 

(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another level of the 
judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be appropriate. 

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so 
the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these 
cases should NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit 
judges or higher. 
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Paragraph 6.51 

 

Consultation Question 3. 

1.3 We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the 
current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation 
Questions 1 and 2. 

 
Paragraph 6.53 

 

Consultation Question 4. 

1.4 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court should be placed under a 
duty to consider whether to make an order awarding the intended parents parental 
responsibility at the first directions hearing in the proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our provisional proposal in 
Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether in the new pathway or not) automatically 
acquire parental responsibility if the child is living with or being cared for by them is not 
supported by consultees). 

NO 
 
The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. 
Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should 
be open. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 6.58 
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Consultation Question 5. 

1.5 We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the FPR 2010 
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the 
proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 6.72 

 

Consultation Question 6. 

1.6 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they are of the view that, in Scotland:  

(1) there is a need for greater consistency and clarity in provisions relating to the 
expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers and, if so, how this should be 
addressed;   

(2) it should be provided by statute that, at the initial hearing or any subsequent hearing 
for a parental order, the court may make any such interim order or orders for 
parental responsibilities and parental rights as it sees fit; and/or 

(3) further procedural reform is needed and, if so, what that reform should be. 

 
Paragraph 6.110 

 

Consultation Question 7. 

1.7 In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, before the 
child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have: 

(1) entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will include a 
statement as to legal parenthood on birth, 

(2) complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 

(3) met eligibility requirements, 

on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child, 
subject to the surrogate’s right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key 
recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in 
respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up 
the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard 
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to 
surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and a domestic context. 
 
This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and 
all of the implications need to be fully understood. There is no evidence in the consultation paper 
that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all. 
 
I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at 
birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ 
mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify 
measures that contravene the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the 
provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers. 
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or 
condone a system that would require women to deliberately conceive and subsequently give 
birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The 
rights of the child must be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers 
say they want or not. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.13 

 

Consultation Question 8. 

1.8 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed clinics 
should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under the new 
pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a specified 
minimum period. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. 
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1.9 We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be: whether 100 
years or another period. 

Paragraph 8.14 

 

Consultation Question 9. 

1.10 We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes 
should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy 
organisation is involved. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they 
would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence. 

Paragraph 8.21 

 

Consultation Question 10. 

1.11 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a 
traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from 
entering into the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’  
Paragraph 8.22 

 

Consultation Question 11. 

1.12 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal parenthood 
by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the child;  

(2) this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in writing 
within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the intended parents 
and the body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; and 

(3) the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration less one 
week. 

Do consultees agree? 
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NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire 
legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only a limited time to object. This 
contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the 
legal parent at birth and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility 
in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth, 
with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration. 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.35 

 

Consultation Question 12. 

1.13 We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents 
acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy arrangement 
should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the result that: 

(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child;  

(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal parent of the 
child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these circumstances; and 

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental order to 
obtain legal parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
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parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.36 

 

Consultation Question 13. 

1.14 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on registering the 
birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that the surrogate has lacked 
capacity at any time during the period in which she had the right to object to the 
intended parents acquiring legal parenthood; 

(2) if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the period in 
which she has the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal parenthood, 
the surrogate should be able to provide a positive consent to such acquisition; and 

(3) if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the surrogate is 
unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant period, the surrogacy 
arrangement should exit the new pathway and the intended parents should be able 
to make an application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
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and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.37 

 

Consultation Question 14. 

1.15 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be born as a 
result of the surrogacy arrangement: 

(1) should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of Practice; 

(2) either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as appropriate, 
should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed; and 

(3) there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after his or 
her birth. 

Do consultees agree? 
 
NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in 
surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the 
birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is 
an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest. 
Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth. 
 
The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before 
the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.  
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The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because 
parents of children born through the normal process are not subject to such checks does not 
hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential 
experiences that change you and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and 
rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For obvious 
reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.  
 
In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, 
physiological and emotional resources, which means she has already made a huge and 
unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and 
emotional commitment to the child is already well-developed, giving her the best chance of 
surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood 
and adolescence.  
 
The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources 
does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of caring for a new-born child and the 
long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.51 

 

Consultation Question 15. 

1.16 We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement 
under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right to object to the 
intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the surrogate’s spouse or civil 
partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’  
 
There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for 
financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she does not have legal parenthood or 
parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject 
this proposal. 
 
However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore 
have an implication for all children, all families because it would set a precedent. It should not be 
introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and 
children. There is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such 
assessment. 
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1.17 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement outside 

the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue to be a legal 
parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement. 

YES 
 
The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and 
partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain. 

Paragraph 8.57 

 

Consultation Question 16. 

1.18 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 
arrangement is stillborn: 

(1) the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the surrogate 
exercises her right to object; and 

(2) the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 
the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. The 
birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if 
the child is stillborn. 
 
1.19 We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents 
being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration 
of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that 
the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the 
stillbirth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should 
not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this. 
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Paragraph 8.77 

 

Consultation Question 17. 

1.20 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, 
where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able 
to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the 
period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have 
made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order 
are satisfied, on registration of the birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and if the child 
dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth 
mother was the legal parent. 

Paragraph 8.79 

 

Consultation Question 18. 

1.21 For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which 
she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new 
pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a 
parental order. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 8.80 
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Consultation Question 19. 

1.22 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, where 
both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended parents should 
be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the surrogate not exercising her 
right to object within the defined period. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased 
‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should 
always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately 
reflect this. 
 
1.23 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new 

pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy or before a 
parental order is made: 

(1) it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who claims an 
interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, or who would be 
permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of the Children Act 1989: 

(a) for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and 

(b) for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject to the 
surrogate’s consent; or 

(2) the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not be 
possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s parents, but that 
there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide details of the intended 
parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry onto the register of surrogacy 
arrangements. 

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already 
deceased – so option (2) is preferable. 

Paragraph 8.81 

 

Consultation Question 20. 

1.24 We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order by a sole 
applicant under section 54A: 
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(1) the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always intended that 
there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in respect of the child 
concerned or to supply the name and contact details of the other intended parent;  

(2) if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be made for 
notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the application and an 
opportunity given to that party to provide notice of opposition within a brief period 
(of, say, 14 to 21 days); and 

(3) if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to oppose, he or 
she should be required to make his or her own application within a brief period (say 
14 days), otherwise the application of the first intended parent will be determined by 
the court. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 8.86 

 

Consultation Question 21. 

1.25 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and 

(2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth 
mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount 
consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.91 

 

Consultation Question 22. 

1.26 We invite consultees’ views:  

(1) as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new pathway that we 
have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the intended 
parents at birth; and 

(2) if so, as to whether should this oversight be: 
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(a) administrative, or 

(b) judicial. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the 
legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood 
and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as 
recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.93 

 

Consultation Question 23. 

1.27 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989, 
should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional specific 
factors in the situation where it is considering the arrangements for a child in the 
context of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement; and 

(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be. 

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about 
a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the 
issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not 
believe any other factors should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.120 

 

Consultation Question 24. 

1.28 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as applied 
and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 
Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to 
additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering whether to make a 
parental order; and 

(2) what those additional factors should be. 
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The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental 
order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered 
and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the 
child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors 
should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.121 

 

Consultation Question 25. 

1.29 We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be 
amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 
8 order without leave. 

NO 
 
There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother 
and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy arrangements. The court should therefore 
always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no 
liberalisation of the law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do 
not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can apply for a 
section 8 order without leave. 

Paragraph 8.123 

 

Consultation Question 26. 

1.30 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire parental 
responsibility automatically where: 

(1) the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and  

(2) they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and 
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as 
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recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no legal 
responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must 
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.132 

 

Consultation Question 27. 

1.31 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of the child; 
and 

(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should continue to 
have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living with, or being cared 
for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility automatically. The birth mother 
should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental 
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority 
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is 
the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the 
sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of 
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the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no responsibility 
for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised 
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.134 

 

Consultation Question 28. 

1.32 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the 
surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the 
arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to 
object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the 
‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood and parental responsibility. 
 
All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the 
child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special 
Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.139 

 

Consultation Question 29. 

1.33 For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of parental 
responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the intended parents, 
during the period in which parental responsibility is shared; and 
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(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility by the 
party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have 
legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and all subsequent decisions 
involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.140 

 

Consultation Question 30. 

1.34 We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the 
scope of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 9.29 

 

Consultation Question 31. 

1.35 We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used 
independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we 
would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that 
took place. 

N/A 
Paragraph 9.35 
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Consultation Question 32. 

1.36 We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements should be 
brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 
 
1.37 We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 

Paragraph 9.36 

 

Consultation Question 33. 

1.38 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations;  

NO 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to take a 
particular form; and 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual responsible 
for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
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I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.61 

 

Consultation Question 34. 

1.39 We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for: 

(1) representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator; 

(2) managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence 
and skill; 

(3) ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, 
including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary policies and 
procedures; 

(4) training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and 

(5) providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law. 

Do consultees agree? 

LEAVE ALL CHECK BOXES BLANK (i.e. none of the above) 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.40 We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible individual 

should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.41 We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualifications a person 

responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.62 
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Consultation Question 35. 

1.42 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit 
making bodies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they 
will inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) 
and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or coerce more women to act 
as ‘surrogates.’ 
 
Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and 
prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW, which prohibits third-parties profiting or 
otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women. 

Paragraph 9.84 

 

Consultation Question 36. 

1.43 We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and 
facilitation services. 

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because 
that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human 
rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.94 

 

Consultation Question 37. 

1.44 We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to 
offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
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facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
  
1.45 We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should 

be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements 
outside the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.95 

 

Consultation Question 38. 

1.46 We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against 
organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, 
and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they 
are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I 
consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services 
should be a criminal offence. 

Paragraph 9.97 

 

Consultation Question 39. 

1.47 We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 
Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and 
oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal 
parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy.  
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1.48 If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of Practice should 
apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which additional or new areas of 
regulation should be applied. 

Paragraph 9.117 

 

Consultation Question 40. 

1.49 We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable 
(subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation 
to financial terms).  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 9.129 

 

Consultation Question 41. 

1.50 We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for 
negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, 
because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both women and the child. The idea of 
organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of 
Article 6 of CEDAW, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits 
the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any form of benefit from 
women’s prostitution. 

Paragraph 9.135 

 

Consultation Question 42. 

1.51 We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy 
should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything 
that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. 
Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and enabling 
advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent. 
 
At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that 
being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an impoverished woman’s financial problems. If 
this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female 
students and young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to 
their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would be the most vulnerable to 
this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest. 
 
Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, 
we need to protect disadvantaged women from the temptation of renting their wombs. This 
means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned. 

Paragraph 9.145 

 

Consultation Question 43. 

1.52 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental 
order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the 
Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth 
certificate at the age of 18. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.80 

 

Consultation Question 44. 

1.53 We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that 
result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full 
form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy 
arrangement. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original birth certificate. The birth mother should 
be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
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recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of 
the certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 10.85 

 

Consultation Question 45. 

1.54 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and 
Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed 
to changes to allow for the registration of three parents or for anyone other than the birth mother 
to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate. Such proposals could lead to the 
facilitation of the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the 
understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is unique. 

Paragraph 10.87 

 

Consultation Question 46. 

1.55 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has 
been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained 
in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.89 

 

Consultation Question 47. 

1.56 We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements should be 
created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and the gamete 
donors. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.57 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority; 

(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, whether in or 
outside the new pathway, provided that the information about who has contributed 
gametes for the conception of the child has been medically verified, and that the 
information should include: 

(a) identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy arrangement, and 

(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed gametes to the 
conception of the child; and 

(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a parental 
order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage where available 
and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the use of an anonymous 
gamete donor if that applies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the children have 
access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that 
the information held on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because 
otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his 
genetic parentage. 

Paragraph 10.102 

 

Consultation Question 48. 

1.58 We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate 
and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy 
arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it 
trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his genetic 
parentage. 

Paragraph 10.104 
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Consultation Question 49. 

1.59 We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be able to 
access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for identifying 
information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information is included on the 
register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable opportunity to receive 
counselling about the implications of compliance with this request. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.60 We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16 (depending on 

whether the information is identifying or non-identifying respectively) should be able to 
access the information in the register and, if so, in which circumstances: 

(1) where his or her legal parents have consented; 

(2) if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or she is 
sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or 

(3) in any other circumstances. 

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable. 
Paragraph 10.110 

 

Consultation Question 50. 

1.61 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of 
a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person 
whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil 
partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 

YES, this should be possible. 
Paragraph 10.114 

 

Consultation Question 51. 

1.62 We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically related 
through, the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to identify each 
other, if they both wish to do so. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.63 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow people born 

to the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to access the register to 
identify each other, if they both wish to do so. 

YES, I agree. 
Paragraph 10.121 

 

Consultation Question 52. 

1.64 We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a person 
carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the register to identify 
each other, if they both wish to do so: 

(1) if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or 

(2) if they are not genetically related through the surrogate. 

YES to both (1) and (2) 
Paragraph 10.123 

 

Consultation Question 53. 

1.65 For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental 
order should be recorded in the register. 

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded 
in the register. 

Paragraph 10.128 
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Consultation Question 54. 

1.66 We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the 
HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 11.20 

 

Consultation Question 55. 

1.67 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any other legal 
parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found or is incapable of 
giving agreement, should continue to be available; 

NO  
 
I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 
 

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the surrogate, and 
any other legal parent of the child, in the following circumstances: 

(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of the 
surrogate and any other legal parent, or 

(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with the 
intended parents; and 

(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the paramount 
consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life guided by the factors 
set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in Scotland, in line 
with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 

Paragraph 11.58 

 

Consultation Question 56. 

1.68 We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway, the 
intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or habitually resident in 
the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man. 

Do consultees agree?  

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be 
domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism. 
 
1.69 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional conditions 

imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying period of habitual 
residence required to satisfy the test. 

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual 
residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk of surrogacy tourism. 

Paragraph 12.15 

 

Consultation Question 57. 

1.70 We invite consultees’ views on whether: 

(1) the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008 should be 
reformed and, if so, how; or 

(2) the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are within the 
prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from applying. 

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed. 
Paragraph 12.29 
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Consultation Question 58. 

1.71 We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be 
required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s 
home to be with them. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.  

Paragraph 12.34 

 

Consultation Question 59. 

1.72 We provisionally propose that the new pathway –  

(1) should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the intended 
parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that double donation of 
gametes is permitted, but 

(2) that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity, 
meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to provide a gamete due to 
infertility. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should 
be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
 
1.73 We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted under the 

parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in the new pathway) in 
domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are 
likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do not believe that double donation should 
be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.  
 
1.74 We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of the 

intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the parental order 
pathway should be retained in international surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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Paragraph 12.64 

 

Consultation Question 60. 

1.75 We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic 
cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical 
necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the 
surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic 
link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.71 

 

Consultation Question 61. 

1.76 We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical 
necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single 
parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes 
but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.76 
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Consultation Question 62. 

1.77 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a surrogacy 
arrangement has been used because of medical necessity: 

(1) for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or 

(2) for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made. 

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights 
and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’  
 
1.78 We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if it is 

introduced, should be defined and assessed. 

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
Paragraph 12.94 

 

Consultation Question 63. 

1.79 We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to parenthood, information 
identifying the child’s genetic parents and the surrogate must be provided for entry on the 
national register of surrogacy agreements prior to registration of the child’s birth. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
 
I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in 
any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all genetic parents and the birth 
mother. 
 
1.80 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for an application for a 

parental order that: 

(1) those who contributed gametes are entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements; and/or 

(2) if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents provided gametes in the 
conception of the child, that the genetic link is demonstrated to the court with 
medical or DNA evidence. 

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order 
in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2). 
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1.81 We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the application of a parental 
order that the identity of the surrogate is entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision. 

Paragraph 12.115 

 

Consultation Question 64. 

1.82 We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit for the grant of a 
parental order. The age of the intended parents should continue to be taken into account 
in the assessment of the welfare of the child in applications to grant a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both 
women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is 
to be opened up, a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear 
that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy arrangement and will make it 
less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a 
fait accompli. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age but not beyond. It is 
therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
 
1.83 We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway there should be a 

maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, what it should be. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ and it should be 45. 
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
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I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s 
human rights. However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore 
consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important. This will make it clear that 
society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement 
and will make it less likely that they will. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age. It is therefore imperative 
that age limits are set very carefully.  
 
1.84 We provisionally propose that intended parents should be required to be at least 18 years 

old at the time that they enter into a surrogacy agreement under the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it should be much older than 
18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement at that age. It is therefore imperative that 
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it 
would be reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before 
they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood? 

Paragraph 12.133 

 

Consultation Question 65. 

1.85 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years of age 
(at the time of conception), in order for the court to have the power to make a parental 
order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a 
violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself 
as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There 
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should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I 
suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  
 
1.86 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years old at 

the time of entering into the surrogacy agreement within the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of 
childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that 
she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older 
minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be 
more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  

Paragraph 12.144 

 

Consultation Question 66. 

1.87 We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any partner of the 
surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes should be required for the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
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1.88 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out in the Code of 
Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy arrangements outside a licensed clinic, and if 
not, which types of testing should be required for such arrangements. 

 
Paragraph 13.16 

 

Consultation Question 67. 

1.89 We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the new 
pathway: 

(1) the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the intended parents 
intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway should be 
required to attend counselling with regard to the implications of entering into that 
arrangement; and 

(2) the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who meets the 
requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.44 

 

Consultation Question 68. 

1.90 We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that 
the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect 
of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.65 
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Consultation Question 69. 

1.91 We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway: 

(1) an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained for intended parents, 
surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or partners of surrogates;  

(2) the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not enable a surrogate 
arrangement to be proceed under the new pathway where a person screened is unsuitable 
for having being convicted of, or received a police caution for, any offence appearing on a 
prescribed list of offences; and  

(3) the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also determine that a 
person is unsuitable based on the information provided in the enhanced record certificate.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.92 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that applies in the case of 

adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.73 

 

Consultation Question 70. 

1.93 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the 
surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an 
arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone else. It is impossible to 
understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless 
you have had that experience yourself. 

Paragraph 13.95 
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Consultation Question 71. 

1.94 We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate 
pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. 
Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs should not be allowed to undertake more 
than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women 
would have under this proposal. 

Paragraph 13.99 

 

Consultation Question 72. 

1.95 We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended parents to the 
surrogate should be able to be: 

(1) based on an allowance;  

(2) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for 
production of receipts; or 

(3) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of 
receipts. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.16 
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Consultation Question 73. 

1.96 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential costs 
relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.22 
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Consultation Question 74. 

1.97 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate 
additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather than 
essential.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.26 

 

Consultation Question 75. 

1.98 We invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise from 
entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a surrogate pregnancy; 
and 

(2) the types of cost which should be included within this category. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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Paragraph 15.29 

 

Consultation Question 76. 

1.99 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or 
self-employed). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.37 

 

Consultation Question 77. 

1.100 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential earnings: 

(1) her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.35 
above); and/or 

(2) other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.38 

 

Consultation Question 78. 

1.101 We invite consultees to share their experiences:  

(1) of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended parents has 
had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits; and 

(2) where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s entitlement to 
means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been addressed in their 
surrogacy arrangement. 

N/A 
Paragraph 15.47 
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Consultation Question 79. 

1.102 We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate for the following: 

(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth; 

(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or 

(3)  specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an 
ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive 
haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a 
hysterectomy. 

It is absurd to propose that one could place a monetary value on the pain of adverse pregnancy 
outcomes. In putting a price tag on perineal tear for example, some mothers report little pain or 
symptoms, others have profound ongoing fear of vaginal penetration, which can result in very 
significant emotional and relationship difficulties. Infection may complicate healing, and some 
women report long term sequelae from this, such as impaired wound healing.  
 
Haematology conditions should also be considered. Blood loss, for example due to placental 
haemorrhage can be very significant, and potentially result in emergency hysterectomy and 
blood transfusion to save the life of the mother. It is a fact that although blood is thoroughly 
screened in the UK there still remains the potential for blood borne illnesses to be transmitted, 
and the fact that some of these may not have been identified yet by researchers is also a real 
risk to a mother receiving transfusion. Persons who have had a blood transfusion are currently 
unable to donate blood themselves in the UK, due to the risk of (vCJD) transmission. This is an 
indication of the gravity of receiving blood products.  
 
No medical intervention is EVER risk free. Receiving multiple blood products in the context of 
Massive Transfusion Protocol (eg platelets, Fresh Frozen Plasma, cryoprecipitate) only heighten 
those risks.  
 
Conditions such as HELLP (Haemolysis, Elevated Liver enzymes, Low Platelets) can be fatal, 
and although the maternal mortality rate is low, it can have significant sequelae, including renal 
failure potentially requiring dialysis, placental abruption (potentially fatal for mother and baby) 
permanent liver damage and retinal detachment resulting in visual impairment.  
 
Each of these conditions have long term consequences for a woman, psychologically, physically 
and emotionally, and may also affect her ability to return to work or care for other children.  
 
Also, the late complications of childbirth have been disregarded. Late consequences of childbirth 
can include vaginal or rectal prolapse, urinary and faecal incontinence. Women who have had a 
C section may experience ongoing pain around the scar. Some sources quote this as affecting 
between 6 and 18 percent of women. These symptoms can be profoundly distressing, and may 
take years to present (conversely, may present immediately). 
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How could we ensure that women suffering these complications are compensated? They are 
multifactorial, and risk increases with instrumented delivery and parity. How would it be proposed 
to unpick the role of a surrogate pregnancy in causing these symptoms in relation to other risk 
factors, for example parity, smoking history, personal medical history? 
 
Psychiatric conditions are also absent from this list. Complications including depression and 
anxiety may be worsened by pregnancy. Other mental health conditions such as post natal 
depression and post partum psychosis can be fatal, and impact on a woman’s health for many 
years to come. I’m quite shocked that none of these conditions have been explicitly mentioned 
and it does make me wonder how the list of complications was created. I’d also like to know what 
level of haemorrhage would be considered “excessive”. 
 
The wording of the question “should” be able to pay compensation is not the same as being 
mandated to do so. This potentially creates a situation where some “luckier” women would 
receive compensation others would not. 
 
All of the above illustrates the risks of surrogacy and confirms my support for a total ban on 
surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.103 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of which 

intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.104 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable should be: 

(1) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or  

(2) left to the parties to negotiate.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. 

Paragraph 15.53 

 

Consultation Question 80. 

1.105 We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the 
surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.  

Paragraph 15.56 

 

Consultation Question 81. 

1.106 We invite consultees’ views as to whether:  

(1) intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and 

(2) if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or reasonable in 
nature. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts. 

Paragraph 15.60 

 

Consultation Question 82. 

1.107 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended parents to 
agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service 
of undertaking a surrogacy. (check box) 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.108 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the fee should be: 

(1) any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or 

(2) a fixed fee set by the regulator. 

Leave both check boxes blank. 
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I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.109 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what, if any, other payments 
the law should permit, in addition to that fixed fee: 

(1) no other payments; 

(2) essential costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(3) additional costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(4) lost earnings; 

(5) compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and complications, 
and the death of the surrogate; and/or 

(6) gifts. 

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to 
the birth mother for her ‘services’. 

Paragraph 15.69 

 

Consultation Question 83. 

1.110 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for any payment the law 
permits the intended parents to pay the surrogate for her services to be reduced in the 
event of a miscarriage or termination of the pregnancy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 
 

1.111 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee payable to the surrogate 
to be able to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination, whether such 
provision should apply: 

(1) in the first trimester of pregnancy only; 

(2) to any miscarriage or termination; or 

(3) some other period of time (please specify).   

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 

Paragraph 15.72 

 

Consultation Question 84. 

1.112 We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to 
surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to 
parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement 
being used, the only payments that should ever be made are essential and basic expenses for 
which receipts are provided. 

Paragraph 15.74 

 

Consultation Question 85. 

1.113 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have 
not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.75 

 

Consultation Question 86. 

1.114 We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that 
intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.76 
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Consultation Question 87. 

1.115 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods of enforcing 
limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates that we should consider as part of 
our review: 

(1) for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and  

(2) for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of the baby. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts 
are provided. The judge or other competent authority should closely monitor all financial aspects 
of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the 
parental order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the 
arrangements, the competent authority should be totally independent and not, for example, an 
agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any 
way. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 15.89 

 

Consultation Question 88. 

1.116 We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into under 
the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.117 We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into 

under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so should not be dependent 
on the surrogate complying with any terms of the agreement relating to her lifestyle. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy 
agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is utterly abhorrent. 

Paragraph 15.99 

 

Consultation Question 89. 

1.118 We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to 
share with us their experiences f international surrogacy arrangements. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.10 

 

Consultation Question 90. 

1.119 We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international 
context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in 
this chapter. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.12 

 

Consultation Question 91. 

1.120 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register 
a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and 
obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long 
the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.52 
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Consultation Question 92. 

1.121 We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the 
application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international 
surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of 
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this 
proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.53 

 

Consultation Question 93. 

1.122 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In 
particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of 
the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.68 

 

Consultation Question 94. 

1.123 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy 
arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the 
birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s country of birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport before the child is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict 
the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling 
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and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

 

1.124 We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa outside of 
the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal parents of the child 
under nationality law should be brought within the Rules. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
1.125 We provisionally propose that:  

(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links with the 
surrogate; or  

(2) that this condition should be clarified to ensure that it does not prevent the child 
having contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.126 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of a visa 

outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order within six 
months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the availability of the 
visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to remove the time limit on 
applications for parental orders is accepted. 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 16.69 

 

Consultation Question 95. 

1.127 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an 
international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to 
be completed after the birth of the child. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form 
for the child before she or he is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to 
contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against 
the selling and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I 
therefore strongly disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.76 

 

Consultation Question 96. 

1.128 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international 
surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the 
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.77 

 

Consultation Question 97. 

1.129 We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, 
comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration 
consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a 
violation of the human rights of women and children and all the other ways in which it is 
possible for people to enjoy children in their lives. 

Paragraph 16.82 
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Consultation Question 98. 

1.130 We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be 
eligible for the new pathway to parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 16.93 

 

Consultation Question 99. 

1.131 We provisionally propose that:  

1.132 the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended parents of 
children born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are recognised as the 
legal parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth, should also be recognised as 
the child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being necessary for the intended parents to 
apply for a parental order, but 

1.133 before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be satisfied that 
the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides protection against the 
exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, that is at least equivalent to 
that provided in UK law. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children 
and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth 
mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her 
consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of 
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case 
by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration. This is an 
important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I 
believe it should apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.94 
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Consultation Question 100. 

1.134 We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy arrangements in the UK 
involving foreign intended parents. 

N/A 
 
1.135 We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 

(1) any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from the UK for the purpose 
of the child becoming the subject of a parental order, or its equivalent, in another 
jurisdiction; and 

(2) if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process allowing foreign 
intended parents to remove the child from the jurisdiction of the UK for this 
purpose and with the approval of the court and, if so, what form should that 
process take. 

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from 
trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same checks as would be used in 
an international adoption. 

Paragraph 16.120 

 

Consultation Question 101. 

1.136 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory 
paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, 
civil partner or partner requires reform. 

I do not believe this needs changing. 
Paragraph 17.18 

 

Consultation Question 102. 

1.137 We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in 
respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only 
one intended parent qualifies.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
Paragraph 17.32 
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Consultation Question 103. 

1.138 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended parents to 
take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the purpose of induced 
lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other reason; and  

(2) if reform is needed, suggestions on reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children.  

Paragraph 17.36 

 

Consultation Question 104. 

1.139 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable 
facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under 
Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is 
sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children. 

Paragraph 17.40 

 

Consultation Question 105. 

1.140 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to 
employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.43 

 

Consultation Question 106. 

1.141 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to 
surrogacy and succession law are required. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.56 
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Consultation Question 107. 

1.142 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy 
arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are reforms to law 
or practice that consultees would like to see in this area. 

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are 
not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to override the birth mother’s 
wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during 
pregnancy, labour and childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions 
and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time for any or no 
reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and 
this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to birth mothers and new-borns – 
especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid 
reason to be extremely cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of 
surrogacy births. 
 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. 
As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in surrogacy is likely to lead to 
additional pressure on the NHS.  
 
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-
term negative effects on the well-being of both of them. This is likely to be the same for birth 
mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional 
long-term pressures on the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and 
there are no questions about this. 
 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure 
that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s health, including premature death. 
Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs 
when this isn’t in their best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors 
are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of 
‘attractiveness’ for example. 
 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these 
issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the NHS picking up the tab for the 
extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. 
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There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and 
society. 
 
At a time when the NHS is under severe strain, and life changing therapies (for cancer, cystic 
fibrosis etc) are not funded due to financial constraints it is a slap in the face to provide money 
for prospective parents to indulge their parenting fantasies while denying patients access to 
drugs which are standard of care in other counties. 
 
1.143 We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like to see 

made to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social Care for 
England and Wales. 

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and 
that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at any time, for any or no reason. 
Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended 
parents’ have no legal right to override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or 
medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum 
period. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert 
than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to ensure that they can speak to her 
alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in 
consultations, and the labour ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes. 
 
1.144 We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better accommodate 

surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding issues. 

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the 
wellbeing of herself and the child. 

Paragraph 17.76 

 

Consultation Question 108. 

1.145 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to 
surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration 
to the significant risk that women will be coerced into agreeing to participate in surrogacy 
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arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even 
more likely if substantial payments are involved. 
 
It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners 
and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or much of their earnings. This is a major 
route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. 
There is no reason to expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it 
is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money. 
 
If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that 
prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement. This should be a criminal offence 
and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as 
a deterrent. That such a law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why 
paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women. 
 
It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any 
payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by receipts and overseen by a judge. 

Paragraph 17.80 

 

Consultation Question 109. 

1.146 We invite consultees who are intended parents, live in the UK, and have entered into a 
surrogacy arrangement that led to the birth of a child to tell us: 

(1) when the child was born; 

(2) whether the arrangement was domestic or international and, if international, in 
which country the arrangement took place; 

(3) whether the arrangement led to the making of a parental order in the UK; and 

(4) whether they are a: 

(a) opposite-sex couple; 

(b) male same-sex couple; 

(c) female same-sex couple; 

(d) single woman; or 

(e) single man. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.2 
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Consultation Question 110. 

1.147 We invite consultees who have experience of applying for a parental order in the UK to 
tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) whether they had legal advice before the making of the parental order; 

(3) whether they were represented by a lawyer in court; and 

(4) the cost of any legal advice or representation. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.4 

 

Consultation Question 111. 

1.148 We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of 
the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the 
child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 

Paragraph 18.6 

 

Consultation Question 112. 

1.149 We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide evidence about the 
cost of: 

(1) medical screening; and 

(2) implications counselling 

(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or implications 
counselling from any other costs involved with fertility treatment). 

N/A 
 
1.150 We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental order proceedings, to 

provide evidence of what they would charge: 

(1) to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed requirement for independent 
legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; and 
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(2) to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy agreement required for the 
new pathway. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.8 

 

Consultation Question 113. 

1.151 We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of: 

(1) the current requirement of a genetic link; and 

(2) any removal of this requirement in cases of medical necessity: 

(a) in the new pathway; 

(b) in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy arrangements; or 

(c) in both situations. 

 
Paragraph 18.11 

 

Consultation Question 114. 

1.152 We invite consultees who consider that they might be able to fulfil the role of the 
independent professional discussed in Chapter 9 to tell us: 

(1) their profession; and  

(2) what they would charge to provide such a service. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.13 

 

Consultation Question 115. 

1.153 We invite consultees who are intended parents to give us their views on the impact of our 
proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 
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(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
1.154 We invite consultees who are surrogates to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.15 

 

Consultation Question 116. 

1.155 We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) that led to the birth of 
their child(ren), including the cost of fertility treatment, payments to the surrogate 
and payments to any surrogacy agency or organisation; 

(3) how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s); 

(4) what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering into a surrogacy 
arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to the birth of a child); and 

(5) how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.18 

 

Consultation Question 117. 

1.156 We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 

 
Paragraph 18.20 
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Consultation Question 118. 

1.157 We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically 
addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this paper. 

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already 
decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation should enable it. This may be 
explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested 
interest in surrogacy – ‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience 
of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money from commercial 
surrogacy if it is given the green light. 
 
It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders 
in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as all women are affected by the 
institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial 
surrogacy in this country. 
 
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men 
to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique bond between birth mother and child – 
and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of 
birth are a major step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – 
potentially affecting the status of all women.  
 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other 
family members coercing a woman into engaging in commercial surrogacy for their (and not 
her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to 
have been completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 
 
UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty 
(PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this consultation. There doesn’t appear to 
be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality 
considerations and impact assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women 
and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of equality 
legislation. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have 
due regard to the need to: 
 

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct 
prohibited by the Act. 

• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 
and those who do not. 

• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 
who do not. 
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There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s 
position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the sexes. Any loosening of the laws 
around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have 
an impact on the relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young 
people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them but took 
advantage of their birth mothers. 
 
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not 
based on any recognised human rights instruments – such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ 
confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to 
be a ‘surrogate.’ These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by 
the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard against the sale of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers, including: 
 
 The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no 

contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or physical transfer of the child. 
 All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the 

child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides not to relinquish the child. 
 The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own 

post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual obligation.” 
 Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare 

checks after the birth of the child. 
 Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other 

competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with the best interests of the child 
being paramount. 

 
The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation 
guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed and do not ask the important 
high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc.  
 
For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start 
again from the position of women’s and children’s human rights. If it is found that there is no 
way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties 
such as CEDAW and the UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be 
liberalised.  
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 
 

Paragraph 18.22 
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Other individual

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

No

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?



Yes

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

15  Consultation Question 8:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

100 years; or

Please provide your views below:

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

No

18  Consultation Question 11:

No

Please provide your views below:

19  Consultation Question 12:

No

Please provide your views below:

20  Consultation Question 13:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

21  Consultation Question 14:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

22  Consultation Question 15:

No

Please provide your views below:

Yes



Please share your views below:

23  Consultation Question 16:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

No

26  Consultation Question 19:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

No I disagree the intended parents should be the registered parents and their f Sikh should decide where and who the child lives with. It is their blood
and family!

27  Consultation Question 20:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

No it should only be a 2 way model

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

33  Consultation Question 26:



Yes

Please provide your views below:

34  Consultation Question 27:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

40  Consultation Question 33:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

41  Consultation Question 34:

representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator;, managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence and
skill;, ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary
policies and procedures;, training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and, providing data to the regulator and to such other person as
required by law.

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:



42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:



52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

57  Consultation Question 49:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

59  Consultation Question 51:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order



62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a
parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree?

Please provide your views below:

63  Consultation Question 55:

No

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway

64  Consultation Question 56:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

65  Consultation Question 57:

Please provide your views below:

66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide views below:

67  Consultation Question 59:

Yes

Please provide views below:

Please provide views below:

Yes

Please provide views below:

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith
began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner
provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide views below:

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

71  Consultation Question 63:



Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

72  Consultation Question 64:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

73  Consultation Question 65:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway

74  Consultation Question 66:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

75  Consultation Question 67:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the
intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is
signed. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

77  Consultation Question 69:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given
birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman
can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree?



Yes

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of receipts.

Please provide your views below:

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth;, medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or, specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage,
termination, caesarean birth, excessive haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a hysterectomy.

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

left to the parties to negotiate. 

Please provide your views below:

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

90  Consultation Question 82:

It should be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or

Please provide your views below:



essential costs relating to the pregnancy;, compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and complications, and the death of the
surrogate; and/or

Please provide any views below:

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

some other period of time (please specify in the box below).

Please provide your views below:

Up to the parties involved but I would say the whole pregnancy

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

96  Consultation Question 88:

No

Please provide your views below:

No

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:



113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 18: Impact

117  Consultation Question 109:

Please insert the year of birth here:

Not Answered

If international, in which country did the arrangement take place?:

Not Answered

Not Answered

118  Consultation Question 110:

Not Answered

Not Answered

Not Answered

Please provide the cost of any legal advice or representation below:

119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law
where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

120  Consultation Question 112:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

121  Consultation Question 113:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

122  Consultation Question 114:

Please provide your views below:

123  Consultation Question 115:

Please provide your views below:



Please provide your views below:

124  Consultation Question 116:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland.

Please provide your views below:

126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or
the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper.

Please provide your views below:



1 
 

Short Form Questionnaire: Law Commissions’ Surrogacy 
Consultation 
 

 

This form is an extract of the longer form for comments and responses to the Law Commission’s and the 
Scottish Law Commission’s consultation about reforming surrogacy law. If you would like to respond to the 
full version of our consultation questionnaire, please use the online form: https://consult.justice.gov.uk/law-
commission/surrogacy. Please see our websites for further details, and for links to download the full 
consultation paper: https://www.lawcom.gov.uk/project/surrogacy/ and https://www.scotlawcom.gov.uk/law-
reform/law-reform-projects/joint-projects/surrogacy/. 

We have selected 46 questions which may be of particular interest of those with lived experience of 
surrogacy arrangements: surrogates, intended parents, family members and adult children born of 
surrogacy arrangements. You do not need to answer all the questions if you do not want to, and you can 
write as much or as little as you would like in response to our questions.  

Please note that we may publish or disclose information you provide us in response to this 
consultation, including personal information. We ask consultees, when providing their responses, if 
they could avoid including personal identifying information in the text of their response, particularly 
where this may reveal the identities of other people involved in their surrogacy arrangement. 

For more information about how we consult and how we may use responses to the consultation, please see 
page i – ii of the Consultation Paper. 

HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR RESPONSE USING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

Type your response into the text fields below and then save your completed form. When you have completed 
your response, email the completed form as an attachment to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk.  

The closing date for submitting a response to our consultation is 11 October 2019. 



































Response ID ANON-2V7F-YJ58-N

Submitted to The Law Commissions' Consultation on Surrogacy
Submitted on 2019-09-15 23:44:36

About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Medical practitioner or counsellor

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

1

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010 
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.



Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

2

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

15  Consultation Question 8:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

100 years; or

Please provide your views below:

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

No

18  Consultation Question 11:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

19  Consultation Question 12:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

20  Consultation Question 13:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

21  Consultation Question 14:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

22  Consultation Question 15:

Yes



Please provide your views below:

No

Please share your views below:

23  Consultation Question 16:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

26  Consultation Question 19:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

27  Consultation Question 20:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

Yes

33  Consultation Question 26:



Yes

Please provide your views below:

34  Consultation Question 27:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

57  Consultation Question 49:



Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

Yes.,, medically important

59  Consultation Question 51:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway

64  Consultation Question 56:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

65  Consultation Question 57:

Please provide your views below:

66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide views below:

67  Consultation Question 59:

Yes

Please provide views below:

Please provide views below:

Not Answered

Please provide views below:

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith
began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered



Please provide your views below:

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner
provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide views below:

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

71  Consultation Question 63:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

No

Please provide your views below:

72  Consultation Question 64:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

73  Consultation Question 65:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway

74  Consultation Question 66:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

75  Consultation Question 67:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the
intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is
signed. Do consultees agree?

Yes



Please provide your views below:

77  Consultation Question 69:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given
birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

No not relevant

79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman
can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

Under medical advice

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for production of receipts; or

Please provide your views below:

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

Should be able but not obliged

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth;, medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or, specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage,
termination, caesarean birth, excessive haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a hysterectomy.

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:



left to the parties to negotiate. 

Please provide your views below:

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

90  Consultation Question 82:

It should be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

a fixed fee set by the regulator.

Please provide your views below:

additional costs relating to the pregnancy;, lost earnings;

Please provide any views below:

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

to any miscarriage or termination; or

Please provide your views below:

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

96  Consultation Question 88:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:
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Surrogacy Consultation Questions 

Email the completed document to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk before the deadline 
of 11 October 2019. 

ABOUT YOU 

1. What is your name? 

Name (Required) 

 
 
2. If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a 
university), what is the name of your organisation? 

N/A 
 
3. Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your 
organisation? 

(Required – Choose one response) 

• This is a personal response-yes 
• This is a response on behalf of an organisation 
• Other 

If other, please provide details: 

 
 
4. If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best 
describes you? 

(Choose one response) 

• Surrogate 
• Intended parent 
• Person born of a surrogacy arrangement 
• Family member of a surrogate 
• Family member of an intended parent 
• Legal practitioner 
• Medical practitioner or counsellor 
• Social worker 
• Academic 
• Other individual 
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5. What is your email address? 

Email address:  

 
 
If you enter your email address then you will automatically receive an acknowledgement email 
when you submit your response. 

6. What is your telephone number? 

Telephone number:  

private 
 
7. If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be 
treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. 
As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot 
give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances. 

 
 
 

 

 

Consultation Question 1. 

1.1 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales:  

(1) all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 
allocated to a judge of the High Court; and 

YES 
 
International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of 
children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost 
seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. 
For this reason these cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.  

 
(2) if international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to a judge of 

the High Court, circuit judges should be ticketed to hear such cases. 

Paragraph 6.42 
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Consultation Question 2. 

1.2 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and Wales  

(1) domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-birth parental order 
should continue to be heard by lay justices, or whether they should be allocated to another 
level of the judiciary; and 

(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another level of the 
judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be appropriate. 

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so 
the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these 
cases should NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit 
judges or higher. 

Paragraph 6.51 

 

Consultation Question 3. 

1.3 We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the 
current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation 
Questions 1 and 2. 

 
Paragraph 6.53 

 

Consultation Question 4. 

1.4 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court should be placed under a 
duty to consider whether to make an order awarding the intended parents parental 
responsibility at the first directions hearing in the proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our provisional proposal in 
Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether in the new pathway or not) automatically 
acquire parental responsibility if the child is living with or being cared for by them is not 
supported by consultees). 

NO 
 
The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. 
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Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should 
be open. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 6.58 

 

Consultation Question 5. 

1.5 We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the FPR 2010 
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the 
proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 6.72 

 

Consultation Question 6. 

1.6 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they are of the view that, in Scotland:  

(1) there is a need for greater consistency and clarity in provisions relating to the 
expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers and, if so, how this should be 
addressed;   

(2) it should be provided by statute that, at the initial hearing or any subsequent hearing 
for a parental order, the court may make any such interim order or orders for 
parental responsibilities and parental rights as it sees fit; and/or 

(3) further procedural reform is needed and, if so, what that reform should be. 

 
Paragraph 6.110 

 

Consultation Question 7. 

1.7 In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, before the 
child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have: 

(1) entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will include a 
statement as to legal parenthood on birth, 
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(2) complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 

(3) met eligibility requirements, 

on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child, 
subject to the surrogate’s right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key 
recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in 
respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up 
the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard 
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to 
surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and a domestic context. 
 
This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and 
all of the implications need to be fully understood. There is no evidence in the consultation paper 
that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all. 
 
I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at 
birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ 
mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify 
measures that contravene the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the 
provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers. 
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or 
condone a system that would require women to deliberately conceive and subsequently give 
birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The 
rights of the child must be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers 
say they want or not. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.13 

 

Consultation Question 8. 

1.8 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed clinics 
should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under the new 
pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a specified 
minimum period. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. 

 
1.9 We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be: whether 100 

years or another period. 

Paragraph 8.14 

 

Consultation Question 9. 

1.10 We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes 
should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy 
organisation is involved. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they 
would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence. 

Paragraph 8.21 

 

Consultation Question 10. 

1.11 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a 
traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from 
entering into the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’  
Paragraph 8.22 

 

Consultation Question 11. 

1.12 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal parenthood 
by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the child;  
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(2) this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in writing 
within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the intended parents 
and the body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; and 

(3) the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration less one 
week. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire 
legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only a limited time to object. This 
contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the 
legal parent at birth and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility 
in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth, 
with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration. 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.35 

 

Consultation Question 12. 

1.13 We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents 
acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy arrangement 
should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the result that: 

(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child;  

(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal parent of the 
child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these circumstances; and 

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental order to 
obtain legal parenthood. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.36 

 

Consultation Question 13. 

1.14 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on registering the 
birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that the surrogate has lacked 
capacity at any time during the period in which she had the right to object to the 
intended parents acquiring legal parenthood; 

(2) if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the period in 
which she has the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal parenthood, 
the surrogate should be able to provide a positive consent to such acquisition; and 

(3) if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the surrogate is 
unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant period, the surrogacy 
arrangement should exit the new pathway and the intended parents should be able 
to make an application for a parental order. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.37 

 

Consultation Question 14. 

1.15 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be born as a 
result of the surrogacy arrangement: 

(1) should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of Practice; 

(2) either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as appropriate, 
should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed; and 

(3) there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after his or 
her birth. 

Do consultees agree? 
 
NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in 
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surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the 
birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is 
an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest. 
Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth. 
 
The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before 
the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.  
 
The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because 
parents of children born through the normal process are not subject to such checks does not 
hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential 
experiences that change you and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and 
rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For obvious 
reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.  
 
In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, 
physiological and emotional resources, which means she has already made a huge and 
unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and 
emotional commitment to the child is already well-developed, giving her the best chance of 
surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood 
and adolescence.  
 
The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources 
does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of caring for a new-born child and the 
long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.51 

 

Consultation Question 15. 

1.16 We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement 
under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right to object to the 
intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the surrogate’s spouse or civil 
partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’  
 
There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for 
financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she does not have legal parenthood or 
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parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject 
this proposal. 
 
However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore 
have an implication for all children, all families because it would set a precedent. It should not be 
introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and 
children. There is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such 
assessment. 
 
1.17 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement outside 

the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue to be a legal 
parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement. 

YES 
 
The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and 
partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain. 

Paragraph 8.57 

 

Consultation Question 16. 

1.18 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 
arrangement is stillborn: 

(1) the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the surrogate 
exercises her right to object; and 

(2) the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 
the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. The 
birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if 
the child is stillborn. 
 
1.19 We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents 
being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration 
of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that 
the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the 
stillbirth. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should 
not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this. 

Paragraph 8.77 

 

Consultation Question 17. 

1.20 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, 
where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able 
to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the 
period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have 
made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order 
are satisfied, on registration of the birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and if the child 
dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth 
mother was the legal parent. 

Paragraph 8.79 

 

Consultation Question 18. 

1.21 For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which 
she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new 
pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a 
parental order. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 8.80 
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Consultation Question 19. 

1.22 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, where 
both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended parents should 
be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the surrogate not exercising her 
right to object within the defined period. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased 
‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should 
always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately 
reflect this. 
 
1.23 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new 

pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy or before a 
parental order is made: 

(1) it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who claims an 
interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, or who would be 
permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of the Children Act 1989: 

(a) for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and 

(b) for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject to the 
surrogate’s consent; or 

(2) the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not be 
possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s parents, but that 
there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide details of the intended 
parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry onto the register of surrogacy 
arrangements. 

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already 
deceased – so option (2) is preferable. 

Paragraph 8.81 

 

Consultation Question 20. 

1.24 We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order by a sole 
applicant under section 54A: 
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(1) the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always intended that 
there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in respect of the child 
concerned or to supply the name and contact details of the other intended parent;  

(2) if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be made for 
notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the application and an 
opportunity given to that party to provide notice of opposition within a brief period 
(of, say, 14 to 21 days); and 

(3) if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to oppose, he or 
she should be required to make his or her own application within a brief period (say 
14 days), otherwise the application of the first intended parent will be determined by 
the court. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 8.86 

 

Consultation Question 21. 

1.25 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and 

(2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth 
mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount 
consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.91 

 

Consultation Question 22. 

1.26 We invite consultees’ views:  

(1) as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new pathway that we 
have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the intended 
parents at birth; and 

(2) if so, as to whether should this oversight be: 
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(a) administrative, or 

(b) judicial. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the 
legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood 
and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as 
recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.93 

 

Consultation Question 23. 

1.27 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989, 
should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional specific 
factors in the situation where it is considering the arrangements for a child in the 
context of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement; and 

(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be. 

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about 
a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the 
issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not 
believe any other factors should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.120 

 

Consultation Question 24. 

1.28 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as applied 
and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 
Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to 
additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering whether to make a 
parental order; and 

(2) what those additional factors should be. 
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The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental 
order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered 
and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the 
child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors 
should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.121 

 

Consultation Question 25. 

1.29 We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be 
amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 
8 order without leave. 

NO 
 
There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother 
and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy arrangements. The court should therefore 
always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no 
liberalisation of the law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do 
not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can apply for a 
section 8 order without leave. 

Paragraph 8.123 

 

Consultation Question 26. 

1.30 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire parental 
responsibility automatically where: 

(1) the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and  

(2) they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and 
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as 
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recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no legal 
responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must 
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.132 

 

Consultation Question 27. 

1.31 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of the child; 
and 

(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should continue to 
have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living with, or being cared 
for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility automatically. The birth mother 
should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental 
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority 
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is 
the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the 
sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of 
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the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no responsibility 
for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised 
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.134 

 

Consultation Question 28. 

1.32 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the 
surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the 
arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to 
object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the 
‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood and parental responsibility. 
 
All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the 
child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special 
Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.139 

 

Consultation Question 29. 

1.33 For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of parental 
responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the intended parents, 
during the period in which parental responsibility is shared; and 
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(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility by the 
party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have 
legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and all subsequent decisions 
involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.140 

 

Consultation Question 30. 

1.34 We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the 
scope of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 9.29 

 

Consultation Question 31. 

1.35 We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used 
independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we 
would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that 
took place. 

N/A 
Paragraph 9.35 
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Consultation Question 32. 

1.36 We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements should be 
brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 
 
1.37 We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 

Paragraph 9.36 

 

Consultation Question 33. 

1.38 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations;  

NO 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to take a 
particular form; and 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual responsible 
for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
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I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.61 

 

Consultation Question 34. 

1.39 We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for: 

(1) representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator; 

(2) managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence 
and skill; 

(3) ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, 
including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary policies and 
procedures; 

(4) training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and 

(5) providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law. 

Do consultees agree? 

LEAVE ALL CHECK BOXES BLANK (i.e. none of the above) 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.40 We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible individual 

should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.41 We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualifications a person 

responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.62 
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Consultation Question 35. 

1.42 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit 
making bodies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they 
will inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) 
and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or coerce more women to act 
as ‘surrogates.’ 
 
Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and 
prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW, which prohibits third-parties profiting or 
otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women. 

Paragraph 9.84 

 

Consultation Question 36. 

1.43 We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and 
facilitation services. 

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because 
that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human 
rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.94 

 

Consultation Question 37. 

1.44 We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to 
offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
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facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
  
1.45 We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should 

be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements 
outside the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.95 

 

Consultation Question 38. 

1.46 We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against 
organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, 
and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they 
are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I 
consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services 
should be a criminal offence. 

Paragraph 9.97 

 

Consultation Question 39. 

1.47 We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 
Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and 
oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal 
parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy.  
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1.48 If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of Practice should 
apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which additional or new areas of 
regulation should be applied. 

Paragraph 9.117 

 

Consultation Question 40. 

1.49 We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable 
(subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation 
to financial terms).  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 9.129 

 

Consultation Question 41. 

1.50 We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for 
negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, 
because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both women and the child. The idea of 
organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of 
Article 6 of CEDAW, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits 
the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any form of benefit from 
women’s prostitution. 

Paragraph 9.135 

 

Consultation Question 42. 

1.51 We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy 
should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything 
that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. 
Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and enabling 
advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent. 
 
At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that 
being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an impoverished woman’s financial problems. If 
this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female 
students and young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to 
their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would be the most vulnerable to 
this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest. 
 
Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, 
we need to protect disadvantaged women from the temptation of renting their wombs. This 
means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned. 

Paragraph 9.145 

 

Consultation Question 43. 

1.52 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental 
order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the 
Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth 
certificate at the age of 18. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.80 

 

Consultation Question 44. 

1.53 We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that 
result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full 
form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy 
arrangement. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original birth certificate. The birth mother should 
be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
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recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of 
the certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 10.85 

 

Consultation Question 45. 

1.54 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and 
Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed 
to changes to allow for the registration of three parents or for anyone other than the birth mother 
to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate. Such proposals could lead to the 
facilitation of the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the 
understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is unique. 

Paragraph 10.87 

 

Consultation Question 46. 

1.55 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has 
been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained 
in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.89 

 

Consultation Question 47. 

1.56 We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements should be 
created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and the gamete 
donors. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.57 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority; 

(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, whether in or 
outside the new pathway, provided that the information about who has contributed 
gametes for the conception of the child has been medically verified, and that the 
information should include: 

(a) identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy arrangement, and 

(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed gametes to the 
conception of the child; and 

(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a parental 
order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage where available 
and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the use of an anonymous 
gamete donor if that applies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the children have 
access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that 
the information held on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because 
otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his 
genetic parentage. 

Paragraph 10.102 

 

Consultation Question 48. 

1.58 We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate 
and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy 
arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it 
trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his genetic 
parentage. 

Paragraph 10.104 
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Consultation Question 49. 

1.59 We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be able to 
access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for identifying 
information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information is included on the 
register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable opportunity to receive 
counselling about the implications of compliance with this request. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.60 We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16 (depending on 

whether the information is identifying or non-identifying respectively) should be able to 
access the information in the register and, if so, in which circumstances: 

(1) where his or her legal parents have consented; 

(2) if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or she is 
sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or 

(3) in any other circumstances. 

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable. 
Paragraph 10.110 

 

Consultation Question 50. 

1.61 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of 
a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person 
whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil 
partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 

YES, this should be possible. 
Paragraph 10.114 

 

Consultation Question 51. 

1.62 We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically related 
through, the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to identify each 
other, if they both wish to do so. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.63 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow people born 

to the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to access the register to 
identify each other, if they both wish to do so. 

YES, I agree. 
Paragraph 10.121 

 

Consultation Question 52. 

1.64 We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a person 
carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the register to identify 
each other, if they both wish to do so: 

(1) if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or 

(2) if they are not genetically related through the surrogate. 

YES to both (1) and (2) 
Paragraph 10.123 

 

Consultation Question 53. 

1.65 For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental 
order should be recorded in the register. 

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded 
in the register. 

Paragraph 10.128 
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Consultation Question 54. 

1.66 We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the 
HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 11.20 

 

Consultation Question 55. 

1.67 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any other legal 
parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found or is incapable of 
giving agreement, should continue to be available; 

NO  
 
I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 
 

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the surrogate, and 
any other legal parent of the child, in the following circumstances: 

(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of the 
surrogate and any other legal parent, or 

(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with the 
intended parents; and 

(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the paramount 
consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life guided by the factors 
set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in Scotland, in line 
with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 

Paragraph 11.58 

 

Consultation Question 56. 

1.68 We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway, the 
intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or habitually resident in 
the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man. 

Do consultees agree?  

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be 
domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism. 
 
1.69 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional conditions 

imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying period of habitual 
residence required to satisfy the test. 

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual 
residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk of surrogacy tourism. 

Paragraph 12.15 

 

Consultation Question 57. 

1.70 We invite consultees’ views on whether: 

(1) the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008 should be 
reformed and, if so, how; or 

(2) the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are within the 
prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from applying. 

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed. 
Paragraph 12.29 
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Consultation Question 58. 

1.71 We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be 
required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s 
home to be with them. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.  

Paragraph 12.34 

 

Consultation Question 59. 

1.72 We provisionally propose that the new pathway –  

(1) should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the intended 
parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that double donation of 
gametes is permitted, but 

(2) that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity, 
meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to provide a gamete due to 
infertility. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should 
be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
 
1.73 We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted under the 

parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in the new pathway) in 
domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are 
likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do not believe that double donation should 
be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.  
 
1.74 We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of the 

intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the parental order 
pathway should be retained in international surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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Paragraph 12.64 

 

Consultation Question 60. 

1.75 We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic 
cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical 
necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the 
surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic 
link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.71 

 

Consultation Question 61. 

1.76 We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical 
necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single 
parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes 
but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.76 
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Consultation Question 62. 

1.77 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a surrogacy 
arrangement has been used because of medical necessity: 

(1) for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or 

(2) for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made. 

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights 
and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’  
 
1.78 We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if it is 

introduced, should be defined and assessed. 

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
Paragraph 12.94 

 

Consultation Question 63. 

1.79 We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to parenthood, information 
identifying the child’s genetic parents and the surrogate must be provided for entry on the 
national register of surrogacy agreements prior to registration of the child’s birth. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
 
I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in 
any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all genetic parents and the birth 
mother. 
 
1.80 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for an application for a 

parental order that: 

(1) those who contributed gametes are entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements; and/or 

(2) if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents provided gametes in the 
conception of the child, that the genetic link is demonstrated to the court with 
medical or DNA evidence. 

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order 
in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2). 
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1.81 We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the application of a parental 
order that the identity of the surrogate is entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision. 

Paragraph 12.115 

 

Consultation Question 64. 

1.82 We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit for the grant of a 
parental order. The age of the intended parents should continue to be taken into account 
in the assessment of the welfare of the child in applications to grant a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both 
women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is 
to be opened up, a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear 
that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy arrangement and will make it 
less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a 
fait accompli. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age but not beyond. It is 
therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
 
1.83 We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway there should be a 

maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, what it should be. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ and it should be 45. 
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
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I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s 
human rights. However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore 
consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important. This will make it clear that 
society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement 
and will make it less likely that they will. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age. It is therefore imperative 
that age limits are set very carefully.  
 
1.84 We provisionally propose that intended parents should be required to be at least 18 years 

old at the time that they enter into a surrogacy agreement under the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it should be much older than 
18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement at that age. It is therefore imperative that 
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it 
would be reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before 
they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood? 

Paragraph 12.133 

 

Consultation Question 65. 

1.85 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years of age 
(at the time of conception), in order for the court to have the power to make a parental 
order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a 
violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself 
as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There 
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should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I 
suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  
 
1.86 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years old at 

the time of entering into the surrogacy agreement within the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of 
childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that 
she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older 
minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be 
more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  

Paragraph 12.144 

 

Consultation Question 66. 

1.87 We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any partner of the 
surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes should be required for the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
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1.88 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out in the Code of 
Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy arrangements outside a licensed clinic, and if 
not, which types of testing should be required for such arrangements. 

 
Paragraph 13.16 

 

Consultation Question 67. 

1.89 We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the new 
pathway: 

(1) the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the intended parents 
intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway should be 
required to attend counselling with regard to the implications of entering into that 
arrangement; and 

(2) the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who meets the 
requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.44 

 

Consultation Question 68. 

1.90 We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that 
the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect 
of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.65 
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Consultation Question 69. 

1.91 We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway: 

(1) an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained for intended parents, 
surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or partners of surrogates;  

(2) the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not enable a surrogate 
arrangement to be proceed under the new pathway where a person screened is unsuitable 
for having being convicted of, or received a police caution for, any offence appearing on a 
prescribed list of offences; and  

(3) the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also determine that a 
person is unsuitable based on the information provided in the enhanced record certificate.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.92 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that applies in the case of 

adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.73 

 

Consultation Question 70. 

1.93 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the 
surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an 
arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone else. It is impossible to 
understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless 
you have had that experience yourself. 

Paragraph 13.95 
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Consultation Question 71. 

1.94 We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate 
pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. 
Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs should not be allowed to undertake more 
than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women 
would have under this proposal. 

Paragraph 13.99 

 

Consultation Question 72. 

1.95 We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended parents to the 
surrogate should be able to be: 

(1) based on an allowance;  

(2) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for 
production of receipts; or 

(3) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of 
receipts. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.16 
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Consultation Question 73. 

1.96 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential costs 
relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.22 
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Consultation Question 74. 

1.97 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate 
additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather than 
essential.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.26 

 

Consultation Question 75. 

1.98 We invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise from 
entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a surrogate pregnancy; 
and 

(2) the types of cost which should be included within this category. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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Paragraph 15.29 

 

Consultation Question 76. 

1.99 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or 
self-employed). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.37 

 

Consultation Question 77. 

1.100 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential earnings: 

(1) her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.35 
above); and/or 

(2) other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.38 

 

Consultation Question 78. 

1.101 We invite consultees to share their experiences:  

(1) of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended parents has 
had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits; and 

(2) where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s entitlement to 
means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been addressed in their 
surrogacy arrangement. 

N/A 
Paragraph 15.47 
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Consultation Question 79. 

1.102 We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate for the following: 

(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth; 

(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or 

(3)  specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an 
ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive 
haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a 
hysterectomy. 

It is absurd to propose that one could place a monetary value on the pain of adverse pregnancy 
outcomes. In putting a price tag on perineal tear for example, some mothers report little pain or 
symptoms, others have profound ongoing fear of vaginal penetration, which can result in very 
significant emotional and relationship difficulties. Infection may complicate healing, and some 
women report long term sequelae from this, such as impaired wound healing.  
 
Haematology conditions should also be considered. Blood loss, for example due to placental 
haemorrhage can be very significant, and potentially result in emergency hysterectomy and 
blood transfusion to save the life of the mother. It is a fact that although blood is thoroughly 
screened in the UK there still remains the potential for blood borne illnesses to be transmitted, 
and the fact that some of these may not have been identified yet by researchers is also a real 
risk to a mother receiving transfusion. Persons who have had a blood transfusion are currently 
unable to donate blood themselves in the UK, due to the risk of (vCJD) transmission. This is an 
indication of the gravity of receiving blood products.  
 
No medical intervention is EVER risk free. Receiving multiple blood products in the context of 
Massive Transfusion Protocol (eg platelets, Fresh Frozen Plasma, cryoprecipitate) only heighten 
those risks.  
 
Conditions such as HELLP (Haemolysis, Elevated Liver enzymes, Low Platelets) can be fatal, 
and although the maternal mortality rate is low, it can have significant sequelae, including renal 
failure potentially requiring dialysis, placental abruption (potentially fatal for mother and baby) 
permanent liver damage and retinal detachment resulting in visual impairment.  
 
Each of these conditions have long term consequences for a woman, psychologically, physically 
and emotionally, and may also affect her ability to return to work or care for other children.  
 
Also, the late complications of childbirth have been disregarded. Late consequences of childbirth 
can include vaginal or rectal prolapse, urinary and faecal incontinence. Women who have had a 
C section may experience ongoing pain around the scar. Some sources quote this as affecting 
between 6 and 18 percent of women. These symptoms can be profoundly distressing, and may 
take years to present (conversely, may present immediately). 
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How could we ensure that women suffering these complications are compensated? They are 
multifactorial, and risk increases with instrumented delivery and parity. How would it be proposed 
to unpick the role of a surrogate pregnancy in causing these symptoms in relation to other risk 
factors, for example parity, smoking history, personal medical history? 
 
Psychiatric conditions are also absent from this list. Complications including depression and 
anxiety may be worsened by pregnancy. Other mental health conditions such as post natal 
depression and post partum psychosis can be fatal, and impact on a woman’s health for many 
years to come. I’m quite shocked that none of these conditions have been explicitly mentioned 
and it does make me wonder how the list of complications was created. I’d also like to know what 
level of haemorrhage would be considered “excessive”. 
 
The wording of the question “should” be able to pay compensation is not the same as being 
mandated to do so. This potentially creates a situation where some “luckier” women would 
receive compensation others would not. 
 
All of the above illustrates the risks of surrogacy and confirms my support for a total ban on 
surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.103 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of which 

intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.104 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable should be: 

(1) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or  

(2) left to the parties to negotiate.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. 

Paragraph 15.53 

 

Consultation Question 80. 

1.105 We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the 
surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.  

Paragraph 15.56 

 

Consultation Question 81. 

1.106 We invite consultees’ views as to whether:  

(1) intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and 

(2) if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or reasonable in 
nature. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts. 

Paragraph 15.60 

 

Consultation Question 82. 

1.107 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended parents to 
agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service 
of undertaking a surrogacy. (check box) 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.108 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the fee should be: 

(1) any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or 

(2) a fixed fee set by the regulator. 

Leave both check boxes blank. 
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I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.109 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what, if any, other payments 
the law should permit, in addition to that fixed fee: 

(1) no other payments; 

(2) essential costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(3) additional costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(4) lost earnings; 

(5) compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and complications, 
and the death of the surrogate; and/or 

(6) gifts. 

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to 
the birth mother for her ‘services’. 

Paragraph 15.69 

 

Consultation Question 83. 

1.110 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for any payment the law 
permits the intended parents to pay the surrogate for her services to be reduced in the 
event of a miscarriage or termination of the pregnancy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 
 

1.111 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee payable to the surrogate 
to be able to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination, whether such 
provision should apply: 

(1) in the first trimester of pregnancy only; 

(2) to any miscarriage or termination; or 

(3) some other period of time (please specify).   

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 

Paragraph 15.72 

 

Consultation Question 84. 

1.112 We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to 
surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to 
parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement 
being used, the only payments that should ever be made are essential and basic expenses for 
which receipts are provided. 

Paragraph 15.74 

 

Consultation Question 85. 

1.113 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have 
not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.75 

 

Consultation Question 86. 

1.114 We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that 
intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.76 
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Consultation Question 87. 

1.115 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods of enforcing 
limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates that we should consider as part of 
our review: 

(1) for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and  

(2) for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of the baby. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts 
are provided. The judge or other competent authority should closely monitor all financial aspects 
of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the 
parental order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the 
arrangements, the competent authority should be totally independent and not, for example, an 
agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any 
way. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 15.89 

 

Consultation Question 88. 

1.116 We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into under 
the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.117 We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into 

under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so should not be dependent 
on the surrogate complying with any terms of the agreement relating to her lifestyle. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy 
agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is utterly abhorrent. 

Paragraph 15.99 

 

Consultation Question 89. 

1.118 We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to 
share with us their experiences f international surrogacy arrangements. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.10 

 

Consultation Question 90. 

1.119 We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international 
context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in 
this chapter. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.12 

 

Consultation Question 91. 

1.120 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register 
a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and 
obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long 
the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.52 
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Consultation Question 92. 

1.121 We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the 
application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international 
surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of 
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this 
proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.53 

 

Consultation Question 93. 

1.122 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In 
particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of 
the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.68 

 

Consultation Question 94. 

1.123 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy 
arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the 
birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s country of birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport before the child is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict 
the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling 
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and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

 

1.124 We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa outside of 
the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal parents of the child 
under nationality law should be brought within the Rules. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
1.125 We provisionally propose that:  

(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links with the 
surrogate; or  

(2) that this condition should be clarified to ensure that it does not prevent the child 
having contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.126 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of a visa 

outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order within six 
months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the availability of the 
visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to remove the time limit on 
applications for parental orders is accepted. 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 16.69 

 

Consultation Question 95. 

1.127 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an 
international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to 
be completed after the birth of the child. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form 
for the child before she or he is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to 
contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against 
the selling and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I 
therefore strongly disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.76 

 

Consultation Question 96. 

1.128 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international 
surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the 
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.77 

 

Consultation Question 97. 

1.129 We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, 
comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration 
consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a 
violation of the human rights of women and children and all the other ways in which it is 
possible for people to enjoy children in their lives. 

Paragraph 16.82 
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Consultation Question 98. 

1.130 We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be 
eligible for the new pathway to parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 16.93 

 

Consultation Question 99. 

1.131 We provisionally propose that:  

1.132 the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended parents of 
children born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are recognised as the 
legal parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth, should also be recognised as 
the child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being necessary for the intended parents to 
apply for a parental order, but 

1.133 before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be satisfied that 
the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides protection against the 
exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, that is at least equivalent to 
that provided in UK law. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children 
and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth 
mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her 
consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of 
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case 
by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration. This is an 
important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I 
believe it should apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.94 
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Consultation Question 100. 

1.134 We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy arrangements in the UK 
involving foreign intended parents. 

N/A 
 
1.135 We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 

(1) any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from the UK for the purpose 
of the child becoming the subject of a parental order, or its equivalent, in another 
jurisdiction; and 

(2) if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process allowing foreign 
intended parents to remove the child from the jurisdiction of the UK for this 
purpose and with the approval of the court and, if so, what form should that 
process take. 

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from 
trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same checks as would be used in 
an international adoption. 

Paragraph 16.120 

 

Consultation Question 101. 

1.136 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory 
paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, 
civil partner or partner requires reform. 

I do not believe this needs changing. 
Paragraph 17.18 

 

Consultation Question 102. 

1.137 We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in 
respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only 
one intended parent qualifies.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
Paragraph 17.32 
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Consultation Question 103. 

1.138 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended parents to 
take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the purpose of induced 
lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other reason; and  

(2) if reform is needed, suggestions on reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children.  

Paragraph 17.36 

 

Consultation Question 104. 

1.139 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable 
facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under 
Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is 
sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children. 

Paragraph 17.40 

 

Consultation Question 105. 

1.140 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to 
employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.43 

 

Consultation Question 106. 

1.141 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to 
surrogacy and succession law are required. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.56 
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Consultation Question 107. 

1.142 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy 
arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are reforms to law 
or practice that consultees would like to see in this area. 

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are 
not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to override the birth mother’s 
wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during 
pregnancy, labour and childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions 
and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time for any or no 
reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and 
this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to birth mothers and new-borns – 
especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid 
reason to be extremely cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of 
surrogacy births. 
 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. 
As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in surrogacy is likely to lead to 
additional pressure on the NHS.  
 
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-
term negative effects on the well-being of both of them. This is likely to be the same for birth 
mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional 
long-term pressures on the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and 
there are no questions about this. 
 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure 
that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s health, including premature death. 
Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs 
when this isn’t in their best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors 
are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of 
‘attractiveness’ for example. 
 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these 
issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the NHS picking up the tab for the 
extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. 
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There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and 
society. 
 
At a time when the NHS is under severe strain, and life changing therapies (for cancer, cystic 
fibrosis etc) are not funded due to financial constraints it is a slap in the face to provide money 
for prospective parents to indulge their parenting fantasies while denying patients access to 
drugs which are standard of care in other counties. 
 
1.143 We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like to see 

made to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social Care for 
England and Wales. 

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and 
that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at any time, for any or no reason. 
Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended 
parents’ have no legal right to override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or 
medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum 
period. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert 
than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to ensure that they can speak to her 
alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in 
consultations, and the labour ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes. 
 
1.144 We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better accommodate 

surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding issues. 

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the 
wellbeing of herself and the child. 

Paragraph 17.76 

 

Consultation Question 108. 

1.145 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to 
surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration 
to the significant risk that women will be coerced into agreeing to participate in surrogacy 
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arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even 
more likely if substantial payments are involved. 
 
It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners 
and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or much of their earnings. This is a major 
route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. 
There is no reason to expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it 
is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money. 
 
If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that 
prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement. This should be a criminal offence 
and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as 
a deterrent. That such a law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why 
paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women. 
 
It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any 
payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by receipts and overseen by a judge. 

Paragraph 17.80 

 

Consultation Question 109. 

1.146 We invite consultees who are intended parents, live in the UK, and have entered into a 
surrogacy arrangement that led to the birth of a child to tell us: 

(1) when the child was born; 

(2) whether the arrangement was domestic or international and, if international, in 
which country the arrangement took place; 

(3) whether the arrangement led to the making of a parental order in the UK; and 

(4) whether they are a: 

(a) opposite-sex couple; 

(b) male same-sex couple; 

(c) female same-sex couple; 

(d) single woman; or 

(e) single man. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.2 
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Consultation Question 110. 

1.147 We invite consultees who have experience of applying for a parental order in the UK to 
tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) whether they had legal advice before the making of the parental order; 

(3) whether they were represented by a lawyer in court; and 

(4) the cost of any legal advice or representation. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.4 

 

Consultation Question 111. 

1.148 We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of 
the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the 
child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 

Paragraph 18.6 

 

Consultation Question 112. 

1.149 We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide evidence about the 
cost of: 

(1) medical screening; and 

(2) implications counselling 

(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or implications 
counselling from any other costs involved with fertility treatment). 

N/A 
 
1.150 We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental order proceedings, to 

provide evidence of what they would charge: 

(1) to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed requirement for independent 
legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; and 
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(2) to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy agreement required for the 
new pathway. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.8 

 

Consultation Question 113. 

1.151 We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of: 

(1) the current requirement of a genetic link; and 

(2) any removal of this requirement in cases of medical necessity: 

(a) in the new pathway; 

(b) in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy arrangements; or 

(c) in both situations. 

 
Paragraph 18.11 

 

Consultation Question 114. 

1.152 We invite consultees who consider that they might be able to fulfil the role of the 
independent professional discussed in Chapter 9 to tell us: 

(1) their profession; and  

(2) what they would charge to provide such a service. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.13 

 

Consultation Question 115. 

1.153 We invite consultees who are intended parents to give us their views on the impact of our 
proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 
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(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
1.154 We invite consultees who are surrogates to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.15 

 

Consultation Question 116. 

1.155 We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) that led to the birth of 
their child(ren), including the cost of fertility treatment, payments to the surrogate 
and payments to any surrogacy agency or organisation; 

(3) how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s); 

(4) what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering into a surrogacy 
arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to the birth of a child); and 

(5) how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.18 

 

Consultation Question 117. 

1.156 We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 

 
Paragraph 18.20 
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Consultation Question 118. 

1.157 We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically 
addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this paper. 

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already 
decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation should enable it. This may be 
explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested 
interest in surrogacy – ‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience 
of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money from commercial 
surrogacy if it is given the green light. 
 
It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders 
in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as all women are affected by the 
institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial 
surrogacy in this country. 
 
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men 
to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique bond between birth mother and child – 
and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of 
birth are a major step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – 
potentially affecting the status of all women.  
 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other 
family members coercing a woman into engaging in commercial surrogacy for their (and not 
her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to 
have been completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 
 
UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty 
(PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this consultation. There doesn’t appear to 
be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality 
considerations and impact assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women 
and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of equality 
legislation. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have 
due regard to the need to: 
 

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct 
prohibited by the Act. 

• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 
and those who do not. 

• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 
who do not. 
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There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s 
position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the sexes. Any loosening of the laws 
around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have 
an impact on the relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young 
people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them but took 
advantage of their birth mothers. 
 
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not 
based on any recognised human rights instruments – such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ 
confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to 
be a ‘surrogate.’ These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by 
the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard against the sale of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers, including: 
 
 The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no 

contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or physical transfer of the child. 
 All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the 

child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides not to relinquish the child. 
 The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own 

post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual obligation.” 
 Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare 

checks after the birth of the child. 
 Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other 

competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with the best interests of the child 
being paramount. 

 
The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation 
guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed and do not ask the important 
high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc.  
 
For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start 
again from the position of women’s and children’s human rights. If it is found that there is no 
way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties 
such as CEDAW and the UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be 
liberalised.  
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 
 

Paragraph 18.22 
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effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

26  Consultation Question 19:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

27  Consultation Question 20:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

33  Consultation Question 26:

Yes



Please provide your views below:

34  Consultation Question 27:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:
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Surrogacy Consultation Questions

Email the completed document to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk before the deadline 
of 11 October 2019.

ABOUT YOU

1. What is your name?

Anna Lockhart

2. If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a 
university), what is the name of your organisation?

N/A
3. Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your 
organisation?

(Required – Choose one response)

● This is a personal response

4. If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best 
describes you?

(Choose one response)

● Surrogate
● Intended parent
● Person born of a surrogacy arrangement
● Family member of a surrogate
● Family member of an intended parent
● Legal practitioner
● Medical practitioner or counsellor
● Social worker
● Academic
● Other individual

5. What is your email address?

Email address: 

anna.c.lockhart@gmail.com

If you enter your email address then you will automatically receive an acknowledgement email 
when you submit your response.
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6. What is your telephone number?

Telephone number: 

07932675191

7. If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be 
treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. 
As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot 
give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Consultation Question 1.

1.1 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales: 

(1) all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 
allocated to a judge of the High Court; and

YES

International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of 
children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost 
seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. 
For this reason these cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court. 

(2) if international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to a judge of 
the High Court, circuit judges should be ticketed to hear such cases.

Paragraph 6.42

Consultation Question 2.

1.2 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and Wales 

(1) domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-birth parental order should 
continue to be heard by lay justices, or whether they should be allocated to another level 
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of the judiciary; and

(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another level of the judiciary, 
which level of the judiciary would be appropriate.

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so 
the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these 
cases should NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit 
judges or higher.

Paragraph 6.51

Consultation Question 3.

1.3 We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the 
current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation 
Questions 1 and 2.

Paragraph 6.53

Consultation Question 4.

1.4 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court should be placed under a 
duty to consider whether to make an order awarding the intended parents parental 
responsibility at the first directions hearing in the proceedings.

Do consultees agree?

(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our provisional proposal in 
Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether in the new pathway or not) automatically 
acquire parental responsibility if the child is living with or being cared for by them is not 
supported by consultees).

NO

The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. 
Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should 
be open.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
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Paragraph 6.58

Consultation Question 5.

1.5 We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the FPR 2010 
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the 
proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise. 

Do consultees agree?

YES
Paragraph 6.72

Consultation Question 6.

1.6 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they are of the view that, in Scotland: 

(1) there is a need for greater consistency and clarity in provisions relating to the 
expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers and, if so, how this should be 
addressed;  

(2) it should be provided by statute that, at the initial hearing or any subsequent hearing 
for a parental order, the court may make any such interim order or orders for 
parental responsibilities and parental rights as it sees fit; and/or

(3) further procedural reform is needed and, if so, what that reform should be.

Paragraph 6.110

Consultation Question 7.

1.7 In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, before the 
child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have:

(1) entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will include a 
statement as to legal parenthood on birth,

(2) complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and

(3) met eligibility requirements,
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on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child, subject to 
the surrogate’s right to object.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key 
recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in 
respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up 
the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard 
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to 
surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and a domestic context.

This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and 
all of the implications need to be fully understood. There is no evidence in the consultation paper 
that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all.

I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at 
birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ 
mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify 
measures that contravene the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the 
provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or 
condone a system that would require women to deliberately conceive and subsequently give 
birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The 
rights of the child must be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers 
say they want or not.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.13

Consultation Question 8.

1.8 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed clinics 
should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under the new 
pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a specified 
minimum period.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER
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I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations.

1.9 We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be: whether 100 
years or another period.

Paragraph 8.14

Consultation Question 9.

1.10 We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes 
should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy 
organisation is involved.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they 
would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence.

Paragraph 8.21

Consultation Question 10.

1.11 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a 
traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from 
entering into the new pathway.

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’ 
Paragraph 8.22

Consultation Question 11.

1.12 We provisionally propose that:

(1) the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal parenthood 
by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the child; 

(2) this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in writing 
within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the intended parents 
and the body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; and
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(3) the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration less one 
week.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire 
legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only a limited time to object. This 
contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the 
legal parent at birth and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility 
in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth, 
with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration.

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.35

Consultation Question 12.

1.13 We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents 
acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy arrangement 
should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the result that:

(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child; 

(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal parent of the 
child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these circumstances; and

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental order to 
obtain legal parenthood.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER
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I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. 

The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.*

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.36

Consultation Question 13.

1.14 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway:

(1) the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on registering the 
birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that the surrogate has lacked 
capacity at any time during the period in which she had the right to object to the 
intended parents acquiring legal parenthood;

(2) if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the period in 
which she has the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal parenthood, 
the surrogate should be able to provide a positive consent to such acquisition; and

(3) if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the surrogate is 
unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant period, the surrogacy 
arrangement should exit the new pathway and the intended parents should be able 
to make an application for a parental order.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
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parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. 

The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.*

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.37

Consultation Question 14.

1.15 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be born as a 
result of the surrogacy arrangement:

(1) should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of Practice;

(2) either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as appropriate, 
should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed; and

(3) there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after his or 
her birth.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in 
surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the 
birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is 
an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest. 
Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth.

The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before 
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the birth of the child. Much can change in that time. 

The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because 
parents of children born through the normal process are not subject to such checks does not 
hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential 
experiences that change you and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and 
rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For obvious 
reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage. 

In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, 
physiological and emotional resources, which means she has already made a huge and 
unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and 
emotional commitment to the child is already well-developed, giving her the best chance of 
surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood 
and adolescence. 

The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources 
does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of caring for a new-born child and the 
long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.51

Consultation Question 15.

1.16 We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement 
under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right to object to the 
intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the surrogate’s spouse or civil 
partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’ 

There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for 
financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she does not have legal parenthood or 
parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject 
this proposal.

However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore 
have an implication for all children, all families because it would set a precedent. It should not be 
introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and 
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children. There is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such 
assessment.

1.17 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement outside 
the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue to be a legal 
parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement.

YES

The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and 
partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain.

Paragraph 8.57

Consultation Question 16.

1.18 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 
arrangement is stillborn:

(1) the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the surrogate 
exercises her right to object; and

(2) the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 
the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to object.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. The 
birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if 
the child is stillborn.

1.19 We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 
arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents 
being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration 
of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that 
the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the 
stillbirth.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should 
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not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this.
Paragraph 8.77

Consultation Question 17.

1.20 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, 
where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able 
to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the 
period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have 
made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order 
are satisfied, on registration of the birth.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and if the child 
dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth 
mother was the legal parent.

Paragraph 8.79

Consultation Question 18.

1.21 For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which 
she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new 
pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a 
parental order.

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.
Paragraph 8.80

Consultation Question 19.

1.22 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, where 
both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended parents should 
be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the surrogate not exercising her 
right to object within the defined period.
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Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased 
‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should 
always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately 
reflect this.

1.23 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new 
pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy or before a 
parental order is made:

(1) it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who claims an 
interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, or who would be 
permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of the Children Act 1989:

(a) for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and

(b) for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject to the 
surrogate’s consent; or

(2) the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not be 
possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s parents, but that 
there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide details of the intended 
parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry onto the register of surrogacy 
arrangements.

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already 
deceased – so option (2) is preferable.

Paragraph 8.81

Consultation Question 20.

1.24 We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order by a sole 
applicant under section 54A:

(1) the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always intended that 
there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in respect of the child 
concerned or to supply the name and contact details of the other intended parent; 

(2) if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be made for 
notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the application and an 
opportunity given to that party to provide notice of opposition within a brief period 
(of, say, 14 to 21 days); and

(3) if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to oppose, he or 
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she should be required to make his or her own application within a brief period (say 
14 days), otherwise the application of the first intended parent will be determined by 
the court.

Do consultees agree?

YES
Paragraph 8.86

Consultation Question 21.

1.25 We invite consultees’ views as to:

(1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and

(2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth 
mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount 
consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.*

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.91

Consultation Question 22.

1.26 We invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new pathway that we 
have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the intended 
parents at birth; and

(2) if so, as to whether should this oversight be:

(a) administrative, or

(b) judicial.

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the 
legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood 
and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as 
recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.*
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* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.93

Consultation Question 23.

1.27 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to:

(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989, 
should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional specific 
factors in the situation where it is considering the arrangements for a child in the 
context of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement; and

(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be.

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about 
a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the 
issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not 
believe any other factors should be added.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 
Paragraph 8.120

Consultation Question 24.

1.28 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views:

(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as applied 
and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 
Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to 
additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering whether to make a 
parental order; and

(2) what those additional factors should be.

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental 
order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered 
and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the 
child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors 
should be added.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.121
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Consultation Question 25.

1.29 We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be 
amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 
8 order without leave.

NO

There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother 
and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy arrangements. The court should therefore 
always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no 
liberalisation of the law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do 
not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can apply for a 
section 8 order without leave.

Paragraph 8.123

Consultation Question 26.

1.30 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire parental 
responsibility automatically where:

(1) the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and 

(2) they intend to apply for a parental order.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and 
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as 
recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children. 
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Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no legal 
responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must 
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.132

Consultation Question 27.

1.31 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement in the new pathway:

(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of the child; 
and

(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should continue to 
have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living with, or being cared 
for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility automatically. The birth mother 
should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental 
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority 
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is 
the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the 
sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children. 

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no responsibility 
for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised 
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.134
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Consultation Question 28.

1.32 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the 
surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the 
arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to 
object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the 
‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood and parental responsibility.

All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the 
child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special 
Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.139

Consultation Question 29.

1.33 For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of parental 
responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the intended parents, 
during the period in which parental responsibility is shared; and

(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility by the 
party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living.

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have 
legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and all subsequent decisions 
involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
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Paragraph 8.140

Consultation Question 30.

1.34 We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the 
scope of the new pathway.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.
Paragraph 9.29

Consultation Question 31.

1.35 We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used 
independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we 
would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that 
took place.

N/A
Paragraph 9.35

Consultation Question 32.

1.36 We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements should be 
brought within the scope of the new pathway.

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol.

1.37 We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might be 
brought within the scope of the new pathway.

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol.

Paragraph 9.36
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Consultation Question 33.

1.38 We provisionally propose that:

(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations; 

NO

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to take a 
particular form; and

OTHER

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual responsible 
for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation.

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Paragraph 9.61

Consultation Question 34.

1.39 We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for:

(1) representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator;

(2) managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence 
and skill;

(3) ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, 
including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary policies and 
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procedures;

(4) training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and

(5) providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law.

Do consultees agree?

LEAVE ALL CHECK BOXES BLANK (i.e. none of the above)

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

1.40 We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible individual 
should have.

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

1.41 We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualifications a person 
responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have.

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Paragraph 9.62

Consultation Question 35.

1.42 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit 
making bodies.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they 
will inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) 
and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or coerce more women to act 
as ‘surrogates.’
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Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and 
prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW, which prohibits third-parties profiting or 
otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women.

Paragraph 9.84

Consultation Question 36.

1.43 We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and 
facilitation services.

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because 
that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human 
rights of both women and children.

Paragraph 9.94

Consultation Question 37.

1.44 We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to 
offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new 
pathway.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children.
 
1.45 We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should 

be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements 
outside the new pathway.

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Paragraph 9.95
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Consultation Question 38.

1.46 We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against 
organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, 
and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they 
are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I 
consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services 
should be a criminal offence.

Paragraph 9.97

Consultation Question 39.

1.47 We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 
Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and 
oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal 
parenthood.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy. 

1.48 If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of Practice should 
apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which additional or new areas of 
regulation should be applied.

Paragraph 9.117

Consultation Question 40.

1.49 We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable 
(subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation 
to financial terms). 

Do consultees agree?

YES
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Paragraph 9.129

Consultation Question 41.

1.50 We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for 
negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, 
because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both women and the child. The idea of 
organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of 
Article 6 of CEDAW, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits 
the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any form of benefit from 
women’s prostitution.

Paragraph 9.135

Consultation Question 42.

1.51 We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy 
should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything 
that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. 
Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and enabling 
advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent.

At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that 
being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an impoverished woman’s financial problems. If 
this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female 
students and young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to 
their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would be the most vulnerable to 
this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest.

Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, 
we need to protect disadvantaged women from the temptation of renting their wombs. This 
means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned.
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Paragraph 9.145

Consultation Question 43.

1.52 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental 
order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the 
Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth 
certificate at the age of 18.

Do consultees agree?

YES
Paragraph 10.80

Consultation Question 44.

1.53 We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that 
result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full 
form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy 
arrangement.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original birth certificate. The birth mother should 
be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of 
the certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 10.85

Consultation Question 45.
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1.54 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and 
Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed 
to changes to allow for the registration of three parents or for anyone other than the birth mother 
to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate. Such proposals could lead to the 
facilitation of the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the 
understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is unique.

Paragraph 10.87

Consultation Question 46.

1.55 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has 
been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained 
in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.

Do consultees agree?

YES
Paragraph 10.89

Consultation Question 47.

1.56 We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements should be 
created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and the gamete 
donors.

Do consultees agree?

YES

1.57 We provisionally propose that:

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority;

(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, whether in or 
outside the new pathway, provided that the information about who has contributed 
gametes for the conception of the child has been medically verified, and that the 
information should include:

(a) identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy arrangement, and

(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed gametes to the 
conception of the child; and
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(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a parental 
order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage where available 
and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the use of an anonymous 
gamete donor if that applies.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the children have 
access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that 
the information held on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because 
otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his 
genetic parentage.

Paragraph 10.102

Consultation Question 48.

1.58 We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate 
and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy 
arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement.

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it 
trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his genetic 
parentage.

Paragraph 10.104

Consultation Question 49.

1.59 We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be able to 
access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for identifying 
information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information is included on the 
register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable opportunity to receive 
counselling about the implications of compliance with this request.

Do consultees agree?

YES

1.60 We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16 (depending on 
whether the information is identifying or non-identifying respectively) should be able to 
access the information in the register and, if so, in which circumstances:
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(1) where his or her legal parents have consented;

(2) if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or she is 
sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or

(3) in any other circumstances.

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable.
Paragraph 10.110

Consultation Question 50.

1.61 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of 
a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person 
whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil 
partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

YES, this should be possible.
Paragraph 10.114

Consultation Question 51.

1.62 We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically related 
through, the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to identify each 
other, if they both wish to do so.

Do consultees agree?

YES

1.63 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow people born 
to the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to access the register to 
identify each other, if they both wish to do so.

YES, I agree.
Paragraph 10.121

Consultation Question 52.

1.64 We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a person 
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carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the register to identify 
each other, if they both wish to do so:

(1) if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or

(2) if they are not genetically related through the surrogate.

YES to both (1) and (2)
Paragraph 10.123

Consultation Question 53.

1.65 For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental 
order should be recorded in the register.

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded 
in the register.

Paragraph 10.128

Consultation Question 54.

1.66 We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the 
HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished.

Do consultees agree?

NO

The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child.

Paragraph 11.20

Consultation Question 55.

1.67 We provisionally propose that:

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any other legal 
parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found or is incapable of 
giving agreement, should continue to be available;
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NO 

I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible.

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the surrogate, and 
any other legal parent of the child, in the following circumstances:

(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of the 
surrogate and any other legal parent, or

(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with the 
intended parents; and

(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the paramount 
consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life guided by the factors 
set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in Scotland, in line 
with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible.

Paragraph 11.58

Consultation Question 56.

1.68 We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway, the 
intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or habitually resident in 
the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man.

Do consultees agree? 

NO

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be 
domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism.

1.69 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional conditions 
imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying period of habitual 
residence required to satisfy the test.
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I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual 
residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk of surrogacy tourism.

Paragraph 12.15

Consultation Question 57.

1.70 We invite consultees’ views on whether:

(1) the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008 should be 
reformed and, if so, how; or

(2) the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are within the 
prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from applying.

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed.
Paragraph 12.29

Consultation Question 58.

1.71 We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be 
required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s 
home to be with them.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
Paragraph 12.34

Consultation Question 59.

1.72 We provisionally propose that the new pathway – 

(1) should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the intended 
parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that double donation of 
gametes is permitted, but

(2) that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity, 
meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to provide a gamete due to 
infertility.
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Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should 
be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’

1.73 We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted under the 
parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in the new pathway) in 
domestic surrogacy arrangements. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are 
likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do not believe that double donation should 
be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements. 

1.74 We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of the 
intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the parental order 
pathway should be retained in international surrogacy arrangements.

Do consultees agree?

YES
Paragraph 12.64

Consultation Question 60.

1.75 We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic 
cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical 
necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the 
surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic 
link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’

Paragraph 12.71

Consultation Question 61.

1.76 We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical 
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necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single 
parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes 
but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’
Paragraph 12.76

Consultation Question 62.

1.77 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a surrogacy 
arrangement has been used because of medical necessity:

(1) for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or

(2) for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made.

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights 
and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

1.78 We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if it is 
introduced, should be defined and assessed.

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’
Paragraph 12.94

Consultation Question 63.

1.79 We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to parenthood, information 
identifying the child’s genetic parents and the surrogate must be provided for entry on the 
national register of surrogacy agreements prior to registration of the child’s birth.

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER

I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in 
any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all genetic parents and the birth 
mother.
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1.80 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for an application for a 
parental order that:

(1) those who contributed gametes are entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements; and/or

(2) if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents provided gametes in the 
conception of the child, that the genetic link is demonstrated to the court with 
medical or DNA evidence.

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order 
in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2).

1.81 We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the application of a parental 
order that the identity of the surrogate is entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements.

Do consultees agree?

YES

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision.
Paragraph 12.115

Consultation Question 64.

1.82 We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit for the grant of a 
parental order. The age of the intended parents should continue to be taken into account 
in the assessment of the welfare of the child in applications to grant a parental order. 

Do consultees agree?

NO

I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both 
women’s and children’s human rights. 

Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is 
to be opened up, a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear 
that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy arrangement and will make it 
less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a 
fait accompli.
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Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age but not beyond. It is 
therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully.

1.83 We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway there should be a 
maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, what it should be.

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ and it should be 45.

Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s 
human rights. However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore 
consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important. This will make it clear that 
society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement 
and will make it less likely that they will.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age. It is therefore imperative 
that age limits are set very carefully. 

1.84 We provisionally propose that intended parents should be required to be at least 18 years 
old at the time that they enter into a surrogacy agreement under the new pathway.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it should be much older than 
18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement at that age. It is therefore imperative that 
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it 
would be reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before 
they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood?

Paragraph 12.133

Consultation Question 65.

1.85 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years of age 
(at the time of conception), in order for the court to have the power to make a parental 
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order.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a 
violation of both women’s and children’s human rights. 

At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself 
as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There 
should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I 
suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate.

Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood? 

1.86 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years old at 
the time of entering into the surrogacy agreement within the new pathway.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of 
childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that 
she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older 
minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be 
more appropriate.

Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood? 

Paragraph 12.144

Consultation Question 66.

1.87 We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any partner of the 
surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes should be required for the new 
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pathway.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

1.88 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out in the Code of 
Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy arrangements outside a licensed clinic, and if 
not, which types of testing should be required for such arrangements.

Paragraph 13.16

Consultation Question 67.

1.89 We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the new 
pathway:

(1) the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the intended parents 
intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway should be 
required to attend counselling with regard to the implications of entering into that 
arrangement; and

(2) the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who meets the 
requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.
Paragraph 13.44

Consultation Question 68.

1.90 We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that 
the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect 
of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed.

Do consultees agree?
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OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.
Paragraph 13.65

Consultation Question 69.

1.91 We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway:

(1) an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained for intended parents, 
surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or partners of surrogates; 

(2) the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not enable a surrogate 
arrangement to be proceed under the new pathway where a person screened is unsuitable 
for having being convicted of, or received a police caution for, any offence appearing on a 
prescribed list of offences; and 

(3) the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also determine that a person is 
unsuitable based on the information provided in the enhanced record certificate. 

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

1.92 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that applies in the case of 
adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway.

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.
Paragraph 13.73

Consultation Question 70.

1.93 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the 
surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

OTHER

I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’.
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Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an 
arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone else. It is impossible to 
understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless 
you have had that experience yourself.

Paragraph 13.95

Consultation Question 71.

1.94 We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate 
pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’.

Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. 
Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs should not be allowed to undertake more 
than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women 
would have under this proposal.

Paragraph 13.99

Consultation Question 72.

1.95 We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended parents to the 
surrogate should be able to be:

(1) based on an allowance; 

(2) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for 
production of receipts; or

(3) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of 
receipts.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
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when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

Paragraph 15.16

Consultation Question 73.

1.96 We invite consultees’ views as to:

(1) whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential costs 
relating to the pregnancy; and

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.  

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts.

Paragraph 15.22

Consultation Question 74.

1.97 We invite consultees’ views as to:

(1) whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate 
additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather than 
essential.  

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts.

Paragraph 15.26

Consultation Question 75.

1.98 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise from 
entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a surrogate pregnancy; 
and

(2) the types of cost which should be included within this category.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

Paragraph 15.29

Consultation Question 76.

1.99 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or 
self-employed).

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
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prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings.

Paragraph 15.37

Consultation Question 77.

1.100 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential earnings:

(1) her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.35 
above); and/or

(2) other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above).

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings.

Paragraph 15.38

Consultation Question 78.
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1.101 We invite consultees to share their experiences: 

(1) of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended parents has 
had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits; and

(2) where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s entitlement to 
means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been addressed in their 
surrogacy arrangement.

N/A
Paragraph 15.47

Consultation Question 79.

1.102 We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate for the following:

(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth;

(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or

(3)  specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an 
ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive 
haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a 
hysterectomy.

It is absurd to propose that one could place a monetary value on the pain of adverse pregnancy 
outcomes. In putting a price tag on perineal tear for example, some mothers report little pain or 
symptoms, others have profound ongoing fear of vaginal penetration, which can result in very 
significant emotional and relationship difficulties. Infection may complicate healing, and some 
women report long term sequelae from this, such as impaired wound healing. 

Haematology conditions should also be considered. Blood loss, for example due to placental 
haemorrhage can be very significant, and potentially result in emergency hysterectomy and 
blood transfusion to save the life of the mother. It is a fact that although blood is thoroughly 
screened in the UK there still remains the potential for blood borne illnesses to be transmitted, 
and the fact that some of these may not have been identified yet by researchers is also a real 
risk to a mother receiving transfusion. Persons who have had a blood transfusion are currently 
unable to donate blood themselves in the UK, due to the risk of (vCJD) transmission. This is an 
indication of the gravity of receiving blood products. 

No medical intervention is EVER risk free. Receiving multiple blood products in the context of 
Massive Transfusion Protocol (eg platelets, Fresh Frozen Plasma, cryoprecipitate) only heighten 
those risks. 
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Conditions such as HELLP (Haemolysis, Elevated Liver enzymes, Low Platelets) can be fatal, 
and although the maternal mortality rate is low, it can have significant sequelae, including renal 
failure potentially requiring dialysis, placental abruption (potentially fatal for mother and baby) 
permanent liver damage and retinal detachment resulting in visual impairment. 

Each of these conditions have long term consequences for a woman, psychologically, physically 
and emotionally, and may also affect her ability to return to work or care for other children. 

Also, the late complications of childbirth have been disregarded. Late consequences of childbirth 
can include vaginal or rectal prolapse, urinary and faecal incontinence. Women who have had a 
C section may experience ongoing pain around the scar. Some sources quote this as affecting 
between 6 and 18 percent of women. These symptoms can be profoundly distressing, and may 
take years to present (conversely, may present immediately).

How could we ensure that women suffering these complications are compensated? They are 
multifactorial, and risk increases with instrumented delivery and parity. How would it be proposed 
to unpick the role of a surrogate pregnancy in causing these symptoms in relation to other risk 
factors, for example parity, smoking history, personal medical history?

Psychiatric conditions are also absent from this list. Complications including depression and 
anxiety may be worsened by pregnancy. Other mental health conditions such as post natal 
depression and post partum psychosis can be fatal, and impact on a woman’s health for many 
years to come. I’m quite shocked that none of these conditions have been explicitly mentioned 
and it does make me wonder how the list of complications was created. I’d also like to know what 
level of haemorrhage would be considered “excessive”.

The wording of the question “should” be able to pay compensation is not the same as being 
mandated to do so. This potentially creates a situation where some “luckier” women would 
receive compensation others would not.

All of the above illustrates the risks of surrogacy and confirms my support for a total ban on 
surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. 

1.103 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of which 
intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. 
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1.104 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable should be:

(1) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or 

(2) left to the parties to negotiate.  

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.
Paragraph 15.53

Consultation Question 80.

1.105 We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the 
surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the 
surrogate.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it. 
Paragraph 15.56

Consultation Question 81.
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1.106 We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 

(1) intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and

(2) if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or reasonable in 
nature.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts.
Paragraph 15.60

Consultation Question 82.

1.107 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended parents to 
agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service 
of undertaking a surrogacy. (check box)

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’.
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1.108 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 
a woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the fee should be:

(1) any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or

(2) a fixed fee set by the regulator.

Leave both check boxes blank.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’.

1.109 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 
a woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what, if any, other payments 
the law should permit, in addition to that fixed fee:

(1) no other payments;

(2) essential costs relating to the pregnancy;

(3) additional costs relating to the pregnancy;

(4) lost earnings;

(5) compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and complications, 
and the death of the surrogate; and/or

(6) gifts.

Leave all check boxes blank.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to 
the birth mother for her ‘services’.

Paragraph 15.69

Consultation Question 83.

1.110 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for any payment the law 
permits the intended parents to pay the surrogate for her services to be reduced in the 
event of a miscarriage or termination of the pregnancy.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy.

1.111 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee payable to the surrogate 
to be able to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination, whether such 
provision should apply:

(1) in the first trimester of pregnancy only;

(2) to any miscarriage or termination; or

(3) some other period of time (please specify).  

Leave all check boxes blank.
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I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy.

Paragraph 15.72

Consultation Question 84.

1.112 We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to 
surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to 
parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests.

I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement 
being used, the only payments that should ever be made are essential and basic expenses for 
which receipts are provided.

Paragraph 15.74

Consultation Question 85.
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1.113 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have 
not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the 
surrogate.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

Paragraph 15.75

Consultation Question 86.

1.114 We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that 
intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

Paragraph 15.76

Consultation Question 87.

1.115 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods of enforcing 
limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates that we should consider as part of 
our review:
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(1) for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and 

(2) for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of the baby.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests.

The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts 
are provided. The judge or other competent authority should closely monitor all financial aspects 
of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the 
parental order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the 
arrangements, the competent authority should be totally independent and not, for example, an 
agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any 
way.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 15.89

Consultation Question 88.

1.116 We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into under 
the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the surrogate.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

1.117 We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into 
under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so should not be dependent 
on the surrogate complying with any terms of the agreement relating to her lifestyle.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy 
agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is utterly abhorrent.
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Paragraph 15.99

Consultation Question 89.

1.118 We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to 
share with us their experiences f international surrogacy arrangements.

N/A
Paragraph 16.10

Consultation Question 90.

1.119 We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international 
context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in 
this chapter.

N/A
Paragraph 16.12

Consultation Question 91.

1.120 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register 
a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and 
obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long 
the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about 
causes of delays in the process.

N/A
Paragraph 16.52

Consultation Question 92.

1.121 We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the 
application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international 
surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child.

Do consultees agree?
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NO

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of 
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this 
proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 16.53

Consultation Question 93.

1.122 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In 
particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of 
the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

N/A
Paragraph 16.68

Consultation Question 94.

1.123 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy 
arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the 
birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s country of birth.

Do consultees agree?

NO

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport before the child is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict 
the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling 
and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

1.124 We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa outside of 
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the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal parents of the child 
under nationality law should be brought within the Rules.

Do consultees agree?

NO

1.125 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links with the surrogate; 
or 

(2) that this condition should be clarified to ensure that it does not prevent the child having 
contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate.

Do consultees agree?

YES

1.126 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of a visa 
outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order within six 
months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the availability of the 
visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to remove the time limit on 
applications for parental orders is accepted.

NO

The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child.

Paragraph 16.69

Consultation Question 95.

1.127 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an 
international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to 
be completed after the birth of the child.

Do consultees agree?

NO

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form 
for the child before she or he is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to 
contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against 
the selling and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I 
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therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 16.76

Consultation Question 96.

1.128 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international 
surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the 
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of 
causes of delays in the process.

N/A
Paragraph 16.77

Consultation Question 97.

1.129 We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, 
comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration 
consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. 

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a 
violation of the human rights of women and children and all the other ways in which it is 
possible for people to enjoy children in their lives.

Paragraph 16.82

Consultation Question 98.

1.130 We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be 
eligible for the new pathway to parenthood.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER
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I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.
Paragraph 16.93

Consultation Question 99.

1.131 We provisionally propose that: 

1.132 the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended parents of 
children born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are recognised as the 
legal parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth, should also be recognised as 
the child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being necessary for the intended parents to 
apply for a parental order, but

1.133 before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be satisfied that 
the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides protection against the 
exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, that is at least equivalent to 
that provided in UK law.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children 
and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth 
mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her 
consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of 
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case 
by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration. This is an 
important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I 
believe it should apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 16.94

Consultation Question 100.

1.134 We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy arrangements in the UK 
involving foreign intended parents.

N/A
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1.135 We invite consultees’ views as to whether:

(1) any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from the UK for the purpose 
of the child becoming the subject of a parental order, or its equivalent, in another 
jurisdiction; and

(2) if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process allowing foreign 
intended parents to remove the child from the jurisdiction of the UK for this 
purpose and with the approval of the court and, if so, what form should that 
process take.

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from 
trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same checks as would be used in 
an international adoption.

Paragraph 16.120

Consultation Question 101.

1.136 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory 
paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, 
civil partner or partner requires reform.

I do not believe this needs changing.
Paragraph 17.18

Consultation Question 102.

1.137 We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in 
respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only 
one intended parent qualifies. 

Do consultees agree?

NO
Paragraph 17.32

Consultation Question 103.

1.138 We invite consultees’ views as to:

(1) whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended parents to 
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take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the purpose of induced 
lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other reason; and 

(2) if reform is needed, suggestions on reform.

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children. 

Paragraph 17.36

Consultation Question 104.

1.139 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable 
facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under 
Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is 
sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children.

Paragraph 17.40

Consultation Question 105.

1.140 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to 
employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children

Paragraph 17.43

Consultation Question 106.

1.141 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to 
surrogacy and succession law are required.

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children

Paragraph 17.56
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Consultation Question 107.

1.142 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy 
arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are reforms to law 
or practice that consultees would like to see in this area.

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are 
not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to override the birth mother’s 
wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during 
pregnancy, labour and childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions 
and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time for any or no 
reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes.

All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements.

Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and 
this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to birth mothers and new-borns – 
especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid 
reason to be extremely cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of 
surrogacy births.

It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. 
As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in surrogacy is likely to lead to 
additional pressure on the NHS. 

Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-
term negative effects on the well-being of both of them. This is likely to be the same for birth 
mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional 
long-term pressures on the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and 
there are no questions about this.

An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure 
that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s health, including premature death. 
Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs 
when this isn’t in their best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors 
are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of 
‘attractiveness’ for example.

The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these 
issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the NHS picking up the tab for the 
extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. 
There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and 
society.
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At a time when the NHS is under severe strain, and life changing therapies (for cancer, cystic 
fibrosis etc) are not funded due to financial constraints it is a slap in the face to provide money 
for prospective parents to indulge their parenting fantasies while denying patients access to 
drugs which are standard of care in other counties.

1.143 We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like to see 
made to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social Care for 
England and Wales.

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and 
that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at any time, for any or no reason. 
Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended 
parents’ have no legal right to override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or 
medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum 
period.

All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements.

The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert 
than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to ensure that they can speak to her 
alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in 
consultations, and the labour ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes.

1.144 We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better accommodate 
surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding issues.

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the 
wellbeing of herself and the child.

Paragraph 17.76

Consultation Question 108.

1.145 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to 
surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration 
to the significant risk that women will be coerced into agreeing to participate in surrogacy 
arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even 
more likely if substantial payments are involved.

It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners 
and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or much of their earnings. This is a major 
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route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. 
There is no reason to expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it 
is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money.

If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that 
prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement. This should be a criminal offence 
and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as 
a deterrent. That such a law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why 
paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women.

It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any 
payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by receipts and overseen by a judge.

Paragraph 17.80

Consultation Question 109.

1.146 We invite consultees who are intended parents, live in the UK, and have entered into a 
surrogacy arrangement that led to the birth of a child to tell us:

(1) when the child was born;

(2) whether the arrangement was domestic or international and, if international, in 
which country the arrangement took place;

(3) whether the arrangement led to the making of a parental order in the UK; and

(4) whether they are a:

(a) opposite-sex couple;

(b) male same-sex couple;

(c) female same-sex couple;

(d) single woman; or

(e) single man.

N/A
Paragraph 18.2

Consultation Question 110.

1.147 We invite consultees who have experience of applying for a parental order in the UK to 
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tell us:

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international;

(2) whether they had legal advice before the making of the parental order;

(3) whether they were represented by a lawyer in court; and

(4) the cost of any legal advice or representation.

N/A
Paragraph 18.4

Consultation Question 111.

1.148 We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of 
the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the 
child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Paragraph 18.6

Consultation Question 112.

1.149 We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide evidence about the 
cost of:

(1) medical screening; and

(2) implications counselling

(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or implications counselling 
from any other costs involved with fertility treatment).

N/A

1.150 We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental order proceedings, to 
provide evidence of what they would charge:

(1) to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed requirement for independent 
legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; and

(2) to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy agreement required for the 
new pathway.

N/A
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Paragraph 18.8

Consultation Question 113.

1.151 We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of:

(1) the current requirement of a genetic link; and

(2) any removal of this requirement in cases of medical necessity:

(a) in the new pathway;

(b) in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy arrangements; or

(c) in both situations.

Paragraph 18.11

Consultation Question 114.

1.152 We invite consultees who consider that they might be able to fulfil the role of the 
independent professional discussed in Chapter 9 to tell us:

(1) their profession; and 

(2) what they would charge to provide such a service.

N/A
Paragraph 18.13

Consultation Question 115.

1.153 We invite consultees who are intended parents to give us their views on the impact of our 
proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular:

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why.

N/A
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1.154 We invite consultees who are surrogates to give us their views on the impact of our 
proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular:

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why.

N/A
Paragraph 18.15

Consultation Question 116.

1.155 We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us:

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international;

(2) what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) that led to the birth of 
their child(ren), including the cost of fertility treatment, payments to the surrogate 
and payments to any surrogacy agency or organisation;

(3) how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s);

(4) what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering into a surrogacy 
arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to the birth of a child); and

(5) how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment.

N/A
Paragraph 18.18

Consultation Question 117.

1.156 We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland.

Paragraph 18.20

Consultation Question 118.

1.157 We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically 
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addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this paper.

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already 
decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation should enable it. This may be 
explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested 
interest in surrogacy – ‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience 
of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money from commercial 
surrogacy if it is given the green light.

It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders 
in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as all women are affected by the 
institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial 
surrogacy in this country.

It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men 
to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique bond between birth mother and child – 
and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of 
birth are a major step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – 
potentially affecting the status of all women. 

Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other 
family members coercing a woman into engaging in commercial surrogacy for their (and not 
her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to 
have been completely overlooked by the law commissioners.

UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty 
(PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this consultation. There doesn’t appear to 
be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality 
considerations and impact assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women 
and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of equality 
legislation.

The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have 
due regard to the need to:

● Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct 
prohibited by the Act.

● Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 
and those who do not.

● Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 
who do not.

There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s 
position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the sexes. Any loosening of the laws 
around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have 
an impact on the relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young 
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people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them but took 
advantage of their birth mothers.

It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not 
based on any recognised human rights instruments – such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ 
confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to 
be a ‘surrogate.’ These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by 
the UN Special Rapporteur.*

It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard against the sale of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers, including:

▪ The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no 
contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or physical transfer of the child.

▪ All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the 
child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides not to relinquish the child.

▪ The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own 
post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual obligation.”

▪ Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare 
checks after the birth of the child.

▪ Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other 
competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with the best interests of the child 
being paramount.

The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation 
guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed and do not ask the important 
high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc. 

For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start 
again from the position of women’s and children’s human rights. If it is found that there is no 
way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties 
such as CEDAW and the UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be 
liberalised. 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

Paragraph 18.22
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

Roman Catholic Church

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Medical practitioner or counsellor

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

No; too complex for circuit judges

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Insufficient knowledge of Scttish Laws

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

Other

Please provide your views below:

Allowing the woman who carries the child is lesser of two inherently unnatural outcomes.

Declaring objection to surrogacy in principle

A

15  Consultation Question 8:

Other

Please provide your views below:

Prefer abolition of surrogacy organisationd and licensed clinics duing a period of one year.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

18  Consultation Question 11:

No

Please provide your views below:

Far too short

19  Consultation Question 12:



Other

Please provide your views below:

1. Yes
3 No

20  Consultation Question 13:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

21  Consultation Question 14:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

22  Consultation Question 15:

No

Please provide your views below:

Be as close to nuclear family as possible

Not Answered

Please share your views below:

23  Consultation Question 16:

Other

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

Insufficient knowledg. Case by case an alternative.

26  Consultation Question 19:

No

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

1a,b; 2. Yes

27  Consultation Question 20:

Not Answered



Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

1 Yes; 2 b _yes

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

33  Consultation Question 26:

No

Please provide your views below:

34  Consultation Question 27:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:



40  Consultation Question 33:

No

Please provide your views below:

Other

Please provide your views below:

Shoud not exist

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

41  Consultation Question 34:

Please provide your views below:

Se 39 &40

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Unless this gave them untramelled freedom.

43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

Charging might bring further incentives for surrogacy.

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

Advertising conveys acceptability.

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

Yes unless High Court Judge countermands

55  Consultation Question 47:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

57  Consultation Question 49:

Other



Please provide your views below:

Common age should be 18

Please provide your views below:

How do you assess counsellors' expertise.

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

59  Consultation Question 51:

Other

Please provide your views below:

On balance right to confidentialty of one should take precedence over wish of the other.

Please provide your views below:

No

60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order

62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a
parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree?

Please provide your views below:

63  Consultation Question 55:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway

64  Consultation Question 56:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

65  Consultation Question 57:

Please provide your views below:

66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?



Not Answered

Please provide views below:

67  Consultation Question 59:

Not Answered

Please provide views below:

Please provide views below:

Not Answered

Please provide views below:

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith
began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner
provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide views below:

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:

Medical necessiy or desire because of medical reasons?

Please provide your views below:

71  Consultation Question 63:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

72  Consultation Question 64:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Should be fixed at a time guided by natural age of end of fertility of women

No

Please provide your views below:

Age 30

73  Consultation Question 65:

No

Please provide your views below:



No

Please provide your views below:

18 too immature

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

No payment which encourages commercial interest

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

90  Consultation Question 82:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide any views below:



91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

96  Consultation Question 88:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements

97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their
experiences of international surrogacy arrangements.

Please provide your views below:

98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us
their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter.

Please provide your views below:

99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through
an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for
obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the
child.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a
child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after
the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.



Please provide your views below:

102  Consultation Question 94:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU
Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will
need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform
Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended
parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do
consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new
pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

107  Consultation Question 99:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

108  Consultation Question 100:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:



110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 18: Impact

117  Consultation Question 109:

Please insert the year of birth here:

Not Answered

If international, in which country did the arrangement take place?:

Not Answered

Not Answered

118  Consultation Question 110:

Not Answered

Not Answered

Not Answered

Please provide the cost of any legal advice or representation below:

119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law
where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

120  Consultation Question 112:



Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

121  Consultation Question 113:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

122  Consultation Question 114:

Please provide your views below:

123  Consultation Question 115:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

124  Consultation Question 116:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland.

Please provide your views below:

126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or
the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper.

Please provide your views below:

It has been difficult to answer specific questions about a procedure with which I disagree.

I tried to think about how I would have responded over fostering and adoptiion. However the analogy fails because the starting point for fostering and
adoption is that the child already exists and was not created so that he or she could be fostered or adopted.
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Surrogacy Consultation Questions 

Email the completed document to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk before the deadline 
of 11 October 2019. 

ABOUT YOU 

1. What is your name? 

Name (Required) 

 
2. If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a 
university), what is the name of your organisation? 

n/a 
3. Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your 
organisation? 

(Required – Choose one response) 

• This is a personal response 

 

If other, please provide details: 

 
 
4. If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best 
describes you? 

(Choose one response) 

• Family member of a surrogate 

5. What is your email address? 

Email address:  

 
If you enter your email address then you will automatically receive an acknowledgement email 
when you submit your response. 

6. What is your telephone number? 

Telephone number:  

 
7. If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be 
treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. 
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As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot 
give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances. 

 
 
 

 

 

Consultation Question 1. 

1.1 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales:  

(1) all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 
allocated to a judge of the High Court; and 

YES 
 
International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of 
children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost 
seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. 
For this reason these cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.  

 
(2) if international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to a judge of 

the High Court, circuit judges should be ticketed to hear such cases. 

Paragraph 6.42 

 

Consultation Question 2. 

1.2 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and Wales  

(1) domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-birth parental order 
should continue to be heard by lay justices, or whether they should be allocated to another 
level of the judiciary; and 

(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another level of the 
judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be appropriate. 

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so 
the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these 
cases should NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit 
judges or higher. 
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Paragraph 6.51 

 

Consultation Question 3. 

1.3 We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the 
current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation 
Questions 1 and 2. 

 
Paragraph 6.53 

 

Consultation Question 4. 

1.4 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court should be placed under a 
duty to consider whether to make an order awarding the intended parents parental 
responsibility at the first directions hearing in the proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our provisional proposal in 
Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether in the new pathway or not) automatically 
acquire parental responsibility if the child is living with or being cared for by them is not 
supported by consultees). 

NO 
 
The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. 
Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should 
be open. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 6.58 
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Consultation Question 5. 

1.5 We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the FPR 2010 
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the 
proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 6.72 

 

Consultation Question 6. 

1.6 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they are of the view that, in Scotland:  

(1) there is a need for greater consistency and clarity in provisions relating to the 
expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers and, if so, how this should be 
addressed;   

(2) it should be provided by statute that, at the initial hearing or any subsequent hearing 
for a parental order, the court may make any such interim order or orders for 
parental responsibilities and parental rights as it sees fit; and/or 

(3) further procedural reform is needed and, if so, what that reform should be. 

 
Paragraph 6.110 

 

Consultation Question 7. 

1.7 In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, before the 
child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have: 

(1) entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will include a 
statement as to legal parenthood on birth, 

(2) complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 

(3) met eligibility requirements, 

on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child, 
subject to the surrogate’s right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key 
recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in 
respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up 
the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard 
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to 
surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and a domestic context. 
 
This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and 
all of the implications need to be fully understood. There is no evidence in the consultation paper 
that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all. 
 
I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at 
birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ 
mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify 
measures that contravene the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the 
provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers. 
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or 
condone a system that would require women to deliberately conceive and subsequently give 
birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The 
rights of the child must be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers 
say they want or not. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.13 

 

Consultation Question 8. 

1.8 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed clinics 
should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under the new 
pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a specified 
minimum period. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. 
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1.9 We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be: whether 100 
years or another period. 

Paragraph 8.14 

 

Consultation Question 9. 

1.10 We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes 
should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy 
organisation is involved. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they 
would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence. 

Paragraph 8.21 

 

Consultation Question 10. 

1.11 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a 
traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from 
entering into the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’  
Paragraph 8.22 

 

Consultation Question 11. 

1.12 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal parenthood 
by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the child;  

(2) this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in writing 
within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the intended parents 
and the body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; and 

(3) the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration less one 
week. 

Do consultees agree? 
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NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire 
legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only a limited time to object. This 
contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the 
legal parent at birth and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility 
in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth, 
with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration. 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.35 

 

Consultation Question 12. 

1.13 We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents 
acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy arrangement 
should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the result that: 

(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child;  

(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal parent of the 
child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these circumstances; and 

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental order to 
obtain legal parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
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parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.36 

 

Consultation Question 13. 

1.14 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on registering the 
birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that the surrogate has lacked 
capacity at any time during the period in which she had the right to object to the 
intended parents acquiring legal parenthood; 

(2) if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the period in 
which she has the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal parenthood, 
the surrogate should be able to provide a positive consent to such acquisition; and 

(3) if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the surrogate is 
unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant period, the surrogacy 
arrangement should exit the new pathway and the intended parents should be able 
to make an application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
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and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.37 

 

Consultation Question 14. 

1.15 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be born as a 
result of the surrogacy arrangement: 

(1) should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of Practice; 

(2) either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as appropriate, 
should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed; and 

(3) there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after his or 
her birth. 

Do consultees agree? 
 
NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in 
surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the 
birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is 
an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest. 
Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth. 
 
The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before 
the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.  
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The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because 
parents of children born through the normal process are not subject to such checks does not 
hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential 
experiences that change you and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and 
rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For obvious 
reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.  
 
In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, 
physiological and emotional resources, which means she has already made a huge and 
unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and 
emotional commitment to the child is already well-developed, giving her the best chance of 
surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood 
and adolescence.  
 
The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources 
does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of caring for a new-born child and the 
long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.51 

 

Consultation Question 15. 

1.16 We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement 
under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right to object to the 
intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the surrogate’s spouse or civil 
partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’  
 
There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for 
financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she does not have legal parenthood or 
parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject 
this proposal. 
 
However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore 
have an implication for all children, all families because it would set a precedent. It should not be 
introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and 
children. There is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such 
assessment. 
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1.17 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement outside 

the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue to be a legal 
parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement. 

YES 
 
The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and 
partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain. 

Paragraph 8.57 

 

Consultation Question 16. 

1.18 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 
arrangement is stillborn: 

(1) the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the surrogate 
exercises her right to object; and 

(2) the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 
the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. The 
birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if 
the child is stillborn. 
 
1.19 We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents 
being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration 
of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that 
the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the 
stillbirth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should 
not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this. 
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Paragraph 8.77 

 

Consultation Question 17. 

1.20 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, 
where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able 
to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the 
period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have 
made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order 
are satisfied, on registration of the birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and if the child 
dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth 
mother was the legal parent. 

Paragraph 8.79 

 

Consultation Question 18. 

1.21 For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which 
she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new 
pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a 
parental order. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 8.80 
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Consultation Question 19. 

1.22 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, where 
both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended parents should 
be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the surrogate not exercising her 
right to object within the defined period. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased 
‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should 
always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately 
reflect this. 
 
1.23 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new 

pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy or before a 
parental order is made: 

(1) it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who claims an 
interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, or who would be 
permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of the Children Act 1989: 

(a) for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and 

(b) for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject to the 
surrogate’s consent; or 

(2) the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not be 
possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s parents, but that 
there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide details of the intended 
parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry onto the register of surrogacy 
arrangements. 

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already 
deceased – so option (2) is preferable. 

Paragraph 8.81 

 

Consultation Question 20. 

1.24 We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order by a sole 
applicant under section 54A: 
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(1) the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always intended that 
there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in respect of the child 
concerned or to supply the name and contact details of the other intended parent;  

(2) if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be made for 
notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the application and an 
opportunity given to that party to provide notice of opposition within a brief period 
(of, say, 14 to 21 days); and 

(3) if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to oppose, he or 
she should be required to make his or her own application within a brief period (say 
14 days), otherwise the application of the first intended parent will be determined by 
the court. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 8.86 

 

Consultation Question 21. 

1.25 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and 

(2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth 
mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount 
consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.91 

 

Consultation Question 22. 

1.26 We invite consultees’ views:  

(1) as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new pathway that we 
have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the intended 
parents at birth; and 

(2) if so, as to whether should this oversight be: 
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(a) administrative, or 

(b) judicial. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the 
legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood 
and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as 
recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.93 

 

Consultation Question 23. 

1.27 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989, 
should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional specific 
factors in the situation where it is considering the arrangements for a child in the 
context of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement; and 

(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be. 

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about 
a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the 
issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not 
believe any other factors should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.120 

 

Consultation Question 24. 

1.28 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as applied 
and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 
Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to 
additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering whether to make a 
parental order; and 

(2) what those additional factors should be. 
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The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental 
order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered 
and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the 
child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors 
should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.121 

 

Consultation Question 25. 

1.29 We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be 
amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 
8 order without leave. 

NO 
 
There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother 
and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy arrangements. The court should therefore 
always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no 
liberalisation of the law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do 
not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can apply for a 
section 8 order without leave. 

Paragraph 8.123 

 

Consultation Question 26. 

1.30 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire parental 
responsibility automatically where: 

(1) the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and  

(2) they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and 
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as 
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recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no legal 
responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must 
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.132 

 

Consultation Question 27. 

1.31 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of the child; 
and 

(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should continue to 
have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living with, or being cared 
for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility automatically. The birth mother 
should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental 
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority 
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is 
the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the 
sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of 
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the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no responsibility 
for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised 
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.134 

 

Consultation Question 28. 

1.32 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the 
surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the 
arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to 
object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the 
‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood and parental responsibility. 
 
All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the 
child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special 
Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.139 

 

Consultation Question 29. 

1.33 For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of parental 
responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the intended parents, 
during the period in which parental responsibility is shared; and 
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(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility by the 
party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have 
legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and all subsequent decisions 
involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.140 

 

Consultation Question 30. 

1.34 We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the 
scope of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 9.29 

 

Consultation Question 31. 

1.35 We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used 
independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we 
would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that 
took place. 

N/A 
Paragraph 9.35 
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Consultation Question 32. 

1.36 We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements should be 
brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 
 
1.37 We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 

Paragraph 9.36 

 

Consultation Question 33. 

1.38 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations;  

NO 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to take a 
particular form; and 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual responsible 
for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
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I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.61 

 

Consultation Question 34. 

1.39 We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for: 

(1) representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator; 

(2) managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence 
and skill; 

(3) ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, 
including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary policies and 
procedures; 

(4) training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and 

(5) providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law. 

Do consultees agree? 

LEAVE ALL CHECK BOXES BLANK (i.e. none of the above) 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.40 We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible individual 

should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.41 We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualifications a person 

responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.62 
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Consultation Question 35. 

1.42 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit 
making bodies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they 
will inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) 
and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or coerce more women to act 
as ‘surrogates.’ 
 
Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and 
prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW, which prohibits third-parties profiting or 
otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women. 

Paragraph 9.84 

 

Consultation Question 36. 

1.43 We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and 
facilitation services. 

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because 
that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human 
rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.94 

 

Consultation Question 37. 

1.44 We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to 
offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
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facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
  
1.45 We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should 

be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements 
outside the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.95 

 

Consultation Question 38. 

1.46 We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against 
organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, 
and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they 
are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I 
consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services 
should be a criminal offence. 

Paragraph 9.97 

 

Consultation Question 39. 

1.47 We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 
Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and 
oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal 
parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy.  
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1.48 If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of Practice should 
apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which additional or new areas of 
regulation should be applied. 

Paragraph 9.117 

 

Consultation Question 40. 

1.49 We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable 
(subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation 
to financial terms).  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 9.129 

 

Consultation Question 41. 

1.50 We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for 
negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, 
because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both women and the child. The idea of 
organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of 
Article 6 of CEDAW, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits 
the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any form of benefit from 
women’s prostitution. 

Paragraph 9.135 

 

Consultation Question 42. 

1.51 We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy 
should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything 
that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. 
Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and enabling 
advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent. 
 
At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that 
being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an impoverished woman’s financial problems. If 
this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female 
students and young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to 
their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would be the most vulnerable to 
this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest. 
 
Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, 
we need to protect disadvantaged women from the temptation of renting their wombs. This 
means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned. 

Paragraph 9.145 

 

Consultation Question 43. 

1.52 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental 
order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the 
Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth 
certificate at the age of 18. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.80 

 

Consultation Question 44. 

1.53 We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that 
result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full 
form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy 
arrangement. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original birth certificate. The birth mother should 
be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
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recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of 
the certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 10.85 

 

Consultation Question 45. 

1.54 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and 
Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed 
to changes to allow for the registration of three parents or for anyone other than the birth mother 
to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate. Such proposals could lead to the 
facilitation of the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the 
understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is unique. 

Paragraph 10.87 

 

Consultation Question 46. 

1.55 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has 
been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained 
in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.89 

 

Consultation Question 47. 

1.56 We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements should be 
created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and the gamete 
donors. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.57 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority; 

(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, whether in or 
outside the new pathway, provided that the information about who has contributed 
gametes for the conception of the child has been medically verified, and that the 
information should include: 

(a) identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy arrangement, and 

(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed gametes to the 
conception of the child; and 

(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a parental 
order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage where available 
and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the use of an anonymous 
gamete donor if that applies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the children have 
access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that 
the information held on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because 
otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his 
genetic parentage. 

Paragraph 10.102 

 

Consultation Question 48. 

1.58 We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate 
and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy 
arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it 
trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his genetic 
parentage. 

Paragraph 10.104 
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Consultation Question 49. 

1.59 We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be able to 
access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for identifying 
information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information is included on the 
register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable opportunity to receive 
counselling about the implications of compliance with this request. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.60 We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16 (depending on 

whether the information is identifying or non-identifying respectively) should be able to 
access the information in the register and, if so, in which circumstances: 

(1) where his or her legal parents have consented; 

(2) if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or she is 
sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or 

(3) in any other circumstances. 

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable. 
Paragraph 10.110 

 

Consultation Question 50. 

1.61 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of 
a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person 
whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil 
partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 

YES, this should be possible. 
Paragraph 10.114 

 

Consultation Question 51. 

1.62 We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically related 
through, the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to identify each 
other, if they both wish to do so. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.63 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow people born 

to the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to access the register to 
identify each other, if they both wish to do so. 

YES, I agree. 
Paragraph 10.121 

 

Consultation Question 52. 

1.64 We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a person 
carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the register to identify 
each other, if they both wish to do so: 

(1) if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or 

(2) if they are not genetically related through the surrogate. 

YES to both (1) and (2) 
Paragraph 10.123 

 

Consultation Question 53. 

1.65 For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental 
order should be recorded in the register. 

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded 
in the register. 

Paragraph 10.128 
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Consultation Question 54. 

1.66 We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the 
HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 11.20 

 

Consultation Question 55. 

1.67 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any other legal 
parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found or is incapable of 
giving agreement, should continue to be available; 

NO  
 
I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 
 

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the surrogate, and 
any other legal parent of the child, in the following circumstances: 

(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of the 
surrogate and any other legal parent, or 

(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with the 
intended parents; and 

(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the paramount 
consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life guided by the factors 
set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in Scotland, in line 
with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 

Paragraph 11.58 

 

Consultation Question 56. 

1.68 We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway, the 
intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or habitually resident in 
the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man. 

Do consultees agree?  

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be 
domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism. 
 
1.69 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional conditions 

imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying period of habitual 
residence required to satisfy the test. 

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual 
residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk of surrogacy tourism. 

Paragraph 12.15 

 

Consultation Question 57. 

1.70 We invite consultees’ views on whether: 

(1) the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008 should be 
reformed and, if so, how; or 

(2) the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are within the 
prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from applying. 

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed. 
Paragraph 12.29 
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Consultation Question 58. 

1.71 We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be 
required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s 
home to be with them. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.  

Paragraph 12.34 

 

Consultation Question 59. 

1.72 We provisionally propose that the new pathway –  

(1) should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the intended 
parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that double donation of 
gametes is permitted, but 

(2) that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity, 
meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to provide a gamete due to 
infertility. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should 
be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
 
1.73 We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted under the 

parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in the new pathway) in 
domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are 
likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do not believe that double donation should 
be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.  
 
1.74 We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of the 

intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the parental order 
pathway should be retained in international surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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Paragraph 12.64 

 

Consultation Question 60. 

1.75 We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic 
cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical 
necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the 
surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic 
link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.71 

 

Consultation Question 61. 

1.76 We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical 
necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single 
parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes 
but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.76 
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Consultation Question 62. 

1.77 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a surrogacy 
arrangement has been used because of medical necessity: 

(1) for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or 

(2) for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made. 

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights 
and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’  
 
1.78 We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if it is 

introduced, should be defined and assessed. 

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
Paragraph 12.94 

 

Consultation Question 63. 

1.79 We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to parenthood, information 
identifying the child’s genetic parents and the surrogate must be provided for entry on the 
national register of surrogacy agreements prior to registration of the child’s birth. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
 
I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in 
any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all genetic parents and the birth 
mother. 
 
1.80 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for an application for a 

parental order that: 

(1) those who contributed gametes are entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements; and/or 

(2) if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents provided gametes in the 
conception of the child, that the genetic link is demonstrated to the court with 
medical or DNA evidence. 

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order 
in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2). 
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1.81 We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the application of a parental 
order that the identity of the surrogate is entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision. 

Paragraph 12.115 

 

Consultation Question 64. 

1.82 We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit for the grant of a 
parental order. The age of the intended parents should continue to be taken into account 
in the assessment of the welfare of the child in applications to grant a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both 
women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is 
to be opened up, a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear 
that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy arrangement and will make it 
less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a 
fait accompli. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age but not beyond. It is 
therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
 
1.83 We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway there should be a 

maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, what it should be. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ and it should be 45. 
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
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I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s 
human rights. However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore 
consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important. This will make it clear that 
society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement 
and will make it less likely that they will. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age. It is therefore imperative 
that age limits are set very carefully.  
 
1.84 We provisionally propose that intended parents should be required to be at least 18 years 

old at the time that they enter into a surrogacy agreement under the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it should be much older than 
18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement at that age. It is therefore imperative that 
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it 
would be reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before 
they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood? 

Paragraph 12.133 

 

Consultation Question 65. 

1.85 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years of age 
(at the time of conception), in order for the court to have the power to make a parental 
order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a 
violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself 
as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There 
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should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I 
suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  
 
1.86 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years old at 

the time of entering into the surrogacy agreement within the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of 
childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that 
she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older 
minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be 
more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  

Paragraph 12.144 

 

Consultation Question 66. 

1.87 We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any partner of the 
surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes should be required for the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
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1.88 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out in the Code of 
Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy arrangements outside a licensed clinic, and if 
not, which types of testing should be required for such arrangements. 

 
Paragraph 13.16 

 

Consultation Question 67. 

1.89 We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the new 
pathway: 

(1) the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the intended parents 
intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway should be 
required to attend counselling with regard to the implications of entering into that 
arrangement; and 

(2) the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who meets the 
requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.44 

 

Consultation Question 68. 

1.90 We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that 
the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect 
of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.65 
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Consultation Question 69. 

1.91 We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway: 

(1) an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained for intended parents, 
surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or partners of surrogates;  

(2) the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not enable a surrogate 
arrangement to be proceed under the new pathway where a person screened is unsuitable 
for having being convicted of, or received a police caution for, any offence appearing on a 
prescribed list of offences; and  

(3) the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also determine that a 
person is unsuitable based on the information provided in the enhanced record certificate.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.92 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that applies in the case of 

adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.73 

 

Consultation Question 70. 

1.93 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the 
surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an 
arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone else. It is impossible to 
understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless 
you have had that experience yourself. 

Paragraph 13.95 
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Consultation Question 71. 

1.94 We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate 
pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. 
Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs should not be allowed to undertake more 
than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women 
would have under this proposal. 

Paragraph 13.99 

 

Consultation Question 72. 

1.95 We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended parents to the 
surrogate should be able to be: 

(1) based on an allowance;  

(2) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for 
production of receipts; or 

(3) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of 
receipts. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.16 
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Consultation Question 73. 

1.96 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential costs 
relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.22 
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Consultation Question 74. 

1.97 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate 
additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather than 
essential.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.26 

 

Consultation Question 75. 

1.98 We invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise from 
entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a surrogate pregnancy; 
and 

(2) the types of cost which should be included within this category. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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Paragraph 15.29 

 

Consultation Question 76. 

1.99 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or 
self-employed). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.37 

 

Consultation Question 77. 

1.100 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential earnings: 

(1) her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.35 
above); and/or 

(2) other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.38 

 

Consultation Question 78. 

1.101 We invite consultees to share their experiences:  

(1) of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended parents has 
had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits; and 

(2) where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s entitlement to 
means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been addressed in their 
surrogacy arrangement. 

N/A 
Paragraph 15.47 
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Consultation Question 79. 

1.102 We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate for the following: 

(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth; 

(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or 

(3)  specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an 
ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive 
haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a 
hysterectomy. 

It is absurd to propose that one could place a monetary value on the pain of adverse pregnancy 
outcomes. In putting a price tag on perineal tear for example, some mothers report little pain or 
symptoms, others have profound ongoing fear of vaginal penetration, which can result in very 
significant emotional and relationship difficulties. Infection may complicate healing, and some 
women report long term sequelae from this, such as impaired wound healing.  
 
Haematology conditions should also be considered. Blood loss, for example due to placental 
haemorrhage can be very significant, and potentially result in emergency hysterectomy and 
blood transfusion to save the life of the mother. It is a fact that although blood is thoroughly 
screened in the UK there still remains the potential for blood borne illnesses to be transmitted, 
and the fact that some of these may not have been identified yet by researchers is also a real 
risk to a mother receiving transfusion. Persons who have had a blood transfusion are currently 
unable to donate blood themselves in the UK, due to the risk of (vCJD) transmission. This is an 
indication of the gravity of receiving blood products.  
 
No medical intervention is EVER risk free. Receiving multiple blood products in the context of 
Massive Transfusion Protocol (eg platelets, Fresh Frozen Plasma, cryoprecipitate) only heighten 
those risks.  
 
Conditions such as HELLP (Haemolysis, Elevated Liver enzymes, Low Platelets) can be fatal, 
and although the maternal mortality rate is low, it can have significant sequelae, including renal 
failure potentially requiring dialysis, placental abruption (potentially fatal for mother and baby) 
permanent liver damage and retinal detachment resulting in visual impairment.  
 
Each of these conditions have long term consequences for a woman, psychologically, physically 
and emotionally, and may also affect her ability to return to work or care for other children.  
 
Also, the late complications of childbirth have been disregarded. Late consequences of childbirth 
can include vaginal or rectal prolapse, urinary and faecal incontinence. Women who have had a 
C section may experience ongoing pain around the scar. Some sources quote this as affecting 
between 6 and 18 percent of women. These symptoms can be profoundly distressing, and may 
take years to present (conversely, may present immediately). 
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How could we ensure that women suffering these complications are compensated? They are 
multifactorial, and risk increases with instrumented delivery and parity. How would it be proposed 
to unpick the role of a surrogate pregnancy in causing these symptoms in relation to other risk 
factors, for example parity, smoking history, personal medical history? 
 
Psychiatric conditions are also absent from this list. Complications including depression and 
anxiety may be worsened by pregnancy. Other mental health conditions such as post natal 
depression and post partum psychosis can be fatal, and impact on a woman’s health for many 
years to come. I’m quite shocked that none of these conditions have been explicitly mentioned 
and it does make me wonder how the list of complications was created. I’d also like to know what 
level of haemorrhage would be considered “excessive”. 
 
The wording of the question “should” be able to pay compensation is not the same as being 
mandated to do so. This potentially creates a situation where some “luckier” women would 
receive compensation others would not. 
 
All of the above illustrates the risks of surrogacy and confirms my support for a total ban on 
surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.103 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of which 

intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.104 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable should be: 

(1) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or  

(2) left to the parties to negotiate.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. 

Paragraph 15.53 

 

Consultation Question 80. 

1.105 We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the 
surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.  

Paragraph 15.56 

 

Consultation Question 81. 

1.106 We invite consultees’ views as to whether:  

(1) intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and 

(2) if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or reasonable in 
nature. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts. 

Paragraph 15.60 

 

Consultation Question 82. 

1.107 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended parents to 
agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service 
of undertaking a surrogacy. (check box) 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.108 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the fee should be: 

(1) any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or 

(2) a fixed fee set by the regulator. 

Leave both check boxes blank. 
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I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.109 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what, if any, other payments 
the law should permit, in addition to that fixed fee: 

(1) no other payments; 

(2) essential costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(3) additional costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(4) lost earnings; 

(5) compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and complications, 
and the death of the surrogate; and/or 

(6) gifts. 

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to 
the birth mother for her ‘services’. 

Paragraph 15.69 

 

Consultation Question 83. 

1.110 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for any payment the law 
permits the intended parents to pay the surrogate for her services to be reduced in the 
event of a miscarriage or termination of the pregnancy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 
 

1.111 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee payable to the surrogate 
to be able to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination, whether such 
provision should apply: 

(1) in the first trimester of pregnancy only; 

(2) to any miscarriage or termination; or 

(3) some other period of time (please specify).   

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 

Paragraph 15.72 

 

Consultation Question 84. 

1.112 We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to 
surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to 
parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement 
being used, the only payments that should ever be made are essential and basic expenses for 
which receipts are provided. 

Paragraph 15.74 

 

Consultation Question 85. 

1.113 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have 
not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.75 

 

Consultation Question 86. 

1.114 We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that 
intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.76 
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Consultation Question 87. 

1.115 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods of enforcing 
limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates that we should consider as part of 
our review: 

(1) for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and  

(2) for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of the baby. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts 
are provided. The judge or other competent authority should closely monitor all financial aspects 
of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the 
parental order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the 
arrangements, the competent authority should be totally independent and not, for example, an 
agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any 
way. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 15.89 

 

Consultation Question 88. 

1.116 We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into under 
the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.117 We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into 

under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so should not be dependent 
on the surrogate complying with any terms of the agreement relating to her lifestyle. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy 
agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is utterly abhorrent. 

Paragraph 15.99 

 

Consultation Question 89. 

1.118 We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to 
share with us their experiences f international surrogacy arrangements. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.10 

 

Consultation Question 90. 

1.119 We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international 
context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in 
this chapter. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.12 

 

Consultation Question 91. 

1.120 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register 
a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and 
obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long 
the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.52 
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Consultation Question 92. 

1.121 We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the 
application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international 
surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of 
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this 
proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.53 

 

Consultation Question 93. 

1.122 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In 
particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of 
the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.68 

 

Consultation Question 94. 

1.123 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy 
arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the 
birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s country of birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport before the child is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict 
the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling 
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and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

 

1.124 We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa outside of 
the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal parents of the child 
under nationality law should be brought within the Rules. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
1.125 We provisionally propose that:  

(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links with the 
surrogate; or  

(2) that this condition should be clarified to ensure that it does not prevent the child 
having contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.126 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of a visa 

outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order within six 
months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the availability of the 
visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to remove the time limit on 
applications for parental orders is accepted. 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 16.69 

 

Consultation Question 95. 

1.127 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an 
international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to 
be completed after the birth of the child. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form 
for the child before she or he is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to 
contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against 
the selling and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I 
therefore strongly disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.76 

 

Consultation Question 96. 

1.128 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international 
surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the 
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.77 

 

Consultation Question 97. 

1.129 We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, 
comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration 
consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a 
violation of the human rights of women and children and all the other ways in which it is 
possible for people to enjoy children in their lives. 

Paragraph 16.82 
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Consultation Question 98. 

1.130 We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be 
eligible for the new pathway to parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 16.93 

 

Consultation Question 99. 

1.131 We provisionally propose that:  

1.132 the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended parents of 
children born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are recognised as the 
legal parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth, should also be recognised as 
the child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being necessary for the intended parents to 
apply for a parental order, but 

1.133 before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be satisfied that 
the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides protection against the 
exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, that is at least equivalent to 
that provided in UK law. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children 
and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth 
mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her 
consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of 
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case 
by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration. This is an 
important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I 
believe it should apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.94 
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Consultation Question 100. 

1.134 We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy arrangements in the UK 
involving foreign intended parents. 

N/A 
 
1.135 We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 

(1) any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from the UK for the purpose 
of the child becoming the subject of a parental order, or its equivalent, in another 
jurisdiction; and 

(2) if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process allowing foreign 
intended parents to remove the child from the jurisdiction of the UK for this 
purpose and with the approval of the court and, if so, what form should that 
process take. 

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from 
trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same checks as would be used in 
an international adoption. 

Paragraph 16.120 

 

Consultation Question 101. 

1.136 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory 
paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, 
civil partner or partner requires reform. 

I do not believe this needs changing. 
Paragraph 17.18 

 

Consultation Question 102. 

1.137 We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in 
respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only 
one intended parent qualifies.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
Paragraph 17.32 
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Consultation Question 103. 

1.138 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended parents to 
take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the purpose of induced 
lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other reason; and  

(2) if reform is needed, suggestions on reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children.  

Paragraph 17.36 

 

Consultation Question 104. 

1.139 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable 
facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under 
Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is 
sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children. 

Paragraph 17.40 

 

Consultation Question 105. 

1.140 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to 
employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.43 

 

Consultation Question 106. 

1.141 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to 
surrogacy and succession law are required. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.56 
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Consultation Question 107. 

1.142 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy 
arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are reforms to law 
or practice that consultees would like to see in this area. 

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are 
not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to override the birth mother’s 
wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during 
pregnancy, labour and childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions 
and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time for any or no 
reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and 
this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to birth mothers and new-borns – 
especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid 
reason to be extremely cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of 
surrogacy births. 
 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. 
As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in surrogacy is likely to lead to 
additional pressure on the NHS.  
 
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-
term negative effects on the well-being of both of them. This is likely to be the same for birth 
mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional 
long-term pressures on the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and 
there are no questions about this. 
 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure 
that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s health, including premature death. 
Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs 
when this isn’t in their best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors 
are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of 
‘attractiveness’ for example. 
 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these 
issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the NHS picking up the tab for the 
extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. 
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There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and 
society. 
 
At a time when the NHS is under severe strain, and life changing therapies (for cancer, cystic 
fibrosis etc) are not funded due to financial constraints it is a slap in the face to provide money 
for prospective parents to indulge their parenting fantasies while denying patients access to 
drugs which are standard of care in other counties. 
 
1.143 We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like to see 

made to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social Care for 
England and Wales. 

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and 
that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at any time, for any or no reason. 
Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended 
parents’ have no legal right to override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or 
medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum 
period. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert 
than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to ensure that they can speak to her 
alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in 
consultations, and the labour ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes. 
 
1.144 We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better accommodate 

surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding issues. 

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the 
wellbeing of herself and the child. 

Paragraph 17.76 

 

Consultation Question 108. 

1.145 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to 
surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration 
to the significant risk that women will be coerced into agreeing to participate in surrogacy 
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arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even 
more likely if substantial payments are involved. 
 
It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners 
and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or much of their earnings. This is a major 
route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. 
There is no reason to expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it 
is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money. 
 
If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that 
prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement. This should be a criminal offence 
and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as 
a deterrent. That such a law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why 
paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women. 
 
It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any 
payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by receipts and overseen by a judge. 

Paragraph 17.80 

 

Consultation Question 109. 

1.146 We invite consultees who are intended parents, live in the UK, and have entered into a 
surrogacy arrangement that led to the birth of a child to tell us: 

(1) when the child was born; 

(2) whether the arrangement was domestic or international and, if international, in 
which country the arrangement took place; 

(3) whether the arrangement led to the making of a parental order in the UK; and 

(4) whether they are a: 

(a) opposite-sex couple; 

(b) male same-sex couple; 

(c) female same-sex couple; 

(d) single woman; or 

(e) single man. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.2 
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Consultation Question 110. 

1.147 We invite consultees who have experience of applying for a parental order in the UK to 
tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) whether they had legal advice before the making of the parental order; 

(3) whether they were represented by a lawyer in court; and 

(4) the cost of any legal advice or representation. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.4 

 

Consultation Question 111. 

1.148 We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of 
the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the 
child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 

Paragraph 18.6 

 

Consultation Question 112. 

1.149 We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide evidence about the 
cost of: 

(1) medical screening; and 

(2) implications counselling 

(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or implications 
counselling from any other costs involved with fertility treatment). 

N/A 
 
1.150 We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental order proceedings, to 

provide evidence of what they would charge: 

(1) to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed requirement for independent 
legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; and 
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(2) to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy agreement required for the 
new pathway. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.8 

 

Consultation Question 113. 

1.151 We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of: 

(1) the current requirement of a genetic link; and 

(2) any removal of this requirement in cases of medical necessity: 

(a) in the new pathway; 

(b) in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy arrangements; or 

(c) in both situations. 

 
Paragraph 18.11 

 

Consultation Question 114. 

1.152 We invite consultees who consider that they might be able to fulfil the role of the 
independent professional discussed in Chapter 9 to tell us: 

(1) their profession; and  

(2) what they would charge to provide such a service. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.13 

 

Consultation Question 115. 

1.153 We invite consultees who are intended parents to give us their views on the impact of our 
proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 
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(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
1.154 We invite consultees who are surrogates to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.15 

 

Consultation Question 116. 

1.155 We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) that led to the birth of 
their child(ren), including the cost of fertility treatment, payments to the surrogate 
and payments to any surrogacy agency or organisation; 

(3) how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s); 

(4) what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering into a surrogacy 
arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to the birth of a child); and 

(5) how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.18 

 

Consultation Question 117. 

1.156 We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 

 
Paragraph 18.20 
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Consultation Question 118. 

1.157 We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically 
addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this paper. 

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already 
decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation should enable it. This may be 
explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested 
interest in surrogacy – ‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience 
of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money from commercial 
surrogacy if it is given the green light. 
 
It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders 
in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as all women are affected by the 
institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial 
surrogacy in this country. 
 
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men 
to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique bond between birth mother and child – 
and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of 
birth are a major step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – 
potentially affecting the status of all women.  
 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other 
family members coercing a woman into engaging in commercial surrogacy for their (and not 
her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to 
have been completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 
 
UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty 
(PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this consultation. There doesn’t appear to 
be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality 
considerations and impact assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women 
and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of equality 
legislation. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have 
due regard to the need to: 
 

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct 
prohibited by the Act. 

• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 
and those who do not. 

• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 
who do not. 
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There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s 
position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the sexes. Any loosening of the laws 
around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have 
an impact on the relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young 
people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them but took 
advantage of their birth mothers. 
 
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not 
based on any recognised human rights instruments – such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ 
confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to 
be a ‘surrogate.’ These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by 
the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard against the sale of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers, including: 
 
 The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no 

contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or physical transfer of the child. 
 All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the 

child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides not to relinquish the child. 
 The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own 

post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual obligation.” 
 Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare 

checks after the birth of the child. 
 Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other 

competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with the best interests of the child 
being paramount. 

 
The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation 
guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed and do not ask the important 
high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc.  
 
For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start 
again from the position of women’s and children’s human rights. If it is found that there is no 
way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties 
such as CEDAW and the UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be 
liberalised.  
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 
 

Paragraph 18.22 
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

University of Edinburgh

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Academic

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

International surrogacy offers opportunities for child trafficking and the exploitation of poor women abroad. Proper scrutiny by an experience
judge/court must always be applied.

Please provide your views below:

International surrogacy, as outlined above pose a high risk of human trafficking/exploitation and therefore must be heard by a ticketed or circuit judge or
higher.

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

International surrogacy, as outlined above pose a high risk of human trafficking/exploitation and therefore must be heard by a ticketed or circuit judge or
higher.

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.



Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:

No

Please provide your views below:

As the UN Special Rapporteur recommends: all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be
taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth.
The child’s best interests are the paramount considerations. Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options
should be open.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

No

Please provide your views below:

I strongly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of
Children and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal parenthood and parental
responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important
safeguard against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and
a domestic context.

This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and all of the implications need to be fully understood. There
is no evidence in the consultation paper that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all.

I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the
wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify measures that contravene
the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or condone a system that would require women to deliberately
conceive and subsequently give birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The rights of the child must
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers say they want or not.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

15  Consultation Question 8:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I strongly disagree with the new pathway which would contravene the right of the child and the birth mother.

Another period

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the new pathway and proposed regulations

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?



Other

Please provide your views below:

The proposed regulation would lead to the normalisation of surrogacy and the exploitation of women's body.

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the new pathway

18  Consultation Question 11:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has
only a limited time to object. This contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the legal parent at birth
and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth, with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration.

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6
weeks after childbirth are recognised as the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy human life. In a
normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering
from major abdominal surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered decision of such huge and
life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is
received before the expiry of the deadline.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

19  Consultation Question 12:

No

Please provide your views below:

The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and parental responsibility must be
taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with
the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.

20  Consultation Question 13:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the new pathway. The birth mother should be the legal parent.

21  Consultation Question 14:

No

Please provide your views below:

The proposal contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in 
surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount 
consideration. A welfare assessment is an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest. Therefore a welfare 
assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth. 
 
The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before the birth of the child. Much can change in that time. 
 
The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because parents of children born through the normal process are 
not subject to such checks does not hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential experiences that change you 
and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For 
obvious reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage. 
 
In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, physiological and emotional resources, which means she has 
already made a huge and unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and emotional commitment to the child is



already well-developed, giving her the best chance of surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood and
adolescence. 
 
The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of
caring for a new-born child and the long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

22  Consultation Question 15:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’

There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she
does not have legal parenthood or parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject this proposal.

However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore have an implication for all children, all families because it
would set a precedent. It should not be introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and children. There
is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such assessment.

Yes

Please share your views below:

The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain.

23  Consultation Question 16:

No

Please provide your views below:

The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if the child is stillborn.

No

Please provide your views below:

I strongly disagree with the proposal. see answer above.

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

See above.

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

No. We disagree with the new pathway.

26  Consultation Question 19:

No

Please provide your views below:

The birth mother should always be the legal parent.

Please provide your views below:



option 2

27  Consultation Question 20:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and all
decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority after
the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.*

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

I completely disagree with the new proposal. See answer above.

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

The safety and well-fare of the child is paramount in any decisions regarding a dispute in the surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist provides a
comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation that the
child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors should be added.

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

See above. the welfare of the child should drive any decision. No additional factor.

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

No amendment should be made considering the real risk of child trafficking and exploitation of the birth mother and her reproductive capacities that
would be brought about by the new pathway.
The court should therefore always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no liberalisation of the law on surrogacy
because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can apply for a
section 8 order without leave.

33  Consultation Question 26:

No

Please provide your views below:

No. as stated before, the birth mother should always be the legal parent. This proposal completely negates the biological mother's experience and
viewpoint. it is not ethical to condone a system that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no legal responsibility
for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’.

The risk of child trafficking must always be considered and safeguards should be in place. This would prevent it.

34  Consultation Question 27:

No

Please provide your views below:

No. see reasons given above.
I understand that the idea to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some
‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of the UN Special
Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.



35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the ‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood
and parental responsibility.

The risk of child trafficking and exploitation of the women's reproductive capacity must be considered.

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the new pathway. Legal responsibility should be with the birth mother. Every decision should be taken with the child's best interest at
heart, not the purchasers.

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposed changes.

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

N/A

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

No. I disagree with the new pathway

Please provide your views below:

I oppose the new pathway

40  Consultation Question 33:

No

Please provide your views below:

I consider commercial surrogacy (the purchase of a child and the renting of a woman's womb and body) to go against the human right and dignity of both
women and children. Proposals such as the new pathway will increase the demand and force the increased supply for surrogacy and the normalisation of
the exploitation of women's reproductive capacities. I object.

Other

Please provide your views below:

See above (I object to this proposal)

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children



41  Consultation Question 34:

Please provide your views below:

None
I disagree with regulated surrogacy because it legitimise a very questionable practice that has the potential to exploit both women and children.

Please provide your views below:

None
I disagree with regulated surrogacy because it legitimise a very questionable practice that has the potential to exploit both women and children.

Please provide your views below:

None
I disagree with regulated surrogacy because it legitimise a very questionable practice that has the potential to exploit both women and children.

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. . Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit
making, they will inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) and will need to continuously seek new
business and to convince or coerce more women to act as ‘surrogates.’

Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW,
which prohibits third-parties profiting or otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women

43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an
increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services should be a criminal offence.

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

No



Please provide your views below:

Absolutely disagree with this proposal. There should be no regulated (legitimised) surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

NO

I am profoundly opposed to this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both
women and the child. The idea of organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of Article 6 of CEDAW,
given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits the exploitation of women's body – which includes deriving any form of benefit
from it.

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women
and children, and enabling advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent.

At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an
impoverished woman’s financial problems. If this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female students and
young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would
be the most vulnerable to this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest.

Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, we need to protect disadvantaged women from the
temptation of renting their wombs. This means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned.

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original 
birth certificate. The birth mother should be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. 
This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation 
of women and their reproductive capacities. 



However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of the certificate should make clear that the birth was the
result of a surrogacy arrangement. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

No reform needed. I disagree with the recording of anyone who is not the birth mother on the original birth certificate.

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is
important that the children have access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that the information held
on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to
know her or his genetic parentage.

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

All the information should be identifying, otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his genetic parentage.

57  Consultation Question 49:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

I agree with both 1 and 2.

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

Yes

59  Consultation Question 51:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

yes

60  Consultation Question 52:



Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order

62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a
parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree?

Please provide your views below:

No. the time limits should be kept, but could be shortened if it is in the best interest of the child (judge decision)

63  Consultation Question 55:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s
wombs. An adoption order can be considered as an option when a parental order is not possible.

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree as this would increase the risk of child trafficking and women's exploitation.

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway

64  Consultation Question 56:

No

Please provide your views below:

The ‘intended parents’ should be domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposal to broaden the eligibility of intended parents to "habitual resident" of the UK. It would facilitate "surrogacy tourism" and
increase the demand for what amounts to child and women exploitation in the UK.

65  Consultation Question 57:

Please provide your views below:

There should be no reform. No requirement should be removed.

66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide views below:

I disapprove of the new pathway.

67  Consultation Question 59:

No



Please provide views below:

I disagree that double donation could be an option. The genetic link should be maintained with the child. There is no reason to create a new human life
who is completely unrelated to both intended parents and put a woman's health at risk. It would amount to child trafficking pure and simple.
I disagree that surrogacy can ever be a medical necessity.

Please provide views below:

No, double gamete donation should not be permitted in surrogacy arrangement. I object to the normalization of surrogacy.

Yes

Please provide views below:

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith
began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

The genetic link should be maintained with the child. There is no reason to create a new human life who is completely unrelated to both intended parents
and put a woman's health at risk. It would amount to child trafficking pure and simple.
I disagree that surrogacy can ever be a medical necessity.

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner
provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide views below:

Surrogacy is never a medical necessity. No one is entitled to create a new life from stranger's gametes and endanger a woman's health in order to build
their family. It amounts to the commodification of children and is a dangerous path that can lead to eugenics. It is highly unethical.

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:

I dispute that surrogacy can ever be a medical necessity. I also believe that surrogacy should be banned as it is a violation of children's and women's
rights, is highly unethical and represents a tangible health risk for the surrogate mother and risk of trafficking for the child.

Please provide your views below:

Surrogacy is never a medical necessity (no one's life or health is jeopardized by not being able to have genetic children).

71  Consultation Question 63:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to the new pathway. However I believe the identifying information of all genetic parents and birth mother should be recorded in agreement
with the right of the child.

Please provide your views below:

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2).

Yes

Please provide your views below:

While I believe surrogacy should be banned, if it happens, I support this provision.

72  Consultation Question 64:

No

Please provide your views below:



I oppose the new pathway. However i believe there should be an age limit. Raising children is difficult and requires health and energy. It is imperative that
their is an age limit. The age limit should be set carefully and with the best interest of the child in mind, not that of the intended parents.

Please provide your views below:

The maximum age should be 45. Anything older than that would not be in the best interest of the child.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the new pathway. But if surrogacy happens, a minimum age should be set for intended parents. 18 is much too young to enter such an
emotionally and legally complex arrangement as surrogacy. The minimum age should be at least 25, preferentially 28.

73  Consultation Question 65:

No

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.

At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that she is particularly
vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that
25 years would be more appropriate.

Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy arrangement is a reasonable thing
for them to be doing before they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood?

No

Please provide your views below:

see above. In addition, an 18 year old is unlikely to have carried a child to term before and therefore asking a young women who has not experienced the
emotional and physical involvement inherent to pregnancy to enter a surrogacy arrangement is inhumane and would equate women to mere breeders.
The idea is simply revolting, dehumanizing and exploitative.

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway

74  Consultation Question 66:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I oppose the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

75  Consultation Question 67:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I vehemently oppose the new pathway.

76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the
intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is
signed. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I vehemently oppose the new pathway.

77  Consultation Question 69:

Other



Please provide your views below:

I vehemently oppose the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given
birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I vehemently oppose the new pathway.
Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone
else. It is impossible to understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless you have had that experience
yourself.

79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman
can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the new proposal.
Women are not breeders. Each pregnancy and birth takes its toll on a woman's health, physical strength and emotional resilience. It is deeply immoral to
expect women could gestate and give birth for others an unlimited amount of time.

Even Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs should not be allowed to undertake more than four pregnancies.

It opens the door to the most vile exploitation of women's body.

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

see response above

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

see response above

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

see response above

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:



I am opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost earnings.

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

N/A

87  Consultation Question 79:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.

89  Consultation Question 81:



Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.

90  Consultation Question 82:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.

Please provide any views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

This question is not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their ‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

see above



92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

I am against paid surrogacy.
The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts are provided. The judge or other competent authority
should closely monitor all financial aspects of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the parental
order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the arrangements, the competent authority should be totally
independent and not, for example, an agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any way.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

96  Consultation Question 88:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I strongly disagree with the new pathway.



Other

Please provide your views below:

I strongly disagree with the new pathway. It is insulting to demand a woman change her lifestyle

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements

97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their
experiences of international surrogacy arrangements.

Please provide your views below:

N/A

98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us
their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter.

Please provide your views below:

N/A

99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through
an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

N/A

100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for
obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the
child.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

This poses a risk of child trafficking.

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears
to contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of children and the
protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a
child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after
the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

N/A

102  Consultation Question 94:

No

Please provide your views below:

This poses a risk of child trafficking.

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears
to contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of children and the
protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

No

Please provide your views below:



Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

No The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain circumstances when this is in the best interests of the
child.

103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU
Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will
need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

No. risk of child trafficking.

104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform
Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

N/A

105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended
parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do
consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of women and children and all
the other ways in which it is possible for people to enjoy children in their lives.

106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new
pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I object to the new pathway.

107  Consultation Question 99:

No

Please provide your views below:

I don't believe this would be in agreement with international laws and recommendation.

108  Consultation Question 100:

Please provide your views below:

N/A

Please provide your views below:

restrictions and checks must apply with the best interest of the child and the birth mother in mind. Same as in international adoptions.

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues



109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:

no, not in relation with the proposed new pathway, which I disagree with.

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the new pathway. The surrogate needs to recover from the birth and would need maternity leaves too.

111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children.

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

see above

113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

see above

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

see above

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal 
right to override the birth mother’s wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour and 
childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time 
for any or no reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or 
more persons, including her spouse or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be present in so-called 
altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to 
birth mothers and new-borns – especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid reason to be extremely 
cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of surrogacy births. 
 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in 
surrogacy is likely to lead to additional pressure on the NHS. 
 
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-term negative effects on the well-being of both of them. 
This is likely to be the same for birth mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional long-term pressures on 
the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and there are no questions about this. 
 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s 
health, including premature death. Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs when this isn’t in their 
best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of



‘attractiveness’ for example. 
 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the
NHS picking up the tab for the extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. There appears to have been
no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and society.

Please provide your views below:

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at
any time, for any or no reason. Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to
override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum
period.

All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or
more persons, including her spouse or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be present in so-called
altruistic surrogacy arrangements.

The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to
ensure that they can speak to her alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in consultations, and the labour
ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes.

Please provide your views below:

the wishes and the well being of the birth mother and the best interest of the child must always take precedent.

116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:

I am very worried that the very tangible risk of coercion that a woman could face seems to have been completely overlooked. It is particularly true when
there is any payment involve.
There seems to have been no thought at all put into safeguarding and preventing that coercion take place.
What deterrents have been envisioned?

Chapter 18: Impact

117  Consultation Question 109:

Please insert the year of birth here:

Not Answered

If international, in which country did the arrangement take place?:

Not Answered

Not Answered

118  Consultation Question 110:

Not Answered

Not Answered

Not Answered

Please provide the cost of any legal advice or representation below:

119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law
where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

120  Consultation Question 112:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

121  Consultation Question 113:



Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

122  Consultation Question 114:

Please provide your views below:

123  Consultation Question 115:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

124  Consultation Question 116:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland.

Please provide your views below:

126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or
the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper.

Please provide your views below:

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation 
should enable it. This may be explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested interest in surrogacy – 
‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money 
from commercial surrogacy if it is given the green light. 
 
It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as 
all women are affected by the institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial surrogacy in this country. 
 
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique 
bond between birth mother and child – and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of birth are a major 
step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – potentially affecting the status of all women. 
 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other family members coercing a woman into engaging in 
commercial surrogacy for their (and not her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to have been 
completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 
 
UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this 
consultation. There doesn’t appear to be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality considerations and impact 
assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of 
equality legislation. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have due regard to the need to: 
 
• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct prohibited by the Act. 
• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic and those who do not. 
• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those who do not. 
 
There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the 
sexes. Any loosening of the laws around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have an impact on the 
relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them 
but took advantage of their birth mothers. 
 
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not based on any recognised human rights instruments – 
such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to be a ‘surrogate.’ 
These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 



It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers, including: 
 
 The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or
physical transfer of the child. 
 All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides
not to relinquish the child. 
 The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual
obligation.” 
 Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare checks after the birth of the child. 
 Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with
the best interests of the child being paramount. 
 
The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed
and do not ask the important high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc. 
 
For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start again from the position of women’s and children’s human
rights. If it is found that there is no way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties such as CEDAW and the
UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be liberalised. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
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7. If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be 
treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. 
As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot 
give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances. 

 
 
 

 

 

Consultation Question 1. 

1.1 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales:  

(1) all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 
allocated to a judge of the High Court; and 

YES 
 
International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of 
children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost 
seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. 
For this reason these cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.  

 
(2) if international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to a judge of 

the High Court, circuit judges should be ticketed to hear such cases. 

Paragraph 6.42 

 

Consultation Question 2. 

1.2 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and Wales  

(1) domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-birth parental order 
should continue to be heard by lay justices, or whether they should be allocated to another 
level of the judiciary; and 

(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another level of the 
judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be appropriate. 

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so 
the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these 
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cases should NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit 
judges or higher. 

Paragraph 6.51 

 

Consultation Question 3. 

1.3 We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the 
current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation 
Questions 1 and 2. 

 
Paragraph 6.53 

 

Consultation Question 4. 

1.4 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court should be placed under a 
duty to consider whether to make an order awarding the intended parents parental 
responsibility at the first directions hearing in the proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our provisional proposal in 
Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether in the new pathway or not) automatically 
acquire parental responsibility if the child is living with or being cared for by them is not 
supported by consultees). 

NO 
 
The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. 
Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should 
be open. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 6.58 
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Consultation Question 5. 

1.5 We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the FPR 2010 
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the 
proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 6.72 

 

Consultation Question 6. 

1.6 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they are of the view that, in Scotland:  

(1) there is a need for greater consistency and clarity in provisions relating to the 
expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers and, if so, how this should be 
addressed;   

(2) it should be provided by statute that, at the initial hearing or any subsequent hearing 
for a parental order, the court may make any such interim order or orders for 
parental responsibilities and parental rights as it sees fit; and/or 

(3) further procedural reform is needed and, if so, what that reform should be. 

 
Paragraph 6.110 

 

Consultation Question 7. 

1.7 In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, before the 
child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have: 

(1) entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will include a 
statement as to legal parenthood on birth, 

(2) complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 

(3) met eligibility requirements, 

on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child, 
subject to the surrogate’s right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key 
recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in 
respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up 
the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard 
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to 
surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and a domestic context. 
 
This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and 
all of the implications need to be fully understood. There is no evidence in the consultation paper 
that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all. 
 
I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at 
birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ 
mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify 
measures that contravene the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the 
provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers. 
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or 
condone a system that would require women to deliberately conceive and subsequently give 
birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The 
rights of the child must be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers 
say they want or not. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.13 

 

Consultation Question 8. 

1.8 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed clinics 
should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under the new 
pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a specified 
minimum period. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. 
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1.9 We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be: whether 100 
years or another period. 

Paragraph 8.14 

 

Consultation Question 9. 

1.10 We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes 
should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy 
organisation is involved. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they 
would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence. 

Paragraph 8.21 

 

Consultation Question 10. 

1.11 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a 
traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from 
entering into the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’  
Paragraph 8.22 

 

Consultation Question 11. 

1.12 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal parenthood 
by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the child;  

(2) this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in writing 
within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the intended parents 
and the body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; and 

(3) the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration less one 
week. 

Do consultees agree? 
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NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire 
legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only a limited time to object. This 
contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the 
legal parent at birth and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility 
in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth, 
with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration. 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.35 

 

Consultation Question 12. 

1.13 We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents 
acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy arrangement 
should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the result that: 

(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child;  

(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal parent of the 
child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these circumstances; and 

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental order to 
obtain legal parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
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parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.36 

 

Consultation Question 13. 

1.14 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on registering the 
birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that the surrogate has lacked 
capacity at any time during the period in which she had the right to object to the 
intended parents acquiring legal parenthood; 

(2) if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the period in 
which she has the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal parenthood, 
the surrogate should be able to provide a positive consent to such acquisition; and 

(3) if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the surrogate is 
unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant period, the surrogacy 
arrangement should exit the new pathway and the intended parents should be able 
to make an application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
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and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.37 

 

Consultation Question 14. 

1.15 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be born as a 
result of the surrogacy arrangement: 

(1) should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of Practice; 

(2) either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as appropriate, 
should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed; and 

(3) there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after his or 
her birth. 

Do consultees agree? 
 
NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in 
surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the 
birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is 
an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest. 
Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth. 
 
The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before 
the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.  
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The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because 
parents of children born through the normal process are not subject to such checks does not 
hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential 
experiences that change you and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and 
rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For obvious 
reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.  
 
In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, 
physiological and emotional resources, which means she has already made a huge and 
unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and 
emotional commitment to the child is already well-developed, giving her the best chance of 
surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood 
and adolescence.  
 
The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources 
does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of caring for a new-born child and the 
long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.51 

 

Consultation Question 15. 

1.16 We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement 
under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right to object to the 
intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the surrogate’s spouse or civil 
partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’  
 
There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for 
financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she does not have legal parenthood or 
parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject 
this proposal. 
 
However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore 
have an implication for all children, all families because it would set a precedent. It should not be 
introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and 
children. There is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such 
assessment. 
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1.17 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement outside 

the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue to be a legal 
parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement. 

YES 
 
The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and 
partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain. 

Paragraph 8.57 

 

Consultation Question 16. 

1.18 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 
arrangement is stillborn: 

(1) the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the surrogate 
exercises her right to object; and 

(2) the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 
the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. The 
birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if 
the child is stillborn. 
 
1.19 We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents 
being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration 
of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that 
the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the 
stillbirth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should 
not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this. 
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Paragraph 8.77 

 

Consultation Question 17. 

1.20 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, 
where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able 
to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the 
period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have 
made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order 
are satisfied, on registration of the birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and if the child 
dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth 
mother was the legal parent. 

Paragraph 8.79 

 

Consultation Question 18. 

1.21 For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which 
she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new 
pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a 
parental order. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 8.80 
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Consultation Question 19. 

1.22 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, where 
both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended parents should 
be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the surrogate not exercising her 
right to object within the defined period. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased 
‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should 
always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately 
reflect this. 
 
1.23 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new 

pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy or before a 
parental order is made: 

(1) it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who claims an 
interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, or who would be 
permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of the Children Act 1989: 

(a) for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and 

(b) for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject to the 
surrogate’s consent; or 

(2) the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not be 
possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s parents, but that 
there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide details of the intended 
parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry onto the register of surrogacy 
arrangements. 

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already 
deceased – so option (2) is preferable. 

Paragraph 8.81 

 

Consultation Question 20. 

1.24 We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order by a sole 
applicant under section 54A: 
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(1) the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always intended that 
there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in respect of the child 
concerned or to supply the name and contact details of the other intended parent;  

(2) if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be made for 
notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the application and an 
opportunity given to that party to provide notice of opposition within a brief period 
(of, say, 14 to 21 days); and 

(3) if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to oppose, he or 
she should be required to make his or her own application within a brief period (say 
14 days), otherwise the application of the first intended parent will be determined by 
the court. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 8.86 

 

Consultation Question 21. 

1.25 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and 

(2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth 
mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount 
consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.91 

 

Consultation Question 22. 

1.26 We invite consultees’ views:  

(1) as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new pathway that we 
have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the intended 
parents at birth; and 

(2) if so, as to whether should this oversight be: 
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(a) administrative, or 

(b) judicial. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the 
legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood 
and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as 
recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.93 

 

Consultation Question 23. 

1.27 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989, 
should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional specific 
factors in the situation where it is considering the arrangements for a child in the 
context of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement; and 

(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be. 

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about 
a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the 
issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not 
believe any other factors should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.120 

 

Consultation Question 24. 

1.28 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as applied 
and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 
Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to 
additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering whether to make a 
parental order; and 

(2) what those additional factors should be. 
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The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental 
order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered 
and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the 
child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors 
should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.121 

 

Consultation Question 25. 

1.29 We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be 
amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 
8 order without leave. 

NO 
 
There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother 
and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy arrangements. The court should therefore 
always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no 
liberalisation of the law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do 
not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can apply for a 
section 8 order without leave. 

Paragraph 8.123 

 

Consultation Question 26. 

1.30 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire parental 
responsibility automatically where: 

(1) the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and  

(2) they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and 
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as 
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recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no legal 
responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must 
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.132 

 

Consultation Question 27. 

1.31 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of the child; 
and 

(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should continue to 
have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living with, or being cared 
for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility automatically. The birth mother 
should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental 
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority 
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is 
the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the 
sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of 
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the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no responsibility 
for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised 
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.134 

 

Consultation Question 28. 

1.32 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the 
surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the 
arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to 
object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the 
‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood and parental responsibility. 
 
All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the 
child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special 
Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.139 

 

Consultation Question 29. 

1.33 For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of parental 
responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the intended parents, 
during the period in which parental responsibility is shared; and 
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(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility by the 
party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have 
legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and all subsequent decisions 
involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.140 

 

Consultation Question 30. 

1.34 We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the 
scope of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 9.29 

 

Consultation Question 31. 

1.35 We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used 
independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we 
would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that 
took place. 

N/A 
Paragraph 9.35 
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Consultation Question 32. 

1.36 We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements should be 
brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 
 
1.37 We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 

Paragraph 9.36 

 

Consultation Question 33. 

1.38 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations;  

NO 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to take a 
particular form; and 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual responsible 
for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
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I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.61 

 

Consultation Question 34. 

1.39 We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for: 

(1) representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator; 

(2) managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence 
and skill; 

(3) ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, 
including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary policies and 
procedures; 

(4) training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and 

(5) providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law. 

Do consultees agree? 

LEAVE ALL CHECK BOXES BLANK (i.e. none of the above) 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.40 We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible individual 

should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.41 We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualifications a person 

responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.62 
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Consultation Question 35. 

1.42 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit 
making bodies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they 
will inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) 
and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or coerce more women to act 
as ‘surrogates.’ 
 
Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and 
prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW, which prohibits third-parties profiting or 
otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women. 

Paragraph 9.84 

 

Consultation Question 36. 

1.43 We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and 
facilitation services. 

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because 
that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human 
rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.94 

 

Consultation Question 37. 

1.44 We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to 
offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
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facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
  
1.45 We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should 

be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements 
outside the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.95 

 

Consultation Question 38. 

1.46 We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against 
organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, 
and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they 
are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I 
consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services 
should be a criminal offence. 

Paragraph 9.97 

 

Consultation Question 39. 

1.47 We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 
Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and 
oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal 
parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy.  
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1.48 If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of Practice should 
apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which additional or new areas of 
regulation should be applied. 

Paragraph 9.117 

 

Consultation Question 40. 

1.49 We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable 
(subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation 
to financial terms).  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 9.129 

 

Consultation Question 41. 

1.50 We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for 
negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, 
because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both women and the child. The idea of 
organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of 
Article 6 of CEDAW, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits 
the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any form of benefit from 
women’s prostitution. 

Paragraph 9.135 

 

Consultation Question 42. 

1.51 We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy 
should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything 
that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. 
Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and enabling 
advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent. 
 
At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that 
being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an impoverished woman’s financial problems. If 
this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female 
students and young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to 
their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would be the most vulnerable to 
this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest. 
 
Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, 
we need to protect disadvantaged women from the temptation of renting their wombs. This 
means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned. 

Paragraph 9.145 

 

Consultation Question 43. 

1.52 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental 
order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the 
Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth 
certificate at the age of 18. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.80 

 

Consultation Question 44. 

1.53 We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that 
result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full 
form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy 
arrangement. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original birth certificate. The birth mother should 
be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
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recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of 
the certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 10.85 

 

Consultation Question 45. 

1.54 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and 
Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed 
to changes to allow for the registration of three parents or for anyone other than the birth mother 
to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate. Such proposals could lead to the 
facilitation of the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the 
understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is unique. 

Paragraph 10.87 

 

Consultation Question 46. 

1.55 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has 
been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained 
in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.89 

 

Consultation Question 47. 

1.56 We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements should be 
created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and the gamete 
donors. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.57 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority; 

(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, whether in or 
outside the new pathway, provided that the information about who has contributed 
gametes for the conception of the child has been medically verified, and that the 
information should include: 

(a) identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy arrangement, and 

(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed gametes to the 
conception of the child; and 

(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a parental 
order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage where available 
and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the use of an anonymous 
gamete donor if that applies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the children have 
access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that 
the information held on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because 
otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his 
genetic parentage. 

Paragraph 10.102 

 

Consultation Question 48. 

1.58 We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate 
and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy 
arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it 
trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his genetic 
parentage. 

Paragraph 10.104 
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Consultation Question 49. 

1.59 We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be able to 
access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for identifying 
information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information is included on the 
register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable opportunity to receive 
counselling about the implications of compliance with this request. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.60 We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16 (depending on 

whether the information is identifying or non-identifying respectively) should be able to 
access the information in the register and, if so, in which circumstances: 

(1) where his or her legal parents have consented; 

(2) if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or she is 
sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or 

(3) in any other circumstances. 

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable. 
Paragraph 10.110 

 

Consultation Question 50. 

1.61 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of 
a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person 
whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil 
partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 

YES, this should be possible. 
Paragraph 10.114 

 

Consultation Question 51. 

1.62 We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically related 
through, the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to identify each 
other, if they both wish to do so. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.63 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow people born 

to the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to access the register to 
identify each other, if they both wish to do so. 

YES, I agree. 
Paragraph 10.121 

 

Consultation Question 52. 

1.64 We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a person 
carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the register to identify 
each other, if they both wish to do so: 

(1) if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or 

(2) if they are not genetically related through the surrogate. 

YES to both (1) and (2) 
Paragraph 10.123 

 

Consultation Question 53. 

1.65 For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental 
order should be recorded in the register. 

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded 
in the register. 

Paragraph 10.128 
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Consultation Question 54. 

1.66 We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the 
HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 11.20 

 

Consultation Question 55. 

1.67 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any other legal 
parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found or is incapable of 
giving agreement, should continue to be available; 

NO  
 
I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 
 

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the surrogate, and 
any other legal parent of the child, in the following circumstances: 

(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of the 
surrogate and any other legal parent, or 

(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with the 
intended parents; and 

(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the paramount 
consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life guided by the factors 
set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in Scotland, in line 
with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 

Paragraph 11.58 

 

Consultation Question 56. 

1.68 We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway, the 
intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or habitually resident in 
the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man. 

Do consultees agree?  

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be 
domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism. 
 
1.69 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional conditions 

imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying period of habitual 
residence required to satisfy the test. 

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual 
residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk of surrogacy tourism. 

Paragraph 12.15 

 

Consultation Question 57. 

1.70 We invite consultees’ views on whether: 

(1) the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008 should be 
reformed and, if so, how; or 

(2) the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are within the 
prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from applying. 

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed. 
Paragraph 12.29 
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Consultation Question 58. 

1.71 We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be 
required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s 
home to be with them. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.  

Paragraph 12.34 

 

Consultation Question 59. 

1.72 We provisionally propose that the new pathway –  

(1) should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the intended 
parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that double donation of 
gametes is permitted, but 

(2) that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity, 
meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to provide a gamete due to 
infertility. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should 
be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
 
1.73 We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted under the 

parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in the new pathway) in 
domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are 
likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do not believe that double donation should 
be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.  
 
1.74 We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of the 

intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the parental order 
pathway should be retained in international surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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Paragraph 12.64 

 

Consultation Question 60. 

1.75 We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic 
cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical 
necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the 
surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic 
link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.71 

 

Consultation Question 61. 

1.76 We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical 
necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single 
parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes 
but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.76 
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Consultation Question 62. 

1.77 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a surrogacy 
arrangement has been used because of medical necessity: 

(1) for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or 

(2) for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made. 

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights 
and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’  
 
1.78 We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if it is 

introduced, should be defined and assessed. 

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
Paragraph 12.94 

 

Consultation Question 63. 

1.79 We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to parenthood, information 
identifying the child’s genetic parents and the surrogate must be provided for entry on the 
national register of surrogacy agreements prior to registration of the child’s birth. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
 
I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in 
any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all genetic parents and the birth 
mother. 
 
1.80 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for an application for a 

parental order that: 

(1) those who contributed gametes are entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements; and/or 

(2) if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents provided gametes in the 
conception of the child, that the genetic link is demonstrated to the court with 
medical or DNA evidence. 

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order 
in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2). 
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1.81 We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the application of a parental 
order that the identity of the surrogate is entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision. 

Paragraph 12.115 

 

Consultation Question 64. 

1.82 We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit for the grant of a 
parental order. The age of the intended parents should continue to be taken into account 
in the assessment of the welfare of the child in applications to grant a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both 
women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is 
to be opened up, a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear 
that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy arrangement and will make it 
less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a 
fait accompli. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age but not beyond. It is 
therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
 
1.83 We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway there should be a 

maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, what it should be. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ and it should be 45. 
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
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I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s 
human rights. However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore 
consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important. This will make it clear that 
society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement 
and will make it less likely that they will. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age. It is therefore imperative 
that age limits are set very carefully.  
 
1.84 We provisionally propose that intended parents should be required to be at least 18 years 

old at the time that they enter into a surrogacy agreement under the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it should be much older than 
18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement at that age. It is therefore imperative that 
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it 
would be reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before 
they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood? 

Paragraph 12.133 

 

Consultation Question 65. 

1.85 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years of age 
(at the time of conception), in order for the court to have the power to make a parental 
order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a 
violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself 
as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There 
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should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I 
suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  
 
1.86 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years old at 

the time of entering into the surrogacy agreement within the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of 
childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that 
she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older 
minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be 
more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  

Paragraph 12.144 

 

Consultation Question 66. 

1.87 We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any partner of the 
surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes should be required for the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
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1.88 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out in the Code of 
Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy arrangements outside a licensed clinic, and if 
not, which types of testing should be required for such arrangements. 

 
Paragraph 13.16 

 

Consultation Question 67. 

1.89 We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the new 
pathway: 

(1) the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the intended parents 
intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway should be 
required to attend counselling with regard to the implications of entering into that 
arrangement; and 

(2) the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who meets the 
requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.44 

 

Consultation Question 68. 

1.90 We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that 
the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect 
of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.65 
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Consultation Question 69. 

1.91 We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway: 

(1) an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained for intended parents, 
surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or partners of surrogates;  

(2) the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not enable a surrogate 
arrangement to be proceed under the new pathway where a person screened is unsuitable 
for having being convicted of, or received a police caution for, any offence appearing on a 
prescribed list of offences; and  

(3) the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also determine that a 
person is unsuitable based on the information provided in the enhanced record certificate.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.92 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that applies in the case of 

adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.73 

 

Consultation Question 70. 

1.93 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the 
surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an 
arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone else. It is impossible to 
understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless 
you have had that experience yourself. 

Paragraph 13.95 
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Consultation Question 71. 

1.94 We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate 
pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. 
Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs should not be allowed to undertake more 
than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women 
would have under this proposal. 

Paragraph 13.99 

 

Consultation Question 72. 

1.95 We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended parents to the 
surrogate should be able to be: 

(1) based on an allowance;  

(2) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for 
production of receipts; or 

(3) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of 
receipts. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.16 
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Consultation Question 73. 

1.96 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential costs 
relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.22 
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Consultation Question 74. 

1.97 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate 
additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather than 
essential.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.26 

 

Consultation Question 75. 

1.98 We invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise from 
entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a surrogate pregnancy; 
and 

(2) the types of cost which should be included within this category. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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Paragraph 15.29 

 

Consultation Question 76. 

1.99 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or 
self-employed). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.37 

 

Consultation Question 77. 

1.100 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential earnings: 

(1) her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.35 
above); and/or 

(2) other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.38 

 

Consultation Question 78. 

1.101 We invite consultees to share their experiences:  

(1) of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended parents has 
had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits; and 

(2) where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s entitlement to 
means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been addressed in their 
surrogacy arrangement. 

N/A 
Paragraph 15.47 
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Consultation Question 79. 

1.102 We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate for the following: 

(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth; 

(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or 

(3)  specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an 
ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive 
haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a 
hysterectomy. 

It is absurd to propose that one could place a monetary value on the pain of adverse pregnancy 
outcomes. In putting a price tag on perineal tear for example, some mothers report little pain or 
symptoms, others have profound ongoing fear of vaginal penetration, which can result in very 
significant emotional and relationship difficulties. Infection may complicate healing, and some 
women report long term sequelae from this, such as impaired wound healing.  
 
Haematology conditions should also be considered. Blood loss, for example due to placental 
haemorrhage can be very significant, and potentially result in emergency hysterectomy and 
blood transfusion to save the life of the mother. It is a fact that although blood is thoroughly 
screened in the UK there still remains the potential for blood borne illnesses to be transmitted, 
and the fact that some of these may not have been identified yet by researchers is also a real 
risk to a mother receiving transfusion. Persons who have had a blood transfusion are currently 
unable to donate blood themselves in the UK, due to the risk of (vCJD) transmission. This is an 
indication of the gravity of receiving blood products.  
 
No medical intervention is EVER risk free. Receiving multiple blood products in the context of 
Massive Transfusion Protocol (eg platelets, Fresh Frozen Plasma, cryoprecipitate) only heighten 
those risks.  
 
Conditions such as HELLP (Haemolysis, Elevated Liver enzymes, Low Platelets) can be fatal, 
and although the maternal mortality rate is low, it can have significant sequelae, including renal 
failure potentially requiring dialysis, placental abruption (potentially fatal for mother and baby) 
permanent liver damage and retinal detachment resulting in visual impairment.  
 
Each of these conditions have long term consequences for a woman, psychologically, physically 
and emotionally, and may also affect her ability to return to work or care for other children.  
 
Also, the late complications of childbirth have been disregarded. Late consequences of childbirth 
can include vaginal or rectal prolapse, urinary and faecal incontinence. Women who have had a 
C section may experience ongoing pain around the scar. Some sources quote this as affecting 
between 6 and 18 percent of women. These symptoms can be profoundly distressing, and may 
take years to present (conversely, may present immediately). 
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How could we ensure that women suffering these complications are compensated? They are 
multifactorial, and risk increases with instrumented delivery and parity. How would it be proposed 
to unpick the role of a surrogate pregnancy in causing these symptoms in relation to other risk 
factors, for example parity, smoking history, personal medical history? 
 
Psychiatric conditions are also absent from this list. Complications including depression and 
anxiety may be worsened by pregnancy. Other mental health conditions such as post natal 
depression and post partum psychosis can be fatal, and impact on a woman’s health for many 
years to come. I’m quite shocked that none of these conditions have been explicitly mentioned 
and it does make me wonder how the list of complications was created. I’d also like to know what 
level of haemorrhage would be considered “excessive”. 
 
The wording of the question “should” be able to pay compensation is not the same as being 
mandated to do so. This potentially creates a situation where some “luckier” women would 
receive compensation others would not. 
 
All of the above illustrates the risks of surrogacy and confirms my support for a total ban on 
surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.103 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of which 

intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.104 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable should be: 

(1) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or  

(2) left to the parties to negotiate.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. 

Paragraph 15.53 

 

Consultation Question 80. 

1.105 We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the 
surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.  

Paragraph 15.56 

 

Consultation Question 81. 

1.106 We invite consultees’ views as to whether:  

(1) intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and 

(2) if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or reasonable in 
nature. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts. 

Paragraph 15.60 

 

Consultation Question 82. 

1.107 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended parents to 
agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service 
of undertaking a surrogacy. (check box) 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.108 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the fee should be: 

(1) any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or 

(2) a fixed fee set by the regulator. 

Leave both check boxes blank. 
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I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.109 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what, if any, other payments 
the law should permit, in addition to that fixed fee: 

(1) no other payments; 

(2) essential costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(3) additional costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(4) lost earnings; 

(5) compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and complications, 
and the death of the surrogate; and/or 

(6) gifts. 

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to 
the birth mother for her ‘services’. 

Paragraph 15.69 

 

Consultation Question 83. 

1.110 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for any payment the law 
permits the intended parents to pay the surrogate for her services to be reduced in the 
event of a miscarriage or termination of the pregnancy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 
 

1.111 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee payable to the surrogate 
to be able to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination, whether such 
provision should apply: 

(1) in the first trimester of pregnancy only; 

(2) to any miscarriage or termination; or 

(3) some other period of time (please specify).   

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 

Paragraph 15.72 

 

Consultation Question 84. 

1.112 We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to 
surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to 
parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement 
being used, the only payments that should ever be made are essential and basic expenses for 
which receipts are provided. 

Paragraph 15.74 

 

Consultation Question 85. 

1.113 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have 
not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.75 

 

Consultation Question 86. 

1.114 We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that 
intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.76 
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Consultation Question 87. 

1.115 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods of enforcing 
limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates that we should consider as part of 
our review: 

(1) for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and  

(2) for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of the baby. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts 
are provided. The judge or other competent authority should closely monitor all financial aspects 
of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the 
parental order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the 
arrangements, the competent authority should be totally independent and not, for example, an 
agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any 
way. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 15.89 

 

Consultation Question 88. 

1.116 We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into under 
the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.117 We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into 

under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so should not be dependent 
on the surrogate complying with any terms of the agreement relating to her lifestyle. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy 
agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is utterly abhorrent. 

Paragraph 15.99 

 

Consultation Question 89. 

1.118 We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to 
share with us their experiences f international surrogacy arrangements. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.10 

 

Consultation Question 90. 

1.119 We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international 
context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in 
this chapter. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.12 

 

Consultation Question 91. 

1.120 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register 
a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and 
obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long 
the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.52 
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Consultation Question 92. 

1.121 We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the 
application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international 
surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of 
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this 
proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.53 

 

Consultation Question 93. 

1.122 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In 
particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of 
the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.68 

 

Consultation Question 94. 

1.123 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy 
arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the 
birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s country of birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport before the child is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict 
the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling 
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and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

 

1.124 We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa outside of 
the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal parents of the child 
under nationality law should be brought within the Rules. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
1.125 We provisionally propose that:  

(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links with the 
surrogate; or  

(2) that this condition should be clarified to ensure that it does not prevent the child 
having contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.126 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of a visa 

outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order within six 
months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the availability of the 
visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to remove the time limit on 
applications for parental orders is accepted. 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 16.69 

 

Consultation Question 95. 

1.127 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an 
international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to 
be completed after the birth of the child. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form 
for the child before she or he is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to 
contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against 
the selling and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I 
therefore strongly disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.76 

 

Consultation Question 96. 

1.128 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international 
surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the 
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.77 

 

Consultation Question 97. 

1.129 We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, 
comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration 
consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a 
violation of the human rights of women and children and all the other ways in which it is 
possible for people to enjoy children in their lives. 

Paragraph 16.82 
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Consultation Question 98. 

1.130 We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be 
eligible for the new pathway to parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 16.93 

 

Consultation Question 99. 

1.131 We provisionally propose that:  

1.132 the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended parents of 
children born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are recognised as the 
legal parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth, should also be recognised as 
the child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being necessary for the intended parents to 
apply for a parental order, but 

1.133 before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be satisfied that 
the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides protection against the 
exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, that is at least equivalent to 
that provided in UK law. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children 
and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth 
mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her 
consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of 
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case 
by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration. This is an 
important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I 
believe it should apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.94 
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Consultation Question 100. 

1.134 We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy arrangements in the UK 
involving foreign intended parents. 

N/A 
 
1.135 We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 

(1) any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from the UK for the purpose 
of the child becoming the subject of a parental order, or its equivalent, in another 
jurisdiction; and 

(2) if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process allowing foreign 
intended parents to remove the child from the jurisdiction of the UK for this 
purpose and with the approval of the court and, if so, what form should that 
process take. 

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from 
trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same checks as would be used in 
an international adoption. 

Paragraph 16.120 

 

Consultation Question 101. 

1.136 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory 
paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, 
civil partner or partner requires reform. 

I do not believe this needs changing. 
Paragraph 17.18 

 

Consultation Question 102. 

1.137 We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in 
respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only 
one intended parent qualifies.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
Paragraph 17.32 
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Consultation Question 103. 

1.138 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended parents to 
take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the purpose of induced 
lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other reason; and  

(2) if reform is needed, suggestions on reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children.  

Paragraph 17.36 

 

Consultation Question 104. 

1.139 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable 
facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under 
Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is 
sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children. 

Paragraph 17.40 

 

Consultation Question 105. 

1.140 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to 
employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.43 

 

Consultation Question 106. 

1.141 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to 
surrogacy and succession law are required. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.56 
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Consultation Question 107. 

1.142 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy 
arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are reforms to law 
or practice that consultees would like to see in this area. 

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are 
not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to override the birth mother’s 
wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during 
pregnancy, labour and childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions 
and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time for any or no 
reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and 
this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to birth mothers and new-borns – 
especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid 
reason to be extremely cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of 
surrogacy births. 
 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. 
As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in surrogacy is likely to lead to 
additional pressure on the NHS.  
 
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-
term negative effects on the well-being of both of them. This is likely to be the same for birth 
mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional 
long-term pressures on the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and 
there are no questions about this. 
 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure 
that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s health, including premature death. 
Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs 
when this isn’t in their best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors 
are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of 
‘attractiveness’ for example. 
 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these 
issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the NHS picking up the tab for the 
extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. 
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There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and 
society. 
 
At a time when the NHS is under severe strain, and life changing therapies (for cancer, cystic 
fibrosis etc) are not funded due to financial constraints it is a slap in the face to provide money 
for prospective parents to indulge their parenting fantasies while denying patients access to 
drugs which are standard of care in other counties. 
 
1.143 We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like to see 

made to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social Care for 
England and Wales. 

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and 
that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at any time, for any or no reason. 
Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended 
parents’ have no legal right to override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or 
medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum 
period. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert 
than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to ensure that they can speak to her 
alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in 
consultations, and the labour ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes. 
 
1.144 We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better accommodate 

surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding issues. 

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the 
wellbeing of herself and the child. 

Paragraph 17.76 

 

Consultation Question 108. 

1.145 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to 
surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration 
to the significant risk that women will be coerced into agreeing to participate in surrogacy 
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arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even 
more likely if substantial payments are involved. 
 
It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners 
and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or much of their earnings. This is a major 
route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. 
There is no reason to expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it 
is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money. 
 
If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that 
prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement. This should be a criminal offence 
and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as 
a deterrent. That such a law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why 
paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women. 
 
It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any 
payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by receipts and overseen by a judge. 

Paragraph 17.80 

 

Consultation Question 109. 

1.146 We invite consultees who are intended parents, live in the UK, and have entered into a 
surrogacy arrangement that led to the birth of a child to tell us: 

(1) when the child was born; 

(2) whether the arrangement was domestic or international and, if international, in 
which country the arrangement took place; 

(3) whether the arrangement led to the making of a parental order in the UK; and 

(4) whether they are a: 

(a) opposite-sex couple; 

(b) male same-sex couple; 

(c) female same-sex couple; 

(d) single woman; or 

(e) single man. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.2 
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Consultation Question 110. 

1.147 We invite consultees who have experience of applying for a parental order in the UK to 
tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) whether they had legal advice before the making of the parental order; 

(3) whether they were represented by a lawyer in court; and 

(4) the cost of any legal advice or representation. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.4 

 

Consultation Question 111. 

1.148 We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of 
the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the 
child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 

Paragraph 18.6 

 

Consultation Question 112. 

1.149 We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide evidence about the 
cost of: 

(1) medical screening; and 

(2) implications counselling 

(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or implications 
counselling from any other costs involved with fertility treatment). 

N/A 
 
1.150 We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental order proceedings, to 

provide evidence of what they would charge: 

(1) to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed requirement for independent 
legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; and 
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(2) to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy agreement required for the 
new pathway. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.8 

 

Consultation Question 113. 

1.151 We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of: 

(1) the current requirement of a genetic link; and 

(2) any removal of this requirement in cases of medical necessity: 

(a) in the new pathway; 

(b) in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy arrangements; or 

(c) in both situations. 

 
Paragraph 18.11 

 

Consultation Question 114. 

1.152 We invite consultees who consider that they might be able to fulfil the role of the 
independent professional discussed in Chapter 9 to tell us: 

(1) their profession; and  

(2) what they would charge to provide such a service. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.13 

 

Consultation Question 115. 

1.153 We invite consultees who are intended parents to give us their views on the impact of our 
proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 
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(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
1.154 We invite consultees who are surrogates to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.15 

 

Consultation Question 116. 

1.155 We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) that led to the birth of 
their child(ren), including the cost of fertility treatment, payments to the surrogate 
and payments to any surrogacy agency or organisation; 

(3) how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s); 

(4) what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering into a surrogacy 
arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to the birth of a child); and 

(5) how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.18 

 

Consultation Question 117. 

1.156 We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 

 
Paragraph 18.20 
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Consultation Question 118. 

1.157 We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically 
addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this paper. 

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already 
decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation should enable it. This may be 
explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested 
interest in surrogacy – ‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience 
of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money from commercial 
surrogacy if it is given the green light. 
 
It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders 
in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as all women are affected by the 
institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial 
surrogacy in this country. 
 
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men 
to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique bond between birth mother and child – 
and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of 
birth are a major step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – 
potentially affecting the status of all women.  
 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other 
family members coercing a woman into engaging in commercial surrogacy for their (and not 
her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to 
have been completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 
 
UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty 
(PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this consultation. There doesn’t appear to 
be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality 
considerations and impact assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women 
and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of equality 
legislation. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have 
due regard to the need to: 
 

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct 
prohibited by the Act. 

• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 
and those who do not. 

• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 
who do not. 
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There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s 
position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the sexes. Any loosening of the laws 
around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have 
an impact on the relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young 
people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them but took 
advantage of their birth mothers. 
 
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not 
based on any recognised human rights instruments – such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ 
confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to 
be a ‘surrogate.’ These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by 
the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard against the sale of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers, including: 
 
 The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no 

contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or physical transfer of the child. 
 All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the 

child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides not to relinquish the child. 
 The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own 

post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual obligation.” 
 Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare 

checks after the birth of the child. 
 Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other 

competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with the best interests of the child 
being paramount. 

 
The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation 
guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed and do not ask the important 
high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc.  
 
For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start 
again from the position of women’s and children’s human rights. If it is found that there is no 
way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties 
such as CEDAW and the UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be 
liberalised.  
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 
 

Paragraph 18.22 
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

Surrogacy UK

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Intended parent

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

I think it's important a judge be appointed in both domestic and international surrogacy cases.

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

Please note I am actually answering in regards to surrogacy in Scotland as this is where my experience lies.

Where by post-birth parental orders are required I think the current system works well without the need for change.

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:



Please note I am actually answering in regards to surrogacy in Scotland as this is where my experience lies.

From an intended parents point of view the reform would help reduce stress faced from both IP's and surrogate. Our surrogate did not like being
referred to as Mum in the hospital after our child was born. (this was before the new guidelines where issued - our son was born in England. Scotland
have yet to publish updated guidelines).

11  Consultation Question 4:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I'm afraid I'm not sure what a first direction hearing is.

If it means that all provision is put in place prior to the child's birth so that on notification of birth the parental order is granted then yes I would agree.

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

(1) strongly agree. At the present moment the line that I was given - my local MP asked the correct Scottish Gov department about when the surrogacy
guidelines would be published. I had tried in my role with Surrogacy UK to get this information myself - was look at Surrogacy UK's website. Surrogacy UK
have great detail on the English and Welsh procedure but very little on the Scottish Parental Order process. Any information they have was provided by
myself, after completing the process.

Depending on the sheriffdom that take on the Parental Order process depends on whether they cover the the expenses of curators ad litem and
reporting officers. I was advised on numerous occasions that I'd be best to appoint a lawyer to deal with the Parental Order process. This was in no way
necessary for a straightforward case like ours. However, without being a lawyer it was difficult to access the court requirements. We almost missed our
Parental Order hearing as our surrogate was notified but our letter was lost. Most letters of this nature are sent internally to law firms representing their
clients.

(1)+ (3)I think it very unfair that it is a postcode lottery to decide wether the cost of the expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers is covered by
the sheriffdom or the IP's. Looking at the costs for IP's in England and Wales I feel strong that the the expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers
should be at least partially if not fully covered by the sheriffdom.

(2) seems reasonable as the child's best interests should always be taken into account.

(3) I can't see any further procedural reform required. Just ease of access to information required. If couple are having to seek legal advice as part of the
process. The process of applying for a Parental Order directly should also be made clear. In Scotland couples can be charged in excess of £2000 for the
the expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers I think it highly unfair and unethical for them to feel pressured into another Lawyers bill when it
is a straightforward process. Of course if there were any complications/difficulties without doubt I would recommend legal representation.

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

I do agree although have reservations about a couple of the requirements.

15  Consultation Question 8:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Those involved in surrogacy have nothing to hide. If notes are kept on couples undergoing IVF then they should also be kept for surrogacy.

100 years; or

Please provide your views below:



16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

It is perfectly legal for women in the UK to under IVF treatment abroad. There is not question on that woman's right to be legally recognised as the child's
mother. I feel that it is discriminatory to hold a female IP to not be recognised in the same manner.

Surrogacy is a very difficult process. No woman would choose to become a mother through surrogacy. Every barrier put in place is a reminder of what
she is unable to do herself.

The donation options in the UK are far from prefect, with limited access, limited success rates, sharing schemes (where two women could be pregnant at
the same time with related children in the same area) to name but a few issues. To hold the UK up as the standard to be accepted on the new pathway is
unfair and shortsighted.

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I'm uncertain of the current UK availability so couldn't comment.

18  Consultation Question 11:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

(3) I would extend this period. A birth can be difficult and may take longer to recover from.

19  Consultation Question 12:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

20  Consultation Question 13:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

21  Consultation Question 14:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

22  Consultation Question 15:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Surrogates do not like the fact that they are the legal parents as it implies responsibility for the child. The spouses I have spoken to feel the same.

No

Please share your views below:

Again, If the new pathway works one way why should the other pathways be any different to be so would be discriminatory.

23  Consultation Question 16:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes



Please provide your views below:

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

The surrogate should always have a right.

26  Consultation Question 19:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

(2) strongly disagree. Unless it was the surrogates wish.

27  Consultation Question 20:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

If the other proposals for reform go a head I can't see why you would choose a three parent model.

I would not choose a three parent model over an early Parental Order.

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

N/A

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

No

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

No

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

Yes

33  Consultation Question 26:

Yes



Please provide your views below:

34  Consultation Question 27:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

if it is only the short 1 week period.

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

No

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I'm not sure what you mean by 'traditional'. My son was born through surrogacy with the current law, if that means we used a traditional surrogacy
agreement then yes it should fall within the scope.

If you mean 'traditional' in the surrogacy sense surrogate used her own eggs and pregnancy is achieved through home insemination's then yes it should
be allowed to follow the new pathway. However, it is harder to regulate as you would have to take the surrogate and the IF's word that both are the
biological parents. If IVF treatment abroad with unknown donor eggs cannot be included in the new pathway then maybe traditional surrogacy cannot
either.

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

N/A

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

I know there are a number of Facebook surrogacy groups. In terms or regulation unless something were to change it would rule these groups out of the
new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

Is there a way that an outside organisation could process these agreements or if a lawyer were instructed?

I would say the main aim of couples and surrogates working independently is true and reduce the expense for the IP. I think with the new route the be
included the IP's will have an additional cost to face regardless.

40  Consultation Question 33:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

However, the current model may put a strain or large waiting list for potential team matches.



Yes

Please provide your views below:

Although, there would have to meet certain criteria.

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Turn over of staff/appointees could be fairly large. There would have to be particular steps put in place to address this to avoid inconsistency.

41  Consultation Question 34:

managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence and skill;, ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law
and regulation, including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary policies and procedures;, training any staff, including that of the person
responsible; and, providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law.

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

n/a

Please provide your views below:

They would have to be aware of the administrative responsibilities. I think the candidate should be vetted. In terms of in Scotland, it sound similar to the
role of Name Person and therefore should be in a position of authority/responsibility.

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Surrogacy is a very expensive process for IP’s with adding anything that increases this sum.

Also, how can it possibly be acceptable that surrogates can only claim expenses while a business can make a profit.

43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

Facilitation - provide a source of information about the surrogacy process.

Matching - helping IP’s and surrogates meet their best match.

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I believe there have been many successful family’s created through surrogacy through independent surrogates it would be a shame to see this route
closed.

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

N/A

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to 
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new



pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

However, I would ask that IP’s be allowed to provide clinic details if IVF is carried out outside the UK

Please provide your views below:

N/A

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I think there should be an option for the surrogate to change her mind. But I think elements of the contract should be legally binding. Such as death of
any part involved. Surrogate, IP’s or Child.

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I think there should be guidelines in a recommended price that IP’s should expect to pay. As I can see cases where this would vary greatly.

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Strongly agree. For me it felt as if the fact that you couldn’t that I was doing something that needed to be kept hush hush. That there was something I
really needed that I wasn’t allowed to tell people about and worse still there were woman who were willing to help who were not allowed to tell me.
Frustrating and heart breaking

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

There could be a separate legal record without it having to be visible on the certificate.

I am adopted. I love my parents dearly, I am aware of the adoption but don’t feel that it’s fair that I am reminded of this fact each time that I have to
produce my birth certificate. Sorry I don’t have a birth certificate I have an adoption certificate. Why do my employers have a right to know I’m adopted?

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:



Cannot comment.

It works well in Scotland. Although, I wish that my child would have the option of a “normal” birth certificate giving him the option of disclosure should he
wish to tell others rather than being forced to on production of his birth certificate.

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Although, I think there should be a place for unknown donor details. Without one my child would not be here today.

This was not my first choice. Option 1 was my own eggs unsuccessful, option 2 known donor unsuccessful. Option 3 unknown donor and I have a child.

Other

Please provide your views below:

UK IVF still has issues to be addressed the option of medical treatment abroad should continue to be a viable option.

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

I can’t see any problem in this.

57  Consultation Question 49:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Yes to all 3

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

Yes, if both parties request the information

59  Consultation Question 51:

Other

Please provide your views below:

Again if both parties are willing to receive/share the information

Please provide your views below:

If they both wish to do so then they should be allowed to

60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

I don’t think genetics play a part. I think the surrogate would have to be happy for her children to have access to the information.



Please provide your views below:

I don’t think genetics play a part. I think the surrogate would have to be happy for her children to have access to the information.

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

Yes, along with information about the IP’s genetic link or not

Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order

62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a
parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree?

Please provide your views below:

I think it should be kept for Parental Order not following the new pathway.

63  Consultation Question 55:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway

64  Consultation Question 56:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

N/A

65  Consultation Question 57:

Please provide your views below:

It’s difficult to see the relevancy now that single people can apply for a Parental Order.

66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide views below:

67  Consultation Question 59:

Yes

Please provide views below:

Please provide views below:

Yes

Yes

Please provide views below:

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the 
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith



began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner
provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide views below:

I also think that a double donation should be available to single applicants.

If I was not with a partner I would have needed both donations to become a mother. I cannot carry a pregnancy or use my eggs. I don’t produce sperm.
To not allow double donations to single IPs is discriminatory.

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:

Yes.

I am very glad that surrogacy was an option for me. The thought that couples could choose this route out of anything other than necessity is both
heartbreaking and infuriating.

I would have done anything to carry a pregnancy of my own.

Please provide your views below:

Provided by you GP as is current practice.

71  Consultation Question 63:

No

Please provide your views below:

Until, amendments are made to UK IVF I feel this unfair to the point of discriminatory.

We tried own eggs and known egg donor both unsuccessful. Our final option was an unknown donor. For which we went to an IVF clinic abroad.

Had I been able to carry my own pregnancy there would have been no question about my maternal rights to the child I delivered.

Shortage of UK egg donors meaning that women share eggs from the one donor, meaning that another woman could have been pregnant at the same
time as my surrogate, in my area with my child’s half sibling. They could be delivered in the same maternity and share a birthday, they could be in the
same class at school.

Also, in the UK women trying to start a family donate to reduce treatment fees resulting in lower quality eggs with lower success rates.

IPs shouldn’t feel pressured to take these routes to gain entry on the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

Provide the information that is available for the register.

If both IPs have a medical need or in single cases I don’t think I genetic link is required.

If it does not cause harm then medical or DNA evidence could be provided.

Yes

Please provide your views below:

72  Consultation Question 64:

Yes

Please provide your views below:



Please provide your views below:

N/a

Yes

Please provide your views below:

73  Consultation Question 65:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway

74  Consultation Question 66:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

N/a

75  Consultation Question 67:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the
intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is
signed. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

But in Scotland the advice should also include clarification about the process for IPs to apply for the Parental Order without the need of legal
representation.

77  Consultation Question 69:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Yes

78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given
birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

No.

Having previously given birth does not ensure a safe additional pregnancy nor does it ensure that the surrogate knows what it’ll be like after delivery.

Likewise, some surrogates do not want their own family or would prefer to do it prior to having their own children. These women should not be excluded.

79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman
can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree?

Yes



Please provide your views below:

Although, medical advice should be followed.

And there me be a limit on the number of times a surrogate can use her own eggs the way there is with women donating eggs.

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for production of receipts; or

Please provide your views below:

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

The Surrogate should not be out of pocket at any point for a cost relating to her pregnancy.

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

IPs should pay all costs

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

If the surrogates earnings are lost due to their pregnancy the IPs should cover it.

Our Surrogate was told to stay off work until wk12 due to bleeds. We changed our expenses at that time to reflect this.

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

I don’t think it should have an impact. The Surrogate is not being paid for employment!

Her pregnancy expenses are being paid.

The NHS pay hospital travel expenses for patients that does not effect their benefit entitlement.

87  Consultation Question 79:

Please provide your views below:

I’d say no.

It is practice with SUK that IP’s pay for a surrogates life insurance when matched and for 2 years post birth. As IPs we chose to include critical illness cover
for our surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

No

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

This is standard practice through SUK. I agree with the practice.

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

Yes. They should be reasonable in nature but it’s hard to specify.

We knew we wanted to get our Surrogate a gift when our son was born (we got a bracelet).

Part way through the pregnancy our Surrogate was feeling emotional and stressed. We sent her flowers to say we were thinking of her.

Our surrogate became our friend/family. Gifts of this nature should be permitted.

90  Consultation Question 82:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

No.
This is not a job.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

No

essential costs relating to the pregnancy;

Please provide any views below:

Costs relating to a pregnancy can also include loss of earnings in some circumstances so should be included.

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

Expenses should be paid in monthly instalments. If there’s no longer a pregnancy there are no further expenses.

Obviously, that’s once any direct/indirect costs associated with miscarriage or termination are covered.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

There is no fee payable only pregnancy expenses. If there is no pregnancy there is nothing to pay.

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:



95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

96  Consultation Question 88:

Other

Please provide your views below:

Yes, but only if there has been a pregnancy.

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Personally, I don’t think IP’s should put many if any restrictions on surrogates life style. But if a surrogate agrees to restrictions these should be adhere to.

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements

97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their
experiences of international surrogacy arrangements.

Please provide your views below:

N/A

98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us
their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter.

Please provide your views below:

N/A

99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through
an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

N/A

100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for
obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the
child.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

N/A

101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a
child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after
the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

N/A

102  Consultation Question 94:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

N/A

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



N/A

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

N/A

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

N/A

Please provide your views below:

N/A

103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU
Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will
need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

N/A

104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform
Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

N/A

105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended
parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Information is key to all stages of the process

106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new
pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

This is a fairly complicated process more time should be allowed.

107  Consultation Question 99:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

N/A

108  Consultation Question 100:

Please provide your views below:

N/A

Please provide your views below:

N/A



Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:

It is my understanding that surrogates and spouses are seen as parents so entitled to maternity/paternity leave.

As IP’s we were also granted level. I took 6months and my husband took the remaining 6 month entitlement.

(I think the surrogates right to maternity leave should be protected if the IP’s are on the new pathway and recognised as parents at birth).

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

It is my understanding that maternity/paternity leave has two purposes.
1. Recovering from pregnancy.
2. Bonding with the child.

The Surrogate has just given birth and will require recovery time.

111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

It would be helpful if these items were included at the moment IPs are at the mercy of understanding employers.

We did not face any issues but only because our employers showed us goodwill.

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

With a very small amendment to include the rights of Intended parents I’m sure it would be.

113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

Not that I can think of

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

That the surrogacy agreement details are taken into account.

For example, if the surrogate dies during child birth but has stated that she only wants her estate to be split with her husband and non-Surrogate children
then this should be followed through.

Likewise if IPs have stated guardians for the child (pre-birth) and the Surrogate is happy to continue with the journey. At birth IPs should be recognised as
parents and child placed with pre-appointed guardian.

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

I think the new guidelines issued in England and Wales are very well thought out and considered.

I am disheartened Scotland have yet to offer a similar up dated version. I understand that most of the information is transferable cross border but not all
is applicable.



Please provide your views below:

Scotland need up dated guidelines.

Please provide your views below:

I guess it’s more about realising there are two sides. The face to face contact with those involved -IP’s and Surrogates and then what has to entered
officially on the notes. (IP’s understand with the current law that there is a difference).

Hopefully the new reform will deal with a number of issues.

116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 18: Impact

117  Consultation Question 109:

Please insert the year of birth here:
1983

domestic; or

If international, in which country did the arrangement take place?:

Yes

(a)          opposite-sex couple;

118  Consultation Question 110:

domestic; or

Yes

No

Please provide the cost of any legal advice or representation below:

I need to make my point strongly here. Based in Scotland.

As IP’s we were happy to submit our application for our PO order ourselves as is the case with our counterparts in England and Wales. We weren’t sure
that we had all the correct details of how to go through this process so we looked for legal advice.

I explained to a number of law firms that we were looking for legal advice not legal representation - they would not give us an appointment.

When I finally was able to get an appointment I had explained it was advice we needed but this was not understood. They were annoyed when they
discovered we were not looking for representation “so what your saying is you want to do our job”. It cost us £125 which was half price for this
conversation.

119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law
where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

I didn’t think finally seeing my name as mother on my son’s birth certificate would have meant so much to me as I already knew I was his mum. But I cried
when I opened his official birth certificate.

My husband was able to go on the birth certificate from birth (our Surrogate was single) this removed the limbo period for us because at least one of us
was a legal parent with rights.

We were fortunate our son was born healthy so we were not having to negotiate the health service without legal responsibilities.

120  Consultation Question 112:

Please provide your views below:

Medical screen - both IP’s, Surrogate, and 2 egg donors approx £250 per person. 



Counselling - IP’s x2 sessions, Surrogate x 2 sessions, Egg donor, IP’s and Surrogate £125 per session.

Please provide your views below:

121  Consultation Question 113:

Please provide your views below:

I like the idea of it but if that would prevent someone becoming a parent because of medical grounds that I don’t think it should be a requirement.

Please provide your views below:

Medical necessity should always be a requirement.

From a female perspective. If there was any way on this earth that I could have carried a pregnancy myself I would have done that. The thought that
someone could just opt for this route for convenience is heart breaking to me.

122  Consultation Question 114:

Please provide your views below:

Lawyer.

Specialist in the field.

123  Consultation Question 115:

Please provide your views below:

Increased accessibility - the ability to advertise the fact your looking for or wanting to be a surrogate, should make it easier for all involved to meet each
other. Would allow more women to consider becoming a surrogate.

More women might consider becoming surrogates if the knew that IP’s would legally be recognised as parents from birth.

Restrict accessibility - If legal advice is a pre-requisite but not available unless you are appointing a lawyer for your case.

Please provide your views below:

124  Consultation Question 116:

domestic; or

Please provide your views below:

In excess of £32000.
Our surrogates expenses were fairly low at £7000.
We had three IVF attempts.
Surrogacy UK costs - joining fee, attending socials, attending conference.
Getting To Know expenses with surrogate and egg donor.
Traveling up and down to visit Surrogate during pregnancy.
Scan costs.
Legal fees.

Please provide your views below:

We won the post code lottery otherwise would would have had to crowd fund or extend our mortgage.

Please provide your views below:

I was unable to carry a pregnancy so surrogacy was our only option.

Please provide your views below:

125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland.

Please provide your views below:

126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or
the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper.

Please provide your views below:



I have 2 areas that cause me concern one directly linked to the law reform and the other indirectly.

1. Why have IVF abroad with the use of an egg donor would rule us out of the new pathway. If we were a couple who went abroad for IVF our parentage
would not be question when our child was born in the UK. I don’t think it is acceptable to rule IP’s out of the new pathway just because the IVF was
completed abroad.

2. (I’m not sure if this is a Scotland only issue) Birth certificates. My son does not have a birth certificate. He has an extract of an entry. Volume PO1. Now
have been and will continue to be honest with our child about the fact he was born through surrogacy. But I feel strongly he should have the right not to
tell his employers that this was the case or whom else he will have to supply his birth certificate to.

I myself am adopted so I don’t have a birth certificate either I have an adoption certificate. So anytime my birth certificate is provided I tell everyone I’m
adopted. In this day and age I don’t think this is fair or equal.

I agree that parents should not be allowed to keep this information from their child. A way around this if a ‘normal’ birth certificate was issued would be
to inform the parents that at the age of 18 the child would be notified telling them of the options open to them should they wish to find out additional
information about their surrogacy/adoption. As I say point 2 is not entirely surrogacy related if there is a better forum in which to raise my concerns
please let me know and I will do so in due course.
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Surrogacy Consultation Questions 

Email the completed document to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk before the deadline 
of 11 October 2019. 

ABOUT YOU 

1. What is your name? 

Name (Required) 

 
 
2. If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a 
university), what is the name of your organisation? 

N/A 
 
3. Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your 
organisation? 

(Required – Choose one response) 

• This is a personal response 

If other, please provide details: 

 
 
4. If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best 
describes you? 

(Choose one response) 

• Other individual 

5. What is your email address? 

Email address:  

 
 
If you enter your email address then you will automatically receive an acknowledgement email 
when you submit your response. 

6. What is your telephone number? 

Telephone number:  
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7. If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be 
treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. 
As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot 
give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances. 

 
 
 

 

 

Consultation Question 1. 

1.1 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales:  

(1) all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 
allocated to a judge of the High Court; and 

YES 
 
International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of 
children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost 
seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. 
For this reason, these cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.  

 
(2) if international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to a judge of 

the High Court, circuit judges should be ticketed to hear such cases. 

Paragraph 6.42 

 

Consultation Question 2. 

1.2 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and Wales  

(1) domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-birth parental order 
should continue to be heard by lay justices, or whether they should be allocated to another 
level of the judiciary; and 

(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another level of the 
judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be appropriate. 

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so 
the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason, these 
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cases should NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit 
judges or higher. 

Paragraph 6.51 

 

Consultation Question 3. 

1.3 We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the 
current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation 
Questions 1 and 2. 

 
Paragraph 6.53 

 

Consultation Question 4. 

1.4 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court should be placed under a 
duty to consider whether to make an order awarding the intended parents parental 
responsibility at the first directions hearing in the proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our provisional proposal in 
Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether in the new pathway or not) automatically 
acquire parental responsibility if the child is living with or being cared for by them is not 
supported by consultees). 

NO 
 
The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. 
Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should 
be open. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 6.58 
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Consultation Question 5. 

1.5 We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the FPR 2010 
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the 
proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 6.72 

 

Consultation Question 6. 

1.6 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they are of the view that, in Scotland:  

(1) there is a need for greater consistency and clarity in provisions relating to the 
expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers and, if so, how this should be 
addressed;   

(2) it should be provided by statute that, at the initial hearing or any subsequent hearing 
for a parental order, the court may make any such interim order or orders for 
parental responsibilities and parental rights as it sees fit; and/or 

(3) further procedural reform is needed and, if so, what that reform should be. 

 
Paragraph 6.110 

 

Consultation Question 7. 

1.7 In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, before the 
child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have: 

(1) entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will include a 
statement as to legal parenthood on birth, 

(2) complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 

(3) met eligibility requirements, 

on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child, 
subject to the surrogate’s right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key 
recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in 
respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up 
the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard 
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to 
surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and a domestic context. 
 
This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and 
all of the implications need to be fully understood. There is no evidence in the consultation paper 
that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all. 
 
I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at 
birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ 
mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify 
measures that contravene the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the 
provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers. 
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or 
condone a system that would require women to deliberately conceive and subsequently give 
birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The 
rights of the child must be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers 
say they want or not. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.13 

 

Consultation Question 8. 

1.8 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed clinics 
should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under the new 
pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a specified 
minimum period. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. 
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1.9 We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be: whether 100 
years or another period. 

Paragraph 8.14 

 

Consultation Question 9. 

1.10 We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes 
should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy 
organisation is involved. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they 
would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence. 

Paragraph 8.21 

 

Consultation Question 10. 

1.11 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a 
traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from 
entering into the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’  
Paragraph 8.22 

 

Consultation Question 11. 

1.12 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal parenthood 
by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the child;  

(2) this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in writing 
within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the intended parents 
and the body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; and 

(3) the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration less one 
week. 

Do consultees agree? 
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NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire 
legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only a limited time to object. This 
contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations, * including that the birth mother is 
the legal parent at birth and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental 
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority 
AFTER the birth, with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration. 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.35 

 

Consultation Question 12. 

1.13 We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents 
acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy arrangement 
should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the result that: 

(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child;  

(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal parent of the 
child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these circumstances; and 

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental order to 
obtain legal parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
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parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.36 

 

Consultation Question 13. 

1.14 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on registering the 
birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that the surrogate has lacked 
capacity at any time during the period in which she had the right to object to the 
intended parents acquiring legal parenthood; 

(2) if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the period in 
which she has the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal parenthood, 
the surrogate should be able to provide a positive consent to such acquisition; and 

(3) if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the surrogate is 
unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant period, the surrogacy 
arrangement should exit the new pathway and the intended parents should be able 
to make an application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
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and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.37 

 

Consultation Question 14. 

1.15 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be born as a 
result of the surrogacy arrangement: 

(1) should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of Practice; 

(2) either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as appropriate, 
should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed; and 

(3) there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after his or 
her birth. 

Do consultees agree? 
 
NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in 
surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the 
birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is 
an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest. 
Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth. 
 
The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before 
the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.  
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The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because 
parents of children born through the normal process are not subject to such checks does not 
hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential 
experiences that change you and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and 
rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For obvious 
reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.  
 
In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, 
physiological and emotional resources, which means she has already made a huge and 
unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and 
emotional commitment to the child is already well-developed, giving her the best chance of 
surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood 
and adolescence.  
 
The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources 
does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of caring for a new-born child and the 
long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.51 

 

Consultation Question 15. 

1.16 We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement 
under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right to object to the 
intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the surrogate’s spouse or civil 
partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’  
 
There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for 
financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she does not have legal parenthood or 
parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject 
this proposal. 
 
However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore 
have an implication for all children, all families because it would set a precedent. It should not be 
introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and 
children. There is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such 
assessment. 
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1.17 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement outside 

the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue to be a legal 
parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement. 

YES 
 
The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and 
partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain. 

Paragraph 8.57 

 

Consultation Question 16. 

1.18 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 
arrangement is stillborn: 

(1) the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the surrogate 
exercises her right to object; and 

(2) the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 
the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. The 
birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if 
the child is stillborn. 
 
1.19 We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents 
being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration 
of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that 
the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the 
stillbirth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should 
not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this. 
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Paragraph 8.77 

 

Consultation Question 17. 

1.20 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, 
where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able 
to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the 
period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have 
made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order 
are satisfied, on registration of the birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and if the child 
dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth 
mother was the legal parent. 

Paragraph 8.79 

 

Consultation Question 18. 

1.21 For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which 
she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new 
pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a 
parental order. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 8.80 
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Consultation Question 19. 

1.22 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, where 
both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended parents should 
be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the surrogate not exercising her 
right to object within the defined period. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased 
‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should 
always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately 
reflect this. 
 
1.23 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new 

pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy or before a 
parental order is made: 

(1) it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who claims an 
interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, or who would be 
permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of the Children Act 1989: 

(a) for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and 

(b) for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject to the 
surrogate’s consent; or 

(2) the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not be 
possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s parents, but that 
there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide details of the intended 
parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry onto the register of surrogacy 
arrangements. 

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already 
deceased – so option (2) is preferable. 

Paragraph 8.81 

 

Consultation Question 20. 

1.24 We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order by a sole 
applicant under section 54A: 
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(1) the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always intended that 
there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in respect of the child 
concerned or to supply the name and contact details of the other intended parent;  

(2) if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be made for 
notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the application and an 
opportunity given to that party to provide notice of opposition within a brief period 
(of, say, 14 to 21 days); and 

(3) if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to oppose, he or 
she should be required to make his or her own application within a brief period (say 
14 days), otherwise the application of the first intended parent will be determined by 
the court. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 8.86 

 

Consultation Question 21. 

1.25 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and 

(2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth 
mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount 
consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.91 

 

Consultation Question 22. 

1.26 We invite consultees’ views:  

(1) as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new pathway that we 
have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the intended 
parents at birth; and 

(2) if so, as to whether should this oversight be: 
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(a) administrative, or 

(b) judicial. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the 
legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood 
and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as 
recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.93 

 

Consultation Question 23. 

1.27 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989, 
should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional specific 
factors in the situation where it is considering the arrangements for a child in the 
context of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement; and 

(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be. 

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about 
a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the 
issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not 
believe any other factors should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.120 

 

Consultation Question 24. 

1.28 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as applied 
and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 
Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to 
additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering whether to make a 
parental order; and 

(2) what those additional factors should be. 
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The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental 
order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered 
and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the 
child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors 
should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.121 

 

Consultation Question 25. 

1.29 We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be 
amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 
8 order without leave. 

NO 
 
There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother 
and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy arrangements. The court should therefore 
always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no 
liberalisation of the law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do 
not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can apply for a 
section 8 order without leave. 

Paragraph 8.123 

 

Consultation Question 26. 

1.30 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire parental 
responsibility automatically where: 

(1) the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and  

(2) they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and 
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as 
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recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no legal 
responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must 
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.132 

 

Consultation Question 27. 

1.31 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of the child; 
and 

(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should continue to 
have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living with, or being cared 
for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility automatically. The birth mother 
should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental 
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority 
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is 
the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the 
sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of 
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the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no responsibility 
for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised 
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.134 

 

Consultation Question 28. 

1.32 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the 
surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the 
arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to 
object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the 
‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood and parental responsibility. 
 
All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the 
child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special 
Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.139 

 

Consultation Question 29. 

1.33 For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of parental 
responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the intended parents, 
during the period in which parental responsibility is shared; and 
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(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility by the 
party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have 
legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and all subsequent decisions 
involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.140 

 

Consultation Question 30. 

1.34 We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the 
scope of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 9.29 

 

Consultation Question 31. 

1.35 We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used 
independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we 
would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that 
took place. 

N/A 
Paragraph 9.35 
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Consultation Question 32. 

1.36 We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements should be 
brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 
 
1.37 We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 

Paragraph 9.36 

 

Consultation Question 33. 

1.38 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations;  

NO 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to take a 
particular form; and 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual responsible 
for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
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I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.61 

 

Consultation Question 34. 

1.39 We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for: 

(1) representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator; 

(2) managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence 
and skill; 

(3) ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, 
including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary policies and 
procedures; 

(4) training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and 

(5) providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law. 

Do consultees agree? 

LEAVE ALL CHECK BOXES BLANK (i.e. none of the above) 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.40 We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible individual 

should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.41 We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualifications a person 

responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.62 
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Consultation Question 35. 

1.42 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit 
making bodies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they 
will inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) 
and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or coerce more women to act 
as ‘surrogates.’ 
 
Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and 
prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW, which prohibits third-parties profiting or 
otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women. 

Paragraph 9.84 

 

Consultation Question 36. 

1.43 We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and 
facilitation services. 

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because 
that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human 
rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.94 

 

Consultation Question 37. 

1.44 We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to 
offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
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facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
  
1.45 We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should 

be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements 
outside the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.95 

 

Consultation Question 38. 

1.46 We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against 
organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, 
and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they 
are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I 
consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services 
should be a criminal offence. 

Paragraph 9.97 

 

Consultation Question 39. 

1.47 We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 
Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and 
oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal 
parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy.  
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1.48 If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of Practice should 
apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which additional or new areas of 
regulation should be applied. 

Paragraph 9.117 

 

Consultation Question 40. 

1.49 We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable 
(subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation 
to financial terms).  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 9.129 

 

Consultation Question 41. 

1.50 We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for 
negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, 
because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both women and the child. The idea of 
organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of 
Article 6 of CEDAW, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits 
the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any form of benefit from 
women’s prostitution. 

Paragraph 9.135 

 

Consultation Question 42. 

1.51 We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy 
should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything 
that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. 
Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and enabling 
advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent. 
 
At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that 
being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an impoverished woman’s financial problems. If 
this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female 
students and young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to 
their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would be the most vulnerable to 
this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest. 
 
Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, 
we need to protect disadvantaged women from the temptation of renting their wombs. This 
means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned. 

Paragraph 9.145 

 

Consultation Question 43. 

1.52 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental 
order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the 
Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth 
certificate at the age of 18. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.80 

 

Consultation Question 44. 

1.53 We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that 
result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full 
form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy 
arrangement. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original birth certificate. The birth mother should 
be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
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recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of 
the certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 10.85 

 

Consultation Question 45. 

1.54 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and 
Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed 
to changes to allow for the registration of three parents or for anyone other than the birth mother 
to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate. Such proposals could lead to the 
facilitation of the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the 
understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is unique. 

Paragraph 10.87 

 

Consultation Question 46. 

1.55 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has 
been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained 
in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.89 

 

Consultation Question 47. 

1.56 We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements should be 
created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and the gamete 
donors. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.57 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority; 

(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, whether in or 
outside the new pathway, provided that the information about who has contributed 
gametes for the conception of the child has been medically verified, and that the 
information should include: 

(a) identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy arrangement, and 

(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed gametes to the 
conception of the child; and 

(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a parental 
order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage where available 
and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the use of an anonymous 
gamete donor if that applies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the children have 
access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that 
the information held on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because 
otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his 
genetic parentage. 

Paragraph 10.102 

 

Consultation Question 48. 

1.58 We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate 
and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy 
arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it 
trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his genetic 
parentage. 

Paragraph 10.104 
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Consultation Question 49. 

1.59 We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be able to 
access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for identifying 
information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information is included on the 
register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable opportunity to receive 
counselling about the implications of compliance with this request. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.60 We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16 (depending on 

whether the information is identifying or non-identifying respectively) should be able to 
access the information in the register and, if so, in which circumstances: 

(1) where his or her legal parents have consented; 

(2) if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or she is 
sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or 

(3) in any other circumstances. 

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable. 
Paragraph 10.110 

 

Consultation Question 50. 

1.61 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of 
a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person 
whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil 
partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 

YES, this should be possible. 
Paragraph 10.114 

 

Consultation Question 51. 

1.62 We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically related 
through, the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to identify each 
other, if they both wish to do so. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.63 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow people born 

to the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to access the register to 
identify each other, if they both wish to do so. 

YES, I agree. 
Paragraph 10.121 

 

Consultation Question 52. 

1.64 We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a person 
carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the register to identify 
each other, if they both wish to do so: 

(1) if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or 

(2) if they are not genetically related through the surrogate. 

YES to both (1) and (2) 
Paragraph 10.123 

 

Consultation Question 53. 

1.65 For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental 
order should be recorded in the register. 

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded 
in the register. 

Paragraph 10.128 
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Consultation Question 54. 

1.66 We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the 
HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 11.20 

 

Consultation Question 55. 

1.67 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any other legal 
parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found or is incapable of 
giving agreement, should continue to be available; 

NO  
 
I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 
 

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the surrogate, and 
any other legal parent of the child, in the following circumstances: 

(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of the 
surrogate and any other legal parent, or 

(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with the 
intended parents; and 

(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the paramount 
consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life guided by the factors 
set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in Scotland, in line 
with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 

Paragraph 11.58 

 

Consultation Question 56. 

1.68 We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway, the 
intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or habitually resident in 
the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man. 

Do consultees agree?  

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be 
domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism. 
 
1.69 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional conditions 

imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying period of habitual 
residence required to satisfy the test. 

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual 
residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk of surrogacy tourism. 

Paragraph 12.15 

 

Consultation Question 57. 

1.70 We invite consultees’ views on whether: 

(1) the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008 should be 
reformed and, if so, how; or 

(2) the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are within the 
prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from applying. 

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed. 
Paragraph 12.29 
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Consultation Question 58. 

1.71 We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be 
required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s 
home to be with them. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.  

Paragraph 12.34 

 

Consultation Question 59. 

1.72 We provisionally propose that the new pathway –  

(1) should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the intended 
parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that double donation of 
gametes is permitted, but 

(2) that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity, 
meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to provide a gamete due to 
infertility. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should 
be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
 
1.73 We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted under the 

parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in the new pathway) in 
domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are 
likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do not believe that double donation should 
be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.  
 
1.74 We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of the 

intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the parental order 
pathway should be retained in international surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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Paragraph 12.64 

 

Consultation Question 60. 

1.75 We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic 
cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical 
necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the 
surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic 
link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.71 

 

Consultation Question 61. 

1.76 We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical 
necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single 
parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes 
but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.76 
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Consultation Question 62. 

1.77 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a surrogacy 
arrangement has been used because of medical necessity: 

(1) for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or 

(2) for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made. 

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights 
and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’  
 
1.78 We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if it is 

introduced, should be defined and assessed. 

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
Paragraph 12.94 

 

Consultation Question 63. 

1.79 We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to parenthood, information 
identifying the child’s genetic parents and the surrogate must be provided for entry on the 
national register of surrogacy agreements prior to registration of the child’s birth. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
 
I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in 
any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all genetic parents and the birth 
mother. 
 
1.80 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for an application for a 

parental order that: 

(1) those who contributed gametes are entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements; and/or 

(2) if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents provided gametes in the 
conception of the child, that the genetic link is demonstrated to the court with 
medical or DNA evidence. 

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order 
in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2). 
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1.81 We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the application of a parental 
order that the identity of the surrogate is entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision. 

Paragraph 12.115 

 

Consultation Question 64. 

1.82 We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit for the grant of a 
parental order. The age of the intended parents should continue to be taken into account 
in the assessment of the welfare of the child in applications to grant a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both 
women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is 
to be opened up, a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear 
that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy arrangement and will make it 
less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a 
fait accompli. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age but not beyond. It is 
therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
 
1.83 We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway there should be a 

maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, what it should be. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ and it should be 45. 
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
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I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s 
human rights. However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore 
consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important. This will make it clear that 
society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement 
and will make it less likely that they will. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age. It is therefore imperative 
that age limits are set very carefully.  
 
1.84 We provisionally propose that intended parents should be required to be at least 18 years 

old at the time that they enter into a surrogacy agreement under the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it should be much older than 
18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement at that age. It is therefore imperative that 
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it 
would be reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before 
they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood? 

Paragraph 12.133 

 

Consultation Question 65. 

1.85 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years of age 
(at the time of conception), in order for the court to have the power to make a parental 
order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a 
violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself 
as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There 
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should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I 
suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  
 
1.86 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years old at 

the time of entering into the surrogacy agreement within the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of 
childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that 
she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older 
minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be 
more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  

Paragraph 12.144 

 

Consultation Question 66. 

1.87 We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any partner of the 
surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes should be required for the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
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1.88 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out in the Code of 
Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy arrangements outside a licensed clinic, and if 
not, which types of testing should be required for such arrangements. 

 
Paragraph 13.16 

 

Consultation Question 67. 

1.89 We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the new 
pathway: 

(1) the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the intended parents 
intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway should be 
required to attend counselling with regard to the implications of entering into that 
arrangement; and 

(2) the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who meets the 
requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.44 

 

Consultation Question 68. 

1.90 We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that 
the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect 
of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.65 
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Consultation Question 69. 

1.91 We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway: 

(1) an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained for intended parents, 
surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or partners of surrogates;  

(2) the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not enable a surrogate 
arrangement to be proceed under the new pathway where a person screened is unsuitable 
for having being convicted of, or received a police caution for, any offence appearing on a 
prescribed list of offences; and  

(3) the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also determine that a 
person is unsuitable based on the information provided in the enhanced record certificate.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.92 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that applies in the case of 

adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.73 

 

Consultation Question 70. 

1.93 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the 
surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an 
arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone else. It is impossible to 
understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless 
you have had that experience yourself. 

Paragraph 13.95 
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Consultation Question 71. 

1.94 We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate 
pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. 
Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs should not be allowed to undertake more 
than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women 
would have under this proposal. 

Paragraph 13.99 

 

Consultation Question 72. 

1.95 We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended parents to the 
surrogate should be able to be: 

(1) based on an allowance;  

(2) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for 
production of receipts; or 

(3) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of 
receipts. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.16 
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Consultation Question 73. 

1.96 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential costs 
relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.22 
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Consultation Question 74. 

1.97 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate 
additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather than 
essential.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.26 

 

Consultation Question 75. 

1.98 We invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise from 
entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a surrogate pregnancy; 
and 

(2) the types of cost which should be included within this category. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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Paragraph 15.29 

 

Consultation Question 76. 

1.99 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or 
self-employed). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.37 

 

Consultation Question 77. 

1.100 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential earnings: 

(1) her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.35 
above); and/or 

(2) other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.38 

 

Consultation Question 78. 

1.101 We invite consultees to share their experiences:  

(1) of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended parents has 
had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits; and 

(2) where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s entitlement to 
means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been addressed in their 
surrogacy arrangement. 

N/A 
Paragraph 15.47 
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Consultation Question 79. 

1.102 We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate for the following: 

(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth; 

(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or 

(3)  specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an 
ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive 
haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a 
hysterectomy. 

It is absurd to propose that one could place a monetary value on the pain of adverse pregnancy 
outcomes. In putting a price tag on perineal tear for example, some mothers report little pain or 
symptoms, others have profound ongoing fear of vaginal penetration, which can result in very 
significant emotional and relationship difficulties. Infection may complicate healing, and some 
women report long term sequelae from this, such as impaired wound healing.  
 
Haematology conditions should also be considered. Blood loss, for example due to placental 
haemorrhage can be very significant, and potentially result in emergency hysterectomy and 
blood transfusion to save the life of the mother. It is a fact that although blood is thoroughly 
screened in the UK there still remains the potential for blood borne illnesses to be transmitted, 
and the fact that some of these may not have been identified yet by researchers is also a real 
risk to a mother receiving transfusion. Persons who have had a blood transfusion are currently 
unable to donate blood themselves in the UK, due to the risk of (vCJD) transmission. This is an 
indication of the gravity of receiving blood products.  
 
No medical intervention is EVER risk free. Receiving multiple blood products in the context of 
Massive Transfusion Protocol (eg platelets, Fresh Frozen Plasma, cryoprecipitate) only heighten 
those risks.  
 
Conditions such as HELLP (Haemolysis, Elevated Liver enzymes, Low Platelets) can be fatal, 
and although the maternal mortality rate is low, it can have significant sequelae, including renal 
failure potentially requiring dialysis, placental abruption (potentially fatal for mother and baby) 
permanent liver damage and retinal detachment resulting in visual impairment.  
 
Each of these conditions have long term consequences for a woman, psychologically, physically 
and emotionally, and may also affect her ability to return to work or care for other children.  
 
Also, the late complications of childbirth have been disregarded. Late consequences of childbirth 
can include vaginal or rectal prolapse, urinary and faecal incontinence. Women who have had a 
C section may experience ongoing pain around the scar. Some sources quote this as affecting 
between 6 and 18 percent of women. These symptoms can be profoundly distressing, and may 
take years to present (conversely, may present immediately). 
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How could we ensure that women suffering these complications are compensated? They are 
multifactorial, and risk increases with instrumented delivery and parity. How would it be proposed 
to unpick the role of a surrogate pregnancy in causing these symptoms in relation to other risk 
factors, for example parity, smoking history, personal medical history? 
 
Psychiatric conditions are also absent from this list. Complications including depression and 
anxiety may be worsened by pregnancy. Other mental health conditions such as post natal 
depression and post partum psychosis can be fatal, and impact on a woman’s health for many 
years to come. I’m quite shocked that none of these conditions have been explicitly mentioned 
and it does make me wonder how the list of complications was created. I’d also like to know what 
level of haemorrhage would be considered “excessive”. 
 
The wording of the question “should” be able to pay compensation is not the same as being 
mandated to do so. This potentially creates a situation where some “luckier” women would 
receive compensation others would not. 
 
All of the above illustrates the risks of surrogacy and confirms my support for a total ban on 
surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.103 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of which 

intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.104 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable should be: 

(1) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or  

(2) left to the parties to negotiate.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. 

Paragraph 15.53 

 

Consultation Question 80. 

1.105 We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the 
surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.  

Paragraph 15.56 

 

Consultation Question 81. 

1.106 We invite consultees’ views as to whether:  

(1) intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and 

(2) if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or reasonable in 
nature. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts. 

Paragraph 15.60 

 

Consultation Question 82. 

1.107 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended parents to 
agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service 
of undertaking a surrogacy. (check box) 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.108 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the fee should be: 

(1) any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or 

(2) a fixed fee set by the regulator. 

Leave both check boxes blank. 
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I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.109 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what, if any, other payments 
the law should permit, in addition to that fixed fee: 

(1) no other payments; 

(2) essential costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(3) additional costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(4) lost earnings; 

(5) compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and complications, 
and the death of the surrogate; and/or 

(6) gifts. 

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to 
the birth mother for her ‘services’. 

Paragraph 15.69 

 

Consultation Question 83. 

1.110 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for any payment the law 
permits the intended parents to pay the surrogate for her services to be reduced in the 
event of a miscarriage or termination of the pregnancy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 
 

1.111 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee payable to the surrogate 
to be able to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination, whether such 
provision should apply: 

(1) in the first trimester of pregnancy only; 

(2) to any miscarriage or termination; or 

(3) some other period of time (please specify).   

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 

Paragraph 15.72 

 

Consultation Question 84. 

1.112 We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to 
surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to 
parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement 
being used, the only payments that should ever be made are essential and basic expenses for 
which receipts are provided. 

Paragraph 15.74 

 

Consultation Question 85. 

1.113 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have 
not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.75 

 

Consultation Question 86. 

1.114 We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that 
intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.76 
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Consultation Question 87. 

1.115 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods of enforcing 
limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates that we should consider as part of 
our review: 

(1) for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and  

(2) for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of the baby. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts 
are provided. The judge or other competent authority should closely monitor all financial aspects 
of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the 
parental order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the 
arrangements, the competent authority should be totally independent and not, for example, an 
agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any 
way. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 15.89 

 

Consultation Question 88. 

1.116 We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into under 
the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.117 We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into 

under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so should not be dependent 
on the surrogate complying with any terms of the agreement relating to her lifestyle. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy 
agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is utterly abhorrent. 

Paragraph 15.99 

 

Consultation Question 89. 

1.118 We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to 
share with us their experiences f international surrogacy arrangements. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.10 

 

Consultation Question 90. 

1.119 We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international 
context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in 
this chapter. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.12 

 

Consultation Question 91. 

1.120 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register 
a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and 
obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long 
the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.52 
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Consultation Question 92. 

1.121 We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the 
application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international 
surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of 
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this 
proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.53 

 

Consultation Question 93. 

1.122 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In 
particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of 
the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.68 

 

Consultation Question 94. 

1.123 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy 
arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the 
birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s country of birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport before the child is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict 
the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling 
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and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

 

1.124 We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa outside of 
the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal parents of the child 
under nationality law should be brought within the Rules. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
1.125 We provisionally propose that:  

(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links with the 
surrogate; or  

(2) that this condition should be clarified to ensure that it does not prevent the child 
having contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.126 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of a visa 

outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order within six 
months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the availability of the 
visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to remove the time limit on 
applications for parental orders is accepted. 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 16.69 

 

Consultation Question 95. 

1.127 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an 
international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to 
be completed after the birth of the child. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form 
for the child before she or he is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to 
contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against 
the selling and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I 
therefore strongly disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.76 

 

Consultation Question 96. 

1.128 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international 
surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the 
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.77 

 

Consultation Question 97. 

1.129 We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, 
comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration 
consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a 
violation of the human rights of women and children and all the other ways in which it is 
possible for people to enjoy children in their lives. 

Paragraph 16.82 
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Consultation Question 98. 

1.130 We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be 
eligible for the new pathway to parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 16.93 

 

Consultation Question 99. 

1.131 We provisionally propose that:  

1.132 the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended parents of 
children born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are recognised as the 
legal parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth, should also be recognised as 
the child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being necessary for the intended parents to 
apply for a parental order, but 

1.133 before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be satisfied that 
the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides protection against the 
exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, that is at least equivalent to 
that provided in UK law. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children 
and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth 
mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her 
consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of 
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case 
by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration. This is an 
important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I 
believe it should apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.94 
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Consultation Question 100. 

1.134 We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy arrangements in the UK 
involving foreign intended parents. 

N/A 
 
1.135 We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 

(1) any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from the UK for the purpose 
of the child becoming the subject of a parental order, or its equivalent, in another 
jurisdiction; and 

(2) if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process allowing foreign 
intended parents to remove the child from the jurisdiction of the UK for this 
purpose and with the approval of the court and, if so, what form should that 
process take. 

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from 
trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same checks as would be used in 
an international adoption. 

Paragraph 16.120 

 

Consultation Question 101. 

1.136 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory 
paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, 
civil partner or partner requires reform. 

I do not believe this needs changing. 
Paragraph 17.18 

 

Consultation Question 102. 

1.137 We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in 
respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only 
one intended parent qualifies.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
Paragraph 17.32 
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Consultation Question 103. 

1.138 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended parents to 
take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the purpose of induced 
lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other reason; and  

(2) if reform is needed, suggestions on reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children.  

Paragraph 17.36 

 

Consultation Question 104. 

1.139 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable 
facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under 
Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is 
sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children. 

Paragraph 17.40 

 

Consultation Question 105. 

1.140 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to 
employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.43 

 

Consultation Question 106. 

1.141 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to 
surrogacy and succession law are required. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.56 
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Consultation Question 107. 

1.142 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy 
arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are reforms to law 
or practice that consultees would like to see in this area. 

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are 
not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to override the birth mother’s 
wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during 
pregnancy, labour and childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions 
and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time for any or no 
reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and 
this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to birth mothers and new-borns – 
especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid 
reason to be extremely cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of 
surrogacy births. 
 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. 
As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in surrogacy is likely to lead to 
additional pressure on the NHS.  
 
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-
term negative effects on the well-being of both of them. This is likely to be the same for birth 
mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional 
long-term pressures on the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and 
there are no questions about this. 
 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure 
that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s health, including premature death. 
Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs 
when this isn’t in their best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors 
are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of 
‘attractiveness’ for example. 
 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these 
issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the NHS picking up the tab for the 
extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. 
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There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and 
society. 
 
At a time when the NHS is under severe strain, and life changing therapies (for cancer, cystic 
fibrosis etc) are not funded due to financial constraints it is a slap in the face to provide money 
for prospective parents to indulge their parenting fantasies while denying patients access to 
drugs which are standard of care in other counties. 
 
1.143 We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like to see 

made to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social Care for 
England and Wales. 

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and 
that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at any time, for any or no reason. 
Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended 
parents’ have no legal right to override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or 
medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum 
period. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert 
than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to ensure that they can speak to her 
alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in 
consultations, and the labour ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes. 
 
1.144 We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better accommodate 

surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding issues. 

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the 
wellbeing of herself and the child. 

Paragraph 17.76 

 

Consultation Question 108. 

1.145 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to 
surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration 
to the significant risk that women will be coerced into agreeing to participate in surrogacy 
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arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even 
more likely if substantial payments are involved. 
 
It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners 
and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or much of their earnings. This is a major 
route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. 
There is no reason to expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it 
is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money. 
 
If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that 
prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement. This should be a criminal offence 
and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as 
a deterrent. That such a law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why 
paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women. 
 
It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any 
payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by receipts and overseen by a judge. 

Paragraph 17.80 

 

Consultation Question 109. 

1.146 We invite consultees who are intended parents, live in the UK, and have entered into a 
surrogacy arrangement that led to the birth of a child to tell us: 

(1) when the child was born; 

(2) whether the arrangement was domestic or international and, if international, in 
which country the arrangement took place; 

(3) whether the arrangement led to the making of a parental order in the UK; and 

(4) whether they are a: 

(a) opposite-sex couple; 

(b) male same-sex couple; 

(c) female same-sex couple; 

(d) single woman; or 

(e) single man. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.2 
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Consultation Question 110. 

1.147 We invite consultees who have experience of applying for a parental order in the UK to 
tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) whether they had legal advice before the making of the parental order; 

(3) whether they were represented by a lawyer in court; and 

(4) the cost of any legal advice or representation. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.4 

 

Consultation Question 111. 

1.148 We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of 
the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the 
child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 

Paragraph 18.6 

 

Consultation Question 112. 

1.149 We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide evidence about the 
cost of: 

(1) medical screening; and 

(2) implications counselling 

(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or implications 
counselling from any other costs involved with fertility treatment). 

N/A 
 
1.150 We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental order proceedings, to 

provide evidence of what they would charge: 

(1) to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed requirement for independent 
legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; and 
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(2) to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy agreement required for the 
new pathway. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.8 

 

Consultation Question 113. 

1.151 We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of: 

(1) the current requirement of a genetic link; and 

(2) any removal of this requirement in cases of medical necessity: 

(a) in the new pathway; 

(b) in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy arrangements; or 

(c) in both situations. 

 
Paragraph 18.11 

 

Consultation Question 114. 

1.152 We invite consultees who consider that they might be able to fulfil the role of the 
independent professional discussed in Chapter 9 to tell us: 

(1) their profession; and  

(2) what they would charge to provide such a service. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.13 

 

Consultation Question 115. 

1.153 We invite consultees who are intended parents to give us their views on the impact of our 
proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 
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(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
1.154 We invite consultees who are surrogates to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.15 

 

Consultation Question 116. 

1.155 We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) that led to the birth of 
their child(ren), including the cost of fertility treatment, payments to the surrogate 
and payments to any surrogacy agency or organisation; 

(3) how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s); 

(4) what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering into a surrogacy 
arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to the birth of a child); and 

(5) how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.18 

 

Consultation Question 117. 

1.156 We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 

 
Paragraph 18.20 
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Consultation Question 118. 

1.157 We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically 
addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this paper. 

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already 
decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation should enable it. This may be 
explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested 
interest in surrogacy – ‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience 
of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money from commercial 
surrogacy if it is given the green light. 
 
It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders 
in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as all women are affected by the 
institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial 
surrogacy in this country. 
 
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men 
to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique bond between birth mother and child – 
and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of 
birth are a major step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – 
potentially affecting the status of all women.  
 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other 
family members coercing a woman into engaging in commercial surrogacy for their (and not 
her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to 
have been completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 
 
UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty 
(PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this consultation. There doesn’t appear to 
be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality 
considerations and impact assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women 
and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of equality 
legislation. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have 
due regard to the need to: 
 

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct 
prohibited by the Act. 

• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 
and those who do not. 

• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 
who do not. 
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There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s 
position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the sexes. Any loosening of the laws 
around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have 
an impact on the relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young 
people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them but took 
advantage of their birth mothers. 
 
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not 
based on any recognised human rights instruments – such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ 
confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to 
be a ‘surrogate.’ These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by 
the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard against the sale of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers, including: 
 
 The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no 

contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or physical transfer of the child. 
 All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the 

child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides not to relinquish the child. 
 The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own 

post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual obligation.” 
 Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare 

checks after the birth of the child. 
 Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other 

competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with the best interests of the child 
being paramount. 

 
The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation 
guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed and do not ask the important 
high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc.  
 
For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start 
again from the position of women’s and children’s human rights. If it is found that there is no 
way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties 
such as CEDAW and the UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be 
liberalised.  
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 
 

Paragraph 18.22 
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Other individual

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?



Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

15  Consultation Question 8:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

18  Consultation Question 11:

No

Please provide your views below:

the surrogate should not have the right to object to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the intended parents. Once they have committed to the
process (before the birth), the surrogate should be obliged to fulfill the agreement and have no rights to the child

19  Consultation Question 12:

No

Please provide your views below:

The intended parents should retain the rights to the child as set out in the agreement before the birth.

20  Consultation Question 13:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

21  Consultation Question 14:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

22  Consultation Question 15:

Yes

Please provide your views below:



No

Please share your views below:

23  Consultation Question 16:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

I don't agree. The intended parents should have the parental rights

26  Consultation Question 19:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

27  Consultation Question 20:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

33  Consultation Question 26:

Not Answered



Please provide your views below:

34  Consultation Question 27:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

The intended parents should have parental responsibility.

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway

74  Consultation Question 66:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

75  Consultation Question 67:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the
intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is
signed. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

77  Consultation Question 69:

No

Please provide your views below:

Prior offenses should not be a barrier. There should be parity with natural parents

Please provide your views below:

78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given
birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I don't think having previously given birth should be a requirement. Counseling and legal agreements should be sufficient.

79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman
can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform



80  Consultation Question 72:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

Additional cost should not be payable

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or

Please provide your views below:

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

Gifts should not be allowed

90  Consultation Question 82:

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

a fixed fee set by the regulator.

Please provide your views below:

no other payments;

Please provide any views below:

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:



to any miscarriage or termination; or

Please provide your views below:

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

96  Consultation Question 88:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:
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Short Form Questionnaire: Law Commissions’ Surrogacy 
Consultation 
 

 

This form is an extract of the longer form for comments and responses to the Law Commission’s and the 
Scottish Law Commission’s consultation about reforming surrogacy law. If you would like to respond to the 
full version of our consultation questionnaire, please use the online form: https://consult.justice.gov.uk/law-
commission/surrogacy. Please see our websites for further details, and for links to download the full 
consultation paper: https://www.lawcom.gov.uk/project/surrogacy/ and https://www.scotlawcom.gov.uk/law-
reform/law-reform-projects/joint-projects/surrogacy/. 

We have selected 46 questions which may be of particular interest of those with lived experience of 
surrogacy arrangements: surrogates, intended parents, family members and adult children born of 
surrogacy arrangements. You do not need to answer all the questions if you do not want to, and you can 
write as much or as little as you would like in response to our questions.  

Please note that we may publish or disclose information you provide us in response to this 
consultation, including personal information. We ask consultees, when providing their responses, if 
they could avoid including personal identifying information in the text of their response, particularly 
where this may reveal the identities of other people involved in their surrogacy arrangement. 

For more information about how we consult and how we may use responses to the consultation, please see 
page i – ii of the Consultation Paper. 

HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR RESPONSE USING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

Type your response into the text fields below and then save your completed form. When you have completed 
your response, email the completed form as an attachment to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk.  

The closing date for submitting a response to our consultation is 11 October 2019. 
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END OF QUESTIONNAIRE – HOW TO SUBMIT 
 

Thank you for completing this form. To submit it as a formal response to the Law Commission, save your 
completed form and email it as an attachment to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk. Please note that the 
deadline for responding to our consultation is 11 October 2019.  
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Enter the name of your organisation:

n/a

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Other individual

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

There will always be people looking to take advantage of poor or vulnerable girls. International surrogacy arrangements create opportunities for the sale,
abuse and trafficking of children and the exploitation of their birth mothers. Because of this the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and
experienced judge, ie a judge of the High Court.

Please provide your views below:

YES

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

As said previously, surrogacy arrangements create opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of birth mothers. As such, the
arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these cases should NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a
senior judge, eg ticketed to circuit judges or higher.

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.



Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:

No

Please provide your views below:

The UN Special Rapporteur recommends (at https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx) that all decisions involving legal
parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and that the
child’s best interests are the paramount consideration.

Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should be open.

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

No

Please provide your views below:

I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key recommendations (at
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx) and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in respect of
Intercountry Adoption of 1993.

These require the birth mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up the child
must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers
should apply equally to surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and a domestic context.

This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and all of the implications need to be fully understood.

I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the
wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify measures that contravene
the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or condone a system that would require women to deliberately
conceive and subsequently give birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The rights of the child must
always be prioritised.

15  Consultation Question 8:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy organisations.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy organisations.

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Other



Please provide your views below:

Regulated surrogacy organisations would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence, and I think that's really
dangerous.

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’

18  Consultation Question 11:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has
only a limited time to object. This contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations, as previously referred to, including that the birth mother is
the legal parent at birth and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or
other competent authority AFTER the birth, with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration.

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6
weeks after childbirth are recognised as the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy human life. In a
normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering
from major abdominal surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered decision of such huge and
life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is
received before the expiry of the deadline.

19  Consultation Question 12:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth
unless the birth mother objects.

The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent
change of legal parenthood and parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and with the child’s best
interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.*

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6
weeks after childbirth are recognised as the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy human life. In a
normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering
from major abdominal surgery.

It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time –
not to mention following through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before the expiry of the deadline.

20  Consultation Question 13:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth
unless the birth mother objects.

The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent
change of legal parenthood and parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and with the child’s best
interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations as previously mentioned.

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6
weeks after childbirth are recognised as the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy human life. In a
normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering
from major abdominal surgery.

It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time –
not to mention following through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before the expiry of the deadline.



21  Consultation Question 14:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation that all decisions involving legal parenthood and
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best
interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best
interest. Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth.

The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.

The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because parents of children born through the normal process are
not subject to such checks does not hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential experiences that change you
and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For
obvious reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.

In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, physiological and emotional resources, which means she has
already made a huge and unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and emotional commitment to the child is
already well-developed, giving her the best chance of surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood and
adolescence.

The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of
caring for a new-born child and the long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood.

22  Consultation Question 15:

No

Please provide your views below:

Surely there is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or
she does not have legal parenthood or parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject this proposal.

However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore have an implication for all children, all families because it
would set a precedent. It should not be introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and children. There
is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such assessment.

Yes

Please share your views below:

The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain.

23  Consultation Question 16:

No

Please provide your views below:

The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if the child is stillborn.

No

Please provide your views below:

The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should
accurately reflect this.

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and if the child dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should
accurately reflect that the birth mother was the legal parent.



25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

26  Consultation Question 19:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the deceased ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent
of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately reflect this.

Please provide your views below:

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already deceased – so option (2) is preferable.

27  Consultation Question 20:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

I don't see that a three-parent model of legal parenthood would work, even if it is temporary. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and all
decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration.

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

The birth mother should be the legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests
of the child.

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist
provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s
recommendation (at https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx) that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I
therefore do not believe any other factors should be added.

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive
summary of the issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation that the child’s best
interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors should be added.

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

No. There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy
arrangements. The court should therefore always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no liberalisation of the
law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who
can apply for a section 8 order without leave.



33  Consultation Question 26:

No

Please provide your views below:

The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child in order to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and
the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by
some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of the UN Special
Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system that would require women to give birth with the
expectation that they would have no legal responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised.

34  Consultation Question 27:

No

Please provide your views below:

I do not agree that the ‘intended parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility automatically. The birth mother should be the legal parent
at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other
competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration.

I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by
some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of the UN Special
Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system that would require women to give birth with the
expectation that they would have no responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised.

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the ‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood
and parental responsibility.

All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration.

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

I completely disagree with the whole proposed surrogacy pathway. The birth mother should have legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and
after the birth and all subsequent decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other competent
authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration.

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the whole surrogacy pathway

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.



Please provide your views below:

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first
optional protocol.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first
optional protocol.

40  Consultation Question 33:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

41  Consultation Question 34:

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human
rights of both women and children, and would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they will inevitably
be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or
coerce more women to act as ‘surrogates.’

Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW,
which prohibits third-parties profiting or otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women.

43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy,
which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?



Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to
provide matching and facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a
violation of the human rights of both women and children.

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to
provide matching and facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a
violation of the human rights of both women and children.

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an
increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services should be a criminal offence.

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human
rights of both women and children, and would drive an increase in surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both
women and the child. The idea of organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of Article 6 of CEDAW,
given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any
form of benefit from women’s prostitution.

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women 
and children, and enabling advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent. 
 
At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an 
impoverished woman’s financial problems. If this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female students and 
young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would



be the most vulnerable to this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest. 
 
Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, we need to protect disadvantaged women from the
temptation of renting their wombs. This means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned.

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

The birth mother should be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility
should be taken after the birth by a court or other competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration.
However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of the certificate should make clear that the birth was the
result of a surrogacy arrangement.

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed to changes to allow for the registration of three parents
or for anyone other than the birth mother to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate. Such proposals could lead to the facilitation of
the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is
unique.

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the
children have access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that the information held on gamete donors
should also include identifying information – because otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his
genetic parentage.

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the
right to know her or his genetic parentage.



57  Consultation Question 49:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable.

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

Yes definitely, this should be possible.

59  Consultation Question 51:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

yes this should be possible

60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

yes

Please provide your views below:

yes

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order

62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a
parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree?

Please provide your views below:

The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child.

63  Consultation Question 55:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s
wombs. An adoption order can be considered as an option when a parental order is not possible.

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s
wombs. An adoption order can be considered as an option when a parental order is not possible.

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway



64  Consultation Question 56:

Other

Please provide your views below:

The ‘intended parents’ should be domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk
of surrogacy tourism.

65  Consultation Question 57:

Please provide your views below:

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed.

66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

67  Consultation Question 59:

No

Please provide views below:

I believe the genetic link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’

Please provide views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do
not believe that double donation should be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.

Yes

Please provide views below:

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith
began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a
‘medical necessity.’

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner
provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide views below:

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’



Please provide your views below:

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’

71  Consultation Question 63:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I support the requirement in any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all genetic parents and the birth mother.

Please provide your views below:

I support this condition for a parental order in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2).

Yes

Please provide your views below:

72  Consultation Question 64:

No

Please provide your views below:

Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good
health until the child reaches adulthood. Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is to be opened up,
a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy
arrangement and will make it less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a fait accompli.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement
up to that age but not beyond. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully.

Please provide your views below:

If surrogacy is to be allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ and it should be 45.

Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good
health until the child reaches adulthood. I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.
However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important.
This will make it clear that society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement and will make it less likely that
they will.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement
up to that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully.

Other

Please provide your views below:

If surrogacy is to be allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it should be much older than 18. I suggest that 25 would be more
appropriate.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement
at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it would be
reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before they have taken even their first steps into independence and
adulthood?

73  Consultation Question 65:

Other

Please provide your views below:

If you were to go ahead with surrogacy, I think it should be older. At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to
establish herself as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older minimum
age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate.

Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy arrangement is a reasonable thing
for them to be doing before they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood?



Other

Please provide your views below:

At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that she is particularly
vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that
25 years would be more appropriate.

Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy arrangement is a reasonable thing
for them to be doing before they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood?

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway

74  Consultation Question 66:

Other

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the whole surrogacy pathway.

75  Consultation Question 67:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the whole surrogacy pathway.

76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the
intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is
signed. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the whole surrogacy pathway.

77  Consultation Question 69:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the whole surrogacy pathway.

Please provide your views below:

78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given
birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone
else. It is impossible to understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless you have had that experience
yourself.

79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman
can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs 
should not be allowed to undertake more than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women would have under



this proposal.

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above the actual essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, and travel to medical
appointments – backed up by receipts.

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual essential costs of the pregnancy and birth –
such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts.

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

If surrogacy is accepted, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

If surrogacy is accepted, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual essential costs.

I am opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost earnings.

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against 
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor 
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests. 



If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost earnings.

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

Please provide your views below:

It is absurd to propose that one could place a monetary value on the pain of adverse pregnancy outcomes. In putting a price tag on perineal tear for
example, some mothers report little pain or symptoms, others have profound ongoing fear of vaginal penetration, which can result in very significant
emotional and relationship difficulties. Infection may complicate healing, and some women report long term sequelae from this, such as impaired wound
healing.

Haematology conditions should also be considered. Blood loss, for example due to placental haemorrhage can be very significant, and potentially result
in emergency hysterectomy and blood transfusion to save the life of the mother. It is a fact that although blood is thoroughly screened in the UK there
still remains the potential for blood borne illnesses to be transmitted, and the fact that some of these may not have been identified yet by researchers is
also a real risk to a mother receiving transfusion. Persons who have had a blood transfusion are currently unable to donate blood themselves in the UK,
due to the risk of (vCJD) transmission. This is an indication of the gravity of receiving blood products.

No medical intervention is EVER risk free. Receiving multiple blood products in the context of Massive Transfusion Protocol (eg platelets, Fresh Frozen
Plasma, cryoprecipitate) only heighten those risks.

Conditions such as HELLP (Haemolysis, Elevated Liver enzymes, Low Platelets) can be fatal, and although the maternal mortality rate is low, it can have
significant sequelae, including renal failure potentially requiring dialysis, placental abruption (potentially fatal for mother and baby) permanent liver
damage and retinal detachment resulting in visual impairment.

Each of these conditions have long term consequences for a woman, psychologically, physically and emotionally, and may also affect her ability to return
to work or care for other children.

Also, the late complications of childbirth have been disregarded. Late consequences of childbirth can include vaginal or rectal prolapse, urinary and faecal
incontinence. Women who have had a C section may experience ongoing pain around the scar. Some sources quote this as affecting between 6 and 18
percent of women. These symptoms can be profoundly distressing, and may take years to present (conversely, may present immediately).

How could we ensure that women suffering these complications are compensated? They are multifactorial, and risk increases with instrumented delivery
and parity. How would it be proposed to unpick the role of a surrogate pregnancy in causing these symptoms in relation to other risk factors, for example
parity, smoking history, personal medical history?

Psychiatric conditions are also absent from this list. Complications including depression and anxiety may be worsened by pregnancy. Other mental health
conditions such as post natal depression and post partum psychosis can be fatal, and impact on a woman’s health for many years to come. I’m quite
shocked that none of these conditions have been explicitly mentioned and it does make me wonder how the list of complications was created. I’d also like
to know what level of haemorrhage would be considered “excessive”.

The wording of the question “should” be able to pay compensation is not the same as being mandated to do so. This potentially creates a situation where
some “luckier” women would receive compensation others would not.

All of the above illustrates the risks of surrogacy and confirms my support for a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.



88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

No I oppose this. There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an
incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual essential costs

90  Consultation Question 82:

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy as it is a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy when it
is not in their best interests.

If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual essential costs.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her ‘services’.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I do not agree with allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her ‘services’.

Please provide any views below:

Only essential costs reimbursed, nothing else.

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

This question is not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their ‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy.

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement being used, the only payments that should ever be made
are essential and basic expenses for which receipts are provided.

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:



If surrogacy is accepted, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual essential costs

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual essential costs

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts are provided. The judge or other competent authority
should closely monitor all financial aspects of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations (referred to earlier)) and
refuse the parental order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the arrangements, the competent authority
should be totally independent and not, for example, an agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any
way.

96  Consultation Question 88:

Other

Please provide your views below:

don't agree with surrogacy pathway proposed

Other

Please provide your views below:

The idea that a ‘surrogacy agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is abhorrent.

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements

97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their
experiences of international surrogacy arrangements.

Please provide your views below:

98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us
their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter.

Please provide your views below:

99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through
an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for
obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the
child.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears
to contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of children and the protection
of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a
child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after
the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.



Please provide your views below:

102  Consultation Question 94:

No

Please provide your views below:

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a passport before the child is born in international surrogacy
arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

No

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child.

103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU
Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will
need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form for the child before she or he is born in international
surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations to protect against the selling and trafficking of children and
the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform
Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended
parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do
consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of women and children and all
the other ways in which it is possible for people to enjoy children in their lives.

106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new
pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

107  Consultation Question 99:

No

Please provide your views below:



I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special Rapporteur’s key recommendations and the Hague Convention
on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth mother to have legal parenthood
and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the
paramount consideration.

This is an important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I believe it should apply equally to international
surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

108  Consultation Question 100:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same
checks as would be used in an international adoption.

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:

I do not believe this needs changing.

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children.

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children.

113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children.

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children.

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal 
right to override the birth mother’s wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour and 
childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time 
for any or no reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 



All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or
more persons, including her spouse or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be present in so-called
altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to
birth mothers and new-borns – especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid reason to be extremely
cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of surrogacy births. 
 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in
surrogacy is likely to lead to additional pressure on the NHS. 
 
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-term negative effects on the well-being of both of them.
This is likely to be the same for birth mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional long-term pressures on
the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and there are no questions about this. 
 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s
health, including premature death. Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs when this isn’t in their
best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of
‘attractiveness’ for example. 
 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the
NHS picking up the tab for the extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. There appears to have been
no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and society. 
 
At a time when the NHS is under severe strain, and life changing therapies (for cancer, cystic fibrosis etc) are not funded due to financial constraints it is a
slap in the face to provide money for prospective parents to indulge their parenting fantasies while denying patients access to drugs which are standard
of care in other counties.

Please provide your views below:

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at
any time, for any or no reason. Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to
override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum
period.

All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or
more persons, including her spouse or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be present in so-called
altruistic surrogacy arrangements.

The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to
ensure that they can speak to her alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in consultations, and the labour
ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes.

Please provide your views below:

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the wellbeing of herself and the child.

116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:

t is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration to the significant risk that women will be coerced into
agreeing to participate in surrogacy arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even more likely if substantial
payments are involved.

It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or
much of their earnings. This is a major route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. There is no reason to
expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money.

If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement.
This should be a criminal offence and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as a deterrent. That such a
law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women.

It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by
receipts and overseen by a judge.

Chapter 18: Impact

117  Consultation Question 109:



Please insert the year of birth here:

Not Answered

If international, in which country did the arrangement take place?:

Not Answered

Not Answered

118  Consultation Question 110:

Not Answered

Not Answered

Not Answered

Please provide the cost of any legal advice or representation below:

119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law
where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

120  Consultation Question 112:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

121  Consultation Question 113:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

122  Consultation Question 114:

Please provide your views below:

123  Consultation Question 115:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

124  Consultation Question 116:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland.

Please provide your views below:

126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or
the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper.

Please provide your views below:

This consultation assumes that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation should enable it. I appreciate for some couples struggling to have children 
of their own that it is, but also for the lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money from commercial surrogacy if it is given the green light. 
 
Think about it though - all women are affected by prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial surrogacy in this country.



 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other family members coercing a woman into engaging in
commercial surrogacy for their (and not her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women. 
 
UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this
consultation. There doesn’t appear to be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality considerations and impact
assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of
equality legislation. 
 
There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the
sexes. Any loosening of the laws around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have an impact on the
relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them
but took advantage of their birth mothers. 
 
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not based on any recognised human rights instruments –
such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to be a ‘surrogate.’
These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers. 
 
The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed
and do not ask the important high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc. 
 
For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start again from the position of women’s and children’s human
rights. If it is found that there is no way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties such as CEDAW and the
UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be liberalised.
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Short Form Questionnaire: Law Commissions’ Surrogacy 
Consultation 
 

 

This form is an extract of the longer form for comments and responses to the Law Commission’s and the 
Scottish Law Commission’s consultation about reforming surrogacy law. If you would like to respond to the 
full version of our consultation questionnaire, please use the online form: https://consult.justice.gov.uk/law-
commission/surrogacy. Please see our websites for further details, and for links to download the full 
consultation paper: https://www.lawcom.gov.uk/project/surrogacy/ and https://www.scotlawcom.gov.uk/law-
reform/law-reform-projects/joint-projects/surrogacy/. 

We have selected 46 questions which may be of particular interest of those with lived experience of 
surrogacy arrangements: surrogates, intended parents, family members and adult children born of 
surrogacy arrangements. You do not need to answer all the questions if you do not want to, and you can 
write as much or as little as you would like in response to our questions.  

Please note that we may publish or disclose information you provide us in response to this 
consultation, including personal information. We ask consultees, when providing their responses, if 
they could avoid including personal identifying information in the text of their response, particularly 
where this may reveal the identities of other people involved in their surrogacy arrangement. 

For more information about how we consult and how we may use responses to the consultation, please see 
page i – ii of the Consultation Paper. 

HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR RESPONSE USING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

Type your response into the text fields below and then save your completed form. When you have completed 
your response, email the completed form as an attachment to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk.  

The closing date for submitting a response to our consultation is 11 October 2019. 

































Response ID ANON-2V7F-YJ6E-3

Submitted to The Law Commissions' Consultation on Surrogacy
Submitted on 2019-09-23 09:11:53

About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

Manchester Metropolitan University

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Academic

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway

64  Consultation Question 56:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

65  Consultation Question 57:

Please provide your views below:

66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide views below:

67  Consultation Question 59:

Not Answered

Please provide views below:

Please provide views below:

Not Answered

Please provide views below:

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith
began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner
provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide views below:

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

71  Consultation Question 63:

Not Answered



Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

72  Consultation Question 64:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

73  Consultation Question 65:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway

74  Consultation Question 66:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

75  Consultation Question 67:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the
intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is
signed. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

My only concern would be the availability of solicitors who have sufficient expertise in this area throughout the country. It may be that both parties will
have to travel to London or another city to obtain this advice. This should be paid for by the intended parents.

77  Consultation Question 69:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given
birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman
can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree?



Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:

I am concerned about access to justice in relation to the period after birth when the surrogate can challenge the intended parents being legal parents
from birth. The cost of being represented at a hearing would be a minimum of £2-3000 maybe more because specialist family law and that would be
required for both parties. This would be a difficult area in which to be a litigant in person and support agencies would probably not have the expertise to
help. Maybe this should be dealt with in the independent legal advice given at the beginning of the process so that both parties are aware of the potential
cost implications if there is a challenge. Legal aid is no longer available and even the intended parents will possibly not have much money to spare after
paying for IVF and surrogacy. This is an expensive route to creating a family only available to the wealthy.
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Short Form Questionnaire: Law Commissions’ Surrogacy 
Consultation 
 

 

This form is an extract of the longer form for comments and responses to the Law Commission’s and the 
Scottish Law Commission’s consultation about reforming surrogacy law. If you would like to respond to the 
full version of our consultation questionnaire, please use the online form: https://consult.justice.gov.uk/law-
commission/surrogacy. Please see our websites for further details, and for links to download the full 
consultation paper: https://www.lawcom.gov.uk/project/surrogacy/ and https://www.scotlawcom.gov.uk/law-
reform/law-reform-projects/joint-projects/surrogacy/. 

We have selected 46 questions which may be of particular interest of those with lived experience of 
surrogacy arrangements: surrogates, intended parents, family members and adult children born of 
surrogacy arrangements. You do not need to answer all the questions if you do not want to, and you can 
write as much or as little as you would like in response to our questions.  

Please note that we may publish or disclose information you provide us in response to this 
consultation, including personal information. We ask consultees, when providing their responses, if 
they could avoid including personal identifying information in the text of their response, particularly 
where this may reveal the identities of other people involved in their surrogacy arrangement. 

For more information about how we consult and how we may use responses to the consultation, please see 
page i – ii of the Consultation Paper. 

HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR RESPONSE USING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

Type your response into the text fields below and then save your completed form. When you have completed 
your response, email the completed form as an attachment to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk.  

The closing date for submitting a response to our consultation is 11 October 2019. 

































Response ID ANON-2V7F-YJ65-K

Submitted to The Law Commissions' Consultation on Surrogacy
Submitted on 2019-09-23 11:50:17

About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Other individual

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

To advocate surrogacy in whatever format contributes to the 'commercial' (whether money is involved or not) exchange of babies; it is fundamentally
against the dignity of the child, and of the parents and others involved, as all become party to human trafficking.

Other actions should be proposed to support the dignity of all.
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Surrogacy Consultation Questions 

Email the completed document to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk before the deadline 
of 11 October 2019. 

ABOUT YOU 

1. What is your name? 

Name (Required) 

 
 
2. If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a 
university), what is the name of your organisation? 

N/A 
 
3. Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your 
organisation? 

This is a personal response 

4. If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best 
describes you? 

Other individual 

5. What is your email address? 

 

 
If you enter your email address then you will automatically receive an acknowledgement email 
when you submit your response. 

6. What is your telephone number? 

 
 
7. If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be 
treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. 
As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot 
give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances. 
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Consultation Question 1. 

1.1 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales:  

(1) all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 
allocated to a judge of the High Court; and 

YES 
International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of 
children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost 
seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. 
For this reason these cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.  

 
(2) if international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to a judge of 

the High Court, circuit judges should be ticketed to hear such cases. 

Paragraph 6.42 

 

Consultation Question 2. 

1.2 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and Wales  

(1) domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-birth parental order 
should continue to be heard by lay justices, or whether they should be allocated to another 
level of the judiciary; and 

(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another level of the 
judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be appropriate. 

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so 
the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these 
cases should NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit 
judges or higher. 

Paragraph 6.51 
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Consultation Question 3. 

1.3 We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the 
current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation 
Questions 1 and 2. 

 
Paragraph 6.53 

 

Consultation Question 4. 

1.4 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court should be placed under a 
duty to consider whether to make an order awarding the intended parents parental 
responsibility at the first directions hearing in the proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our provisional proposal in 
Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether in the new pathway or not) automatically 
acquire parental responsibility if the child is living with or being cared for by them is not 
supported by consultees). 

NO 
 
The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. 
Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should 
be open. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 6.58 
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Consultation Question 5. 

1.5 We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the FPR 2010 
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the 
proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 6.72 

 

Consultation Question 6. 

1.6 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they are of the view that, in Scotland:  

(1) there is a need for greater consistency and clarity in provisions relating to the 
expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers and, if so, how this should be 
addressed;   

(2) it should be provided by statute that, at the initial hearing or any subsequent hearing 
for a parental order, the court may make any such interim order or orders for 
parental responsibilities and parental rights as it sees fit; and/or 

(3) further procedural reform is needed and, if so, what that reform should be. 

 
Paragraph 6.110 

 

Consultation Question 7. 

1.7 In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, before the 
child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have: 

(1) entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will include a 
statement as to legal parenthood on birth, 

(2) complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 

(3) met eligibility requirements, 

on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child, 
subject to the surrogate’s right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key 
recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in 
respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up 
the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard 
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to 
surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and a domestic context. 
 
This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and 
all of the implications need to be fully understood. There is no evidence in the consultation paper 
that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all. 
 
I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at 
birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ 
mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify 
measures that contravene the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the 
provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers. 
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or 
condone a system that would require women to deliberately conceive and subsequently give 
birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The 
rights of the child must be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers 
say they want or not. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.13 

 

Consultation Question 8. 

1.8 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed clinics 
should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under the new 
pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a specified 
minimum period. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. 
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1.9 We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be: whether 100 
years or another period. 

Paragraph 8.14 

 

Consultation Question 9. 

1.10 We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes 
should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy 
organisation is involved. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they 
would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence. 

Paragraph 8.21 

 

Consultation Question 10. 

1.11 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a 
traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from 
entering into the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’  
Paragraph 8.22 

 

Consultation Question 11. 

1.12 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal parenthood 
by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the child;  

(2) this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in writing 
within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the intended parents 
and the body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; and 

(3) the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration less one 
week. 

Do consultees agree? 
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NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire 
legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only a limited time to object. This 
contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the 
legal parent at birth and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility 
in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth, 
with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration. 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.35 

 

Consultation Question 12. 

1.13 We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents 
acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy arrangement 
should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the result that: 

(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child;  

(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal parent of the 
child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these circumstances; and 

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental order to 
obtain legal parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
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parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.36 

 

Consultation Question 13. 

1.14 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on registering the 
birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that the surrogate has lacked 
capacity at any time during the period in which she had the right to object to the 
intended parents acquiring legal parenthood; 

(2) if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the period in 
which she has the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal parenthood, 
the surrogate should be able to provide a positive consent to such acquisition; and 

(3) if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the surrogate is 
unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant period, the surrogacy 
arrangement should exit the new pathway and the intended parents should be able 
to make an application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
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and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.37 

 

Consultation Question 14. 

1.15 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be born as a 
result of the surrogacy arrangement: 

(1) should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of Practice; 

(2) either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as appropriate, 
should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed; and 

(3) there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after his or 
her birth. 

Do consultees agree? 
 
NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in 
surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the 
birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is 
an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest. 
Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth. 
 
The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before 
the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.  
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The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because 
parents of children born through the normal process are not subject to such checks does not 
hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential 
experiences that change you and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and 
rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For obvious 
reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.  
 
In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, 
physiological and emotional resources, which means she has already made a huge and 
unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and 
emotional commitment to the child is already well-developed, giving her the best chance of 
surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood 
and adolescence.  
 
The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources 
does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of caring for a new-born child and the 
long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.51 

 

Consultation Question 15. 

1.16 We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement 
under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right to object to the 
intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the surrogate’s spouse or civil 
partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’  
 
There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for 
financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she does not have legal parenthood or 
parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject 
this proposal. 
 
However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore 
have an implication for all children, all families because it would set a precedent. It should not be 
introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and 
children. There is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such 
assessment. 
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1.17 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement outside 

the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue to be a legal 
parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement. 

YES 
 
The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and 
partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain. 

Paragraph 8.57 

 

Consultation Question 16. 

1.18 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 
arrangement is stillborn: 

(1) the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the surrogate 
exercises her right to object; and 

(2) the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 
the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. The 
birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if 
the child is stillborn. 
 
1.19 We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents 
being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration 
of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that 
the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the 
stillbirth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should 
not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this. 
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Paragraph 8.77 

 

Consultation Question 17. 

1.20 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, 
where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able 
to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the 
period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have 
made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order 
are satisfied, on registration of the birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and if the child 
dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth 
mother was the legal parent. 

Paragraph 8.79 

 

Consultation Question 18. 

1.21 For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which 
she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new 
pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a 
parental order. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 8.80 
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Consultation Question 19. 

1.22 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, where 
both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended parents should 
be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the surrogate not exercising her 
right to object within the defined period. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased 
‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should 
always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately 
reflect this. 
 
1.23 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new 

pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy or before a 
parental order is made: 

(1) it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who claims an 
interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, or who would be 
permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of the Children Act 1989: 

(a) for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and 

(b) for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject to the 
surrogate’s consent; or 

(2) the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not be 
possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s parents, but that 
there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide details of the intended 
parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry onto the register of surrogacy 
arrangements. 

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already 
deceased – so option (2) is preferable. 

Paragraph 8.81 

 

Consultation Question 20. 

1.24 We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order by a sole 
applicant under section 54A: 
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(1) the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always intended that 
there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in respect of the child 
concerned or to supply the name and contact details of the other intended parent;  

(2) if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be made for 
notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the application and an 
opportunity given to that party to provide notice of opposition within a brief period 
(of, say, 14 to 21 days); and 

(3) if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to oppose, he or 
she should be required to make his or her own application within a brief period (say 
14 days), otherwise the application of the first intended parent will be determined by 
the court. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 8.86 

 

Consultation Question 21. 

1.25 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and 

(2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth 
mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount 
consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.91 

 

Consultation Question 22. 

1.26 We invite consultees’ views:  

(1) as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new pathway that we 
have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the intended 
parents at birth; and 

(2) if so, as to whether should this oversight be: 
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(a) administrative, or 

(b) judicial. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the 
legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood 
and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as 
recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.93 

 

Consultation Question 23. 

1.27 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989, 
should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional specific 
factors in the situation where it is considering the arrangements for a child in the 
context of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement; and 

(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be. 

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about 
a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the 
issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not 
believe any other factors should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.120 

 

Consultation Question 24. 

1.28 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as applied 
and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 
Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to 
additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering whether to make a 
parental order; and 

(2) what those additional factors should be. 
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The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental 
order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered 
and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the 
child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors 
should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.121 

 

Consultation Question 25. 

1.29 We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be 
amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 
8 order without leave. 

NO 
 
There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother 
and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy arrangements. The court should therefore 
always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no 
liberalisation of the law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do 
not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can apply for a 
section 8 order without leave. 

Paragraph 8.123 

 

Consultation Question 26. 

1.30 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire parental 
responsibility automatically where: 

(1) the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and  

(2) they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and 
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as 
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recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no legal 
responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must 
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.132 

 

Consultation Question 27. 

1.31 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of the child; 
and 

(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should continue to 
have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living with, or being cared 
for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility automatically. The birth mother 
should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental 
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority 
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is 
the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the 
sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of 
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the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no responsibility 
for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised 
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.134 

 

Consultation Question 28. 

1.32 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the 
surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the 
arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to 
object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the 
‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood and parental responsibility. 
 
All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the 
child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special 
Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.139 

 

Consultation Question 29. 

1.33 For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of parental 
responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the intended parents, 
during the period in which parental responsibility is shared; and 
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(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility by the 
party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have 
legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and all subsequent decisions 
involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.140 

 

Consultation Question 30. 

1.34 We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the 
scope of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 9.29 

 

Consultation Question 31. 

1.35 We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used 
independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we 
would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that 
took place. 

N/A 
Paragraph 9.35 
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Consultation Question 32. 

1.36 We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements should be 
brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 
 
1.37 We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 

Paragraph 9.36 

 

Consultation Question 33. 

1.38 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations;  

NO 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to take a 
particular form; and 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual responsible 
for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
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I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.61 

 

Consultation Question 34. 

1.39 We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for: 

(1) representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator; 

(2) managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence 
and skill; 

(3) ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, 
including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary policies and 
procedures; 

(4) training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and 

(5) providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law. 

Do consultees agree? 

ALL CHECK BOXES LEFT BLANK (i.e. none of the above) 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.40 We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible individual 

should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.41 We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualifications a person 

responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.62 
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Consultation Question 35. 

1.42 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit 
making bodies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they 
will inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) 
and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or coerce more women to act 
as ‘surrogates.’ 
 
Deriving derive income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy 
and prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW, which prohibits third-parties 
profiting or otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women. 

Paragraph 9.84 

 

Consultation Question 36. 

1.43 We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and 
facilitation services. 

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because 
that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human 
rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.94 

 

Consultation Question 37. 

1.44 We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to 
offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
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facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
  
1.45 We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should 

be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements 
outside the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.95 

 

Consultation Question 38. 

1.46 We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against 
organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, 
and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they 
are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I 
consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services 
should be a criminal offence. 

Paragraph 9.97 

 

Consultation Question 39. 

1.47 We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 
Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and 
oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal 
parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy.  
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1.48 If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of Practice should 
apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which additional or new areas of 
regulation should be applied. 

Paragraph 9.117 

 

Consultation Question 40. 

1.49 We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable 
(subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation 
to financial terms).  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 9.129 

 

Consultation Question 41. 

1.50 We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for 
negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, 
because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both women and the child. The idea of 
organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of 
Article 6 of CEDAW, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits 
the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any form of benefit from 
women’s prostitution. 

Paragraph 9.135 

 

Consultation Question 42. 

1.51 We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy 
should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything 
that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. 
Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and enabling 
advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent. 
 
At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that 
being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an impoverished woman’s financial problems. If 
this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female 
students and young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to 
their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would be the most vulnerable to 
this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest. 
 
Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, 
we need to protect disadvantaged women from the temptation of renting their wombs. This 
means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned. 

Paragraph 9.145 

 

Consultation Question 43. 

1.52 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental 
order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the 
Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth 
certificate at the age of 18. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.80 

 

Consultation Question 44. 

1.53 We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that 
result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full 
form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy 
arrangement. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original birth certificate. The birth mother should 
be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
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recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of 
the certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 10.85 

 

Consultation Question 45. 

1.54 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and 
Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed 
to changes to allow for the registration of three parents or for anyone other than the birth mother 
to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate. Such proposals could lead to the 
facilitation of the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the 
understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is unique. 

Paragraph 10.87 

 

Consultation Question 46. 

1.55 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has 
been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained 
in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.89 

 

Consultation Question 47. 

1.56 We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements should be 
created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and the gamete 
donors. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.57 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority; 

(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, whether in or 
outside the new pathway, provided that the information about who has contributed 
gametes for the conception of the child has been medically verified, and that the 
information should include: 

(a) identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy arrangement, and 

(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed gametes to the 
conception of the child; and 

(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a parental 
order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage where available 
and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the use of an anonymous 
gamete donor if that applies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the children have 
access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that 
the information held on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because 
otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his 
genetic parentage. 

Paragraph 10.102 

 

Consultation Question 48. 

1.58 We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate 
and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy 
arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it 
trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his genetic 
parentage. 

Paragraph 10.104 
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Consultation Question 49. 

1.59 We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be able to 
access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for identifying 
information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information is included on the 
register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable opportunity to receive 
counselling about the implications of compliance with this request. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.60 We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16 (depending on 

whether the information is identifying or non-identifying respectively) should be able to 
access the information in the register and, if so, in which circumstances: 

(1) where his or her legal parents have consented; 

(2) if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or she is 
sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or 

(3) in any other circumstances. 

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable. 
Paragraph 10.110 

 

Consultation Question 50. 

1.61 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of 
a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person 
whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil 
partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 

YES, this should be possible. 
Paragraph 10.114 

 

Consultation Question 51. 

1.62 We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically related 
through, the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to identify each 
other, if they both wish to do so. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.63 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow people born 

to the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to access the register to 
identify each other, if they both wish to do so. 

YES, I agree. 
Paragraph 10.121 

 

Consultation Question 52. 

1.64 We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a person 
carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the register to identify 
each other, if they both wish to do so: 

(1) if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or 

(2) if they are not genetically related through the surrogate. 

YES to both (1) and (2) 
Paragraph 10.123 

 

Consultation Question 53. 

1.65 For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental 
order should be recorded in the register. 

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded 
in the register. 

Paragraph 10.128 
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Consultation Question 54. 

1.66 We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the 
HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 11.20 

 

Consultation Question 55. 

1.67 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any other legal 
parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found or is incapable of 
giving agreement, should continue to be available; 

NO  
 
I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 
 

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the surrogate, and 
any other legal parent of the child, in the following circumstances: 

(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of the 
surrogate and any other legal parent, or 

(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with the 
intended parents; and 

(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the paramount 
consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life guided by the factors 
set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in Scotland, in line 
with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 

Paragraph 11.58 

 

Consultation Question 56. 

1.68 We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway, the 
intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or habitually resident in 
the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man. 

Do consultees agree?  

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be 
domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism. 
 
1.69 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional conditions 

imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying period of habitual 
residence required to satisfy the test. 

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual 
residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk of surrogacy tourism. 

Paragraph 12.15 

 

Consultation Question 57. 

1.70 We invite consultees’ views on whether: 

(1) the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008 should be 
reformed and, if so, how; or 

(2) the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are within the 
prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from applying. 

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed. 
Paragraph 12.29 
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Consultation Question 58. 

1.71 We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be 
required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s 
home to be with them. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.  

Paragraph 12.34 

 

Consultation Question 59. 

1.72 We provisionally propose that the new pathway –  

(1) should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the intended 
parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that double donation of 
gametes is permitted, but 

(2) that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity, 
meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to provide a gamete due to 
infertility. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should 
be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
 
1.73 We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted under the 

parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in the new pathway) in 
domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are 
likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do not believe that double donation should 
be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.  
 
1.74 We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of the 

intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the parental order 
pathway should be retained in international surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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Paragraph 12.64 

 

Consultation Question 60. 

1.75 We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic 
cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical 
necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the 
surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic 
link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.71 

 

Consultation Question 61. 

1.76 We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical 
necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single 
parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes 
but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.76 
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Consultation Question 62. 

1.77 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a surrogacy 
arrangement has been used because of medical necessity: 

(1) for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or 

(2) for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made. 

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights 
and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’  
 
1.78 We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if it is 

introduced, should be defined and assessed. 

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
Paragraph 12.94 

 

Consultation Question 63. 

1.79 We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to parenthood, information 
identifying the child’s genetic parents and the surrogate must be provided for entry on the 
national register of surrogacy agreements prior to registration of the child’s birth. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
 
I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in 
any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all genetic parents and the birth 
mother. 
 
1.80 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for an application for a 

parental order that: 

(1) those who contributed gametes are entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements; and/or 

(2) if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents provided gametes in the 
conception of the child, that the genetic link is demonstrated to the court with 
medical or DNA evidence. 

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order 
in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2). 
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1.81 We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the application of a parental 
order that the identity of the surrogate is entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision. 

Paragraph 12.115 

 

Consultation Question 64. 

1.82 We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit for the grant of a 
parental order. The age of the intended parents should continue to be taken into account 
in the assessment of the welfare of the child in applications to grant a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both 
women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is 
to be opened up, a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear 
that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy arrangement and will make it 
less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a 
fait accompli. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age but not beyond. It is 
therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
 
1.83 We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway there should be a 

maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, what it should be. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ and it should be 45. 
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
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I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s 
human rights. However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore 
consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important. This will make it clear that 
society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement 
and will make it less likely that they will. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age. It is therefore imperative 
that age limits are set very carefully.  
 
1.84 We provisionally propose that intended parents should be required to be at least 18 years 

old at the time that they enter into a surrogacy agreement under the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it should be much older than 
18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement at that age. It is therefore imperative that 
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it 
would be reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before 
they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood? 

Paragraph 12.133 

 

Consultation Question 65. 

1.85 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years of age 
(at the time of conception), in order for the court to have the power to make a parental 
order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a 
violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself 
as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There 
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should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I 
suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  
 
1.86 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years old at 

the time of entering into the surrogacy agreement within the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of 
childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that 
she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older 
minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be 
more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  

Paragraph 12.144 

 

Consultation Question 66. 

1.87 We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any partner of the 
surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes should be required for the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
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1.88 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out in the Code of 
Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy arrangements outside a licensed clinic, and if 
not, which types of testing should be required for such arrangements. 

 
Paragraph 13.16 

 

Consultation Question 67. 

1.89 We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the new 
pathway: 

(1) the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the intended parents 
intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway should be 
required to attend counselling with regard to the implications of entering into that 
arrangement; and 

(2) the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who meets the 
requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.44 

 

Consultation Question 68. 

1.90 We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that 
the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect 
of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.65 
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Consultation Question 69. 

1.91 We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway: 

(1) an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained for intended parents, 
surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or partners of surrogates;  

(2) the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not enable a surrogate 
arrangement to be proceed under the new pathway where a person screened is unsuitable 
for having being convicted of, or received a police caution for, any offence appearing on a 
prescribed list of offences; and  

(3) the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also determine that a 
person is unsuitable based on the information provided in the enhanced record certificate.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.92 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that applies in the case of 

adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.73 

 

Consultation Question 70. 

1.93 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the 
surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an 
arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone else. It is impossible to 
understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless 
you have had that experience yourself. 

Paragraph 13.95 
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Consultation Question 71. 

1.94 We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate 
pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. 
Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs should not be allowed to undertake more 
than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women 
would have under this proposal. 

Paragraph 13.99 

 

Consultation Question 72. 

1.95 We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended parents to the 
surrogate should be able to be: 

(1) based on an allowance;  

(2) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for 
production of receipts; or 

(3) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of 
receipts. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.16 
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Consultation Question 73. 

1.96 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential costs 
relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.22 
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Consultation Question 74. 

1.97 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate 
additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather than 
essential.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.26 

 

Consultation Question 75. 

1.98 We invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise from 
entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a surrogate pregnancy; 
and 

(2) the types of cost which should be included within this category. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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Paragraph 15.29 

 

Consultation Question 76. 

1.99 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or 
self-employed). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.37 

 

Consultation Question 77. 

1.100 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential earnings: 

(1) her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.35 
above); and/or 

(2) other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.38 

 

Consultation Question 78. 

1.101 We invite consultees to share their experiences:  

(1) of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended parents has 
had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits; and 

(2) where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s entitlement to 
means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been addressed in their 
surrogacy arrangement. 

N/A 
Paragraph 15.47 
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Consultation Question 79. 

1.102 We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate for the following: 

(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth; 

(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or 

(3)  specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an 
ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive 
haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a 
hysterectomy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.  
 
1.103 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of which 

intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.  
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1.104 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable should be: 

(1) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or  

(2) left to the parties to negotiate.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.  

Paragraph 15.53 

 

Consultation Question 80. 

1.105 We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the 
surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.  

Paragraph 15.56 
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Consultation Question 81. 

1.106 We invite consultees’ views as to whether:  

(1) intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and 

(2) if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or reasonable in 
nature. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts. 

Paragraph 15.60 

 

Consultation Question 82. 

1.107 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended parents to 
agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service 
of undertaking a surrogacy. (check box) 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.108 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the fee should be: 

(1) any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or 

(2) a fixed fee set by the regulator. 

Both check boxes left blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.109 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what, if any, other payments 
the law should permit, in addition to that fixed fee: 

(1) no other payments; 

(2) essential costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(3) additional costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(4) lost earnings; 

(5) compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and complications, 
and the death of the surrogate; and/or 

(6) gifts. 

All check boxes left blank. 
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I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to 
the birth mother for her ‘services’. 

Paragraph 15.69 

 

Consultation Question 83. 

1.110 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for any payment the law 
permits the intended parents to pay the surrogate for her services to be reduced in the 
event of a miscarriage or termination of the pregnancy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 
 

1.111 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee payable to the surrogate 
to be able to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination, whether such 
provision should apply: 

(1) in the first trimester of pregnancy only; 
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(2) to any miscarriage or termination; or 

(3) some other period of time (please specify).   

All check boxes left blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 

Paragraph 15.72 

 

Consultation Question 84. 

1.112 We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to 
surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to 
parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement 
being used, the only payments that should ever be made are essential and basic expenses for 
which receipts are provided. 
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Paragraph 15.74 

 

Consultation Question 85. 

1.113 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have 
not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 

Paragraph 15.75 

 

Consultation Question 86. 

1.114 We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that 
intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.76 
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Consultation Question 87. 

1.115 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods of enforcing 
limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates that we should consider as part of 
our review: 

(1) for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and  

(2) for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of the baby. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts 
are provided. The judge or other competent authority should closely monitor all financial aspects 
of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the 
parental order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the 
arrangements, the competent authority should be totally independent and not, for example, an 
agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any 
way. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 15.89 

 

Consultation Question 88. 

1.116 We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into under 
the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.117 We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into 

under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so should not be dependent 
on the surrogate complying with any terms of the agreement relating to her lifestyle. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy 
agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is utterly abhorrent. 

Paragraph 15.99 

 

Consultation Question 89. 

1.118 We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to 
share with us their experiences f international surrogacy arrangements. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.10 

 

Consultation Question 90. 

1.119 We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international 
context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in 
this chapter. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.12 

 

Consultation Question 91. 

1.120 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register 
a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and 
obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long 
the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.52 
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Consultation Question 92. 

1.121 We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the 
application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international 
surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of 
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this 
proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.53 

 

Consultation Question 93. 

1.122 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In 
particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of 
the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.68 

 

Consultation Question 94. 

1.123 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy 
arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the 
birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s country of birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport before the child is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict 
the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling 
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and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

 

1.124 We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa outside of 
the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal parents of the child 
under nationality law should be brought within the Rules. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
1.125 We provisionally propose that:  

(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links with the 
surrogate; or  

(2) that this condition should be clarified to ensure that it does not prevent the child 
having contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.126 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of a visa 

outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order within six 
months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the availability of the 
visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to remove the time limit on 
applications for parental orders is accepted. 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 16.69 

 

Consultation Question 95. 

1.127 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an 
international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to 
be completed after the birth of the child. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form 
for the child before she or he is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to 
contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against 
the selling and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I 
therefore strongly disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.76 

 

Consultation Question 96. 

1.128 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international 
surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the 
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.77 

 

Consultation Question 97. 

1.129 We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, 
comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration 
consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a 
violation of the human rights of women and children and all the other ways in which it is 
possible for people to enjoy children in their lives. 

Paragraph 16.82 
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Consultation Question 98. 

1.130 We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be 
eligible for the new pathway to parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 16.93 

 

Consultation Question 99. 

1.131 We provisionally propose that:  

1.132 the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended parents of 
children born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are recognised as the 
legal parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth, should also be recognised as 
the child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being necessary for the intended parents to 
apply for a parental order, but 

1.133 before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be satisfied that 
the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides protection against the 
exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, that is at least equivalent to 
that provided in UK law. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children 
and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth 
mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her 
consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of 
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case 
by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration. This is an 
important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I 
believe it should apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.94 
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Consultation Question 100. 

1.134 We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy arrangements in the UK 
involving foreign intended parents. 

N/A 
 
1.135 We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 

(1) any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from the UK for the purpose 
of the child becoming the subject of a parental order, or its equivalent, in another 
jurisdiction; and 

(2) if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process allowing foreign 
intended parents to remove the child from the jurisdiction of the UK for this 
purpose and with the approval of the court and, if so, what form should that 
process take. 

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from 
trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same checks as would be used in 
an international adoption. 

Paragraph 16.120 

 

Consultation Question 101. 

1.136 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory 
paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, 
civil partner or partner requires reform. 

I do not believe this needs changing. 
Paragraph 17.18 

 

Consultation Question 102. 

1.137 We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in 
respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only 
one intended parent qualifies.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
Paragraph 17.32 
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Consultation Question 103. 

1.138 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended parents to 
take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the purpose of induced 
lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other reason; and  

(2) if reform is needed, suggestions on reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children.  

Paragraph 17.36 

 

Consultation Question 104. 

1.139 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable 
facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under 
Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is 
sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children. 

Paragraph 17.40 

 

Consultation Question 105. 

1.140 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to 
employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.43 

 

Consultation Question 106. 

1.141 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to 
surrogacy and succession law are required. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.56 
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Consultation Question 107. 

1.142 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy 
arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are reforms to law 
or practice that consultees would like to see in this area. 

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are 
not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to override the birth mother’s 
wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during 
pregnancy, labour and childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions 
and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time for any or no 
reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and 
this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to birth mothers and new-borns – 
especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid 
reason to be extremely cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of 
surrogacy births. 
 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. 
As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in surrogacy is likely to lead to 
additional pressure on the NHS.  
 
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-
term negative effects on the well-being of both of them. This is likely to be the same for birth 
mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional 
long-term pressures on the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and 
there are no questions about this. 
 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure 
that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s health, including premature death. 
Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs 
when this isn’t in their best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors 
are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of 
‘attractiveness’ for example. 
 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these 
issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the NHS picking up the tab for the 
extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. 
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There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and 
society. 
 
1.143 We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like to see 

made to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social Care for 
England and Wales. 

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and 
that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at any time, for any or no reason. 
Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended 
parents’ have no legal right to override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or 
medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum 
period. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert 
than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to ensure that they can speak to her 
alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in 
consultations, and the labour ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes. 
 
1.144 We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better accommodate 

surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding issues. 

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the 
wellbeing of herself and the child. 

Paragraph 17.76 

 

Consultation Question 108. 

1.145 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to 
surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration 
to the significant risk that women will be coerced into agreeing to participate in surrogacy 
arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even 
more likely if substantial payments are involved. 
 
It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners 
and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or much of their earnings. This is a major 
route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. 
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There is no reason to expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it 
is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money. 
 
If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that 
prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement. This should be a criminal offence 
and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as 
a deterrent. That such a law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why 
paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women. 
 
It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any 
payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by receipts and overseen by a judge. 

Paragraph 17.80 

 

Consultation Question 109. 

1.146 We invite consultees who are intended parents, live in the UK, and have entered into a 
surrogacy arrangement that led to the birth of a child to tell us: 

(1) when the child was born; 

(2) whether the arrangement was domestic or international and, if international, in 
which country the arrangement took place; 

(3) whether the arrangement led to the making of a parental order in the UK; and 

(4) whether they are a: 

(a) opposite-sex couple; 

(b) male same-sex couple; 

(c) female same-sex couple; 

(d) single woman; or 

(e) single man. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.2 
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Consultation Question 110. 

1.147 We invite consultees who have experience of applying for a parental order in the UK to 
tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) whether they had legal advice before the making of the parental order; 

(3) whether they were represented by a lawyer in court; and 

(4) the cost of any legal advice or representation. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.4 

 

Consultation Question 111. 

1.148 We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of 
the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the 
child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 

Paragraph 18.6 

 

Consultation Question 112. 

1.149 We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide evidence about the 
cost of: 

(1) medical screening; and 

(2) implications counselling 

(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or implications 
counselling from any other costs involved with fertility treatment). 

N/A 
 
1.150 We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental order proceedings, to 

provide evidence of what they would charge: 

(1) to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed requirement for independent 
legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; and 
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(2) to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy agreement required for the 
new pathway. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.8 

 

Consultation Question 113. 

1.151 We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of: 

(1) the current requirement of a genetic link; and 

(2) any removal of this requirement in cases of medical necessity: 

(a) in the new pathway; 

(b) in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy arrangements; or 

(c) in both situations. 

 
Paragraph 18.11 

 

Consultation Question 114. 

1.152 We invite consultees who consider that they might be able to fulfil the role of the 
independent professional discussed in Chapter 9 to tell us: 

(1) their profession; and  

(2) what they would charge to provide such a service. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.13 

 

Consultation Question 115. 

1.153 We invite consultees who are intended parents to give us their views on the impact of our 
proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 
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(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
1.154 We invite consultees who are surrogates to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.15 

 

Consultation Question 116. 

1.155 We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) that led to the birth of 
their child(ren), including the cost of fertility treatment, payments to the surrogate 
and payments to any surrogacy agency or organisation; 

(3) how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s); 

(4) what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering into a surrogacy 
arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to the birth of a child); and 

(5) how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.18 

 

Consultation Question 117. 

1.156 We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 

 
Paragraph 18.20 
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Consultation Question 118. 

1.157 We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically 
addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this paper. 

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already 
decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation should enable it. This may be 
explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested 
interest in surrogacy – ‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience 
of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money from commercial 
surrogacy if it is given the green light. 
 
It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders 
in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as all women are affected by the 
institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial 
surrogacy in this country. 
 
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men 
to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique bond between birth mother and child – 
and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of 
birth are a major step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – 
potentially affecting the status of all women.  
 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other 
family members coercing a woman into engaging in commercial surrogacy for their (and not 
her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to 
have been completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 
 
UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty 
(PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this consultation. There doesn’t appear to 
be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality 
considerations and impact assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women 
and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of equality 
legislation. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have 
due regard to the need to: 
 

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct 
prohibited by the Act. 

• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 
and those who do not. 

• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 
who do not. 
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There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s 
position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the sexes. Any loosening of the laws 
around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have 
an impact on the relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young 
people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them but took 
advantage of their birth mothers. 
 
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not 
based on any recognised human rights instruments – such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ 
confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to 
be a ‘surrogate.’ These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by 
the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard against the sale of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers, including: 
 
 The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no 

contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or physical transfer of the child. 
 All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the 

child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides not to relinquish the child. 
 The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own 

post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual obligation.” 
 Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare 

checks after the birth of the child. 
 Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other 

competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with the best interests of the child 
being paramount. 

 
The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation 
guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed and do not ask the important 
high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc.  
 
For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start 
again from the position of women’s and children’s human rights. If it is found that there is no 
way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties 
such as CEDAW and the UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be 
liberalised.  
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 
 

Paragraph 18.22 
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

COTS Member as IP

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Intended parent

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

Domestic Surrogacy: the IP's should become the legal parents from birth immediately. The IPs should be able to register the baby in their name
immediately.
The surrogate should not go on the birth certificate, so IPs do no longer need to apply for a parental order (if the surrogate agrees to this).

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

No views./.

11  Consultation Question 4:



Yes

Please provide your views below:

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

15  Consultation Question 8:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Upon the 18th birthday of the child.

Another period

Please provide your views below:

18 years

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

No

18  Consultation Question 11:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

19  Consultation Question 12:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

20  Consultation Question 13:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

21  Consultation Question 14:



Yes

Please provide your views below:

22  Consultation Question 15:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please share your views below:

23  Consultation Question 16:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

No, the new pathway should be followed unless the surrogates spouse objects.

26  Consultation Question 19:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

1a

27  Consultation Question 20:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

I do not see an advantage of this model.

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:



31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

33  Consultation Question 26:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

34  Consultation Question 27:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

Yes.

Please provide your views below:

40  Consultation Question 33:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

No

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

41  Consultation Question 34:



representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator;, managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence and
skill;, ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary
policies and procedures;, training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and, providing data to the regulator and to such other person as
required by law.

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order

62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a
parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree?

Please provide your views below:

YEs

63  Consultation Question 55:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway

64  Consultation Question 56:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

65  Consultation Question 57:

Please provide your views below:

66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide views below:

67  Consultation Question 59:

Yes

Please provide views below:

Please provide views below:

Not Answered

Please provide views below:

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith
began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner
provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide views below:

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:



Please provide your views below:

71  Consultation Question 63:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

72  Consultation Question 64:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

73  Consultation Question 65:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for production of receipts; or

Please provide your views below:

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

Yes.

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:



pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth;, medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or, specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage,
termination, caesarean birth, excessive haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a hysterectomy.

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or

Please provide your views below:

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

90  Consultation Question 82:

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

a fixed fee set by the regulator.

Please provide your views below:

essential costs relating to the pregnancy;, additional costs relating to the pregnancy;, lost earnings;, compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical
treatment and complications, and the death of the surrogate; and/or

Please provide any views below:

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

to any miscarriage or termination; or

Please provide your views below:

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

96  Consultation Question 88:

No

Please provide your views below:



Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements

97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their
experiences of international surrogacy arrangements.

Please provide your views below:

98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us
their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter.

Please provide your views below:

99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through
an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for
obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the
child.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a
child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after
the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

102  Consultation Question 94:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU
Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will
need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform
Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:



105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended
parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do
consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new
pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

107  Consultation Question 99:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

108  Consultation Question 100:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:



From:
To: surrogacy
Subject: Surrogacy consultation
Date: 07 October 2019 21:34:47

Please find below my answers to the surrogacy consultation. I am 
answering as a private individual. 

Out of respect for the importance of physical motherhood, and the 
bond between mother and child in utero, I am against surrogacy in 
general, and in particular when it involves a surrogate unrelated to 
the intended parents. The consultation document presupposes so 
called altruistic surrogacy is a positive thing for all concerned, when 
I don't agree with this. Nor do I think it has a positive effect on 
society as a whole if a woman's work in gestating and birthing a 
baby is considered a service provided for the intended parents, 
rather than an example of motherhood. Viewing surrogacy as rent-
a-womb degrades all mothers and devalues motherhood. 

Consultation Question 1: 

Yes. All surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 
allocated to a Judge of the High Court. There is a history of International 
surrogacy abuse and exploitation and a high level of scrutiny should be 
maintained - this is too important to reduce scrutiny. 

Consultation Question 7:

No. The Intended parents should not be documented as the legal parents 
at birth.

The aim of this proposal seems to be to reduce the time pressure on the 
courts to make it immediately possible to remove a baby from the birth 
mother.

This would reduce the birth mother to a vessel, a container, such 
knowledge of which would be detrimental to the mental health of the 
child, and against the healthy formation of their identity. This proposal 
weakens the surrogate's right to change her mind. She, as a human being 
who has grown and birthed a baby, should have the right to keep the 
baby so long as she is capable of looking after it. 



Consultation Question 9:

The prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should 
apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements, otherwise this limits the 
right of the child to discover their genetic identity and may risk 
attraction to closely related persons.

Consultation Question 10:

The surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal 
status by the Intended Parents immediately after the birth and before the 
baby is handed over. This consultation takes no account of the natural 
link between birth mother and baby and assumes an immediate hand-
over, whether the birth mother objects or not. The birth mother should 
have the right to change her mind. She is the mother of the child, not a 
service provider - she has grown this child with her own body, this is not 
some insignificant attachment that can easily be broken for either her or 
the child. 

Consultation Question 16:

I oppose the proposal that the commissioning parents should be the legal 
parents of a stillborn baby. The birth mother already has a relationship 
with the child in her womb and this should not be ignored. What 
safeguards are planned in the new pathway should the woman surrogate 
die? What financial protections would there be for the woman's existing 
children and family?

Consultation Question 22:

The surrogacy business should be banned not made easier. There is no 
evidence in the proposed changes that the surrogacy business, which 
benefits Agencies, lawyers and those commissioning a surrogate (who is 
expected to carry a child as an altruistic act) should be made easier for 
those who profit. What about the babies born this way? What can make 
it easier for them? I would be in favour of banning or severely restricting 
surrogacy practices as has been done in European countries such as 
Switzerland, France, Germany and Sweden and further afield in India 
and Thailand.

Consultation Question 24:



It is remarkable given the years of current surrogacy enablement in UK 
that those involved are not, never have been, subject to Adoption and 
Child Act (ACA) 2002.

Consultation Question 27:

I disagree with the provisional proposal that, where a child is born of a 
surrogacy arrangement, the Intended Parents should acquire parental 
responsibility on the birth of the baby. This pathway will take no 
account of, and fails to recognise, the bond which is formed between 
mother and baby during and after the gestational period and the right of 
a child to know the identity of their birth mother.

This pathway will favour the Intended Parents and remove the right of 
the child to have a biologically accurate birth record.

Consultation Question 28:

The birth mother should retain parental responsibility for the child until 
the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to 
object.

Consultation Question 31:

The views of independent surrogates are unlikely to be well represented, 
particularly overseas surrogates, mainly poor and uneducated and often 
exploited. 

Consultation Question 32:

Consultation is built on a pro-surrogacy bias. There is no hard evidence 
of the long term impact upon the child who is a surrogate or the mother 
who gave birth to them. The entitlement to ‘found a family’ has been 
reinterpreted to ‘found a family=the right to have a child by surrogacy'. 
The consultation seems to accept that breaching surrogate women’s 
human rights not to experience dehumanising practices is lost in the 
attempt to covertly enable baby buyers to ‘found a family’.

Consultation Question 39:

The prime concern of the consultation is the ‘commissioners’, so they 
can have ease of access to buying a baby, not the well being of the 



woman surrogate, or indeed the baby. The vast majority of woman 
surrogates come from poorer circumstances than the ‘commissioners’ 
and yet the law wants to describe that as ‘altruistic’ rather that what it 
actually is - commercial surrogacy which is not legal.

Consultation Question 50:

Children born of surrogacy arrangement, where there is or is not a 
genetic connection to the birth mother, should have access to all facts 
relating to their birth heritage and origins. A practice adoption agencies 
now recognise as key elements for children’s rights, security and healthy 
maturity.

Thank you for taking my views in to consideration. 
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Family member of an intended parent

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are
human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these
cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.

Please provide your views below:

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights
issues of the utmost seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these cases should
NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, i.e. ticketed to circuit judges or higher.

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:

No



Please provide your views below:

The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be
taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. Nothing about the
transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should be open.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

No

Please provide your views below:

I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection
of Children and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal parenthood and parental
responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important
safeguard against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and
a domestic context.

This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers and all children; all of the implications need to be fully understood. There
is no evidence in the consultation paper that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all.

I understand that the proposal to grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood automatically at birth is in part based on (or justified by) at least the
wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify measures that contravene
the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or condone a system that would require women to deliberately
conceive and subsequently give birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The rights of the child must
be prioritised regardless of what some ‘surrogate’ mothers say they want.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

15  Consultation Question 8:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy organisations.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because this would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an
increase in its prevalence.



17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’

18  Consultation Question 11:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has
only a limited time to object. This contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the legal parent at birth
and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth, with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration.

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6
weeks after childbirth are recognised as the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy human life. In a
normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. After a Caesarean section, to these changes is added all the stress of
recovering from major abdominal surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered decision of such huge and
life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is
received before the expiry of the deadline.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

19  Consultation Question 12:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth
unless the birth mother objects.

The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent
change of legal parenthood and parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth , with the child’s best
interests being the paramount consideration.

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6
weeks after childbirth are recognised as the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy human life. In a
normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. After a Caesarean section, to these changes is added all the stress of
recovering from major abdominal surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered decision of such huge and
life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is
received before the expiry of the deadline.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

20  Consultation Question 13:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth
unless the birth mother objects.

The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent
change of legal parenthood and parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth , with the child’s best
interests being the paramount consideration.

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6
weeks after childbirth are recognised as the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy human life. In a
normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. After a Caesarean section, to these changes is added all the stress of
recovering from major abdominal surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered decision of such huge and
life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is
received before the expiry of the deadline.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx



21  Consultation Question 14:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best
interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best
interest. Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth.

The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.

The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because parents of children born through the normal process are
not subject to such checks does not hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential experiences that change you
and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For
obvious reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.

In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, physiological and emotional resources, which means she has
already made a huge and unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and emotional commitment to the child is
already well-developed, giving her the best chance of surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood and
adolescence.

The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of
caring for a new-born child and the long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

22  Consultation Question 15:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’

There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she
does not have legal parenthood or parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject this proposal.

However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore have an implication for all children and all families
because it would set a precedent. It should not be introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including effects on the rights of mothers
and children. There is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such assessment.

Yes

Please share your views below:

The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain.

23  Consultation Question 16:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth
unless the birth mother objects. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if the child is stillborn.

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this situation. The birth mother should always be the legal
parent of the child at birth; this should not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this.

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

No



Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should always be the legal
parent of the child at birth and if the child dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth mother was the
legal parent.

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

26  Consultation Question 19:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in
this situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately reflect this.

Please provide your views below:

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already deceased – so option (2) is preferable.

27  Consultation Question 20:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and all
decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.*

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.*

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

In the event of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement, the child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child. The welfare checklist
provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered and is adequate as it is. It also conforms with the UN Special Rapporteur’s
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors should be added.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive 
summary of the issues to be considered and is adequate as it is. It also conforms with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the child’s best 
interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors should be added.



 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy
arrangements. The court should therefore always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no liberalisation of the
law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who
can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

33  Consultation Question 26:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as recommended by the
UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by
some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of the UN Special
Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system that would require women to give birth with the
expectation that they would have no legal responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

34  Consultation Question 27:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire parental
responsibility. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy
arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount
consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and
the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by
some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of the UN Special
Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system that would require women to give birth with the
expectation that they would have no legal responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the ‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood
and parental responsibility.

All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and
has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx



36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after
the birth and all subsequent decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other competent authority,
with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the
risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first
optional protocol.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first
optional protocol.

40  Consultation Question 33:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

41  Consultation Question 34:

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Please provide your views below:



I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human
rights of both women and children, and would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they will inevitably
be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or
coerce more women to act as ‘surrogates.’

Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW,
which prohibits third-parties profiting or otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women.

43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy,
which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to
provide matching and facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a
violation of the human rights of both women and children.

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to
provide matching and facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a
violation of the human rights of both women and children.

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an
increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services should be a criminal offence.

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human
rights of both women and children, and would drive an increase in surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:



48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both
women and the child. The idea of organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of Article 6 of CEDAW,
given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any
form of benefit from women’s prostitution.

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women
and children, and enabling advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent.

At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an
impoverished woman’s financial problems. If this proposal is implemented, surrogacy adverts are likely to be presented to female students and other
young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would
be the most vulnerable to this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in their best interests.

Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, we need to protect disadvantaged women from the
temptation of renting their wombs. This means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned.

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original
birth certificate. The birth mother should be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal parenthood and
parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration.
This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation
of women and their reproductive capacities.

However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of the certificate should make clear that the birth was the
result of a surrogacy arrangement.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.



Please provide your views below:

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed to changes to allow for the registration of three parents
or for anyone other than the birth mother to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate. Such proposals could lead to the facilitation of
the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is
unique.

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is
important that the children have access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that the information held
on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to
know her or his genetic parentage.

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the
right to know her or his genetic parentage.

57  Consultation Question 49:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable.

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

Yes, this should be possible.

59  Consultation Question 51:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Yes, I agree.

60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

Yes



Please provide your views below:

Yes

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

Yes, the intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order

62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a
parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree?

Please provide your views below:

The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child.

63  Consultation Question 55:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s
wombs. An adoption order can be considered as an option when a parental order is not possible.

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s
wombs. An adoption order can be considered as an option when a parental order is not possible.

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway

64  Consultation Question 56:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK
in order to avoid surrogacy tourism.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk
of surrogacy tourism.

65  Consultation Question 57:

Please provide your views below:

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed.

66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

67  Consultation Question 59:

No

Please provide views below:



I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical
necessity.’

Please provide views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do
not believe that double donation should be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.

Yes

Please provide views below:

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith
began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a
‘medical necessity.’

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner
provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide views below:

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that
surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’

Please provide your views below:

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’

71  Consultation Question 63:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the
identity of all genetic parents and the birth mother.

Please provide your views below:

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2).

Yes

Please provide your views below:

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision.

72  Consultation Question 64:

No

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s human rights. 
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good 
health until the child reaches adulthood. Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is to be opened up,



a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy
arrangement and will make it less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a fait accompli. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement
up to that age but not beyond. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended
parents’ and it should be 45.

Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good
health until the child reaches adulthood. I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.
However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important.
This will make it clear that society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement and will make it less likely that
they will.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement
up to that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended
parents’ and it should be much older than 18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement
at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it would be
reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before they have taken even their first steps into independence and
adulthood?

73  Consultation Question 65:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.

At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that she is particularly
vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that
25 years would be more appropriate.

Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy arrangement is a reasonable thing
for them to be doing before they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish
herself as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older minimum age for
entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate.

Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy arrangement is a reasonable thing
for them to be doing before they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood?

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway

74  Consultation Question 66:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

Please provide your views below:



75  Consultation Question 67:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the
intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is
signed. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

77  Consultation Question 69:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given
birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’.

Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone
else. It is impossible to understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you unless you have had that experience yourself.

79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman
can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’.

Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs
should not be allowed to undertake more than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women would have under
this proposal.

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above
actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

81  Consultation Question 73:



Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above
the actual essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, and travel to medical appointments – backed up
by receipts.

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above
the actual essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, and travel to medical appointments – backed up
by receipts.

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above
the actual essential costs of the pregnancy and birth, backed up by receipts.

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above
the actual essential costs of the pregnancy and birth, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost earnings.

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above
the actual essential costs of the pregnancy and birth, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost earnings.



86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

Please provide your views below:

It is absurd to propose that one could place a monetary value on the pain of adverse pregnancy outcomes. In putting a price tag on perineal tear for
example, some mothers report little pain/ few symptoms, while others have profound ongoing fear of vaginal penetration, which can result in very
significant emotional and relationship difficulties. Infection may complicate healing, and some women report long-term sequelae from this, such as
impaired wound healing.

Haematological conditions should also be considered. Blood loss, for example, due to placental haemorrhage can be very significant, and potentially
result in emergency hysterectomy and blood transfusion to save the life of the mother. It is a fact that, although blood is thoroughly screened in the UK,
there still remains the potential for blood-borne illnesses to be transmitted, and the fact that some of these may not have been identified yet by
researchers is also a real risk to a mother receiving transfusion. Persons who have had a blood transfusion are currently unable to donate blood
themselves in the UK, because of the risk of disease transmission. This is an indication of the gravity of receiving blood products. NO medical intervention
is risk-free. Receiving multiple blood productswould only heighten those risks.

Conditions such as HELLP (Haemolysis, Elevated Liver enzymes, Low Platelets) can be fatal, although the maternal mortality rate is low, and can have
significant sequelae, including renal failure potentially requiring dialysis, placental abruption (potentially fatal for mother and baby), permanent liver
damage and retinal detachment resulting in visual impairment.

Each of these conditions has long-term consequences for a woman, psychologically, physically and emotionally, and may also affect her ability to return
to work or care for other children.

Also, the late complications of childbirth have been disregarded. Late consequences of childbirth can include vaginal or rectal prolapse, urinary and faecal
incontinence. Women who have had a section may experience ongoing pain around the scar. Some sources quote this as affecting between 6 and 18
percent of women. These symptoms can be profoundly distressing, and may take years to present (or, conversely, may present immediately).

How could we ensure that women suffering these complications are compensated? They are multifactorial, and risk increases with instrumented delivery
and parity. How would it be proposed to unpick the role of a surrogate pregnancy in causing these symptoms in relation to other risk factors, for example
parity, smoking history, personal medical history?

Psychiatric conditions are also absent from this list. Complications including depression and anxiety may be worsened by pregnancy. Other mental health
conditions such as postnatal depression and postpartum psychosis can be fatal, and impact on a woman’s health for many years to come. I’m quite
shocked that none of these conditions have been explicitly mentioned and it does make me wonder how the list of complications was created. I’d also like
to know what level of haemorrhage would be considered “excessive”.

The wording of the question “should” be able to pay compensation is not the same as being mandated to do so. This potentially creates a situation where
some “luckier” women would receive compensation others would not.

All of the above illustrates the risks of surrogacy and confirms my support for a total ban on surrogacy in the UK.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK.

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.



Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above
actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above
actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts.

90  Consultation Question 82:

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above
actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her ‘services’.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above
actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her ‘services’.

Please provide any views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against 
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor 
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above 
actual essential costs, backed up by receipts. 



I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to the birth mother for her ‘services’.

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above
actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their ‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of
surrogacy.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above
actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their ‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of
surrogacy.

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement being used, the only payments that should ever be made
are essential and basic expenses for which receipts are provided.

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above
actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:



I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above
actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts are provided. The judge or other competent authority
should closely monitor all financial aspects of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the parental
order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the arrangements, the competent authority should be totally
independent and not, for example, an agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any way.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

96  Consultation Question 88:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s
lifestyle is utterly abhorrent.

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements

97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their
experiences of international surrogacy arrangements.

Please provide your views below:

98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us
their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter.

Please provide your views below:

99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through
an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for
obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the
child.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears 
to contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of children and the 
protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.



 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a
child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after
the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

102  Consultation Question 94:

No

Please provide your views below:

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears
to contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of children and the
protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

No

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child.

103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU
Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will
need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form for the child before she or he is born in international
surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and
trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform
Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended
parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do
consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of women and children and all
the other ways in which it is possible for people to enjoy children in their lives.

106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new
pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree?



Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

107  Consultation Question 99:

No

Please provide your views below:

I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention
on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth mother to have legal parenthood
and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the
paramount consideration. This is an important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I believe it should
apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

108  Consultation Question 100:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same
checks as would be used in an international adoption.

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:

I do not believe this needs changing.

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children.

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children.

113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children.

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:



I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children.

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal
right to override the birth mother’s wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour and
childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time
for any or no reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes.

All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or
more persons, including her spouse or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be present in so-called
altruistic surrogacy arrangements.

Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to
birth mothers and new-borns – especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid reason to be extremely
cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of surrogacy births.

It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in
surrogacy is likely to lead to additional pressure on the NHS.

Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-term negative effects on the well-being of both of them.
This is likely to be the same for birth mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional long-term pressures on
the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and there are no questions about this.

An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s
health, including premature death. Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs when this isn’t in their
best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of
‘attractiveness’ for example.

The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the
NHS picking up the tab for the extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. There appears to have been
no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and society.

At a time when the NHS is under severe strain, and life-changing therapies (for cancer, cystic fibrosis etc) are not funded due to financial constraints it is a
slap in the face to provide money for prospective parents to indulge their parenting fantasies while denying patients access to drugs which are standard
in other counties.

Please provide your views below:

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at
any time, for any or no reason. Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to
override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum
period.

All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or
more persons, including her spouse or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be present in so-called
altruistic surrogacy arrangements.

The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to
ensure that they can speak to her alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in consultations, and the labour
ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes.

Please provide your views below:

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the wellbeing of herself and the child.

116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration to the significant risk that women will be coerced into 
agreeing to participate in surrogacy arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even more likely if substantial 
payments are involved. 
 
It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or 
much of their earnings. This is a major route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. There is no reason to 
expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money.



 
If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement.
This should be a criminal offence and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as a deterrent. That such a
law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women. 
 
It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by
receipts and overseen by a judge.

Chapter 18: Impact

117  Consultation Question 109:

Please insert the year of birth here:

Not Answered

If international, in which country did the arrangement take place?:

Not Answered

Not Answered

118  Consultation Question 110:

Not Answered

Not Answered

Not Answered

Please provide the cost of any legal advice or representation below:

119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law
where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

120  Consultation Question 112:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

121  Consultation Question 113:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

122  Consultation Question 114:

Please provide your views below:

123  Consultation Question 115:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

124  Consultation Question 116:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland.



Please provide your views below:

126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or
the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper.

Please provide your views below:

It seems that, before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation
should enable it. This may be explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’, mainly focusing on people who already had a vested interest in surrogacy –
‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money
from commercial surrogacy if it is given the green light.

It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as
all women are affected by the institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial surrogacy in this country.

It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique
bond between birth mother and child – and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of birth are a major
step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – potentially affecting the status of all women.

Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other family members coercing a woman into engaging in
commercial surrogacy for their (and not her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to have been
completely overlooked by the law commissioners.

UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this
consultation. There doesn’t appear to be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality considerations and impact
assessments. As the impact of surrogacy on women and children is very different from that on adult males, I believe the law commissioners are in breach
of equality legislation.

The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have due regard to the need to:

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct prohibited by the Act.
• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic and those who do not.
• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those who do not.

There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the
sexes. Any loosening of the laws around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have an impact on the
relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them
but took advantage of their birth mothers.

It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not based on any recognised human rights instruments –
such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to be a ‘surrogate.’
These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by the UN Special Rapporteur.*

It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers, including:

• The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or
physical transfer of the child.
• All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides
not to relinquish the child.
• The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual
obligation.”
• Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare checks after the birth of the child.
• Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other competent authority on an individual basis after the birth, with
the best interests of the child being paramount.

The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed
and do not ask the important high-level questions – such as whether consultees think that surrogacy can ever be ethical.

For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start again from the position of women’s and children’s human
rights. If it is found that there is no way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties such as CEDAW and the
UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be liberalised.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
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Surrogacy Consultation Questions 

Email the completed document to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk before the deadline 
of 11 October 2019. 

ABOUT YOU 

1. What is your name? 

Name (Required) 

 
 
2. If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a 
university), what is the name of your organisation? 

None. 
 
3. Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your 
organisation? 

(Required – Choose one response) 

• This is a personal response 
• This is a response on behalf of an organisation 
• Other 

This is a personal response  

If other, please provide details: 

 
 
4. If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best 
describes you? 

(Choose one response) 

• Other individual 

5. What is your email address? 

Email address:  

 
 
If you enter your email address then you will automatically receive an acknowledgement email 
when you submit your response. 
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6. What is your telephone number? 

Telephone number:  

 
 
7. If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be 
treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. 
As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot 
give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances. 

 
 
 

 

 

Consultation Question 1. 

1.1 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales:  

(1) all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 
allocated to a judge of the High Court; and 

YES 
 
International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of 
children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost 
seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. 
For this reason these cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.  

 
(2) if international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to a judge of 

the High Court, circuit judges should be ticketed to hear such cases. 

Paragraph 6.42 

 

Consultation Question 2. 

1.2 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and Wales  

(1) domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-birth parental order 
should continue to be heard by lay justices, or whether they should be allocated to another 
level of the judiciary; and 
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(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another level of the 
judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be appropriate. 

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so 
the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these 
cases should NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit 
judges or higher. 

Paragraph 6.51 

 

Consultation Question 3. 

1.3 We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the 
current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation 
Questions 1 and 2. 

 
Paragraph 6.53 

 

Consultation Question 4. 

1.4 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court should be placed under a 
duty to consider whether to make an order awarding the intended parents parental 
responsibility at the first directions hearing in the proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our provisional proposal in 
Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether in the new pathway or not) automatically 
acquire parental responsibility if the child is living with or being cared for by them is not 
supported by consultees). 

NO 
 
The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. 
Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should 
be open. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 6.58 
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Consultation Question 5. 

1.5 We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the FPR 2010 
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the 
proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 6.72 

 

Consultation Question 6. 

1.6 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they are of the view that, in Scotland:  

(1) there is a need for greater consistency and clarity in provisions relating to the 
expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers and, if so, how this should be 
addressed;   

(2) it should be provided by statute that, at the initial hearing or any subsequent hearing 
for a parental order, the court may make any such interim order or orders for 
parental responsibilities and parental rights as it sees fit; and/or 

(3) further procedural reform is needed and, if so, what that reform should be. 

 
Paragraph 6.110 

 

Consultation Question 7. 

1.7 In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, before the 
child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have: 

(1) entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will include a 
statement as to legal parenthood on birth, 

(2) complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 

(3) met eligibility requirements, 

on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child, 
subject to the surrogate’s right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key 
recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in 
respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up 
the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard 
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to 
surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and a domestic context. 
 
This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and 
all of the implications need to be fully understood. There is no evidence in the consultation paper 
that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all. 
 
I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at 
birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ 
mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify 
measures that contravene the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the 
provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers. 
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or 
condone a system that would require women to deliberately conceive and subsequently give 
birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The 
rights of the child must be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers 
say they want or not. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.13 

 

Consultation Question 8. 

1.8 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed clinics 
should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under the new 
pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a specified 
minimum period. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. 
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1.9 We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be: whether 100 
years or another period. 

Paragraph 8.14 

 

Consultation Question 9. 

1.10 We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes 
should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy 
organisation is involved. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they 
would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence. 

Paragraph 8.21 

 

Consultation Question 10. 

1.11 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a 
traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from 
entering into the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’  
Paragraph 8.22 

 

Consultation Question 11. 

1.12 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal parenthood 
by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the child;  

(2) this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in writing 
within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the intended parents 
and the body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; and 

(3) the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration less one 
week. 

Do consultees agree? 
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NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire 
legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only a limited time to object. This 
contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the 
legal parent at birth and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility 
in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth, 
with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration. 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.35 

 

Consultation Question 12. 

1.13 We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents 
acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy arrangement 
should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the result that: 

(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child;  

(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal parent of the 
child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these circumstances; and 

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental order to 
obtain legal parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
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parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.36 

 

Consultation Question 13. 

1.14 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on registering the 
birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that the surrogate has lacked 
capacity at any time during the period in which she had the right to object to the 
intended parents acquiring legal parenthood; 

(2) if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the period in 
which she has the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal parenthood, 
the surrogate should be able to provide a positive consent to such acquisition; and 

(3) if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the surrogate is 
unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant period, the surrogacy 
arrangement should exit the new pathway and the intended parents should be able 
to make an application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
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and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.37 

 

Consultation Question 14. 

1.15 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be born as a 
result of the surrogacy arrangement: 

(1) should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of Practice; 

(2) either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as appropriate, 
should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed; and 

(3) there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after his or 
her birth. 

Do consultees agree? 
 
NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in 
surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the 
birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is 
an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest. 
Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth. 
 
The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before 
the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.  
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The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because 
parents of children born through the normal process are not subject to such checks does not 
hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential 
experiences that change you and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and 
rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For obvious 
reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.  
 
In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, 
physiological and emotional resources, which means she has already made a huge and 
unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and 
emotional commitment to the child is already well-developed, giving her the best chance of 
surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood 
and adolescence.  
 
The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources 
does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of caring for a new-born child and the 
long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.51 

 

Consultation Question 15. 

1.16 We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement 
under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right to object to the 
intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the surrogate’s spouse or civil 
partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’  
 
There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for 
financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she does not have legal parenthood or 
parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject 
this proposal. 
 
However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore 
have an implication for all children, all families because it would set a precedent. It should not be 
introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and 
children. There is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such 
assessment. 
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1.17 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement outside 

the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue to be a legal 
parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement. 

YES 
 
The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and 
partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain. 

Paragraph 8.57 

 

Consultation Question 16. 

1.18 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 
arrangement is stillborn: 

(1) the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the surrogate 
exercises her right to object; and 

(2) the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 
the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. The 
birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if 
the child is stillborn. 
 
1.19 We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents 
being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration 
of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that 
the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the 
stillbirth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should 
not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this. 
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Paragraph 8.77 

 

Consultation Question 17. 

1.20 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, 
where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able 
to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the 
period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have 
made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order 
are satisfied, on registration of the birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and if the child 
dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth 
mother was the legal parent. 

Paragraph 8.79 

 

Consultation Question 18. 

1.21 For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which 
she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new 
pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a 
parental order. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 8.80 
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Consultation Question 19. 

1.22 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, where 
both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended parents should 
be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the surrogate not exercising her 
right to object within the defined period. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased 
‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should 
always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately 
reflect this. 
 
1.23 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new 

pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy or before a 
parental order is made: 

(1) it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who claims an 
interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, or who would be 
permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of the Children Act 1989: 

(a) for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and 

(b) for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject to the 
surrogate’s consent; or 

(2) the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not be 
possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s parents, but that 
there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide details of the intended 
parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry onto the register of surrogacy 
arrangements. 

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already 
deceased – so option (2) is preferable. 

Paragraph 8.81 

 

Consultation Question 20. 

1.24 We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order by a sole 
applicant under section 54A: 
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(1) the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always intended that 
there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in respect of the child 
concerned or to supply the name and contact details of the other intended parent;  

(2) if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be made for 
notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the application and an 
opportunity given to that party to provide notice of opposition within a brief period 
(of, say, 14 to 21 days); and 

(3) if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to oppose, he or 
she should be required to make his or her own application within a brief period (say 
14 days), otherwise the application of the first intended parent will be determined by 
the court. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 8.86 

 

Consultation Question 21. 

1.25 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and 

(2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth 
mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount 
consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.91 

 

Consultation Question 22. 

1.26 We invite consultees’ views:  

(1) as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new pathway that we 
have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the intended 
parents at birth; and 

(2) if so, as to whether should this oversight be: 
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(a) administrative, or 

(b) judicial. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the 
legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood 
and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as 
recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.93 

 

Consultation Question 23. 

1.27 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989, 
should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional specific 
factors in the situation where it is considering the arrangements for a child in the 
context of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement; and 

(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be. 

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about 
a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the 
issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not 
believe any other factors should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.120 

 

Consultation Question 24. 

1.28 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as applied 
and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 
Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to 
additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering whether to make a 
parental order; and 

(2) what those additional factors should be. 
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The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental 
order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered 
and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the 
child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors 
should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.121 

 

Consultation Question 25. 

1.29 We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be 
amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 
8 order without leave. 

NO 
 
There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother 
and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy arrangements. The court should therefore 
always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no 
liberalisation of the law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do 
not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can apply for a 
section 8 order without leave. 

Paragraph 8.123 

 

Consultation Question 26. 

1.30 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire parental 
responsibility automatically where: 

(1) the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and  

(2) they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and 
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as 
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recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no legal 
responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must 
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.132 

 

Consultation Question 27. 

1.31 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of the child; 
and 

(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should continue to 
have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living with, or being cared 
for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility automatically. The birth mother 
should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental 
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority 
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is 
the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the 
sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of 
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the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no responsibility 
for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised 
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.134 

 

Consultation Question 28. 

1.32 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the 
surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the 
arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to 
object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the 
‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood and parental responsibility. 
 
All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the 
child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special 
Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.139 

 

Consultation Question 29. 

1.33 For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of parental 
responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the intended parents, 
during the period in which parental responsibility is shared; and 
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(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility by the 
party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have 
legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and all subsequent decisions 
involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.140 

 

Consultation Question 30. 

1.34 We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the 
scope of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 9.29 

 

Consultation Question 31. 

1.35 We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used 
independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we 
would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that 
took place. 

N/A 
Paragraph 9.35 
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Consultation Question 32. 

1.36 We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements should be 
brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 
 
1.37 We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 

Paragraph 9.36 

 

Consultation Question 33. 

1.38 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations;  

NO 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to take a 
particular form; and 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual responsible 
for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
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I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.61 

 

Consultation Question 34. 

1.39 We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for: 

(1) representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator; 

(2) managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence 
and skill; 

(3) ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, 
including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary policies and 
procedures; 

(4) training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and 

(5) providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law. 

Do consultees agree? 

LEAVE ALL CHECK BOXES BLANK (i.e. none of the above) 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.40 We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible individual 

should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.41 We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualifications a person 

responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.62 
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Consultation Question 35. 

1.42 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit 
making bodies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they 
will inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) 
and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or coerce more women to act 
as ‘surrogates.’ 
 
Deriving derive income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy 
and prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW, which prohibits third-parties 
profiting or otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women. 

Paragraph 9.84 

 

Consultation Question 36. 

1.43 We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and 
facilitation services. 

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because 
that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human 
rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.94 

 

Consultation Question 37. 

1.44 We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to 
offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
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facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
  
1.45 We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should 

be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements 
outside the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.95 

 

Consultation Question 38. 

1.46 We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against 
organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, 
and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they 
are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I 
consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services 
should be a criminal offence. 

Paragraph 9.97 

 

Consultation Question 39. 

1.47 We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 
Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and 
oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal 
parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy.  
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1.48 If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of Practice should 
apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which additional or new areas of 
regulation should be applied. 

Paragraph 9.117 

 

Consultation Question 40. 

1.49 We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable 
(subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation 
to financial terms).  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 9.129 

 

Consultation Question 41. 

1.50 We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for 
negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, 
because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both women and the child. The idea of 
organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of 
Article 6 of CEDAW, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits 
the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any form of benefit from 
women’s prostitution. 

Paragraph 9.135 

 

Consultation Question 42. 

1.51 We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy 
should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything 
that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. 
Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and enabling 
advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent. 
 
At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that 
being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an impoverished woman’s financial problems. If 
this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female 
students and young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to 
their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would be the most vulnerable to 
this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest. 
 
Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, 
we need to protect disadvantaged women from the temptation of renting their wombs. This 
means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned. 

Paragraph 9.145 

 

Consultation Question 43. 

1.52 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental 
order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the 
Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth 
certificate at the age of 18. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.80 

 

Consultation Question 44. 

1.53 We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that 
result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full 
form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy 
arrangement. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original birth certificate. The birth mother should 
be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
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recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of 
the certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 10.85 

 

Consultation Question 45. 

1.54 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and 
Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed 
to changes to allow for the registration of three parents or for anyone other than the birth mother 
to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate. Such proposals could lead to the 
facilitation of the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the 
understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is unique. 

Paragraph 10.87 

 

Consultation Question 46. 

1.55 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has 
been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained 
in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.89 

 

Consultation Question 47. 

1.56 We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements should be 
created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and the gamete 
donors. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.57 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority; 

(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, whether in or 
outside the new pathway, provided that the information about who has contributed 
gametes for the conception of the child has been medically verified, and that the 
information should include: 

(a) identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy arrangement, and 

(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed gametes to the 
conception of the child; and 

(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a parental 
order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage where available 
and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the use of an anonymous 
gamete donor if that applies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the children have 
access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that 
the information held on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because 
otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his 
genetic parentage. 

Paragraph 10.102 

 

Consultation Question 48. 

1.58 We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate 
and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy 
arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it 
trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his genetic 
parentage. 

Paragraph 10.104 
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Consultation Question 49. 

1.59 We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be able to 
access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for identifying 
information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information is included on the 
register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable opportunity to receive 
counselling about the implications of compliance with this request. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.60 We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16 (depending on 

whether the information is identifying or non-identifying respectively) should be able to 
access the information in the register and, if so, in which circumstances: 

(1) where his or her legal parents have consented; 

(2) if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or she is 
sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or 

(3) in any other circumstances. 

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable. 
Paragraph 10.110 

 

Consultation Question 50. 

1.61 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of 
a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person 
whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil 
partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 

YES, this should be possible. 
Paragraph 10.114 

 

Consultation Question 51. 

1.62 We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically related 
through, the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to identify each 
other, if they both wish to do so. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.63 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow people born 

to the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to access the register to 
identify each other, if they both wish to do so. 

YES, I agree. 
Paragraph 10.121 

 

Consultation Question 52. 

1.64 We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a person 
carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the register to identify 
each other, if they both wish to do so: 

(1) if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or 

(2) if they are not genetically related through the surrogate. 

YES to both (1) and (2) 
Paragraph 10.123 

 

Consultation Question 53. 

1.65 For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental 
order should be recorded in the register. 

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded 
in the register. 

Paragraph 10.128 
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Consultation Question 54. 

1.66 We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the 
HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 11.20 

 

Consultation Question 55. 

1.67 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any other legal 
parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found or is incapable of 
giving agreement, should continue to be available; 

NO  
 
I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 
 

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the surrogate, and 
any other legal parent of the child, in the following circumstances: 

(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of the 
surrogate and any other legal parent, or 

(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with the 
intended parents; and 

(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the paramount 
consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life guided by the factors 
set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in Scotland, in line 
with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 

Paragraph 11.58 

 

Consultation Question 56. 

1.68 We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway, the 
intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or habitually resident in 
the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man. 

Do consultees agree?  

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be 
domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism. 
 
1.69 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional conditions 

imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying period of habitual 
residence required to satisfy the test. 

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual 
residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk of surrogacy tourism. 

Paragraph 12.15 

 

Consultation Question 57. 

1.70 We invite consultees’ views on whether: 

(1) the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008 should be 
reformed and, if so, how; or 

(2) the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are within the 
prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from applying. 

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed. 
Paragraph 12.29 
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Consultation Question 58. 

1.71 We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be 
required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s 
home to be with them. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.  

Paragraph 12.34 

 

Consultation Question 59. 

1.72 We provisionally propose that the new pathway –  

(1) should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the intended 
parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that double donation of 
gametes is permitted, but 

(2) that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity, 
meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to provide a gamete due to 
infertility. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should 
be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
 
1.73 We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted under the 

parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in the new pathway) in 
domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are 
likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do not believe that double donation should 
be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.  
 
1.74 We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of the 

intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the parental order 
pathway should be retained in international surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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Paragraph 12.64 

 

Consultation Question 60. 

1.75 We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic 
cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical 
necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the 
surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic 
link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.71 

 

Consultation Question 61. 

1.76 We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical 
necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single 
parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes 
but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.76 
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Consultation Question 62. 

1.77 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a surrogacy 
arrangement has been used because of medical necessity: 

(1) for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or 

(2) for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made. 

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights 
and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’  
 
1.78 We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if it is 

introduced, should be defined and assessed. 

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
Paragraph 12.94 

 

Consultation Question 63. 

1.79 We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to parenthood, information 
identifying the child’s genetic parents and the surrogate must be provided for entry on the 
national register of surrogacy agreements prior to registration of the child’s birth. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
 
I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in 
any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all genetic parents and the birth 
mother. 
 
1.80 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for an application for a 

parental order that: 

(1) those who contributed gametes are entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements; and/or 

(2) if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents provided gametes in the 
conception of the child, that the genetic link is demonstrated to the court with 
medical or DNA evidence. 

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order 
in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2). 
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1.81 We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the application of a parental 
order that the identity of the surrogate is entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision. 

Paragraph 12.115 

 

Consultation Question 64. 

1.82 We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit for the grant of a 
parental order. The age of the intended parents should continue to be taken into account 
in the assessment of the welfare of the child in applications to grant a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both 
women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is 
to be opened up, a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear 
that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy arrangement and will make it 
less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a 
fait accompli. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age but not beyond. It is 
therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
 
1.83 We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway there should be a 

maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, what it should be. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ and it should be 45. 
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
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I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s 
human rights. However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore 
consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important. This will make it clear that 
society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement 
and will make it less likely that they will. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age. It is therefore imperative 
that age limits are set very carefully.  
 
1.84 We provisionally propose that intended parents should be required to be at least 18 years 

old at the time that they enter into a surrogacy agreement under the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it should be much older than 
18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement at that age. It is therefore imperative that 
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it 
would be reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before 
they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood? 

Paragraph 12.133 

 

Consultation Question 65. 

1.85 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years of age 
(at the time of conception), in order for the court to have the power to make a parental 
order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a 
violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself 
as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There 
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should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I 
suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  
 
1.86 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years old at 

the time of entering into the surrogacy agreement within the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of 
childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that 
she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older 
minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be 
more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  

Paragraph 12.144 

 

Consultation Question 66. 

1.87 We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any partner of the 
surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes should be required for the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
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1.88 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out in the Code of 
Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy arrangements outside a licensed clinic, and if 
not, which types of testing should be required for such arrangements. 

 
Paragraph 13.16 

 

Consultation Question 67. 

1.89 We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the new 
pathway: 

(1) the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the intended parents 
intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway should be 
required to attend counselling with regard to the implications of entering into that 
arrangement; and 

(2) the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who meets the 
requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.44 

 

Consultation Question 68. 

1.90 We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that 
the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect 
of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.65 
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Consultation Question 69. 

1.91 We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway: 

(1) an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained for intended parents, 
surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or partners of surrogates;  

(2) the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not enable a surrogate 
arrangement to be proceed under the new pathway where a person screened is unsuitable 
for having being convicted of, or received a police caution for, any offence appearing on a 
prescribed list of offences; and  

(3) the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also determine that a 
person is unsuitable based on the information provided in the enhanced record certificate.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.92 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that applies in the case of 

adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.73 

 

Consultation Question 70. 

1.93 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the 
surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an 
arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone else. It is impossible to 
understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless 
you have had that experience yourself. 

Paragraph 13.95 
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Consultation Question 71. 

1.94 We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate 
pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. 
Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs should not be allowed to undertake more 
than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women 
would have under this proposal. 

Paragraph 13.99 

 

Consultation Question 72. 

1.95 We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended parents to the 
surrogate should be able to be: 

(1) based on an allowance;  

(2) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for 
production of receipts; or 

(3) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of 
receipts. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.16 
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Consultation Question 73. 

1.96 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential costs 
relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.22 
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Consultation Question 74. 

1.97 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate 
additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather than 
essential.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.26 

 

Consultation Question 75. 

1.98 We invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise from 
entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a surrogate pregnancy; 
and 

(2) the types of cost which should be included within this category. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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Paragraph 15.29 

 

Consultation Question 76. 

1.99 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or 
self-employed). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.37 

 

Consultation Question 77. 

1.100 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential earnings: 

(1) her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.35 
above); and/or 

(2) other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.38 

 

Consultation Question 78. 

1.101 We invite consultees to share their experiences:  

(1) of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended parents has 
had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits; and 

(2) where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s entitlement to 
means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been addressed in their 
surrogacy arrangement. 

N/A 
Paragraph 15.47 
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Consultation Question 79. 

1.102 We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate for the following: 

(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth; 

(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or 

(3)  specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an 
ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive 
haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a 
hysterectomy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.  
 
1.103 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of which 

intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.  
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1.104 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable should be: 

(1) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or  

(2) left to the parties to negotiate.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation.  

Paragraph 15.53 

 

Consultation Question 80. 

1.105 We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the 
surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.  

Paragraph 15.56 
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Consultation Question 81. 

1.106 We invite consultees’ views as to whether:  

(1) intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and 

(2) if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or reasonable in 
nature. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts. 

Paragraph 15.60 

 

Consultation Question 82. 

1.107 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended parents to 
agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service 
of undertaking a surrogacy. (check box) 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.108 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the fee should be: 

(1) any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or 

(2) a fixed fee set by the regulator. 

Leave both check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.109 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what, if any, other payments 
the law should permit, in addition to that fixed fee: 

(1) no other payments; 

(2) essential costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(3) additional costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(4) lost earnings; 

(5) compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and complications, 
and the death of the surrogate; and/or 

(6) gifts. 

Leave all check boxes blank. 
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I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to 
the birth mother for her ‘services’. 

Paragraph 15.69 

 

Consultation Question 83. 

1.110 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for any payment the law 
permits the intended parents to pay the surrogate for her services to be reduced in the 
event of a miscarriage or termination of the pregnancy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 
 

1.111 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee payable to the surrogate 
to be able to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination, whether such 
provision should apply: 

(1) in the first trimester of pregnancy only; 
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(2) to any miscarriage or termination; or 

(3) some other period of time (please specify).   

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 

Paragraph 15.72 

 

Consultation Question 84. 

1.112 We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to 
surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to 
parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement 
being used, the only payments that should ever be made are essential and basic expenses for 
which receipts are provided. 
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Paragraph 15.74 

 

Consultation Question 85. 

1.113 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have 
not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 

Paragraph 15.75 

 

Consultation Question 86. 

1.114 We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that 
intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.76 
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Consultation Question 87. 

1.115 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods of enforcing 
limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates that we should consider as part of 
our review: 

(1) for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and  

(2) for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of the baby. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts 
are provided. The judge or other competent authority should closely monitor all financial aspects 
of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the 
parental order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the 
arrangements, the competent authority should be totally independent and not, for example, an 
agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any 
way. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 15.89 

 

Consultation Question 88. 

1.116 We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into under 
the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.117 We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into 

under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so should not be dependent 
on the surrogate complying with any terms of the agreement relating to her lifestyle. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy 
agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is utterly abhorrent. 

Paragraph 15.99 

 

Consultation Question 89. 

1.118 We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to 
share with us their experiences f international surrogacy arrangements. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.10 

 

Consultation Question 90. 

1.119 We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international 
context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in 
this chapter. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.12 

 

Consultation Question 91. 

1.120 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register 
a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and 
obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long 
the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.52 
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Consultation Question 92. 

1.121 We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the 
application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international 
surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of 
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this 
proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.53 

 

Consultation Question 93. 

1.122 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In 
particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of 
the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.68 

 

Consultation Question 94. 

1.123 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy 
arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the 
birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s country of birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport before the child is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict 
the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling 
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and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

 

1.124 We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa outside of 
the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal parents of the child 
under nationality law should be brought within the Rules. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
1.125 We provisionally propose that:  

(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links with the 
surrogate; or  

(2) that this condition should be clarified to ensure that it does not prevent the child 
having contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.126 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of a visa 

outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order within six 
months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the availability of the 
visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to remove the time limit on 
applications for parental orders is accepted. 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 16.69 

 

Consultation Question 95. 

1.127 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an 
international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to 
be completed after the birth of the child. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form 
for the child before she or he is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to 
contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against 
the selling and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I 
therefore strongly disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.76 

 

Consultation Question 96. 

1.128 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international 
surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the 
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.77 

 

Consultation Question 97. 

1.129 We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, 
comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration 
consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a 
violation of the human rights of women and children and all the other ways in which it is 
possible for people to enjoy children in their lives. 

Paragraph 16.82 
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Consultation Question 98. 

1.130 We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be 
eligible for the new pathway to parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 16.93 

 

Consultation Question 99. 

1.131 We provisionally propose that:  

1.132 the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended parents of 
children born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are recognised as the 
legal parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth, should also be recognised as 
the child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being necessary for the intended parents to 
apply for a parental order, but 

1.133 before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be satisfied that 
the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides protection against the 
exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, that is at least equivalent to 
that provided in UK law. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children 
and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth 
mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her 
consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of 
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case 
by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration. This is an 
important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I 
believe it should apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.94 
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Consultation Question 100. 

1.134 We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy arrangements in the UK 
involving foreign intended parents. 

N/A 
 
1.135 We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 

(1) any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from the UK for the purpose 
of the child becoming the subject of a parental order, or its equivalent, in another 
jurisdiction; and 

(2) if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process allowing foreign 
intended parents to remove the child from the jurisdiction of the UK for this 
purpose and with the approval of the court and, if so, what form should that 
process take. 

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from 
trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same checks as would be used in 
an international adoption. 

Paragraph 16.120 

 

Consultation Question 101. 

1.136 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory 
paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, 
civil partner or partner requires reform. 

I do not believe this needs changing. 
Paragraph 17.18 

 

Consultation Question 102. 

1.137 We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in 
respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only 
one intended parent qualifies.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
Paragraph 17.32 
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Consultation Question 103. 

1.138 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended parents to 
take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the purpose of induced 
lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other reason; and  

(2) if reform is needed, suggestions on reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children.  

Paragraph 17.36 

 

Consultation Question 104. 

1.139 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable 
facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under 
Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is 
sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children. 

Paragraph 17.40 

 

Consultation Question 105. 

1.140 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to 
employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.43 

 

Consultation Question 106. 

1.141 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to 
surrogacy and succession law are required. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.56 
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Consultation Question 107. 

1.142 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy 
arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are reforms to law 
or practice that consultees would like to see in this area. 

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are 
not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to override the birth mother’s 
wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during 
pregnancy, labour and childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions 
and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time for any or no 
reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and 
this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to birth mothers and new-borns – 
especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid 
reason to be extremely cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of 
surrogacy births. 
 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. 
As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in surrogacy is likely to lead to 
additional pressure on the NHS.  
 
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-
term negative effects on the well-being of both of them. This is likely to be the same for birth 
mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional 
long-term pressures on the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and 
there are no questions about this. 
 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure 
that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s health, including premature death. 
Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs 
when this isn’t in their best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors 
are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of 
‘attractiveness’ for example. 
 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these 
issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the NHS picking up the tab for the 
extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. 
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There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and 
society. 
 
1.143 We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like to see 

made to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social Care for 
England and Wales. 

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and 
that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at any time, for any or no reason. 
Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended 
parents’ have no legal right to override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or 
medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum 
period. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert 
than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to ensure that they can speak to her 
alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in 
consultations, and the labour ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes. 
 
1.144 We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better accommodate 

surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding issues. 

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the 
wellbeing of herself and the child. 

Paragraph 17.76 

 

Consultation Question 108. 

1.145 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to 
surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration 
to the significant risk that women will be coerced into agreeing to participate in surrogacy 
arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even 
more likely if substantial payments are involved. 
 
It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners 
and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or much of their earnings. This is a major 
route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. 
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There is no reason to expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it 
is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money. 
 
If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that 
prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement. This should be a criminal offence 
and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as 
a deterrent. That such a law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why 
paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women. 
 
It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any 
payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by receipts and overseen by a judge. 

Paragraph 17.80 

 

Consultation Question 109. 

1.146 We invite consultees who are intended parents, live in the UK, and have entered into a 
surrogacy arrangement that led to the birth of a child to tell us: 

(1) when the child was born; 

(2) whether the arrangement was domestic or international and, if international, in 
which country the arrangement took place; 

(3) whether the arrangement led to the making of a parental order in the UK; and 

(4) whether they are a: 

(a) opposite-sex couple; 

(b) male same-sex couple; 

(c) female same-sex couple; 

(d) single woman; or 

(e) single man. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.2 
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Consultation Question 110. 

1.147 We invite consultees who have experience of applying for a parental order in the UK to 
tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) whether they had legal advice before the making of the parental order; 

(3) whether they were represented by a lawyer in court; and 

(4) the cost of any legal advice or representation. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.4 

 

Consultation Question 111. 

1.148 We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of 
the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the 
child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 

Paragraph 18.6 

 

Consultation Question 112. 

1.149 We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide evidence about the 
cost of: 

(1) medical screening; and 

(2) implications counselling 

(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or implications 
counselling from any other costs involved with fertility treatment). 

N/A 
 
1.150 We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental order proceedings, to 

provide evidence of what they would charge: 

(1) to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed requirement for independent 
legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; and 
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(2) to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy agreement required for the 
new pathway. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.8 

 

Consultation Question 113. 

1.151 We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of: 

(1) the current requirement of a genetic link; and 

(2) any removal of this requirement in cases of medical necessity: 

(a) in the new pathway; 

(b) in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy arrangements; or 

(c) in both situations. 

 
Paragraph 18.11 

 

Consultation Question 114. 

1.152 We invite consultees who consider that they might be able to fulfil the role of the 
independent professional discussed in Chapter 9 to tell us: 

(1) their profession; and  

(2) what they would charge to provide such a service. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.13 

 

Consultation Question 115. 

1.153 We invite consultees who are intended parents to give us their views on the impact of our 
proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 
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(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
1.154 We invite consultees who are surrogates to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.15 

 

Consultation Question 116. 

1.155 We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) that led to the birth of 
their child(ren), including the cost of fertility treatment, payments to the surrogate 
and payments to any surrogacy agency or organisation; 

(3) how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s); 

(4) what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering into a surrogacy 
arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to the birth of a child); and 

(5) how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.18 

 

Consultation Question 117. 

1.156 We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 

 
Paragraph 18.20 
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Consultation Question 118. 

1.157 We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically 
addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this paper. 

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already 
decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation should enable it. This may be 
explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested 
interest in surrogacy – ‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience 
of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money from commercial 
surrogacy if it is given the green light. 
 
It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders 
in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as all women are affected by the 
institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial 
surrogacy in this country. 
 
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men 
to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique bond between birth mother and child – 
and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of 
birth are a major step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – 
potentially affecting the status of all women.  
 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other 
family members coercing a woman into engaging in commercial surrogacy for their (and not 
her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to 
have been completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 
 
UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty 
(PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this consultation. There doesn’t appear to 
be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality 
considerations and impact assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women 
and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of equality 
legislation. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have 
due regard to the need to: 
 

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct 
prohibited by the Act. 

• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 
and those who do not. 

• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 
who do not. 
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There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s 
position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the sexes. Any loosening of the laws 
around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have 
an impact on the relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young 
people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them but took 
advantage of their birth mothers. 
 
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not 
based on any recognised human rights instruments – such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ 
confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to 
be a ‘surrogate.’ These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by 
the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard against the sale of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers, including: 
 
 The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no 

contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or physical transfer of the child. 
 All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the 

child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides not to relinquish the child. 
 The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own 

post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual obligation.” 
 Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare 

checks after the birth of the child. 
 Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other 

competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with the best interests of the child 
being paramount. 

 
The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation 
guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed and do not ask the important 
high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc.  
 
For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start 
again from the position of women’s and children’s human rights. If it is found that there is no 
way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties 
such as CEDAW and the UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be 
liberalised.  
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 
 

Paragraph 18.22 
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Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

I agree. However, it is unclear from the Joint Consultation Paper how in fact the surrogate’s exercise of her right to object will operate. If she objects a
week after birth, does this mean that the parenthood of the intended parents is removed? If so, how are consequences that arose during that week to be
dealt with? Imagine, for example, that one of the intended parents dies during that week (this being the cause of the surrogate’s change of heart). Have
succession rights vested in the child on the intended parent’s death, or are these rights to be defeasible until the time for objection has passed? There
may be other examples of consequences during that week.
Another issue that will have to be dealt with is the challengeability of the agreement, perhaps on grounds of lack of capacity. Is it envisaged that once the
time for objection has passed no challenge is open to the agreement? This is probably a sound approach if parenthood is to be certain, but it may well
work hard on a person whose agreement was given during a time of real incapacity. I suggest that a provision will be needed to the effect that once the
birth has been registered with the intended parents named as parents no subsequent challenge to any of the process under the new pathway can affect
that parenthood.

15  Consultation Question 8:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

As the Joint Consultation Paper says (para 8.20) the arguments are finely balanced, but the Commissions’ tentative view that the law should discourage
the practice is sound. Anonymously donated gametes may well be used, but if their use means the new pathway is closed, then the child’s situation can
still be regularised by means of adoption.

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I think that this should indeed prevent the arrangement from entering into the new pathway, with the backstop of adoption being available, bringing the
additional protective requirements that that entails and which deals with many of the concerns created by anonymous donation.

18  Consultation Question 11:

Other

Please provide your views below:

In Scotland the period of objection would be no more than two weeks. Though I understand why it is necessary to ensure the child’s status is settled as
early as possible, and that this ought to be done before the child’s birth is registered, I wonder if two weeks is too short a period given the reality of the
situation of women who have just given birth? I wonder if it would be better to have a (slightly) longer period (perhaps the four weeks that is envisaged
for England and Wales), and permit some form of correction in the Register of Births if the surrogate does indeed make her objection but does so after
the intended parents have registered the birth?



19  Consultation Question 12:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I do NOT agree with proposition (3), for reasons I elaborate upon in my response to Consultation Question 108. The whole, the only, point of giving the
surrogate a power to object is to give her the chance of escaping the arrangement she has previously entered into, and so preventing the intended
parents from becoming legal parents. If the legislation is to be honest, that chance must be a real chance. The proposals in the Joint Consultation Paper
run the risk of purporting to give her that chance, but making sure that her aim will seldom if ever be achieved. Experience has taught us that the courts
will do all they can to ensure the child remains with the intended parent by means of a parental order – even to the extent of ignoring the existing
statutory requirements. Refusal of parental orders competently sought is unknown – and indeed has sometimes not occurred even when the order was
incompetently (because out of time) sought. The likelihood of refusal would be made even more remote if dispensation of consent were introduced: a
proposal I disagree with as explained in the appropriate place. So the proposal to retain parental orders offends, in my view, against the principle of
honesty, which I suggest ought to be one of the guiding principles in the design of the new legislation.

20  Consultation Question 13:

Other

Please provide your views below:

Again, I find the continued operation of the parental order process wholly unnecessary. If the surrogate is unable to provide a positive consent, which is
the foundation of and only justification for the new pathway, then obviously the new pathway to parenthood should not be available. But to me that
equally justifies closing the PO route too. The law is at risk of becoming more complicated than it needs to be. I have no issue with the closing of the new
pathway while not closing completely a route to parenthood for the intended parents. But I do not understand why the overall design is: “new pathway,
which failing parental order, which failing adoption”. I much prefer “new pathway, which failing adoption”. Not least of my worries about adding in the PO
route is that past experience suggests that this will always lead to transference of parenthood. But a main purpose of the law, if the interests of everyone
are to be fully protected, is to allow for an end result in which there is NO transference. Making adoption the second (and only) route allows for that end
result far more readily than “pathway – PO – adoption” because the courts are willing to refuse to make adoption order while hugely unwilling to refuse to
make parental orders. Also, given the detailed regulation of adoption, designed to address all the issues that transference of parenthood causes, it is
unnecessarily complex to design other regulations for POs to address exactly the same issues.

21  Consultation Question 14:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I find references to the child’s welfare unrealistic. The reality of a surrogacy arrangement is that it is being undertaken for the welfare of the intended
parents. It is they who have a gap in their lives that they are seeking to fill. The arrangement (unlike adoption) is NOT being done to improve the
life-chances of a child but to create a child. Unless one subscribes to a religious belief in a duty to populate the world, or propagate the species, then it
makes no sense to suggest that a child is being brought into existence for its own good. It is in any case impossible to predict with any reasonable level of
accuracy a child’s best interests before the child is even conceived.
The existing law on parental orders, though it gives a place to the child’s welfare, does not make that the central consideration, and there are many rules
that would prevent the order being made even though that would be contrary to the child’s best interests. Before 2018 a single person was prohibited
from obtaining a parental order, and the change of law was effected because that rule discriminated on the basis of marital status, not because it could
act against the child’s interests. Today if the surrogate refuses consent then the parental order process is absolutely blocked, irrespective of the effect
that has on the child’s welfare. It would be possible for the law to remove all rules other than that the court can transfer parenthood whenever the child’s
welfare requires this, but that would be unacceptable for a variety of (hopefully obvious) reasons.
We need to be honest and accept that is really at stake here is the ability of the state to regulate who ought to have access to assisted reproduction. The
proposal is really one to give the state (through the regulating authority) the power to deny access to persons adjudged so undesirable or so
compromised in their ability to parent that it would not be good for any child to be brought up by such persons. As will be clear in my answer to
Consultation Question 69. I am not necessarily against a process to prejudge parental merit – if in very limited circumstances and with very focused
criteria – but I think that only if we are honest about what we are doing here will we be able to delineate the rules properly, in a way in which their aims
are likely to be achieved.

22  Consultation Question 15:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

I strongly agree. The attachment of parenthood to the spouse or civil partner of the surrogate is an artificial legal consequence that bears no relationship
to reality (which is that he or she is not the parent in genetic fact and is not intended to be the parent in any social sense). Imposing parenthood on the
spouse or partner of a mother in a traditional environment was designed to reflect genetic probability, social reality and social expectation. None of that
works in the surrogacy situation and there is no justification other than a thoughtless application of existing rules to impose parenthood on the
surrogate’s domestic partner.

No



Please share your views below:

My comments above apply irrespective of how the surrogacy arrangement comes about, whether within the new pathway or outwith that pathway. So
here too I suggest that the spouse or civil partner of the surrogate should NOT continue to be allocated parenthood by law. The only practical point of
difference is that the new pathway, being regulated (authorised?), will be easy to identify while with other forms of surrogacy it may be not so clear when
the normal presumptions of parenthood would not apply. But that could be resolved by careful drafting of the legislation.

23  Consultation Question 16:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

I agree, though only to the proposition that if the surrogate dies during the specified period the new pathway should be closed. As before, I believe that if
that route to parenthood is closed then the alternative of adoption is all that the law need provide.

26  Consultation Question 19:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

I agree, though as I explain immediately below I see no room for other consequence than birth registration.

Please provide your views below:

Section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 reflects the traditional approach in Scots law of permitting a wide range of individuals to seek an
order. Our courts prefer to focus on the substantive issue of what is best for the child rather than technical issues of who can ask the question. So I see
no problem with any person in the proposed scenario seeking to be appointed a guardian of the child.
Section 11 would not apply to an application for a parental order, which has its own rules. (The “relevant person” cases within the children’s hearing
system show that the Scottish courts do not like s. 11 to be used for issues beyond the scope of Part 1 of the 1995 Act). But in any case in the scenario
proposed we are losing touch with reality completely if we go down the line of permitting parental orders to be made in the name of dead people. Whose
interests would we have in mind here? The dead have no interests to serve. Might it be argued that it is in the interests of the child to know that the law
recognised these dead people, whom he or she never knew, as his or her parents? I am very doubtful that children define their parents according to legal
standards as opposed to who is bringing them up in a caring and loving environment. Even if we accept that children, once adults, wish to know their
genetic origins I consider that granting a parental order in the name of the predeceased intended parents goes far further than is necessary to achieve
that. Any additional emotional benefit strikes me as marginal benefit and not sufficient to justify the artificiality of the law declaring dead people (neither
of whom might be genetic parents) to be legal parents. Is the aim to protect inheritance interests? If so, this should be done as an amendment to the
Succession (Scotland) Act 1964.
Registration of a predeceasing person as the parent, though with no consequences, is as far as we need to go. The precedent of ss. 30 and 40 of the
HFEA’08 should be followed instead of permitting the making of a parental order.
A slightly more awkward question which seems not to have been asked in what happens if one of the intended parents dies during the pregnancy. Is the
child, when born, to be regarded as a posthumous child of the deceased? There are clear succession implications here that need to be dealt with in the
legislation.

27  Consultation Question 20:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

If there is a theme emerging from my responses, it is that we should always be seeking to accept and deal with the reality of the situation with as little
artificiality as possible. In that spirit, I suggest that the reality of what is going on in a surrogacy is that there are three people directly involved in the
creation of the child: the two intended parents and the surrogate.
I see no insurmountable problem with a three-parent model. After all, the law can currently accommodate three (or more) persons holding parental
responsibilities and parental rights; three (or more) people having maintenance obligations towards the child; and three (or more) being within forbidden
degrees of marriage and incest (two birth parents and two adoptive parents). The only aspects of parenthood that I can think of that currently does not
already sometimes accommodate more than two people are inheritance and birth registration: both could be dealt with by simple amending provisions
in the succession and registration legislation.
Legal parenthood of the surrogate could be extinguished either by the passing of (a short) time without her objection, or by her positively giving up her
parenthood. If the latter, the logic of the new pathway suggests that her positive act should not require to be performed in court, but some protection
such as the presence of a notary would probably be valuable.

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

I do not believe that the new pathway requires any additional oversight analogous to that provided with adoption. If the circumstances fall out of the new
pathway then the case is likely to be far more contentious and so some form of oversight becomes crucial to deal with all sorts of contentious issues.
Since I consider that it is efficient law reform to tap into existing processes, I prefer the judicial oversight already offered by the adoption process.

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

33  Consultation Question 26:

Other

Please provide your views below:

There is no conceptual problem with parental responsibilities and parental rights vesting automatically in the persons who are caring for a child living
with them. In Scotland this would be an extension, and not a great one, of s. 5 of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, which already imposes obligations on
anyone with the care of a child. Of course that is presently structured to exclude long-term decision-making, and the exception for persons intending to
apply to an order over the child to make their care permanent could be carefully constructed with appropriate limitations to deal with the remote
possibility of the plans going awry.
As before, however, I am not at all keen on the continued ability to apply for a parental order and I should much prefer adoption to be the alternative to
the new pathway. But the extension of parental responsibilities and parental rights during the adoption process could follow just the same as in the
proposal.
In any case, adoption provides a model, for many prospective adoptive parents care for children that they intend to adopt. I am not aware that they suffer
such serious inhibition during the adoption process that they require to have parental responsibilities and parental rights automatically. If so, then new
legislation giving intended parents such responsibilities and rights automatically is a solution to a problem that does not exist. The intended parents
would be sufficiently protected by following the protections of prospective adopters who are already caring for the child in ss. 20 to 24 of the Adoption
and Children (Scotland) Act 2007.

34  Consultation Question 27:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

If parenthood is attached to the intended parents on birth then so too must parental responsibilities and parental rights. This is an inevitable
consequence of the new pathway. If the surrogate objects, then we must take this seriously and genuinely protect her right to prevent the transference of
parenthood. But that does not inhibit parental responsibilities and parental rights being exercised by the intended parents until, outwith the new
pathway, they have achieved the transference of parenthood. So I agree with the proposal, subject to amending “they intend to apply for a PO” to read
“they intend to apply for an adoption order”.



35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

There is nothing conceptually unusual about more than two persons having parental responsibilities and parental rights over a child. Section 2(2) of the
Children (Scotland) Act 1995 deals with any clash between those sharing parental rights.

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

40  Consultation Question 33:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

41  Consultation Question 34:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?



Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

I strongly agree. The HFEA has more than 30 years of experience in the regulation of organisations providing closely related services and it would seem
not cost-effective to set up a whole new body to deal with surrogacy organisations.

Please provide your views below:

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

I see no inconsistency between this proposal and the requirement within the new pathway for the parties to reach an agreement. An appropriate analogy
(in Scotland) is with marital agreements/separation agreements. Where such agreements are entered into it is sensible to include provisions on the care
of children after parental separation. But these parts of such agreements would not be enforceable in a court of law – unlike the parts dealing with
sharing of assets which (in Scotland, contra England and Wales) would be enforceable in a court of law.

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

I strongly agree. The evidence presented at paras 9.130-9.132 of the Joint Discussion paper that solicitors are reticent even to advise about the effects of
the 1985 and 2008 Acts reveal a preposterous situation.

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?



Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

57  Consultation Question 49:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

I rather feel that the complexities that this would add to the law of marriage/civil partnership is disproportionate to the benefit sought to be achieved.
And the practicalities of applying any such provisions to “those intending to enter intimate physical relationships” are likely to be substantial. One can
(just) understand a fear of procreating with someone who was born of the same surrogate but our anchor to reality is loosening if we used that fear to
extend any new provision to civil partnerships or other same-sex relationships.

59  Consultation Question 51:

No

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

I am not at all keen on these ideas. The whole point of surrogacy (accepted unequivocally in the new pathway) is that the woman who carries the child is
not to be thought of as the mother of the child. So the quasi-sibling relationship that one or both children claim does not exist – in law or, ex hypothesi,
socially. Why then should the law indulge the personal desire of either to build a relationship?

60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

For reasons given in my answer to Q51, I am not keen on any of these ideas.

Please provide your views below:



61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order

62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a
parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree?

Please provide your views below:

The following questions are all directed to the restructuring of the existing route to parenthood through the making of a parental order. As I will explain
more fully in my response to Consultation Question 108, I consider the retention of this order to be unnecessary given the new pathway. But I offer
answers to the questions on the assumption that the parental order will be kept.
If the parental order is to survive then I agree with this proposal. However, given that the English courts have been ignoring this provision in relation to
children as old as 13 or 14, I would urge any new legislation to include provisions for taking account of the child’s views and, in Scotland at any rate, to
provide the same rule as for adoption, which is that a child over 12 has an absolute veto. I make this suggestion not on the basis of perceiving the
retained parental order as a form of adoption order (though there are clear overlaps) but because the reasons for the rule for adopted children apply
equally to the surrogacy scenario – primarily the undesirability of imposing a parent on a mature young person who objects. It is no answer to say that
this will be part of the welfare consideration because that reduces respect for young people’s views to an aspect of the necessarily paternalistic welfare
approach. The difference between Scotland and England is that in Scotland persons over the age of 12 have traditionally been given far more legal
capacities than children in England and Wales (for example Scottish children have the capacity to make a will; there is no parental consent to marriage for
young persons under 18; young persons in Scotland have more control over their own medical treatment than they do in England and Wales).

63  Consultation Question 55:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

No

Please provide your views below:

I very strongly disagree with the second (and consequentially the third) of these proposals, which I consider to be the single least attractive proposal in
the whole of the Joint Consultation Document. If a necessary consent is withheld then the case becomes very much more contentious than is desired with
a surrogacy arrangement. The surrogacy proposals – including the parental order provisions – are all designed to deal with non-contentious cases in
which the arrangement is carried through to the satisfaction of everyone. Of course the law must make provision for when expectations are subverted by
changes of mind and the like, but it does not follow that a special rule needs to be developed for the surrogacy situation. If the new pathway is not
available then my view, already expressed, is that an adoption order should remain available as the mechanism to transfer parenthood away from the
surrogate. A parental order with dispensing power is really just an adoption order, but made easier to obtain for no good reason. To say that
dispensation may be granted “subject to” the paramountcy of the child’s welfare is far too broad a test, and was rejected as a sole criterion in the
(Scottish) adoption legislation. Again and again, I should much prefer the breakdown of a surrogacy arrangement, or any situation when the new pathway
is not available, to be dealt with under the existing adoption legislation with its very well established criteria, including in respect of dispensation. It may
be noted that the United Kingdom is somewhat unusual in allowing adoption in the face of parental opposition, but we hold to the position and use it
frequently in child protection cases, where it may be justified because the birth parent has forfeited the right to object by their behaviour. It would be
very wrong to castigate a surrogate who withheld her consent as having forfeited her right to bring up her own child: that would render her power to
object functionally meaningless. The suggestion that the child’s welfare should be the sole ground for dispensation is entirely insufficient. The Joint
Discussion Paper itself (at para 11.51) recognises the “broad concerns that using the child’s welfare as the sole principle for the court to determine
whether it should dispense with the surrogate’s consent may not place sufficient restrictions on the court’s power”. It certainly does not. The Paper goes
on to propose merely specifying circumstances in which the question of dispensation may legitimately be raised – when the child is living with the
intended parents. But that does not address the ground for dispensation, it merely specifies when dispensation might be competently asked for. To put it
another way, it avoids the need for a threshold test. That the child is living with the intended parents does not in itself justify removing the parenthood of
the surrogate – though it may well justify removing her parental responsibilities and parental rights. The lack of a threshold test in dispensing with
consent to adoption was dealt with by the Supreme Court’s insistence that the making of the order be “an imperative”, or “a necessity”. So at the very
least the new legislation on parental orders should state that the child’s welfare demands dispensation, rather than simply would be better served by
dispensation.
The proposal does not, therefore, strike an appropriate balance between the interests of the now-objecting surrogate and the intended parents. It
effectively removes the surrogate’s power to prevent an outcome that she had originally agreed to but then changed her mind about, and thereby
subverts much of the other attempts in the Joint Consultation Paper to strike the balance properly. The solution, once again, is to follow the rules in the
adoption legislation.

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway

64  Consultation Question 56:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



Please provide your views below:

65  Consultation Question 57:

Please provide your views below:

This is an interesting and revealing question. WHY does the law limit the types of couple who may apply for a parental order? One assumes and hopes
that it is because it is these couples who are most likely to offer the child a stable home. However, if the welfare of the child is to be considered in any
case then that subsumes the question of who may apply and, being answered in the actual circumstances of an actual child’s life, is far more likely to give
the correct answer. If that is so, then there is no reason to define the couple eligible to apply. The Joint Consultation Paper suggest that the new law
“must” continue to exclude couples within the prohibited degrees of relationship (para 12.27), but I am not convinced that the harm to a child listed (at
footnote 29) is genuinely harmful. Two sisters who obtain parenthood over a child will at the same time be the child’s aunts: I am not convinced that the
“confusing narrative for the child” is anything other than an adult’s worry. There must have been many cases, perhaps more common in the past than
today, when two sisters took in an orphaned nephew or niece to bring up as their own. I think it better to let the family unit develop its own narrative and
to avoid artificial restrictions,
However, given that a single person may now apply under the existing legislation the REAL question is why limit the order to one or two persons? I
assume that the suggestion is too radical to allow a permanent situation of three (or more) parents (for it this were permitted in the surrogacy situation
why not in other situations, such as adoption?), though I myself am not totally against that idea. Doubtless it would be impossible to show that the child’s
welfare required that a dozen people be recognised as their parent; but I am not persuaded that there are no circumstances in which the same answer
would be given for three or even four people.

66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide views below:

There have been some cases under the existing law in which the couple have not been living together at the date the order is made and the court has
been content to make the order in these circumstances. The assumption that a child would be most stable in a family situation in which everyone shares
an address perhaps needs to be interrogated. I am not persuaded that it will always be against a child’s interests for those recognised as his or her
parents to be living separately: yet it is only when we can say that that such a limitation is justified, for otherwise Parliament is not trusting the courts to
apply the welfare principle properly.

67  Consultation Question 59:

Other

Please provide views below:

There is a lot in this set of questions. In principle, I do not believe that the exclusion of double donation cases can be justified. I find the argument based
on the need to preserve a clear distinction between surrogacy and adoption bemusing. Legal institutions should not be preserved as if they were living
things with a right to life, but only insofar as they serve the needs of society. I have long argued against the existence of parental orders on the ground
that it is legally inefficient to have two institutions to achieve a single purpose, and the only justification for maintaining the distinction is that one
situation demands more in the way of regulation than the other does.
The logic of surrogacy is that the intended parents as a couple are unable to have children themselves, and the only justification for the 1990 and 2008
Acts requiring one to have a genetic link was to make the couple more nearly “real” parents than in (say) the adoption situation. I have never found that
justification persuasive, and not only because I do not accept that a different response is required of the law to the adoption situation and the surrogacy
situation. If the matter is seen through the eyes of the couple, their inability to have children without help is a real disability, irrespective of whether that
inability is traced to one or both, or for some other reason entirely. It follows in my view that double donation cases should certainly be permitted in both
pathway and PO routes to parenthood.
Of course the above argument is predicated on “inability”, and it is a legitimate question to ask whether the same result should follow when the intended
parents are not unable but merely unwilling (for whatever reason) to provide gametes. I am not convinced the answer should be any different, but the
route to that result will be a little different. I am doubtful whether “medical necessity” could be defined with sufficient precision to avoid all disputes about
the matter. The abortion legislation teaches us that there is no clear line between social circumstances and medical necessity. It would have to include
indirect “necessity” as well as direct – and not only situations in which one of the couple could not produce gametes or becoming pregnant creates
unacceptable risk. It would need to include situations where the use of the intended parents’ gametes increased the risk of the child being born disabled.
But I am seriously uncomfortable with the concept moving beyond the abortion legislation of a disabled child being something the law should seek to
avoid.
In reality I suspect that imposing a requirement to show medical necessity would not restrict regulated surrogacy to situations in which only one of the
intended parents were infertile, or had only “flawed” genetics to pass on, but merely impose an additional hurdle to be surmounted for fertile couples.
Once surrogacy is accepted as a legitimate method of becoming a parent then in my view the law ought not to setting down what is a legitimate or
illegitimate motive for adopting this method as opposed to any other.

Please provide views below:

Other

Please provide views below:



The main difference with international surrogacy is that insisting on a genetic link may substantially reduce the risk of trade in children, but I am not
persuaded that we need separate rules, for at least three reasons. First, it complicates the law to have different rules for domestic and international
situations – and would be justified only if there were strong reasons why that should be so. Secondly, couples of double-infertility (or who have only
“flawed” genetics to pass on) are discriminated against in that the option of international surrogacy would be closed to them – or in reality the child they
obtained overseas would not be recognised in the UK as their child. That last scenario would raise difficult issues of status and of practicality, which it
would be far better to avoid. Even if the situation were to arise only rarely its effect on any child would be severe and I am not convinced that the rule
would discourage doubly-infertile couples from seeking surrogacy abroad. Even if the rule were limited to those domiciled in the UK there may be
scenarios where they are temporarily abroad when they seek to start (or increase) their family. And thirdly, the concern to avoid child-trafficking ought to
be tackled head-on and not by an artificial mechanism. A complete ban on international surrogacy would be far more effective. Foreign adoption would
still be possible, with all the international protections thereby afforded (admittedly not fool-proof). I might even go as far as, I think, Italy and provide a
requirement for child protection investigations in any case in which parties seek to subvert the ban on surrogacy and bring a foreign-acquired child into
the country.

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith
began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

Once again, I doubt whether the complexities this proposal would add to the law are justified by the problem it seeks to address. If the end result is that
instead of a parental order the intended parents require to apply for an adoption order then we should be thankful that the law already provides a safety
net, and not castigate that result (as the Joint Consultation Paper does at para. 12.67) as “unacceptable”. It is certainly not unacceptable on ECHR
principles (Advisory Opinion 12 April 2019). It is deeply flawed reasoning to conclude that if the best is not available, then everything else is unacceptable.
A failure to attain BEST in a scale of GOOD – BETTER – BEST does not convert either GOOD or BETTER into BAD.

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner
provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide views below:

Again, I am not persuaded that adding this complexity would be justified, given the existing safety net of adoption which (again and again) I do not see as
an “unacceptable” solution to a particular problem.

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:

As I stated above in my answer to Consultation Question 59, I do not believe that the law should require “medical necessity” before allowing access to
either the new pathway or any alternative legal route to parenthood. I am not persuaded that this is needed to avoid a “breeder underclass” of women,
for I strongly suspect that seriously underplays the desire of many women not only to bring up children but to carry and bear them, and to help others.
The emotional costs of surrogacy for all parties are, I should imagine, sufficiently great that no more than a tiny handful of intended parents would go
down this route for reasons the Joint Discussion Paper would find undesirable: if so, then the development of an underclass is nothing more than an
imaginary threat.

Please provide your views below:

For reasons explained above, I found the whole exercise of seeking to define "medical necessity" profoundly unappealing.

71  Consultation Question 63:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

72  Consultation Question 64:

Yes

Please provide your views below:



Please provide your views below:

The proximity between surrogacy and adoption is such that the rules should be the same.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

73  Consultation Question 65:

Other

Please provide your views below:

If she is not 18 at the appropriate time, then adoption will be the safety net for the intended parents. This is not unacceptable or inappropriate. It
achieves the aim. And if the law can accommodate adoption here, it can accommodate adoption as a backstop in most other circumstances too. Again,
the logical result is that parental orders are entirely unnecessary.

Yes

Please provide your views below:

And if, by being less than 18, she falls outwith the new pathway, the safety net of adoption is always there.

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway

74  Consultation Question 66:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

75  Consultation Question 67:

No

Please provide your views below:

The history of compulsory counselling, or counselling as an eligibility criterion, is not favourable to this proposal (see for example, for England and Wales,
the Family Law Act 1996, Pt 1), and I do not support it. Even if compulsory counselling could be made meaningful (which I doubt) I find it illogical to include
the spouse, civil partner or partner of the surrogate: that person is to have no say in the surrogate’s decision and no parenthood attaches to that person.
The logic of the new proposals is that the decision is that of the surrogate alone. Doubtless she is likely to discuss the matter with her partner, but her
partner’s involvement should be a matter for the surrogate to decide. If she chooses not to discuss the matter with her partner, then I see no scope for
the law to become involved.
If compulsory counselling is deemed appropriate for the new pathway it is difficult to justify not making it appropriate for the PO pathway. And that
would create difficulties for judges who would be likely (as they were with the time-limit requirement) to ignore it or seek to find some way around it if the
order is in the child’s best interests. Judges would ask, as they tendentiously asked in the time-limit cases, “Can it be seriously believed that Parliament
intended to deny a child’s welfare just because one or other party has failed to attend counselling?” And they would answer no, robbing the provision of
any meaning and subverting the will of Parliament (as they did in the time-limit cases). I would reject this proposal in whole. I much prefer the suggestion
from the Brazier Report (mentioned at para 13.33) that the surrogate should be guaranteed access to voluntary counselling.

76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the
intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is
signed. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

While the motivation for this proposal is good, I see difficulties in enforceability: the sanction for not taking independent legal advice is too great. I am
particularly troubled by the additional costs that this proposal will inevitably impose on all parties (presumably to be borne by the intended parents) and I
am not wholly persuaded by the Joint Consultation Paper’s assessment (para 13.59) that this would be a reasonable addition to the intended parents’
costs given that they are paying large amounts in any case.

77  Consultation Question 69:

Yes

Please provide your views below:



I agree in principle, and consider the adoption model appropriate. However, if the regulatory body is to have access to this information then so too
should a court dealing with an application for a PO.

Please provide your views below:

The Joint Consultation Paper at para 13.72 suggests that conviction of particular offences would be an absolute bar on proceeding under the new
pathway, and if so we need to be VERY careful about what offences to include in a list. The Joint Consultation Paper recognises that “The assessment must
focus on criminal offences for behaviour that amounts to risk of harm to a child” (para 13.70), and I agree wholeheartedly with that sentiment. This means
we need to assess every offence that might be included on a list to ensure that it truly does indicate a genuine – and continuing – risk of harm to children.
The adoption list does not get it quite right. I opposed at the time one of the offences being included in the adoption list, and I oppose it here: underage
sex where both parties are underage, i.e. the offence in s. 37 of the Sexual Offences (Scotland) Act 2009 (included in the adoption regulations, reproduced
at Appendix 3 para 13). The fact that (say) two fifteen year olds have sex with each other does not serve in itself to give any indication of risk to children
once the “offenders” grow up.

78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given
birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I do not think it right to impose requirements on women potentially considering whether to become surrogates that they either have experienced
pregnancy before (and not only because the legislation would have to get into distasteful discussions of whether still-births, or even late abortions,
counted) or do not act as surrogate more than a stated number of times (with subsidiary rules as to whether an unsuccessful pregnancy counts). These
would be paternalistic rules based on society determining what it is best (and therefore permitted) for individual women to do with their own bodies.
Women should be given all the support and advice they need to make their own decisions but, ultimately, these decisions ought to rest solely with the
woman herself.

79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman
can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

I agree, for the reasons specified in my answer to Q70.

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

Please provide your views below:



Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

90  Consultation Question 82:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide any views below:

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

I have no strong views on payments, and have not offered answers to the immediately preceding set of questions. But the following view I do hold quite
strongly: the rules relating to the new pathway and any other statutory alternative pathway to parenthood after surrogacy should apply only to UK
surrogates. I consider the dangers of exploitation with surrogates abroad to be too great. I would therefore limit the new pathway AND the PO pathway
(if, contrary to my hope, it is retained) to UK surrogates, for these are the only ones that UK law can touch and protect. The Joint Consultation Paper
accepts (paras 8.3 and 16.86) that the new pathway should not be available when international surrogates are used, but I would go further and close off
the PO route to those who used a foreign surrogate. Of course all that means is that those who use an international surrogate would need to seek to
acquire parenthood through the adoption process, but that solves immediately the problem of the lack of international regulation of international
surrogacy because such regulation does exist in respect of adoption.

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

96  Consultation Question 88:

Yes



Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements

97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their
experiences of international surrogacy arrangements.

Please provide your views below:

98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us
their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter.

Please provide your views below:

99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through
an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for
obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the
child.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a
child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after
the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

102  Consultation Question 94:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU
Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will
need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform
Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:



105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended
parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do
consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new
pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

For reasons given in my answer to Q86, I do not think the parental order pathway should be open to international surrogacy arrangements either.

107  Consultation Question 99:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

I have long considered that international surrogacy ought to be dealt with through either the adoption legislation or appropriate rules of recognition of
parenthood created by the law of the place where the child is born. This proposal is for a regulated mechanism to provide recognition of foreign parental
status.

108  Consultation Question 100:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

I would follow the adoption model here.

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

115  Consultation Question 107:



Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:

Though not quite the right place to make the following comments, the format of this Consultation does not invite consultees to make general or 
overarching or introductory comments. So I make them here. 
The overall thrust of the Joint Consultation Paper is that surrogacy is an acceptable and legitimate mechanism through which to become parent. I agree 
with that starting point, and find it especially cogent in relation to male same-sex couples. The Human Fertilisation and Embryology Act 2008, expanding 
its provisions to accommodate same-sex couples, did far more for female couples than for male couples since the Act continues the approach adopted by 
the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Act 1990 of defining “mother” and tracing her partner’s parenthood through the relationship he or she has with 
her. I see the expansion of surrogacy as a means of redressing the gender imbalance inherent in that approach, by allowing male couples easier access to 
parenthood, with all the social benefits that that will bring – especially encouragement of men to embrace parenthood. 
So I am generally supportive of the thrust of the Joint Consultation Paper, which is the creation of what it calls a “new pathway” to parenthood where 
parenthood is recognised by the law as inhering in the “intended parents” from the moment the child is born. The Paper goes on to address a large 
number of complexities arising from the practice of surrogacy, and from the creation of the new pathway, and my answers to the questions posed for 
Consultation are based on three underlying principles which I urge should underpin the design of any new legislation: honesty, clarity, and simplicity. 
Good law reform is founded on an honest appraisal of why the law needs to be changed; good law works best when it is clear; good drafting of legislation 
avoids over-complexity and, thereby, minimises needless and contentious litigation. 
But while I support the overall thrust of the Joint Consultation Paper, I find it curious that there is no consultation question on whether, after the 
introduction of the new pathway, it is either necessary or desirable to retain (in amended form) the parental order route to parenthood. This is taken as 
read. Yet I suggest that that retention is neither necessary nor desirable. I accept that the law, having provided a new pathway to parenthood through the 
use of surrogacy, ought to make provision for those surrogacy arrangements that do not fit, or fall out of, (for whatever reason) that pathway, but I 
suggest that there already exists a well-establish process for transferring parenthood from the surrogate to the intended parents, making it unnecessary 
to design another. The law of adoption could act as a satisfactory safety net for those surrogacy arrangements that fall outwith the new pathway. I do 
NOT say this because I consider that surrogacy is nothing more than a form of adoption, or that it is more closely analogous to adoption than to, say, 
infertility treatment: there are clear and substantial factual differences between the adoption situation and the surrogacy situation (most obviously that 
adoption regularises the position of a child already in existence, while surrogacy is designed to bring a child into existence). Further, I accept that the 
regulation of agencies should come under the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority and not be subjected to the regulation imposed 
upon adoption agencies. Rather, I favour the utilisation of the adoption process simply because it is already there. It seems to me that there is no need to 
maintain a middle route between the new pathway and adoption when we already have the adoption process that addresses all the questions that the 
parental order process would be (re)designed to address. I make the suggestion, in other words, to avoid over-complexity. Many of the issues that the 
Joint Consultation Paper struggles with (including international issues) have been worked out carefully over the course of many years with adoption and it 
seems to me to be far efficient to tap into these processes rather than to restructure the parental order process to deal with much the same points. 
The argument against using adoption in the surrogacy situation has always been that it is entirely unsuitable for surrogacy, being designed for a quite 
separate set of circumstances. This idea needs to be interrogated. The history of adoption in both Scotland and England and Wales shows that while it 
was designed for one purpose, it has proved sufficiently flexible over the years to be utilised in a range of quite different situations. In both jurisdictions it 
started life as a private law action regularising what were, in effect, private fostering arrangements. But the earliest reported Scottish case was one in 
which adoption was used in order to “legitimate” an otherwise “illegitimate” child living with its natural parents rather than to confer parental 
responsibilities and parental rights (which originally was all that was carried by an adoption order) on those bringing up the child. By the 1970s adoption 
had developed into one of the main, and by far the most significant, of the outcomes in the child protection process (where it had been barely used in the 
first three or four decades of its existence). In other words, the adoption order is a flexible order that can be utilised widely to deal with a whole host of 
diverse circumstances. If we conceptualise adoption as I do – a process that regularises a child’s status by confirming or transferring parenthood to those 
acting as social parents – then there is nothing particularly startling about it being used in the surrogacy situation – as a backstop only, where the new 
pathway does not work. The Joint Consultation Paper in effect suggests a three tier approach: the new pathway, failing which parental order, then (though 
the Paper is not explicit here) failing a parental order, adoption. I am unaware of any other country where surrogacy is lawful and regulated which allows 
parenthood to be conferred on intended parents on birth but which has a court process in addition to and independent from adoption law to deal with 
surrogacy situations in which that conferral does not for some reason work. And I note with interest that the Grand Chamber of the European Court of 
Human Rights, at paras 54 and 55 of its Advisory Opinion on 10th April 2019 indicates (at least where there is a genetic connection between the child and 
the intended parent) that what is important is the existence of an effective mechanism for parenthood to be recognised and that the possibility of 
adoption could provide such a mechanism. So I suggest instead a two-tier approach: the new pathway, failing which adoption. 
 
The argument that a child is better off being the subject of a parental order than an adoption order seems to be to be completely devoid of any merit: it 
sets up a profoundly unattractive hierarchy of forms of parenthood that disparages every existing adoptive parent-adopted child relationship. I reject 
absolutely any proposition that a parental order parent is more of a parent than an adoptive parent, just as I reject the proposition that a natural parent 
is more of a parent than an adoptive parent. In all cases the law defines the parameters of parenthood and it should not be designed to indulge the 
emotions of those who wish to be a parent only of the “right” sort. 
 
Not only is it a more straight-forward approach to have two pathways to parenthood rather than three, but it is more honest. One of the problems that I 
see with parental orders is that the (English) courts have shown themselves very keen to subvert the carefully calibrated legislative provisions in s.54 of 
the 2008 (and its predecessor) to ensure that the parental order is made. The Joint Consultation Paper suggests at various points a number of protections 
of the interests of persons other than the intended parents: these protections would be at serious risk if the retention of parental orders persuaded the 
courts to continuing with their overwhelming policy of making the order – even in the face of clear statutory provision to the contrary – on the 
superficially attractive but in reality protean and profoundly weak test of the welfare of the child.



 
Finally, I draw attention to the fact that the current numbers of parental orders are low (less than 400 a year); that one of the consequences (and, indeed,
presumably the intent) of the proposals in the Joint Consultation Document will be that most surrogacies follow the new pathway instead, reducing the
numbers of potential parental orders to perhaps less than 100. If this is so then it seems to me that a whole complex structure required for the
redesigned parental order as envisaged in the Joint Consultation Document may well be disproportionate to the issue it seeks to address, given that the
adoption order will always be there as a backstop (to coin a word) to deal with the tiny number of cases which are likely to be most contentious. 
 
So my common answer to many of the questions relating to parental orders has been: the adoption order does it better.
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Surrogacy Consultation Questions 

Email the completed document to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk before the deadline 
of 11 October 2019. 

ABOUT YOU 

1. What is your name? 

Name (Required)  

 
 
2. If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a 
university), what is the name of your organisation? 

[Name of organisation if relevant.] 
 
3. Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your 
organisation? 

(Required – Choose one response) 

• This is a personal response 
• This is a response on behalf of an organisation 
• Other 

If other, please provide details: 

 
 
4. If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best 
describes you? 

(Choose one response) 

• Surrogate 
• Intended parent 
• Person born of a surrogacy arrangement 
• Family member of a surrogate 
• Family member of an intended parent 
• Legal practitioner 
• Medical practitioner or counsellor 
• Social worker 
• Academic 
• Other individual 
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5. What is your email address? 

Email address:  

 
 
If you enter your email address then you will automatically receive an acknowledgement email 
when you submit your response. 

6. What is your telephone number? 

Telephone number:  

 
 
7. If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be 
treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. 
As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot 
give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances. 

 
 
 

 

 

Consultation Question 1. 

1.1 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales:  

(1) all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 
allocated to a judge of the High Court; and 

YES 
 
International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of 
children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost 
seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. 
For this reason these cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.  

 
(2) if international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to a judge of 

the High Court, circuit judges should be ticketed to hear such cases. 

Paragraph 6.42 
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Consultation Question 2. 

1.2 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and Wales  

(1) domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-birth parental order 
should continue to be heard by lay justices, or whether they should be allocated to another 
level of the judiciary; and 

(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another level of the 
judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be appropriate. 

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so 
the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these 
cases should NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit 
judges or higher. 

Paragraph 6.51 

 

Consultation Question 3. 

1.3 We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the 
current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation 
Questions 1 and 2. 

 
Paragraph 6.53 

 

Consultation Question 4. 

1.4 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court should be placed under a 
duty to consider whether to make an order awarding the intended parents parental 
responsibility at the first directions hearing in the proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our provisional proposal in 
Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether in the new pathway or not) automatically 
acquire parental responsibility if the child is living with or being cared for by them is not 
supported by consultees). 

NO 
 
The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. 
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Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should 
be open. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 6.58 

 

Consultation Question 5. 

1.5 We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the FPR 2010 
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the 
proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 6.72 

 

Consultation Question 6. 

1.6 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they are of the view that, in Scotland:  

(1) there is a need for greater consistency and clarity in provisions relating to the 
expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers and, if so, how this should be 
addressed;   

(2) it should be provided by statute that, at the initial hearing or any subsequent hearing 
for a parental order, the court may make any such interim order or orders for 
parental responsibilities and parental rights as it sees fit; and/or 

(3) further procedural reform is needed and, if so, what that reform should be. 

 
Paragraph 6.110 

 

Consultation Question 7. 

1.7 In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, before the 
child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have: 

(1) entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will include a 
statement as to legal parenthood on birth, 
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(2) complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 

(3) met eligibility requirements, 

on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child, 
subject to the surrogate’s right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key 
recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in 
respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up 
the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard 
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to 
surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and a domestic context. 
 
This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and 
all of the implications need to be fully understood. There is no evidence in the consultation paper 
that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all. 
 
I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at 
birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ 
mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify 
measures that contravene the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the 
provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers. 
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or 
condone a system that would require women to deliberately conceive and subsequently give 
birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The 
rights of the child must be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers 
say they want or not. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.13 

 

Consultation Question 8. 

1.8 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed clinics 
should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under the new 
pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a specified 
minimum period. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. 

 
1.9 We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be: whether 100 

years or another period. 

Paragraph 8.14 

 

Consultation Question 9. 

1.10 We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes 
should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy 
organisation is involved. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they 
would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence. 

Paragraph 8.21 

 

Consultation Question 10. 

1.11 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a 
traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from 
entering into the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’  
Paragraph 8.22 

 

Consultation Question 11. 

1.12 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal parenthood 
by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the child;  
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(2) this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in writing 
within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the intended parents 
and the body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; and 

(3) the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration less one 
week. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire 
legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only a limited time to object. This 
contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the 
legal parent at birth and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility 
in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth, 
with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration. 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.35 

 

Consultation Question 12. 

1.13 We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents 
acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy arrangement 
should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the result that: 

(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child;  

(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal parent of the 
child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these circumstances; and 

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental order to 
obtain legal parenthood. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.36 

 

Consultation Question 13. 

1.14 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on registering the 
birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that the surrogate has lacked 
capacity at any time during the period in which she had the right to object to the 
intended parents acquiring legal parenthood; 

(2) if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the period in 
which she has the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal parenthood, 
the surrogate should be able to provide a positive consent to such acquisition; and 

(3) if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the surrogate is 
unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant period, the surrogacy 
arrangement should exit the new pathway and the intended parents should be able 
to make an application for a parental order. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.37 

 

Consultation Question 14. 

1.15 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be born as a 
result of the surrogacy arrangement: 

(1) should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of Practice; 

(2) either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as appropriate, 
should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed; and 

(3) there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after his or 
her birth. 

Do consultees agree? 
 
NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in 
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surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the 
birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is 
an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest. 
Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth. 
 
The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before 
the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.  
 
The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because 
parents of children born through the normal process are not subject to such checks does not 
hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential 
experiences that change you and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and 
rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For obvious 
reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.  
 
In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, 
physiological and emotional resources, which means she has already made a huge and 
unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and 
emotional commitment to the child is already well-developed, giving her the best chance of 
surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood 
and adolescence.  
 
The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources 
does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of caring for a new-born child and the 
long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.51 

 

Consultation Question 15. 

1.16 We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement 
under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right to object to the 
intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the surrogate’s spouse or civil 
partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’  
 
There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for 
financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she does not have legal parenthood or 
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parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject 
this proposal. 
 
However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore 
have an implication for all children, all families because it would set a precedent. It should not be 
introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and 
children. There is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such 
assessment. 
 
1.17 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement outside 

the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue to be a legal 
parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement. 

YES 
 
The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and 
partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain. 

Paragraph 8.57 

 

Consultation Question 16. 

1.18 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 
arrangement is stillborn: 

(1) the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the surrogate 
exercises her right to object; and 

(2) the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 
the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. The 
birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if 
the child is stillborn. 
 
1.19 We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents 
being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration 
of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that 
the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the 
stillbirth. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should 
not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this. 

Paragraph 8.77 

 

Consultation Question 17. 

1.20 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, 
where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able 
to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the 
period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have 
made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order 
are satisfied, on registration of the birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and if the child 
dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth 
mother was the legal parent. 

Paragraph 8.79 

 

Consultation Question 18. 

1.21 For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which 
she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new 
pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a 
parental order. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 8.80 
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Consultation Question 19. 

1.22 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, where 
both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended parents should 
be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the surrogate not exercising her 
right to object within the defined period. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased 
‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should 
always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately 
reflect this. 
 
1.23 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new 

pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy or before a 
parental order is made: 

(1) it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who claims an 
interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, or who would be 
permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of the Children Act 1989: 

(a) for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and 

(b) for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject to the 
surrogate’s consent; or 

(2) the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not be 
possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s parents, but that 
there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide details of the intended 
parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry onto the register of surrogacy 
arrangements. 

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already 
deceased – so option (2) is preferable. 

Paragraph 8.81 

 

Consultation Question 20. 

1.24 We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order by a sole 
applicant under section 54A: 
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(1) the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always intended that 
there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in respect of the child 
concerned or to supply the name and contact details of the other intended parent;  

(2) if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be made for 
notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the application and an 
opportunity given to that party to provide notice of opposition within a brief period 
(of, say, 14 to 21 days); and 

(3) if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to oppose, he or 
she should be required to make his or her own application within a brief period (say 
14 days), otherwise the application of the first intended parent will be determined by 
the court. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 8.86 

 

Consultation Question 21. 

1.25 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and 

(2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth 
mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount 
consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.91 

 

Consultation Question 22. 

1.26 We invite consultees’ views:  

(1) as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new pathway that we 
have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the intended 
parents at birth; and 

(2) if so, as to whether should this oversight be: 
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(a) administrative, or 

(b) judicial. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the 
legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood 
and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as 
recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.93 

 

Consultation Question 23. 

1.27 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989, 
should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional specific 
factors in the situation where it is considering the arrangements for a child in the 
context of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement; and 

(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be. 

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about 
a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the 
issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not 
believe any other factors should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.120 

 

Consultation Question 24. 

1.28 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as applied 
and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 
Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to 
additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering whether to make a 
parental order; and 

(2) what those additional factors should be. 
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The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental 
order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered 
and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the 
child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors 
should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.121 

 

Consultation Question 25. 

1.29 We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be 
amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 
8 order without leave. 

NO 
 
There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother 
and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy arrangements. The court should therefore 
always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no 
liberalisation of the law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do 
not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can apply for a 
section 8 order without leave. 

Paragraph 8.123 

 

Consultation Question 26. 

1.30 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire parental 
responsibility automatically where: 

(1) the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and  

(2) they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and 
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as 
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recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no legal 
responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must 
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.132 

 

Consultation Question 27. 

1.31 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of the child; 
and 

(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should continue to 
have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living with, or being cared 
for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility automatically. The birth mother 
should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental 
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority 
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is 
the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the 
sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of 
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the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no responsibility 
for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised 
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.134 

 

Consultation Question 28. 

1.32 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the 
surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the 
arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to 
object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the 
‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood and parental responsibility. 
 
All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the 
child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special 
Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.139 

 

Consultation Question 29. 

1.33 For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of parental 
responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the intended parents, 
during the period in which parental responsibility is shared; and 
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(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility by the 
party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have 
legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and all subsequent decisions 
involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.140 

 

Consultation Question 30. 

1.34 We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the 
scope of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 9.29 

 

Consultation Question 31. 

1.35 We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used 
independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we 
would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that 
took place. 

N/A 
Paragraph 9.35 
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Consultation Question 32. 

1.36 We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements should be 
brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 
 
1.37 We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 

Paragraph 9.36 

 

Consultation Question 33. 

1.38 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations;  

NO 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to take a 
particular form; and 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual responsible 
for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
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I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.61 

 

Consultation Question 34. 

1.39 We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for: 

(1) representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator; 

(2) managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence 
and skill; 

(3) ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, 
including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary policies and 
procedures; 

(4) training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and 

(5) providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law. 

Do consultees agree? 

LEAVE ALL CHECK BOXES BLANK (i.e. none of the above) 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.40 We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible individual 

should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.41 We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualifications a person 

responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.62 
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Consultation Question 35. 

1.42 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit 
making bodies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they 
will inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) 
and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or coerce more women to act 
as ‘surrogates.’ 
 
Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and 
prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW, which prohibits third-parties profiting or 
otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women. 

Paragraph 9.84 

 

Consultation Question 36. 

1.43 We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and 
facilitation services. 

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because 
that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human 
rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.94 

 

Consultation Question 37. 

1.44 We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to 
offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
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facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
  
1.45 We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should 

be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements 
outside the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.95 

 

Consultation Question 38. 

1.46 We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against 
organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, 
and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they 
are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I 
consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services 
should be a criminal offence. 

Paragraph 9.97 

 

Consultation Question 39. 

1.47 We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 
Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and 
oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal 
parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy.  
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1.48 If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of Practice should 
apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which additional or new areas of 
regulation should be applied. 

Paragraph 9.117 

 

Consultation Question 40. 

1.49 We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable 
(subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation 
to financial terms).  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 9.129 

 

Consultation Question 41. 

1.50 We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for 
negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, 
because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both women and the child. The idea of 
organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of 
Article 6 of CEDAW, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits 
the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any form of benefit from 
women’s prostitution. 

Paragraph 9.135 

 

Consultation Question 42. 

1.51 We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy 
should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything 
that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. 
Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and enabling 
advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent. 
 
At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that 
being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an impoverished woman’s financial problems. If 
this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female 
students and young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to 
their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would be the most vulnerable to 
this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest. 
 
Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, 
we need to protect disadvantaged women from the temptation of renting their wombs. This 
means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned. 

Paragraph 9.145 

 

Consultation Question 43. 

1.52 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental 
order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the 
Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth 
certificate at the age of 18. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.80 

 

Consultation Question 44. 

1.53 We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that 
result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full 
form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy 
arrangement. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original birth certificate. The birth mother should 
be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
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recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of 
the certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 10.85 

 

Consultation Question 45. 

1.54 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and 
Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed 
to changes to allow for the registration of three parents or for anyone other than the birth mother 
to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate. Such proposals could lead to the 
facilitation of the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the 
understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is unique. 

Paragraph 10.87 

 

Consultation Question 46. 

1.55 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has 
been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained 
in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.89 

 

Consultation Question 47. 

1.56 We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements should be 
created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and the gamete 
donors. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.57 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority; 

(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, whether in or 
outside the new pathway, provided that the information about who has contributed 
gametes for the conception of the child has been medically verified, and that the 
information should include: 

(a) identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy arrangement, and 

(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed gametes to the 
conception of the child; and 

(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a parental 
order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage where available 
and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the use of an anonymous 
gamete donor if that applies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the children have 
access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that 
the information held on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because 
otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his 
genetic parentage. 

Paragraph 10.102 

 

Consultation Question 48. 

1.58 We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate 
and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy 
arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it 
trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his genetic 
parentage. 

Paragraph 10.104 
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Consultation Question 49. 

1.59 We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be able to 
access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for identifying 
information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information is included on the 
register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable opportunity to receive 
counselling about the implications of compliance with this request. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.60 We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16 (depending on 

whether the information is identifying or non-identifying respectively) should be able to 
access the information in the register and, if so, in which circumstances: 

(1) where his or her legal parents have consented; 

(2) if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or she is 
sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or 

(3) in any other circumstances. 

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable. 
Paragraph 10.110 

 

Consultation Question 50. 

1.61 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of 
a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person 
whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil 
partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 

YES, this should be possible. 
Paragraph 10.114 

 

Consultation Question 51. 

1.62 We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically related 
through, the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to identify each 
other, if they both wish to do so. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.63 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow people born 

to the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to access the register to 
identify each other, if they both wish to do so. 

YES, I agree. 
Paragraph 10.121 

 

Consultation Question 52. 

1.64 We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a person 
carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the register to identify 
each other, if they both wish to do so: 

(1) if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or 

(2) if they are not genetically related through the surrogate. 

YES to both (1) and (2) 
Paragraph 10.123 

 

Consultation Question 53. 

1.65 For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental 
order should be recorded in the register. 

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded 
in the register. 

Paragraph 10.128 
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Consultation Question 54. 

1.66 We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the 
HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 11.20 

 

Consultation Question 55. 

1.67 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any other legal 
parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found or is incapable of 
giving agreement, should continue to be available; 

NO  
 
I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 
 

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the surrogate, and 
any other legal parent of the child, in the following circumstances: 

(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of the 
surrogate and any other legal parent, or 

(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with the 
intended parents; and 

(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the paramount 
consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life guided by the factors 
set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in Scotland, in line 
with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 

Paragraph 11.58 

 

Consultation Question 56. 

1.68 We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway, the 
intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or habitually resident in 
the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man. 

Do consultees agree?  

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be 
domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism. 
 
1.69 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional conditions 

imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying period of habitual 
residence required to satisfy the test. 

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual 
residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk of surrogacy tourism. 

Paragraph 12.15 

 

Consultation Question 57. 

1.70 We invite consultees’ views on whether: 

(1) the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008 should be 
reformed and, if so, how; or 

(2) the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are within the 
prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from applying. 

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed. 
Paragraph 12.29 
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Consultation Question 58. 

1.71 We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be 
required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s 
home to be with them. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.  

Paragraph 12.34 

 

Consultation Question 59. 

1.72 We provisionally propose that the new pathway –  

(1) should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the intended 
parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that double donation of 
gametes is permitted, but 

(2) that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity, 
meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to provide a gamete due to 
infertility. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should 
be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
 
1.73 We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted under the 

parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in the new pathway) in 
domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are 
likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do not believe that double donation should 
be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.  
 
1.74 We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of the 

intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the parental order 
pathway should be retained in international surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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Paragraph 12.64 

 

Consultation Question 60. 

1.75 We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic 
cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical 
necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the 
surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic 
link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.71 

 

Consultation Question 61. 

1.76 We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical 
necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single 
parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes 
but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.76 
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Consultation Question 62. 

1.77 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a surrogacy 
arrangement has been used because of medical necessity: 

(1) for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or 

(2) for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made. 

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights 
and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’  
 
1.78 We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if it is 

introduced, should be defined and assessed. 

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
Paragraph 12.94 

 

Consultation Question 63. 

1.79 We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to parenthood, information 
identifying the child’s genetic parents and the surrogate must be provided for entry on the 
national register of surrogacy agreements prior to registration of the child’s birth. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
 
I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in 
any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all genetic parents and the birth 
mother. 
 
1.80 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for an application for a 

parental order that: 

(1) those who contributed gametes are entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements; and/or 

(2) if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents provided gametes in the 
conception of the child, that the genetic link is demonstrated to the court with 
medical or DNA evidence. 

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order 
in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2). 
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1.81 We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the application of a parental 
order that the identity of the surrogate is entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision. 

Paragraph 12.115 

 

Consultation Question 64. 

1.82 We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit for the grant of a 
parental order. The age of the intended parents should continue to be taken into account 
in the assessment of the welfare of the child in applications to grant a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both 
women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is 
to be opened up, a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear 
that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy arrangement and will make it 
less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a 
fait accompli. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age but not beyond. It is 
therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
 
1.83 We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway there should be a 

maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, what it should be. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ and it should be 45. 
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
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I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s 
human rights. However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore 
consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important. This will make it clear that 
society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement 
and will make it less likely that they will. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age. It is therefore imperative 
that age limits are set very carefully.  
 
1.84 We provisionally propose that intended parents should be required to be at least 18 years 

old at the time that they enter into a surrogacy agreement under the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it should be much older than 
18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement at that age. It is therefore imperative that 
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it 
would be reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before 
they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood? 

Paragraph 12.133 

 

Consultation Question 65. 

1.85 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years of age 
(at the time of conception), in order for the court to have the power to make a parental 
order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a 
violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself 
as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There 
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should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I 
suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  
 
1.86 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years old at 

the time of entering into the surrogacy agreement within the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of 
childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that 
she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older 
minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be 
more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  

Paragraph 12.144 

 

Consultation Question 66. 

1.87 We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any partner of the 
surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes should be required for the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
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1.88 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out in the Code of 
Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy arrangements outside a licensed clinic, and if 
not, which types of testing should be required for such arrangements. 

 
Paragraph 13.16 

 

Consultation Question 67. 

1.89 We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the new 
pathway: 

(1) the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the intended parents 
intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway should be 
required to attend counselling with regard to the implications of entering into that 
arrangement; and 

(2) the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who meets the 
requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.44 

 

Consultation Question 68. 

1.90 We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that 
the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect 
of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.65 
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Consultation Question 69. 

1.91 We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway: 

(1) an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained for intended parents, 
surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or partners of surrogates;  

(2) the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not enable a surrogate 
arrangement to be proceed under the new pathway where a person screened is unsuitable 
for having being convicted of, or received a police caution for, any offence appearing on a 
prescribed list of offences; and  

(3) the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also determine that a 
person is unsuitable based on the information provided in the enhanced record certificate.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.92 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that applies in the case of 

adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.73 

 

Consultation Question 70. 

1.93 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the 
surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an 
arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone else. It is impossible to 
understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless 
you have had that experience yourself. 

Paragraph 13.95 
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Consultation Question 71. 

1.94 We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate 
pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. 
Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs should not be allowed to undertake more 
than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women 
would have under this proposal. 

Paragraph 13.99 

 

Consultation Question 72. 

1.95 We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended parents to the 
surrogate should be able to be: 

(1) based on an allowance;  

(2) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for 
production of receipts; or 

(3) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of 
receipts. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.16 
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Consultation Question 73. 

1.96 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential costs 
relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.22 
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Consultation Question 74. 

1.97 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate 
additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather than 
essential.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.26 

 

Consultation Question 75. 

1.98 We invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise from 
entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a surrogate pregnancy; 
and 

(2) the types of cost which should be included within this category. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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Paragraph 15.29 

 

Consultation Question 76. 

1.99 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or 
self-employed). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.37 

 

Consultation Question 77. 

1.100 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential earnings: 

(1) her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.35 
above); and/or 

(2) other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.38 

 

Consultation Question 78. 

1.101 We invite consultees to share their experiences:  

(1) of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended parents has 
had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits; and 

(2) where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s entitlement to 
means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been addressed in their 
surrogacy arrangement. 

N/A 
Paragraph 15.47 
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Consultation Question 79. 

1.102 We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate for the following: 

(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth; 

(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or 

(3)  specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an 
ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive 
haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a 
hysterectomy. 

It is absurd to propose that one could place a monetary value on the pain of adverse pregnancy 
outcomes. In putting a price tag on perineal tear for example, some mothers report little pain or 
symptoms, others have profound ongoing fear of vaginal penetration, which can result in very 
significant emotional and relationship difficulties. Infection may complicate healing, and some 
women report long term sequelae from this, such as impaired wound healing.  
 
Haematology conditions should also be considered. Blood loss, for example due to placental 
haemorrhage can be very significant, and potentially result in emergency hysterectomy and 
blood transfusion to save the life of the mother. It is a fact that although blood is thoroughly 
screened in the UK there still remains the potential for blood borne illnesses to be transmitted, 
and the fact that some of these may not have been identified yet by researchers is also a real 
risk to a mother receiving transfusion. Persons who have had a blood transfusion are currently 
unable to donate blood themselves in the UK, due to the risk of (vCJD) transmission. This is an 
indication of the gravity of receiving blood products.  
 
No medical intervention is EVER risk free. Receiving multiple blood products in the context of 
Massive Transfusion Protocol (eg platelets, Fresh Frozen Plasma, cryoprecipitate) only heighten 
those risks.  
 
Conditions such as HELLP (Haemolysis, Elevated Liver enzymes, Low Platelets) can be fatal, 
and although the maternal mortality rate is low, it can have significant sequelae, including renal 
failure potentially requiring dialysis, placental abruption (potentially fatal for mother and baby) 
permanent liver damage and retinal detachment resulting in visual impairment.  
 
Each of these conditions have long term consequences for a woman, psychologically, physically 
and emotionally, and may also affect her ability to return to work or care for other children.  
 
Also, the late complications of childbirth have been disregarded. Late consequences of childbirth 
can include vaginal or rectal prolapse, urinary and faecal incontinence. Women who have had a 
C section may experience ongoing pain around the scar. Some sources quote this as affecting 
between 6 and 18 percent of women. These symptoms can be profoundly distressing, and may 
take years to present (conversely, may present immediately). 
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How could we ensure that women suffering these complications are compensated? They are 
multifactorial, and risk increases with instrumented delivery and parity. How would it be proposed 
to unpick the role of a surrogate pregnancy in causing these symptoms in relation to other risk 
factors, for example parity, smoking history, personal medical history? 
 
Psychiatric conditions are also absent from this list. Complications including depression and 
anxiety may be worsened by pregnancy. Other mental health conditions such as post natal 
depression and post partum psychosis can be fatal, and impact on a woman’s health for many 
years to come. I’m quite shocked that none of these conditions have been explicitly mentioned 
and it does make me wonder how the list of complications was created. I’d also like to know what 
level of haemorrhage would be considered “excessive”. 
 
The wording of the question “should” be able to pay compensation is not the same as being 
mandated to do so. This potentially creates a situation where some “luckier” women would 
receive compensation others would not. 
 
All of the above illustrates the risks of surrogacy and confirms my support for a total ban on 
surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.103 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of which 

intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.104 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable should be: 

(1) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or  

(2) left to the parties to negotiate.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. 

Paragraph 15.53 

 

Consultation Question 80. 

1.105 We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the 
surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.  

Paragraph 15.56 

 

Consultation Question 81. 

1.106 We invite consultees’ views as to whether:  

(1) intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and 

(2) if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or reasonable in 
nature. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts. 

Paragraph 15.60 

 

Consultation Question 82. 

1.107 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended parents to 
agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service 
of undertaking a surrogacy. (check box) 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.108 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the fee should be: 

(1) any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or 

(2) a fixed fee set by the regulator. 

Leave both check boxes blank. 
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I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.109 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what, if any, other payments 
the law should permit, in addition to that fixed fee: 

(1) no other payments; 

(2) essential costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(3) additional costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(4) lost earnings; 

(5) compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and complications, 
and the death of the surrogate; and/or 

(6) gifts. 

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to 
the birth mother for her ‘services’. 

Paragraph 15.69 

 

Consultation Question 83. 

1.110 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for any payment the law 
permits the intended parents to pay the surrogate for her services to be reduced in the 
event of a miscarriage or termination of the pregnancy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 
 

1.111 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee payable to the surrogate 
to be able to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination, whether such 
provision should apply: 

(1) in the first trimester of pregnancy only; 

(2) to any miscarriage or termination; or 

(3) some other period of time (please specify).   

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 

Paragraph 15.72 

 

Consultation Question 84. 

1.112 We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to 
surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to 
parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement 
being used, the only payments that should ever be made are essential and basic expenses for 
which receipts are provided. 

Paragraph 15.74 

 

Consultation Question 85. 

1.113 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have 
not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.75 

 

Consultation Question 86. 

1.114 We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that 
intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.76 
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Consultation Question 87. 

1.115 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods of enforcing 
limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates that we should consider as part of 
our review: 

(1) for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and  

(2) for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of the baby. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts 
are provided. The judge or other competent authority should closely monitor all financial aspects 
of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the 
parental order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the 
arrangements, the competent authority should be totally independent and not, for example, an 
agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any 
way. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 15.89 

 

Consultation Question 88. 

1.116 We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into under 
the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.117 We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into 

under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so should not be dependent 
on the surrogate complying with any terms of the agreement relating to her lifestyle. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy 
agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is utterly abhorrent. 

Paragraph 15.99 

 

Consultation Question 89. 

1.118 We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to 
share with us their experiences f international surrogacy arrangements. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.10 

 

Consultation Question 90. 

1.119 We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international 
context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in 
this chapter. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.12 

 

Consultation Question 91. 

1.120 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register 
a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and 
obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long 
the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.52 
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Consultation Question 92. 

1.121 We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the 
application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international 
surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of 
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this 
proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.53 

 

Consultation Question 93. 

1.122 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In 
particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of 
the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.68 

 

Consultation Question 94. 

1.123 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy 
arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the 
birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s country of birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport before the child is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict 
the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling 
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and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

 

1.124 We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa outside of 
the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal parents of the child 
under nationality law should be brought within the Rules. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
1.125 We provisionally propose that:  

(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links with the 
surrogate; or  

(2) that this condition should be clarified to ensure that it does not prevent the child 
having contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.126 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of a visa 

outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order within six 
months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the availability of the 
visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to remove the time limit on 
applications for parental orders is accepted. 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 16.69 

 

Consultation Question 95. 

1.127 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an 
international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to 
be completed after the birth of the child. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form 
for the child before she or he is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to 
contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against 
the selling and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I 
therefore strongly disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.76 

 

Consultation Question 96. 

1.128 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international 
surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the 
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.77 

 

Consultation Question 97. 

1.129 We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, 
comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration 
consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a 
violation of the human rights of women and children and all the other ways in which it is 
possible for people to enjoy children in their lives. 

Paragraph 16.82 
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Consultation Question 98. 

1.130 We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be 
eligible for the new pathway to parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 16.93 

 

Consultation Question 99. 

1.131 We provisionally propose that:  

1.132 the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended parents of 
children born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are recognised as the 
legal parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth, should also be recognised as 
the child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being necessary for the intended parents to 
apply for a parental order, but 

1.133 before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be satisfied that 
the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides protection against the 
exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, that is at least equivalent to 
that provided in UK law. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children 
and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth 
mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her 
consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of 
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case 
by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration. This is an 
important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I 
believe it should apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.94 
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Consultation Question 100. 

1.134 We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy arrangements in the UK 
involving foreign intended parents. 

N/A 
 
1.135 We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 

(1) any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from the UK for the purpose 
of the child becoming the subject of a parental order, or its equivalent, in another 
jurisdiction; and 

(2) if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process allowing foreign 
intended parents to remove the child from the jurisdiction of the UK for this 
purpose and with the approval of the court and, if so, what form should that 
process take. 

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from 
trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same checks as would be used in 
an international adoption. 

Paragraph 16.120 

 

Consultation Question 101. 

1.136 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory 
paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, 
civil partner or partner requires reform. 

I do not believe this needs changing. 
Paragraph 17.18 

 

Consultation Question 102. 

1.137 We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in 
respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only 
one intended parent qualifies.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
Paragraph 17.32 
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Consultation Question 103. 

1.138 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended parents to 
take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the purpose of induced 
lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other reason; and  

(2) if reform is needed, suggestions on reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children.  

Paragraph 17.36 

 

Consultation Question 104. 

1.139 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable 
facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under 
Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is 
sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children. 

Paragraph 17.40 

 

Consultation Question 105. 

1.140 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to 
employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.43 

 

Consultation Question 106. 

1.141 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to 
surrogacy and succession law are required. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.56 
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Consultation Question 107. 

1.142 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy 
arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are reforms to law 
or practice that consultees would like to see in this area. 

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are 
not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to override the birth mother’s 
wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during 
pregnancy, labour and childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions 
and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time for any or no 
reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and 
this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to birth mothers and new-borns – 
especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid 
reason to be extremely cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of 
surrogacy births. 
 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. 
As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in surrogacy is likely to lead to 
additional pressure on the NHS.  
 
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-
term negative effects on the well-being of both of them. This is likely to be the same for birth 
mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional 
long-term pressures on the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and 
there are no questions about this. 
 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure 
that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s health, including premature death. 
Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs 
when this isn’t in their best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors 
are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of 
‘attractiveness’ for example. 
 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these 
issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the NHS picking up the tab for the 
extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. 
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There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and 
society. 
 
At a time when the NHS is under severe strain, and life changing therapies (for cancer, cystic 
fibrosis etc) are not funded due to financial constraints it is a slap in the face to provide money 
for prospective parents to indulge their parenting fantasies while denying patients access to 
drugs which are standard of care in other counties. 
 
1.143 We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like to see 

made to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social Care for 
England and Wales. 

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and 
that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at any time, for any or no reason. 
Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended 
parents’ have no legal right to override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or 
medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum 
period. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert 
than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to ensure that they can speak to her 
alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in 
consultations, and the labour ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes. 
 
1.144 We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better accommodate 

surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding issues. 

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the 
wellbeing of herself and the child. 

Paragraph 17.76 

 

Consultation Question 108. 

1.145 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to 
surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration 
to the significant risk that women will be coerced into agreeing to participate in surrogacy 
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arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even 
more likely if substantial payments are involved. 
 
It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners 
and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or much of their earnings. This is a major 
route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. 
There is no reason to expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it 
is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money. 
 
If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that 
prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement. This should be a criminal offence 
and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as 
a deterrent. That such a law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why 
paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women. 
 
It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any 
payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by receipts and overseen by a judge. 

Paragraph 17.80 

 

Consultation Question 109. 

1.146 We invite consultees who are intended parents, live in the UK, and have entered into a 
surrogacy arrangement that led to the birth of a child to tell us: 

(1) when the child was born; 

(2) whether the arrangement was domestic or international and, if international, in 
which country the arrangement took place; 

(3) whether the arrangement led to the making of a parental order in the UK; and 

(4) whether they are a: 

(a) opposite-sex couple; 

(b) male same-sex couple; 

(c) female same-sex couple; 

(d) single woman; or 

(e) single man. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.2 
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Consultation Question 110. 

1.147 We invite consultees who have experience of applying for a parental order in the UK to 
tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) whether they had legal advice before the making of the parental order; 

(3) whether they were represented by a lawyer in court; and 

(4) the cost of any legal advice or representation. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.4 

 

Consultation Question 111. 

1.148 We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of 
the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the 
child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 

Paragraph 18.6 

 

Consultation Question 112. 

1.149 We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide evidence about the 
cost of: 

(1) medical screening; and 

(2) implications counselling 

(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or implications 
counselling from any other costs involved with fertility treatment). 

N/A 
 
1.150 We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental order proceedings, to 

provide evidence of what they would charge: 

(1) to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed requirement for independent 
legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; and 
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(2) to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy agreement required for the 
new pathway. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.8 

 

Consultation Question 113. 

1.151 We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of: 

(1) the current requirement of a genetic link; and 

(2) any removal of this requirement in cases of medical necessity: 

(a) in the new pathway; 

(b) in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy arrangements; or 

(c) in both situations. 

 
Paragraph 18.11 

 

Consultation Question 114. 

1.152 We invite consultees who consider that they might be able to fulfil the role of the 
independent professional discussed in Chapter 9 to tell us: 

(1) their profession; and  

(2) what they would charge to provide such a service. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.13 

 

Consultation Question 115. 

1.153 We invite consultees who are intended parents to give us their views on the impact of our 
proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 
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(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
1.154 We invite consultees who are surrogates to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.15 

 

Consultation Question 116. 

1.155 We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) that led to the birth of 
their child(ren), including the cost of fertility treatment, payments to the surrogate 
and payments to any surrogacy agency or organisation; 

(3) how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s); 

(4) what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering into a surrogacy 
arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to the birth of a child); and 

(5) how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.18 

 

Consultation Question 117. 

1.156 We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 

 
Paragraph 18.20 
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Consultation Question 118. 

1.157 We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically 
addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this paper. 

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already 
decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation should enable it. This may be 
explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested 
interest in surrogacy – ‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience 
of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money from commercial 
surrogacy if it is given the green light. 
 
It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders 
in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as all women are affected by the 
institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial 
surrogacy in this country. 
 
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men 
to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique bond between birth mother and child – 
and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of 
birth are a major step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – 
potentially affecting the status of all women.  
 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other 
family members coercing a woman into engaging in commercial surrogacy for their (and not 
her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to 
have been completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 
 
UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty 
(PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this consultation. There doesn’t appear to 
be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality 
considerations and impact assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women 
and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of equality 
legislation. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have 
due regard to the need to: 
 

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct 
prohibited by the Act. 

• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 
and those who do not. 

• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 
who do not. 
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There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s 
position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the sexes. Any loosening of the laws 
around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have 
an impact on the relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young 
people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them but took 
advantage of their birth mothers. 
 
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not 
based on any recognised human rights instruments – such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ 
confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to 
be a ‘surrogate.’ These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by 
the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard against the sale of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers, including: 
 
 The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no 

contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or physical transfer of the child. 
 All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the 

child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides not to relinquish the child. 
 The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own 

post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual obligation.” 
 Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare 

checks after the birth of the child. 
 Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other 

competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with the best interests of the child 
being paramount. 

 
The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation 
guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed and do not ask the important 
high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc.  
 
For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start 
again from the position of women’s and children’s human rights. If it is found that there is no 
way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties 
such as CEDAW and the UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be 
liberalised.  
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 
 

Paragraph 18.22 
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Medical practitioner or counsellor

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Such important decsions should be treated with the utmost care and importance. The welfare of vulnerable women and babies is at stake. Such
arrangements should require a senior judge as these are lives changing decisions. I would also be concerned about potential people trafficking.
I am opposed to the buying and selling of human tissue and international surrogacy is likely to involve payment. Such a serious arrangement should be
scrutinised by a senior court

Please provide your views below:

No they should remain with the high court. The welfare of vulnerablemothers and babies should be regarded as extremely important.

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

The potential sale and trafficking of babies and exploitation of vulnerable women is a risk of international commercial surrogacy. Many countries have
tightened up laws due to the exploitation of poorer women by commercial surrogacy. The UK should ensure tight regulations and legal protections for
vulnerable women and babies are in place. Matters of this importance should be dealt with by experienced senior judges.

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.



Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

No

Please provide your views below:

This reduces the birth mother to a container and erodes her rights. This would give all the power to the intended parents and is harmful to birth mothers
as it weakens their right to change their minds. I disagree with the proposal that, where a child is born of a surrogacy arrangement, the Intended Parents
should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of the baby. This will take no account of, and fails to recognise, the bond which is formed between
mother and baby during and after the gestational period and the right of a child to know the identity of their birth

15  Consultation Question 8:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

It is important for children to know their biological roots.

100 years; or

Please provide your views below:

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

The prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to all surrogacy arrangements. Children should be able to know their
biological roots a anonymous donation limits the right of the child to discover their genetic identity and may risk attraction to closely related persons.

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

Anonymous donation is unethical and should not be allowed.

18  Consultation Question 11:

Other

Please provide your views below:

The period for birth registration is very short already. In Scotland it is only 21 days. 2 weeks is very short especially when the woman has so recently given 
birth a d experiencing post natal hormones etc. This consultation takes no account of the natural link between birth mother and baby and assumes an 
immediate hand-over, whether the birth mother objects or not. The birth mother should have the right to change her mind. She is not merely a carrier.



Even with egg donation she is the main person who has 'made' this child with her body. She is the one who has taken all the risks and her wishes should
be respected. This consultation takes very little account of the mother or child. It is very biased towards the intended parents. I feel those involved care
only about intended parents and making it easier for them. No thought about the effect on children or birth mothers at all.

19  Consultation Question 12:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

20  Consultation Question 13:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

21  Consultation Question 14:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

22  Consultation Question 15:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please share your views below:

23  Consultation Question 16:

No

Please provide your views below:

I find the disregard for birth mothers very callous. I oppose the proposal that the commissioning parents should be the legal parents of a stillborn baby.
Their disappointment will be diminished by the grief of the birth mother who already has a relationship with the child in her womb. She has carried that
child and gave it life so shod be acknowledged for doing so.

No

Please provide your views below:

Birth mother should be named as mother in this situation.

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I find the disregard for birth mothers very callous. I oppose the proposal that the commissioning parents should be the legal parents of a stillborn baby.
Their disappointment will be diminished by the grief of the birth mother who already has a relationship with the child in her womb. She has carried that
child and gave it life so should be acknowledged for doing so.

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

This is why I am opposed to surrogacy except in very limited circumstances. What happens to the surrogates family and children? Will they be financially
compensated for the loss of their wife/mother? The risk of dying in child birth is real, if small, and the risk of complications leading to future health
problems is not insigificant. This consultation fails to take into account the health related consequences of surrogacy.

26  Consultation Question 19:



No

Please provide your views below:

If any intended parent provided gametes for this pregnancy then they should d be named as parents as the child must know their genetic roots.

Please provide your views below:

27  Consultation Question 20:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

The surrogacy business should be banned not made easier. There is no evidence in the proposed changes that the surrogacy business, which benefits
Agencies, lawyers and those commissioning a surrogate (who is expected to carry a child as an altruistic act) should be made easier for those who profit.
The evidence points to banning or severely restricting surrogacy practices as has been done in European countries such as Switzerland, France, Germany
and Sweden and further afield in India and Thailand.

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

33  Consultation Question 26:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

34  Consultation Question 27:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

Not Answered



Please provide your views below:

This is a loophole to allow people to buy babies. Other countries are banni g commercial surrogacy because they recognise the damage caused. When
money is involved all power is with those who are paying. This is dangerous to women and babies. The UK should be looking at countries which are
outlawing the practice.

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

90  Consultation Question 82:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide any views below:

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

96  Consultation Question 88:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements

97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their
experiences of international surrogacy arrangements.

Please provide your views below:

Please look at the experience of women in India, Thailand, Cambodia etc. Women have been exploited and these countries have banned international
surrogacy. How can it be right that richer people can go to poor countries to exploit the reproductive capacity of poorer women?. It is abhorrent.

98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us
their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter.

Please provide your views below:

99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through
an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

We should motbe making it easier to purchase babies and exploit women.

100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for
obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the
child.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a
child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after
the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

102  Consultation Question 94:



Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU
Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will
need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform
Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended
parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do
consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new
pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

107  Consultation Question 99:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

108  Consultation Question 100:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 18: Impact

117  Consultation Question 109:

Please insert the year of birth here:

Not Answered

If international, in which country did the arrangement take place?:

Not Answered

Not Answered



118  Consultation Question 110:

Not Answered

Not Answered

Not Answered

Please provide the cost of any legal advice or representation below:

119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law
where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

120  Consultation Question 112:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

121  Consultation Question 113:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

122  Consultation Question 114:

Please provide your views below:

123  Consultation Question 115:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

124  Consultation Question 116:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland.

Please provide your views below:

126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or
the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper.

Please provide your views below:
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Surrogacy Consultation Questions 

Email the completed document to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk before the deadline 
of 11 October 2019. 

ABOUT YOU 

1. What is your name? 

Name (Required) 

 
 
2. If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a 
university), what is the name of your organisation? 

 
3. Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your 
organisation? 

(Required – Choose one response) 

• This is a personal response 

If other, please provide details: 

 
 
4. If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best 
describes you? 

(Choose one response) 

• Other individual 

5. What is your email address? 

Email address:  

 
 
If you enter your email address then you will automatically receive an acknowledgement email 
when you submit your response. 

6. What is your telephone number? 

Telephone number:  

 
7. If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be 
treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. 
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As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot 
give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances. 

 
 
 

 

 

Consultation Question 1. 

1.1 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales:  

(1) all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 
allocated to a judge of the High Court; and 

YES 
 
International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of 
children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost 
seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. 
For this reason these cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.  

 
(2) if international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to a judge of 

the High Court, circuit judges should be ticketed to hear such cases. 

Paragraph 6.42 

 

Consultation Question 2. 

1.2 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and Wales  

(1) domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-birth parental order 
should continue to be heard by lay justices, or whether they should be allocated to another 
level of the judiciary; and 

(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another level of the 
judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be appropriate. 

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so 
the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these 
cases should NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit 
judges or higher. 
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Paragraph 6.51 

 

Consultation Question 3. 

1.3 We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the 
current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation 
Questions 1 and 2. 

 
Paragraph 6.53 

 

Consultation Question 4. 

1.4 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court should be placed under a 
duty to consider whether to make an order awarding the intended parents parental 
responsibility at the first directions hearing in the proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our provisional proposal in 
Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether in the new pathway or not) automatically 
acquire parental responsibility if the child is living with or being cared for by them is not 
supported by consultees). 

NO 
 
The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. 
Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should 
be open. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 6.58 
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Consultation Question 5. 

1.5 We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the FPR 2010 
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the 
proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 6.72 

 

Consultation Question 6. 

1.6 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they are of the view that, in Scotland:  

(1) there is a need for greater consistency and clarity in provisions relating to the 
expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers and, if so, how this should be 
addressed;   

(2) it should be provided by statute that, at the initial hearing or any subsequent hearing 
for a parental order, the court may make any such interim order or orders for 
parental responsibilities and parental rights as it sees fit; and/or 

(3) further procedural reform is needed and, if so, what that reform should be. 

 
Paragraph 6.110 

 

Consultation Question 7. 

1.7 In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, before the 
child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have: 

(1) entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will include a 
statement as to legal parenthood on birth, 

(2) complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 

(3) met eligibility requirements, 

on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child, 
subject to the surrogate’s right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key 
recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in 
respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up 
the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard 
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to 
surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and a domestic context. 
 
This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and 
all of the implications need to be fully understood. There is no evidence in the consultation paper 
that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all. 
 
I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at 
birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ 
mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify 
measures that contravene the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the 
provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers. 
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or 
condone a system that would require women to deliberately conceive and subsequently give 
birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The 
rights of the child must be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers 
say they want or not. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.13 

 

Consultation Question 8. 

1.8 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed clinics 
should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under the new 
pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a specified 
minimum period. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. 
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1.9 We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be: whether 100 
years or another period. 

Paragraph 8.14 

 

Consultation Question 9. 

1.10 We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes 
should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy 
organisation is involved. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they 
would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence. 

Paragraph 8.21 

 

Consultation Question 10. 

1.11 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a 
traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from 
entering into the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’  
Paragraph 8.22 

 

Consultation Question 11. 

1.12 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal parenthood 
by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the child;  

(2) this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in writing 
within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the intended parents 
and the body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; and 

(3) the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration less one 
week. 

Do consultees agree? 
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NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire 
legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only a limited time to object. This 
contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the 
legal parent at birth and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility 
in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth, 
with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration. 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.35 

 

Consultation Question 12. 

1.13 We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents 
acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy arrangement 
should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the result that: 

(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child;  

(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal parent of the 
child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these circumstances; and 

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental order to 
obtain legal parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
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parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.36 

 

Consultation Question 13. 

1.14 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on registering the 
birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that the surrogate has lacked 
capacity at any time during the period in which she had the right to object to the 
intended parents acquiring legal parenthood; 

(2) if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the period in 
which she has the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal parenthood, 
the surrogate should be able to provide a positive consent to such acquisition; and 

(3) if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the surrogate is 
unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant period, the surrogacy 
arrangement should exit the new pathway and the intended parents should be able 
to make an application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
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and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.37 

 

Consultation Question 14. 

1.15 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be born as a 
result of the surrogacy arrangement: 

(1) should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of Practice; 

(2) either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as appropriate, 
should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed; and 

(3) there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after his or 
her birth. 

Do consultees agree? 
 
NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in 
surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the 
birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is 
an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest. 
Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth. 
 
The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before 
the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.  
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The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because 
parents of children born through the normal process are not subject to such checks does not 
hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential 
experiences that change you and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and 
rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For obvious 
reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.  
 
In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, 
physiological and emotional resources, which means she has already made a huge and 
unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and 
emotional commitment to the child is already well-developed, giving her the best chance of 
surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood 
and adolescence.  
 
The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources 
does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of caring for a new-born child and the 
long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.51 

 

Consultation Question 15. 

1.16 We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement 
under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right to object to the 
intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the surrogate’s spouse or civil 
partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’  
 
There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for 
financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she does not have legal parenthood or 
parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject 
this proposal. 
 
However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore 
have an implication for all children, all families because it would set a precedent. It should not be 
introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and 
children. There is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such 
assessment. 
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1.17 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement outside 

the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue to be a legal 
parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement. 

YES 
 
The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and 
partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain. 

Paragraph 8.57 

 

Consultation Question 16. 

1.18 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 
arrangement is stillborn: 

(1) the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the surrogate 
exercises her right to object; and 

(2) the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 
the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. The 
birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if 
the child is stillborn. 
 
1.19 We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents 
being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration 
of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that 
the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the 
stillbirth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should 
not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this. 
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Paragraph 8.77 

 

Consultation Question 17. 

1.20 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, 
where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able 
to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the 
period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have 
made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order 
are satisfied, on registration of the birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and if the child 
dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth 
mother was the legal parent. 

Paragraph 8.79 

 

Consultation Question 18. 

1.21 For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which 
she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new 
pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a 
parental order. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 8.80 
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Consultation Question 19. 

1.22 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, where 
both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended parents should 
be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the surrogate not exercising her 
right to object within the defined period. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased 
‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should 
always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately 
reflect this. 
 
1.23 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new 

pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy or before a 
parental order is made: 

(1) it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who claims an 
interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, or who would be 
permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of the Children Act 1989: 

(a) for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and 

(b) for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject to the 
surrogate’s consent; or 

(2) the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not be 
possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s parents, but that 
there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide details of the intended 
parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry onto the register of surrogacy 
arrangements. 

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already 
deceased – so option (2) is preferable. 

Paragraph 8.81 

 

Consultation Question 20. 

1.24 We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order by a sole 
applicant under section 54A: 
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(1) the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always intended that 
there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in respect of the child 
concerned or to supply the name and contact details of the other intended parent;  

(2) if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be made for 
notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the application and an 
opportunity given to that party to provide notice of opposition within a brief period 
(of, say, 14 to 21 days); and 

(3) if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to oppose, he or 
she should be required to make his or her own application within a brief period (say 
14 days), otherwise the application of the first intended parent will be determined by 
the court. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 8.86 

 

Consultation Question 21. 

1.25 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and 

(2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth 
mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount 
consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.91 

 

Consultation Question 22. 

1.26 We invite consultees’ views:  

(1) as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new pathway that we 
have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the intended 
parents at birth; and 

(2) if so, as to whether should this oversight be: 
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(a) administrative, or 

(b) judicial. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the 
legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood 
and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as 
recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.93 

 

Consultation Question 23. 

1.27 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989, 
should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional specific 
factors in the situation where it is considering the arrangements for a child in the 
context of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement; and 

(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be. 

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about 
a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the 
issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not 
believe any other factors should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.120 

 

Consultation Question 24. 

1.28 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as applied 
and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 
Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to 
additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering whether to make a 
parental order; and 

(2) what those additional factors should be. 
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The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental 
order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered 
and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the 
child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors 
should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.121 

 

Consultation Question 25. 

1.29 We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be 
amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 
8 order without leave. 

NO 
 
There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother 
and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy arrangements. The court should therefore 
always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no 
liberalisation of the law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do 
not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can apply for a 
section 8 order without leave. 

Paragraph 8.123 

 

Consultation Question 26. 

1.30 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire parental 
responsibility automatically where: 

(1) the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and  

(2) they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and 
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as 
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recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no legal 
responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must 
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.132 

 

Consultation Question 27. 

1.31 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of the child; 
and 

(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should continue to 
have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living with, or being cared 
for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility automatically. The birth mother 
should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental 
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority 
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is 
the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the 
sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of 
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the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no responsibility 
for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised 
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.134 

 

Consultation Question 28. 

1.32 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the 
surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the 
arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to 
object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the 
‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood and parental responsibility. 
 
All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the 
child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special 
Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.139 

 

Consultation Question 29. 

1.33 For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of parental 
responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the intended parents, 
during the period in which parental responsibility is shared; and 
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(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility by the 
party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have 
legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and all subsequent decisions 
involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.140 

 

Consultation Question 30. 

1.34 We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the 
scope of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 9.29 

 

Consultation Question 31. 

1.35 We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used 
independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we 
would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that 
took place. 

N/A 
Paragraph 9.35 
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Consultation Question 32. 

1.36 We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements should be 
brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 
 
1.37 We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 

Paragraph 9.36 

 

Consultation Question 33. 

1.38 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations;  

NO 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to take a 
particular form; and 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual responsible 
for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
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I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.61 

 

Consultation Question 34. 

1.39 We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for: 

(1) representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator; 

(2) managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence 
and skill; 

(3) ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, 
including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary policies and 
procedures; 

(4) training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and 

(5) providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law. 

Do consultees agree? 

LEAVE ALL CHECK BOXES BLANK (i.e. none of the above) 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.40 We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible individual 

should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.41 We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualifications a person 

responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.62 
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Consultation Question 35. 

1.42 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit 
making bodies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they 
will inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) 
and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or coerce more women to act 
as ‘surrogates.’ 
 
Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and 
prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW, which prohibits third-parties profiting or 
otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women. 

Paragraph 9.84 

 

Consultation Question 36. 

1.43 We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and 
facilitation services. 

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because 
that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human 
rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.94 

 

Consultation Question 37. 

1.44 We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to 
offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
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facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
  
1.45 We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should 

be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements 
outside the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.95 

 

Consultation Question 38. 

1.46 We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against 
organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, 
and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they 
are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I 
consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services 
should be a criminal offence. 

Paragraph 9.97 

 

Consultation Question 39. 

1.47 We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 
Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and 
oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal 
parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy.  
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1.48 If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of Practice should 
apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which additional or new areas of 
regulation should be applied. 

Paragraph 9.117 

 

Consultation Question 40. 

1.49 We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable 
(subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation 
to financial terms).  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 9.129 

 

Consultation Question 41. 

1.50 We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for 
negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, 
because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both women and the child. The idea of 
organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of 
Article 6 of CEDAW, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits 
the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any form of benefit from 
women’s prostitution. 

Paragraph 9.135 

 

Consultation Question 42. 

1.51 We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy 
should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything 
that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. 
Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and enabling 
advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent. 
 
At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that 
being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an impoverished woman’s financial problems. If 
this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female 
students and young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to 
their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would be the most vulnerable to 
this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest. 
 
Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, 
we need to protect disadvantaged women from the temptation of renting their wombs. This 
means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned. 

Paragraph 9.145 

 

Consultation Question 43. 

1.52 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental 
order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the 
Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth 
certificate at the age of 18. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.80 

 

Consultation Question 44. 

1.53 We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that 
result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full 
form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy 
arrangement. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original birth certificate. The birth mother should 
be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
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recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of 
the certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 10.85 

 

Consultation Question 45. 

1.54 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and 
Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed 
to changes to allow for the registration of three parents or for anyone other than the birth mother 
to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate. Such proposals could lead to the 
facilitation of the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the 
understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is unique. 

Paragraph 10.87 

 

Consultation Question 46. 

1.55 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has 
been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained 
in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.89 

 

Consultation Question 47. 

1.56 We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements should be 
created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and the gamete 
donors. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.57 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority; 

(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, whether in or 
outside the new pathway, provided that the information about who has contributed 
gametes for the conception of the child has been medically verified, and that the 
information should include: 

(a) identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy arrangement, and 

(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed gametes to the 
conception of the child; and 

(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a parental 
order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage where available 
and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the use of an anonymous 
gamete donor if that applies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the children have 
access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that 
the information held on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because 
otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his 
genetic parentage. 

Paragraph 10.102 

 

Consultation Question 48. 

1.58 We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate 
and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy 
arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it 
trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his genetic 
parentage. 

Paragraph 10.104 
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Consultation Question 49. 

1.59 We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be able to 
access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for identifying 
information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information is included on the 
register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable opportunity to receive 
counselling about the implications of compliance with this request. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.60 We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16 (depending on 

whether the information is identifying or non-identifying respectively) should be able to 
access the information in the register and, if so, in which circumstances: 

(1) where his or her legal parents have consented; 

(2) if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or she is 
sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or 

(3) in any other circumstances. 

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable. 
Paragraph 10.110 

 

Consultation Question 50. 

1.61 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of 
a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person 
whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil 
partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 

YES, this should be possible. 
Paragraph 10.114 

 

Consultation Question 51. 

1.62 We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically related 
through, the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to identify each 
other, if they both wish to do so. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.63 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow people born 

to the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to access the register to 
identify each other, if they both wish to do so. 

YES, I agree. 
Paragraph 10.121 

 

Consultation Question 52. 

1.64 We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a person 
carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the register to identify 
each other, if they both wish to do so: 

(1) if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or 

(2) if they are not genetically related through the surrogate. 

YES to both (1) and (2) 
Paragraph 10.123 

 

Consultation Question 53. 

1.65 For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental 
order should be recorded in the register. 

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded 
in the register. 

Paragraph 10.128 
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Consultation Question 54. 

1.66 We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the 
HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 11.20 

 

Consultation Question 55. 

1.67 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any other legal 
parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found or is incapable of 
giving agreement, should continue to be available; 

NO  
 
I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 
 

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the surrogate, and 
any other legal parent of the child, in the following circumstances: 

(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of the 
surrogate and any other legal parent, or 

(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with the 
intended parents; and 

(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the paramount 
consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life guided by the factors 
set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in Scotland, in line 
with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 

Paragraph 11.58 

 

Consultation Question 56. 

1.68 We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway, the 
intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or habitually resident in 
the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man. 

Do consultees agree?  

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be 
domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism. 
 
1.69 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional conditions 

imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying period of habitual 
residence required to satisfy the test. 

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual 
residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk of surrogacy tourism. 

Paragraph 12.15 

 

Consultation Question 57. 

1.70 We invite consultees’ views on whether: 

(1) the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008 should be 
reformed and, if so, how; or 

(2) the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are within the 
prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from applying. 

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed. 
Paragraph 12.29 
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Consultation Question 58. 

1.71 We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be 
required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s 
home to be with them. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.  

Paragraph 12.34 

 

Consultation Question 59. 

1.72 We provisionally propose that the new pathway –  

(1) should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the intended 
parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that double donation of 
gametes is permitted, but 

(2) that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity, 
meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to provide a gamete due to 
infertility. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should 
be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
 
1.73 We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted under the 

parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in the new pathway) in 
domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are 
likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do not believe that double donation should 
be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.  
 
1.74 We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of the 

intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the parental order 
pathway should be retained in international surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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Paragraph 12.64 

 

Consultation Question 60. 

1.75 We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic 
cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical 
necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the 
surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic 
link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.71 

 

Consultation Question 61. 

1.76 We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical 
necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single 
parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes 
but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.76 
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Consultation Question 62. 

1.77 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a surrogacy 
arrangement has been used because of medical necessity: 

(1) for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or 

(2) for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made. 

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights 
and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’  
 
1.78 We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if it is 

introduced, should be defined and assessed. 

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
Paragraph 12.94 

 

Consultation Question 63. 

1.79 We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to parenthood, information 
identifying the child’s genetic parents and the surrogate must be provided for entry on the 
national register of surrogacy agreements prior to registration of the child’s birth. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
 
I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in 
any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all genetic parents and the birth 
mother. 
 
1.80 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for an application for a 

parental order that: 

(1) those who contributed gametes are entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements; and/or 

(2) if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents provided gametes in the 
conception of the child, that the genetic link is demonstrated to the court with 
medical or DNA evidence. 

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order 
in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2). 
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1.81 We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the application of a parental 
order that the identity of the surrogate is entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision. 

Paragraph 12.115 

 

Consultation Question 64. 

1.82 We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit for the grant of a 
parental order. The age of the intended parents should continue to be taken into account 
in the assessment of the welfare of the child in applications to grant a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both 
women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is 
to be opened up, a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear 
that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy arrangement and will make it 
less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a 
fait accompli. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age but not beyond. It is 
therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
 
1.83 We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway there should be a 

maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, what it should be. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ and it should be 45. 
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
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I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s 
human rights. However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore 
consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important. This will make it clear that 
society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement 
and will make it less likely that they will. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age. It is therefore imperative 
that age limits are set very carefully.  
 
1.84 We provisionally propose that intended parents should be required to be at least 18 years 

old at the time that they enter into a surrogacy agreement under the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it should be much older than 
18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement at that age. It is therefore imperative that 
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it 
would be reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before 
they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood? 

Paragraph 12.133 

 

Consultation Question 65. 

1.85 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years of age 
(at the time of conception), in order for the court to have the power to make a parental 
order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a 
violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself 
as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There 
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should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I 
suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  
 
1.86 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years old at 

the time of entering into the surrogacy agreement within the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of 
childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that 
she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older 
minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be 
more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  

Paragraph 12.144 

 

Consultation Question 66. 

1.87 We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any partner of the 
surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes should be required for the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
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1.88 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out in the Code of 
Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy arrangements outside a licensed clinic, and if 
not, which types of testing should be required for such arrangements. 

 
Paragraph 13.16 

 

Consultation Question 67. 

1.89 We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the new 
pathway: 

(1) the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the intended parents 
intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway should be 
required to attend counselling with regard to the implications of entering into that 
arrangement; and 

(2) the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who meets the 
requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.44 

 

Consultation Question 68. 

1.90 We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that 
the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect 
of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.65 
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Consultation Question 69. 

1.91 We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway: 

(1) an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained for intended parents, 
surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or partners of surrogates;  

(2) the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not enable a surrogate 
arrangement to be proceed under the new pathway where a person screened is unsuitable 
for having being convicted of, or received a police caution for, any offence appearing on a 
prescribed list of offences; and  

(3) the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also determine that a 
person is unsuitable based on the information provided in the enhanced record certificate.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.92 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that applies in the case of 

adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.73 

 

Consultation Question 70. 

1.93 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the 
surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an 
arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone else. It is impossible to 
understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless 
you have had that experience yourself. 

Paragraph 13.95 
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Consultation Question 71. 

1.94 We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate 
pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. 
Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs should not be allowed to undertake more 
than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women 
would have under this proposal. 

Paragraph 13.99 

 

Consultation Question 72. 

1.95 We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended parents to the 
surrogate should be able to be: 

(1) based on an allowance;  

(2) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for 
production of receipts; or 

(3) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of 
receipts. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.16 
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Consultation Question 73. 

1.96 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential costs 
relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.22 
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Consultation Question 74. 

1.97 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate 
additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather than 
essential.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.26 

 

Consultation Question 75. 

1.98 We invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise from 
entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a surrogate pregnancy; 
and 

(2) the types of cost which should be included within this category. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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Paragraph 15.29 

 

Consultation Question 76. 

1.99 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or 
self-employed). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.37 

 

Consultation Question 77. 

1.100 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential earnings: 

(1) her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.35 
above); and/or 

(2) other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.38 

 

Consultation Question 78. 

1.101 We invite consultees to share their experiences:  

(1) of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended parents has 
had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits; and 

(2) where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s entitlement to 
means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been addressed in their 
surrogacy arrangement. 

N/A 
Paragraph 15.47 
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Consultation Question 79. 

1.102 We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate for the following: 

(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth; 

(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or 

(3)  specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an 
ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive 
haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a 
hysterectomy. 

It is absurd to propose that one could place a monetary value on the pain of adverse pregnancy 
outcomes. In putting a price tag on perineal tear for example, some mothers report little pain or 
symptoms, others have profound ongoing fear of vaginal penetration, which can result in very 
significant emotional and relationship difficulties. Infection may complicate healing, and some 
women report long term sequelae from this, such as impaired wound healing.  
 
Haematology conditions should also be considered. Blood loss, for example due to placental 
haemorrhage can be very significant, and potentially result in emergency hysterectomy and 
blood transfusion to save the life of the mother. It is a fact that although blood is thoroughly 
screened in the UK there still remains the potential for blood borne illnesses to be transmitted, 
and the fact that some of these may not have been identified yet by researchers is also a real 
risk to a mother receiving transfusion. Persons who have had a blood transfusion are currently 
unable to donate blood themselves in the UK, due to the risk of (vCJD) transmission. This is an 
indication of the gravity of receiving blood products.  
 
No medical intervention is EVER risk free. Receiving multiple blood products in the context of 
Massive Transfusion Protocol (eg platelets, Fresh Frozen Plasma, cryoprecipitate) only heighten 
those risks.  
 
Conditions such as HELLP (Haemolysis, Elevated Liver enzymes, Low Platelets) can be fatal, 
and although the maternal mortality rate is low, it can have significant sequelae, including renal 
failure potentially requiring dialysis, placental abruption (potentially fatal for mother and baby) 
permanent liver damage and retinal detachment resulting in visual impairment.  
 
Each of these conditions have long term consequences for a woman, psychologically, physically 
and emotionally, and may also affect her ability to return to work or care for other children.  
 
Also, the late complications of childbirth have been disregarded. Late consequences of childbirth 
can include vaginal or rectal prolapse, urinary and faecal incontinence. Women who have had a 
C section may experience ongoing pain around the scar. Some sources quote this as affecting 
between 6 and 18 percent of women. These symptoms can be profoundly distressing, and may 
take years to present (conversely, may present immediately). 
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How could we ensure that women suffering these complications are compensated? They are 
multifactorial, and risk increases with instrumented delivery and parity. How would it be proposed 
to unpick the role of a surrogate pregnancy in causing these symptoms in relation to other risk 
factors, for example parity, smoking history, personal medical history? 
 
Psychiatric conditions are also absent from this list. Complications including depression and 
anxiety may be worsened by pregnancy. Other mental health conditions such as post natal 
depression and post partum psychosis can be fatal, and impact on a woman’s health for many 
years to come. I’m quite shocked that none of these conditions have been explicitly mentioned 
and it does make me wonder how the list of complications was created. I’d also like to know what 
level of haemorrhage would be considered “excessive”. 
 
The wording of the question “should” be able to pay compensation is not the same as being 
mandated to do so. This potentially creates a situation where some “luckier” women would 
receive compensation others would not. 
 
All of the above illustrates the risks of surrogacy and confirms my support for a total ban on 
surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.103 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of which 

intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.104 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable should be: 

(1) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or  

(2) left to the parties to negotiate.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. 

Paragraph 15.53 

 

Consultation Question 80. 

1.105 We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the 
surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.  

Paragraph 15.56 

 

Consultation Question 81. 

1.106 We invite consultees’ views as to whether:  

(1) intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and 

(2) if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or reasonable in 
nature. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts. 

Paragraph 15.60 

 

Consultation Question 82. 

1.107 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended parents to 
agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service 
of undertaking a surrogacy. (check box) 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.108 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the fee should be: 

(1) any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or 

(2) a fixed fee set by the regulator. 

Leave both check boxes blank. 
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I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.109 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what, if any, other payments 
the law should permit, in addition to that fixed fee: 

(1) no other payments; 

(2) essential costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(3) additional costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(4) lost earnings; 

(5) compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and complications, 
and the death of the surrogate; and/or 

(6) gifts. 

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to 
the birth mother for her ‘services’. 

Paragraph 15.69 

 

Consultation Question 83. 

1.110 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for any payment the law 
permits the intended parents to pay the surrogate for her services to be reduced in the 
event of a miscarriage or termination of the pregnancy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 
 

1.111 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee payable to the surrogate 
to be able to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination, whether such 
provision should apply: 

(1) in the first trimester of pregnancy only; 

(2) to any miscarriage or termination; or 

(3) some other period of time (please specify).   

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 

Paragraph 15.72 

 

Consultation Question 84. 

1.112 We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to 
surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to 
parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement 
being used, the only payments that should ever be made are essential and basic expenses for 
which receipts are provided. 

Paragraph 15.74 

 

Consultation Question 85. 

1.113 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have 
not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.75 

 

Consultation Question 86. 

1.114 We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that 
intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.76 
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Consultation Question 87. 

1.115 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods of enforcing 
limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates that we should consider as part of 
our review: 

(1) for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and  

(2) for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of the baby. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts 
are provided. The judge or other competent authority should closely monitor all financial aspects 
of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the 
parental order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the 
arrangements, the competent authority should be totally independent and not, for example, an 
agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any 
way. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 15.89 

 

Consultation Question 88. 

1.116 We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into under 
the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.117 We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into 

under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so should not be dependent 
on the surrogate complying with any terms of the agreement relating to her lifestyle. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy 
agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is utterly abhorrent. 

Paragraph 15.99 

 

Consultation Question 89. 

1.118 We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to 
share with us their experiences f international surrogacy arrangements. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.10 

 

Consultation Question 90. 

1.119 We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international 
context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in 
this chapter. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.12 

 

Consultation Question 91. 

1.120 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register 
a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and 
obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long 
the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.52 
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Consultation Question 92. 

1.121 We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the 
application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international 
surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of 
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this 
proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.53 

 

Consultation Question 93. 

1.122 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In 
particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of 
the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.68 

 

Consultation Question 94. 

1.123 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy 
arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the 
birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s country of birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport before the child is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict 
the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling 
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and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

 

1.124 We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa outside of 
the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal parents of the child 
under nationality law should be brought within the Rules. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
1.125 We provisionally propose that:  

(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links with the 
surrogate; or  

(2) that this condition should be clarified to ensure that it does not prevent the child 
having contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.126 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of a visa 

outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order within six 
months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the availability of the 
visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to remove the time limit on 
applications for parental orders is accepted. 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 16.69 

 

Consultation Question 95. 

1.127 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an 
international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to 
be completed after the birth of the child. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form 
for the child before she or he is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to 
contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against 
the selling and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I 
therefore strongly disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.76 

 

Consultation Question 96. 

1.128 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international 
surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the 
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.77 

 

Consultation Question 97. 

1.129 We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, 
comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration 
consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a 
violation of the human rights of women and children and all the other ways in which it is 
possible for people to enjoy children in their lives. 

Paragraph 16.82 
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Consultation Question 98. 

1.130 We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be 
eligible for the new pathway to parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 16.93 

 

Consultation Question 99. 

1.131 We provisionally propose that:  

1.132 the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended parents of 
children born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are recognised as the 
legal parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth, should also be recognised as 
the child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being necessary for the intended parents to 
apply for a parental order, but 

1.133 before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be satisfied that 
the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides protection against the 
exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, that is at least equivalent to 
that provided in UK law. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children 
and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth 
mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her 
consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of 
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case 
by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration. This is an 
important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I 
believe it should apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.94 
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Consultation Question 100. 

1.134 We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy arrangements in the UK 
involving foreign intended parents. 

N/A 
 
1.135 We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 

(1) any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from the UK for the purpose 
of the child becoming the subject of a parental order, or its equivalent, in another 
jurisdiction; and 

(2) if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process allowing foreign 
intended parents to remove the child from the jurisdiction of the UK for this 
purpose and with the approval of the court and, if so, what form should that 
process take. 

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from 
trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same checks as would be used in 
an international adoption. 

Paragraph 16.120 

 

Consultation Question 101. 

1.136 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory 
paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, 
civil partner or partner requires reform. 

I do not believe this needs changing. 
Paragraph 17.18 

 

Consultation Question 102. 

1.137 We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in 
respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only 
one intended parent qualifies.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
Paragraph 17.32 
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Consultation Question 103. 

1.138 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended parents to 
take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the purpose of induced 
lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other reason; and  

(2) if reform is needed, suggestions on reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children.  

Paragraph 17.36 

 

Consultation Question 104. 

1.139 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable 
facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under 
Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is 
sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children. 

Paragraph 17.40 

 

Consultation Question 105. 

1.140 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to 
employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.43 

 

Consultation Question 106. 

1.141 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to 
surrogacy and succession law are required. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.56 
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Consultation Question 107. 

1.142 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy 
arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are reforms to law 
or practice that consultees would like to see in this area. 

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are 
not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to override the birth mother’s 
wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during 
pregnancy, labour and childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions 
and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time for any or no 
reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and 
this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to birth mothers and new-borns – 
especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid 
reason to be extremely cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of 
surrogacy births. 
 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. 
As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in surrogacy is likely to lead to 
additional pressure on the NHS.  
 
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-
term negative effects on the well-being of both of them. This is likely to be the same for birth 
mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional 
long-term pressures on the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and 
there are no questions about this. 
 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure 
that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s health, including premature death. 
Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs 
when this isn’t in their best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors 
are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of 
‘attractiveness’ for example. 
 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these 
issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the NHS picking up the tab for the 
extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. 
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There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and 
society. 
 
At a time when the NHS is under severe strain, and life changing therapies (for cancer, cystic 
fibrosis etc) are not funded due to financial constraints it is a slap in the face to provide money 
for prospective parents to indulge their parenting fantasies while denying patients access to 
drugs which are standard of care in other counties. 
 
1.143 We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like to see 

made to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social Care for 
England and Wales. 

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and 
that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at any time, for any or no reason. 
Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended 
parents’ have no legal right to override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or 
medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum 
period. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert 
than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to ensure that they can speak to her 
alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in 
consultations, and the labour ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes. 
 
1.144 We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better accommodate 

surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding issues. 

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the 
wellbeing of herself and the child. 

Paragraph 17.76 

 

Consultation Question 108. 

1.145 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to 
surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration 
to the significant risk that women will be coerced into agreeing to participate in surrogacy 
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arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even 
more likely if substantial payments are involved. 
 
It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners 
and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or much of their earnings. This is a major 
route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. 
There is no reason to expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it 
is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money. 
 
If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that 
prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement. This should be a criminal offence 
and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as 
a deterrent. That such a law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why 
paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women. 
 
It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any 
payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by receipts and overseen by a judge. 

Paragraph 17.80 

 

Consultation Question 109. 

1.146 We invite consultees who are intended parents, live in the UK, and have entered into a 
surrogacy arrangement that led to the birth of a child to tell us: 

(1) when the child was born; 

(2) whether the arrangement was domestic or international and, if international, in 
which country the arrangement took place; 

(3) whether the arrangement led to the making of a parental order in the UK; and 

(4) whether they are a: 

(a) opposite-sex couple; 

(b) male same-sex couple; 

(c) female same-sex couple; 

(d) single woman; or 

(e) single man. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.2 
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Consultation Question 110. 

1.147 We invite consultees who have experience of applying for a parental order in the UK to 
tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) whether they had legal advice before the making of the parental order; 

(3) whether they were represented by a lawyer in court; and 

(4) the cost of any legal advice or representation. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.4 

 

Consultation Question 111. 

1.148 We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of 
the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the 
child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 

Paragraph 18.6 

 

Consultation Question 112. 

1.149 We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide evidence about the 
cost of: 

(1) medical screening; and 

(2) implications counselling 

(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or implications 
counselling from any other costs involved with fertility treatment). 

N/A 
 
1.150 We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental order proceedings, to 

provide evidence of what they would charge: 

(1) to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed requirement for independent 
legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; and 
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(2) to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy agreement required for the 
new pathway. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.8 

 

Consultation Question 113. 

1.151 We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of: 

(1) the current requirement of a genetic link; and 

(2) any removal of this requirement in cases of medical necessity: 

(a) in the new pathway; 

(b) in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy arrangements; or 

(c) in both situations. 

 
Paragraph 18.11 

 

Consultation Question 114. 

1.152 We invite consultees who consider that they might be able to fulfil the role of the 
independent professional discussed in Chapter 9 to tell us: 

(1) their profession; and  

(2) what they would charge to provide such a service. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.13 

 

Consultation Question 115. 

1.153 We invite consultees who are intended parents to give us their views on the impact of our 
proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 
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(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
1.154 We invite consultees who are surrogates to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.15 

 

Consultation Question 116. 

1.155 We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) that led to the birth of 
their child(ren), including the cost of fertility treatment, payments to the surrogate 
and payments to any surrogacy agency or organisation; 

(3) how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s); 

(4) what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering into a surrogacy 
arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to the birth of a child); and 

(5) how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.18 

 

Consultation Question 117. 

1.156 We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 

 
Paragraph 18.20 
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Consultation Question 118. 

1.157 We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically 
addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this paper. 

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already 
decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation should enable it. This may be 
explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested 
interest in surrogacy – ‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience 
of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money from commercial 
surrogacy if it is given the green light. 
 
It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders 
in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as all women are affected by the 
institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial 
surrogacy in this country. 
 
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men 
to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique bond between birth mother and child – 
and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of 
birth are a major step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – 
potentially affecting the status of all women.  
 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other 
family members coercing a woman into engaging in commercial surrogacy for their (and not 
her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to 
have been completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 
 
UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty 
(PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this consultation. There doesn’t appear to 
be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality 
considerations and impact assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women 
and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of equality 
legislation. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have 
due regard to the need to: 
 

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct 
prohibited by the Act. 

• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 
and those who do not. 

• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 
who do not. 
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There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s 
position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the sexes. Any loosening of the laws 
around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have 
an impact on the relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young 
people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them but took 
advantage of their birth mothers. 
 
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not 
based on any recognised human rights instruments – such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ 
confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to 
be a ‘surrogate.’ These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by 
the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard against the sale of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers, including: 
 
 The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no 

contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or physical transfer of the child. 
 All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the 

child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides not to relinquish the child. 
 The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own 

post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual obligation.” 
 Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare 

checks after the birth of the child. 
 Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other 

competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with the best interests of the child 
being paramount. 

 
The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation 
guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed and do not ask the important 
high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc.  
 
For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start 
again from the position of women’s and children’s human rights. If it is found that there is no 
way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties 
such as CEDAW and the UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be 
liberalised.  
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 
 

Paragraph 18.22 
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Family Education Trust
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Email address:
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Telephone number:
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Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

15  Consultation Question 8:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

The right of children to know who their parents are is protected by articles 7 and 8 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. However, the use of 
anonymously donated gametes risks creating a situation where children do not have access to this information. 
 
Being conceived through anonymous donation can have serious emotional consequences for families and children. For example, a study in the Journal of 
Family Psychology found that ‘mothers in non-disclosing gamete donation families showed less positive interaction than mothers in natural conception 
families suggesting families may benefit from openness about the child’s genetic origins’. (Susan Golombok et al., Children Conceived by Gamete 
Donation: Psychological Adjustment and Mother-child Relationships at Age 7. Journal of Family Psychology, 25(2): 230–239, April 2011, 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3075381/ ) 
 
Children conceived in this way frequently try to discover who the donor was. A survey of 741 donor offspring found that 82 per cent desired to be in 
contact with the donor. ( D.R. Beeson et al., Offspring searching for their sperm donors: how family type shapes the process. Human Reproduction, 
Volume 26, Issue 9, September 2011, 2415-2424, https://academic.oup.com/humrep/article/26/9/2415/722943 ) 
 
Another survey of 165 donor offspring found that 92 per cent were seeking either contact with the donor or with donor conceived siblings. (Vasanti Jadva 
et al., Experiences of offspring searching for and contacting their donor siblings and donor. Reproductive BioMedicine Online (2010) 20, 523-532, 
https://www.rbmojournal.com/article/S1472-6483(10)00002-7/pdf ) 
 
A study from the University of Dundee noted in relation to children conceived through anonymously donated gametes that: 
 
‘Even their birth certificate is a lie…Not knowing 50% of your origin…has social consequences and can cause those who experience it great emotional 
pain.’ (A. McWhinnie, Gamete donation and anonymity: Should offspring from donated gametes continue to be denied knowledge of their origins and 
antecedents? Human Reproduction, Volume 16, Issue 5, May 2001, Pages 807–817, https://academic.oup.com/humrep/article/16/5/807/2913450 ) 
 
Children conceived by anonymous donation often display a strong negative emotional reaction to their origins. These have included the following: 
 
‘I remember crying when I found out…I was not happy about it. I remember saying, “I feel like a science experiment. I wasn’t even made from love 
between two people.”’ (Ashley Fetters, Finding the Lost Generation of Sperm Donors. The Atlantic, 18 May, 2018, 
https://www.theatlantic.com/family/archive/2018/05/sperm-donation-anonymous/560588/ ) 
 
‘I long to know who my biological father is and meet him at least once. I search for my half-siblings in other people’s faces. I want to know the missing part 
of my family history, but more than anything I need to know the other half of my ethnic background.’ (A. McWhinnie, Gamete donation and anonymity: 
Should offspring from donated gametes continue to be denied knowledge of their origins and antecedents? Human Reproduction, Volume 16, Issue 5, 
May 2001, p.812 https://academic.oup.com/humrep/article/16/5/807/2913450 )



 
‘They created me in the same way as they breed pigs. All I know and am allowed to know about my father is that he masturbated his “sample” for a sum.
Yes you could say I’m angry.’ (Ibid, p. 813.) 
 
The tragic situation that can sometimes arise from the use of anonymously donated gametes in a surrogacy arrangement is perhaps best illustrated by
the sad case of Jaycee Buzzanca. In this case, an American couple, Luanne and John Buzzanca, agreed to have an embryo genetically unrelated to either of
them implanted in a surrogate mother. During the pregnancy, John filed for divorce and the surrogate did not want the child. A court ruled that Jaycee
had no legal parents as Luanne and John bore no biological relation to her. Subsequently however, a higher court ruled that since Luanne and John were
responsible for Jaycee’s existence they were in fact her legal parents. (In Re: Marriage Of John A. And Luanne H. Buzzanca, Court of Appeal, Fourth District,
Division 3, California, March 10, 1998, https://caselaw.findlaw.com/ca-court-of-appeal/1462278.html ) 
 
For these reasons anonymously donated gametes should be prohibited in surrogacy arrangements.

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

18  Consultation Question 11:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

19  Consultation Question 12:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

20  Consultation Question 13:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

21  Consultation Question 14:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

22  Consultation Question 15:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please share your views below:

23  Consultation Question 16:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

26  Consultation Question 19:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

27  Consultation Question 20:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

We are strongly opposed to any three-parent model for legal parenthood, even for a temporary period. We agree with the Law Commission’s own
statement in the consultation document:

‘…a three-parent model would be likely to necessitate far-reaching changes to the birth registration system, creating practical difficulties for those who
administer the register…we are wary of reform proposals that might create a disproportionate regulatory burden.’
A three-parent model would not only create a ‘regulatory burden’ but would provide a recipe for constant legal wrangling over the identity of a child’s
parents. The question ofhow the legal parenthood of the surrogate ‘should be extinguished’ is part of the problem with the model itself. If the
arrangement is temporary, for long should it last? A few months? Or several years?

The very concept of a child having three parents is destructive of the proper bond that should exist between a child and his or her parents. Most children
have a natural biological bond with their mother and father. This bond would be undermined and threatened by the addition of a third parent. It could
also lead to serious personal and family conflicts.

As the Nuffield Council on Bioethics commented: ‘a person born with three genetic contributors might have a conflicted or confused self-image, and
perhaps conflicted or confused perceptions of the social roles of others in relation to themselves’. (Nuffield Council on Bioethics, Novel techniques for the
prevention of mitochondrial DNA disorders: an ethical review, London, 2012,
http://www.nuffieldbioethics.org/sites/default/files/Novel_techniques_for_the_prevention_of_mitochondrial_DNA_disorders_compressed.pdf )

We propose that the same risk is run regardless of whether the three parents are all genetic contributors to the child or not. The sad case of Jaycee
Buzzanca illustrates how tragic any three parent model can potentially be for a child.

In this case, an American couple, Luanne and John Buzzanca, agreed to have an embryo genetically unrelated to either of them implanted in a surrogate
mother. During the pregnancy, John filed for divorce and the surrogate did not want the child. A court ruled that Jaycee had no legal parents as Luanne
and John bore no biological relation to her. Subsequently however, a higher court ruled that since Luanne and John were responsible for Jaycee’s
existence they were in fact her legal parents. (In Re: Marriage Of John A. And Luanne H. Buzzanca, Court of Appeal, Fourth District, Division 3, California,
March 10, 1998, https://caselaw.findlaw.com/ca-court-of-appeal/1462278.html )

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

33  Consultation Question 26:



Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

34  Consultation Question 27:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

40  Consultation Question 33:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

41  Consultation Question 34:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

While we accept that surrogacy is a legal practice we do not believe that it should be in any way advertised or encouraged. Surrogacy presents serious 
ethical problems. In a surrogacy arrangement a woman’s body is essentially rented by a couple, or sometimes a single individual, for the purposes of 
conceiving a child which she will carry for nine months before handing it over to the intended parent/parents. The sperm of a man who is not the 
husband or partner of the surrogate will be used to conceive the child. While we have a strong sympathy for the desire of infertile couples to have 
children, we do not believe that such arrangements can be ethically condoned. 
 
We acknowledge that surrogacy arrangements differ from case to case, but in many cases there is a genetic disconnection between a child and one or 
both of its biological parents. 
 
When anonymous gametes are used, the identity of the child’s true parents becomes problematic. The surrogate carries the child in her womb for nine 
months and may, like other pregnant women, form a bond with the child inside her, leading to trauma following separation. In a study for the Harvard 
Journal of Law & Public Policy, Adeline Allen writes: 
 
‘Carrying a child and sustaining his life in the womb is an unseverable part of being a mother. But due to the surrogacy contract, the child is intentionally 
and contractually severed from a relationship with her.’ (Adeline A. Allen, Surrogacy And Limitations To Freedom Of Contract: Toward Being More Fully 
Human. Harvard Journal of Law & Public Policy, Volume 4, 1 Issue 3 (Summer 2018), pp. 753-812, 
http://www.harvard-jlpp.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/21/2018/05/Allen-FINAL.pdf )



 
It is a recipe for interminable legal wrangling with serious moral implications. These issues will not go away even with a strong surrogacy law that seeks to 
clarify precise parental rights. 
 
Other issues involve the transactional nature of the arrangement between surrogate and intended parents, the commodification and commercialisation 
of women and children, damage to the embryo, and eugenics. 
 
Surrogacy involves a radical commercialisation of childbirth and the commodification of both the women and children involved. The leading bioethicist 
Helen Watt has noted: 
 
‘Just as prostitution is a radical impoverishment of sex, surrogacy seems a radical impoverishment of pregnancy, in treating the bodily ‘housing’ of a child 
in such an impersonal and pragmatic way.’ (Helen Watt, The Ethics of Pregnancy, Abortion and Childbirth, New York: Routledge, 2016.) 
 
Whilst the transaction is consensual, one might say the same about prostitution. Watt illustrates the brutally commercial nature of the arrangement with 
a quotation from an intended mother regarding the surrogate: 
 
‘Her womb is just the receptacle in which it is being carried. Perhaps it sounds cold and rather clinical, but this is a business transaction…’ (Ibid, p.60-61.) 
 
A study from Pepperdine University noted that when the law condones surrogacy it becomes ‘a means by which human beings are bartered and sold, 
rather than a remedy against such evils’. (David M. Smolin, Surrogacy as the Sale of Children: Applying Lessons Learned from Adoption to the Regulation 
of the Surrogacy Industry's Global Marketing of Children. Pepperdine Law Review, Volume 43, Issue 2, 265-344, 
http://pepperdinelawreview.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/Smolin_Final-no-ICR.pdf ) 
 
In a society in which increasing concern is expressed about the commercialisation of children, we do not think that removing the restrictions on the 
advertising of surrogacy arrangements would be a wise or helpful measure. 
 
A number of disturbing cases have arisen with regard to surrogacy arrangements. In our responses to questions 9 and 21 we highlighted the Buzzanca 
case in which a relationship breakup left the child unwanted by both its intended and surrogate parents. Three other cases are also illustrative of the 
cruelty that surrogacy frequently involves. 
 
(a) The case of Kelly Martinez, a three-time surrogate mother, was described by Katy Faust in an article for the Center for Bioethics and Culture: 
 
‘A husband and wife from Spain…implanted both a male and a female embryo. The baby girl died in utero, then the male embryo twinned. Instead of 
marveling at their crazy fortune of having two babies, Kelly recalls, “The couple wasn’t happy, you know, with the fact they were having two boys, because 
they did pay an extra $5,000 to get the girl embryo implanted and it just didn’t take.” 
 
‘Kelly suffered preeclampsia during that pregnancy and nearly died. The boys were born 10 weeks premature, and instead of focusing on the fact that 
both Kelly and the babies were in critical condition, the intended parents obsessed over the fact that someone (Kelly? the doctors?) got their order wrong.’ 
(Katy Faust, “#BigFertility” Documentary Exposes 3 Ways Surrogacy Harms Children, Center for Bioethics and Culture, 24 July 2019 
http://www.cbc-network.org/2019/07/bigfertility-exposes-ways-surrogacy-harms-children/ ) 
 
Two other cases involved the unborn child suddenly becoming unwanted by the parents and attempts to make the surrogate have an abortion. 
 
(b) A study by academics from Columbia University noted the case of Mrs Kelley: 
 
‘Mrs Kelley, a single mother surrogate was offered $10,000 by the biological contracting parents to terminate a 21 week-old fetus who was found on 
ultrasound to have severe heart, brain, and physical abnormalities. The surrogate refused to abort and fled to a state that considered the surrogate the 
legal mother that allowed her to place the child up for adoption. 
 
‘This case brings up a difficult situation that can arise when none of the parties wants legal and financial responsibility for the care of the child. If a baby is 
born, for example, who is unexpectedly disabled, which party would be legally responsible for its care if both the genetic parents and surrogate refuse to 
accept this responsibility?’ ( John D. Loike and Ruth L Fischbach, New Ethical Horizons in Gestational Surrogacy. Journal of Fertilization : In Vitro, 
IVF-Worldwide, Reproductive Medicine, Genetics & Stem Cell Biology, Volume 1, Issue 2, 2013, 
https://www.longdom.org/open-access/new-ethical-horizons-in-gestational-surrogacy-jfiv.1000109.pdf ) 
 
(c) Adeline Allen in her study for the Harvard Journal of Law & Public Policy described the similar case of Heather Rice: 
 
‘Heather Rice gave birth to a child whose commissioning parents had asked to be aborted due to a cleft in the brain. She did not know what happened to 
the child after he was born; it is possible that the commissioning parents ultimately gave up the child for adoption. Ms Rice’s sentiments were revealing. 
In her words: “I don’t know where he is, and it kills me every day.”’ (Adeline A. Allen, Surrogacy And Limitations To Freedom Of Contract: Toward Being 
More Fully Human. Harvard Journal of Law & Public Policy, Volume 4, 1 Issue 3 (Summer 2018), pp. 753-812, 
http://www.harvard-jlpp.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/21/2018/05/Allen-FINAL.pdf ) 
 
These cases reveal to us that the spectre of eugenics is very much at work in the surrogacy industry. As Allen notes: 
 
‘If children are products, they are also more “subject to quality control, utilization, and discard”… The most desirable embryos are used for implantation in 
the birth mother while the others are discarded, destroyed, or indefinitely frozen without concrete plans of transferring them for eventual implantation… 
Furthermore, when children are put together the way products are manufactured, it is a slippery slope toward eugenics. Professor Radin notes that 
“[w]hen the baby becomes a commodity, all of its personal attributes—sex, eye color, predicted IQ, predicted height, and the like—become commodified



as well.” If children are already manufactured anyway, why not manufacture them with desirable characteristics and specifications?’ (Ibid, p. 790-791) 
 
In addition to the extreme ethical problems that surrogacy presents, there is considerable evidence that surrogacy can have negative psychological and
health effects on women, children and families. 
 
A study of children conceived through sperm donation by the Institute for American Values recorded, among other findings: 
 
1. Young adults conceived through sperm donation (or “donor offspring”) experience profound struggles with their origins and identities. 
2. Family relationships for donor offspring are more often characterized by confusion, tension, and loss. 
3. Donor offspring often worry about the implications of interacting with – and possibly forming intimate relationships with – unknown, blood-related
family members. 
4. Donor offspring are more likely to have experienced divorce or multiple family transitions in their families of origin. 
5. Donor offspring are significantly more likely than those raised by their biological parents to struggle with serious, negative outcomes such as
delinquency, substance abuse, and depression, even when controlling for socio-economic and other factors. (Elizabeth Marquardt, Norval D. Glenn and
Karen Clark, My Daddy’s Name is Donor: A New Study of Young Adults Conceived Through Sperm Donation, Institute for American Values, 2010,
http://americanvalues.org/catalog/pdfs/Donor_FINAL.pdf ) 
 
A study from the Journal of Reproductive and Infant Psychology also noted a negative effect on family relationships: 
 
‘The intrusion of a third party may challenge the intimacy of the relationship between the commissioning couple - and may be perceived as a distortion of
the marital relationship itself - whilst relationship problems may result from surrogacy arrangements that create an unbalanced genetic relationship
between the commissioning parents and the child.’ (Eric Blyth, “I wanted to be interesting. i wanted to be able to say ‘i've done something interesting with
my life’”: Interviews with surrogate mothers in britain. Journal of Reproductive and Infant Psychology, Volume 12, Issue 3, 1994.
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/240239475_i_wanted_to_be_interesting_i_wanted_to_be_able_to_say_'i've_done_something_interesting_with_my_life'_Interviews_with_surrogate_mothers_in_britain
) 
 
A Dutch study found that children conceived through surrogacy often have low self-esteem and ‘externalizing problem behaviour’. (Henny Bos et al.,
Self-esteem and problem behavior in Dutch adolescents conceived through sperm donation in planned lesbian parent families. Journal of Lesbian
Studies, 20 June 2019, https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/10894160.2019.1625671 ) 
 
A study from Iran concluded ‘Surrogacy pregnancy should be considered as high-risk emotional experience because many of surrogate mothers may face
negative experiences.’ ( Hoda Ahmari Tehran, Emotional experiences in surrogate mothers: A qualitative study. Iranian Journal of Reproductive Medicine,
12(7): 471–480, July 2014, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4126251/ ) 
 
Scholars from Cambridge University discovered that ‘surrogacy children showed higher levels of adjustment difficulties’ (Susan Golombok et al., Children
Born Through Reproductive Donation: A Longitudinal Study of Psychological Adjustment. Journal of Child Psychology and Psychiatry. 54(6): 653–660, June
2013, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3586757/ ) and that surrogate mothers ‘had higher levels of depression during pregnancy and
post-birth’. (N. Lamba et al., The psychological well-being and prenatal bonding of gestational surrogates. Human Reproduction, Vol.33, No.4, pp.
646–653, 2018, https://academic.oup.com/humrep/article/33/4/646/4941810 ) 
 
A study in the journal of the American Society for Reproductive Medicine comparing surrogate pregnancy with regular pregnancy found that: 
 
‘Neonates born from commissioned embryos and carried by gestational surrogates have increased adverse perinatal outcomes, including preterm birth,
low birth weight, maternal gestational diabetes, hypertension, and placenta previa, compared with the live births conceived spontaneously and carried by
the same woman.’ (Irene Woo et al., Perinatal outcomes after natural conception versus in vitro fertilization (IVF) in gestational surrogates: a model to
evaluate IVF treatment versus maternal effects, Fertility and Sterility, Volume 108, Issue 6, Pages 993–998, December 2017,
https://www.fertstert.org/article/S0015-0282(17)31941-6/pdf ) 
 
An analysis of 69 infants delivered from both traditional and gestational surrogate women at a children’s hospital in California found: 
 
‘…multiple births, NICU (neonatal intensive care unit) admission, and length of stay, with hospital charges several multiples beyond that of a term infant
conceived naturally. Among singletons and twins, hospital charges were increased 26 times . . . and in triplets charges were increased 173 times . . . when
compared to a term infant provided care in a normal nursery at our center.’ (Yona Nicolau et al., Outcomes of surrogate pregnancies in California and
hospital economics of surrogate maternity and newborn care. World Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Volume 4, Issue 4, 10 November, 2015,
https://www.lcc.leg.mn/lcs/meetings/07192016/Merritt_Study_on_Surrogate_Pregnancy.pdf ) 
 
Further, a study of IVF pregnancies published in the American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology found that children conceived from donors’ eggs had
the highest rates of admission to neonatal intensive care, and their birth mothers had the highest rates of admission to a general intensive care unit. (
Barbara Luke et al., Risk of severe maternal morbidity by maternal fertility status: a US study in 8 states. American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology,
220(2):195.e1-195.e12, February 2019, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/30321527 ) 
 
The study by Adeline Allen referred to earlier, highlights that the implantation of the embryo in the mother’s womb, which is necessary for surrogacy,
involves known risks of ‘multiple gestation, a fourfold increase in caesarean sections, long-term hospitalizations, gestational diabetes, and stroke’.
(Adeline A. Allen, Surrogacy And Limitations To Freedom Of Contract: Toward Being More Fully Human. Harvard Journal of Law & Public Policy, Volume 4,
1 Issue 3 (Summer 2018), pp. 753-812, http://www.harvard-jlpp.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/21/2018/05/Allen-FINAL.pdf ) 
 
Given the ethical challenges involved in the surrogacy process and the damage-physical, mental, emotional and psychological-that is often inflicted, we do
not believe that there should be any relaxation on restrictions to the advertising of surrogacy arrangements.



Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

We believe that all children have the right to know who both their parents are. Since all children must biologically have had both a mother and a father we
believe children have a right to know who both these individuals are and have access to information that will help them discover who they are.

The right of children to know their parents is protected by articles 7 and 8 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child which are cited approvingly in
paragraphs 10.71 and 10.73 of the consultation document.

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

We believe that all children have the right to know who both their parents are. Additionally, children have a right to know the circumstances in which they
were born. Since all parents must biologically have had both a mother and a father we believe children have a right to know who both these individuals
are and have access to information that will help them discover who they are.

The right of children to know their parents is protected by articles 7 and 8 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child which are cited approvingly in
paragraphs 10.71 and 10.73 of the consultation document.

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

57  Consultation Question 49:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Whether or not prior counselling is given, we believe that all children have the right to know who both their parents are. Additionally, children have a right 
to know the circumstances in which they were born. Since all parents must biologically have had both a mother and a father, we believe children have a 
right to know who both these individuals are and have access to information that will help them discover their identity. 



The right of children to know their parents is protected by articles 7 and 8 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child which are cited approvingly in
paragraphs 10.71 and 10.73 of the consultation document.

Please provide your views below:

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

Those conceived through a surrogacy arrangement should have full knowledge and access to all information concerning the circumstances of their
conception and birth, the identity of their biological parents and of the existence of any persons carried by the same surrogate. Marriage or sexual
relations between two people carried by the same surrogate mother would constitute a form of incest.

A study of donor conceived young adults published by the Institute for American Values found that a constant fear among many of them was that they
might unknowingly be forming intimate partnerships with blood relatives:

‘Nearly half—46 percent—of donor offspring… agree, “When I’m romantically attracted to someone I have worried that we could be unknowingly related…
Similarly, 43 percent of adult donor offspring…agree, “I feared having sexual relations unknowingly with someone I am related to.”’ (Elizabeth Marquardt,
Norval D. Glenn and Karen Clark, My Daddy’s Name is Donor: A New Study of Young Adults Conceived Through Sperm Donation, Institute for American
Values, 2010, http://americanvalues.org/catalog/pdfs/Donor_FINAL.pdf )

59  Consultation Question 51:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:



86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

90  Consultation Question 82:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide any views below:

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

96  Consultation Question 88:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 18: Impact

117  Consultation Question 109:

Please insert the year of birth here:

Not Answered

If international, in which country did the arrangement take place?:

Not Answered

Not Answered

118  Consultation Question 110:

Not Answered

Not Answered



Not Answered

Please provide the cost of any legal advice or representation below:

119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law
where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

120  Consultation Question 112:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

121  Consultation Question 113:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

122  Consultation Question 114:

Please provide your views below:

123  Consultation Question 115:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

124  Consultation Question 116:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland.

Please provide your views below:

126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or
the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper.

Please provide your views below:

This consultation is limited to the regulation of surrogacy arrangements and gives little or no opportunity for respondents to comment on the 
appropriateness of surrogacy itself. The consultation summary states: ‘we take as our starting point that surrogacy is an accepted form of building a 
family’ and goes on to quote the Department of Health and Social Care in stating: ‘The government supports surrogacy as part of the range of assisted 
conception options.’ 
 
However, large numbers of people have moral objections to the practice of surrogacy and we believe that those with such objections should have been 
given a voice in this consultation. In our response to question 42 we opposed any removal of the ban on advertising surrogacy arrangements based on 
the ethical problems involved in the surrogacy process and on the considerable evidence of a negative impact on the physical and psychological health of 
women, children and families. 
 
We therefore reiterate below the objections previously stated and hope these will be taken into consideration by the Law Commission. 
 
The practice of surrogacy presents serious ethical problems. In a surrogacy arrangement a woman’s body is essentially rented by a couple, or sometimes 
a single individual, for the purposes of conceiving a child which she will carry for nine months before handing it over to the intended parent/parents. The 
sperm of a man who is not the husband or partner of the surrogate will be used to conceive the child. While we have a strong sympathy for the desire of 
infertile couples to have children, we do not believe that such arrangements can be ethically condoned. 
 
We acknowledge that surrogacy arrangements differ from case to case, but in many cases there is a genetic disconnection between a child and one or 
both of its biological parents.



 
When anonymous gametes are used, the identity of the child’s true parents becomes problematic. The surrogate carries the child in her womb for nine 
months and may, like other pregnant women, form a bond with the child inside her, leading to trauma following separation. In a study for the Harvard 
Journal of Law & Public Policy, Adeline Allen writes: 
 
‘Carrying a child and sustaining his life in the womb is an unseverable part of being a mother. But due to the surrogacy contract, the child is intentionally 
and contractually severed from a relationship with her.’ (Adeline A. Allen, Surrogacy And Limitations To Freedom Of Contract: Toward Being More Fully 
Human. Harvard Journal of Law & Public Policy, Volume 4, 1 Issue 3 (Summer 2018), pp. 753-812, 
http://www.harvard-jlpp.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/21/2018/05/Allen-FINAL.pdf ) 
 
It is a recipe for interminable legal wrangling with serious moral implications. These issues will not go away even with a strong surrogacy law that seeks to 
clarify precise parental rights. 
 
Other issues involve the transactional nature of the arrangement between surrogate and intended parents, the commodification and commercialisation 
of women and children, damage to the embryo, and eugenics. 
 
Surrogacy involves a radical commercialisation of childbirth and the commodification of both the women and children involved. The leading bioethicist 
Helen Watt has noted: 
 
‘Just as prostitution is a radical impoverishment of sex, surrogacy seems a radical impoverishment of pregnancy, in treating the bodily ‘housing’ of a child 
in such an impersonal and pragmatic way.’ (Helen Watt, The Ethics of Pregnancy, Abortion and Childbirth, New York: Routledge, 2016.) 
 
Whilst the transaction is consensual, one might say the same about prostitution. Watt illustrates the brutally commercial nature of the arrangement with 
a quotation from an intended mother regarding the surrogate: 
 
‘Her womb is just the receptacle in which it is being carried. Perhaps it sounds cold and rather clinical, but this is a business transaction…’ (Ibid, p.60-61.) 
 
A study from Pepperdine University noted that when the law condones surrogacy it becomes ‘a means by which human beings are bartered and sold, 
rather than a remedy against such evils’. (David M. Smolin, Surrogacy as the Sale of Children: Applying Lessons Learned from Adoption to the Regulation 
of the Surrogacy Industry's Global Marketing of Children. Pepperdine Law Review, Volume 43, Issue 2, 265-344, 
http://pepperdinelawreview.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/Smolin_Final-no-ICR.pdf ) 
 
In a society in which increasing concern is expressed about the commercialisation of children, we do not think that removing the restrictions on the 
advertising of surrogacy arrangements would be a wise or helpful measure. 
 
A number of disturbing cases have arisen with regard to surrogacy arrangements. In our responses to questions 9 and 21 we highlighted the Buzzanca 
case in which a relationship breakup left the child unwanted by both its intended and surrogate parents. Three other cases are also illustrative of the 
cruelty that surrogacy frequently involves. 
 
(a) The case of Kelly Martinez, a three-time surrogate mother, was described by Katy Faust in an article for the Center for Bioethics and Culture: 
 
‘A husband and wife from Spain…implanted both a male and a female embryo. The baby girl died in utero, then the male embryo twinned. Instead of 
marveling at their crazy fortune of having two babies, Kelly recalls, “The couple wasn’t happy, you know, with the fact they were having two boys, because 
they did pay an extra $5,000 to get the girl embryo implanted and it just didn’t take.” 
 
‘Kelly suffered preeclampsia during that pregnancy and nearly died. The boys were born 10 weeks premature, and instead of focusing on the fact that 
both Kelly and the babies were in critical condition, the intended parents obsessed over the fact that someone (Kelly? the doctors?) got their order wrong.’ 
(Katy Faust, “#BigFertility” Documentary Exposes 3 Ways Surrogacy Harms Children, Center for Bioethics and Culture, 24 July 2019 
http://www.cbc-network.org/2019/07/bigfertility-exposes-ways-surrogacy-harms-children/ ) 
 
Two other cases involved the unborn child suddenly becoming unwanted by the parents and attempts to make the surrogate have an abortion. 
 
(b) A study by academics from Columbia University noted the case of Mrs Kelley: 
 
‘Mrs Kelley, a single mother surrogate was offered $10,000 by the biological contracting parents to terminate a 21 week-old fetus who was found on 
ultrasound to have severe heart, brain, and physical abnormalities. The surrogate refused to abort and fled to a state that considered the surrogate the 
legal mother that allowed her to place the child up for adoption. 
 
‘This case brings up a difficult situation that can arise when none of the parties wants legal and financial responsibility for the care of the child. If a baby is 
born, for example, who is unexpectedly disabled, which party would be legally responsible for its care if both the genetic parents and surrogate refuse to 
accept this responsibility?’ ( John D. Loike and Ruth L Fischbach, New Ethical Horizons in Gestational Surrogacy. Journal of Fertilization : In Vitro, 
IVF-Worldwide, Reproductive Medicine, Genetics & Stem Cell Biology, Volume 1, Issue 2, 2013, 
https://www.longdom.org/open-access/new-ethical-horizons-in-gestational-surrogacy-jfiv.1000109.pdf ) 
 
(c) Adeline Allen in her study for the Harvard Journal of Law & Public Policy described the similar case of Heather Rice: 
 
‘Heather Rice gave birth to a child whose commissioning parents had asked to be aborted due to a cleft in the brain. She did not know what happened to 
the child after he was born; it is possible that the commissioning parents ultimately gave up the child for adoption. Ms Rice’s sentiments were revealing. 
In her words: “I don’t know where he is, and it kills me every day.”’ (Adeline A. Allen, Surrogacy And Limitations To Freedom Of Contract: Toward Being



More Fully Human. Harvard Journal of Law & Public Policy, Volume 4, 1 Issue 3 (Summer 2018), pp. 753-812, 
http://www.harvard-jlpp.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/21/2018/05/Allen-FINAL.pdf ) 
 
These cases reveal to us that the spectre of eugenics is very much at work in the surrogacy industry. As Allen notes: 
 
‘If children are products, they are also more “subject to quality control, utilization, and discard”… The most desirable embryos are used for implantation in 
the birth mother while the others are discarded, destroyed, or indefinitely frozen without concrete plans of transferring them for eventual implantation… 
Furthermore, when children are put together the way products are manufactured, it is a slippery slope toward eugenics. Professor Radin notes that 
“[w]hen the baby becomes a commodity, all of its personal attributes—sex, eye color, predicted IQ, predicted height, and the like—become commodified 
as well.” If children are already manufactured anyway, why not manufacture them with desirable characteristics and specifications?’ (Ibid, p. 790-791) 
 
In addition to the extreme ethical problems that surrogacy presents, there is considerable evidence that surrogacy can have negative psychological and 
health effects on women, children and families. 
 
A study of children conceived through sperm donation by the Institute for American Values recorded, among other findings: 
 
1. Young adults conceived through sperm donation (or “donor offspring”) experience profound struggles with their origins and identities. 
2. Family relationships for donor offspring are more often characterized by confusion, tension, and loss. 
3. Donor offspring often worry about the implications of interacting with – and possibly forming intimate relationships with – unknown, blood-related 
family members. 
4. Donor offspring are more likely to have experienced divorce or multiple family transitions in their families of origin. 
5. Donor offspring are significantly more likely than those raised by their biological parents to struggle with serious, negative outcomes such as 
delinquency, substance abuse, and depression, even when controlling for socio-economic and other factors. (Elizabeth Marquardt, Norval D. Glenn and 
Karen Clark, My Daddy’s Name is Donor: A New Study of Young Adults Conceived Through Sperm Donation, Institute for American Values, 2010, 
http://americanvalues.org/catalog/pdfs/Donor_FINAL.pdf ) 
 
A study from the Journal of Reproductive and Infant Psychology also noted a negative effect on family relationships: 
 
‘The intrusion of a third party may challenge the intimacy of the relationship between the commissioning couple - and may be perceived as a distortion of 
the marital relationship itself - whilst relationship problems may result from surrogacy arrangements that create an unbalanced genetic relationship 
between the commissioning parents and the child.’ (Eric Blyth, “i wanted to be interesting. i wanted to be able to say ‘i've done something interesting with 
my life’”: Interviews with surrogate mothers in britain. Journal of Reproductive and Infant Psychology, Volume 12, Issue 3, 1994. 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/240239475_i_wanted_to_be_interesting_i_wanted_to_be_able_to_say_'i've_done_something_interesting_with_my_life'_Interviews_with_surrogate_mothers_in_britain 
) 
 
A Dutch study found that children conceived through surrogacy often have low self-esteem and ‘externalizing problem behaviour’. ( Henny Bos et al., 
Self-esteem and problem behavior in Dutch adolescents conceived through sperm donation in planned lesbian parent families. Journal of Lesbian 
Studies, 20 June 2019, https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/10894160.2019.1625671 ) 
 
A study from Iran concluded ‘Surrogacy pregnancy should be considered as high-risk emotional experience because many of surrogate mothers may face 
negative experiences.’ (Hoda Ahmari Tehran, Emotional experiences in surrogate mothers: A qualitative study. Iranian Journal of Reproductive Medicine, 
12(7): 471–480, July 2014, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4126251/ ) 
 
Scholars from Cambridge University discovered that ‘surrogacy children showed higher levels of adjustment difficulties’ (Susan Golombok et al., Children 
Born Through Reproductive Donation: A Longitudinal Study of Psychological Adjustment. Journal of Child Psychology and Psychiatry. 54(6): 653–660, June 
2013, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3586757/ ) and that surrogate mothers ‘had higher levels of depression during pregnancy and 
post-birth’. (N. Lamba et al., The psychological well-being and prenatal bonding of gestational surrogates. Human Reproduction, Vol.33, No.4, pp. 
646–653, 2018, https://academic.oup.com/humrep/article/33/4/646/4941810 ) 
 
A study in the journal of the American Society for Reproductive Medicine comparing surrogate pregnancy with regular pregnancy found that: 
 
‘Neonates born from commissioned embryos and carried by gestational surrogates have increased adverse perinatal outcomes, including preterm birth, 
low birth weight, maternal gestational diabetes, hypertension, and placenta previa, compared with the live births conceived spontaneously and carried by 
the same woman.’ (Irene Woo et al., Perinatal outcomes after natural conception versus in vitro fertilization (IVF) in gestational surrogates: a model to 
evaluate IVF treatment versus maternal effects, Fertility and Sterility, Volume 108, Issue 6, Pages 993–998, December 2017, 
https://www.fertstert.org/article/S0015-0282(17)31941-6/pdf ) 
 
An analysis of 69 infants delivered from both traditional and gestational surrogate women at a children’s hospital in California found: 
 
‘…multiple births, NICU (neonatal intensive care unit) admission, and length of stay, with hospital charges several multiples beyond that of a term infant 
conceived naturally. Among singletons and twins, hospital charges were increased 26 times . . . and in triplets charges were increased 173 times . . . when 
compared to a term infant provided care in a normal nursery at our center.’ (Yona Nicolau et al., Outcomes of surrogate pregnancies in California and 
hospital economics of surrogate maternity and newborn care. World Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Volume 4, Issue 4, 10 November, 2015, 
https://www.lcc.leg.mn/lcs/meetings/07192016/Merritt_Study_on_Surrogate_Pregnancy.pdf ) 
 
Further, a study of IVF pregnancies published in the American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology found that children conceived from donors’ eggs had 
the highest rates of admission to neonatal intensive care, and their birth mothers had the highest rates of admission to a general intensive care unit. 
(Barbara Luke et al., Risk of severe maternal morbidity by maternal fertility status: a US study in 8 states. American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology, 
220(2):195.e1-195.e12, February 2019, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/30321527 ) 



 
The study by Adeline Allen referred to earlier, highlights that the implantation of the embryo in the mother’s womb, which is necessary for surrogacy,
involves known risks of ‘multiple gestation, a fourfold increase in caesarean sections, long-term hospitalizations, gestational diabetes, and stroke’.
(Adeline A. Allen, Surrogacy And Limitations To Freedom Of Contract: Toward Being More Fully Human. Harvard Journal of Law & Public Policy, Volume 4,
1 Issue 3 (Summer 2018), pp. 753-812, http://www.harvard-jlpp.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/21/2018/05/Allen-FINAL.pdf ) 
 
The fact that surrogacy is banned outright across much of Europe reflects the strong moral reservations that many people have regarding this practice. In
our view, surrogacy is an unethical procedure that turns the creation of human life into a business transaction and breaks the natural biological
connection that a child has with its parents. It can inflict severe physical, mental, emotional and psychological damage upon those involved - women,
children and families.
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Surrogacy Consultation Questions 

Email the completed document to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk before the deadline 
of 11 October 2019. 

ABOUT YOU 

1. What is your name? 

Name (Required) 

 
 
2. If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a 
university), what is the name of your organisation? 

N/A 
 
3. Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your 
organisation? 

(Required – Choose one response) 

• This is a personal response 

If other, please provide details: 

4. If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best 
describes you? 

(Choose one response) 

• Other individual 

5. What is your email address? 

Email address:  

  
 
If you enter your email address then you will automatically receive an acknowledgement email 
when you submit your response. 

6. What is your telephone number? 

Telephone number:  

 
  
7. If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be 
treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. 
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As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot 
give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances. 

 
 
 

 

 

Consultation Question 1. 

1.1 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales:  

(1) all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 
allocated to a judge of the High Court; and 

YES 
 
International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of 
children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost 
seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. 
For this reason these cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.  

 
(2) if international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to a judge of 

the High Court, circuit judges should be ticketed to hear such cases. 

Paragraph 6.42 

 

Consultation Question 2. 

1.2 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and Wales  

(1) domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-birth parental order 
should continue to be heard by lay justices, or whether they should be allocated to another 
level of the judiciary; and 

(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another level of the 
judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be appropriate. 

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so 
the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these 
cases should NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit 
judges or higher. 
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Paragraph 6.51 

 

Consultation Question 3. 

1.3 We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the 
current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation 
Questions 1 and 2. 

 
Paragraph 6.53 

 

Consultation Question 4. 

1.4 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court should be placed under a 
duty to consider whether to make an order awarding the intended parents parental 
responsibility at the first directions hearing in the proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our provisional proposal in 
Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether in the new pathway or not) automatically 
acquire parental responsibility if the child is living with or being cared for by them is not 
supported by consultees). 

NO 
 
The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. 
Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should 
be open. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 6.58 
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Consultation Question 5. 

1.5 We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the FPR 2010 
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the 
proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 6.72 

 

Consultation Question 6. 

1.6 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they are of the view that, in Scotland:  

(1) there is a need for greater consistency and clarity in provisions relating to the 
expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers and, if so, how this should be 
addressed;   

(2) it should be provided by statute that, at the initial hearing or any subsequent hearing 
for a parental order, the court may make any such interim order or orders for 
parental responsibilities and parental rights as it sees fit; and/or 

(3) further procedural reform is needed and, if so, what that reform should be. 

 
Paragraph 6.110 

 

Consultation Question 7. 

1.7 In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, before the 
child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have: 

(1) entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will include a 
statement as to legal parenthood on birth, 

(2) complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 

(3) met eligibility requirements, 

on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child, 
subject to the surrogate’s right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key 
recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in 
respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up 
the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard 
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to 
surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and a domestic context. 
 
This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and 
all of the implications need to be fully understood. There is no evidence in the consultation paper 
that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all. 
 
I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at 
birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ 
mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify 
measures that contravene the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the 
provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers. 
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or 
condone a system that would require women to deliberately conceive and subsequently give 
birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The 
rights of the child must be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers 
say they want or not. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.13 

 

Consultation Question 8. 

1.8 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed clinics 
should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under the new 
pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a specified 
minimum period. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. 
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1.9 We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be: whether 100 
years or another period. 

Paragraph 8.14 

 

Consultation Question 9. 

1.10 We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes 
should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy 
organisation is involved. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they 
would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence. 

Paragraph 8.21 

 

Consultation Question 10. 

1.11 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a 
traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from 
entering into the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’  
Paragraph 8.22 

 

Consultation Question 11. 

1.12 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal parenthood 
by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the child;  

(2) this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in writing 
within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the intended parents 
and the body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; and 

(3) the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration less one 
week. 

Do consultees agree? 
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NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire 
legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only a limited time to object. This 
contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the 
legal parent at birth and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility 
in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth, 
with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration. 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.35 

 

Consultation Question 12. 

1.13 We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents 
acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy arrangement 
should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the result that: 

(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child;  

(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal parent of the 
child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these circumstances; and 

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental order to 
obtain legal parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
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parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.36 

 

Consultation Question 13. 

1.14 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on registering the 
birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that the surrogate has lacked 
capacity at any time during the period in which she had the right to object to the 
intended parents acquiring legal parenthood; 

(2) if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the period in 
which she has the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal parenthood, 
the surrogate should be able to provide a positive consent to such acquisition; and 

(3) if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the surrogate is 
unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant period, the surrogacy 
arrangement should exit the new pathway and the intended parents should be able 
to make an application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
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and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.37 

 

Consultation Question 14. 

1.15 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be born as a 
result of the surrogacy arrangement: 

(1) should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of Practice; 

(2) either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as appropriate, 
should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed; and 

(3) there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after his or 
her birth. 

Do consultees agree? 
 
NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in 
surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the 
birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is 
an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest. 
Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth. 
 
The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before 
the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.  
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The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because 
parents of children born through the normal process are not subject to such checks does not 
hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential 
experiences that change you and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and 
rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For obvious 
reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.  
 
In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, 
physiological and emotional resources, which means she has already made a huge and 
unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and 
emotional commitment to the child is already well-developed, giving her the best chance of 
surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood 
and adolescence.  
 
The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources 
does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of caring for a new-born child and the 
long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.51 

 

Consultation Question 15. 

1.16 We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement 
under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right to object to the 
intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the surrogate’s spouse or civil 
partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’  
 
There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for 
financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she does not have legal parenthood or 
parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject 
this proposal. 
 
However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore 
have an implication for all children, all families because it would set a precedent. It should not be 
introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and 
children. There is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such 
assessment. 
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1.17 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement outside 

the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue to be a legal 
parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement. 

YES 
 
The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and 
partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain. 

Paragraph 8.57 

 

Consultation Question 16. 

1.18 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 
arrangement is stillborn: 

(1) the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the surrogate 
exercises her right to object; and 

(2) the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 
the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. The 
birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if 
the child is stillborn. 
 
1.19 We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents 
being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration 
of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that 
the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the 
stillbirth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should 
not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this. 
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Paragraph 8.77 

 

Consultation Question 17. 

1.20 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, 
where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able 
to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the 
period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have 
made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order 
are satisfied, on registration of the birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and if the child 
dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth 
mother was the legal parent. 

Paragraph 8.79 

 

Consultation Question 18. 

1.21 For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which 
she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new 
pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a 
parental order. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 8.80 
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Consultation Question 19. 

1.22 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, where 
both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended parents should 
be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the surrogate not exercising her 
right to object within the defined period. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased 
‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should 
always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately 
reflect this. 
 
1.23 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new 

pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy or before a 
parental order is made: 

(1) it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who claims an 
interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, or who would be 
permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of the Children Act 1989: 

(a) for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and 

(b) for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject to the 
surrogate’s consent; or 

(2) the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not be 
possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s parents, but that 
there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide details of the intended 
parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry onto the register of surrogacy 
arrangements. 

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already 
deceased – so option (2) is preferable. 

Paragraph 8.81 

 

Consultation Question 20. 

1.24 We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order by a sole 
applicant under section 54A: 
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(1) the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always intended that 
there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in respect of the child 
concerned or to supply the name and contact details of the other intended parent;  

(2) if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be made for 
notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the application and an 
opportunity given to that party to provide notice of opposition within a brief period 
(of, say, 14 to 21 days); and 

(3) if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to oppose, he or 
she should be required to make his or her own application within a brief period (say 
14 days), otherwise the application of the first intended parent will be determined by 
the court. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 8.86 

 

Consultation Question 21. 

1.25 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and 

(2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth 
mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount 
consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.91 

 

Consultation Question 22. 

1.26 We invite consultees’ views:  

(1) as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new pathway that we 
have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the intended 
parents at birth; and 

(2) if so, as to whether should this oversight be: 
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(a) administrative, or 

(b) judicial. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the 
legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood 
and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as 
recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.93 

 

Consultation Question 23. 

1.27 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989, 
should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional specific 
factors in the situation where it is considering the arrangements for a child in the 
context of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement; and 

(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be. 

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about 
a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the 
issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not 
believe any other factors should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.120 

 

Consultation Question 24. 

1.28 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as applied 
and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 
Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to 
additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering whether to make a 
parental order; and 

(2) what those additional factors should be. 
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The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental 
order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered 
and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the 
child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors 
should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.121 

 

Consultation Question 25. 

1.29 We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be 
amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 
8 order without leave. 

NO 
 
There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother 
and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy arrangements. The court should therefore 
always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no 
liberalisation of the law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do 
not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can apply for a 
section 8 order without leave. 

Paragraph 8.123 

 

Consultation Question 26. 

1.30 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire parental 
responsibility automatically where: 

(1) the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and  

(2) they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and 
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as 
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recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no legal 
responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must 
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.132 

 

Consultation Question 27. 

1.31 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of the child; 
and 

(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should continue to 
have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living with, or being cared 
for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility automatically. The birth mother 
should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental 
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority 
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is 
the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the 
sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of 
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the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no responsibility 
for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised 
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.134 

 

Consultation Question 28. 

1.32 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the 
surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the 
arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to 
object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the 
‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood and parental responsibility. 
 
All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the 
child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special 
Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.139 

 

Consultation Question 29. 

1.33 For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of parental 
responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the intended parents, 
during the period in which parental responsibility is shared; and 
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(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility by the 
party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have 
legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and all subsequent decisions 
involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.140 

 

Consultation Question 30. 

1.34 We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the 
scope of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 9.29 

 

Consultation Question 31. 

1.35 We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used 
independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we 
would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that 
took place. 

N/A 
Paragraph 9.35 
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Consultation Question 32. 

1.36 We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements should be 
brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 
 
1.37 We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 

Paragraph 9.36 

 

Consultation Question 33. 

1.38 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations;  

NO 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to take a 
particular form; and 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual responsible 
for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
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I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.61 

 

Consultation Question 34. 

1.39 We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for: 

(1) representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator; 

(2) managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence 
and skill; 

(3) ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, 
including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary policies and 
procedures; 

(4) training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and 

(5) providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law. 

Do consultees agree? 

LEAVE ALL CHECK BOXES BLANK (i.e. none of the above) 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.40 We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible individual 

should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.41 We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualifications a person 

responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.62 
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Consultation Question 35. 

1.42 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit 
making bodies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they 
will inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) 
and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or coerce more women to act 
as ‘surrogates.’ 
 
Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and 
prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW, which prohibits third-parties profiting or 
otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women. 

Paragraph 9.84 

 

Consultation Question 36. 

1.43 We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and 
facilitation services. 

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because 
that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human 
rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.94 

 

Consultation Question 37. 

1.44 We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to 
offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
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facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
  
1.45 We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should 

be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements 
outside the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.95 

 

Consultation Question 38. 

1.46 We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against 
organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, 
and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they 
are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I 
consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services 
should be a criminal offence. 

Paragraph 9.97 

 

Consultation Question 39. 

1.47 We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 
Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and 
oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal 
parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy.  
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1.48 If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of Practice should 
apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which additional or new areas of 
regulation should be applied. 

Paragraph 9.117 

 

Consultation Question 40. 

1.49 We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable 
(subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation 
to financial terms).  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 9.129 

 

Consultation Question 41. 

1.50 We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for 
negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, 
because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both women and the child. The idea of 
organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of 
Article 6 of CEDAW, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits 
the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any form of benefit from 
women’s prostitution. 

Paragraph 9.135 

 

Consultation Question 42. 

1.51 We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy 
should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything 
that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. 
Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and enabling 
advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent. 
 
At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that 
being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an impoverished woman’s financial problems. If 
this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female 
students and young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to 
their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would be the most vulnerable to 
this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest. 
 
Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, 
we need to protect disadvantaged women from the temptation of renting their wombs. This 
means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned. 

Paragraph 9.145 

 

Consultation Question 43. 

1.52 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental 
order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the 
Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth 
certificate at the age of 18. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.80 

 

Consultation Question 44. 

1.53 We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that 
result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full 
form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy 
arrangement. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original birth certificate. The birth mother should 
be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
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recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of 
the certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 10.85 

 

Consultation Question 45. 

1.54 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and 
Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed 
to changes to allow for the registration of three parents or for anyone other than the birth mother 
to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate. Such proposals could lead to the 
facilitation of the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the 
understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is unique. 

Paragraph 10.87 

 

Consultation Question 46. 

1.55 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has 
been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained 
in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.89 

 

Consultation Question 47. 

1.56 We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements should be 
created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and the gamete 
donors. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.57 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority; 

(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, whether in or 
outside the new pathway, provided that the information about who has contributed 
gametes for the conception of the child has been medically verified, and that the 
information should include: 

(a) identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy arrangement, and 

(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed gametes to the 
conception of the child; and 

(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a parental 
order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage where available 
and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the use of an anonymous 
gamete donor if that applies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the children have 
access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that 
the information held on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because 
otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his 
genetic parentage. 

Paragraph 10.102 

 

Consultation Question 48. 

1.58 We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate 
and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy 
arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it 
trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his genetic 
parentage. 

Paragraph 10.104 
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Consultation Question 49. 

1.59 We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be able to 
access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for identifying 
information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information is included on the 
register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable opportunity to receive 
counselling about the implications of compliance with this request. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.60 We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16 (depending on 

whether the information is identifying or non-identifying respectively) should be able to 
access the information in the register and, if so, in which circumstances: 

(1) where his or her legal parents have consented; 

(2) if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or she is 
sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or 

(3) in any other circumstances. 

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable. 
Paragraph 10.110 

 

Consultation Question 50. 

1.61 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of 
a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person 
whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil 
partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 

YES, this should be possible. 
Paragraph 10.114 

 

Consultation Question 51. 

1.62 We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically related 
through, the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to identify each 
other, if they both wish to do so. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.63 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow people born 

to the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to access the register to 
identify each other, if they both wish to do so. 

YES, I agree. 
Paragraph 10.121 

 

Consultation Question 52. 

1.64 We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a person 
carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the register to identify 
each other, if they both wish to do so: 

(1) if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or 

(2) if they are not genetically related through the surrogate. 

YES to both (1) and (2) 
Paragraph 10.123 

 

Consultation Question 53. 

1.65 For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental 
order should be recorded in the register. 

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded 
in the register. 

Paragraph 10.128 
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Consultation Question 54. 

1.66 We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the 
HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 11.20 

 

Consultation Question 55. 

1.67 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any other legal 
parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found or is incapable of 
giving agreement, should continue to be available; 

NO  
 
I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 
 

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the surrogate, and 
any other legal parent of the child, in the following circumstances: 

(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of the 
surrogate and any other legal parent, or 

(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with the 
intended parents; and 

(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the paramount 
consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life guided by the factors 
set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in Scotland, in line 
with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 

Paragraph 11.58 

 

Consultation Question 56. 

1.68 We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway, the 
intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or habitually resident in 
the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man. 

Do consultees agree?  

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be 
domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism. 
 
1.69 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional conditions 

imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying period of habitual 
residence required to satisfy the test. 

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual 
residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk of surrogacy tourism. 

Paragraph 12.15 

 

Consultation Question 57. 

1.70 We invite consultees’ views on whether: 

(1) the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008 should be 
reformed and, if so, how; or 

(2) the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are within the 
prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from applying. 

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed. 
Paragraph 12.29 
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Consultation Question 58. 

1.71 We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be 
required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s 
home to be with them. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.  

Paragraph 12.34 

 

Consultation Question 59. 

1.72 We provisionally propose that the new pathway –  

(1) should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the intended 
parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that double donation of 
gametes is permitted, but 

(2) that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity, 
meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to provide a gamete due to 
infertility. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should 
be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
 
1.73 We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted under the 

parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in the new pathway) in 
domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are 
likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do not believe that double donation should 
be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.  
 
1.74 We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of the 

intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the parental order 
pathway should be retained in international surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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Paragraph 12.64 

 

Consultation Question 60. 

1.75 We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic 
cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical 
necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the 
surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic 
link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.71 

 

Consultation Question 61. 

1.76 We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical 
necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single 
parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes 
but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.76 
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Consultation Question 62. 

1.77 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a surrogacy 
arrangement has been used because of medical necessity: 

(1) for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or 

(2) for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made. 

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights 
and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’  
 
1.78 We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if it is 

introduced, should be defined and assessed. 

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
Paragraph 12.94 

 

Consultation Question 63. 

1.79 We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to parenthood, information 
identifying the child’s genetic parents and the surrogate must be provided for entry on the 
national register of surrogacy agreements prior to registration of the child’s birth. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
 
I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in 
any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all genetic parents and the birth 
mother. 
 
1.80 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for an application for a 

parental order that: 

(1) those who contributed gametes are entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements; and/or 

(2) if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents provided gametes in the 
conception of the child, that the genetic link is demonstrated to the court with 
medical or DNA evidence. 

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order 
in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2). 
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1.81 We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the application of a parental 
order that the identity of the surrogate is entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision. 

Paragraph 12.115 

 

Consultation Question 64. 

1.82 We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit for the grant of a 
parental order. The age of the intended parents should continue to be taken into account 
in the assessment of the welfare of the child in applications to grant a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both 
women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is 
to be opened up, a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear 
that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy arrangement and will make it 
less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a 
fait accompli. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age but not beyond. It is 
therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
 
1.83 We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway there should be a 

maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, what it should be. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ and it should be 45. 
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
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I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s 
human rights. However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore 
consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important. This will make it clear that 
society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement 
and will make it less likely that they will. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age. It is therefore imperative 
that age limits are set very carefully.  
 
1.84 We provisionally propose that intended parents should be required to be at least 18 years 

old at the time that they enter into a surrogacy agreement under the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it should be much older than 
18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement at that age. It is therefore imperative that 
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it 
would be reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before 
they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood? 

Paragraph 12.133 

 

Consultation Question 65. 

1.85 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years of age 
(at the time of conception), in order for the court to have the power to make a parental 
order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a 
violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself 
as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There 
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should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I 
suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  
 
1.86 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years old at 

the time of entering into the surrogacy agreement within the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of 
childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that 
she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older 
minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be 
more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  

Paragraph 12.144 

 

Consultation Question 66. 

1.87 We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any partner of the 
surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes should be required for the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
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1.88 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out in the Code of 
Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy arrangements outside a licensed clinic, and if 
not, which types of testing should be required for such arrangements. 

 
Paragraph 13.16 

 

Consultation Question 67. 

1.89 We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the new 
pathway: 

(1) the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the intended parents 
intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway should be 
required to attend counselling with regard to the implications of entering into that 
arrangement; and 

(2) the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who meets the 
requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.44 

 

Consultation Question 68. 

1.90 We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that 
the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect 
of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.65 
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Consultation Question 69. 

1.91 We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway: 

(1) an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained for intended parents, 
surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or partners of surrogates;  

(2) the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not enable a surrogate 
arrangement to be proceed under the new pathway where a person screened is unsuitable 
for having being convicted of, or received a police caution for, any offence appearing on a 
prescribed list of offences; and  

(3) the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also determine that a 
person is unsuitable based on the information provided in the enhanced record certificate.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.92 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that applies in the case of 

adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.73 

 

Consultation Question 70. 

1.93 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the 
surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an 
arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone else. It is impossible to 
understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless 
you have had that experience yourself. 

Paragraph 13.95 
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Consultation Question 71. 

1.94 We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate 
pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. 
Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs should not be allowed to undertake more 
than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women 
would have under this proposal. 

Paragraph 13.99 

 

Consultation Question 72. 

1.95 We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended parents to the 
surrogate should be able to be: 

(1) based on an allowance;  

(2) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for 
production of receipts; or 

(3) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of 
receipts. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.16 
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Consultation Question 73. 

1.96 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential costs 
relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.22 
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Consultation Question 74. 

1.97 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate 
additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather than 
essential.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.26 

 

Consultation Question 75. 

1.98 We invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise from 
entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a surrogate pregnancy; 
and 

(2) the types of cost which should be included within this category. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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Paragraph 15.29 

 

Consultation Question 76. 

1.99 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or 
self-employed). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.37 

 

Consultation Question 77. 

1.100 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential earnings: 

(1) her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.35 
above); and/or 

(2) other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.38 

 

Consultation Question 78. 

1.101 We invite consultees to share their experiences:  

(1) of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended parents has 
had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits; and 

(2) where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s entitlement to 
means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been addressed in their 
surrogacy arrangement. 

N/A 
Paragraph 15.47 
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Consultation Question 79. 

1.102 We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate for the following: 

(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth; 

(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or 

(3)  specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an 
ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive 
haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a 
hysterectomy. 

It is absurd to propose that one could place a monetary value on the pain of adverse pregnancy 
outcomes. In putting a price tag on perineal tear for example, some mothers report little pain or 
symptoms, others have profound ongoing fear of vaginal penetration, which can result in very 
significant emotional and relationship difficulties. Infection may complicate healing, and some 
women report long term sequelae from this, such as impaired wound healing.  
 
Haematology conditions should also be considered. Blood loss, for example due to placental 
haemorrhage can be very significant, and potentially result in emergency hysterectomy and 
blood transfusion to save the life of the mother. It is a fact that although blood is thoroughly 
screened in the UK there still remains the potential for blood borne illnesses to be transmitted, 
and the fact that some of these may not have been identified yet by researchers is also a real 
risk to a mother receiving transfusion. Persons who have had a blood transfusion are currently 
unable to donate blood themselves in the UK, due to the risk of (vCJD) transmission. This is an 
indication of the gravity of receiving blood products.  
 
No medical intervention is EVER risk free. Receiving multiple blood products in the context of 
Massive Transfusion Protocol (eg platelets, Fresh Frozen Plasma, cryoprecipitate) only heighten 
those risks.  
 
Conditions such as HELLP (Haemolysis, Elevated Liver enzymes, Low Platelets) can be fatal, 
and although the maternal mortality rate is low, it can have significant sequelae, including renal 
failure potentially requiring dialysis, placental abruption (potentially fatal for mother and baby) 
permanent liver damage and retinal detachment resulting in visual impairment.  
 
Each of these conditions have long term consequences for a woman, psychologically, physically 
and emotionally, and may also affect her ability to return to work or care for other children.  
 
Also, the late complications of childbirth have been disregarded. Late consequences of childbirth 
can include vaginal or rectal prolapse, urinary and faecal incontinence. Women who have had a 
C section may experience ongoing pain around the scar. Some sources quote this as affecting 
between 6 and 18 percent of women. These symptoms can be profoundly distressing, and may 
take years to present (conversely, may present immediately). 
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How could we ensure that women suffering these complications are compensated? They are 
multifactorial, and risk increases with instrumented delivery and parity. How would it be proposed 
to unpick the role of a surrogate pregnancy in causing these symptoms in relation to other risk 
factors, for example parity, smoking history, personal medical history? 
 
Psychiatric conditions are also absent from this list. Complications including depression and 
anxiety may be worsened by pregnancy. Other mental health conditions such as post natal 
depression and post partum psychosis can be fatal, and impact on a woman’s health for many 
years to come. I’m quite shocked that none of these conditions have been explicitly mentioned 
and it does make me wonder how the list of complications was created. I’d also like to know what 
level of haemorrhage would be considered “excessive”. 
 
The wording of the question “should” be able to pay compensation is not the same as being 
mandated to do so. This potentially creates a situation where some “luckier” women would 
receive compensation others would not. 
 
All of the above illustrates the risks of surrogacy and confirms my support for a total ban on 
surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.103 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of which 

intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.104 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable should be: 

(1) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or  

(2) left to the parties to negotiate.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. 

Paragraph 15.53 

 

Consultation Question 80. 

1.105 We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the 
surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.  

Paragraph 15.56 

 

Consultation Question 81. 

1.106 We invite consultees’ views as to whether:  

(1) intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and 

(2) if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or reasonable in 
nature. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts. 

Paragraph 15.60 

 

Consultation Question 82. 

1.107 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended parents to 
agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service 
of undertaking a surrogacy. (check box) 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.108 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the fee should be: 

(1) any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or 

(2) a fixed fee set by the regulator. 

Leave both check boxes blank. 
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I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.109 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what, if any, other payments 
the law should permit, in addition to that fixed fee: 

(1) no other payments; 

(2) essential costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(3) additional costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(4) lost earnings; 

(5) compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and complications, 
and the death of the surrogate; and/or 

(6) gifts. 

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to 
the birth mother for her ‘services’. 

Paragraph 15.69 

 

Consultation Question 83. 

1.110 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for any payment the law 
permits the intended parents to pay the surrogate for her services to be reduced in the 
event of a miscarriage or termination of the pregnancy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 
 

1.111 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee payable to the surrogate 
to be able to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination, whether such 
provision should apply: 

(1) in the first trimester of pregnancy only; 

(2) to any miscarriage or termination; or 

(3) some other period of time (please specify).   

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 

Paragraph 15.72 

 

Consultation Question 84. 

1.112 We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to 
surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to 
parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement 
being used, the only payments that should ever be made are essential and basic expenses for 
which receipts are provided. 

Paragraph 15.74 

 

Consultation Question 85. 

1.113 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have 
not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.75 

 

Consultation Question 86. 

1.114 We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that 
intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.76 
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Consultation Question 87. 

1.115 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods of enforcing 
limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates that we should consider as part of 
our review: 

(1) for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and  

(2) for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of the baby. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts 
are provided. The judge or other competent authority should closely monitor all financial aspects 
of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the 
parental order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the 
arrangements, the competent authority should be totally independent and not, for example, an 
agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any 
way. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 15.89 

 

Consultation Question 88. 

1.116 We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into under 
the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.117 We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into 

under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so should not be dependent 
on the surrogate complying with any terms of the agreement relating to her lifestyle. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy 
agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is utterly abhorrent. 

Paragraph 15.99 

 

Consultation Question 89. 

1.118 We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to 
share with us their experiences f international surrogacy arrangements. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.10 

 

Consultation Question 90. 

1.119 We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international 
context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in 
this chapter. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.12 

 

Consultation Question 91. 

1.120 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register 
a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and 
obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long 
the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.52 
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Consultation Question 92. 

1.121 We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the 
application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international 
surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of 
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this 
proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.53 

 

Consultation Question 93. 

1.122 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In 
particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of 
the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.68 

 

Consultation Question 94. 

1.123 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy 
arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the 
birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s country of birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport before the child is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict 
the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling 
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and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

 

1.124 We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa outside of 
the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal parents of the child 
under nationality law should be brought within the Rules. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
1.125 We provisionally propose that:  

(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links with the 
surrogate; or  

(2) that this condition should be clarified to ensure that it does not prevent the child 
having contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.126 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of a visa 

outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order within six 
months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the availability of the 
visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to remove the time limit on 
applications for parental orders is accepted. 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 16.69 

 

Consultation Question 95. 

1.127 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an 
international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to 
be completed after the birth of the child. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form 
for the child before she or he is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to 
contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against 
the selling and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I 
therefore strongly disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.76 

 

Consultation Question 96. 

1.128 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international 
surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the 
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.77 

 

Consultation Question 97. 

1.129 We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, 
comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration 
consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a 
violation of the human rights of women and children and all the other ways in which it is 
possible for people to enjoy children in their lives. 

Paragraph 16.82 
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Consultation Question 98. 

1.130 We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be 
eligible for the new pathway to parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 16.93 

 

Consultation Question 99. 

1.131 We provisionally propose that:  

1.132 the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended parents of 
children born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are recognised as the 
legal parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth, should also be recognised as 
the child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being necessary for the intended parents to 
apply for a parental order, but 

1.133 before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be satisfied that 
the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides protection against the 
exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, that is at least equivalent to 
that provided in UK law. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children 
and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth 
mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her 
consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of 
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case 
by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration. This is an 
important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I 
believe it should apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.94 
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Consultation Question 100. 

1.134 We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy arrangements in the UK 
involving foreign intended parents. 

N/A 
 
1.135 We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 

(1) any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from the UK for the purpose 
of the child becoming the subject of a parental order, or its equivalent, in another 
jurisdiction; and 

(2) if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process allowing foreign 
intended parents to remove the child from the jurisdiction of the UK for this 
purpose and with the approval of the court and, if so, what form should that 
process take. 

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from 
trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same checks as would be used in 
an international adoption. 

Paragraph 16.120 

 

Consultation Question 101. 

1.136 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory 
paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, 
civil partner or partner requires reform. 

I do not believe this needs changing. 
Paragraph 17.18 

 

Consultation Question 102. 

1.137 We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in 
respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only 
one intended parent qualifies.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
Paragraph 17.32 
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Consultation Question 103. 

1.138 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended parents to 
take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the purpose of induced 
lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other reason; and  

(2) if reform is needed, suggestions on reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children.  

Paragraph 17.36 

 

Consultation Question 104. 

1.139 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable 
facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under 
Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is 
sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children. 

Paragraph 17.40 

 

Consultation Question 105. 

1.140 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to 
employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.43 

 

Consultation Question 106. 

1.141 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to 
surrogacy and succession law are required. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.56 
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Consultation Question 107. 

1.142 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy 
arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are reforms to law 
or practice that consultees would like to see in this area. 

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are 
not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to override the birth mother’s 
wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during 
pregnancy, labour and childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions 
and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time for any or no 
reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and 
this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to birth mothers and new-borns – 
especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid 
reason to be extremely cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of 
surrogacy births. 
 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. 
As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in surrogacy is likely to lead to 
additional pressure on the NHS.  
 
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-
term negative effects on the well-being of both of them. This is likely to be the same for birth 
mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional 
long-term pressures on the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and 
there are no questions about this. 
 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure 
that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s health, including premature death. 
Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs 
when this isn’t in their best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors 
are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of 
‘attractiveness’ for example. 
 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these 
issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the NHS picking up the tab for the 
extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. 
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There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and 
society. 
 
At a time when the NHS is under severe strain, and life changing therapies (for cancer, cystic 
fibrosis etc) are not funded due to financial constraints it is a slap in the face to provide money 
for prospective parents to indulge their parenting fantasies while denying patients access to 
drugs which are standard of care in other counties. 
 
1.143 We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like to see 

made to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social Care for 
England and Wales. 

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and 
that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at any time, for any or no reason. 
Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended 
parents’ have no legal right to override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or 
medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum 
period. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert 
than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to ensure that they can speak to her 
alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in 
consultations, and the labour ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes. 
 
1.144 We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better accommodate 

surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding issues. 

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the 
wellbeing of herself and the child. 

Paragraph 17.76 

 

Consultation Question 108. 

1.145 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to 
surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration 
to the significant risk that women will be coerced into agreeing to participate in surrogacy 
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arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even 
more likely if substantial payments are involved. 
 
It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners 
and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or much of their earnings. This is a major 
route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. 
There is no reason to expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it 
is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money. 
 
If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that 
prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement. This should be a criminal offence 
and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as 
a deterrent. That such a law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why 
paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women. 
 
It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any 
payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by receipts and overseen by a judge. 

Paragraph 17.80 

 

Consultation Question 109. 

1.146 We invite consultees who are intended parents, live in the UK, and have entered into a 
surrogacy arrangement that led to the birth of a child to tell us: 

(1) when the child was born; 

(2) whether the arrangement was domestic or international and, if international, in 
which country the arrangement took place; 

(3) whether the arrangement led to the making of a parental order in the UK; and 

(4) whether they are a: 

(a) opposite-sex couple; 

(b) male same-sex couple; 

(c) female same-sex couple; 

(d) single woman; or 

(e) single man. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.2 
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Consultation Question 110. 

1.147 We invite consultees who have experience of applying for a parental order in the UK to 
tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) whether they had legal advice before the making of the parental order; 

(3) whether they were represented by a lawyer in court; and 

(4) the cost of any legal advice or representation. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.4 

 

Consultation Question 111. 

1.148 We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of 
the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the 
child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 

Paragraph 18.6 

 

Consultation Question 112. 

1.149 We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide evidence about the 
cost of: 

(1) medical screening; and 

(2) implications counselling 

(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or implications 
counselling from any other costs involved with fertility treatment). 

N/A 
 
1.150 We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental order proceedings, to 

provide evidence of what they would charge: 

(1) to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed requirement for independent 
legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; and 
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(2) to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy agreement required for the 
new pathway. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.8 

 

Consultation Question 113. 

1.151 We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of: 

(1) the current requirement of a genetic link; and 

(2) any removal of this requirement in cases of medical necessity: 

(a) in the new pathway; 

(b) in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy arrangements; or 

(c) in both situations. 

 
Paragraph 18.11 

 

Consultation Question 114. 

1.152 We invite consultees who consider that they might be able to fulfil the role of the 
independent professional discussed in Chapter 9 to tell us: 

(1) their profession; and  

(2) what they would charge to provide such a service. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.13 

 

Consultation Question 115. 

1.153 We invite consultees who are intended parents to give us their views on the impact of our 
proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 
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(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
1.154 We invite consultees who are surrogates to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.15 

 

Consultation Question 116. 

1.155 We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) that led to the birth of 
their child(ren), including the cost of fertility treatment, payments to the surrogate 
and payments to any surrogacy agency or organisation; 

(3) how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s); 

(4) what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering into a surrogacy 
arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to the birth of a child); and 

(5) how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.18 

 

Consultation Question 117. 

1.156 We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 

 
Paragraph 18.20 
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Consultation Question 118. 

1.157 We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically 
addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this paper. 

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already 
decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation should enable it. This may be 
explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested 
interest in surrogacy – ‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience 
of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money from commercial 
surrogacy if it is given the green light. 
 
It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders 
in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as all women are affected by the 
institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial 
surrogacy in this country. 
 
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men 
to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique bond between birth mother and child – 
and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of 
birth are a major step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – 
potentially affecting the status of all women.  
 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other 
family members coercing a woman into engaging in commercial surrogacy for their (and not 
her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to 
have been completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 
 
UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty 
(PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this consultation. There doesn’t appear to 
be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality 
considerations and impact assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women 
and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of equality 
legislation. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have 
due regard to the need to: 
 

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct 
prohibited by the Act. 

• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 
and those who do not. 

• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 
who do not. 
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There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s 
position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the sexes. Any loosening of the laws 
around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have 
an impact on the relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young 
people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them but took 
advantage of their birth mothers. 
 
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not 
based on any recognised human rights instruments – such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ 
confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to 
be a ‘surrogate.’ These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by 
the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard against the sale of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers, including: 
 
 The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no 

contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or physical transfer of the child. 
 All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the 

child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides not to relinquish the child. 
 The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own 

post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual obligation.” 
 Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare 

checks after the birth of the child. 
 Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other 

competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with the best interests of the child 
being paramount. 

 
The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation 
guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed and do not ask the important 
high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc.  
 
For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start 
again from the position of women’s and children’s human rights. If it is found that there is no 
way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties 
such as CEDAW and the UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be 
liberalised.  
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 
 

Paragraph 18.22 
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Intended parent

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Yes



Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

15  Consultation Question 8:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

100 years; or

Please provide your views below:

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

18  Consultation Question 11:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

19  Consultation Question 12:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

20  Consultation Question 13:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

21  Consultation Question 14:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

22  Consultation Question 15:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

No

Please share your views below:

23  Consultation Question 16:



Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

Surrogate should nominate someone to make this decision on her behalf in the event of the surrogates death as described in the question. The
arrangement should then proceed on the new pathway.

26  Consultation Question 19:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

27  Consultation Question 20:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

33  Consultation Question 26:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

34  Consultation Question 27:

Yes



Please provide your views below:

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

40  Consultation Question 33:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

41  Consultation Question 34:

representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator;, managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence and
skill;, ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary
policies and procedures;, training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and, providing data to the regulator and to such other person as
required by law.

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.



Please provide your views below:

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:



53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

57  Consultation Question 49:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

Agree

59  Consultation Question 51:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Agree

60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

Agree

Please provide your views below:

Agree

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order



62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a
parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree?

Please provide your views below:

Yes

63  Consultation Question 55:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway

64  Consultation Question 56:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

65  Consultation Question 57:

Please provide your views below:

66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide views below:

67  Consultation Question 59:

Yes

Please provide views below:

Please provide views below:

Yes

Please provide views below:

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith
began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner
provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide views below:

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:



71  Consultation Question 63:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

72  Consultation Question 64:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Other

Please provide your views below:

At least 25

73  Consultation Question 65:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Other

Please provide your views below:

At least 25

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway

74  Consultation Question 66:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

75  Consultation Question 67:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the
intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is
signed. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

77  Consultation Question 69:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Yes



78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given
birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

No

79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman
can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for production of receipts; or

Please provide your views below:

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

Yes

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

Yes

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

Yes

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each insemination or embryo transfer; and/or, specified complications, including
hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive haemorrhaging, perineal tearing,
removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a hysterectomy.

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or

Please provide your views below:

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.



Please provide your views below:

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

Yes - modest & reasonable

90  Consultation Question 82:

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

a fixed fee set by the regulator.

Please provide your views below:

essential costs relating to the pregnancy;, additional costs relating to the pregnancy;, lost earnings;, compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical
treatment and complications, and the death of the surrogate; and/or

Please provide any views below:

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

Yes

to any miscarriage or termination; or

Please provide your views below:

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

96  Consultation Question 88:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

No

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements

97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their
experiences of international surrogacy arrangements.

Please provide your views below:



98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us
their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter.

Please provide your views below:

99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through
an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for
obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the
child.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a
child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after
the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

102  Consultation Question 94:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU
Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will
need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform
Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended
parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new
pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree?

Yes



Please provide your views below:

107  Consultation Question 99:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

108  Consultation Question 100:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:

They should get statutory paternity leave

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

Intended parents should have the right to take time off work before the birth of the child.

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 18: Impact

117  Consultation Question 109:

Please insert the year of birth here:



Not Answered

If international, in which country did the arrangement take place?:

Not Answered

Not Answered

118  Consultation Question 110:

Not Answered

Not Answered

Not Answered

Please provide the cost of any legal advice or representation below:

119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law
where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

It has seriously made us doubt whether to enter into a surrogacy arrangement

120  Consultation Question 112:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

121  Consultation Question 113:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

122  Consultation Question 114:

Please provide your views below:

123  Consultation Question 115:

Please provide your views below:

As a whole it would make us more likely to move forward to attempt to find a surrogate, as it makes the process less daunting. After 6 years of failed IVF
treatment, including multiple miscarriages the current laws are an extra hurdle for a couple like us to face. This includes the way our families and friends
may view surrogacy. The suggested reforms would be a huge step to making the barrier an emotional and personal one, rather than one added to by
legal concerns and worries, particularly regarding the need for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

124  Consultation Question 116:

domestic; or

Please provide your views below:

£850 membership cost (annual)
We have not found or been matched with a surrogate yet, so no other costs.

Please provide your views below:

Savings

Please provide your views below:

£50,000

Please provide your views below:

Savings



125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland.

Please provide your views below:

126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or
the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper.

Please provide your views below:



Question Response 
Chapter 6: The parental order procedure 

Consultation Question 1: 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales: 
(1)          all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to 
be automatically allocated to a judge of the High Court; and 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales: 
(2)          if international surrogacy arrangements are not 
automatically allocated to a judge of the High Court, circuit judges 
should be ticketed to hear such cases. 
 

 
 
 
 
Agree that international surrogacy cases should remain allocated in the High Court.  There is 
currently a group of High Court Judges with specialism in surrogacy cases and familiarity with the 
context of the wider issues. 
 
There are certainly some cases which go through the courts in a straightforward way. Many of 
these involve arrangements from jurisdictions such as the USA, Canada or Ukraine, which will be 
familiar with the courts.  However the nature of surrogacy globally is that surrogacy markets open 
up in countries where surrogacy is completely unregulated (for example Kenya and previously 
Cambodia).  Such markets can give rise to heightened concerns about exploitation.  It is difficult o 
see however how there could be a legitimate line drawn between countries considered more likely 
to be exploitative and those where there are more protections in place, at least until such time as 
there may be a Convention at the international level (in which case there might be scope for say 
arrangements involving Convention countries to be heard by a circuit judge).   
 
Furthermore it may not be immediately apparent that there are complicating features in the case 
and an initial allocation to a lower level judge only to transfer the case will add to the costs of the 
process and build in delay.   
 
If international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to a judge of the High 
Court, then it should be circuit judges who are ticketed (and receive training) to hear such cases.   

Consultation Question 2: 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and 
Wales: 
(1)          domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-
birth parental order should continue to be heard by lay justices, or 
whether they should be allocated to another level of the judiciary; and 
(2)          If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated 
to another level of the judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be 
appropriate. 

 
Under the LC proposals, domestic surrogacy cases which require a post birth parental order would 
give rise to more issues as they would not be coming through a regulated clinic or organisation.  
The court would need to give greater levels of scrutiny to establish that the parties’ consent (for 
example) was fully informed and should not be allocated to magistrates.   
 
The appropriate level would be a Circuit Judge  



Consultation Question 3:  
We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support 
either the retention of the current allocation rules, or their reform 
along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2. 
 

 
Under the current allocation rules, a parental order application where the consent of one or both of 
the respondents is allocated to a Circuit Judge.  Under the current law consent is a strict 
requirement and in practice where consent is an issue the cases are transferred to a High court 
Judge.  There is currently no case law on the meaning of “incapable of giving agreement” under 
section 54(7) of the HFEA 2008.   
 
Would agree with the LC proposals to keep international arrangements in the High Court and 
domestic cases which did still required a post birth parental order to be allocated to Circuit Judge 
level.   
 

Consultation Question 4: 
We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court 
should be placed under a duty to consider whether to make an order 
awarding the intended parents parental responsibility at the first 
directions hearing in the proceedings. 
Do consultees agree? 
(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our 
provisional proposal in Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether 
in the new pathway or not) automatically acquire parental 
responsibility if the child is living with or being cared for by them is 
not supported by consultees). 
 

 
Agree  

Consultation Question 5:  
We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 
16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010 should be reversed, so 
that a parental order report is released to the parties in the 
proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise. Do 
consultees agree? 
 

 
Agree that the parental order report should be released to the Applicants in a parental order case.  
The Respondent(s) should receive the parental order report if directed.   

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway 
Consultation Question 7: 
In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally 
propose that, before the child is conceived, where the intended 
parents and surrogate have: 
(1)          entered into an agreement including the prescribed 
information, which will include a statement as to legal parenthood on 
birth, 
(2)          complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 
(3)          met eligibility requirements, 
on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal 
parents of the child, subject to the surrogate’s right to object. 
Do consultees agree? 

Agree  

https://consult.justice.gov.uk/law-commission/surrogacy/consultation/subpage.2019-05-22.4825711530/


Consultation Question 8: 
We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and 
licensed clinics should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy 
arrangements under the new pathway to which they are a party, with 
such records being retained for a specified minimum period. 
Do consultees agree? 
We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that specified 
period should be: whether 100 years or another period. 
 

 
Agree that records should be kept as important information for people conceived through 
surrogacy to obtain later in life.  They may also be important for descendants to be able to trace 
family histories and a balance will need to be struck.   
 
One suggestion would be to adopt the minimum periods applied to the storage of information 
regarding the conception of donor conceived people so that there is parity between people 
conceived through surrogacy and donor conceived persons.     

Consultation Question 9:  
We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of 
anonymously donated gametes should apply to traditional surrogacy 
arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is 
involved. Do consultees agree? 
 

Agree 

Consultation Question 10:  
We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously 
donated sperm in a traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement 
should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway. 
 

Agree 

Consultation Question 11: 
We provisionally propose that: 
(1)          the surrogate should have the right to object to the 
acquisition of legal parenthood by the intended parents, for a fixed 
period after the birth of the child; 
(2)          this right to object should operate by the surrogate making 
her objection in writing within a defined period, with the objection 
being sent to both the intended parents and the body responsible for 
the regulation of surrogacy; and 
(3)          the defined period should be the applicable period for birth 
registration less one week. 

Agree that there should be this provision provided the court retains the power to attribute 
parentage according to the child’s best interests.   
 
 



Consultation Question 12: 
We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the 
intended parents acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed 
after birth, the surrogacy arrangement should no longer be able to 
proceed in the new pathway, with the result that: 
(1)          the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child; 
(2)          if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, 
be a legal parent of the child, then he or she will continue to be a 
legal parent in these circumstances; and 
(3)          the intended parents would be able to make an application 
for a parental order to obtain legal parenthood. 
Consultation Question 13: 
We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway: 
(1)          the intended parents should be required to make a 
declaration on registering the birth of the child that they have no 
reason to believe that the surrogate has lacked capacity at any time 
during the period in which she had the right to object to the intended 
parents acquiring legal parenthood; 
(2)          if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, 
during the period in which she has the right to object to the intended 
parents acquiring legal parenthood, the surrogate should be able to 
provide a positive consent to such acquisition; and 
(3)          if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration 
and the surrogate is unable to provide the positive consent within the 
relevant period, the surrogacy arrangement should exit the new 
pathway and the intended parents should be able to make an 
application for a parental order. 

Question 12 – Agree 
 
 
 
 
Question 13 - Agree 

Consultation Question 14: 
We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the 
child to be born as a result of the surrogacy arrangement: 
(1)          should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the 
current Code of Practice; 
(2)          either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated 
clinic, as appropriate, should be responsible for ensuring that this 
procedure is followed; and 
(3)          there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment 
of the child after his or her birth. 

Agree 



Consultation Question 15: 
We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a 
surrogacy arrangement under the new pathway, where the surrogate 
has exercised her right to object to the intended parents’ acquisition 
of legal parenthood at birth, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner, if 
any, should not be a legal parent of the child. 
Do consultees agree? 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy 
arrangement outside the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil 
partner should continue to be a legal parent of the child born as a 
result of the arrangement. 
 
 

Agree – under the existing law, a spouse of a surrogate is the second legal parent by virtue of 
either section 35 or section 42 of the HFEA 2008.  Both of these provisions were intended to 
confer legal parentage where the spouse or civil partner was intended to be a legal parent and is 
not appropriate in the context of surrogacy.   
 
If in the context of a case which falls outside the pathway because the surrogate does not consent 
to the intended parents acquiring legal parentage and seeks to care for the child, then it should be 
open for the court to attribute legal parentage to her spouse or civil partner if it is found to be in the 
best interests of the child.   
 
Where there is a dispute between the surrogate and intended parents, the court ought to be under 
a duty to consider whether or not the spouse or civil partner ought to be joined as a party to any 
proceedings. 
   

Consultation Question 16: 
We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child 
born of a surrogacy arrangement is stillborn: 
(1)          the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child 
unless the surrogate exercises her right to object; and 
(2)          the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended 
parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the 
period of the right to object. 
Do consultees agree? 
We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a 
child born of a surrogacy arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate 
should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 
the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration 
of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a 
declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a 
parental order are satisfied, on registration of the stillbirth. 
 
Do consultees agree? 

 
 
 
Agree subject to intended parents being able to apply for a parental order in respect of a stillborn 
child.   

Consultation Question 17:  
We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside 
the new pathway, where the child dies before the making of the 
parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the 
intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of 
the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the 
intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that the 
relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on 
registration of the birth. Do consultees agree? 
 

Agree 



Consultation Question 18:  
For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite 
consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate dies in 
childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can 
exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in 
the new pathway and the intended parents should be required to 
make an application for a parental order. 
 

Agree 

Consultation Question 19: 
We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the 
new pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s 
pregnancy, the intended parents should be registered as the child’s 
parents on birth, subject to the surrogate not exercising her right to 
object within the defined period 
Do consultees agree? 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy 
arrangements outside the new pathway, where both intended parents 
die during the surrogate’s pregnancy or before a parental order is 
made: 
(1)          it should be competent for an application to be made, by a 
person who claims an interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children 
(Scotland) Act 1995, or who would be permitted to apply for an order 
under section 8 of the Children Act 1989: 
(a)          for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and 
(b)          for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, 
subject to the surrogate’s consent; or 
(2)          the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and 
it should not be possible for the intended parents to be registered as 
the child’s parents, but that there should be a procedure for the 
surrogate to provide details of the intended parents, and, if relevant, 
gamete donors, for entry onto the register of surrogacy 
arrangements. 
 

Agree and agree with (1) not (2) 



Consultation Question 20: 
We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a 
parental order by a sole applicant under section 54A: 
(1)          the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was 
always intended that there would only be a single applicant for a 
parental order in respect of the child concerned or to supply the 
name and contact details of the other intended parent; 
(2)          if details of another intended parent are supplied, a 
provision should be made for notice to be given to the potential 
second intended parent of the application and an opportunity given to 
that party to provide notice of opposition within a brief period (of, say, 
14 to 21 days); and 
(3)          if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her 
intention to oppose, he or she should be required to make his or her 
own application within a brief period (say 14 days), otherwise the 
application of the first intended parent will be determined by the 
court. 
Do consultees agree? 
 

 
Agree that this would be an important safeguard in cases where surrogacy arrangements were 
commissioned as a couple but then separated and an application is pursued by one intended 
parent, to prevent a non-biological intended parent from being airbrushed out of a child’s life 
where they would otherwise be an important part of the child’s origins.   

Consultation Question 21:  
We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model 
of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and (2) how the legal 
parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 

 
Agree with the temporary three parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases in the event 
the new path way model is not followed.  Where there is a dispute between the parties, this would 
ensure that there is an equal starting point for all parties and reinforces the importance of all 
parties and avoiding inadvertent bias or presumptions being drawn. 
 
The surrogate’s parenthood should either be extinguished following provision of written and 
witnessed consent of the surrogate within a defined period or on the making of a parental order.     
 
 

Consultation Question 22: 
We invite consultees’ views: 
(1)          as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the 
new pathway that we have proposed, leading to the acquisition of 
legal parenthood by the intended parents at birth; and 
(2)          if so, as to whether should this oversight be: 
(a)          administrative, or 
(b)          judicial. 

 
Do not necessarily believe that the new pathway should require a judicial process but if 
administrative there would need to be strict regulation of authorised clinics or agencies to ensure 
compliance.  Objectivity would be a concern since the organisation or clinic would likely have been 
involved to some extent of the screening of suitability of the surrogate.  A body akin to an adoption 
panel model would be a good starting point.  The body ought to include suitably qualified social 
workers, medical practitioners or mental health professionals within the field.   



Consultation Question 23: 
In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to: 
(1)          whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of 
the Children Act 1989, should be amended to provide for the court to 
have regard to additional specific factors in the situation where it is 
considering the arrangements for a child in the context of a dispute 
about a surrogacy arrangement; and 
(2)          if so, as to what those additional factors should be. 
 

Agree with the suggested factors in a modified checklist to include: 
 

- Existence of surrogacy agreement 
- The parties’ intentions  
- Child’s genetic and gestational links to the relevant parties; 
- The sibling relationships of the child 
- The nature of the surrogacy arrangement.  An arrangement where there was proper 

counselling and screening of a surrogate for suitability may be more likely to lead the court 
to follow the intentions of the parties than an arrangement where there were concerns 
over exploitation or unsuitability of surrogate (for example issues of capacity).   

Consultation Question 24: 
In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views: 
(1)          as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the 
Adoption and Children Act 2002 (as applied and modified by 
regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 Regulations) 
should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to 
additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering 
whether to make a parental order; and 
(2)          what those additional factors should be. 

As above 

Consultation Question 25:  
We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children 
Act 1989 should be amended to add the intended parents to the 
category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave. 
 

 
Agree  

Consultation Question 26: 
We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a 
surrogacy arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended 
parents should acquire parental responsibility automatically where: 
(1)          the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and 
(2)          they intend to apply for a parental order. 
Do consultees agree? 
 
 

 
Agree with the principle although it is difficult to envisage how this would work in practice.  
Perhaps on the execution of a parental responsibility agreement with the surrogate (to be 
notarised if outside the jurisdiction) and then registered with the court.  Otherwise it is difficult to 
see how the parental responsibility would be proven   
 
Alternatively the court could automatically issue an order providing them with parental 
responsibility on the issue of a parental order application.   

Consultation Question 27: 
We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a 
surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway: 
(1)          the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility 
on the birth of the child; and 
(2)          if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended 
parents should continue to have parental responsibility for the child 
where the child is living with, or being cared for by, them, and they 
intend to apply for a parental order. 
Do consultees agree? 
 

Agree although consideration would need to be given as to how this would be evidenced.  In this 
scenario it is perhaps unlikely that the surrogate would execute any document to this effect, in 
which case perhaps acquire on lodging parental order application and receipt of automatic notice 
generated by the court.   



Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for 
surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate 
should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of 
the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can 
exercise her right to object, assuming that she does not exercise her 
right to object. Do consultees agree? 
 

Yes this would be logical.   

Consultation Question 29: 
For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to: 
(1)          whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on 
the exercise of parental responsibility by either the surrogate (or 
other legal parent), or the intended parents, during the period in 
which parental responsibility is shared; and 
(2)          whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental 
responsibility by the party not caring for the child or with whom the 
child is not living. 

 
The issue as to whether there should be any restriction on parental responsibility should be 
considered at an early stage by the court when dealing with a dispute as to parentage or where 
the child should live.   
 
In most cases, there will not be an issue and therefore there should be a duty to consult with a non 
resident parent but the parents with care of the child should be able to make day to day decisions 
including urgent medical decisions.   
 
Decisions such as religion, changing the child’s habitual residence and non-urgent medical 
decisions should require the agreement of all holders of parental responsibility.   
 

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements 
Consultation Question 30:  
We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements 
should fall within the scope of the new pathway. Do consultees 
agree? 
 

 
Believe that traditional surrogacy should be subject to the parental order and fall outside the 
pathway.  There are heightened considerations where a child is born through traditional surrogacy 
and share a genetic link with their surrogate.   

Consultation Question 32: 
(1) We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent 

surrogacy arrangements should be brought within the scope 
of the new pathway. 

(2) We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy 
arrangements might be brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

 
 

 
Independent surrogacy arrangements are not likely to have had the same level of objective 
support and screening as arrangements going through licensed bodies.  There is a greater need 
for scrutiny of arrangements to check that arrangements have been transparent.  These should 
not be brought within the scope of the new pathway.   

Consultation Question 33: 
We provisionally propose that: 
(1)          there should be regulated surrogacy organisations; 
Do consultees agree? 
(2)          there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy 
organisation to take a particular form; and 
Do consultees agree? 
(3)          each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint 
an individual responsible for ensuring that the organisation complies 
with regulation. 
Do consultees agree? 
 

Agree with all of this 



Consultation Question 34: 
We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be 
responsible for (please tick as many as you agree with): 
representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator; 
managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, 
competence and skill; 
ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and 
regulation, including the creation, maintenance and operation of 
necessary policies and procedures; 
training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and 
providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required 
by law. 
 
We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a 
responsible individual should have. 
We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and 
qualifications a person responsible for a surrogacy organisation 
should have. 
 

 

Consultation Question 35:  
We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations 
should be non-profit making bodies. Do consultees agree? 
 

 

Consultation Question 36:  
We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the 
definition of matching and facilitation services. 
 

 

Consultation Question 37:  
We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations 
should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of 
surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree? 
 

 

 Consultation Question 37:  
We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy 
organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation 
services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new 
pathway. 
 

 

Consultation Question 38:  
We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be 
available against organisations that offer matching and facilitation 
services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should 
be criminal, civil or regulatory. 
 
 

 



Consultation Question 39:  
We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation 
and Embryology Authority be expanded to include the regulation of 
regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with 
the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal 
parenthood. Do consultees agree? 
If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s 
Code of Practice should apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, 
including which additional or new areas of regulation should be 
applied. 
 

 

Consultation Question 40:  
We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain 
unenforceable (subject to the exception we provisionally propose in 
Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do 
consultees agree? 
 

 

Consultation Question 41:  
We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against 
charging for negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy 
arrangements. Do consultees agree? 
 

 

Consultation Question 42:  
We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in 
respect of surrogacy should be removed, with the effect that there will 
be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in 
relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 
 

 

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements 
 

Consultation Question 43:  
We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the 
making of a parental order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy 
arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the 
child should be able to access his or her original birth certificate at 
the age of 18. Do consultees agree? 

Agree 

Consultation Question 44:  
We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy 
arrangements that result in the intended parents being recorded as 
parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should 
make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. 
Do consultees agree? 
 

Agree in principle although caution should be given to how the information is displayed. It might be 
more appropriate for there to be a separate sheet which is provided with any copy of the birth 
certificate which would alert the person requesting that there is information regarding their 
conception, than say direct reference to surrogacy on the birth certificate which may be used for 
all sorts of purposes and which the surrogate born person may not wish to disclose.   



Consultation Question 45:  
We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration 
system in England and Wales requires reform and, if so, which 
reforms they would like to see. 
 
 

 

Consultation Question 46:  
We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 
18, a child who has been the subject of a parental order should be 
able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for 
those parental order proceedings. Do consultees agree? 
 

Yes – this is already the case 

Consultation Question 47: 
We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy 
arrangements should be created to record the identity of the intended 
parents, the surrogate and the gamete donors. Do consultees agree? 
We provisionally propose that: 
(1)          the register should be maintained by the Authority; 
(2)          the register should record information for all surrogacy 
arrangements, whether in or outside the new pathway, provided that 
the information about who has contributed gametes for the 
conception of the child has been medically verified, and that the 
information should include: 
(a)          identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy 
arrangement, and 
(b)          non-identifying information about those who have 
contributed gametes to the conception of the child; and 
(3)          to facilitate the record of this information, the application 
form/petition for a parental order should record full information about 
a child’s genetic heritage where available and established by DNA or 
medical evidence, recording the use of an anonymous gamete donor 
if that applies. 
Do consultees agree 
 

Agree 

Consultation Question 48:  
We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information 
about the surrogate and the intended parents should be recorded in 
the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for 
disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 
 

Agree 



Consultation Question 49: 
We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy 
arrangement should be able to access the information recorded in 
the register from the age of 18 for identifying information, and 16 for 
non-identifying information (if such information is included on the 
register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable 
opportunity to receive counselling about the implications of 
compliance with this request. Do consultees agree? 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 
or 16 (depending on whether the information is identifying or non-
identifying respectively) should be able to access the information in 
the register and, if so, in which circumstances: 
(1)          where his or her legal parents have consented; 
(2)          if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor 
judges that he or she is sufficiently mature to receive this information; 
and/or 
(3)          in any other circumstances. 

 
Agree that the regulations should mirror the access to information that donor conceived people 
have.   
 
In many cases (more so than in licensed donations), the parents would have contact information 
regarding the surrogate since there will likely have been a relationship and perhaps ongoing.  
Where this can be achieved, the courts and Cafcass officers regard this type of relationship as 
being in the best interests of children generally.  There should be means of a child accessing the 
register before they are sixteen with the legal consent of their parents and provided that they have 
received counselling and the mental health professional determines that the child is sufficiently 
mature to receive this information.   

Consultation Question 50:  
We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any 
provision for those born of a surrogacy arrangement to make a 
request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she 
is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a 
civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the 
same surrogate. 
 

Yes 

Consultation Question 51: 
We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and 
genetically related through, the same surrogate, they should be able 
to access the register to identify each other, if they both wish to do 
so. 
Do consultees agree? 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision 
to allow people born to the same surrogate – but who are not 
genetically related – to access the register to identify each other, if 
they both wish to do so. 
 

Yes 

Consultation Question 52: 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made 
to allow a person carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own 
child, to access the register to identify each other, if they both wish to 
do so: 
(1)          if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or 
(2)          if they are not genetically related through the surrogate. 
 

Yes to both 



Consultation Question 53:  
For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite 
consultees’ views as to whether details of an intended parent who is 
not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded 
in the register. 

Yes 

Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order 

Consultation Question 54:  
We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 
and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application 
should be abolished. Do consultees agree? 

Absolutely 

Consultation Question 55: 
We provisionally propose that: 
(1)          the current circumstances in which the consent of the 
surrogate (and any other legal parent) is not required, namely where 
a person cannot be found or is incapable of giving agreement, should 
continue to be available; 
Do consultees agree? 
(2)          the court should have the power to dispense with the 
consent of the surrogate, and any other legal parent of the child, in 
the following circumstances: 
(a)          where the child is living with the intended parents, with the 
consent of the surrogate and any other legal parent, or 
(b)          following a determination by the court that the child should 
live with the intended parents; and 
(3)          the court’s power to dispense with consent should be 
subject to the paramount consideration of the child’s welfare 
throughout his or her life guided by the factors set out in section 1 of 
the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in Scotland, in line with the 
section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007. 
Do consultees agree? 

Agree 

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway 
 



Consultation Question 56: 
We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the 
new pathway, the intended parents or one of the intended parents 
must be domiciled or habitually resident in the UK, Channel Islands 
or Isle of Man. Do consultees agree 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any 
additional conditions imposed on the test of habitual residence, for 
example, a qualifying period of habitual residence required to satisfy 
the test. 
 

Agree that the current requirement of domicile is inappropriate for an order that affects a child’s 
relationship with their parents.  A child may be living in this jurisdiction for an appreciable period 
and will be denied recognition because their parents are not domiciled.   
 
However, domicile would be a useful and legitimate jurisdictional basis where the intended parents 
are temporarily habitually resident in another jurisdiction but it is in the child’s best interests to 
have their legal parentage recognised in the UK because it is intended that they will return to live 
in the UK in the future.   
 
It is recognised that one argument for retaining domicile is to deter parents from overseas entering 
into surrogacy arrangements and allowing the UK to become a destination for international 
surrogacy.  In those circumstances it might be easier for intended parents to establish themselves 
as habitually resident temporarily in order to obtain a parental order and then to move on.   
 
A qualifying period of habitual residence of 12 months should be sufficient to avoid this concern.   

Consultation Question 57: 
We invite consultees’ views on whether: 
(1)          the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of 
the HFEA 2008 should be reformed and, if so, how; or 
(2)          the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons 
who are within the prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented 
from applying. 

In today’s society people choose to coparent even if they are not living as partners in an enduring  
family relationship.   
 
The prohibition on the prohibited degrees of relationship should stay in place, although the court 
should not have to scrutinise the nature of the relationship between the applicants before 
determining whether a parental order can be made or not.  In any event, such a finding is 
invariably made given that having a child by surrogacy does not happen by accident.    

Consultation Question 58:  
We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended 
parents should be required to make a declaration in the surrogacy 
agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do 
consultees agree? 

Yes 



Consultation Question 59: 
We provisionally propose that the new pathway: 
(1)          should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, 
or one of the intended parents, provide gametes for the conception of 
the child, so that double donation of gametes is permitted, but 
(2)          that double donation should only be permitted in cases of 
medical necessity, meaning that there is not an intended parent who 
is able to provide a gamete due to infertility. 
Do consultees agree? 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be 
permitted under the parental order pathway (to the same extent that it 
may be permitted in the new pathway) in domestic surrogacy 
arrangements. 
 
We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended 
parent or one of the intended parents contribute gametes to the 
conception of the child in the parental order pathway should be 
retained in international surrogacy arrangements. 
Do consultees agree? 

 
Agree that the requirement for a genetic link be removed.   
 
There may be many reasons why people use double donation. The obvious is of course because 
of medical necessity, but it may also be due to affordability and through what is known in some 
jurisdictions within the USA as “embryo donation.”  There are a number of embryos stored in the 
UK which have been created by people who have created their families.  They may not wish to 
destroy those embryos, whether for religious or other reasons, and may wish to donate their 
embryos to other people unable to have children.   
 
This may be an attractive option to people who otherwise would not be able to afford surrogacy, 
since they do not have to incur the cost of creating and storing embryos, and would be a legitimate 
use of embryos that otherwise would be destroyed or remain in storage and they should also be 
able to use the new pathway.   
 
The provisional proposal that the genetic link requirement is retained in international cases is out 
of concern of child trafficking.  However this would not prevent parents who use double donation 
from undertaking surrogacy overseas; it would simply prevent them from applying for parental 
orders and therefore less likely to bring any proceedings to establish parentage (such cases are 
exactly the type of cases that should receive judicial scrutiny in order to protect against concerns 
of child trafficking).   
 
International cases would require a parental order application to be followed.  Rather than 
preventing orders being made, the Court should be able to make orders if they are satisfied that 
there was a legitimate reason for not using their own gametes (for example because of medical 
necessity or embryo donation from a regulated clinic).   
 
There is potential for discrimination against single women when it comes to the requirement of a 
genetic link.  A single woman who needs to resort to surrogacy is likely to resort to surrogacy 
because of fertility issues.  Depending on the reasons for infertility, or her age, she is less likely to 
be able to use her own gametes than a single man who otherwise has no fertility issues.   

Consultation Question 60:  
We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is 
retained for domestic cases outside the new pathway, the 
requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the 
court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the 
surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to 
apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 

Agree 

Consultation Question 61:  
We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in 
cases of medical necessity, an exception should be made to allow a 
parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link 
where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes but the 
intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a 
parental order. Do consultees agree? 

Agree 



Consultation Question 62: 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a 
requirement that a surrogacy arrangement has been used because of 
medical necessity: 
(1)          for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or 
(2)          for cases where a post-birth parental order application is 
made. 
We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for 
surrogacy, if it is introduced, should be defined and assessed. 
 

The current law has no requirement that there be a medical necessity for surrogacy.  However in 
order to establish parentage, all parents must go through a judicial process.   
 
For cases under the new pathway to parenthood, there should be a medical necessity for 
surrogacy (although this would include a same-sex male couple unable to have a child without the 
assistance of a woman).  For cases under the parental order application, there should be no such 
requirement (in effect no change) since the court will be assessing the best interests of the child 
and would take into account in any event the reasons for undertaking surrogacy.   
 
Medical necessity should be established either because the intended parents are a same-sex 
couple or a single man.  In the context of single women or couples suffering from infertility, a 
declaration from a suitably qualified doctor confirming that there was a medical need for 
surrogacy.  The definition ought not be restrictive.    

Consultation Question 63: 
We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to 
parenthood, information identifying the child’s genetic parents and 
the surrogate must be provided for entry on the national register of 
surrogacy agreements prior to registration of the child’s birth. Do 
consultees agree?  
We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for 
an application for a parental order that: 
(1)          those who contributed gametes are entered on the national 
register of surrogacy agreements; and/or 
(2)          if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents 
provided gametes in the conception of the child, that the genetic link 
is demonstrated to the court with medical or DNA evidence. 
We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the 
application of a parental order that the identity of the surrogate is 
entered on the national register of surrogacy agreements. 
Do consultees agree? 

 
New pathway – this may not always be known to the intended parents, particularly if the use of 
gamete donors have been used to create the embryo (even though those may be licensed and 
“identifiable” by the donor conceived person later in life.   
 
For parental orders – it may not always be possible in the context of international surrogacy 
arrangements where, for example, anonymous donors are used.  It should therefore not be a 
condition but recorded where available.   
 
If the genetic link requirement remains, there are a number of ways in which the court can be 
satisfied of the genetic link and it should not necessarily require DNA evidence (for example a 
declaration from the doctor who performed the IVF and created the embryo).   
 
The legislation should not prescribe how the genetic link should be established (it doesn’t as it 
currently stands).   
 
Agree that the identity of the surrogate should be entered on national register of surrogacy 
agreements.    

Consultation Question 64: 
We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit 
for the grant of a parental order. The age of the intended parents 
should continue to be taken into account in the assessment of the 
welfare of the child in applications to grant a parental order. 
Do consultees agree? 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway 
there should be a maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, 
what it should be. 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway 
there should be a maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, 
what it should be. 

 
Agree no maximum age limit for the grant of a parental order.   
 
A maximum age in relation to the new pathway is more difficult.  Even if a concern was raised 
within parental order proceedings about an intended parent being too old, there is little that the 
court can do since it will invariably be in the best interests of the child to have their legal 
relationship recognised by way of a parental order in order that their parent can easily make a Will 
and testamentary guardianship provision.     



Consultation Question 65: 
We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at 
least 18 years of age (at the time of conception), in order for the court 
to have the power to make a parental order. 
Do consultees agree? 
We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at 
least 18 years old at the time of entering into the surrogacy 
agreement within the new pathway. 
Do consultees agree? 
 

 
Agree  

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway 
Consultation Question 66: 
We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any 
partner of the surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes 
should be required for the new pathway. 
Do consultees agree? 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out 
in the Code of Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy 
arrangements outside a licensed clinic, and if not, which types of 
testing should be required for such arrangements. 
 

Agree 

Consultation Question 67: 
We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for 
entry into the new pathway: 
(1)          the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) 
and the intended parents intending to enter into a surrogacy 
arrangement in the new pathway should be required to attend 
counselling with regard to the implications of entering into that 
arrangement; and 
(2)          the implications counselling should be provided by a 
counsellor who meets the requirements set out in the Code of 
Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15. 
Do consultees agree? 

Agree 

Consultation Question 68:  
We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be 
a requirement that the surrogate and the intended parents should 
take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering 
into the agreement before the agreement is signed. Do consultees 
agree? 

Agree 



Consultation Question 69: 
We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new 
pathway: 
(1)          an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained 
for intended parents, surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or 
partners of surrogates; 
(2)          the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not 
enable a surrogate arrangement to be proceed under the new 
pathway where a person screened is unsuitable for having being 
convicted of, or received a police caution for, any offence appearing 
on a prescribed list of offences; and 
(3)          the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also 
determine that a person is unsuitable based on the information 
provided in the enhanced record certificate. 
Do consultees agree? 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that 
applies in the case of adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy 
arrangements in the new pathway. 

Agree 

Consultation Question 70:  
We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a 
requirement that the surrogate has previously given birth as an 
eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 
 

Agree 

Consultation Question 71:  
We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum 
number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an 
eligibility requirement of the new pathway. Do consultees agree? 

Agree – this would be covered in the medical screening above 

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform 
 

Consultation Question 72: 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the 
intended parents to the surrogate should be able to be: 
based on an allowance; 
based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the 
need for production of receipts; or 
based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on 
production of receipts. 
 

See answers at question 118 for this section 

Consultation Question 73: 
We invite consultees’ views as to: 
(1)          whether intended parents should be able to pay the 
surrogate essential costs relating to the pregnancy; and 
(2)          the types of expenditure which should be considered 
“essential”.   

 



Consultation Question 74: 
We invite consultees’ views as to: 
(1)          whether they consider that intended parents should be able 
to pay the surrogate additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and 
(2)          the types of expenditure which should be considered 
additional, rather than essential.  

 

Consultation Question 75: 
We invite consultees’ views as to: 
(1)          whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all 
costs that arise from entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and 
those unique to a surrogate pregnancy; and 
(2)          the types of cost which should be included within this 
category. 

 

Consultation Question 76:  
We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended 
parents should be able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings 
(whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed). 

 

Consultation Question 77: 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended 
parents should be able to pay their surrogate either or both of the 
following lost potential earnings: 
(1)          her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined 
in paragraph 15.35 in the text of the Consultation Paper); and/or 
(2)          other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 
in the text of the Consultation Paper). 
 

 

Consultation Question 78: 
We invite consultees to share their experiences: 
(1)          of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from 
the intended parents has had on the surrogate’s entitlement to 
means-tested social welfare benefits; and 
(2)          where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the 
surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits, how 
that has been addressed in their surrogacy arrangement. 

 



Consultation Question 79: 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should 
be able to pay compensation to the surrogate for the following: 
pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth; 
medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for 
each insemination or embryo transfer; and/or 
specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-
eclampsia, an ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, 
caesarean birth, excessive haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal 
of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a hysterectomy. 
 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other 
matters in respect of which intended parents should be able to pay 
the surrogate compensation. 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation 
payable should be: 
a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum 
payable), or 
left to the parties to negotiate.  
 
 

 

Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether 
intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the 
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the 
surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life 
assurance for the surrogate. 

 

Consultation Question 81: 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 
(1)          intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the 
surrogate; and 
(2)          if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be 
modest or reasonable in nature. 

 



Consultation Question 82: 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for 
the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of 
undertaking a surrogacy. 
It should be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a 
woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 
It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a 
woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for 
intended parents to pay a woman for the service of undertaking 
surrogacy, whether that the fee should be: 
any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or 
a fixed fee set by the regulator. 
 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for 
intended parents to pay a woman a fixed fee for the service of 
undertaking surrogacy, what, if any, other payments the law should 
permit, in addition to that fixed fee (please tick as many as you agree 
with): 
no other payments; 
essential costs relating to the pregnancy; 
additional costs relating to the pregnancy; 
lost earnings; 
compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and 
complications, and the death of the surrogate; and/or 
gifts. 
 

 

Consultation Question 83: 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for 
any payment the law permits the intended parents to pay the 
surrogate for her services to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage 
or termination of the pregnancy. 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee 
payable to the surrogate to be able to be reduced in the event of a 
miscarriage or termination, whether such provision should apply: 
in the first trimester of pregnancy only; 
to any miscarriage or termination; or 
some other period of time (please specify in the box below). 
 

 

Consultation Question 84:  
We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are 
permitted to be made to surrogates should be the same, whether the 
surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-
birth application for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 

 



Consultation Question 85:  
We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of 
payment we have not discussed which they think intended parents 
should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 

 

Consultation Question 86:  
We invite consultees to express any further views they have about 
the payments that intended parents should be able to agree to pay to 
the surrogate. 

 

Consultation Question 87: 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods 
of enforcing limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates 
that we should consider as part of our review: 
(1)          for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and 
(2)          for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of 
the baby. 

 

Consultation Question 88: 
We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy 
agreement entered into under the new pathway to parenthood should 
be enforceable by the surrogate. Do consultees agree? 
We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy 
agreement entered into under the new pathway become enforceable, 
the ability to do so should not be dependent on the surrogate 
complying with any terms of the agreement relating to her lifestyle. 
Do consultees agree? 
 

 

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements 
 
Consultation Question 89:  
We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating 
for surrogates) to share with us their experiences of international 
surrogacy arrangements. 
 

 

Consultation Question 90:  
We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in 
the international context to share with us their views on our proposed 
reforms and consultation questions in this chapter. 

 

Consultation Question 91:  
We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience 
of applying to register a child born through an international surrogacy 
arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the 
child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the 
application took after the birth of the child, and any information 
consultees have about causes of delays in the process. 

 



Consultation Question 92:  
We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be 
opened, and the application process for obtaining registration of a 
child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining 
a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child. Do consultees 
agree? 

Agree 

Consultation Question 93:  
We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience 
they have had of applying for a visa for a child born through an 
international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be 
interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the 
child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the 
process. 

 

Consultation Question 94: 
We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and 
begin the process for applying for a visa in respect of a child born 
through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is 
born. The application will need to be completed after the birth of the 
child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s country of birth. Do 
consultees agree? 
We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the 
grant of a visa outside of the Immigration Rules where the intended 
parents are not the legal parents of the child under nationality law 
should be brought within the Rules. 
Do consultees agree? 
We provisionally propose that: 
(1)          the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child 
breaking links with the surrogate; or 
Do consultees agree? 
(2)          that this condition should be clarified to ensure that it does 
not prevent the child having contact, and an on-going relationship, 
with the surrogate. 
Do consultees agree? 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for 
the grant of a visa outside the Rules that the intended parents must 
apply for a parental order within six months of the child’s birth should 
be removed (regardless of whether the availability of the visa is 
brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to remove the 
time limit on applications for parental orders is accepted. 
 

 



Consultation Question 95: 
We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and 
begin the process for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in 
respect of a child born through an international surrogacy 
arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be 
completed after the birth of the child. Do consultees agree? 

 

Consultation Question 96:  
We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience 
they have had of applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child 
born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we 
would be interested to hear how long the application took after the 
birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of 
delays in the process. 

 

Consultation Question 97:  
We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a 
single, comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the 
nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through 
an international surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
 

 

Consultation Question 98:  
We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements 
should not be eligible for the new pathway to parenthood. Do 
consultees agree? 

 

Consultation Question 99: 
We provisionally propose that: 
(1) the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the 
intended parents of children born through international surrogacy 
arrangements, who are recognised as the legal parents of the child in 
the country of the child’s birth, should also be recognised as the 
child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being necessary for the 
intended parents to apply for a parental order, but 
(2) before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be 
required to be satisfied that the domestic law and practice in the 
country in question provides protection against the exploitation of 
surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, that is at least equivalent 
to that provided in UK law. 
Do consultees agree? 

 



Consultation Question 100: 
We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy 
arrangements in the UK involving foreign intended parents. 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 
(1)          any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from 
the UK for the purpose of the child becoming the subject of a parental 
order, or its equivalent, in another jurisdiction; and 
(2)          if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process 
allowing foreign intended parents to remove the child from the 
jurisdiction of the UK for this purpose and with the approval of the 
court and, if so, what form should that process take. 

 

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues 
Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to 
whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity 
leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s 
spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform. 

 

Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision 
for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended 
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only 
one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree? 

 

Consultation Question 103: 
We invite consultees’ views as to: 
(1)          whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of 
intended parents to take time off work before the birth of the child, 
whether for the purpose of induced lactation, ante-natal appointments 
or any other reason; and 
(2)          if reform is needed, suggestions on reform. 

 

Consultation Question 104:  
We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to 
provide suitable facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant 
woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the 
Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is 
sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 

 

Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to 
whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and 
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 

 

Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to 
whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and 
succession law are required. 

 



Consultation Question 107: 
(1) We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any 

issues in how surrogacy arrangements are dealt with by the 
health services, and whether there are reforms to law or 
practice that consultees would like to see in this area. 

(2) We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that 
they would like to see made to the guidance published by the 
Department for Health and Social Care for England and Wales. 
(3) We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may 
better accommodate surrogacy arrangements, in particular with 
regard to safeguarding issues. 

 

Consultation Question 108:  
We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal 
issues in relation to surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation 
Paper, that merit examination. 

 

Chapter 18: Impact 
Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the 
impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law 
where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the 
child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 

 

Consultation Question 112: 
We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide 
evidence about the cost of: 
(1)          medical screening; and 
(2)          implications counselling 
(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or 
implications counselling from any other costs involved with fertility 
treatment). 
We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental 
order proceedings, to provide evidence of what they would charge: 
(1)          to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed 
requirement for independent legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; 
and 
(2)          to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy 
agreement required for the new pathway. 

 

Consultation Question 113: 
We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of: 

(1) the current requirement of a genetic link 
(2)          any removal of this requirement in cases of medical 
necessity: 
(a)          in the new pathway; 
(b)          in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy 
arrangements; or 
(c)           in both situations. 

 



Consultation Question 116: 
We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us: 
(1)          whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or 
international; 
domestic; or 
international 
 
 
(2)          what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) 
that led to the birth of their child(ren), including the cost of fertility 
treatment, payments to the surrogate and payments to any surrogacy 
agency or organisation; 
(3)          how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s); 
(4)          what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering 
into a surrogacy arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to 
the birth of a child); and 
(5)          how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment. 
 
 

 



Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any 
other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, 
or the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper. 

Payments 
It is acknowledged that the issue of payments that exceed expenses reasonably incurred will be a 
contentious issue even amongst stakeholders who are generally in favour of more liberal 
surrogacy laws.   
 
However in my experience as a practitioner of dealing with both international surrogacy cases 
(where “compensated” surrogacy is lawful) and domestic “altruistic” cases, there are issues which 
should be acknowledged. 
 
Under the current law, the courts are meant to scrutinise payments that exceed expenses 
reasonably incurred.  This approach varies depending on whether the case is heard by a high 
court judge (predominantly international surrogacy cases) or by magistrates (domestic cases).  In 
the high court, it is expected that payments made to the surrogate will be evidenced (usually by 
the production of both an agreement and a trust account leder showing payments made by the 
applicants.  The “out of pocket” expenses can be identified and the payments that exceed this can 
then be ascertained and the court invariably authorises these payments.   
 
In domestic arrangements it is not uncommon to see “expenses” that are simply labelled as such 
and expressed in the sum of £10,000 to £15,000.  The practice has been adopted by magistrates 
in simply allowing such payments without scrutiny.  In other cases, the “anticipated expenses” are 
set out and will include items such as family holidays in order for the surrogate to recuperate 
following delivery.  This would not be considered an out of pocket expense, yet it is often regarded 
as being so.   
 
The reality is that payments that exceed expenses reasonably incurred are being made in 
domestic arrangements.  This does not constitute an offence under the Surrogacy Arrangements 
Act 1985 provided third party facilitators are not involved for a fee.  In any event, adopting the well 
established case law, the court would authorise such payments.   
 

The current law gives a misleading impression of what is actually permitted and risks parents from 
avoiding the court process all together, or misleading the court about the level of payments (see 
for example Re A, B and C (UK surrogacy expenses) [2016] EWFC33).   

The difficulty with specifiying what can be paid and what cannot be paid to a surrogate is the 
issue of enforcement.  Would intended parents face criminal sanctions (that they do not 
already do under the current law) if an unauthorised payment were made?  Would it prevent 
the court from making a parental order?  Both of these outcomes would be inconsistent with 
the best interests of the child.  

   
 

 
 

https://dawsoncornwell.com/documents/Re%20A,%20B%20and%20C%20(UK%20surrogacy%20expenses%202016%20EWFC%2033.pdf
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Other individual

5  What is your email address?

Email address:
f

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

The possibility of selling/trafficking children and the exploitation of birth mothers means that each case must be considered with regard to their human
rights. There is too much potential for abuse for it to be taken any less seriously. The judge involved should be experienced in human rights cases to
ensure the greatest care is taken to avoid such problems.

Please provide your views below:

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights
issues of the utmost seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these cases should
NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit judges or higher.

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:



No

Please provide your views below:

The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be
taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. Nothing about the
transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should be open.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

No

Please provide your views below:

I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection
of Children and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal parenthood and parental
responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important
safeguard against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and
a domestic context.

This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and all of the implications need to be fully understood. There
is no evidence in the consultation paper that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all.

I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the
wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify measures that contravene
the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or condone a system that would require women to deliberately
conceive and subsequently give birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The rights of the child must
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers say they want or not.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

15  Consultation Question 8:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy organisations.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an
increase in its prevalence.



17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’

18  Consultation Question 11:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has
only a limited time to object. This contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the legal parent at birth
and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth, with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration.

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6
weeks after childbirth are recognised as the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy human life. In a
normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering
from major abdominal surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered decision of such huge and
life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is
received before the expiry of the deadline.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

19  Consultation Question 12:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth
unless the birth mother objects.

The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent
change of legal parenthood and parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and with the child’s best
interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.*

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6
weeks after childbirth are recognised as the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy human life. In a
normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering
from major abdominal surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered decision of such huge and
life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is
received before the expiry of the deadline.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

20  Consultation Question 13:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth
unless the birth mother objects.

The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent
change of legal parenthood and parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and with the child’s best
interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.*

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6
weeks after childbirth are recognised as the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy human life. In a
normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering
from major abdominal surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered decision of such huge and
life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is
received before the expiry of the deadline.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx



21  Consultation Question 14:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best
interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best
interest. Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth.

The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.

The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because parents of children born through the normal process are
not subject to such checks does not hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential experiences that change you
and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For
obvious reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.

In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, physiological and emotional resources, which means she has
already made a huge and unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and emotional commitment to the child is
already well-developed, giving her the best chance of surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood and
adolescence.

The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of
caring for a new-born child and the long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

22  Consultation Question 15:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’

There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she
does not have legal parenthood or parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject this proposal.

However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore have an implication for all children, all families because it
would set a precedent. It should not be introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and children. There
is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such assessment.

Yes

Please share your views below:

The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain.

23  Consultation Question 16:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth
unless the birth mother objects. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if the child is stillborn.

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this situation. The birth mother should always be the legal
parent of the child at birth and this should not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this.

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

No



Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should always be the legal
parent of the child at birth and if the child dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth mother was the
legal parent.

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

26  Consultation Question 19:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in
this situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately reflect this.

Please provide your views below:

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already deceased – so option (2) is preferable.

27  Consultation Question 20:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and all
decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.*

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.*

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist
provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors should be added.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive 
summary of the issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the child’s best 
interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors should be added.



 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

No.

There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy
arrangements. The court should therefore always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no liberalisation of the
law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who
can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

33  Consultation Question 26:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as recommended by the
UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by
some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of the UN Special
Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system that would require women to give birth with the
expectation that they would have no legal responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

34  Consultation Question 27:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended parents’ should acquire parentage or parental
responsibility automatically. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility
in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the
paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of
children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by
some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of the UN Special
Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system that would require women to give birth with the
expectation that they would have no responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the ‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood 
and parental responsibility. 
 
All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority 
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and



has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after
the birth and all subsequent decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other competent authority,
with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the
risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first
optional protocol.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first
optional protocol.

40  Consultation Question 33:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

41  Consultation Question 34:

Please provide your views below:



I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human
rights of both women and children, and would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they will inevitably
be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or
coerce more women to act as ‘surrogates.’

Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW,
which prohibits third-parties profiting or otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women.

43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy,
which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to
provide matching and facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a
violation of the human rights of both women and children.

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to
provide matching and facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a
violation of the human rights of both women and children.

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an
increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services should be a criminal offence.

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:



I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human
rights of both women and children, and would drive an increase in surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both
women and the child. The idea of organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of Article 6 of CEDAW,
given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any
form of benefit from women’s prostitution.

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women
and children, and enabling advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent.

At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an
impoverished woman’s financial problems. If this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female students and
young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would
be the most vulnerable to this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest.

Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, we need to protect disadvantaged women from the
temptation of renting their wombs. This means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned.

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original 
birth certificate. The birth mother should be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. 
This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation 
of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of the certificate should make clear that the birth was the 
result of a surrogacy arrangement. 



* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed to changes to allow for the registration of three parents
or for anyone other than the birth mother to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate. Such proposals could lead to the facilitation of
the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is
unique.

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is
important that the children have access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that the information held
on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to
know her or his genetic parentage.

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the
right to know her or his genetic parentage.

57  Consultation Question 49:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable.

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

YES, this should be possible.

59  Consultation Question 51:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

YES, I agree.



60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

I agree.

Please provide your views below:

I agree.

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order

62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a
parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree?

Please provide your views below:

NO

The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child.

63  Consultation Question 55:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s
wombs. An adoption order can be considered as an option when a parental order is not possible.

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s
wombs. An adoption order can be considered as an option when a parental order is not possible.

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway

64  Consultation Question 56:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK
in order to avoid surrogacy tourism.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk
of surrogacy tourism.

65  Consultation Question 57:

Please provide your views below:

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed.

66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?

Other



Please provide views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

67  Consultation Question 59:

No

Please provide views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical
necessity.’

Please provide views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do
not believe that double donation should be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.

Yes

Please provide views below:

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith
began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a
‘medical necessity.’

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner
provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide views below:

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that
surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’

Please provide your views below:

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ There is no necessity to have a genetically-related child.

71  Consultation Question 63:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the
identity of all genetic parents and the birth mother.

Please provide your views below:

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2).

Yes

Please provide your views below:

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision.



72  Consultation Question 64:

No

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.

Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good
health until the child reaches adulthood. Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is to be opened up,
a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy
arrangement and will make it less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a fait accompli.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement
up to that age but not beyond. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended
parents’ and it should be 45.

Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good
health until the child reaches adulthood. I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.
However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important.
This will make it clear that society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement and will make it less likely that
they will.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement
up to that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended
parents’ and it should be much older than 18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement
at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it would be
reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before they have taken even their first steps into independence and
adulthood?

73  Consultation Question 65:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.

At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that she is particularly
vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that
25 years would be more appropriate.

Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy arrangement is a reasonable thing
for them to be doing before they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish
herself as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older minimum age for
entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate.

Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy arrangement is a reasonable thing
for them to be doing before they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood?

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway



74  Consultation Question 66:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

Please provide your views below:

75  Consultation Question 67:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the
intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is
signed. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

77  Consultation Question 69:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

Please provide your views below:

78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given
birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’.

Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone
else. It is impossible to understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless you have had that experience
yourself.

79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman
can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’.

Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs
should not be allowed to undertake more than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women would have under
this proposal.

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against 
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.



 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above the actual essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, and travel to medical
appointments – backed up by receipts.

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above the actual essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, and travel to medical
appointments – backed up by receipts.

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost earnings.

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against 
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.



 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost earnings.

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

Please provide your views below:

It is absurd to propose that one could place a monetary value on the pain of adverse pregnancy outcomes. In putting a price tag on perineal tear for
example, some mothers report little pain or symptoms, others have profound ongoing fear of vaginal penetration, which can result in very significant
emotional and relationship difficulties. Infection may complicate healing, and some women report long term sequelae from this, such as impaired wound
healing.

Haematology conditions should also be considered. Blood loss, for example due to placental haemorrhage can be very significant, and potentially result
in emergency hysterectomy and blood transfusion to save the life of the mother. It is a fact that although blood is thoroughly screened in the UK there
still remains the potential for blood borne illnesses to be transmitted, and the fact that some of these may not have been identified yet by researchers is
also a real risk to a mother receiving transfusion. Persons who have had a blood transfusion are currently unable to donate blood themselves in the UK,
due to the risk of (vCJD) transmission. This is an indication of the gravity of receiving blood products.

No medical intervention is EVER risk free. Receiving multiple blood products in the context of Massive Transfusion Protocol (eg platelets, Fresh Frozen
Plasma, cryoprecipitate) only heighten those risks.

Conditions such as HELLP (Haemolysis, Elevated Liver enzymes, Low Platelets) can be fatal, and although the maternal mortality rate is low, it can have
significant sequelae, including renal failure potentially requiring dialysis, placental abruption (potentially fatal for mother and baby) permanent liver
damage and retinal detachment resulting in visual impairment.

Each of these conditions have long term consequences for a woman, psychologically, physically and emotionally, and may also affect her ability to return
to work or care for other children.

Also, the late complications of childbirth have been disregarded. Late consequences of childbirth can include vaginal or rectal prolapse, urinary and faecal
incontinence. Women who have had a C section may experience ongoing pain around the scar. Some sources quote this as affecting between 6 and 18
percent of women. These symptoms can be profoundly distressing, and may take years to present (conversely, may present immediately).

How could we ensure that women suffering these complications are compensated? They are multifactorial, and risk increases with instrumented delivery
and parity. How would it be proposed to unpick the role of a surrogate pregnancy in causing these symptoms in relation to other risk factors, for example
parity, smoking history, personal medical history?

Psychiatric conditions are also absent from this list. Complications including depression and anxiety may be worsened by pregnancy. Other mental health
conditions such as post natal depression and post partum psychosis can be fatal, and impact on a woman’s health for many years to come. I’m quite
shocked that none of these conditions have been explicitly mentioned and it does make me wonder how the list of complications was created. I’d also like
to know what level of haemorrhage would be considered “excessive”.

The wording of the question “should” be able to pay compensation is not the same as being mandated to do so. This potentially creates a situation where
some “luckier” women would receive compensation others would not.

All of the above illustrates the risks of surrogacy and confirms my support for a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts.

90  Consultation Question 82:

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her ‘services’.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against 
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor 
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the 
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts. 



I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her ‘services’.

Please provide any views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to the birth mother for her ‘services’.

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their ‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of
surrogacy.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their ‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of
surrogacy.

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement being used, the only payments that should ever be made
are essential and basic expenses for which receipts are provided.

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against 
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.



 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts are provided. The judge or other competent authority
should closely monitor all financial aspects of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the parental
order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the arrangements, the competent authority should be totally
independent and not, for example, an agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any way.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

96  Consultation Question 88:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s
lifestyle is utterly abhorrent.

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements

97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their
experiences of international surrogacy arrangements.

Please provide your views below:

98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us
their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter.

Please provide your views below:

99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through
an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:



100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for
obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the
child.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears
to contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of children and the
protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a
child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after
the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

102  Consultation Question 94:

No

Please provide your views below:

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a passport before the child is born in international surrogacy
arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

No

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

No. The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain circumstances when this is in the best interests of the
child.

103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU
Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will
need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form for the child before she or he is born in international
surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and
trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform
Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended 
parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do



consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of women and children and all
the other ways in which it is possible for people to enjoy children in their lives.

106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new
pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

107  Consultation Question 99:

No

Please provide your views below:

I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention
on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth mother to have legal parenthood
and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the
paramount consideration. This is an important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I believe it should
apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

108  Consultation Question 100:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same
checks as would be used in an international adoption.

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:

I do not believe this needs changing.

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children.

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children.



113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children.

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children.

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal
right to override the birth mother’s wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour and
childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time
for any or no reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes.

All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or
more persons, including her spouse or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be present in so-called
altruistic surrogacy arrangements.

Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to
birth mothers and new-borns – especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid reason to be extremely
cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of surrogacy births.

It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in
surrogacy is likely to lead to additional pressure on the NHS.

Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-term negative effects on the well-being of both of them.
This is likely to be the same for birth mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional long-term pressures on
the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and there are no questions about this.

An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s
health, including premature death. Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs when this isn’t in their
best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of
‘attractiveness’ for example.

The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the
NHS picking up the tab for the extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. There appears to have been
no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and society.

At a time when the NHS is under severe strain, and life changing therapies (for cancer, cystic fibrosis etc) are not funded due to financial constraints it is a
slap in the face to provide money for prospective parents to indulge their parenting fantasies while denying patients access to drugs which are standard
of care in other counties.

Please provide your views below:

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at
any time, for any or no reason. Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to
override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum
period.

All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or
more persons, including her spouse or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be present in so-called
altruistic surrogacy arrangements.

The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to
ensure that they can speak to her alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in consultations, and the labour
ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes.

Please provide your views below:

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the wellbeing of herself and the child.



116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration to the significant risk that women will be coerced into
agreeing to participate in surrogacy arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even more likely if substantial
payments are involved.

It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or
much of their earnings. This is a major route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. There is no reason to
expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money.

If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement.
This should be a criminal offence and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as a deterrent. That such a
law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women.

It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by
receipts and overseen by a judge.

Chapter 18: Impact

117  Consultation Question 109:

Please insert the year of birth here:

Not Answered

If international, in which country did the arrangement take place?:

Not Answered

Not Answered

118  Consultation Question 110:

Not Answered

Not Answered

Not Answered

Please provide the cost of any legal advice or representation below:

119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law
where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

120  Consultation Question 112:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

121  Consultation Question 113:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

122  Consultation Question 114:

Please provide your views below:

123  Consultation Question 115:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:



124  Consultation Question 116:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland.

Please provide your views below:

126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or
the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper.

Please provide your views below:

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation 
should enable it. This may be explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested interest in surrogacy – 
‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money 
from commercial surrogacy if it is given the green light. 
 
It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as 
all women are affected by the institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial surrogacy in this country. 
 
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique 
bond between birth mother and child – and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of birth are a major 
step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – potentially affecting the status of all women. 
 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other family members coercing a woman into engaging in 
commercial surrogacy for their (and not her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to have been 
completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 
 
UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this 
consultation. There doesn’t appear to be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality considerations and impact 
assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of 
equality legislation. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have due regard to the need to: 
 
• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct prohibited by the Act. 
• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic and those who do not. 
• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those who do not. 
 
There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the 
sexes. Any loosening of the laws around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have an impact on the 
relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them 
but took advantage of their birth mothers. 
 
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not based on any recognised human rights instruments – 
such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to be a ‘surrogate.’ 
These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard 
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers, including: 
 
 The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or 
physical transfer of the child. 
 All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides 
not to relinquish the child. 
 The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual 
obligation.” 
 Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare checks after the birth of the child. 
 Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with 
the best interests of the child being paramount. 



The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed
and do not ask the important high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc. 
 
For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start again from the position of women’s and children’s human
rights. If it is found that there is no way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties such as CEDAW and the
UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be liberalised. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
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Surrogacy Consultation Questions 

Email the completed document to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk before the deadline 
of 11 October 2019. 

ABOUT YOU 

1. What is your name? 

Name (Required) 

 
 
2. If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a 
university), what is the name of your organisation? 

 
3. Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your 
organisation? 

(Required – Choose one response) 

• This is a personal response 

If other, please provide details: 

 
 
4. If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best 
describes you? 

(Choose one response) 

• Other individual 

5. What is your email address? 

Email address:  

 
 
If you enter your email address then you will automatically receive an acknowledgement email 
when you submit your response. 

6. What is your telephone number? 

Telephone number:  

 
 
7. If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be 
treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. 
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As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot 
give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances. 

 
 
 

 

 

Consultation Question 1. 

1.1 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales:  

(1) all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 
allocated to a judge of the High Court; and 

YES 
 
International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of 
children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost 
seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. 
For this reason these cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.  

 
(2) if international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to a judge of 

the High Court, circuit judges should be ticketed to hear such cases. 

Paragraph 6.42 

 

Consultation Question 2. 

1.2 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and Wales  

(1) domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-birth parental order 
should continue to be heard by lay justices, or whether they should be allocated to another 
level of the judiciary; and 

(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another level of the 
judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be appropriate. 

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so 
the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these 
cases should NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit 
judges or higher. 
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Paragraph 6.51 

 

Consultation Question 3. 

1.3 We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the 
current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation 
Questions 1 and 2. 

 
Paragraph 6.53 

 

Consultation Question 4. 

1.4 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court should be placed under a 
duty to consider whether to make an order awarding the intended parents parental 
responsibility at the first directions hearing in the proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our provisional proposal in 
Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether in the new pathway or not) automatically 
acquire parental responsibility if the child is living with or being cared for by them is not 
supported by consultees). 

NO 
 
The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. 
Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should 
be open. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 6.58 
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Consultation Question 5. 

1.5 We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the FPR 2010 
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the 
proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 6.72 

 

Consultation Question 6. 

1.6 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they are of the view that, in Scotland:  

(1) there is a need for greater consistency and clarity in provisions relating to the 
expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers and, if so, how this should be 
addressed;   

(2) it should be provided by statute that, at the initial hearing or any subsequent hearing 
for a parental order, the court may make any such interim order or orders for 
parental responsibilities and parental rights as it sees fit; and/or 

(3) further procedural reform is needed and, if so, what that reform should be. 

 
Paragraph 6.110 

 

Consultation Question 7. 

1.7 In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, before the 
child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have: 

(1) entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will include a 
statement as to legal parenthood on birth, 

(2) complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 

(3) met eligibility requirements, 

on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child, 
subject to the surrogate’s right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key 
recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in 
respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up 
the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard 
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to 
surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and a domestic context. 
 
This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and 
all of the implications need to be fully understood. There is no evidence in the consultation paper 
that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all. 
 
I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at 
birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ 
mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify 
measures that contravene the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the 
provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers. 
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or 
condone a system that would require women to deliberately conceive and subsequently give 
birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The 
rights of the child must be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers 
say they want or not. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.13 

 

Consultation Question 8. 

1.8 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed clinics 
should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under the new 
pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a specified 
minimum period. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. 
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1.9 We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be: whether 100 
years or another period. 

Paragraph 8.14 

 

Consultation Question 9. 

1.10 We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes 
should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy 
organisation is involved. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they 
would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence. 

Paragraph 8.21 

 

Consultation Question 10. 

1.11 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a 
traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from 
entering into the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’  
Paragraph 8.22 

 

Consultation Question 11. 

1.12 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal parenthood 
by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the child;  

(2) this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in writing 
within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the intended parents 
and the body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; and 

(3) the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration less one 
week. 

Do consultees agree? 
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NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire 
legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only a limited time to object. This 
contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the 
legal parent at birth and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility 
in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth, 
with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration. 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.35 

 

Consultation Question 12. 

1.13 We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents 
acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy arrangement 
should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the result that: 

(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child;  

(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal parent of the 
child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these circumstances; and 

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental order to 
obtain legal parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
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parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.36 

 

Consultation Question 13. 

1.14 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on registering the 
birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that the surrogate has lacked 
capacity at any time during the period in which she had the right to object to the 
intended parents acquiring legal parenthood; 

(2) if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the period in 
which she has the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal parenthood, 
the surrogate should be able to provide a positive consent to such acquisition; and 

(3) if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the surrogate is 
unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant period, the surrogacy 
arrangement should exit the new pathway and the intended parents should be able 
to make an application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
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and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.37 

 

Consultation Question 14. 

1.15 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be born as a 
result of the surrogacy arrangement: 

(1) should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of Practice; 

(2) either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as appropriate, 
should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed; and 

(3) there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after his or 
her birth. 

Do consultees agree? 
 
NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in 
surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the 
birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is 
an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest. 
Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth. 
 
The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before 
the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.  
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The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because 
parents of children born through the normal process are not subject to such checks does not 
hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential 
experiences that change you and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and 
rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For obvious 
reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.  
 
In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, 
physiological and emotional resources, which means she has already made a huge and 
unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and 
emotional commitment to the child is already well-developed, giving her the best chance of 
surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood 
and adolescence.  
 
The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources 
does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of caring for a new-born child and the 
long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.51 

 

Consultation Question 15. 

1.16 We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement 
under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right to object to the 
intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the surrogate’s spouse or civil 
partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’  
 
There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for 
financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she does not have legal parenthood or 
parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject 
this proposal. 
 
However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore 
have an implication for all children, all families because it would set a precedent. It should not be 
introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and 
children. There is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such 
assessment. 
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1.17 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement outside 

the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue to be a legal 
parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement. 

YES 
 
The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and 
partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain. 

Paragraph 8.57 

 

Consultation Question 16. 

1.18 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 
arrangement is stillborn: 

(1) the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the surrogate 
exercises her right to object; and 

(2) the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 
the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. The 
birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if 
the child is stillborn. 
 
1.19 We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents 
being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration 
of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that 
the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the 
stillbirth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should 
not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this. 
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Paragraph 8.77 

 

Consultation Question 17. 

1.20 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, 
where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able 
to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the 
period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have 
made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order 
are satisfied, on registration of the birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and if the child 
dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth 
mother was the legal parent. 

Paragraph 8.79 

 

Consultation Question 18. 

1.21 For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which 
she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new 
pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a 
parental order. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 8.80 
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Consultation Question 19. 

1.22 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, where 
both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended parents should 
be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the surrogate not exercising her 
right to object within the defined period. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased 
‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should 
always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately 
reflect this. 
 
1.23 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new 

pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy or before a 
parental order is made: 

(1) it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who claims an 
interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, or who would be 
permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of the Children Act 1989: 

(a) for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and 

(b) for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject to the 
surrogate’s consent; or 

(2) the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not be 
possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s parents, but that 
there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide details of the intended 
parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry onto the register of surrogacy 
arrangements. 

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already 
deceased – so option (2) is preferable. 

Paragraph 8.81 

 

Consultation Question 20. 

1.24 We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order by a sole 
applicant under section 54A: 
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(1) the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always intended that 
there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in respect of the child 
concerned or to supply the name and contact details of the other intended parent;  

(2) if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be made for 
notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the application and an 
opportunity given to that party to provide notice of opposition within a brief period 
(of, say, 14 to 21 days); and 

(3) if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to oppose, he or 
she should be required to make his or her own application within a brief period (say 
14 days), otherwise the application of the first intended parent will be determined by 
the court. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 8.86 

 

Consultation Question 21. 

1.25 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and 

(2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth 
mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount 
consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.91 

 

Consultation Question 22. 

1.26 We invite consultees’ views:  

(1) as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new pathway that we 
have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the intended 
parents at birth; and 

(2) if so, as to whether should this oversight be: 
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(a) administrative, or 

(b) judicial. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the 
legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood 
and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as 
recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.93 

 

Consultation Question 23. 

1.27 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989, 
should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional specific 
factors in the situation where it is considering the arrangements for a child in the 
context of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement; and 

(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be. 

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about 
a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the 
issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not 
believe any other factors should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.120 

 

Consultation Question 24. 

1.28 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as applied 
and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 
Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to 
additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering whether to make a 
parental order; and 

(2) what those additional factors should be. 
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The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental 
order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered 
and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the 
child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors 
should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.121 

 

Consultation Question 25. 

1.29 We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be 
amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 
8 order without leave. 

NO 
 
There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother 
and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy arrangements. The court should therefore 
always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no 
liberalisation of the law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do 
not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can apply for a 
section 8 order without leave. 

Paragraph 8.123 

 

Consultation Question 26. 

1.30 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire parental 
responsibility automatically where: 

(1) the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and  

(2) they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and 
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as 
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recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no legal 
responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must 
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.132 

 

Consultation Question 27. 

1.31 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of the child; 
and 

(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should continue to 
have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living with, or being cared 
for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility automatically. The birth mother 
should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental 
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority 
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is 
the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the 
sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of 
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the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no responsibility 
for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised 
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.134 

 

Consultation Question 28. 

1.32 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the 
surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the 
arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to 
object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the 
‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood and parental responsibility. 
 
All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the 
child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special 
Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.139 

 

Consultation Question 29. 

1.33 For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of parental 
responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the intended parents, 
during the period in which parental responsibility is shared; and 
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(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility by the 
party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have 
legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and all subsequent decisions 
involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.140 

 

Consultation Question 30. 

1.34 We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the 
scope of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 9.29 

 

Consultation Question 31. 

1.35 We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used 
independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we 
would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that 
took place. 

N/A 
Paragraph 9.35 
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Consultation Question 32. 

1.36 We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements should be 
brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 
 
1.37 We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 

Paragraph 9.36 

 

Consultation Question 33. 

1.38 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations;  

NO 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to take a 
particular form; and 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual responsible 
for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
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I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.61 

 

Consultation Question 34. 

1.39 We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for: 

(1) representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator; 

(2) managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence 
and skill; 

(3) ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, 
including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary policies and 
procedures; 

(4) training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and 

(5) providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law. 

Do consultees agree? 

LEAVE ALL CHECK BOXES BLANK (i.e. none of the above) 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.40 We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible individual 

should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.41 We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualifications a person 

responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.62 
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Consultation Question 35. 

1.42 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit 
making bodies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they 
will inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) 
and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or coerce more women to act 
as ‘surrogates.’ 
 
Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and 
prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW, which prohibits third-parties profiting or 
otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women. 

Paragraph 9.84 

 

Consultation Question 36. 

1.43 We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and 
facilitation services. 

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because 
that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human 
rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.94 

 

Consultation Question 37. 

1.44 We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to 
offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
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facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
  
1.45 We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should 

be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements 
outside the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.95 

 

Consultation Question 38. 

1.46 We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against 
organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, 
and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they 
are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I 
consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services 
should be a criminal offence. 

Paragraph 9.97 

 

Consultation Question 39. 

1.47 We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 
Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and 
oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal 
parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy.  
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1.48 If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of Practice should 
apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which additional or new areas of 
regulation should be applied. 

Paragraph 9.117 

 

Consultation Question 40. 

1.49 We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable 
(subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation 
to financial terms).  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 9.129 

 

Consultation Question 41. 

1.50 We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for 
negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, 
because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both women and the child. The idea of 
organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of 
Article 6 of CEDAW, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits 
the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any form of benefit from 
women’s prostitution. 

Paragraph 9.135 

 

Consultation Question 42. 

1.51 We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy 
should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything 
that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. 
Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and enabling 
advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent. 
 
At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that 
being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an impoverished woman’s financial problems. If 
this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female 
students and young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to 
their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would be the most vulnerable to 
this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest. 
 
Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, 
we need to protect disadvantaged women from the temptation of renting their wombs. This 
means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned. 

Paragraph 9.145 

 

Consultation Question 43. 

1.52 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental 
order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the 
Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth 
certificate at the age of 18. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.80 

 

Consultation Question 44. 

1.53 We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that 
result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full 
form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy 
arrangement. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original birth certificate. The birth mother should 
be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
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recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of 
the certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 10.85 

 

Consultation Question 45. 

1.54 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and 
Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed 
to changes to allow for the registration of three parents or for anyone other than the birth mother 
to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate. Such proposals could lead to the 
facilitation of the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the 
understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is unique. 

Paragraph 10.87 

 

Consultation Question 46. 

1.55 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has 
been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained 
in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.89 

 

Consultation Question 47. 

1.56 We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements should be 
created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and the gamete 
donors. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.57 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority; 

(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, whether in or 
outside the new pathway, provided that the information about who has contributed 
gametes for the conception of the child has been medically verified, and that the 
information should include: 

(a) identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy arrangement, and 

(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed gametes to the 
conception of the child; and 

(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a parental 
order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage where available 
and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the use of an anonymous 
gamete donor if that applies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the children have 
access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that 
the information held on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because 
otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his 
genetic parentage. 

Paragraph 10.102 

 

Consultation Question 48. 

1.58 We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate 
and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy 
arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it 
trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his genetic 
parentage. 

Paragraph 10.104 
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Consultation Question 49. 

1.59 We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be able to 
access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for identifying 
information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information is included on the 
register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable opportunity to receive 
counselling about the implications of compliance with this request. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.60 We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16 (depending on 

whether the information is identifying or non-identifying respectively) should be able to 
access the information in the register and, if so, in which circumstances: 

(1) where his or her legal parents have consented; 

(2) if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or she is 
sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or 

(3) in any other circumstances. 

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable. 
Paragraph 10.110 

 

Consultation Question 50. 

1.61 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of 
a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person 
whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil 
partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 

YES, this should be possible. 
Paragraph 10.114 

 

Consultation Question 51. 

1.62 We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically related 
through, the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to identify each 
other, if they both wish to do so. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.63 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow people born 

to the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to access the register to 
identify each other, if they both wish to do so. 

YES, I agree. 
Paragraph 10.121 

 

Consultation Question 52. 

1.64 We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a person 
carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the register to identify 
each other, if they both wish to do so: 

(1) if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or 

(2) if they are not genetically related through the surrogate. 

YES to both (1) and (2) 
Paragraph 10.123 

 

Consultation Question 53. 

1.65 For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental 
order should be recorded in the register. 

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded 
in the register. 

Paragraph 10.128 
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Consultation Question 54. 

1.66 We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the 
HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 11.20 

 

Consultation Question 55. 

1.67 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any other legal 
parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found or is incapable of 
giving agreement, should continue to be available; 

NO  
 
I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 
 

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the surrogate, and 
any other legal parent of the child, in the following circumstances: 

(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of the 
surrogate and any other legal parent, or 

(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with the 
intended parents; and 

(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the paramount 
consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life guided by the factors 
set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in Scotland, in line 
with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 

Paragraph 11.58 

 

Consultation Question 56. 

1.68 We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway, the 
intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or habitually resident in 
the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man. 

Do consultees agree?  

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be 
domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism. 
 
1.69 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional conditions 

imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying period of habitual 
residence required to satisfy the test. 

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual 
residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk of surrogacy tourism. 

Paragraph 12.15 

 

Consultation Question 57. 

1.70 We invite consultees’ views on whether: 

(1) the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008 should be 
reformed and, if so, how; or 

(2) the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are within the 
prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from applying. 

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed. 
Paragraph 12.29 
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Consultation Question 58. 

1.71 We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be 
required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s 
home to be with them. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.  

Paragraph 12.34 

 

Consultation Question 59. 

1.72 We provisionally propose that the new pathway –  

(1) should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the intended 
parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that double donation of 
gametes is permitted, but 

(2) that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity, 
meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to provide a gamete due to 
infertility. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should 
be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
 
1.73 We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted under the 

parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in the new pathway) in 
domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are 
likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do not believe that double donation should 
be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.  
 
1.74 We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of the 

intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the parental order 
pathway should be retained in international surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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Paragraph 12.64 

 

Consultation Question 60. 

1.75 We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic 
cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical 
necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the 
surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic 
link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.71 

 

Consultation Question 61. 

1.76 We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical 
necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single 
parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes 
but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.76 
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Consultation Question 62. 

1.77 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a surrogacy 
arrangement has been used because of medical necessity: 

(1) for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or 

(2) for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made. 

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights 
and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’  
 
1.78 We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if it is 

introduced, should be defined and assessed. 

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
Paragraph 12.94 

 

Consultation Question 63. 

1.79 We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to parenthood, information 
identifying the child’s genetic parents and the surrogate must be provided for entry on the 
national register of surrogacy agreements prior to registration of the child’s birth. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
 
I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in 
any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all genetic parents and the birth 
mother. 
 
1.80 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for an application for a 

parental order that: 

(1) those who contributed gametes are entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements; and/or 

(2) if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents provided gametes in the 
conception of the child, that the genetic link is demonstrated to the court with 
medical or DNA evidence. 

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order 
in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2). 
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1.81 We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the application of a parental 
order that the identity of the surrogate is entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision. 

Paragraph 12.115 

 

Consultation Question 64. 

1.82 We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit for the grant of a 
parental order. The age of the intended parents should continue to be taken into account 
in the assessment of the welfare of the child in applications to grant a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both 
women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is 
to be opened up, a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear 
that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy arrangement and will make it 
less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a 
fait accompli. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age but not beyond. It is 
therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
 
1.83 We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway there should be a 

maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, what it should be. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ and it should be 45. 
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
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I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s 
human rights. However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore 
consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important. This will make it clear that 
society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement 
and will make it less likely that they will. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age. It is therefore imperative 
that age limits are set very carefully.  
 
1.84 We provisionally propose that intended parents should be required to be at least 18 years 

old at the time that they enter into a surrogacy agreement under the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it should be much older than 
18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement at that age. It is therefore imperative that 
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it 
would be reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before 
they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood? 

Paragraph 12.133 

 

Consultation Question 65. 

1.85 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years of age 
(at the time of conception), in order for the court to have the power to make a parental 
order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a 
violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself 
as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There 
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should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I 
suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  
 
1.86 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years old at 

the time of entering into the surrogacy agreement within the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of 
childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that 
she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older 
minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be 
more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  

Paragraph 12.144 

 

Consultation Question 66. 

1.87 We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any partner of the 
surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes should be required for the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
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1.88 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out in the Code of 
Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy arrangements outside a licensed clinic, and if 
not, which types of testing should be required for such arrangements. 

 
Paragraph 13.16 

 

Consultation Question 67. 

1.89 We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the new 
pathway: 

(1) the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the intended parents 
intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway should be 
required to attend counselling with regard to the implications of entering into that 
arrangement; and 

(2) the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who meets the 
requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.44 

 

Consultation Question 68. 

1.90 We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that 
the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect 
of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.65 
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Consultation Question 69. 

1.91 We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway: 

(1) an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained for intended parents, 
surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or partners of surrogates;  

(2) the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not enable a surrogate 
arrangement to be proceed under the new pathway where a person screened is unsuitable 
for having being convicted of, or received a police caution for, any offence appearing on a 
prescribed list of offences; and  

(3) the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also determine that a 
person is unsuitable based on the information provided in the enhanced record certificate.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.92 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that applies in the case of 

adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.73 

 

Consultation Question 70. 

1.93 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the 
surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an 
arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone else. It is impossible to 
understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless 
you have had that experience yourself. 

Paragraph 13.95 
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Consultation Question 71. 

1.94 We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate 
pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. 
Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs should not be allowed to undertake more 
than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women 
would have under this proposal. 

Paragraph 13.99 

 

Consultation Question 72. 

1.95 We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended parents to the 
surrogate should be able to be: 

(1) based on an allowance;  

(2) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for 
production of receipts; or 

(3) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of 
receipts. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.16 
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Consultation Question 73. 

1.96 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential costs 
relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.22 
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Consultation Question 74. 

1.97 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate 
additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather than 
essential.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.26 

 

Consultation Question 75. 

1.98 We invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise from 
entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a surrogate pregnancy; 
and 

(2) the types of cost which should be included within this category. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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Paragraph 15.29 

 

Consultation Question 76. 

1.99 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or 
self-employed). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.37 

 

Consultation Question 77. 

1.100 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential earnings: 

(1) her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.35 
above); and/or 

(2) other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.38 

 

Consultation Question 78. 

1.101 We invite consultees to share their experiences:  

(1) of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended parents has 
had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits; and 

(2) where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s entitlement to 
means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been addressed in their 
surrogacy arrangement. 

N/A 
Paragraph 15.47 
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Consultation Question 79. 

1.102 We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate for the following: 

(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth; 

(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or 

(3)  specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an 
ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive 
haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a 
hysterectomy. 

It is absurd to propose that one could place a monetary value on the pain of adverse pregnancy 
outcomes. In putting a price tag on perineal tear for example, some mothers report little pain or 
symptoms, others have profound ongoing fear of vaginal penetration, which can result in very 
significant emotional and relationship difficulties. Infection may complicate healing, and some 
women report long term sequelae from this, such as impaired wound healing.  
 
Haematology conditions should also be considered. Blood loss, for example due to placental 
haemorrhage can be very significant, and potentially result in emergency hysterectomy and 
blood transfusion to save the life of the mother. It is a fact that although blood is thoroughly 
screened in the UK there still remains the potential for blood borne illnesses to be transmitted, 
and the fact that some of these may not have been identified yet by researchers is also a real 
risk to a mother receiving transfusion. Persons who have had a blood transfusion are currently 
unable to donate blood themselves in the UK, due to the risk of (vCJD) transmission. This is an 
indication of the gravity of receiving blood products.  
 
No medical intervention is EVER risk free. Receiving multiple blood products in the context of 
Massive Transfusion Protocol (eg platelets, Fresh Frozen Plasma, cryoprecipitate) only heighten 
those risks.  
 
Conditions such as HELLP (Haemolysis, Elevated Liver enzymes, Low Platelets) can be fatal, 
and although the maternal mortality rate is low, it can have significant sequelae, including renal 
failure potentially requiring dialysis, placental abruption (potentially fatal for mother and baby) 
permanent liver damage and retinal detachment resulting in visual impairment.  
 
Each of these conditions have long term consequences for a woman, psychologically, physically 
and emotionally, and may also affect her ability to return to work or care for other children.  
 
Also, the late complications of childbirth have been disregarded. Late consequences of childbirth 
can include vaginal or rectal prolapse, urinary and faecal incontinence. Women who have had a 
C section may experience ongoing pain around the scar. Some sources quote this as affecting 
between 6 and 18 percent of women. These symptoms can be profoundly distressing, and may 
take years to present (conversely, may present immediately). 
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How could we ensure that women suffering these complications are compensated? They are 
multifactorial, and risk increases with instrumented delivery and parity. How would it be proposed 
to unpick the role of a surrogate pregnancy in causing these symptoms in relation to other risk 
factors, for example parity, smoking history, personal medical history? 
 
Psychiatric conditions are also absent from this list. Complications including depression and 
anxiety may be worsened by pregnancy. Other mental health conditions such as post natal 
depression and post partum psychosis can be fatal, and impact on a woman’s health for many 
years to come. I’m quite shocked that none of these conditions have been explicitly mentioned 
and it does make me wonder how the list of complications was created. I’d also like to know what 
level of haemorrhage would be considered “excessive”. 
 
The wording of the question “should” be able to pay compensation is not the same as being 
mandated to do so. This potentially creates a situation where some “luckier” women would 
receive compensation others would not. 
 
All of the above illustrates the risks of surrogacy and confirms my support for a total ban on 
surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.103 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of which 

intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.104 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable should be: 

(1) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or  

(2) left to the parties to negotiate.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. 

Paragraph 15.53 

 

Consultation Question 80. 

1.105 We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the 
surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.  

Paragraph 15.56 

 

Consultation Question 81. 

1.106 We invite consultees’ views as to whether:  

(1) intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and 

(2) if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or reasonable in 
nature. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts. 

Paragraph 15.60 

 

Consultation Question 82. 

1.107 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended parents to 
agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service 
of undertaking a surrogacy. (check box) 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.108 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the fee should be: 

(1) any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or 

(2) a fixed fee set by the regulator. 

Leave both check boxes blank. 
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I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.109 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what, if any, other payments 
the law should permit, in addition to that fixed fee: 

(1) no other payments; 

(2) essential costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(3) additional costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(4) lost earnings; 

(5) compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and complications, 
and the death of the surrogate; and/or 

(6) gifts. 

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to 
the birth mother for her ‘services’. 

Paragraph 15.69 

 

Consultation Question 83. 

1.110 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for any payment the law 
permits the intended parents to pay the surrogate for her services to be reduced in the 
event of a miscarriage or termination of the pregnancy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 
 

1.111 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee payable to the surrogate 
to be able to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination, whether such 
provision should apply: 

(1) in the first trimester of pregnancy only; 

(2) to any miscarriage or termination; or 

(3) some other period of time (please specify).   

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 

Paragraph 15.72 

 

Consultation Question 84. 

1.112 We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to 
surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to 
parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement 
being used, the only payments that should ever be made are essential and basic expenses for 
which receipts are provided. 

Paragraph 15.74 

 

Consultation Question 85. 

1.113 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have 
not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.75 

 

Consultation Question 86. 

1.114 We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that 
intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.76 
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Consultation Question 87. 

1.115 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods of enforcing 
limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates that we should consider as part of 
our review: 

(1) for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and  

(2) for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of the baby. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts 
are provided. The judge or other competent authority should closely monitor all financial aspects 
of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the 
parental order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the 
arrangements, the competent authority should be totally independent and not, for example, an 
agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any 
way. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 15.89 

 

Consultation Question 88. 

1.116 We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into under 
the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.117 We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into 

under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so should not be dependent 
on the surrogate complying with any terms of the agreement relating to her lifestyle. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy 
agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is utterly abhorrent. 

Paragraph 15.99 

 

Consultation Question 89. 

1.118 We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to 
share with us their experiences f international surrogacy arrangements. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.10 

 

Consultation Question 90. 

1.119 We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international 
context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in 
this chapter. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.12 

 

Consultation Question 91. 

1.120 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register 
a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and 
obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long 
the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.52 
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Consultation Question 92. 

1.121 We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the 
application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international 
surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of 
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this 
proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.53 

 

Consultation Question 93. 

1.122 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In 
particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of 
the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.68 

 

Consultation Question 94. 

1.123 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy 
arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the 
birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s country of birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport before the child is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict 
the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling 
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and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

 

1.124 We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa outside of 
the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal parents of the child 
under nationality law should be brought within the Rules. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
1.125 We provisionally propose that:  

(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links with the 
surrogate; or  

(2) that this condition should be clarified to ensure that it does not prevent the child 
having contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.126 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of a visa 

outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order within six 
months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the availability of the 
visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to remove the time limit on 
applications for parental orders is accepted. 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 16.69 

 

Consultation Question 95. 

1.127 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an 
international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to 
be completed after the birth of the child. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form 
for the child before she or he is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to 
contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against 
the selling and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I 
therefore strongly disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.76 

 

Consultation Question 96. 

1.128 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international 
surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the 
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.77 

 

Consultation Question 97. 

1.129 We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, 
comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration 
consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a 
violation of the human rights of women and children and all the other ways in which it is 
possible for people to enjoy children in their lives. 

Paragraph 16.82 
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Consultation Question 98. 

1.130 We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be 
eligible for the new pathway to parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 16.93 

 

Consultation Question 99. 

1.131 We provisionally propose that:  

1.132 the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended parents of 
children born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are recognised as the 
legal parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth, should also be recognised as 
the child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being necessary for the intended parents to 
apply for a parental order, but 

1.133 before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be satisfied that 
the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides protection against the 
exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, that is at least equivalent to 
that provided in UK law. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children 
and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth 
mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her 
consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of 
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case 
by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration. This is an 
important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I 
believe it should apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.94 
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Consultation Question 100. 

1.134 We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy arrangements in the UK 
involving foreign intended parents. 

N/A 
 
1.135 We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 

(1) any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from the UK for the purpose 
of the child becoming the subject of a parental order, or its equivalent, in another 
jurisdiction; and 

(2) if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process allowing foreign 
intended parents to remove the child from the jurisdiction of the UK for this 
purpose and with the approval of the court and, if so, what form should that 
process take. 

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from 
trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same checks as would be used in 
an international adoption. 

Paragraph 16.120 

 

Consultation Question 101. 

1.136 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory 
paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, 
civil partner or partner requires reform. 

I do not believe this needs changing. 
Paragraph 17.18 

 

Consultation Question 102. 

1.137 We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in 
respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only 
one intended parent qualifies.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
Paragraph 17.32 
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Consultation Question 103. 

1.138 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended parents to 
take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the purpose of induced 
lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other reason; and  

(2) if reform is needed, suggestions on reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children.  

Paragraph 17.36 

 

Consultation Question 104. 

1.139 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable 
facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under 
Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is 
sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children. 

Paragraph 17.40 

 

Consultation Question 105. 

1.140 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to 
employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.43 

 

Consultation Question 106. 

1.141 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to 
surrogacy and succession law are required. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.56 
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Consultation Question 107. 

1.142 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy 
arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are reforms to law 
or practice that consultees would like to see in this area. 

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are 
not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to override the birth mother’s 
wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during 
pregnancy, labour and childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions 
and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time for any or no 
reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and 
this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to birth mothers and new-borns – 
especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid 
reason to be extremely cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of 
surrogacy births. 
 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. 
As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in surrogacy is likely to lead to 
additional pressure on the NHS.  
 
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-
term negative effects on the well-being of both of them. This is likely to be the same for birth 
mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional 
long-term pressures on the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and 
there are no questions about this. 
 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure 
that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s health, including premature death. 
Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs 
when this isn’t in their best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors 
are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of 
‘attractiveness’ for example. 
 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these 
issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the NHS picking up the tab for the 
extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. 
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There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and 
society. 
 
At a time when the NHS is under severe strain, and life changing therapies (for cancer, cystic 
fibrosis etc) are not funded due to financial constraints it is a slap in the face to provide money 
for prospective parents to indulge their parenting fantasies while denying patients access to 
drugs which are standard of care in other counties. 
 
1.143 We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like to see 

made to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social Care for 
England and Wales. 

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and 
that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at any time, for any or no reason. 
Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended 
parents’ have no legal right to override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or 
medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum 
period. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert 
than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to ensure that they can speak to her 
alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in 
consultations, and the labour ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes. 
 
1.144 We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better accommodate 

surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding issues. 

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the 
wellbeing of herself and the child. 

Paragraph 17.76 

 

Consultation Question 108. 

1.145 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to 
surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration 
to the significant risk that women will be coerced into agreeing to participate in surrogacy 
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arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even 
more likely if substantial payments are involved. 
 
It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners 
and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or much of their earnings. This is a major 
route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. 
There is no reason to expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it 
is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money. 
 
If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that 
prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement. This should be a criminal offence 
and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as 
a deterrent. That such a law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why 
paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women. 
 
It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any 
payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by receipts and overseen by a judge. 

Paragraph 17.80 

 

Consultation Question 109. 

1.146 We invite consultees who are intended parents, live in the UK, and have entered into a 
surrogacy arrangement that led to the birth of a child to tell us: 

(1) when the child was born; 

(2) whether the arrangement was domestic or international and, if international, in 
which country the arrangement took place; 

(3) whether the arrangement led to the making of a parental order in the UK; and 

(4) whether they are a: 

(a) opposite-sex couple; 

(b) male same-sex couple; 

(c) female same-sex couple; 

(d) single woman; or 

(e) single man. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.2 
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Consultation Question 110. 

1.147 We invite consultees who have experience of applying for a parental order in the UK to 
tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) whether they had legal advice before the making of the parental order; 

(3) whether they were represented by a lawyer in court; and 

(4) the cost of any legal advice or representation. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.4 

 

Consultation Question 111. 

1.148 We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of 
the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the 
child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 

Paragraph 18.6 

 

Consultation Question 112. 

1.149 We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide evidence about the 
cost of: 

(1) medical screening; and 

(2) implications counselling 

(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or implications 
counselling from any other costs involved with fertility treatment). 

N/A 
 
1.150 We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental order proceedings, to 

provide evidence of what they would charge: 

(1) to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed requirement for independent 
legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; and 
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(2) to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy agreement required for the 
new pathway. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.8 

 

Consultation Question 113. 

1.151 We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of: 

(1) the current requirement of a genetic link; and 

(2) any removal of this requirement in cases of medical necessity: 

(a) in the new pathway; 

(b) in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy arrangements; or 

(c) in both situations. 

 
Paragraph 18.11 

 

Consultation Question 114. 

1.152 We invite consultees who consider that they might be able to fulfil the role of the 
independent professional discussed in Chapter 9 to tell us: 

(1) their profession; and  

(2) what they would charge to provide such a service. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.13 

 

Consultation Question 115. 

1.153 We invite consultees who are intended parents to give us their views on the impact of our 
proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 
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(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
1.154 We invite consultees who are surrogates to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.15 

 

Consultation Question 116. 

1.155 We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) that led to the birth of 
their child(ren), including the cost of fertility treatment, payments to the surrogate 
and payments to any surrogacy agency or organisation; 

(3) how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s); 

(4) what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering into a surrogacy 
arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to the birth of a child); and 

(5) how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.18 

 

Consultation Question 117. 

1.156 We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 

 
Paragraph 18.20 
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Consultation Question 118. 

1.157 We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically 
addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this paper. 

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already 
decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation should enable it. This may be 
explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested 
interest in surrogacy – ‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience 
of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money from commercial 
surrogacy if it is given the green light. 
 
It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders 
in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as all women are affected by the 
institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial 
surrogacy in this country. 
 
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men 
to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique bond between birth mother and child – 
and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of 
birth are a major step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – 
potentially affecting the status of all women.  
 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other 
family members coercing a woman into engaging in commercial surrogacy for their (and not 
her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to 
have been completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 
 
UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty 
(PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this consultation. There doesn’t appear to 
be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality 
considerations and impact assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women 
and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of equality 
legislation. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have 
due regard to the need to: 
 

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct 
prohibited by the Act. 

• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 
and those who do not. 

• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 
who do not. 
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There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s 
position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the sexes. Any loosening of the laws 
around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have 
an impact on the relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young 
people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them but took 
advantage of their birth mothers. 
 
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not 
based on any recognised human rights instruments – such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ 
confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to 
be a ‘surrogate.’ These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by 
the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard against the sale of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers, including: 
 
 The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no 

contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or physical transfer of the child. 
 All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the 

child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides not to relinquish the child. 
 The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own 

post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual obligation.” 
 Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare 

checks after the birth of the child. 
 Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other 

competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with the best interests of the child 
being paramount. 

 
The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation 
guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed and do not ask the important 
high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc.  
 
For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start 
again from the position of women’s and children’s human rights. If it is found that there is no 
way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties 
such as CEDAW and the UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be 
liberalised.  
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 
 

Paragraph 18.22 
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12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
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new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.
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35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
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to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?
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36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

Agree

Please provide your views below:

40  Consultation Question 33:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

41  Consultation Question 34:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:



43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

57  Consultation Question 49:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

59  Consultation Question 51:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order

62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a
parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree?

Please provide your views below:

63  Consultation Question 55:



Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway

64  Consultation Question 56:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

65  Consultation Question 57:

Please provide your views below:

66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide views below:

67  Consultation Question 59:

Yes

Please provide views below:

Please provide views below:

Yes

Please provide views below:

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith
began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner
provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide views below:

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

71  Consultation Question 63:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered



Please provide your views below:

72  Consultation Question 64:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

73  Consultation Question 65:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway

74  Consultation Question 66:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

75  Consultation Question 67:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the
intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is
signed. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

This shouldn’t be mandatory. The intended parents and the surrogate might not have the financial means to afford legal advice, and might actually be
well informed.

77  Consultation Question 69:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given
birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman
can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform



80  Consultation Question 72:

based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of receipts.

Please provide your views below:

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth;, medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or, specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage,
termination, caesarean birth, excessive haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a hysterectomy.

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

left to the parties to negotiate. 

Please provide your views below:

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

90  Consultation Question 82:

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

a fixed fee set by the regulator.

Please provide your views below:

Please provide any views below:

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

Not Answered



Please provide your views below:

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

96  Consultation Question 88:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements

97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their
experiences of international surrogacy arrangements.

Please provide your views below:

98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us
their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter.

Please provide your views below:

99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through
an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for
obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the
child.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a
child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after
the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

102  Consultation Question 94:

Yes



Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU
Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will
need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform
Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended
parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new
pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

107  Consultation Question 99:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

108  Consultation Question 100:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:
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Surrogacy Consultation Questions 

Email the completed document to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk before the deadline 
of 11 October 2019. 

ABOUT YOU 

1. What is your name? 

Name (Required) 

 
 
2. If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a 
university), what is the name of your organisation? 

 
3. Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your 
organisation? 

(Required – Choose one response) 

X This is a personal response 

• This is a response on behalf of an organisation 
• Other 

If other, please provide details: 

 
 
4. If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best 
describes you? 

(Choose one response) 

• Surrogate 
• Intended parent 
• Person born of a surrogacy arrangement 
• Family member of a surrogate 
• Family member of an intended parent 
• Legal practitioner 
• Medical practitioner or counsellor 
• Social worker 

• Academic 
• xOther individual 
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5. What is your email address? 

Email address:  

 
 
If you enter your email address then you will automatically receive an acknowledgement email 
when you submit your response. 

6. What is your telephone number? 

Telephone number:  

 
7. If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be 
treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. 
As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot 
give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances. 

 
 
 

 

 

Consultation Question 1. 

1.1 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales:  

(1) all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 
allocated to a judge of the High Court; and 

YES 
 
International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of 
children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost 
seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. 
For this reason these cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.  

 
(2) if international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to a judge of 

the High Court, circuit judges should be ticketed to hear such cases. 

Paragraph 6.42 

 

Consultation Question 2. 
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1.2 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and Wales  

(1) domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-birth parental order 
should continue to be heard by lay justices, or whether they should be allocated to another 
level of the judiciary; and 

(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another level of the 
judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be appropriate. 

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so 
the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these 
cases should NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit 
judges or higher. 

Paragraph 6.51 

 

Consultation Question 3. 

1.3 We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the 
current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation 
Questions 1 and 2. 

 
Paragraph 6.53 

 

Consultation Question 4. 

1.4 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court should be placed under a 
duty to consider whether to make an order awarding the intended parents parental 
responsibility at the first directions hearing in the proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our provisional proposal in 
Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether in the new pathway or not) automatically 
acquire parental responsibility if the child is living with or being cared for by them is not 
supported by consultees). 

NO 
 
The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. 
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Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should 
be open. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 6.58 

 

Consultation Question 5. 

1.5 We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the FPR 2010 
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the 
proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 6.72 

 

Consultation Question 6. 

1.6 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they are of the view that, in Scotland:  

(1) there is a need for greater consistency and clarity in provisions relating to the 
expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers and, if so, how this should be 
addressed;   

(2) it should be provided by statute that, at the initial hearing or any subsequent hearing 
for a parental order, the court may make any such interim order or orders for 
parental responsibilities and parental rights as it sees fit; and/or 

(3) further procedural reform is needed and, if so, what that reform should be. 

 
Paragraph 6.110 

 

Consultation Question 7. 

1.7 In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, before the 
child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have: 

(1) entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will include a 
statement as to legal parenthood on birth, 
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(2) complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 

(3) met eligibility requirements, 

on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child, 
subject to the surrogate’s right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key 
recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in 
respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up 
the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard 
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to 
surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and a domestic context. 
 
This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and 
all of the implications need to be fully understood. There is no evidence in the consultation paper 
that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all. 
 
I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at 
birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ 
mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify 
measures that contravene the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the 
provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers. 
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or 
condone a system that would require women to deliberately conceive and subsequently give 
birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The 
rights of the child must be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers 
say they want or not. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.13 

 

Consultation Question 8. 

1.8 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed clinics 
should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under the new 
pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a specified 
minimum period. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. 

 
1.9 We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be: whether 100 

years or another period. 

Paragraph 8.14 

 

Consultation Question 9. 

1.10 We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes 
should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy 
organisation is involved. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they 
would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence. 

Paragraph 8.21 

 

Consultation Question 10. 

1.11 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a 
traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from 
entering into the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’  
Paragraph 8.22 

 

Consultation Question 11. 

1.12 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal parenthood 
by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the child;  
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(2) this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in writing 
within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the intended parents 
and the body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; and 

(3) the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration less one 
week. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire 
legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only a limited time to object. This 
contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the 
legal parent at birth and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility 
in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth, 
with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration. 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.35 

 

Consultation Question 12. 

1.13 We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents 
acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy arrangement 
should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the result that: 

(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child;  

(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal parent of the 
child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these circumstances; and 

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental order to 
obtain legal parenthood. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.36 

 

Consultation Question 13. 

1.14 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on registering the 
birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that the surrogate has lacked 
capacity at any time during the period in which she had the right to object to the 
intended parents acquiring legal parenthood; 

(2) if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the period in 
which she has the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal parenthood, 
the surrogate should be able to provide a positive consent to such acquisition; and 

(3) if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the surrogate is 
unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant period, the surrogacy 
arrangement should exit the new pathway and the intended parents should be able 
to make an application for a parental order. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.37 

 

Consultation Question 14. 

1.15 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be born as a 
result of the surrogacy arrangement: 

(1) should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of Practice; 

(2) either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as appropriate, 
should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed; and 

(3) there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after his or 
her birth. 

Do consultees agree? 
 
NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in 
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surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the 
birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is 
an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest. 
Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth. 
 
The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before 
the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.  
 
The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because 
parents of children born through the normal process are not subject to such checks does not 
hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential 
experiences that change you and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and 
rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For obvious 
reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.  
 
In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, 
physiological and emotional resources, which means she has already made a huge and 
unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and 
emotional commitment to the child is already well-developed, giving her the best chance of 
surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood 
and adolescence.  
 
The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources 
does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of caring for a new-born child and the 
long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.51 

 

Consultation Question 15. 

1.16 We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement 
under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right to object to the 
intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the surrogate’s spouse or civil 
partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’  
 
There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for 
financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she does not have legal parenthood or 
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parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject 
this proposal. 
 
However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore 
have an implication for all children, all families because it would set a precedent. It should not be 
introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and 
children. There is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such 
assessment. 
 
1.17 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement outside 

the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue to be a legal 
parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement. 

YES 
 
The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and 
partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain. 

Paragraph 8.57 

 

Consultation Question 16. 

1.18 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 
arrangement is stillborn: 

(1) the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the surrogate 
exercises her right to object; and 

(2) the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 
the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. The 
birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if 
the child is stillborn. 
 
1.19 We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents 
being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration 
of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that 
the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the 
stillbirth. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should 
not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this. 

Paragraph 8.77 

 

Consultation Question 17. 

1.20 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, 
where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able 
to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the 
period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have 
made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order 
are satisfied, on registration of the birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and if the child 
dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth 
mother was the legal parent. 

Paragraph 8.79 

 

Consultation Question 18. 

1.21 For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which 
she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new 
pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a 
parental order. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 8.80 
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Consultation Question 19. 

1.22 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, where 
both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended parents should 
be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the surrogate not exercising her 
right to object within the defined period. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased 
‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should 
always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately 
reflect this. 
 
1.23 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new 

pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy or before a 
parental order is made: 

(1) it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who claims an 
interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, or who would be 
permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of the Children Act 1989: 

(a) for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and 

(b) for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject to the 
surrogate’s consent; or 

(2) the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not be 
possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s parents, but that 
there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide details of the intended 
parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry onto the register of surrogacy 
arrangements. 

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already 
deceased – so option (2) is preferable. 

Paragraph 8.81 

 

Consultation Question 20. 

1.24 We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order by a sole 
applicant under section 54A: 
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(1) the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always intended that 
there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in respect of the child 
concerned or to supply the name and contact details of the other intended parent;  

(2) if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be made for 
notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the application and an 
opportunity given to that party to provide notice of opposition within a brief period 
(of, say, 14 to 21 days); and 

(3) if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to oppose, he or 
she should be required to make his or her own application within a brief period (say 
14 days), otherwise the application of the first intended parent will be determined by 
the court. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 8.86 

 

Consultation Question 21. 

1.25 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and 

(2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth 
mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount 
consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.91 

 

Consultation Question 22. 

1.26 We invite consultees’ views:  

(1) as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new pathway that we 
have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the intended 
parents at birth; and 

(2) if so, as to whether should this oversight be: 
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(a) administrative, or 

(b) judicial. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the 
legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood 
and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as 
recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.93 

 

Consultation Question 23. 

1.27 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989, 
should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional specific 
factors in the situation where it is considering the arrangements for a child in the 
context of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement; and 

(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be. 

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about 
a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the 
issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not 
believe any other factors should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.120 

 

Consultation Question 24. 

1.28 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as applied 
and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 
Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to 
additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering whether to make a 
parental order; and 

(2) what those additional factors should be. 
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The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental 
order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered 
and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the 
child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors 
should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.121 

 

Consultation Question 25. 

1.29 We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be 
amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 
8 order without leave. 

NO 
 
There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother 
and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy arrangements. The court should therefore 
always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no 
liberalisation of the law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do 
not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can apply for a 
section 8 order without leave. 

Paragraph 8.123 

 

Consultation Question 26. 

1.30 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire parental 
responsibility automatically where: 

(1) the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and  

(2) they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and 
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as 
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recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no legal 
responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must 
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.132 

 

Consultation Question 27. 

1.31 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 
arrangement in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of the child; 
and 

(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should continue to 
have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living with, or being cared 
for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility automatically. The birth mother 
should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental 
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority 
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is 
the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the 
sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of 
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the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no responsibility 
for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised 
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.134 

 

Consultation Question 28. 

1.32 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the 
surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the 
arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to 
object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the 
‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood and parental responsibility. 
 
All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the 
child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special 
Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.139 

 

Consultation Question 29. 

1.33 For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of parental 
responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the intended parents, 
during the period in which parental responsibility is shared; and 
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(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility by the 
party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have 
legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and all subsequent decisions 
involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.140 

 

Consultation Question 30. 

1.34 We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the 
scope of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 9.29 

 

Consultation Question 31. 

1.35 We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used 
independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we 
would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that 
took place. 

N/A 
Paragraph 9.35 
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Consultation Question 32. 

1.36 We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements should be 
brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 
 
1.37 We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 

Paragraph 9.36 

 

Consultation Question 33. 

1.38 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations;  

NO 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to take a 
particular form; and 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual responsible 
for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
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I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.61 

 

Consultation Question 34. 

1.39 We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for: 

(1) representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator; 

(2) managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence 
and skill; 

(3) ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, 
including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary policies and 
procedures; 

(4) training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and 

(5) providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law. 

Do consultees agree? 

LEAVE ALL CHECK BOXES BLANK (i.e. none of the above) 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.40 We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible individual 

should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.41 We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualifications a person 

responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.62 
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Consultation Question 35. 

1.42 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit 
making bodies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they 
will inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) 
and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or coerce more women to act 
as ‘surrogates.’ 
 
Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and 
prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW, which prohibits third-parties profiting or 
otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women. 

Paragraph 9.84 

 

Consultation Question 36. 

1.43 We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and 
facilitation services. 

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because 
that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human 
rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.94 

 

Consultation Question 37. 

1.44 We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to 
offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
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facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
  
1.45 We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should 

be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements 
outside the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.95 

 

Consultation Question 38. 

1.46 We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against 
organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, 
and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they 
are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I 
consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services 
should be a criminal offence. 

Paragraph 9.97 

 

Consultation Question 39. 

1.47 We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 
Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and 
oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal 
parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy.  
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1.48 If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of Practice should 
apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which additional or new areas of 
regulation should be applied. 

Paragraph 9.117 

 

Consultation Question 40. 

1.49 We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable 
(subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation 
to financial terms).  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 9.129 

 

Consultation Question 41. 

1.50 We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for 
negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, 
because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both women and the child. The idea of 
organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of 
Article 6 of CEDAW, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits 
the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any form of benefit from 
women’s prostitution. 

Paragraph 9.135 

 

Consultation Question 42. 

1.51 We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy 
should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything 
that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. 
Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and enabling 
advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent. 
 
At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that 
being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an impoverished woman’s financial problems. If 
this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female 
students and young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to 
their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would be the most vulnerable to 
this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest. 
 
Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, 
we need to protect disadvantaged women from the temptation of renting their wombs. This 
means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned. 

Paragraph 9.145 

 

Consultation Question 43. 

1.52 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental 
order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the 
Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth 
certificate at the age of 18. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.80 

 

Consultation Question 44. 

1.53 We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that 
result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full 
form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy 
arrangement. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original birth certificate. The birth mother should 
be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
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recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of 
the certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 10.85 

 

Consultation Question 45. 

1.54 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and 
Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed 
to changes to allow for the registration of three parents or for anyone other than the birth mother 
to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate. Such proposals could lead to the 
facilitation of the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the 
understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is unique. 

Paragraph 10.87 

 

Consultation Question 46. 

1.55 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has 
been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained 
in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.89 

 

Consultation Question 47. 

1.56 We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements should be 
created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and the gamete 
donors. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.57 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority; 

(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, whether in or 
outside the new pathway, provided that the information about who has contributed 
gametes for the conception of the child has been medically verified, and that the 
information should include: 

(a) identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy arrangement, and 

(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed gametes to the 
conception of the child; and 

(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a parental 
order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage where available 
and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the use of an anonymous 
gamete donor if that applies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the children have 
access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that 
the information held on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because 
otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his 
genetic parentage. 

Paragraph 10.102 

 

Consultation Question 48. 

1.58 We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate 
and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy 
arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it 
trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his genetic 
parentage. 

Paragraph 10.104 
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Consultation Question 49. 

1.59 We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be able to 
access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for identifying 
information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information is included on the 
register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable opportunity to receive 
counselling about the implications of compliance with this request. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.60 We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16 (depending on 

whether the information is identifying or non-identifying respectively) should be able to 
access the information in the register and, if so, in which circumstances: 

(1) where his or her legal parents have consented; 

(2) if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or she is 
sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or 

(3) in any other circumstances. 

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable. 
Paragraph 10.110 

 

Consultation Question 50. 

1.61 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of 
a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person 
whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil 
partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 

YES, this should be possible. 
Paragraph 10.114 

 

Consultation Question 51. 

1.62 We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically related 
through, the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to identify each 
other, if they both wish to do so. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.63 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow people born 

to the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to access the register to 
identify each other, if they both wish to do so. 

YES, I agree. 
Paragraph 10.121 

 

Consultation Question 52. 

1.64 We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a person 
carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the register to identify 
each other, if they both wish to do so: 

(1) if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or 

(2) if they are not genetically related through the surrogate. 

YES to both (1) and (2) 
Paragraph 10.123 

 

Consultation Question 53. 

1.65 For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 
whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental 
order should be recorded in the register. 

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded 
in the register. 

Paragraph 10.128 
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Consultation Question 54. 

1.66 We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the 
HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 11.20 

 

Consultation Question 55. 

1.67 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any other legal 
parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found or is incapable of 
giving agreement, should continue to be available; 

NO  
 
I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 
 

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the surrogate, and 
any other legal parent of the child, in the following circumstances: 

(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of the 
surrogate and any other legal parent, or 

(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with the 
intended parents; and 

(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the paramount 
consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life guided by the factors 
set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in Scotland, in line 
with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 

Paragraph 11.58 

 

Consultation Question 56. 

1.68 We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway, the 
intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or habitually resident in 
the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man. 

Do consultees agree?  

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be 
domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism. 
 
1.69 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional conditions 

imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying period of habitual 
residence required to satisfy the test. 

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual 
residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk of surrogacy tourism. 

Paragraph 12.15 

 

Consultation Question 57. 

1.70 We invite consultees’ views on whether: 

(1) the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008 should be 
reformed and, if so, how; or 

(2) the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are within the 
prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from applying. 

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed. 
Paragraph 12.29 
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Consultation Question 58. 

1.71 We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be 
required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s 
home to be with them. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.  

Paragraph 12.34 

 

Consultation Question 59. 

1.72 We provisionally propose that the new pathway –  

(1) should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the intended 
parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that double donation of 
gametes is permitted, but 

(2) that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity, 
meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to provide a gamete due to 
infertility. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should 
be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
 
1.73 We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted under the 

parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in the new pathway) in 
domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are 
likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do not believe that double donation should 
be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.  
 
1.74 We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of the 

intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the parental order 
pathway should be retained in international surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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Paragraph 12.64 

 

Consultation Question 60. 

1.75 We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic 
cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical 
necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the 
surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic 
link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.71 

 

Consultation Question 61. 

1.76 We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical 
necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single 
parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes 
but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.76 
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Consultation Question 62. 

1.77 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a surrogacy 
arrangement has been used because of medical necessity: 

(1) for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or 

(2) for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made. 

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights 
and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’  
 
1.78 We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if it is 

introduced, should be defined and assessed. 

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
Paragraph 12.94 

 

Consultation Question 63. 

1.79 We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to parenthood, information 
identifying the child’s genetic parents and the surrogate must be provided for entry on the 
national register of surrogacy agreements prior to registration of the child’s birth. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
 
I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in 
any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all genetic parents and the birth 
mother. 
 
1.80 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for an application for a 

parental order that: 

(1) those who contributed gametes are entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements; and/or 

(2) if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents provided gametes in the 
conception of the child, that the genetic link is demonstrated to the court with 
medical or DNA evidence. 

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order 
in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2). 
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1.81 We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the application of a parental 
order that the identity of the surrogate is entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision. 

Paragraph 12.115 

 

Consultation Question 64. 

1.82 We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit for the grant of a 
parental order. The age of the intended parents should continue to be taken into account 
in the assessment of the welfare of the child in applications to grant a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both 
women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is 
to be opened up, a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear 
that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy arrangement and will make it 
less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a 
fait accompli. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age but not beyond. It is 
therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
 
1.83 We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway there should be a 

maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, what it should be. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ and it should be 45. 
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
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I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s 
human rights. However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore 
consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important. This will make it clear that 
society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement 
and will make it less likely that they will. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age. It is therefore imperative 
that age limits are set very carefully.  
 
1.84 We provisionally propose that intended parents should be required to be at least 18 years 

old at the time that they enter into a surrogacy agreement under the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it should be much older than 
18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement at that age. It is therefore imperative that 
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it 
would be reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before 
they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood? 

Paragraph 12.133 

 

Consultation Question 65. 

1.85 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years of age 
(at the time of conception), in order for the court to have the power to make a parental 
order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a 
violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself 
as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There 
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should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I 
suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  
 
1.86 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years old at 

the time of entering into the surrogacy agreement within the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of 
childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that 
she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older 
minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be 
more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 
steps into independence and adulthood?  

Paragraph 12.144 

 

Consultation Question 66. 

1.87 We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any partner of the 
surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes should be required for the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
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1.88 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out in the Code of 
Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy arrangements outside a licensed clinic, and if 
not, which types of testing should be required for such arrangements. 

 
Paragraph 13.16 

 

Consultation Question 67. 

1.89 We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the new 
pathway: 

(1) the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the intended parents 
intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway should be 
required to attend counselling with regard to the implications of entering into that 
arrangement; and 

(2) the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who meets the 
requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.44 

 

Consultation Question 68. 

1.90 We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that 
the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect 
of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.65 
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Consultation Question 69. 

1.91 We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway: 

(1) an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained for intended parents, 
surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or partners of surrogates;  

(2) the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not enable a surrogate 
arrangement to be proceed under the new pathway where a person screened is unsuitable 
for having being convicted of, or received a police caution for, any offence appearing on a 
prescribed list of offences; and  

(3) the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also determine that a 
person is unsuitable based on the information provided in the enhanced record certificate.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.92 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that applies in the case of 

adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.73 

 

Consultation Question 70. 

1.93 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the 
surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an 
arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone else. It is impossible to 
understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless 
you have had that experience yourself. 

Paragraph 13.95 
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Consultation Question 71. 

1.94 We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate 
pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. 
Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs should not be allowed to undertake more 
than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women 
would have under this proposal. 

Paragraph 13.99 

 

Consultation Question 72. 

1.95 We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended parents to the 
surrogate should be able to be: 

(1) based on an allowance;  

(2) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for 
production of receipts; or 

(3) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of 
receipts. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.16 
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Consultation Question 73. 

1.96 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential costs 
relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.22 
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Consultation Question 74. 

1.97 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate 
additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather than 
essential.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.26 

 

Consultation Question 75. 

1.98 We invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise from 
entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a surrogate pregnancy; 
and 

(2) the types of cost which should be included within this category. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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Paragraph 15.29 

 

Consultation Question 76. 

1.99 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or 
self-employed). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.37 

 

Consultation Question 77. 

1.100 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 
able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential earnings: 

(1) her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.35 
above); and/or 

(2) other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.38 

 

Consultation Question 78. 

1.101 We invite consultees to share their experiences:  

(1) of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended parents has 
had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits; and 

(2) where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s entitlement to 
means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been addressed in their 
surrogacy arrangement. 

N/A 
Paragraph 15.47 
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Consultation Question 79. 

1.102 We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate for the following: 

(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth; 

(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or 

(3)  specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an 
ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive 
haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a 
hysterectomy. 

It is absurd to propose that one could place a monetary value on the pain of adverse pregnancy 
outcomes. In putting a price tag on perineal tear for example, some mothers report little pain or 
symptoms, others have profound ongoing fear of vaginal penetration, which can result in very 
significant emotional and relationship difficulties. Infection may complicate healing, and some 
women report long term sequelae from this, such as impaired wound healing.  
 
Haematology conditions should also be considered. Blood loss, for example due to placental 
haemorrhage can be very significant, and potentially result in emergency hysterectomy and 
blood transfusion to save the life of the mother. It is a fact that although blood is thoroughly 
screened in the UK there still remains the potential for blood borne illnesses to be transmitted, 
and the fact that some of these may not have been identified yet by researchers is also a real 
risk to a mother receiving transfusion. Persons who have had a blood transfusion are currently 
unable to donate blood themselves in the UK, due to the risk of (vCJD) transmission. This is an 
indication of the gravity of receiving blood products.  
 
No medical intervention is EVER risk free. Receiving multiple blood products in the context of 
Massive Transfusion Protocol (eg platelets, Fresh Frozen Plasma, cryoprecipitate) only heighten 
those risks.  
 
Conditions such as HELLP (Haemolysis, Elevated Liver enzymes, Low Platelets) can be fatal, 
and although the maternal mortality rate is low, it can have significant sequelae, including renal 
failure potentially requiring dialysis, placental abruption (potentially fatal for mother and baby) 
permanent liver damage and retinal detachment resulting in visual impairment.  
 
Each of these conditions have long term consequences for a woman, psychologically, physically 
and emotionally, and may also affect her ability to return to work or care for other children.  
 
Also, the late complications of childbirth have been disregarded. Late consequences of childbirth 
can include vaginal or rectal prolapse, urinary and faecal incontinence. Women who have had a 
C section may experience ongoing pain around the scar. Some sources quote this as affecting 
between 6 and 18 percent of women. These symptoms can be profoundly distressing, and may 
take years to present (conversely, may present immediately). 
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How could we ensure that women suffering these complications are compensated? They are 
multifactorial, and risk increases with instrumented delivery and parity. How would it be proposed 
to unpick the role of a surrogate pregnancy in causing these symptoms in relation to other risk 
factors, for example parity, smoking history, personal medical history? 
 
Psychiatric conditions are also absent from this list. Complications including depression and 
anxiety may be worsened by pregnancy. Other mental health conditions such as post natal 
depression and post partum psychosis can be fatal, and impact on a woman’s health for many 
years to come. I’m quite shocked that none of these conditions have been explicitly mentioned 
and it does make me wonder how the list of complications was created. I’d also like to know what 
level of haemorrhage would be considered “excessive”. 
 
The wording of the question “should” be able to pay compensation is not the same as being 
mandated to do so. This potentially creates a situation where some “luckier” women would 
receive compensation others would not. 
 
All of the above illustrates the risks of surrogacy and confirms my support for a total ban on 
surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.103 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of which 

intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.104 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable should be: 

(1) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or  

(2) left to the parties to negotiate.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. 

Paragraph 15.53 

 

Consultation Question 80. 

1.105 We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 
compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the 
surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.  

Paragraph 15.56 

 

Consultation Question 81. 

1.106 We invite consultees’ views as to whether:  

(1) intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and 

(2) if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or reasonable in 
nature. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts. 

Paragraph 15.60 

 

Consultation Question 82. 

1.107 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended parents to 
agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service 
of undertaking a surrogacy. (check box) 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.108 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the fee should be: 

(1) any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or 

(2) a fixed fee set by the regulator. 

Leave both check boxes blank. 
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I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.109 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what, if any, other payments 
the law should permit, in addition to that fixed fee: 

(1) no other payments; 

(2) essential costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(3) additional costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(4) lost earnings; 

(5) compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and complications, 
and the death of the surrogate; and/or 

(6) gifts. 

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to 
the birth mother for her ‘services’. 

Paragraph 15.69 

 

Consultation Question 83. 

1.110 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for any payment the law 
permits the intended parents to pay the surrogate for her services to be reduced in the 
event of a miscarriage or termination of the pregnancy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 
 

1.111 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee payable to the surrogate 
to be able to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination, whether such 
provision should apply: 

(1) in the first trimester of pregnancy only; 

(2) to any miscarriage or termination; or 

(3) some other period of time (please specify).   

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 

Paragraph 15.72 

 

Consultation Question 84. 

1.112 We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to 
surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to 
parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement 
being used, the only payments that should ever be made are essential and basic expenses for 
which receipts are provided. 

Paragraph 15.74 

 

Consultation Question 85. 

1.113 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have 
not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.75 

 

Consultation Question 86. 

1.114 We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that 
intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.76 
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Consultation Question 87. 

1.115 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods of enforcing 
limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates that we should consider as part of 
our review: 

(1) for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and  

(2) for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of the baby. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts 
are provided. The judge or other competent authority should closely monitor all financial aspects 
of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the 
parental order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the 
arrangements, the competent authority should be totally independent and not, for example, an 
agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any 
way. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 15.89 

 

Consultation Question 88. 

1.116 We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into under 
the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.117 We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into 

under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so should not be dependent 
on the surrogate complying with any terms of the agreement relating to her lifestyle. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy 
agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is utterly abhorrent. 

Paragraph 15.99 

 

Consultation Question 89. 

1.118 We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to 
share with us their experiences f international surrogacy arrangements. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.10 

 

Consultation Question 90. 

1.119 We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international 
context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in 
this chapter. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.12 

 

Consultation Question 91. 

1.120 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register 
a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and 
obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long 
the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.52 
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Consultation Question 92. 

1.121 We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the 
application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international 
surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of 
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this 
proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.53 

 

Consultation Question 93. 

1.122 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In 
particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of 
the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.68 

 

Consultation Question 94. 

1.123 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy 
arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the 
birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s country of birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport before the child is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict 
the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling 
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and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

 

1.124 We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa outside of 
the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal parents of the child 
under nationality law should be brought within the Rules. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
1.125 We provisionally propose that:  

(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links with the 
surrogate; or  

(2) that this condition should be clarified to ensure that it does not prevent the child 
having contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.126 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of a visa 

outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order within six 
months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the availability of the 
visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to remove the time limit on 
applications for parental orders is accepted. 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 16.69 

 

Consultation Question 95. 

1.127 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 
for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an 
international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to 
be completed after the birth of the child. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form 
for the child before she or he is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to 
contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against 
the selling and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I 
therefore strongly disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.76 

 

Consultation Question 96. 

1.128 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 
applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international 
surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the 
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.77 

 

Consultation Question 97. 

1.129 We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, 
comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration 
consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a 
violation of the human rights of women and children and all the other ways in which it is 
possible for people to enjoy children in their lives. 

Paragraph 16.82 
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Consultation Question 98. 

1.130 We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be 
eligible for the new pathway to parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 16.93 

 

Consultation Question 99. 

1.131 We provisionally propose that:  

1.132 the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended parents of 
children born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are recognised as the 
legal parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth, should also be recognised as 
the child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being necessary for the intended parents to 
apply for a parental order, but 

1.133 before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be satisfied that 
the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides protection against the 
exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, that is at least equivalent to 
that provided in UK law. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children 
and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth 
mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her 
consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of 
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case 
by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration. This is an 
important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I 
believe it should apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.94 
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Consultation Question 100. 

1.134 We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy arrangements in the UK 
involving foreign intended parents. 

N/A 
 
1.135 We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 

(1) any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from the UK for the purpose 
of the child becoming the subject of a parental order, or its equivalent, in another 
jurisdiction; and 

(2) if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process allowing foreign 
intended parents to remove the child from the jurisdiction of the UK for this 
purpose and with the approval of the court and, if so, what form should that 
process take. 

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from 
trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same checks as would be used in 
an international adoption. 

Paragraph 16.120 

 

Consultation Question 101. 

1.136 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory 
paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, 
civil partner or partner requires reform. 

I do not believe this needs changing. 
Paragraph 17.18 

 

Consultation Question 102. 

1.137 We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in 
respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only 
one intended parent qualifies.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
Paragraph 17.32 
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Consultation Question 103. 

1.138 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended parents to 
take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the purpose of induced 
lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other reason; and  

(2) if reform is needed, suggestions on reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children.  

Paragraph 17.36 

 

Consultation Question 104. 

1.139 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable 
facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under 
Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is 
sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children. 

Paragraph 17.40 

 

Consultation Question 105. 

1.140 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to 
employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.43 

 

Consultation Question 106. 

1.141 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to 
surrogacy and succession law are required. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.56 
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Consultation Question 107. 

1.142 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy 
arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are reforms to law 
or practice that consultees would like to see in this area. 

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are 
not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to override the birth mother’s 
wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during 
pregnancy, labour and childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions 
and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time for any or no 
reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and 
this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to birth mothers and new-borns – 
especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid 
reason to be extremely cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of 
surrogacy births. 
 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. 
As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in surrogacy is likely to lead to 
additional pressure on the NHS.  
 
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-
term negative effects on the well-being of both of them. This is likely to be the same for birth 
mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional 
long-term pressures on the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and 
there are no questions about this. 
 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure 
that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s health, including premature death. 
Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs 
when this isn’t in their best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors 
are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of 
‘attractiveness’ for example. 
 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these 
issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the NHS picking up the tab for the 
extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. 
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There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and 
society. 
 
At a time when the NHS is under severe strain, and life changing therapies (for cancer, cystic 
fibrosis etc) are not funded due to financial constraints it is a slap in the face to provide money 
for prospective parents to indulge their parenting fantasies while denying patients access to 
drugs which are standard of care in other counties. 
 
1.143 We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like to see 

made to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social Care for 
England and Wales. 

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and 
that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at any time, for any or no reason. 
Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended 
parents’ have no legal right to override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or 
medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum 
period. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert 
than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to ensure that they can speak to her 
alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in 
consultations, and the labour ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes. 
 
1.144 We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better accommodate 

surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding issues. 

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the 
wellbeing of herself and the child. 

Paragraph 17.76 

 

Consultation Question 108. 

1.145 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to 
surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration 
to the significant risk that women will be coerced into agreeing to participate in surrogacy 
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arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even 
more likely if substantial payments are involved. 
 
It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners 
and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or much of their earnings. This is a major 
route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. 
There is no reason to expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it 
is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money. 
 
If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that 
prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement. This should be a criminal offence 
and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as 
a deterrent. That such a law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why 
paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women. 
 
It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any 
payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by receipts and overseen by a judge. 

Paragraph 17.80 

 

Consultation Question 109. 

1.146 We invite consultees who are intended parents, live in the UK, and have entered into a 
surrogacy arrangement that led to the birth of a child to tell us: 

(1) when the child was born; 

(2) whether the arrangement was domestic or international and, if international, in 
which country the arrangement took place; 

(3) whether the arrangement led to the making of a parental order in the UK; and 

(4) whether they are a: 

(a) opposite-sex couple; 

(b) male same-sex couple; 

(c) female same-sex couple; 

(d) single woman; or 

(e) single man. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.2 
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Consultation Question 110. 

1.147 We invite consultees who have experience of applying for a parental order in the UK to 
tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) whether they had legal advice before the making of the parental order; 

(3) whether they were represented by a lawyer in court; and 

(4) the cost of any legal advice or representation. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.4 

 

Consultation Question 111. 

1.148 We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of 
the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the 
child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 

Paragraph 18.6 

 

Consultation Question 112. 

1.149 We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide evidence about the 
cost of: 

(1) medical screening; and 

(2) implications counselling 

(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or implications 
counselling from any other costs involved with fertility treatment). 

N/A 
 
1.150 We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental order proceedings, to 

provide evidence of what they would charge: 

(1) to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed requirement for independent 
legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; and 
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(2) to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy agreement required for the 
new pathway. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.8 

 

Consultation Question 113. 

1.151 We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of: 

(1) the current requirement of a genetic link; and 

(2) any removal of this requirement in cases of medical necessity: 

(a) in the new pathway; 

(b) in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy arrangements; or 

(c) in both situations. 

 
Paragraph 18.11 

 

Consultation Question 114. 

1.152 We invite consultees who consider that they might be able to fulfil the role of the 
independent professional discussed in Chapter 9 to tell us: 

(1) their profession; and  

(2) what they would charge to provide such a service. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.13 

 

Consultation Question 115. 

1.153 We invite consultees who are intended parents to give us their views on the impact of our 
proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 
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(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
1.154 We invite consultees who are surrogates to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.15 

 

Consultation Question 116. 

1.155 We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) that led to the birth of 
their child(ren), including the cost of fertility treatment, payments to the surrogate 
and payments to any surrogacy agency or organisation; 

(3) how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s); 

(4) what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering into a surrogacy 
arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to the birth of a child); and 

(5) how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.18 

 

Consultation Question 117. 

1.156 We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 

 
Paragraph 18.20 
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Consultation Question 118. 

1.157 We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically 
addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this paper. 

1.158  

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already 
decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation should enable it. This may be 
explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested 
interest in surrogacy – ‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience 
of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money from commercial 
surrogacy if it is given the green light. 
 
It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders 
in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as all women are affected by the 
institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial 
surrogacy in this country. 
 
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men 
to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique bond between birth mother and child – 
and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of 
birth are a major step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – 
potentially affecting the status of all women.  
 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other 
family members coercing a woman into engaging in commercial surrogacy for their (and not 
her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to 
have been completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 
 
UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty 
(PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this consultation. There doesn’t appear to 
be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality 
considerations and impact assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women 
and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of equality 
legislation. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have 
due regard to the need to: 
 

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct 
prohibited by the Act. 

• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 
and those who do not. 

• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 
who do not. 
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There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s 
position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the sexes. Any loosening of the laws 
around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have 
an impact on the relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young 
people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them but took 
advantage of their birth mothers. 
 
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not 
based on any recognised human rights instruments – such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ 
confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to 
be a ‘surrogate.’ These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by 
the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard against the sale of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers, including: 
 
 The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no 

contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or physical transfer of the child. 
 All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the 

child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides not to relinquish the child. 
 The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own 

post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual obligation.” 
 Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare 

checks after the birth of the child. 
 Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other 

competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with the best interests of the child 
being paramount. 

 
The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation 
guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed and do not ask the important 
high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc.  
 
For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start 
again from the position of women’s and children’s human rights. If it is found that there is no 
way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties 
such as CEDAW and the UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be 
liberalised.  
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 
 
Although the words in the responses are not my own, as I have not had the time to express my 
views exactly,  I have read all of them and agree as to the wording. 
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Paragraph 18.22 

 



Response ID ANON-2V7F-Y8D7-H

Submitted to The Law Commissions' Consultation on Surrogacy
Submitted on 2019-09-28 23:32:41

About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

n/a

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Other individual

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

n/a

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

This seems wise to ensure proper legal and other forms of oversight for the protection of the child or children concerned, as well as surrogate mothers
from other countries.

Please provide your views below:

Yes, but better to use High Court as this is a serious matter. I appreciate that this causes additional complexity, but the importance of the issues at stake
warrant it.

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

Lay justices or higher - even if surrogacy becomes more common, getting parental orders right will not become less important. By analogy, caesarian
section births are very common indeed - but are still significant abdominal surgery requiring highly qualified surgeons to ensure safety.



10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:

No

Please provide your views below:

I may not have grasped the legal details, but such a change to me seems to benefit the 'commissioning parents' but not the surrogate mother or child.
Obviously, the hope in any surrogacy arrangement is that all will go as planned - and of course the current arrangement creates legal inconvenience for
the prospective parents. However, in my view it acts as an essential barrier to protect a surrogate mother from giving up a child she has given birth to
against her will and that of her family.

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I believe that the needs and rights of a surrogate and her baby in this instance must override those of the prospective parents, unless babies and women
are to become commodities to be commanded by those with more money. No woman can know for sure how she will feel about giving up a baby after
nine months or pregnancy, and if for any reason she does not wish to, it would be the cruellest possible thing to force her. Moreover, whilst not
dismissing the significance of a genetic link to a child, biological motherhood has greater force. No-one who has not given birth to a child can lightly
dismiss the significance of this bond. This is not to say that surrogacy cannot succeed; it can - but the protections have to favour baby and mother.
Awarding parental responsibility away from the mother by default places the commissioning parents automatically in a stronger position - yes, she may
contest, but she could have a newborn baby taken from her while she does so. No woman whose newborn baby is forcibly removed from her is in a
mental position to make a legal challenge. Moreover, the financial circumstances of the surrogate are likely to be inferior to that of the commissioning
couple, further weakening her capacity to contest a parental order.

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

No

Please provide your views below:

Definitely not. This affords the stronger position automatically to the commissioning parents and away from the surrogate. Whilst the hope and intention
of surrogacy arrangements is a smooth handover, no-one can say for sure how a woman will feel about giving the baby away after birth until she comes
to it. If for any reason she feels unable or unwilling to comply, this is obviously a very difficult and sensitive situation to resolve - but reducing her position
from legal parent to someone who merely has a right to object to another's legal parenthood sears painfully across biological and emotional realities. It
also implies that commissioning parents are automatically, unless proven otherwise, better parents for the new baby than the woman who gave birth to
it. This is a dangerous assumption or implication and unlikely to benefit the baby.
I note you state that 'We see no reason to replicate that period [six weeks] when
screening and procedural safeguards are in place' - but there are many, notably that birth itself is such a life-changing event that it is impossible to know
for sure how a mother will feel until afterwards, and how her ability and capacity to respond may be affected. Proposed changes would stack the cards
further against her.

15  Consultation Question 8:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Essential for oversight and regulation.

100 years; or

Please provide your views below:

Seems reasonable. What will happen if the organisation or clinic closes - who will have responsibility for ongoing retention of records? Otherwise clinics
could close and reopen under other names to evade scrutiny, as well as closing in the normal order of things.



16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes, given the existing emphasis on the importance of children born through donated gametes to know something about this in later life. Also it could
further strengthen the impression that babies born through surrogates are a commodity.

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

Yes. I thought anonymous sperm donation was no longer permissible? Whose best interests are coming first - the child, or not? I suggest child's must
come first.

18  Consultation Question 11:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I don't agree that surrogate mothers' legal parental rights should be relegated to a 'right to object at all - but IF this were the case, I suggest that seven
weeks is not long enough. A woman who has just given birth and who is then deprived of her baby and is not happy about the arrangement is not
necessarily in a position to make decisions and write objections. I believe that it is rare for a surrogate mother to be better educated or better off than
commissioning parents, which further weakens her capacity to act in such a short time-frame. Obviously, for the sake of all parties the period must be
short, but something like 16 weeks would be more appropriate.

19  Consultation Question 12:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

I don't think the new pathway is correct (see answers to question above), but if the surrogate does object, this makes sense. But the period needs to be
longer and the relative capacities of parties to act require consideration.

20  Consultation Question 13:

No

Please provide your views below:

(1) Is there any point? What intended parent is going to say the surrogate lacked capacity?
(2) No - for reasons previously outlined, the surrogate may not within the defined period have capacity to provide positive consent. She might have
post-partum depression or even psychosis; she could be grappling with feelings that are not easy to resolve, especially given the physical after-effects of
pregnancy and birth; she may also be wrestling with financial and other practical considerations - and with the (understandable) weight of expectation
and potentially also serious pressure from commissioning parents to consent.
(3) Yes but I think (1) and (2) are both fundamentally flawed

21  Consultation Question 14:

No

Please provide your views below:

Is there not a potential conflict of interest if the regulated clinic or surrogacy organisation is charged with assessing the welfare of the child? I think that an
independent agency should be involved - this is not to say that surrogacy clinics and organisations have no regard to the welfare of surrogates or babies,
but that they may have a greater regard (not necessarily conscious) for that of the prospective parents.
Similarly, although I acknowledge the potential convenience of welfare assessments taking place before birth, I suggest that there must be some further
assessment after birth because it is not known before hand what the state of health of the baby may be, or what the physical or emotional state of the
mother may be. Birth is a profound process and even among women who have given birth before, does not necessarily proceed along the same lines. It is
therefore impossible to reliably predict what may happen to either mother or baby, and both of these factors could materially affect welfare
assessments.

22  Consultation Question 15:

No

Please provide your views below:



Spouses and civil partners have legal partnership with the surrogate mother (as distinct from other forms of non-legally recognised partnerships) and
therefore they too are stakeholders in their partner's pregnancy and the birth of a child. It is therefore appropriate that if the surrogate mother objects to
the intended parents' acquisition of legal parenthood, she and her partner should become the legal parents of the baby until this issue is resolved. This is
likely to be a safer position for the baby, irrespective of final outcome.

Yes

Please share your views below:

As above - whilst I understand concerns raised that involving spouses or civil partners in legal parenthood could undermine the surrogate mother's
autonomy, the profound nature of pregnancy and birth and the physical and emotional issues it may pose will inevitably affect them as well as the
surrogate mother and the baby, and they deserve a say. This is because they have legal (as well as emotional) partnership with the surrogate mother (as
distinct from other forms of non-legally recognised partnerships) and therefore they too are stakeholders. In the interests of the child, if the surrogate
mother objects to the intended parents' acquisition of legal parenthood, she and her partner should become the legal parents of the baby until this issue
is resolved. This possibility makes it appropriate for spousal consent to the surrogacy arrangement to be obtained in advance. This should also serve to
protect the intended parents - what if the spouse knows in advance of the arrangement that they would want to keep a baby and not give it away? They
might then influence the surrogate mother towards this end.

23  Consultation Question 16:

No

Please provide your views below:

The safest arrangement is for the surrogate to be the legal parent unless she consents to transferring this to the intended parents. This reflects biological
reality and could be important psychologically for the mother - whilst intended parents would not doubt also grieve, they will not have the added physical
impact of having lost a pregnancy.

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Provided that consent is freely given by the surrogate after the birth, and not otherwise.

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Provided that consent is freely given by the surrogate after the birth, and not otherwise.

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

Yes, I think that would be appropriate. For example, spouses or family members may reasonably feel that, the surrogate mother having given her life,
they should have the right to keep the child as part of their family as her final wishes on the matter are unknown - bearing in mind that these could have
changed during or after birth.

26  Consultation Question 19:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

(2) seems safest. If the surrogate mother is willing for the child to be cared for by interested persons to adopt the child, then that can be arranged, but if
the intended parents have both died then potentially all bets are off and the safest place for the baby should be assumed to be with the surrogate
mother. For example, she may have been very happy to give the baby to the intended parents, but not necessarily happy to give the baby to persons
unknown. She may even know that the intended parents greatly disliked their own relatives, say. Or she may just feel that the situation has changed and
that she therefore wishes to keep her baby.

27  Consultation Question 20:

No



Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

(1) I can see how this might be convenient but I think it carries unacceptable risks to the welfare of the surrogate mother and baby. Babies simply are not
and never should be a commodity and to determine parenthood in this fashion before birth is not in their best interests.

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

(1) yes
(2) judicial AND ethical - an independent ethics committee to which cases can be referred would be appropriate because in some cases judgements might
need to be made that are neither administrative nor judicial, to balance the best interests of all parties but especially the child and the surrogate mother.

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

My personal view is that the factors should include the child's needs to have a known mother and father - children need to know their biological realities
regardless of who may end up parenting them. In a dispute the benefits of having the active presence of both male and female parents in their lives
should also be taken into account.

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

33  Consultation Question 26:

No

Please provide your views below:

To ensure proper protection of surrogate mothers - no, I still think they should apply for parental orders rather than acquire parental responsibility
automatically. Obviously the fact that they are caring for the child already will lend additional weight to this application, and rightly so - but what if, for
example, the surrogate mother changed her mind or was too ill to be consulted but the intended parents took the baby home?

34  Consultation Question 27:

No

Please provide your views below:

Absolutely not. It strips potentially exceptionally vulnerable women of their essential legal protections and places the onus on them to muster the
physical, emotional and financial resources to object - in a short period of time, after pregnancy and birth. If the outcome of a surrogacy arrangement is
in doubt, the best place for the baby is with the birth mother. That is hard for the prospective parents - and could make it harder for the surrogate
mother should she fail in her objection to the prospective parents and have to give up the baby after a longer time together - but if there is any possibility
of a baby remaining with its birth mother, that is the best place for that baby. The potential emotional and physical bond of pregnancy and birth can be
overwhelmingly strong.

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements



37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

It weakens protections for the most vulnerable - surrogate mothers and babies

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

No

Please provide your views below:

40  Consultation Question 33:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I don't know - regulation certainly is needed, but the danger of having 'regulated surrogacy organisations' is that it streamlines surrogacy to make it seem
more like any consumer process, which has serious risks for surrogates and babies. The more we treat surrogacy as a commercial transaction, the
greater the risks...also will the 'regulated' tickbox mask a conflict of interest for surrogacy organisations whose raise d'etre is to facilitate surrogacy - npot
necessarily to protect surrogates.

No

Please provide your views below:

Some elements should be stipulated

Other

Please provide your views below:

More than one! This would be the responsibility of the chief executive/director, Board of trustees or directors and senior staff.

41  Consultation Question 34:

representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator;, managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence and
skill;, ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary
policies and procedures;, training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and, providing data to the regulator and to such other person as
required by law.

Please provide your views below:

I think this HAS to be more than one person to be safe. For oversight if nothing else.

Please provide your views below:

Promoting and safeguarding the welfare of potential and actual surrogates
Promoting and safeguarding the welfare of babies born through surrogacy (including before birth)
Promoting and safeguarding the welfare of potential parents - above and beyond their desire to have a baby of their own through surrogacy

Please provide your views below:

Do you know, I think the best possible safeguard - though I don't think this would be legally enforceable - is that she should have given birth herself. This
is a life-changing event, after all.
Failing this I suggest that they should be accredited , regulated professional practitioners in at least one relevant field - medicine, child health or welfare,
psychology or similar. As well as having a good understanding of ethics, law, regulation.

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?



Yes

Please provide your views below:

ABSOLUTELY - for everyone's sake

43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

It would be more appropriate for another (perhaps new) ALB to have oversight that is able to offer a balanced view - the HFEA has excellent experience of
many relevant elements, not least public consultation and careful regulation BUT is skewed towards facilitating parenthood rather than protecting the
welfare of the vulnerable. Which could bias the system towards prospective parents.

Please provide your views below:

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

There absolutely should be prohibition about such charging. For the protection of prospective parents.

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

This would mean actively promoting surrogacy and risks commodifying having children.

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child 
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth



certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

In line with requirements for children born through donated gametes - biological birth mothers are as much a part of the truth of children's background
as genetic contributors.

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

In line with requirements for children born through donated gametes - biological birth mothers are as much a part of the truth of children's background
as genetic contributors. Also, it risks negating the essential role of women in the birth of a child.

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Only fair.

55  Consultation Question 47:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

57  Consultation Question 49:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

(2)

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

Yes

59  Consultation Question 51:



Yes

Please provide your views below:

Provided both agree

Please provide your views below:

Yes, provided both agree

60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes - still relevant

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

No

Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order

62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a
parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree?

Please provide your views below:

63  Consultation Question 55:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway

64  Consultation Question 56:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Minimum three years

65  Consultation Question 57:

Please provide your views below:

No to both

66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide views below:

67  Consultation Question 59:

Other



Please provide views below:

I think one intended parent should provide a gamete in the new pathway. If they do not, it should not follow the new pathway. I agree however that
double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity but caution should be exercised - for example, if both intended parents are too
old to produce a viable gamete, should they be facilitated to become legal parents of a child? Is that in the child's best interests?

Please provide views below:

No

Yes

Please provide views below:

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith
began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner
provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide views below:

But only if uncontested by the surrogate

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

'Reasonable' infertility - ie. arising from serious medical conditions (genetic disorders, cancer treatment etc.) but not age or biological sex

71  Consultation Question 63:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Yes, I agree

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes I agree - for the sake of children

72  Consultation Question 64:

No

Please provide your views below:

If people are too old to have plausibly had a child themselves biologically (in theory), they should not be allowed to do so via surrogacy, in the best
interests of the child.

Please provide your views below:

45 for women, 55 for men. The latter isn't strictly biological, of course, but some degree of parity seems appropriate in the interests of the child. Could
push to 50 for each.

Other

Please provide your views below:



Frankly, you would be better to make it 21. Or even 25.

73  Consultation Question 65:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Frankly, you would be better to make it 21. Or even 25.

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway

74  Consultation Question 66:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I don;t agree with the new pathway. But medical and psychological testing seems appropriate.

Please provide your views below:

75  Consultation Question 67:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the
intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is
signed. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

But who would pay?

77  Consultation Question 69:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given
birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

Yes, there absolutely should. This is not an absolute predictor of outcome, but an essential prerequisite.

79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman
can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

Of course there should. For one thing, the risks to the mother increase with each pregnancy and also for the baby so it is in everyone's best interests not
to limit this.

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:



based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of receipts.

Please provide your views below:

Otherwise open to abuse, inducement etc.

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

Missed pay during maternity leave or from ill-health due to pregnancy or birth or time for medical or legal appointments
Travel expenses for medical or legal appointments
Reasonable allowance for maternity clothing
Childcare expenses for all of the above if relevant
ONLY

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

NO. Any step along this path risks further skewing the balance away from (poorer, younger) surrogate women towards (older, richer, potentially
desperate) prospective parents, even will no ill intentions on any side. It could also increase the impression that babies can be in some way purchased.

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

Yes but with protections to ensure surrogates receive truly independent legal advice, and with provisions for repayments (suitably paced over time)
should surrogacy fail.

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

Only with proof

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

Please provide your views below:

I'm not sure that they should. The surrogate should be made aware of all these risks in advance; I can see the argument for making payments as these
are no small things with long-term health effects...but could also place extra financial pressure on surrogates not to contest arrangements.

Please provide your views below:

The more they can pay, the more surrogacy will be liable to involve exploitation of vulnerable women. Sad but true.

a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or

Please provide your views below:

Clarity and parity essential...

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

Only if it does not affect the surrogate's family's right to contest for legal parenthood or guardianship

89  Consultation Question 81:



Please provide your views below:

(1)No, but if so (2) yes
Open to abuse on both sides otherwise

90  Consultation Question 82:

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

Otherwise poor women will be forced into it. Inevitably.

a fixed fee set by the regulator.

Please provide your views below:

As above - limits to some degree scope for exploitation, though not wholly.

essential costs relating to the pregnancy;, additional costs relating to the pregnancy;, lost earnings;

Please provide any views below:

ONLY

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

No. These are also traumatic and potentially dangerous events for the surrogate mother.

in the first trimester of pregnancy only;

Please provide your views below:

Even then it is pretty grim, you know...

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

It just isn't safe for payments other than ensuring surrogate is not left out-of-pocket by the pregnancy and birth.

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

96  Consultation Question 88:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements



97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their
experiences of international surrogacy arrangements.

Please provide your views below:

98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us
their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter.

Please provide your views below:

99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through
an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for
obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the
child.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a
child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after
the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

102  Consultation Question 94:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU
Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will
need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform
Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended
parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do
consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new
pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

107  Consultation Question 99:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

108  Consultation Question 100:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:

No

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

Maternity allowance should be payable to birth mothers only

111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

No

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

No, it is not (what madness IS this? they are NOT pregnant or breast feeding)

113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

Don't lose sight of biological reality. Parents by surrogacy have acquired parental responsibilities in the manner of adoption, but not physical illnesses or
conditions related to pregnancy or birth.

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:



The physical and emotional safety of the birth mother must remain paramount. Requirements to accommodate the intended parents could undermine
this.

116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 18: Impact

117  Consultation Question 109:

Please insert the year of birth here:

Not Answered

If international, in which country did the arrangement take place?:

Not Answered

Not Answered

118  Consultation Question 110:

Not Answered

Not Answered

Not Answered

Please provide the cost of any legal advice or representation below:

119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law
where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

This is potentially inconvenient and stressful for the intended parents BUT protecting the interests of the surrogate mothers and the babies HAS to come
first, because they are the most vulnerable in this scenario. Intended parents are also vulnerable, but they do not have the additional complications of
biological bonds and physical trauma. Therefore the current law is largely best left as it is - no matter what the pressure from people who wish to be able
to become parents with greater ease irrespective of ability or willingness to do so. Stand up to these pressures.

120  Consultation Question 112:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

121  Consultation Question 113:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

122  Consultation Question 114:

Please provide your views below:

123  Consultation Question 115:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

124  Consultation Question 116:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:



Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland.

Please provide your views below:

126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or
the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper.

Please provide your views below:

This is a legal consultation. I commend the decision to review these arrangements, which is highly appropriate, but caution strongly against sweeping
changes that could undermine protections for potential surrogate mothers and for babies in favour of increasing protections for prospective parents.
Whilst being well able to appreciate the potential distress of those unable to have children (having personally experienced some years of secondary
infertility as well as miscarriages), there is NO human right to have children; they are a gift of immense value, but not something that can in any way be
purchased. Women are at risk of being exploited to provide babies for people who are more wealthy. I am dismayed to see increasing references to
women as 'gestators' and believe that we are already seeing worrying social trends towards commodification of women's bodies and erosion of
reproductive rights. The law must not exacerbate this trend, which is not in the best interests of women or children. I further worry that a loss of any
sense of biological reality - the necessity of a biological mother and father to produce a new life, irrespective of who may care for it - will also prove
detrimental to the ultimate welfare of children. Legal changes that streamline surrogacy arrangements seem likely to disproportionately benefit
prospective parents and many are therefore unwise - better to inconvenience most to some degree than ruin some.
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Surrogacy Consultation Questions 

Email the completed document to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk before the deadline 

of 11 October 2019. 

ABOUT YOU 

1. What is your name? 

 

 

2. If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a 

university), what is the name of your organisation? 

N/A 

 

3. Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your 

organisation? 

(Required – Choose one response) 

• This is a personal response 

4. If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best 

describes you? 

(Choose one response) 

• Surrogate 

• Intended parent 

• Person born of a surrogacy arrangement 

• Family member of a surrogate 

• Family member of an intended parent 

• Legal practitioner 

• Medical practitioner or counsellor 

• Social worker 

• Academic 

• Other individual 

5. What is your email address? 

Email address:   

 

If you enter your email address then you will automatically receive an acknowledgement email 

when you submit your response. 
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6. What is your telephone number? 

Telephone number:  

 

7. If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be 

treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. 

As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot 

give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consultation Question 1. 

1.1 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales:  

(1) all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 

allocated to a judge of the High Court; and 

YES 

 

International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of 

children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost 

seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. 

For this reason these cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.  

 

(2) if international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to a judge of 

the High Court, circuit judges should be ticketed to hear such cases. 

Paragraph 6.42 

 

Consultation Question 2. 

1.2 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and Wales  
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(1) domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-birth parental order 

should continue to be heard by lay justices, or whether they should be allocated to another 

level of the judiciary; and 

(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another level of the 

judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be appropriate. 

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the 

exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so 

the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these 

cases should NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit 

judges or higher. 

Paragraph 6.51 

 

Consultation Question 3. 

1.3 We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the 

current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation 

Questions 1 and 2. 

 

Paragraph 6.53 

 

Consultation Question 4. 

1.4 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court should be placed under a 

duty to consider whether to make an order awarding the intended parents parental 

responsibility at the first directions hearing in the proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our provisional proposal in 

Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether in the new pathway or not) automatically 

acquire parental responsibility if the child is living with or being cared for by them is not 

supported by consultees). 

NO 

 

The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and 

parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 

authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. 

Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should 

be open. 
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* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 6.58 

 

Consultation Question 5. 

1.5 We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the FPR 2010 

should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the 

proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 

Paragraph 6.72 

 

Consultation Question 6. 

1.6 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they are of the view that, in Scotland:  

(1) there is a need for greater consistency and clarity in provisions relating to the 

expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers and, if so, how this should be 

addressed;   

(2) it should be provided by statute that, at the initial hearing or any subsequent hearing 

for a parental order, the court may make any such interim order or orders for 

parental responsibilities and parental rights as it sees fit; and/or 

(3) further procedural reform is needed and, if so, what that reform should be. 

 

Paragraph 6.110 

 

Consultation Question 7. 

1.7 In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, before the 

child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have: 

(1) entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will include a 

statement as to legal parenthood on birth, 

(2) complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 
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(3) met eligibility requirements, 

on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child, 

subject to the surrogate’s right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key 

recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in 

respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal 

parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up 

the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard 

against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to 

surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and a domestic context. 

 

This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and 

all of the implications need to be fully understood. There is no evidence in the consultation paper 

that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all. 

 

I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at 

birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ 

mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify 

measures that contravene the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the 

provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and 

trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers. 

 

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or 

condone a system that would require women to deliberately conceive and subsequently give 

birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The 

rights of the child must be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers 

say they want or not. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.13 

 

Consultation Question 8. 

1.8 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed clinics 

should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under the new 

pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a specified 

minimum period. 

Do consultees agree? 
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OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 

organisations. 

 

1.9 We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be: whether 100 

years or another period. 

Paragraph 8.14 

 

Consultation Question 9. 

1.10 We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes 

should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy 

organisation is involved. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they 

would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence. 

Paragraph 8.21 

 

Consultation Question 10. 

1.11 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a 

traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from 

entering into the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’  

Paragraph 8.22 

 

Consultation Question 11. 

1.12 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal parenthood 

by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the child;  
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(2) this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in writing 

within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the intended parents 

and the body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; and 

(3) the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration less one 

week. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire 

legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only a limited time to object. This 

contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the 

legal parent at birth and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility 

in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth, 

with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration. 

 

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 

give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 

the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 

human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 

After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 

surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 

decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 

through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 

the expiry of the deadline. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.35 

 

Consultation Question 12. 

1.13 We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents 

acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy arrangement 

should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the result that: 

(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child;  

(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal parent of the 

child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these circumstances; and 

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental order to 

obtain legal parenthood. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended 

parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  

 

The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 

partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 

parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 

and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 

Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 

 

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 

give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 

the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 

human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 

After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 

surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 

decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 

through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 

the expiry of the deadline. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.36 

 

Consultation Question 13. 

1.14 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on registering the 

birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that the surrogate has lacked 

capacity at any time during the period in which she had the right to object to the 

intended parents acquiring legal parenthood; 

(2) if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the period in 

which she has the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal parenthood, 

the surrogate should be able to provide a positive consent to such acquisition; and 

(3) if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the surrogate is 

unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant period, the surrogacy 

arrangement should exit the new pathway and the intended parents should be able 

to make an application for a parental order. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 

parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  

 

The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 

partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 

parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 

and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 

Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 

 

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 

give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 

the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 

human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 

After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 

surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 

decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 

through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 

the expiry of the deadline. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.37 

 

Consultation Question 14. 

1.15 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be born as a 

result of the surrogacy arrangement: 

(1) should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of Practice; 

(2) either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as appropriate, 

should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed; and 

(3) there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after his or 

her birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

 

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s 

recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in 
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surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the 

birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is 

an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest. 

Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth. 

 

The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before 

the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.  

 

The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because 

parents of children born through the normal process are not subject to such checks does not 

hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential 

experiences that change you and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and 

rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For obvious 

reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.  

 

In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, 

physiological and emotional resources, which means she has already made a huge and 

unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and 

emotional commitment to the child is already well-developed, giving her the best chance of 

surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood 

and adolescence.  

 

The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources 

does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of caring for a new-born child and the 

long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.51 

 

Consultation Question 15. 

1.16 We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement 

under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right to object to the 

intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the surrogate’s spouse or civil 

partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’  

 

There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for 

financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she does not have legal parenthood or 
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parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject 

this proposal. 

 

However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore 

have an implication for all children, all families because it would set a precedent. It should not be 

introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and 

children. There is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such 

assessment. 

 

1.17 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement outside 

the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue to be a legal 

parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement. 

YES 

 

The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and 

partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain. 

Paragraph 8.57 

 

Consultation Question 16. 

1.18 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn: 

(1) the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the surrogate 

exercises her right to object; and 

(2) the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 

the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 

parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. The 

birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if 

the child is stillborn. 

 

1.19 We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents 

being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration 

of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that 

the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the 

stillbirth. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this 

situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should 

not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this. 

Paragraph 8.77 

 

Consultation Question 17. 

1.20 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, 

where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able 

to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the 

period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have 

made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order 

are satisfied, on registration of the birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this 

situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and if the child 

dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth 

mother was the legal parent. 

Paragraph 8.79 

 

Consultation Question 18. 

1.21 For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 

whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which 

she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new 

pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a 

parental order. 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 8.80 
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Consultation Question 19. 

1.22 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, where 

both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended parents should 

be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the surrogate not exercising her 

right to object within the defined period. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased 

‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should 

always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately 

reflect this. 

 

1.23 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new 

pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy or before a 

parental order is made: 

(1) it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who claims an 

interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, or who would be 

permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of the Children Act 1989: 

(a) for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and 

(b) for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject to the 

surrogate’s consent; or 

(2) the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not be 

possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s parents, but that 

there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide details of the intended 

parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry onto the register of surrogacy 

arrangements. 

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already 

deceased – so option (2) is preferable. 

Paragraph 8.81 

 

Consultation Question 20. 

1.24 We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order by a sole 

applicant under section 54A: 
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(1) the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always intended that 

there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in respect of the child 

concerned or to supply the name and contact details of the other intended parent;  

(2) if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be made for 

notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the application and an 

opportunity given to that party to provide notice of opposition within a brief period 

(of, say, 14 to 21 days); and 

(3) if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to oppose, he or 

she should be required to make his or her own application within a brief period (say 

14 days), otherwise the application of the first intended parent will be determined by 

the court. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 

Paragraph 8.86 

 

Consultation Question 21. 

1.25 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and 

(2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth 

mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and 

parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 

authority AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount 

consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.91 

 

Consultation Question 22. 

1.26 We invite consultees’ views:  

(1) as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new pathway that we 

have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the intended 

parents at birth; and 

(2) if so, as to whether should this oversight be: 
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(a) administrative, or 

(b) judicial. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the 

legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood 

and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other 

competent authority AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as 

recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.93 

 

Consultation Question 23. 

1.27 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989, 

should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional specific 

factors in the situation where it is considering the arrangements for a child in the 

context of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement; and 

(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be. 

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about 

a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the 

issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s 

recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not 

believe any other factors should be added. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.120 

 

Consultation Question 24. 

1.28 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as applied 

and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 

Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to 

additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering whether to make a 

parental order; and 

(2) what those additional factors should be. 
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The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental 

order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered 

and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the 

child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors 

should be added. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.121 

 

Consultation Question 25. 

1.29 We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be 

amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 

8 order without leave. 

NO 

 

There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother 

and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy arrangements. The court should therefore 

always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no 

liberalisation of the law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do 

not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can apply for a 

section 8 order without leave. 

Paragraph 8.123 

 

Consultation Question 26. 

1.30 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 

arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire parental 

responsibility automatically where: 

(1) the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and  

(2) they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and 

all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 

should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as 
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recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and 

trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 

 

I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 

is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 

consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of 

the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 

reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  

 

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 

that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no legal 

responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must 

be prioritised regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.132 

 

Consultation Question 27. 

1.31 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 

arrangement in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of the child; 

and 

(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should continue to 

have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living with, or being cared 

for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 

parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility automatically. The birth mother 

should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental 

responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority 

AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is 

the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the 

sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 

 

I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 

is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 

consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of 
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the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 

reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  

 

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 

that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no responsibility 

for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised 

regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.134 

 

Consultation Question 28. 

1.32 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the 

surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the 

arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to 

object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the 

‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood and parental responsibility. 

 

All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 

should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the 

child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special 

Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the 

exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.139 

 

Consultation Question 29. 

1.33 For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of parental 

responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the intended parents, 

during the period in which parental responsibility is shared; and 
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(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility by the 

party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have 

legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and all subsequent decisions 

involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other 

competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 

recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 

and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.140 

 

Consultation Question 30. 

1.34 We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the 

scope of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 9.29 

 

Consultation Question 31. 

1.35 We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used 

independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we 

would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that 

took place. 

N/A 

Paragraph 9.35 
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Consultation Question 32. 

1.36 We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements should be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 

binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 

 

1.37 We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 

binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 

Paragraph 9.36 

 

Consultation Question 33. 

1.38 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations;  

NO 

 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 

legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 

be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to take a 

particular form; and 

OTHER 

 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 

legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 

be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual responsible 

for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
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I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 

legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 

be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.61 

 

Consultation Question 34. 

1.39 We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for: 

(1) representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator; 

(2) managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence 

and skill; 

(3) ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, 

including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary policies and 

procedures; 

(4) training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and 

(5) providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law. 

Do consultees agree? 

LEAVE ALL CHECK BOXES BLANK (i.e. none of the above) 

 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 

legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 

be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

1.40 We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible individual 

should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 

legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 

be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

1.41 We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualifications a person 

responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 

legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 

be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.62 
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Consultation Question 35. 

1.42 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit 

making bodies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 

surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 

would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they 

will inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) 

and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or coerce more women to act 

as ‘surrogates.’ 

 

Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and 

prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW, which prohibits third-parties profiting or 

otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women. 

Paragraph 9.84 

 

Consultation Question 36. 

1.43 We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and 

facilitation services. 

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because 

that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human 

rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.94 

 

Consultation Question 37. 

1.44 We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to 

offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new 

pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 

surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
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facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 

in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

  

1.45 We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should 

be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements 

outside the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 

surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 

facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 

in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.95 

 

Consultation Question 38. 

1.46 We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against 

organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, 

and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they 

are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I 

consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services 

should be a criminal offence. 

Paragraph 9.97 

 

Consultation Question 39. 

1.47 We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 

Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and 

oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal 

parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 

surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 

would drive an increase in surrogacy.  
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1.48 If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of Practice should 

apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which additional or new areas of 

regulation should be applied. 

Paragraph 9.117 

 

Consultation Question 40. 

1.49 We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable 

(subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation 

to financial terms).  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 

Paragraph 9.129 

 

Consultation Question 41. 

1.50 We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for 

negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, 

because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both women and the child. The idea of 

organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of 

Article 6 of CEDAW, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits 

the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any form of benefit from 

women’s prostitution. 

Paragraph 9.135 

 

Consultation Question 42. 

1.51 We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy 

should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything 

that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. 

Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and enabling 

advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent. 

 

At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that 

being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an impoverished woman’s financial problems. If 

this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female 

students and young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to 

their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would be the most vulnerable to 

this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest. 

 

Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, 

we need to protect disadvantaged women from the temptation of renting their wombs. This 

means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned. 

Paragraph 9.145 

 

Consultation Question 43. 

1.52 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental 

order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the 

Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth 

certificate at the age of 18. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 

Paragraph 10.80 

 

Consultation Question 44. 

1.53 We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that 

result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full 

form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy 

arrangement. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 

parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original birth certificate. The birth mother should 

be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal 

parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other 

competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
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recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 

and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 

 

However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of 

the certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 10.85 

 

Consultation Question 45. 

1.54 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and 

Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed 

to changes to allow for the registration of three parents or for anyone other than the birth mother 

to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate. Such proposals could lead to the 

facilitation of the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the 

understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is unique. 

Paragraph 10.87 

 

Consultation Question 46. 

1.55 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has 

been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained 

in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 

Paragraph 10.89 

 

Consultation Question 47. 

1.56 We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements should be 

created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and the gamete 

donors. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.57 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority; 

(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, whether in or 

outside the new pathway, provided that the information about who has contributed 

gametes for the conception of the child has been medically verified, and that the 

information should include: 

(a) identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy arrangement, and 

(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed gametes to the 

conception of the child; and 

(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a parental 

order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage where available 

and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the use of an anonymous 

gamete donor if that applies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 

organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the children have 

access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that 

the information held on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because 

otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his 

genetic parentage. 

Paragraph 10.102 

 

Consultation Question 48. 

1.58 We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate 

and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy 

arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it 

trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his genetic 

parentage. 

Paragraph 10.104 
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Consultation Question 49. 

1.59 We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be able to 

access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for identifying 

information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information is included on the 

register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable opportunity to receive 

counselling about the implications of compliance with this request. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 

 

1.60 We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16 (depending on 

whether the information is identifying or non-identifying respectively) should be able to 

access the information in the register and, if so, in which circumstances: 

(1) where his or her legal parents have consented; 

(2) if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or she is 

sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or 

(3) in any other circumstances. 

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable. 

Paragraph 10.110 

 

Consultation Question 50. 

1.61 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of 

a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person 

whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil 

partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 

YES, this should be possible. 

Paragraph 10.114 

 

Consultation Question 51. 

1.62 We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically related 

through, the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to identify each 

other, if they both wish to do so. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.63 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow people born 

to the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to access the register to 

identify each other, if they both wish to do so. 

YES, I agree. 

Paragraph 10.121 

 

Consultation Question 52. 

1.64 We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a person 

carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the register to identify 

each other, if they both wish to do so: 

(1) if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or 

(2) if they are not genetically related through the surrogate. 

YES to both (1) and (2) 

Paragraph 10.123 

 

Consultation Question 53. 

1.65 For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 

whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental 

order should be recorded in the register. 

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded 

in the register. 

Paragraph 10.128 
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Consultation Question 54. 

1.66 We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the 

HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 

circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 11.20 

 

Consultation Question 55. 

1.67 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any other legal 

parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found or is incapable of 

giving agreement, should continue to be available; 

NO  

 

I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 

trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 

as an option when a parental order is not possible. 

 

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the surrogate, and 

any other legal parent of the child, in the following circumstances: 

(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of the 

surrogate and any other legal parent, or 

(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with the 

intended parents; and 

(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the paramount 

consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life guided by the factors 

set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in Scotland, in line 

with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 

trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 

as an option when a parental order is not possible. 

Paragraph 11.58 

 

Consultation Question 56. 

1.68 We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway, the 

intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or habitually resident in 

the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man. 

Do consultees agree?  

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be 

domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism. 

 

1.69 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional conditions 

imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying period of habitual 

residence required to satisfy the test. 

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual 

residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk of surrogacy tourism. 

Paragraph 12.15 

 

Consultation Question 57. 

1.70 We invite consultees’ views on whether: 

(1) the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008 should be 

reformed and, if so, how; or 

(2) the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are within the 

prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from applying. 

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed. 

Paragraph 12.29 
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Consultation Question 58. 

1.71 We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be 

required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s 

home to be with them. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.  

Paragraph 12.34 

 

Consultation Question 59. 

1.72 We provisionally propose that the new pathway –  

(1) should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the intended 

parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that double donation of 

gametes is permitted, but 

(2) that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity, 

meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to provide a gamete due to 

infertility. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should 

be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

 

1.73 We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted under the 

parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in the new pathway) in 

domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are 

likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do not believe that double donation should 

be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

 

1.74 We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of the 

intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the parental order 

pathway should be retained in international surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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Paragraph 12.64 

 

Consultation Question 60. 

1.75 We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic 

cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical 

necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the 

surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic 

link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.71 

 

Consultation Question 61. 

1.76 We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical 

necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single 

parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes 

but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.76 
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Consultation Question 62. 

1.77 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a surrogacy 

arrangement has been used because of medical necessity: 

(1) for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or 

(2) for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made. 

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights 

and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’  

 

1.78 We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if it is 

introduced, should be defined and assessed. 

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.94 

 

Consultation Question 63. 

1.79 We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to parenthood, information 

identifying the child’s genetic parents and the surrogate must be provided for entry on the 

national register of surrogacy agreements prior to registration of the child’s birth. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 

 

I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in 

any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all genetic parents and the birth 

mother. 

 

1.80 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for an application for a 

parental order that: 

(1) those who contributed gametes are entered on the national register of surrogacy 

agreements; and/or 

(2) if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents provided gametes in the 

conception of the child, that the genetic link is demonstrated to the court with 

medical or DNA evidence. 

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order 

in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2). 
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1.81 We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the application of a parental 

order that the identity of the surrogate is entered on the national register of surrogacy 

agreements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 

 

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision. 

Paragraph 12.115 

 

Consultation Question 64. 

1.82 We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit for the grant of a 

parental order. The age of the intended parents should continue to be taken into account 

in the assessment of the welfare of the child in applications to grant a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both 

women’s and children’s human rights.  

 

Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 

and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 

Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is 

to be opened up, a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear 

that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy arrangement and will make it 

less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a 

fait accompli. 

 

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 

society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age but not beyond. It is 

therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 

 

1.83 We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway there should be a 

maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, what it should be. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 

allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ and it should be 45. 

 

Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 

and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
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I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s 

human rights. However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore 

consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important. This will make it clear that 

society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement 

and will make it less likely that they will. 

 

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 

society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age. It is therefore imperative 

that age limits are set very carefully.  

 

1.84 We provisionally propose that intended parents should be required to be at least 18 years 

old at the time that they enter into a surrogacy agreement under the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 

allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it should be much older than 

18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate. 

 

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 

society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement at that age. It is therefore imperative that 

age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it 

would be reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before 

they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood? 

Paragraph 12.133 

 

Consultation Question 65. 

1.85 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years of age 

(at the time of conception), in order for the court to have the power to make a parental 

order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a 

violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.  

 

At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself 

as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There 
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should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I 

suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate. 

 

Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 

sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 

What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 

arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 

steps into independence and adulthood?  

 

1.86 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years old at 

the time of entering into the surrogacy agreement within the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of 

childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that 

she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older 

minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be 

more appropriate. 

 

Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 

sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 

What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 

arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first 

steps into independence and adulthood?  

Paragraph 12.144 

 

Consultation Question 66. 

1.87 We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any partner of the 

surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes should be required for the new 

pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
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1.88 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out in the Code of 

Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy arrangements outside a licensed clinic, and if 

not, which types of testing should be required for such arrangements. 

 

Paragraph 13.16 

 

Consultation Question 67. 

1.89 We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the new 

pathway: 

(1) the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the intended parents 

intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway should be 

required to attend counselling with regard to the implications of entering into that 

arrangement; and 

(2) the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who meets the 

requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.44 

 

Consultation Question 68. 

1.90 We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that 

the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect 

of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.65 
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Consultation Question 69. 

1.91 We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway: 

(1) an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained for intended parents, 

surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or partners of surrogates;  

(2) the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not enable a surrogate 

arrangement to be proceed under the new pathway where a person screened is unsuitable 

for having being convicted of, or received a police caution for, any offence appearing on a 

prescribed list of offences; and  

(3) the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also determine that a 

person is unsuitable based on the information provided in the enhanced record certificate.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

 

1.92 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that applies in the case of 

adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.73 

 

Consultation Question 70. 

1.93 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the 

surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

OTHER 

 

I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 

 

Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an 

arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone else. It is impossible to 

understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless 

you have had that experience yourself. 

Paragraph 13.95 
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Consultation Question 71. 

1.94 We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate 

pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 

 

Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. 

Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs should not be allowed to undertake more 

than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women 

would have under this proposal. 

Paragraph 13.99 

 

Consultation Question 72. 

1.95 We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended parents to the 

surrogate should be able to be: 

(1) based on an allowance;  

(2) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for 

production of receipts; or 

(3) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of 

receipts. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.16 
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Consultation Question 73. 

1.96 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential costs 

relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 

essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 

and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.22 
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Consultation Question 74. 

1.97 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate 

additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather than 

essential.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 

essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 

and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.26 

 

Consultation Question 75. 

1.98 We invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise from 

entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a surrogate pregnancy; 

and 

(2) the types of cost which should be included within this category. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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Paragraph 15.29 

 

Consultation Question 76. 

1.99 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 

able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or 

self-employed). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

 

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 

earnings. 

Paragraph 15.37 

 

Consultation Question 77. 

1.100 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 

able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential earnings: 

(1) her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.35 

above); and/or 

(2) other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

 

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 

earnings. 

Paragraph 15.38 

 

Consultation Question 78. 

1.101 We invite consultees to share their experiences:  

(1) of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended parents has 

had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits; and 

(2) where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s entitlement to 

means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been addressed in their 

surrogacy arrangement. 

N/A 

Paragraph 15.47 
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Consultation Question 79. 

1.102 We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 

compensation to the surrogate for the following: 

(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth; 

(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 

insemination or embryo transfer; and/or 

(3)  specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an 

ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive 

haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a 

hysterectomy. 

It is absurd to propose that one could place a monetary value on the pain of adverse pregnancy 

outcomes. In putting a price tag on perineal tear for example, some mothers report little pain or 

symptoms, others have profound ongoing fear of vaginal penetration, which can result in very 

significant emotional and relationship difficulties. Infection may complicate healing, and some 

women report long term sequelae from this, such as impaired wound healing.  

 

Haematology conditions should also be considered. Blood loss, for example due to placental 

haemorrhage can be very significant, and potentially result in emergency hysterectomy and 

blood transfusion to save the life of the mother. It is a fact that although blood is thoroughly 

screened in the UK there still remains the potential for blood borne illnesses to be transmitted, 

and the fact that some of these may not have been identified yet by researchers is also a real 

risk to a mother receiving transfusion. Persons who have had a blood transfusion are currently 

unable to donate blood themselves in the UK, due to the risk of (vCJD) transmission. This is an 

indication of the gravity of receiving blood products.  

 

No medical intervention is EVER risk free. Receiving multiple blood products in the context of 

Massive Transfusion Protocol (eg platelets, Fresh Frozen Plasma, cryoprecipitate) only heighten 

those risks.  

 

Conditions such as HELLP (Haemolysis, Elevated Liver enzymes, Low Platelets) can be fatal, 

and although the maternal mortality rate is low, it can have significant sequelae, including renal 

failure potentially requiring dialysis, placental abruption (potentially fatal for mother and baby) 

permanent liver damage and retinal detachment resulting in visual impairment.  

 

Each of these conditions have long term consequences for a woman, psychologically, physically 

and emotionally, and may also affect her ability to return to work or care for other children.  

 

Also, the late complications of childbirth have been disregarded. Late consequences of childbirth 

can include vaginal or rectal prolapse, urinary and faecal incontinence. Women who have had a 

C section may experience ongoing pain around the scar. Some sources quote this as affecting 

between 6 and 18 percent of women. These symptoms can be profoundly distressing, and may 

take years to present (conversely, may present immediately). 
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How could we ensure that women suffering these complications are compensated? They are 

multifactorial, and risk increases with instrumented delivery and parity. How would it be proposed 

to unpick the role of a surrogate pregnancy in causing these symptoms in relation to other risk 

factors, for example parity, smoking history, personal medical history? 

 

Psychiatric conditions are also absent from this list. Complications including depression and 

anxiety may be worsened by pregnancy. Other mental health conditions such as post natal 

depression and post partum psychosis can be fatal, and impact on a woman’s health for many 

years to come. I’m quite shocked that none of these conditions have been explicitly mentioned 

and it does make me wonder how the list of complications was created. I’d also like to know what 

level of haemorrhage would be considered “excessive”. 

 

The wording of the question “should” be able to pay compensation is not the same as being 

mandated to do so. This potentially creates a situation where some “luckier” women would 

receive compensation others would not. 

 

All of the above illustrates the risks of surrogacy and confirms my support for a total ban on 

surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  

 

1.103 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of which 

intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  

 

1.104 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable should be: 

(1) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or  

(2) left to the parties to negotiate.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. 

Paragraph 15.53 

 

Consultation Question 80. 

1.105 We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 

compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the 

surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the 

surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

 

This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.  

Paragraph 15.56 

 

Consultation Question 81. 

1.106 We invite consultees’ views as to whether:  

(1) intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and 

(2) if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or reasonable in 

nature. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

 

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts. 

Paragraph 15.60 

 

Consultation Question 82. 

1.107 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended parents to 

agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service 

of undertaking a surrogacy. (check box) 

 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

 

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 

‘services’. 

 

1.108 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the fee should be: 

(1) any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or 

(2) a fixed fee set by the regulator. 
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I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

 

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 

‘services’. 

 

1.109 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what, if any, other payments 

the law should permit, in addition to that fixed fee: 

(1) no other payments; 

(2) essential costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(3) additional costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(4) lost earnings; 

(5) compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and complications, 

and the death of the surrogate; and/or 

(6) gifts. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

 

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to 

the birth mother for her ‘services’. 
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Paragraph 15.69 

 

Consultation Question 83. 

1.110 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for any payment the law 

permits the intended parents to pay the surrogate for her services to be reduced in the 

event of a miscarriage or termination of the pregnancy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

 

This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 

‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 

 

1.111 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee payable to the surrogate 

to be able to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination, whether such 

provision should apply: 

(1) in the first trimester of pregnancy only; 

(2) to any miscarriage or termination; or 

(3) some other period of time (please specify).   

 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

 

This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 

‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 

Paragraph 15.72 

 

Consultation Question 84. 

1.112 We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to 

surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to 

parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement 

being used, the only payments that should ever be made are essential and basic expenses for 

which receipts are provided. 

Paragraph 15.74 

 

Consultation Question 85. 

1.113 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have 

not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the 

surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.75 

 

Consultation Question 86. 

1.114 We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that 

intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 

accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 

essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.76 
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Consultation Question 87. 

1.115 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods of enforcing 

limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates that we should consider as part of 

our review: 

(1) for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and  

(2) for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of the baby. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 

commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 

prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

 

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 

essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 

when it is not in their best interests. 

 

The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts 

are provided. The judge or other competent authority should closely monitor all financial aspects 

of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the 

parental order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the 

arrangements, the competent authority should be totally independent and not, for example, an 

agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any 

way. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 15.89 

 

Consultation Question 88. 

1.116 We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into under 

the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

 

1.117 We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into 

under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so should not be dependent 

on the surrogate complying with any terms of the agreement relating to her lifestyle. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy 

agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is utterly abhorrent. 

Paragraph 15.99 

 

Consultation Question 89. 

1.118 We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to 

share with us their experiences f international surrogacy arrangements. 

N/A 

Paragraph 16.10 

 

Consultation Question 90. 

1.119 We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international 

context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in 

this chapter. 

N/A 

Paragraph 16.12 

 

Consultation Question 91. 

1.120 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register 

a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and 

obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long 

the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about 

causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 

Paragraph 16.52 
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Consultation Question 92. 

1.121 We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the 

application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international 

surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 

passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special 

Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of 

children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this 

proposal. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 16.53 

 

Consultation Question 93. 

1.122 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 

applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In 

particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of 

the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 

Paragraph 16.68 

 

Consultation Question 94. 

1.123 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 

for applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy 

arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the 

birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s country of birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 

passport before the child is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict 

the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling 
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and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly 

disagree with this proposal. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

 

1.124 We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa outside of 

the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal parents of the child 

under nationality law should be brought within the Rules. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

1.125 We provisionally propose that:  

(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links with the 

surrogate; or  

(2) that this condition should be clarified to ensure that it does not prevent the child 

having contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 

 

1.126 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of a visa 

outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order within six 

months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the availability of the 

visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to remove the time limit on 

applications for parental orders is accepted. 

NO 

 

The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 

circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 16.69 

 

Consultation Question 95. 

1.127 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 

for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an 

international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to 

be completed after the birth of the child. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form 

for the child before she or he is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to 

contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against 

the selling and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I 

therefore strongly disagree with this proposal. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 16.76 

 

Consultation Question 96. 

1.128 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 

applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international 

surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the 

application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of 

causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 

Paragraph 16.77 

 

Consultation Question 97. 

1.129 We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, 

comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration 

consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a 

violation of the human rights of women and children and all the other ways in which it is 

possible for people to enjoy children in their lives. 

Paragraph 16.82 
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Consultation Question 98. 

1.130 We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be 

eligible for the new pathway to parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 

 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 16.93 

 

Consultation Question 99. 

1.131 We provisionally propose that:  

1.132 the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended parents of 

children born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are recognised as the 

legal parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth, should also be recognised as 

the child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being necessary for the intended parents to 

apply for a parental order, but 

1.133 before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be satisfied that 

the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides protection against the 

exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, that is at least equivalent to 

that provided in UK law. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

 

I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special 

Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children 

and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth 

mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her 

consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of 

‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case 

by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration. This is an 

important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I 

believe it should apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly 

disagree with this proposal. 

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 16.94 
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Consultation Question 100. 

1.134 We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy arrangements in the UK 

involving foreign intended parents. 

N/A 

 

1.135 We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 

(1) any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from the UK for the purpose 

of the child becoming the subject of a parental order, or its equivalent, in another 

jurisdiction; and 

(2) if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process allowing foreign 

intended parents to remove the child from the jurisdiction of the UK for this 

purpose and with the approval of the court and, if so, what form should that 

process take. 

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from 

trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same checks as would be used in 

an international adoption. 

Paragraph 16.120 

 

Consultation Question 101. 

1.136 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory 

paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, 

civil partner or partner requires reform. 

I do not believe this needs changing. 

Paragraph 17.18 

 

Consultation Question 102. 

1.137 We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in 

respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only 

one intended parent qualifies.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 

Paragraph 17.32 
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Consultation Question 103. 

1.138 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended parents to 

take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the purpose of induced 

lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other reason; and  

(2) if reform is needed, suggestions on reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 

human rights abuse of both women and children.  

Paragraph 17.36 

 

Consultation Question 104. 

1.139 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable 

facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under 

Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is 

sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 

human rights abuse of both women and children. 

Paragraph 17.40 

 

Consultation Question 105. 

1.140 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to 

employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 

human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.43 

 

Consultation Question 106. 

1.141 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to 

surrogacy and succession law are required. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 

human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.56 
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Consultation Question 107. 

1.142 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy 

arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are reforms to law 

or practice that consultees would like to see in this area. 

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are 

not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to override the birth mother’s 

wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during 

pregnancy, labour and childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions 

and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time for any or no 

reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 

 

All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 

coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 

or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 

present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 

 

Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and 

this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to birth mothers and new-borns – 

especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid 

reason to be extremely cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of 

surrogacy births. 

 

It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. 

As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in surrogacy is likely to lead to 

additional pressure on the NHS.  

 

Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-

term negative effects on the well-being of both of them. This is likely to be the same for birth 

mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional 

long-term pressures on the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and 

there are no questions about this. 

 

An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure 

that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s health, including premature death. 

Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs 

when this isn’t in their best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors 

are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of 

‘attractiveness’ for example. 

 

The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these 

issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the NHS picking up the tab for the 

extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. 
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There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and 

society. 

 

At a time when the NHS is under severe strain, and life changing therapies (for cancer, cystic 

fibrosis etc) are not funded due to financial constraints it is a slap in the face to provide money 

for prospective parents to indulge their parenting fantasies while denying patients access to 

drugs which are standard of care in other counties. 

 

1.143 We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like to see 

made to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social Care for 

England and Wales. 

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and 

that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at any time, for any or no reason. 

Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended 

parents’ have no legal right to override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or 

medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum 

period. 

 

All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 

coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 

or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 

present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 

 

The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert 

than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to ensure that they can speak to her 

alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in 

consultations, and the labour ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes. 

 

1.144 We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better accommodate 

surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding issues. 

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the 

wellbeing of herself and the child. 

Paragraph 17.76 

 

Consultation Question 108. 

1.145 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to 

surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration 

to the significant risk that women will be coerced into agreeing to participate in surrogacy 
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arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even 

more likely if substantial payments are involved. 

 

It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners 

and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or much of their earnings. This is a major 

route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. 

There is no reason to expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it 

is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money. 

 

If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that 

prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement. This should be a criminal offence 

and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as 

a deterrent. That such a law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why 

paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women. 

 

It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any 

payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by receipts and overseen by a judge. 

Paragraph 17.80 

 

Consultation Question 109. 

1.146 We invite consultees who are intended parents, live in the UK, and have entered into a 

surrogacy arrangement that led to the birth of a child to tell us: 

(1) when the child was born; 

(2) whether the arrangement was domestic or international and, if international, in 

which country the arrangement took place; 

(3) whether the arrangement led to the making of a parental order in the UK; and 

(4) whether they are a: 

(a) opposite-sex couple; 

(b) male same-sex couple; 

(c) female same-sex couple; 

(d) single woman; or 

(e) single man. 

N/A 

Paragraph 18.2 
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Consultation Question 110. 

1.147 We invite consultees who have experience of applying for a parental order in the UK to 

tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) whether they had legal advice before the making of the parental order; 

(3) whether they were represented by a lawyer in court; and 

(4) the cost of any legal advice or representation. 

N/A 

Paragraph 18.4 

 

Consultation Question 111. 

1.148 We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of 

the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the 

child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 

Paragraph 18.6 

 

Consultation Question 112. 

1.149 We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide evidence about the 

cost of: 

(1) medical screening; and 

(2) implications counselling 

(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or implications 

counselling from any other costs involved with fertility treatment). 

N/A 

 

1.150 We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental order proceedings, to 

provide evidence of what they would charge: 

(1) to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed requirement for independent 

legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; and 
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(2) to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy agreement required for the 

new pathway. 

N/A 

Paragraph 18.8 

 

Consultation Question 113. 

1.151 We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of: 

(1) the current requirement of a genetic link; and 

(2) any removal of this requirement in cases of medical necessity: 

(a) in the new pathway; 

(b) in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy arrangements; or 

(c) in both situations. 

 

Paragraph 18.11 

 

Consultation Question 114. 

1.152 We invite consultees who consider that they might be able to fulfil the role of the 

independent professional discussed in Chapter 9 to tell us: 

(1) their profession; and  

(2) what they would charge to provide such a service. 

N/A 

Paragraph 18.13 

 

Consultation Question 115. 

1.153 We invite consultees who are intended parents to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 

particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 
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(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 

1.154 We invite consultees who are surrogates to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 

particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 

Paragraph 18.15 

 

Consultation Question 116. 

1.155 We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) that led to the birth of 

their child(ren), including the cost of fertility treatment, payments to the surrogate 

and payments to any surrogacy agency or organisation; 

(3) how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s); 

(4) what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering into a surrogacy 

arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to the birth of a child); and 

(5) how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment. 

N/A 

Paragraph 18.18 

 

Consultation Question 117. 

1.156 We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 

 

Paragraph 18.20 
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Consultation Question 118. 

1.157 We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically 

addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this paper. 

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already 

decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation should enable it. This may be 

explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested 

interest in surrogacy – ‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience 

of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money from commercial 

surrogacy if it is given the green light. 

 

It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders 

in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as all women are affected by the 

institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial 

surrogacy in this country. 

 

It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men 

to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique bond between birth mother and child – 

and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of 

birth are a major step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – 

potentially affecting the status of all women.  

 

Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other 

family members coercing a woman into engaging in commercial surrogacy for their (and not 

her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to 

have been completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 

 

UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty 

(PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this consultation. There doesn’t appear to 

be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality 

considerations and impact assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women 

and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of equality 

legislation. 

 

The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have 

due regard to the need to: 

 

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct 

prohibited by the Act. 

• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 

and those who do not. 

• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 

who do not. 
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There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s 

position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the sexes. Any loosening of the laws 

around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have 

an impact on the relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young 

people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them but took 

advantage of their birth mothers. 

 

It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not 

based on any recognised human rights instruments – such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ 

confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to 

be a ‘surrogate.’ These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by 

the UN Special Rapporteur.* 

 

It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of 

the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard against the sale of children and the 

exploitation of birth mothers, including: 

 

▪ The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no 

contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or physical transfer of the child. 

▪ All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the 

child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides not to relinquish the child. 

▪ The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own 

post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual obligation.” 

▪ Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare 

checks after the birth of the child. 

▪ Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other 

competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with the best interests of the child 

being paramount. 

 

The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation 

guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed and do not ask the important 

high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc.  

 

For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start 

again from the position of women’s and children’s human rights. If it is found that there is no 

way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties 

such as CEDAW and the UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be 

liberalised.  

 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

 

Paragraph 18.22 
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Other individual

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are
human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these
cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.

Please provide your views below:

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights
issues of the utmost seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these cases should
NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit judges or higher.

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:



No

Please provide your views below:

The UN Special Rapporteur recommends that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be
taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. Nothing about the
transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should be open.

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

No

Please provide your views below:

I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection
of Children and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal parenthood and parental
responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important
safeguard against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and
a domestic context.

This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and all of the implications need to be fully understood. There
is no evidence in the consultation paper that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all.

I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the
wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify measures that contravene
the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or condone a system that would require women to deliberately
conceive and subsequently give birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The rights of the child must
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers say they want or not.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

15  Consultation Question 8:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy organisations.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an
increase in its prevalence.



17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’

18  Consultation Question 11:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has
only a limited time to object. This contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the legal parent at birth
and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth, with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration.

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6
weeks after childbirth are recognised as the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy human life. In a
normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering
from major abdominal surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered decision of such huge and
life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is
received before the expiry of the deadline.

19  Consultation Question 12:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth
unless the birth mother objects.

The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent
change of legal parenthood and parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and with the child’s best
interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.*

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6
weeks after childbirth are recognised as the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy human life. In a
normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering
from major abdominal surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered decision of such huge and
life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is
received before the expiry of the deadline.

20  Consultation Question 13:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth
unless the birth mother objects.

The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent
change of legal parenthood and parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and with the child’s best
interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.*

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6
weeks after childbirth are recognised as the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy human life. In a
normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering
from major abdominal surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered decision of such huge and
life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is
received before the expiry of the deadline.

21  Consultation Question 14:

No

Please provide your views below:



I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best
interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best
interest. Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth.

The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.

The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because parents of children born through the normal process are
not subject to such checks does not hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential experiences that change you
and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For
obvious reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.

In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, physiological and emotional resources, which means she has
already made a huge and unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and emotional commitment to the child is
already well-developed, giving her the best chance of surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood and
adolescence.

The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of
caring for a new-born child and the long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood.

22  Consultation Question 15:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’

There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she
does not have legal parenthood or parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject this proposal.

However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore have an implication for all children, all families because it
would set a precedent. It should not be introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and children. There
is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such assessment.

Yes

Please share your views below:

The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and partners coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain.

23  Consultation Question 16:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth
unless the birth mother objects. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if the child is stillborn.

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this situation. The birth mother should always be the legal
parent of the child at birth and this should not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this.

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should always be the legal
parent of the child at birth and if the child dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth mother was the
legal parent.



25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

26  Consultation Question 19:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in
this situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately reflect this.

Please provide your views below:

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already deceased – so option (2) is preferable.

27  Consultation Question 20:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and all
decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.*

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.*

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist
provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors should be added.

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive
summary of the issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the child’s best
interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors should be added.

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy
arrangements. The court should therefore always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no liberalisation of the
law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who
can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

33  Consultation Question 26:



No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as recommended by the
UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by
some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of the UN Special
Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system that would require women to give birth with the
expectation that they would have no legal responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish.

34  Consultation Question 27:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended parents’ should acquire parentage or parental
responsibility automatically. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility
in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the
paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of
children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by
some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of the UN Special
Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system that would require women to give birth with the
expectation that they would have no responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish.

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the ‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood
and parental responsibility.

All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and
has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after
the birth and all subsequent decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other competent authority,
with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the
risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.



38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first
optional protocol.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first
optional protocol.

40  Consultation Question 33:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

41  Consultation Question 34:

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human
rights of both women and children, and would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they will inevitably
be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or
coerce more women to act as ‘surrogates.’

Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW,
which prohibits third-parties profiting or otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women.



43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy,
which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy,
which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to
provide matching and facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a
violation of the human rights of both women and children.

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an
increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services should be a criminal offence.

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human
rights of both women and children, and would drive an increase in surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both
women and the child. The idea of organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of Article 6 of CEDAW,
given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution.

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

No



Please provide your views below:

VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women
and children, and enabling advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent.

At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an
impoverished woman’s financial problems. If this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female students and
young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would
be the most vulnerable to this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest.

Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, we need to protect disadvantaged women from the
temptation of renting their wombs. This means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned.

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original
birth certificate. The birth mother should be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal parenthood and
parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration.
This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation
of women and their reproductive capacities.

However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of the certificate should make clear that the birth was the
result of a surrogacy arrangement.

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed to changes to allow for the registration of three parents
or for anyone other than the birth mother to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate. Such proposals could lead to the facilitation of
the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is
unique.

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is 
important that the children have access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that the information held



on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to
know her or his genetic parentage.

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the
right to know her or his genetic parentage.

57  Consultation Question 49:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable.

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

YES, this should be possible.

59  Consultation Question 51:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

YES, I agree.

60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

YES, I agree.

Please provide your views below:

YES, I agree.

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order

62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a
parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree?

Please provide your views below:

The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child.

63  Consultation Question 55:

No

Please provide your views below:



I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s
wombs. An adoption order can be considered as an option when a parental order is not possible.

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s
wombs. An adoption order can be considered as an option when a parental order is not possible.

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway

64  Consultation Question 56:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK
in order to avoid surrogacy tourism.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk
of surrogacy tourism.

65  Consultation Question 57:

Please provide your views below:

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed.

66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

67  Consultation Question 59:

No

Please provide views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical
necessity.’

Please provide views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do
not believe that double donation should be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.

Yes

Please provide views below:

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith
began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a
‘medical necessity.’

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception 
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner



provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide views below:

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that
surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’

Please provide your views below:

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’

71  Consultation Question 63:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the
identity of all genetic parents and the birth mother.

Please provide your views below:

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2).

Yes

Please provide your views below:

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision.

72  Consultation Question 64:

No

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.

Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good
health until the child reaches adulthood. Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is to be opened up,
a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy
arrangement and will make it less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a fait accompli.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement
up to that age but not beyond. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended
parents’ and it should be 45.

Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good
health until the child reaches adulthood. I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.
However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important.
This will make it clear that society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement and will make it less likely that
they will.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement
up to that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully.

Other

Please provide your views below:



I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended
parents’ and it should be much older than 18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement
at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it would be
reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before they have taken even their first steps into independence and
adulthood?

73  Consultation Question 65:

Other

Please provide your views below:

am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.

At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that she is particularly
vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that
25 years would be more appropriate.

Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy arrangement is a reasonable thing
for them to be doing before they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish
herself as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older minimum age for
entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate.

Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy arrangement is a reasonable thing
for them to be doing before they have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood?

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway

74  Consultation Question 66:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

Please provide your views below:

75  Consultation Question 67:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the
intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is
signed. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

77  Consultation Question 69:

Other

Please provide your views below:



I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given
birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’.

Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone
else. It is impossible to understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless you have had that experience
yourself.

79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman
can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs
should not be allowed to undertake more than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women would have under
this proposal.

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of receipts.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above the actual essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, and travel to medical
appointments – backed up by receipts.

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against 
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor 
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the 
birth mother above the actual essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, and travel to medical



appointments – backed up by receipts.

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above the actual essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, and travel to medical
appointments – backed up by receipts.

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost earnings.

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost earnings.

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

Please provide your views below:

It is absurd to propose that one could place a monetary value on the pain of adverse pregnancy outcomes. In putting a price tag on perineal tear for 
example, some mothers report little pain or symptoms, others have profound ongoing fear of vaginal penetration, which can result in very significant 
emotional and relationship difficulties. Infection may complicate healing, and some women report long term sequelae from this, such as impaired wound 
healing. 
 
Haematology conditions should also be considered. Blood loss, for example due to placental haemorrhage can be very significant, and potentially result 
in emergency hysterectomy and blood transfusion to save the life of the mother. It is a fact that although blood is thoroughly screened in the UK there 
still remains the potential for blood borne illnesses to be transmitted, and the fact that some of these may not have been identified yet by researchers is 
also a real risk to a mother receiving transfusion. Persons who have had a blood transfusion are currently unable to donate blood themselves in the UK, 
due to the risk of (vCJD) transmission. This is an indication of the gravity of receiving blood products. 
 
No medical intervention is EVER risk free. Receiving multiple blood products in the context of Massive Transfusion Protocol (eg platelets, Fresh Frozen 
Plasma, cryoprecipitate) only heighten those risks. 
 
Conditions such as HELLP (Haemolysis, Elevated Liver enzymes, Low Platelets) can be fatal, and although the maternal mortality rate is low, it can have



significant sequelae, including renal failure potentially requiring dialysis, placental abruption (potentially fatal for mother and baby) permanent liver
damage and retinal detachment resulting in visual impairment. 
 
Each of these conditions have long term consequences for a woman, psychologically, physically and emotionally, and may also affect her ability to return
to work or care for other children. 
 
Also, the late complications of childbirth have been disregarded. Late consequences of childbirth can include vaginal or rectal prolapse, urinary and faecal
incontinence. Women who have had a C section may experience ongoing pain around the scar. Some sources quote this as affecting between 6 and 18
percent of women. These symptoms can be profoundly distressing, and may take years to present (conversely, may present immediately). 
 
How could we ensure that women suffering these complications are compensated? They are multifactorial, and risk increases with instrumented delivery
and parity. How would it be proposed to unpick the role of a surrogate pregnancy in causing these symptoms in relation to other risk factors, for example
parity, smoking history, personal medical history? 
 
Psychiatric conditions are also absent from this list. Complications including depression and anxiety may be worsened by pregnancy. Other mental health
conditions such as post natal depression and post partum psychosis can be fatal, and impact on a woman’s health for many years to come. I’m quite
shocked that none of these conditions have been explicitly mentioned and it does make me wonder how the list of complications was created. I’d also like
to know what level of haemorrhage would be considered “excessive”. 
 
The wording of the question “should” be able to pay compensation is not the same as being mandated to do so. This potentially creates a situation where
some “luckier” women would receive compensation others would not. 
 
All of the above illustrates the risks of surrogacy and confirms my support for a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.

Please provide your views below:

am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against 
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 



There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts.

90  Consultation Question 82:

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her ‘services’.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her ‘services’.

Please provide any views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her ‘services’.

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their ‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of
surrogacy.

Not Answered



Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their ‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of
surrogacy.

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement being used, the only payments that should ever be made
are essential and basic expenses for which receipts are provided.

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against 
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor 
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests. 
 
The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts are provided. The judge or other competent authority



should closely monitor all financial aspects of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the parental
order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the arrangements, the competent authority should be totally
independent and not, for example, an agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any way. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

96  Consultation Question 88:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s
lifestyle is utterly abhorrent.

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements

97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their
experiences of international surrogacy arrangements.

Please provide your views below:

98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us
their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter.

Please provide your views below:

99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through
an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for
obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the
child.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears
to contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of children and the
protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a
child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after
the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

102  Consultation Question 94:

No

Please provide your views below:

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears
to contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of children and the
protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx



No

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child.

103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU
Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will
need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form for the child before she or he is born in international
surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and
trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform
Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended
parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do
consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of women and children and all
the other ways in which it is possible for people to enjoy children in their lives.

106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new
pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

107  Consultation Question 99:

No

Please provide your views below:

I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention
on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth mother to have legal parenthood
and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the
paramount consideration. This is an important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I believe it should
apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

108  Consultation Question 100:

Please provide your views below:



Please provide your views below:

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same
checks as would be used in an international adoption.

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:

I do not believe this needs changing.

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children.

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children.

113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children.

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children.

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal 
right to override the birth mother’s wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour and 
childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time 
for any or no reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or 
more persons, including her spouse or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be present in so-called 
altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to 
birth mothers and new-borns – especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid reason to be extremely 
cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of surrogacy births. 
 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in 
surrogacy is likely to lead to additional pressure on the NHS. 
 
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-term negative effects on the well-being of both of them.



This is likely to be the same for birth mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional long-term pressures on
the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and there are no questions about this. 
 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s
health, including premature death. Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs when this isn’t in their
best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of
‘attractiveness’ for example. 
 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the
NHS picking up the tab for the extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. There appears to have been
no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and society. 
 
At a time when the NHS is under severe strain, and life changing therapies (for cancer, cystic fibrosis etc) are not funded due to financial constraints it is a
slap in the face to provide money for prospective parents to indulge their parenting fantasies while denying patients access to drugs which are standard
of care in other counties.

Please provide your views below:

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at
any time, for any or no reason. Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to
override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum
period.

All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or
more persons, including her spouse or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be present in so-called
altruistic surrogacy arrangements.

The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to
ensure that they can speak to her alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in consultations, and the labour
ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes.

Please provide your views below:

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the wellbeing of herself and the child.

116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration to the significant risk that women will be coerced into
agreeing to participate in surrogacy arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even more likely if substantial
payments are involved.

It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or
much of their earnings. This is a major route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. There is no reason to
expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money.

If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement.
This should be a criminal offence and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as a deterrent. That such a
law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women.

It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by
receipts and overseen by a judge.

Chapter 18: Impact

117  Consultation Question 109:

Please insert the year of birth here:

Not Answered

If international, in which country did the arrangement take place?:

Not Answered

Not Answered

118  Consultation Question 110:



Not Answered

Not Answered

Not Answered

Please provide the cost of any legal advice or representation below:

119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law
where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

120  Consultation Question 112:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

121  Consultation Question 113:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

122  Consultation Question 114:

Please provide your views below:

123  Consultation Question 115:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

124  Consultation Question 116:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland.

Please provide your views below:

126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or
the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper.

Please provide your views below:

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation 
should enable it. This may be explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested interest in surrogacy – 
‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money 
from commercial surrogacy if it is given the green light. 
 
It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as 
all women are affected by the institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial surrogacy in this country. 
 
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique 
bond between birth mother and child – and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of birth are a major 
step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – potentially affecting the status of all women. 
 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other family members coercing a woman into engaging in 
commercial surrogacy for their (and not her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to have been 
completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 



UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this
consultation. There doesn’t appear to be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality considerations and impact
assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of
equality legislation. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have due regard to the need to: 
 
Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct prohibited by the Act. 
Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic and those who do not. 
Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those who do not. 
 
There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the
sexes. Any loosening of the laws around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have an impact on the
relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them
but took advantage of their birth mothers. 
 
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not based on any recognised human rights instruments –
such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to be a ‘surrogate.’
These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers, including: 
 
The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or
physical transfer of the child. 
All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides
not to relinquish the child. 
The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual
obligation.” 
Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare checks after the birth of the child. 
Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with
the best interests of the child being paramount. 
 
The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed
and do not ask the important high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc. 
 
For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start again from the position of women’s and children’s human
rights. If it is found that there is no way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties such as CEDAW and the
UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be liberalised. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
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Bar Council response to the Law Commission consultation paper on Building 

Families Through Surrogacy: A New Law 

 

1. This is the response of the General Council of the Bar of England and Wales (the Bar 

Council) to the Law Commission consultation paper on Building Families Through 

Surrogacy: A New Law.1 

 

2. The Bar Council represents over 16,000 barristers in England and Wales. It promotes 

the Bar’s high-quality specialist advocacy and advisory services; fair access to justice 

for all; the highest standards of ethics, equality and diversity across the profession; 

and the development of business opportunities for barristers at home and abroad.  

 

3. A strong and independent Bar exists to serve the public and is crucial to the 

administration of justice. As specialist, independent advocates, barristers enable 

people to uphold their legal rights and duties, often acting on behalf of the most 

vulnerable members of society. The Bar makes a vital contribution to the efficient 

operation of criminal and civil courts. It provides a pool of talented men and women 

from increasingly diverse backgrounds from which a significant proportion of the 

judiciary is drawn, on whose independence the Rule of Law and our democratic way 

of life depend. The Bar Council is the Approved Regulator for the Bar of England 

and Wales. It discharges its regulatory functions through the independent Bar 

Standards Board (BSB). 

 

4. The Law Reform Committee have focused on answering the questions that primarily 

raise legal issues rather than policy issues.  In addition, the Law Reform Committee 

has aimed to offer an opinion in response to particular areas of proposed reform that 

were highlighted and discussed during the Law Commission’s Surrogacy 

Consultation event earlier this year - in particular, payment of surrogates and the 

implications of the same, and legal parentage. 

 

                                                           
1 Law Commission’s consultation on surrogacy 
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Question 7:  

In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, 

before the child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have:  

(1) entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will 

include a statement as to legal parenthood on birth, 

(2) complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 

(3) met eligibility requirements, 

on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the 

child, subject to the surrogate’s right to object. 

 

Do consultees agree? 

 

5. Yes, we agree that provided that the necessary steps set out at (1) to (3) have been 

met there should be no further steps required for the intended parents to become the 

legal parents of the child, subject only to the surrogate’s right to object. This will 

increase legal certainty for all concerned and contains sufficient safeguards for all 

parties concerned i.e. the intended parents, the surrogate (and the surrogate’s partner 

if there is one) and the child. We consider that it would be beneficial for the surrogate 

to know from the outset in this arrangement that she is not going to be the legal 

parent of the child to whom she gives birth. By following this pathway, the law will 

in fact honour the intentions of all concerned and respect the right of the child to his 

or her personal identity on birth.  

 

6. The current law does not give effect to any of the intentions of the parties who enter 

into surrogacy arrangements in a timely or effective way. In nearly all surrogacy 

arrangements, the surrogate has no intention of becoming the parent of the child, nor 

does she wish to exercise parental responsibility for the child, whereas in contrast, 

the Intended Parents do wish to be the legal parents of the surrogate-born child. 

Therefore any new law should indeed give way to this arrangement being put into 

place in practice, and it is positive that the consultation seeks to do so.   

 

7. In order to ensure that all parties are in complete understanding regarding each of 

their stated intentions, it is right that the parties should enter into an agreement 

which includes a statement as to the legal parenthood of the chid at birth. It is noted 

that there is no indication within the question, or the consultation paper as to 

whether or not it is proposed that the agreement be legally binding. However, it is 

not considered that such an agreement should be legally binding. The agreement 
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should simply be used to formalise the agreements and the intentions of the parties, 

and also provide clarity for the court (if necessary at a later stage), as to what the 

intentions of the parties were at the time the surrogacy journey was embarked upon.  

 

Question 8: 

We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed 

clinics should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under 

the new pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a 

specified minimum period. 

 

Do consultees agree? 

We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be: whether 

100 years or another period. 

 

8. Yes, we agree that there ought to be a legal duty to keep and maintain records of 

surrogacy arrangements for a minimum period of time. It is appropriate that such 

records can be accessed by the proposed regulator (i.e. the HFEA) and also the person 

registering the birth of the child. 

 

9. As to the period of retention, the consultation suggests that the proposed 100 years 

is linked to a person’s lifetime. However, it is unclear why, if the new pathway is to 

be implemented, with legal parenthood being acquired at birth subject to a limited 

time when the surrogate can object, and in domestic rather than international cases, 

such an extensive period of retention would be required.  

 

10. In any event, we do not consider that 100 years is appropriate insofar as this is said 

to be reflective of a person’s lifetime. Whilst there are isolated cases of individuals 

living for beyond the age of 100, this can happen, and it is impossible to predict with 

certainty what the effect of medical advances might be on longevity. As records tend 

to be stored electronically, and easily can be converted to such format even if initially 

made and stored in paper form, we do not see that it would be overly onerous to 

extend the period to 120 years if a lengthy period is already in contemplation.  

Question 9: 

We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated 

gametes should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a 

regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.  

Do consultees agree? 
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11. We agree that this a finely balanced issue, but we consider that there should be no 

prohibition given that this would create a legally anomalous position and that the 

number of cases in which this is an issue is likely to be very small as identified in 

paragraph 8.18. 

 

Question 10: 

We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm 

in a traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement 

from entering into the new pathway. 

 

12. We do not think that the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, 

domestic surrogacy arrangement should take that arrangement outside the scope of 

the new pathway. There is no strong policy basis for doing so and in fact it is 

desirable to achieve as much legal parity as possible. While the aim of allowing 

children born through a surrogacy arrangement to have access to genetic and 

medical history information is an understandable and desirable one, there will be 

cases outside surrogacy arrangements in which children simply do not know their 

genetic origin because the mother does not know who the biological father is and 

takes no steps or is unable to take steps to find out who he is. 

 

Question 11: 

We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal 

parenthood by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the child; 

(2) this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in 

writing within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the intended 

parents and the body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; and  

(3) the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration 

less one week.  

 

Do consultees agree? 

 

13. Under this proposal, the intended parents would automatically become the legal 

parents of the child unless there existed a right of the surrogate to object and that 

right was exercised within such period as it could be. This immediately creates an 
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imbalance insofar as the intended parents cannot ‘back out’ (which we agree is the 

correct position for the protection of the surrogate and the child), but the surrogate 

can take action to prevent this from happening by actively objecting in writing.  

 

14. Given that within the new pathway there will have been extensive safeguarding of 

the surrogate’s position and understanding of the process, its implications and the 

effect of automatic legal parenthood for the legal parents on birth, to retain a right to 

object seems to deviate from the legal certainty which the new model seeks to 

provide. It also seems to be at odds with the philosophy of parenthood underpinning 

the new pathway because it does not in truth afford the intended parents certain legal 

parenthood at birth and is therefore not so different to the parental order route as a 

matter of principle. 

 

15. We consider that it is no answer to say that in practice very few surrogacy 

arrangements would break down in this manner and given that, where the 

relationship of the intended parents broke down or the child was born with a 

disability, the intended parents would, we consider rightly, be in the same position 

as ‘natural’ parents insofar as their responsibilities to the child, then it is difficult to 

see why the surrogate should retain any right to object save only, perhaps, in an 

instance where there has been a fraud, concealment or other form of serious 

misrepresentation during the pathway process which in some way does or should 

vitiate the consent already given to legal parenthood being acquired by the intended 

parents at birth. 

 

16. In those circumstances, we would agree that the objection should be made in writing 

to the body responsible for regulation and the intended parents as soon as possible 

and in any event no later than a week before the latest date when the birth can be 

registered. The surrogate should be allowed to appoint a proxy to make the objection 

in writing if necessary in circumstances in which her physical or mental health is 

compromised and prevents her from making the objection in writing herself.  

 

17. If it decided that legally, the surrogate should have the right to object post birth then 

it is agreed that any such objection should be made in writing within a defined 

period. However, it is not agreed that the defined period should be the applicable 

period for birth registration less one week – therefore totalling 5 weeks.  
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18. Prior to the pregnancy and subsequent birth, under the current proposal, 

(particularly for the new pathway), the surrogate would have completed a series of 

checks and balances to ensure that she understood the implications of the agreement 

that she was entering into. This is further cemented by the proposed implications 

counselling which the writer supports. A considerable amount of time would 

therefore have already been devoted to ensuring that there is a thorough 

understanding of the arrangement and consent to the same by all parties. Therefore, 

it is proposed in the alternative that a period of 3 weeks will suffice for the surrogate 

to make these views known.  

 

19. When considered further from the position of the rights of the child for a private and 

family life, alongside the principle within family law of the need to provide certainty 

and stability for children without undue delay when the court becomes involved, it 

becomes even more essential that the potential delay to establishing the child’s 

permanent home and legal parents be minimised. If the surrogate voices an objection, 

then the matter will have to proceed down the parental order route which potentially 

adds further delay for the child, thus this also needs to be borne in mind.  

 

 

Question 12: 

We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents 

acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy 

arrangement should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the 

result that: 

(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child; 

(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal 

parent of the child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these 

circumstances; and 

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental 

order to obtain legal parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

 

20. The proposed consequences of the surrogate objecting in writing to the intended 

parents acquiring legal parenthood after the birth of the child place into stark relief 

how severely legal certainty may be undermined by a general, seemingly unfettered 

right to object notwithstanding the steps that must be taken within the pathway prior 

to the birth of the child. Under this proposal, the mere fact of the objection takes the 
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arrangement wholly outside the pathway. We consider that this fundamentally 

undermines the proposal for a new pathway.  

 

21. If the effect of an objection is to take the arrangement outside the pathway then we 

agree that a sensible procedure is as set out with the surrogate becoming the legal 

parent, the intended parent who would otherwise become a legal parent retaining 

those rights and the intended parents having to apply to the Court for a parental 

order.  

 

22. We consider, therefore, that the scope of any right to object must be limited and 

considered with great care as it may undermine the new pathway altogether. We 

note that the position in Ontario differs insofar as up to four intended parents can be 

recognised in law and that the surrogate must confirm that she is “relinquishing” 

legal parenthood i.e. that she is a legal parent and she relinquishes it rather than that, 

as we understand this proposal, she is never a legal parent at all so long as the 

necessary steps in the pathway are met prior to the birth.  

 

Question 13.  

We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway:  

(1) the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on 

registering the birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that the 

surrogate has lacked capacity at any time during the period in which she had the 

right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal parenthood;  

(2) if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the 

period in which she has the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal 

parenthood, the surrogate should be able to provide a positive consent to such 

acquisition; and  

(3) if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the 

surrogate is unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant period, the 

surrogacy arrangement should exit the new pathway and the intended parents 

should be able to make an application for a parental order.  

 

Do consultees agree? 
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23. Our concerns about the right to object and its effect on the pathway as a whole can 

be echoed here. We agree, however, that insofar as the right to object is to be retained 

then the onus should be on the intended parents who are registering the birth of the 

child to provide a declaration of belief or alternatively the positive consent of the 

surrogate failing which the arrangement will, at the very end of the process, fall off 

the pathway and go back onto the parental order route. 

 

Question 14 

We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be 

born as a result of the surrogacy arrangement: 

(1) should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of 

Practice; 

(2) either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as 

appropriate, should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed; 

and 

(3) there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after 

his or her birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

 

24. Agreed. Removing the requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after birth 

is particularly important.  

 

25. Surrogacy should be seen as an acceptable and alternative way for consenting adults 

to create their family and indeed, it has greater similarities to natural conception and 

childbirth than it does differences. In light of this, those who become parents through 

surrogacy, should, as far as is possible, be treated in the same way as those who 

become parents through natural conception.  To subject a family to a welfare 

assessment of the child post-birth when one would not be conducted had the 

intended parents become parents of the child naturally, arguably discriminates 

against Intended Parents for no justifiable reason, and implies that a surrogate 

pregnancy must be treated in a different, and somewhat more unfavourable way to 

a natural conception.  

 

26. The proposed new pathway accounts for checks to be undertaken prior to entering 

into the surrogacy arrangement and it is argued that this should suffice. With a 

natural conception, a check and state interference would only occur if concerns are 

raised by treating clinicians/ nurses/ medical staff, otherwise parents are left to enjoy 
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their new addition to the family without interference. The same should apply with 

surrogate births.  

Question 15:  

We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy 

arrangement under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right 

to object to the intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the 

surrogate’s spouse or civil partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child.  

Do consultees agree?  

 

We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement 

outside the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue 

to be a legal parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement. 

 

27. Again, further to our general observations and concerns about the objection model 

and its undermining of the purpose of the new pathway itself, we do not agree that 

where an arrangement is taken out of the pathway because of a surrogate’s objection, 

the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should not be a legal parent of the child where 

otherwise he or she would be. This cherry picking creates legal uncertainty and there 

is no proper basis for the full consequences of the surrogate being the legal parent 

not applying where she objects whereas those consequences apply fully to the 

intended parents. This creates a legal imbalance which we have not seen any proper 

rationale for.  

 

28. We agree that in any arrangement outside the new pathway the surrogate’s spouse 

or civil partner should continue to be a legal parent of a child born as a result of the 

arrangement. This should encourage the surrogate to consult carefully with her 

spouse or civil partner which is likely to be in the best interests of the surrogate, her 

family unit, and the child.  

 

Question 16: 

We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a 

surrogacy arrangement is stillborn: 

(1) the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the 

surrogate exercises her right to object; and 

(2) the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being 

registered as the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 
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We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a 

surrogacy arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the 

intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period 

allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have 

made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a 

parental order are satisfied, on registration of the stillbirth. 

 

Do consultees agree? 

 

29. We fully agree that where the new pathway applies and, sadly, a child is stillborn the 

intended parents should be the legal parents of the child.  

 

30. We repeat our position as to the proposed right of the surrogate to object and 

consider that there is no basis for distinguishing our views by reason of the child 

being stillborn.  

 

31. We agree that where the new pathway does not apply, and a child is stillborn then 

the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 

the parents where they declare that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental 

order are satisfied.  

 

32. The law should recognise parents of a child who dies whether he or she is stillborn 

or dies prior to formalities being concluded which would otherwise have resulted in 

that legal recognition. 

Question 17:  

We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new 

pathway, where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the 

surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the 

parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, 

provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that the 

relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of 

the birth.  

 

Do consultees agree? 
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33. We also agree that where the new pathway does not apply and, sadly, a child dies 

before the making of a parental order the surrogate should be able to consent to the 

intended parents being registered as the parents where they declare that the relevant 

criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied. 

 

34. The law should recognise parents of a child who dies whether he or she is stillborn 

or dies prior to formalities being concluded which would otherwise have resulted in 

that legal recognition. 

 

Question 18: 

For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 

whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period 

during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not 

proceed in the new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make 

an application for a parental order. 

 

35. We repeat our position as to the proposed right of the surrogate to object and 

consider that there is no basis for distinguishing our views by reason of the surrogate 

sadly dying in childbirth or after giving birth.  

 

Question 19: 

We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, 

where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended 

parents should be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the surrogate 

not exercising her right to object within the defined period. 

 

Do consultees agree? 

We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside the  

new pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy  

or before a parental order is made: 

(1) it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who 

claims an interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, or 

who would be permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of the Children Act 

1989:  

(a) for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and  
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(b) for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject to the 

surrogate’s consent; or  

(2) the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not 

be possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s parents, but that 

there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide details of the intended 

parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry onto the register of surrogacy 

arrangements. 

 

36. We repeat our position as to the proposed right of the surrogate to object and 

consider that there is no basis for distinguishing our views by reason of the intended 

parents sadly dying before the child is born.  

 

37. Where the new pathway does not apply, then, as is observed in the consultation, 

where both intended parents die, there is no one eligible to apply for a parental order. 

We agree that a person who fulfils the definition set out in (1) should be able to make 

an application for an order for appointment as a guardian and for a parental order in 

the name of the intended parents i.e. there should be a means by which a parental 

order may be applied for and the surrogate should have the opportunity to make 

representations as would be the case had the parents lived and made the application 

themselves. 

 

38. We consider that this respects the distinction between new pathway and non-

pathway cases whilst dealing with the obvious lacuna that arises where both 

intended parents die before a parental order is granted. 

 

Question 20: 

We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order 

by a sole applicant under section 54A:  

(1) the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always intended 

that there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in respect of the 

child concerned or to supply the name and contact details of the other intended 

parent; 

(2) if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be 

made for notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the 

application and an opportunity given to that party to provide notice of opposition 

within a brief period (of, say, 14 to 21 days); and 
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(3) if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to oppose, 

he or she should be required to make his or her own application within a brief 

period (say 14 days), otherwise the application of the first intended parent will be 

determined by the court. 

Do consultees agree? 

 

39. We agree with the proposal.  

 

40. It is right that the second Intended Parent be given notice of any application made 

by the first Intended Parent. Not requiring the same (as the law currently states) has 

the effect of essentially making an ex parte order without the other party having any 

opportunity to respond either at the time of the order or subsequently.  

 

41. It is proposed that when the first Intended Parent gives the requisite notice of the 

application to the second Intended Parent, then the second Intended Parent’s period 

to provide a notice of opposition should be 7 days, rather than the 14 or 21 days 

which have been suggested.  

 

42. It is noted that in divorce proceedings, a Respondent upon receiving a notice of 

application for divorce, has 7 days to return the acknowledgement of service 

detailing whether or not the Applicant’s divorce application is opposed. The 

Respondent then has a further 21 days to file and serve an answer. (21 days beginning 

when the acknowledgement of service was due to the filed and served. See FPR 

7.12(1) and FPR 7.12(8)). It would therefore follow that when considering timescales 

for a similar process within surrogacy law, for parity, a similar timeline should be 

implemented.  

Question 21:  

We invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and  

(2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this 

model. 

 

43. We do not support the three-parent model of legal parenthood and consider it offers 

no real benefit over the parental order route save in one very particular instance, 

which is where the effect of the new pathway is to leave a child born to a surrogate 
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with no legal mother. This poses a question which may be said to be as philosophical 

and ethical in nature as it is legal; we do not seek to trespass beyond the final of those 

three. However, it is inescapable that having regard to the welfare of the child must 

include his or her psychological welfare and having no mother on a birth certificate 

or in law, where the intended parents are both male, may be seen by many to be a 

deeply uncomfortable situation to have to confront. The recent case concerning Mr 

Freddy McConnell, a transgender male, who gave birth and wished to be registered 

as the father rather than the mother of his child lost his case at the High Court but is 

said to be contemplating an appeal. 

 

44. As reported by the BBC:  

Sir Andrew McFarlane, president of the Family Division of the High Court, said: "There is a 

material difference between a person's gender and their status as a parent. 

"Being a 'mother', whilst hitherto always associated with being female, is the status afforded 

to a person who undergoes the physical and biological process of carrying a pregnancy and 

giving birth. 

"It is now medically and legally possible for an individual, whose gender is recognised in law 

as male, to become pregnant and give birth to their child. 

"Whilst that person's gender is 'male', their parental status, which derives from their 

biological role in giving birth, is that of 'mother.'" 

Sir Andrew added: "There would seem to be a pressing need for Government and Parliament 

to address square-on the question of the status of a trans-male who has become pregnant and 

given birth to a child." 

 

45. One can see that the implications of having no “mother” on a birth certificate may be 

profound and that the court did not consider that Mr McConnell’s autonomy and 

right to change his legal status from female to male could override his status as the 

child’s mother because he had given birth to the child. The argument could extend 

to the role of a surrogate and providing a register in which the surrogate’s details 

appear may not be a complete answer to this profound issue. 

 

Question 22: 

We invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new pathway 

that we have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the 

intended parents at birth; and 

(2) if so, as to whether should this oversight be:  
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(a) administrative, or 

(b) judicial. 

 

 

46. The new pathway is proposed to and indeed should have robust systems and 

protections in place to ensure that the intended parents and surrogates have all the 

necessary information in order to make informed decisions which are legally binding 

prior to the birth of the child. The pathway will need to be regulated and we agree 

that HFEA is well placed to do this. We consider that there should be no need for 

judicial oversight of the pathway process and that this would be inimical to what the 

new pathway seeks to achieve. Other than regulatory oversight we do not think there 

is any need for further administrative oversight. A dispute around legal parenthood 

would ultimately be resolved by the courts where it arose and was not otherwise 

resolved consensually.   

 

Question 23: 

In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 

1989, should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional 

specific factors in the situation where it is considering the arrangements for a child 

in the context of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement; and 

(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be. 

 

47. When considering the welfare checklist in section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989, we 

take the view that the court should have regard to further specific factors when 

considering arrangements for a child in a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement. 

Thus, it is agreed that the welfare checklist should be amended to include these 

factors.  

 

48. It is of note, that the welfare checklist is used to determine a number of different 

matters in relation to a child – not just who the child is to live with, but also who the 

child spends time with, specific issues regarding whether the child has a change of 

name, is permitted to relocate with a parent either internationally or internally - to 

name only a few examples. Precedents such as Re N (A child) [2007] EWCA Civ 1053 

and Re Z (surrogacy agreements) (Child arrangement orders) [2016] EWFC 34 have 

demonstrated that where there is a dispute arising from a surrogacy agreement, the 

court has considered matters such as the intention of the parties, the genetic make-
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up of the child and the contents of any agreements, when considering not just with 

whom the child should live, but also whether there should then be contact with the 

other party and if so, how much.  

 

49. It would therefore appear to us upon consideration of those precedents, that those 3 

factors in particular have been at the forefront of judge’s minds when giving those 

judgments. However, these factors were considered, largely because they were issues 

which formed part of the key facts before the Judge, and not because the matters are 

within any affirmed checklist. 

 

50. It is therefore suggested that the welfare checklist be amended to include the 

following factors:  

i.Any surrogacy agreement and the contents therein  

ii.The intention of the parties (if not contained within a surrogacy agreement as 

proposed under the new pathway) 

iii.Genetic make-up of the child.  

 

These factors are likely to have the most weight in many decisions before the court 

regarding surrogacy arrangements. Further, although the courts thus far have 

exercised their discretion and so considered those aforementioned matters when 

they have arisen, codifying them in an amended welfare checklist, will ensure 

uniformity of thought and application of law by all judges across all future 

proceedings. It will also provide clarity for those practitioners and parties within 

proceedings as to what the court will and will not consider as part of their decision 

making.  

 

Question 24: 

In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as 

applied and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 

Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to 

additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering whether to make 

a parental order; and 

(2) what those additional factors should be 

 

51. Agreed, for the reasons outlined in paragraph 8.118. To date, the court has had no 

difficulty granting parental orders where one has been applied for. Therefore the 
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inclusion of further factors in an effort to assist decision making which already 

appears to occur without difficulty, would be superfluous.  

 

Question 25: 

We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 

should be amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can 

apply for a section 8 order without leave. 

 

52. Agreed.  

 

53. Those persons detailed in section 10 of the Children Act 1989 who are entitled to 

make an application without leave, can be summarised and defined as, ‘those who 

have care of or legal connection to the child’. These persons therefore range from 

special guardians (who would have parental responsibility), to those who the child 

is living with or has lived with for a significant period of time, or a party to a marriage 

or civil partnership where the child is a child of that family.  

 

54. It is clear that an Intended Parent does fall into the category of a person with care of, 

or  connection to the child (it is indeed akin to a party to a marriage or civil 

partnership), therefore they should be added to the list of those entitled to apply for 

a parental order without leave.  

 

Question 26: 

We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 

arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire 

parental responsibility automatically where: 

(1) the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and 

(2) they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

 

55. Agreed, for three reasons.  

 

56. Firstly, the current law confers parental responsibility upon any person, or state body 

who has the care of a child and who will therefore have to make decisions on behalf 

of the child. For example, if a family member becomes the Guardian of a child, 

parental responsibility is automatically conferred upon the Guardian in respect of 

the child. In care proceedings, if an Interim Care order is made in favour of a Local 
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Authority, the Authority will then share parental responsibility with the child’s 

parents, as the child is now placed in the care of the Local Authority. It therefore 

follows that if the child is in the care of the Intended Parents, then they should have 

the legal capacity and authority to make decisions regarding that child in order to 

care for the child completely.  

 

57. Secondly, if there is an intention to apply for a parental order then this demonstrates 

the parties’ intention to be considered the legal parents of the child. Therefore 

granting parental responsibility at this interim stage further gives way to that.  

 

58. Thirdly, at paragraph 8.97 of the consultation paper, it is noted that surrogates do 

not want to be considered the legal parent of a child that they never considered to be 

theirs, or make decisions in respect of that child. If the surrogate has consented to the 

child living with Intended Parents whilst a parental order is awaited, this is further 

demonstration of that sentiment expressed by the surrogates. Therefore it follows 

that the law should pave the way to the parties’ intentions and grant the Intended 

Parents parental responsibility in these circumstances – irrespective of whether the 

arrangement is within the new pathway. 

 

Question 27: 

We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 

arrangement in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of 

the child; and 

(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should 

continue to have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living 

with, or being cared for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

 

59. Agreed, for the first two reasons outlined in response to question 26.  

 

60. It is assumed however, that the converse would therefore be true. Thus, if the 

surrogate raises her right to object and the child is not living with the Intended 

Parents, there should be no parental responsibility held by the Intended Parents – 

even in circumstances where they intend to apply for a parental order 

 

Question 28: 
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We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new 

pathway, the surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as 

a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can 

exercise her right to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object. 

 

Do consultees agree? 

 

61. This is not agreed. The surrogate should only have parental responsibility if 

the surrogate has exercised her right to object.  

 

62. In reference to the first paragraph in response to question 26 above, parental 

responsibility is ordinarily conferred upon a person who has care of the child or is 

the legal parent of the child. Therefore if:  

 

i. the surrogacy arrangement has followed the new pathway, thus, 

ii. the Intended Parents have obtained legal parentage upon birth of the child, 

and  

iii. the child is living with the Intended Parents,  

 

then it is the Intended Parents alone, who should have parental responsibility for the 

child – particularly in circumstances where the surrogate has not raised an objection 

or desire/intention to object. In this scenario, without an objection raised by the 

surrogate, she will have neither physical care of the child nor legal parentage, thus 

parental responsibility is not required. Moreover, this outcome would accord with 

the responses given by surrogates that they do not want to be responsible for a child 

they have never considered to be theirs.  

 

If, on the other hand,  

i. the surrogacy arrangement follows the new pathway, however,  

ii. the surrogate does exercise her right to object,  

then parental responsibility should then be conferred upon the surrogate, as she 

would now be the legal parent under the current proposals under the new pathway.  

 

Question 29: 

For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to: 
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(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of 

parental responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the 

intended parents, during the period in which parental responsibility is shared; and 

(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility 

by the party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living 

 

63. Agreed, for the first reason outlined in response to question 26. Parental 

responsibility, if shared by the surrogate and Intended Parents, should only be 

exercised by the person(s) with whom the child is living/ party caring for the child.  

 

64. Going further, if the outcomes of questions 27 and 28 above are considered, then the 

only circumstance in which parental responsibility would be shared, would be in the 

situation where the surrogate has raised her right to object but the child is living with 

the Intended Parents and they intend to apply for a parental order. It would therefore 

follow that it would be for the Intended Parents alone to exercise the shared parental 

responsibility as they would have care of the child.  

 

Question 30: 

We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall 

within the scope of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

 

65. Agreed, for 2 key reasons.  

 

66. Firstly, there is currently no distinction made in the law or by a court between 

traditional surrogacy and gestational surrogacy when Intended Parents obtain 

Parental Orders. It would therefore serve no purpose to create a distinction in law 

now, particularly as the matters of principal concern - namely intention and consent 

regarding legal parentage, remain the same.  

 

67. Secondly, the new pathway provides a further benefit to both surrogates and 

Intended Parents, as all parties engage in a transparent regulatory process which will 

serve to bring clarity and certainty to surrogacy agreements. It would therefore stand 

to reason that all types of surrogacy arrangements should benefit from this 

regulatory process as far as is practicable. Therefore traditional surrogacy 

arrangements should indeed fall within the scope of the new pathway. 

Question 39: 
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We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and 

Embryology Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated 

surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal 

requirements for the new pathway to legal parenthood.  

Do consultees agree?  

 

If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of Practice 

should apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which additional or 

new areas of regulation should be applied. 

 

68. We agree that the HFEA should be tasked with regulating regulated surrogacy 

organisations and have oversight of compliance with the proposed legal 

requirements for the new pathway to legal parenthood. Putting resourcing matters 

to one side, it is well placed to be able to regulate in this complex sphere. We agree 

that it is the only realistic candidate.  

 

Question 47: 

We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements 

should be created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and 

the gamete donors. 

Do consultees agree? 

 

We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority; 

(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, 

whether in or outside the new pathway, provided that the information about who 

has contributed gametes for the conception of the child has been medically 

verified, and that the information should include:  

identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy arrangement, and 

(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed gametes to the 

conception of the child; and 

(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a 

parental order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage 

where available and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the use 

of an anonymous gamete donor if that applies. 
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69. We agree with the proposal and note the many reasons why a child born within a 

surrogacy arrangement may wish to know about their genetic identity including for 

reasons for health. We agree that the register should be for all surrogacy 

arrangements and not just those on the new pathway.  

 

Question 54 

We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of 

the HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. 

Do consultees agree? 

 

70. Agreed. As detailed, such a time limit will add an unnecessary layer of complexity 

to the law. 

 

71. However, it will be important to ensure that awareness is raised about the need for 

Intended Parents to regularise their legal parenthood. A time limit will not encourage 

Intended Parents to take this step if relevant awareness is not already in place that 

such a step is necessary.  

 

Question 55: 

We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any 

other legal parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found or is 

incapable of giving agreement, should continue to be available; 

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the 

surrogate, and any other legal parent of the child, in the following circumstances: 

(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of the 

surrogate and any other legal parent, or 

(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with the 

intended parents; and 

(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the 

paramount consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life guided 

by the factors set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in 

Scotland, in line with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) 

Act 2007. 

 

Do consultees agree? 
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72. Agreed.  

 

73. In addition, the proposal at paragraph 11.55 of the Consultation paper is of particular 

importance here and should be made clear in any future drafting. Namely, that when 

the court is considering dispensing with consent, there should be no preference given 

to a genetic or gestational link between the Surrogate and the child, in the same way 

there has been no preference shown or additional weight granted to the Intended 

Parents thus far when there has been a genetic link between an intended parent and 

a child.  

 

Question 56: 

We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway, 

the intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or 

habitually resident in the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man. 

 

Do consultees agree? 

 

We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional 

conditions imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying 

period of habitual residence required to satisfy the test. 

 

74. It is agreed that the Intended Parents or one of the Intended Parents must be 

domiciled or habitually resident in the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man. It is not 

agreed however, that there be any additional qualification imposed on the test of 

habitual residence.  

 

75. The test for habitual residence is now clearly established in family jurisprudence and 

it is that test which should prevail in these circumstances. The considerations within 

that same test, narrows down the ease with which intended parents can “forum 

shop” or establish surrogacy tourism in the UK. For example, one consideration of 

the test, (certainly in respect to the habitual residence of a child) makes clear that the 

more established a person is in their former state, the longer it will take, and the more 

that will have to be done in the UK as the new state, to transfer their habitual 

residence.  (See Mr Justice Baker in EE and ME (Children) (Habitual Residence) [2016] 

EWHC 3363 (Fam)). That one consideration in itself (amongst the others stated in 

leading precedents), decreases the ease of establishing surrogacy tourism.  
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76. Thus, given the thorough nature of the law of habitual residence at present, there is 

arguably little benefit in adding a further qualifying period of habitual residence.   

 

Question 57 

We invite consultees’ views on whether: 

(1) the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008 

should be reformed and, if so, how; or 

(2) the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are within 

the prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from applying. 

 

77. The right to procreate for those who can or choose to do so is not one that is subject 

to being married or in a civil partnership or living as partners in an enduring family 

relationship and are not within prohibited degrees of relationship in relation to each 

other. The right to family life is one which is a fundamental human right.  

 

78. Conversely, those who seek to adopt may find themselves subjected to a whole 

catalogue of queries, examinations, inspections and standards which would not 

apply to someone wishing to become pregnant or impregnate another with a view to 

having a child.  

 

79. So, where does surrogacy sit within this spectrum? It is certainly arguable that the 

law places too many conditions on those who seek a parental order; an order simply 

recognising them as the legal parents of a child with all the legal responsibilities that 

come with the territory. 

 

80. The law at present creates an anomaly as between sole applicants and joint 

applicants. The legal requirements upon joint applicants to show that they fall within 

the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) HFEA 2008 appear to be 

more onerous, which, of itself, creates a discriminatory regime. If having a child is 

not the preserve of the married or coupled then what place does section 54(2) have 

now? There is no requirement for a woman or man seeking to have a child through 

‘ordinary’ biological means or a man or woman seeking a parental order by 

themselves to prove any relationship, let alone a permanent or sexual relationship, 

with another person in order to do so.  
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81. We consider that the time has come to remove the qualifying categories of 

relationship save that the barrier to those within the prohibited degrees of 

relationship applying should remain in place. While this prohibition is directed at 

unlawful incest and its consequences on the health of a child, it also underpins a 

societal structure which remains largely intact i.e. that one does not have children 

with someone who is within the prohibited degrees of relationship. While two 

siblings seeking a parental order in respect of a child who does not have a genetic 

connection with one or both can be distinguished in terms of the consequences of 

incest, the societal bedrock of family life has not changed to the extent that one could 

reasonably describe the law as being out of kilter in this regard.  

 

Question 68: 

We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a 

requirement that the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent 

legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the 

agreement is signed. 

Do consultees agree? 

 

82. This is strongly agreed. It is essential that both parties enter into the agreement in 

complete understanding of the legal implications which flow from making a 

surrogacy arrangement and stating an intention regarding legal parentage. Further, 

the surrogate must also understand her right to object and the means by which she 

is to do so, and the Intended Parents must be made aware of the passage the new 

pathway will take (if applicable), the Surrogate’s right to object, and the options then 

available to the Intended Parents in the wake of an objection. 

 

83. Finally, if both parties have obtained separate and independent legal advice prior to 

entering into a surrogacy agreement, then should the matter traverse into the court 

arena, a Judge can be confident when considering the surrogacy agreement that it 

was entered into with full knowledge and understanding of the legal implications 

therein, due to the provision of independent legal advice.   

Question 79:  

 

We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay  

compensation to the surrogate for the following:  

(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth;  
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(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 

insemination or embryo transfer; and/or  

(3) specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-

eclampsia, an ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, 

excessive haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries 

or a hysterectomy.  

 

We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of 

which intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation.  

 

We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable 

should be:  

(4) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), 

or  

(5) left to the parties to negotiate. 

 

84. The surrogate goes through pregnancy and all its associated pain and inconvenience, 

and childbirth, and may suffer complications to her health which give could also rise 

to financial losses. Plainly, medical treatments may be involved along the way. 

Pregnancy and childbirth do not always chart the same course or go to plan.  

 

85. We see no reason why intended parents should not be able to pay a surrogate 

compensation for: 

 

i.Pain and inconvenience arising from pregnancy and childbirth; 

ii.Medical treatments relating to the surrogacy and / or  

iii.For any and not just a specified medical complication arising from the pregnancy or 

childbirth.  

 

86. The law has sought to guard against exploitative practices, but also to respect the 

autonomy of the parties to a surrogacy arrangement and to allow for genuine 

compensation for the matters referred to above, by and large.  

 

87. We consider that it should be open to intended parents to pay a surrogate for any 

expenses or losses reasonably incurred or sustained wholly or substantially by 
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reason of the pregnancy or childbirth or post-partum period subject to a cap set by 

the regulator. 

 

88. The cap should be sufficient to deter parties from exploitative practices but should 

account for the different earning potential of individual i.e. there is no reason why a 

high earner who becomes a surrogate should be disproportionately impacted by a 

cap which assumes she is a low or average earner.  

Question 86: 

We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments  

that intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 

 

89. It should be open to intended parents to compensate a surrogate for career 

interruption, disruption to career progression and loss of earnings or bonus or other 

remuneration by reason of the pregnancy, childbirth or the post-partum recovery. It 

is a matter for the parties as to how they agree this and how sensibly they structure 

any contract in this regard, but the law should as a matter of principle allow such 

payments as they do not offend public policy.  

Question 101:  

We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on 

statutory paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the 

surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform. 

 

90. If, as a matter of policy, it is thought right that the spouse or partner of a surrogate 

should be entitled to statutory paternity leave then the law will need to be reformed 

in this respect as he or she is not entitled to it as matters stand. However, this would 

likely give rise to the situation of two or more individuals taking statutory paternity 

leave in respect of the birth of the same child i.e. one to support the intended other 

parent and one to support the surrogate. This may be seen to be undesirable in 

circumstances in which it should be open to the intended parents to pay the surrogate 

a sum to compensate her for the cost of obtaining any post-partum support she 

requires (which could be within a wide spectrum depending on her delivery, health, 

whether there is to be any period of breastfeeding and any complications).  

 

91. It should be noted that the purpose of statutory paternity leave is not purely to 

support the mother who has just given birth; it is to bond with the child and therefore 
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it is arguable that it is not really appropriate for this to be a form of leave available to 

the spouse or partner of the surrogate. 

 

92. Statutory paternity pay is to enable a new parent to take statutory paternity leave for 

those dual purposes and to receive some income during that time; again, it is not 

clear to us that this is really a form of payment which the spouse or partner of a 

surrogate should be receiving. 

 

Question 102: 

We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made 

in respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so 

that only one intended parent qualifies. 

Do consultees agree? 

 

93. We disagree that maternity allowance should be made available to one intended 

parent for the following reasons: 

 

i. Maternity allowance is based on the same purposes as maternity pay i.e. to 

allow the self-employed woman who is pregnant and gives birth to take time off 

work and receive an income, which includes ante-natal and post-natal periods. The 

ante-natal time is usually due to pregnancy and preparing for birth whereas the post-

natal time is for recovering (compulsory two week period after birth) and caring for 

the child; 

ii. This is reflected by the CJEU which sees the “commissioning mother” as 

having a different position to one who has given birth and is protected by the 

Pregnant Workers’ Directive (see for example CD v ST); 

iii. The needs of the intended parent are plainly different insofar as they are not 

pregnant or giving birth; 

iv. There is a different scheme of leave and pay for adoptive parents and for those 

who wish to share parental leave which is available to intended parents going down 

the Adoption Order route; 

v. There could and should be a separate system of pay for intended parents who 

become parents through surrogacy under the Parental Order or new pathway routes, 

after the child is born, to avoid duplication of pay for two individuals in respect of 

the birth of the same child i.e. two lots of maternity pay or allowance; 
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vi. Having a separate form of parental pay is administratively much less complex 

for the state and employers to manage particularly given the shared leave 

regulations; 

vii. Intended parents should be placed in an analogous position to adoptive 

parents in terms of pay or allowances. It should be noted that adoptive leave and pay 

is already available where the intended parents have no genetic link to the child and 

are going down the Adoption Order route. There could be a ‘Surrogacy Leave’ and 

‘Surrogacy Pay’ regime albeit perhaps not with that working title. 

 

Question 103: 

We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended parents 

to take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the purpose of 

induced lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other reason; and 

(2) if reform is needed, suggestions on reform. 

 

94. We consider that there should be holistic reform to address the legitimate 

needs and desires of intended parents to be involved in the process of the surrogate 

pregnancy, including attending scans and ante-natal appointments, and for purposes 

such as induced lactation or parenting classes etc.  

 

95. The intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement who intend to apply for a 

Parental Order are entitled to unpaid time off to accompany the surrogate mother to 

up to two antenatal appointments. Each appointment is capped at a maximum of 6.5 

hours. This seems an arbitrary cutting off point in terms of the number of 

appointments in circumstances in which the parties to the arrangement want to be 

more involved in the antenatal part of the child’s life. 

 

96. It is outside the scope of this response to analyse the impact this would have 

on employers, including small or medium sized ones. 

 

97. It does seem anomalous that the surrogate is entitled to 52 weeks’ maternity 

leave irrespective of the fact that she will not have a child to care for after giving birth 

at the point that the intended parents assume responsibility, and yet the role that the 

intended parents can play at the antenatal stage is poorly recognised in law.  
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98. Other areas of law that ought to be considered for reform include a prohibition 

on discrimination against the intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement by 

extension of the Equality Act 2010.  

 

Question 104: 

We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide 

suitable facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing 

mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) 

Regulations 1992 is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy 

arrangement. 

 

99. We consider that the existing provision covers a pregnant surrogate and a 

nursing mother (intended parent who becomes legal parent of the child on or after 

its birth). We would be surprised if any employer would risk preventing or failing to 

facilitate a nursing (intended) parent from doing so. This would more than likely 

amount to unlawful indirect sex discrimination i.e. a blanket ban on anyone who has 

not given birth to the child from nursing at work would give rise to a substantial 

group disadvantage for women and to the woman in question which is unlikely to 

be objectively justifiable.  

 

Question 105.  

We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to 

employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for 

reform. 

 

100. Areas of reform are covered elsewhere.  
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

N/A

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Other individual

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

We need a safeguarding set up and the courts are best placed to deal with this.

Please provide your views below:

No, I feel they must go to the High Court.

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

They should at least be heard by a higher authority than lay justices.

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:



Yes

Please provide your views below:

Speed is fairer to all concerned to get the child in a settled routine, where the intended parents are not under undue stress awaiting a court result.

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

1. All expenses should be clear to the potential parents at the outset. This is more equitable.
2. I feel that this needs to be dealt with speedily but without undue haste as it is so important.
3.Therefore, reform might be needed to enable this to happen.

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

The surrogate should have the right to object if the circumstances of the intended parents have changed drastically. For example, if one or both intended
parents have had criminal convictions in the interim.

15  Consultation Question 8:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

The minimum period should be at least until that child reaches adulthood, if not longer.

Another period

Please provide your views below:

50 years should be ample time if the surrogate adult wants to discover more about its ancestry.

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I am not in favour of this, because it would be very hard for that surrogate child to get an idea of their lineage this way.

18  Consultation Question 11:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

19  Consultation Question 12:

Yes

Please provide your views below:



20  Consultation Question 13:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

21  Consultation Question 14:

No

Please provide your views below:

There should at least be some follow up on the welfare of the child at various points before the child starts to attend school.

22  Consultation Question 15:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please share your views below:

23  Consultation Question 16:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

26  Consultation Question 19:

Other

Please provide your views below:

This is a very difficult one to answer because, who would take over the care of the child in these circumstances? The surrogate is carrying the child for
them, but may not want the child to go to any relatives of the intended parents, because there has been no vetting procedure.
Also, one has to consider that relative of the intended parents may only want control of the child because of any inheritance.

Please provide your views below:

In these circumstances, I believe it would be fairer for the surrogate to be registered as the parent. They should then, if they desire, be free to provide for
the child to be adopted and vetted by another set of parents.

27  Consultation Question 20:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.



Please provide your views below:

In some circumstances it may be necessary for a 3 parent model to proceed and the the legal surrogate could be extinguished in a court of law after they
have had a chance to make their decision.

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

Oversight should be judicial.

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

33  Consultation Question 26:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

34  Consultation Question 27:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

40  Consultation Question 33:



Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

41  Consultation Question 34:

representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator;, managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence and
skill;, ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary
policies and procedures;, training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and, providing data to the regulator and to such other person as
required by law.

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Perhaps there should be a new qualification for this kind of work, but maybe they should have experience in social care, some legal knowledge and
proven communication skills.

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

Sanctions should include the closing down of the business temporarily or permanently if so desired. I believe sanctions should be civil.

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Not Answered



Please provide your views below:

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

There should be no ban on advertising, but it should only be enabled in discreet ways.

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

57  Consultation Question 49:

Yes

Please provide your views below:



Please provide your views below:

I believe Option 2 to be the best way to proceed.

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

This is absolutely essential that this information can be obtained by both children of surrogates.

59  Consultation Question 51:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

If they are not genetically related, I believe it might be couter-productive to allow this.

60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

In circumstances at 1, then they should be able to do so, because they would be related.

In circumstances at 2, then this is not necessary.

Please provide your views below:

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

Yes, this should be recorded. The surrogate child should have as much information as possible.

Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order

62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a
parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree?

Please provide your views below:

Not sure.

63  Consultation Question 55:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway

64  Consultation Question 56:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Yes, there should be a qualifying period.

65  Consultation Question 57:



Please provide your views below:

66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide views below:

67  Consultation Question 59:

Yes

Please provide views below:

Please provide views below:

Yes

Please provide views below:

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith
began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner
provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide views below:

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:

Medical necessity should be a requirement or people could become baby machines for women too scared of pregnancy and childbirth.

Please provide your views below:

There should be a consultants report indicating the reasons that the parents are unable to be parents naturally.

71  Consultation Question 63:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

The national register needs to be all inclusive.

There should be medical or DNA evidence.

Yes

Please provide your views below:

72  Consultation Question 64:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

There should be a maximum age limit for intended parents of 50 for at least one of the intended parents.



Yes

Please provide your views below:

73  Consultation Question 65:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway

74  Consultation Question 66:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

75  Consultation Question 67:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the
intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is
signed. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

77  Consultation Question 69:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given
birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I believe surrogates should already have given birth. It would be very traumatic for the surrogate, if, never having given birth before, they then discoved
that some complication meant this would be their last pregnancy.

79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman
can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

There should be a maximum.

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

based on an allowance;

Please provide your views below:



81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

1. Yes
2. New maternity clothing, medical appointment costs (eg.travel), unpaid time off work costs.

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

Yes, they should - see above.

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

Lost employment related expenses should be reimbursed.
Other proven lost potential earnings should also be reimbursed.

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth;, medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or, specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage,
termination, caesarean birth, excessive haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a hysterectomy.

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

They should be able to pay for a surrogate to have a holiday to ensure the surrogate is healthy and ready for childbirth.

a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or

Please provide your views below:

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

In the event of the surrogates death, the intended parents should be able to help with the costs of burial etc.

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

Yes they should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate and they should be reasonbale in nature.

90  Consultation Question 82:

It should be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or

Please provide your views below:



essential costs relating to the pregnancy;, additional costs relating to the pregnancy;, lost earnings;, compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical
treatment and complications, and the death of the surrogate; and/or

Please provide any views below:

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

in the first trimester of pregnancy only;

Please provide your views below:

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

96  Consultation Question 88:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements

97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their
experiences of international surrogacy arrangements.

Please provide your views below:

98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us
their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter.

Please provide your views below:

99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through
an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for
obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the
child.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:



101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a
child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after
the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

102  Consultation Question 94:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU
Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will
need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform
Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended
parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new
pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

107  Consultation Question 99:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

108  Consultation Question 100:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.



Please provide your views below:

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 18: Impact

117  Consultation Question 109:

Please insert the year of birth here:

Not Answered

If international, in which country did the arrangement take place?:

Not Answered

Not Answered

118  Consultation Question 110:

Not Answered

Not Answered

Not Answered

Please provide the cost of any legal advice or representation below:

119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law
where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:



120  Consultation Question 112:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

121  Consultation Question 113:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

122  Consultation Question 114:

Please provide your views below:

123  Consultation Question 115:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

124  Consultation Question 116:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland.

Please provide your views below:

126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or
the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper.

Please provide your views below:
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Subject: Consultation
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As a health profession I object to thisconsutation ans thereto is no involvement with the Royal College
of Obstetrics and Gynaecology , or women groups, just poeplewith vested interest such as
lawyers and surrogacy agencies. I believe surrogacy is unethical,   against the best
interest of the child  and should not be allowed in the UK
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

Other

If other, please provide details:
concerned feminist

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Not Answered

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women.
I don't believe that rich people should able to pay to use the wombs of poorer women. Therefore this should be regulated by a judge of the High Court.

Please provide your views below:

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

Surrogacy arrangement pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of surrogate children and birth mothers. This should only be judged by a senior
and specialist judge.

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:



No

Please provide your views below:

The UN Special rapporteur recommends that all decisions regarding legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be
taken by a court after the birth. The child's best interests are paramount.

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN special rapporteurs key recommendations and The Hague convention on the protection of children.
These require the birth mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent must be freely given
after birth. This is a safeguard against the sale of children and the exploitation of natal women and mothers.
This proposal sets a dangerous precedent for women and mothers.
The proposal to automatically grant the intended parents automatic parental responsibility means that birth mothers cannot change their mind. We are
veering into Handmaids tale territory here.
Pregnancy is dangerous and can only be undertaken by natal females, their rights need to be protected.

15  Consultation Question 8:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway and regulated organisations.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with regulated surrogacy organisations as this would normalise surrogacy and it's prevalence.

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the 'new pathway'.

18  Consultation Question 11:

No

Please provide your views below:

the intended parents should not have automatic legal parenthood and that the birth mother only has a limited time to object. This contradicts the UN 
rapporteurs recommendations in any case. Only a court can rule on this. 
Birth registration period is only 6 weeks in the UK and is shorter in Scotland- this is not enough time for a birth mother to see if her decision is final.After a



caesarian a woman needs several months to recover. 
Support poorer women's rights!

19  Consultation Question 12:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway.
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her partner and any subsequent change of legal parenthood or parental responsibility
must be taken by a High Court in the child's best interest.

20  Consultation Question 13:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree.
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth. Any change in parental responsibility should be taken after the birth mother has had sufficient time
to recover both psychologically and physically, and to consider.

21  Consultation Question 14:

No

Please provide your views below:

This proposal contradicts the UN rapporteurs recommendations. The pre-conception assessment would typically take place a year before the birth, much
can change in that time.
The welfare of the child is paramount, and the welfare of the birth mother. It's a huge investment for the woman who has given birth.
No money can pay for this adequately.

22  Consultation Question 15:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree as birth mothers can be coerced into being a surrogate for financial gain at great cost to both her and the child's psychological and physical
health.
There is no evidence that law commissioners have carried out sufficient research into the ramifications for birth mothers and their children.

Yes

Please share your views below:

The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of coercion.

23  Consultation Question 16:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the new pathway.
The child should be the legal and parental responsilbity of the birth mother even if the child is stillborn.

No

Please provide your views below:

The birth mother is the parent. Are you monsters?

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

No



Please provide your views below:

The birth mother is the parent, even if the baby dies.

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the new pathway.

26  Consultation Question 19:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the new pathway. The birth certificate should accurately represent the birth mother as the parent.

Please provide your views below:

The intended parents should not be registered as the Childs parents if they die. Option 2 is preferable.

27  Consultation Question 20:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

I oppose a 3 parent model of legal parenthood.

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway.

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

The child's best interests should drive all decisions about the child in surrogacy.

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

The child's best interests are paramount.

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

No.
There are risks of the sale and trafficking of children and exploitation of birth mothers in all surrogacy arrangement. The High court should have oversight
of all arrangements. No liberalisation of the law of surrogacy.

33  Consultation Question 26:

No

Please provide your views below:

Only the birth mother should have parental responsibility until after the birth and for a while after that, enabling recovery and a calm decision to be
made.



34  Consultation Question 27:

No

Please provide your views below:

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

See other answers.

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the new pathway.

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

n/a

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway

40  Consultation Question 33:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway

Other

Please provide your views below:

Surrogacy should not be normalised.

Other

Please provide your views below:

Surrogacy should not be normalised.

41  Consultation Question 34:



Please provide your views below:

Surrogacy risks violating the human rights of birth mothers and children.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree.

Please provide your views below:

Surrogacy organisations normalise surrogacy.

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

Making money out of surrogacy is abhorrent.

43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

Disagree as this would increase and normalise surrogacy.

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

Matching and facilitation services should not be allowed. Sick proposal.

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree as this would normalise and increase surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?



No

Please provide your views below:

I vehemently disagree that surrogacy should be a chargeable service.

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

No it should not be reformed.

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

I agree butt with the proviso that all the information should be identifying, otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to
know.

57  Consultation Question 49:

Yes



Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

I agree with 1 and 2 and believe there may be other circumstances where this is reasonable.

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

yes.

59  Consultation Question 51:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

yes I agree

Please provide your views below:

Yes to both 1 and 2.

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order

62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a
parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree?

Please provide your views below:

No. The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with this in the best interests of the child.

63  Consultation Question 55:

No

Please provide your views below:

this is a violation of the birth mother's legal rights.

No

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway

64  Consultation Question 56:

No

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

I disagree that parental orders should be opened up to non UK residents because of the risk of surrogacy tourism.



65  Consultation Question 57:

Please provide your views below:

No they shouldn't be reformed.

66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway

67  Consultation Question 59:

No

Please provide views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway

Please provide views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway

Yes

Please provide views below:

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith
began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner
provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide views below:

Surrogacy is never a medical necessity.

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:

Surrogacy is never a medical necessity.

Please provide your views below:

as above.

71  Consultation Question 63:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway

Please provide your views below:

I agree that this condition should exist.



Yes

Please provide your views below:

72  Consultation Question 64:

No

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

The upper age limit should be 60.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I think the age of 25 would be better.

73  Consultation Question 65:

Other

Please provide your views below:

18 is far too young to make this decision.

Other

Please provide your views below:

25

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway

74  Consultation Question 66:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway

75  Consultation Question 67:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway

76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the
intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is
signed. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway

77  Consultation Question 69:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway



Please provide your views below:

78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given
birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway

79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman
can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

Are you kidding?

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

no paid surrogacy. IN any circumstances.

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

no. this is a way of rich people exploiting poor people.
People aren't allowed to buy organs so why children?

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

No paid surrogacy.

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

no. paid surrogacy.

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

Thin end of wedge so no.

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

no.

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

Please provide your views below:

It is absurd to propose that one could place a monetary value on the pain of adverse pregnancy outcomes. In putting a price tag on perineal tear for 
example, some mothers report little pain or symptoms, others have profound ongoing fear of vaginal penetration, which can result in very significant 
emotional and relationship difficulties. Infection may complicate healing, and some women report long term sequelae from this, such as impaired wound 
healing.



Haematology conditions should also be considered. Blood loss, for example due to placental haemorrhage can be very significant, and potentially result
in emergency hysterectomy and blood transfusion to save the life of the mother. It is a fact that although blood is thoroughly screened in the UK there
still remains the potential for blood borne illnesses to be transmitted, and the fact that some of these may not have been identified yet by researchers is
also a real risk to a mother receiving transfusion. Persons who have had a blood transfusion are currently unable to donate blood themselves in the UK,
due to the risk of (vCJD) transmission. This is an indication of the gravity of receiving blood products. 
No medical intervention is EVER risk free. Receiving multiple blood products in the context of Massive Transfusion Protocol (eg platelets, Fresh Frozen
Plasma, cryoprecipitate) only heighten those risks. 
Conditions such as HELLP (Haemolysis, Elevated Liver enzymes, Low Platelets) can be fatal, and although the maternal mortality rate is low, it can have
significant sequelae, including renal failure potentially requiring dialysis, placental abruption (potentially fatal for mother and baby) permanent liver
damage and retinal detachment resulting in visual impairment. 
Each of these conditions have long term consequences for a woman, psychologically, physically and emotionally, and may also affect her ability to return
to work or care for other children. 
Also, the late complications of childbirth have been disregarded. Late consequences of childbirth can include vaginal or rectal prolapse, urinary and faecal
incontinence. Women who have had a C section may experience ongoing pain around the scar. Some sources quote this as affecting between 6 and 18
percent of women. These symptoms can be profoundly distressing, and may take years to present (conversely, may present immediately). 
How could we ensure that women suffering these complications are compensated? They are multifactorial, and risk increases with instrumented delivery
and parity. How would it be proposed to unpick the role of a surrogate pregnancy in causing these symptoms in relation to other risk factors, for example
parity, smoking history, personal medical history? 
Psychiatric conditions are also absent from this list. Complications including depression and anxiety may be worsened by pregnancy. Other mental health
conditions such as post natal depression and post partum psychosis can be fatal, and impact on a woman’s health for many years to come. I’m quite
shocked that none of these conditions have been explicitly mentioned and it does make me wonder how the list of complications was created. I’d also like
to know what level of haemorrhage would be considered “excessive”. 
The wording of the question “should” be able to pay compensation is not the same as being mandated to do so. This potentially creates a situation where
some “luckier” women would receive compensation others would not. 
All of the above illustrates the risks of surrogacy and confirms my support for a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.
46
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.
This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.
47
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts.



90  Consultation Question 82:

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Neither. See above.

Please provide any views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.
49
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to the birth mother for her ‘services’.

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.
49
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to the birth mother for her ‘services’.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.
49
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to the birth mother for her ‘services’.

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.
49
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to the birth mother for her ‘services’.

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:



I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.
49
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to the birth mother for her ‘services’.

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.
49
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to the birth mother for her ‘services’.

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.
49
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to the birth mother for her ‘services’.

96  Consultation Question 88:

Other

Please provide your views below:

disagree with new pathway

Other

Please provide your views below:

disagree with new pathway

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements

97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their
experiences of international surrogacy arrangements.

Please provide your views below:

98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us
their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter.

Please provide your views below:

99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through
an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for 
obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the



child.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears
to contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of children and the
protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a
child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after
the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

102  Consultation Question 94:

No

Please provide your views below:

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears
to contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of children and the
protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

No

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

No

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU
Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will
need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

NO
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form for the child before she or he is born in international
surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and
trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform
Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended
parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do
consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of women and children and all
the other ways in which it is possible for people to enjoy children in their lives.
Paragraph 16.82



106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new
pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the new pathway

107  Consultation Question 99:

No

Please provide your views below:

I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention
on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth mother to have legal parenthood
and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the
paramount consideration. This is an important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I believe it should
apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

108  Consultation Question 100:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same
checks as would be used in an international adoption.

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:

this doesn't need changing.

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

No as this would normalise surrogacy.

111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to reform.

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children

113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal 
right to override the birth mother’s wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour and 
childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time



for any or no reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or
more persons, including her spouse or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be present in so-called
altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to
birth mothers and new-borns – especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid reason to be extremely
cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of surrogacy births. 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in
surrogacy is likely to lead to additional pressure on the NHS. 
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long- term negative effects on the well-being of both of them.
This is likely to be the same for birth mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional long-term pressures on
the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and there are no questions about this. 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s
health, including premature death. Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs when this isn’t in their
best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of
‘attractiveness’ for example. 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the
NHS picking up the tab for the extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. 
There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and society. 
At a time when the NHS is under severe strain, and life changing therapies (for cancer, cystic fibrosis etc) are not funded due to financial constraints it is a
slap in the face to provide money for prospective parents to indulge their parenting fantasies while denying patients access to drugs which are standard
of care in other counties.

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at
any time, for any or no reason. Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to
override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum
period.
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or
more persons, including her spouse or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be present in so-called
altruistic surrogacy arrangements.
The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to
ensure that they can speak to her alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in consultations, and the labour
ward/delive

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the wellbeing of herself and the child.

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration to the significant risk that women will be coerced into
agreeing to participate in surrogacy
arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even more likely if substantial payments are involved.
It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or
much of their earnings. This is a major route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. There is no reason to
expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money.
If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement.
This should be a criminal offence and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as a deterrent. That such a
law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women.
It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by
receipts and overseen by a judge.

Chapter 18: Impact

117  Consultation Question 109:



Please insert the year of birth here:

Not Answered

If international, in which country did the arrangement take place?:

Not Answered

Not Answered

118  Consultation Question 110:

Not Answered

Not Answered

Not Answered

Please provide the cost of any legal advice or representation below:

119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law
where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

120  Consultation Question 112:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

121  Consultation Question 113:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

122  Consultation Question 114:

Please provide your views below:

123  Consultation Question 115:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

124  Consultation Question 116:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland.

Please provide your views below:

126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or
the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper.

Please provide your views below:

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation 
should enable it. This may be explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested interest in surrogacy – 
‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money 
from commercial surrogacy if it is given the green light.



It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as
all women are affected by the institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial surrogacy in this country. 
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique
bond between birth mother and child – and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of birth are a major
step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – potentially affecting the status of all women. 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other family members coercing a woman into engaging in
commercial surrogacy for their (and not her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to have been
completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 
UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this
consultation. There doesn’t appear to be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality considerations and impact
assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of
equality legislation. 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have due regard to the need to: 
 Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct prohibited by the Act. 
 Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic and those who do not. 
 Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those who do not. 
67 
There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the
sexes. Any loosening of the laws around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have an impact on the
relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them
but took advantage of their birth mothers. 
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not based on any recognised human rights instruments –
such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to be a ‘surrogate.’
These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers, including: 
 The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or
physical transfer of the child. 
 All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides
not to relinquish the child. 
 The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual
obligation.” 
 Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare checks after the birth of the child. 
 Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with
the best interests of the child being paramount. 
The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed
and do not ask the important high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc. 
For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start again from the position of women’s and children’s human
rights. If it is found that there is no way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties such as CEDAW and the
UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be liberalised. 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
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The Board of Deputies of British Jews and Scottish Council of Jewish Communities 

Submission to the Law Commission Consultation Paper on Surrogacy 

 

1. Broad Overview 

 

The Law Commission is consulting in respect of some very significant changes to the 

surrogacy regime, most of which are not specific to the Jewish Community. Those 

changes include intended parents being named as parents from the outset (save for 

international surrogacy), reviews of the payments for surrogates and the prospective 

increase of payments, and the setting up of a New Pathway to surrogacy to simplify 

and improve the process. 

 

Many of these suggestions do not have a “Jewish aspect”. As a result, these 

submissions concentrate on the parts of the consultation paper that are of specific 

interest to the Jewish Community. 

  

2. Obtaining Information about a Surrogate Child’s Origins 

 

This aspect of the consultation paper is of specific interest because both the genetic 

and gestational origins of a child are of interest to the Jewish Community.  This is 

because the genetic and gestational origins are key to identity in the Jewish 

Community specifically.   

 

In particular it is important, for instance, that any children who are part of a Jewish 

family who are not genetically or gestationally Jewish, be identified and, if necessary, 

convert.  

 

The Jewish Community is also a small one and the risk of marrying within the 

prohibited degrees as a result of lack of knowledge of genetic origin are heightened. 

In addition, the Jewish community, like other ethnic communities, has a particular risk 

of a number of genetic diseases. 

  

3. The Board therefore supports the creation of a national register of surrogacy 

arrangements which would record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate, 

and any other gamete donors, making it clear who contributed to gametes.  The Board 
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suggests that as much information as possible should be retained including where the 

surrogate’s own egg has been used in a traditional arrangement and/or to distinguish 

if the intended parents’ own gametes are used. 

 

We are unclear but would hope that the parents of a minor surrogate child can search 

the register and retain copies of information on the register to be maintained by HFEA.  

We are interested to know whether any third parties could search a name to see if a 

record is maintained even if sight of it was not possible?  The reason for seeking a way 

of knowing if a particular child has a record at HFEA is because of matters touching on 

Jewish identity which could be settled by the register and might be needed at times 

of life events such as bar and bat mitzvah which take place at 13 and 12 respectively 

(i.e. before adulthood). 

 

We therefore propose an extension to your proposals whereby the parents can obtain 

a certificate that their child is not contained on the register or they can obtain the 

documentation whilst the child remains under 16/18. 

 

4. International Surrogacy 

 

The Jewish Community is likely to be disproportionately affected by international 

surrogacy arrangements.  We therefore support the proposal that the Secretary of 

State is given power to recognise in the UK legal parenthood granted in specific 

countries without the need of a Parental Order application provided that the same 

details regarding genetic and gestational information are included in the register. We 

believe it is intended that a list of approved countries be maintained. Is that list 

available or, if not, contemplated? 

  

5. Preparation of Intended Parents 

 

We believe that, unlike adopting parents, intended parents are not normally prepared 

for the impact of surrogacy on their children.  We believe that intended parents would 

benefit hugely from advice on how to share information on origin with their children 

and otherwise.  Given the small numbers involved we would hope that local 

authorities could assume this task as they do for adoptive parents?   

We also wondered if it might be possible to combine the register of adopted children 

with the register of surrogate children which might help to “normalise” the latter.  

 

Conclusion 

 

The Board of Deputies and Scottish Council of Jewish Communities support this review 
of this area of the law and offer further assistance to the Law Commission if that would 
be helpful.  
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Response ID ANON-2V7F-Y8MW-T

Submitted to The Law Commissions' Consultation on Surrogacy
Submitted on 2019-09-30 15:50:01

About you

1  What is your name?

Name:
Marilyn Crawshaw

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

The British Association of Social Workers (BASW) Project Group on Assisted Reproduction, PROGAR (https://www.basw.co.uk/progar/) has since the 1980s
campaigned on matters concerning assisted reproduction, including surrogacy, in the UK and overseas. We have variously worked in partnership with
donor-conceived adults, Barnardo’s, Children’s Society, Donor Conception Network, British Infertility Counselling Association (BICA), British Association for
Adoption and Fostering (BAAF), National Association of Guardians ad Litem and Reporting Officers (NAGALRO), Children and Family Court Advisory and
Support Service (Cafcass), Children and Families Across Borders (CFAB) and UK DonorLink.

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a response on behalf of an organisation

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Not Answered

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

PROGAR is inclined to support this proposal for the reasons set out by the High Court judiciary (pp 113-115), i.e. primarily to enable them to retain their
expertise.

Please provide your views below:

We believe that they should continue to be allocated to a High Court Judge but in the event that the decision is made not to continue this practice then we
believe that circuit judges should be ticketed to hear them.

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

We note that domestic POs are currently dealt with by a panel of lay justices except where there is an objection to the application, in which case it goes 
before a circuit judge. However we share the concerns expressed by some lawyers and judges (6.48) about the current lack of scrutiny by some lay



justices in PO applications. The LCs nevertheless point out that lay justices’ courts are more geographically accessible and informal than are circuit judges’
courts and that they anyway already hear challenging and difficult proceedings under the ACA 2002 (6.49). However PROGAR is of the view that the latter
is not a straightforward comparison to make as social workers and other professionals whose primary focus is the child have typically been involved in
ACA proceedings for some time and this is the basis for their reports to the court. In contrast, in surrogacy cases the only child-focussed professional
involvement is typically that of Parental Order Reporters (PORs). All PORs enter the process late in the day (i.e. post birth) and have far less contact with
the IPs and child before preparing their report than is the case in ACA proceedings. 
 
Views have also been expressed to us by some experienced PORs that their hands are tied when they see IPs who appear ‘stuck’ on disclosure matters
and/or who are still wrestling with their infertility (where this is the reason for surrogacy) as they are limited to trying to further engage them in discussion
while not significantly delaying the process and/or commenting on this in their report to court. While not a safeguarding issue per se and hence not
grounds for the court to refuse to make a PO, this has implications for future family life. It is also of concern that a study with PORs found there could be
confusion as to who the genetic parents were and hence what openness discussions with IPs needed to encompass (Crawshaw M, Purewal S, and van
den Akker O (2013) ‘Working at the margins: The views and experiences of court social workers on Parental Orders’ work in surrogacy arrangements’
British Journal of Social Work 43, 6, 1225-1243). 
 
(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another level of the judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be appropriate. 
 
PROGAR is of the view that all such cases should be heard by circuit judges for the reasons set out above. 
 
We note that the LCs propose that a circuit judge would hear all cases using the new pathway where a surrogate objects, and that seems sensible. These
are complex matters.

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

PROGAR is fortunate to have included some with considerable practice experience of acting as PORs in its deliberations as well as some with practice
experience through fertility counselling of working with people using both surrogacy and donor conception arrangements to form their families. Although
many ‘cases’ can appear straightforward at the time, these professionals are aware of the acute lack of evidence of how the parties concerned and
especially the surrogate-born individual will fare over their lifetimes. As experienced professionals, they know of the time lag that existed for such
research and related knowledge and awareness to become available where adoption or donor conception by itself has been involved so are rightly
cautious. Thus, for example, although IPs may express the intention to counsellors and PORs to be open with their child about their full origins, turning
intention into action can be challenging (especially about the use of a donor or without outside support) and expressions of intent may anyway hide
ambivalence or resistance to openness in any of the parties.

PROGAR has also been fortunate to draw on these professionals’ experiences with some very complex cases that have required considerable input of
time and specialist professional expertise including where the High Court Judges have rightly identified a public interest factor.

11  Consultation Question 4:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

YES, this makes sense and is something that we ourselves have considered pressing for, not least to enable the IPs to have greater powers to exercise
while awaiting the outcome of the PO application. In our experience, the LCs are correct at 6.55 in saying that this practice is less common when matters
are heard by lay justices. However we are also aware that in some cases the first directions hearing is some way down the line so there can still be a
hiatus in which IPs do not have PR. We would support moves to ensure that the first directions hearing is reliably held quickly or to consider whether
there is some other mechanism by which PR is shared by the surrogate from the outset..

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Progar is not in a position to comment on this beyond saying that we have long held concerns about the lack of requirement for curators ad litem to be
qualified social workers and believe this should be rectified in any legislative change so that there is parity across the UK. As will be clear from our
responses elsewhere, we strongly believe such professional expertise is of central importance.

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:



Other

Please provide your views below:

We have mixed views about whether there are any circumstances in which PROGAR would support the removal of the long standing principle that links 
legal parenthood and giving birth in surrogacy, with a substantial number deciding against. Regardless, we are all agreed that a strong case for its 
removal was not made in the document. The document is very light indeed in citing research-based evidence to support its removal and where research 
and journal articles are used they are rarely critically appraised and are sometimes rather dated (for example feminist texts). Neither do we feel that the 
argument for the severance of the link is well made in terms of principles. We do not, for example, accept that the intentions of the parties concerned as 
to who should raise the child to be conceived should drive such a major change, much as we might understand and have sympathy with them. Neither, 
crucially, do we accept that surrogacy is closer to assisted conception than to adoption among the different routes to alternative family formation so have 
grave concerns about the appropriateness of the proposed scrutiny approaches that have been put forward as sufficient to warrant the link being 
severed and/or linked to intentions. 
 
Although the document says that there are ‘many’ jurisdictions that may allow legal parenthood at birth for IPs, they only list 8 US States (out of 50) and 6 
countries (7.91) so such moves are far from widespread. In other words it would appear that few jurisdictions have yet taken such steps. 
 
We were disappointed not to see more attention given to alternative models, such as the temporary three parent option. Making such fundamental 
changes to birth registration require, in our view, much fuller debate about alternative models. 
 
We also have reservations about the likelihood of the proposals leading to increased use of domestic surrogacy, as is the stated intention behind the 
proposals. Although PROGAR does not concern itself with ‘supply and demand’ matters per se, given that our core concern is for the lifespan welfare and 
well-being of individuals born through surrogacy and/or donor conception (and their families), we would support the balance shifting towards domestic 
arrangements where these use identity-release donors and/or lead to Parental Orders. However we note that a survey of UK clinics found that many were 
uneasy about involvement in surrogacy as they had found it, or anticipated it to be, complex and time-consuming and few appeared to have worked with 
male gay couples even though this is a growing group of potential IPs (Norton W., Crawshaw M., Hudson N., Culley L. and Law C. (2015) A survey of UK 
fertility clinics' approach to surrogacy arrangements Reproductive Biomedicine Online 31, 327-338). The Law Commissions’ proposals, if anything, might 
increase those potentially inhibiting factors. Neither are we aware of any data from countries that prohibit commercial surrogacy that suggest how to 
improve the ‘supply’ of surrogates and egg donors without financial inducement, given that the proposal is to continue the ban on commercial surrogacy 
in the UK (which we support). We also note research findings that showed that the numbers of Parental Orders made without the involvement of UK 
surrogacy agencies dropped from 2007 to 2011 (Crawshaw M., Blyth E. and van den Akker O. 2012 ‘The changing profile of surrogacy in the UK – 
Implications for national and international policy and practice’ Journal of Social Welfare and Family Law vol 34:3 265-275) and it is not clear of the extent 
to which this was affected by their capacity to handle the growing numbers. 
 
That said, we believe that there is much of merit that is attached to the proposed new pathway, in particular the requirement for a pre-conception 
surrogacy agreement and the proposed introduction of regulation and a National Register. We also support the Law Commissions’ proposal that 
traditional as well as gestational surrogacy should be included in it. And we can understand, and support, the need for a process to transfer legal 
parenthood to be effected much sooner than at present. 
 
We set out our concerns in more detail below: 
 
1. Placing undue weight on proposed scrutiny via pre-conception surrogacy agreements: 
PROGAR has long supported the need for more attention to be paid to the time prior to conception so we welcomes this aspect of the proposals. We have 
regularly expressed concerns about the existing ‘fait accompli’ process whereby there is no independent child welfare scrutiny of the surrogacy 
arrangement until well after the child is born. However we are concerned that the proposed pre-surrogacy agreement is too limited for the following 
reasons: 
 
a. We are unsure whether licensed clinics will be willing to take responsibility for ‘signing off’ the agreement but that will of course be for them to decide 
(8.7). 
b. We have concerns at the portrayal of implications counselling in the document and say more about that in our responses to later questions. We believe 
that there has been some misunderstanding about its role and the responsibilities attached and these need addressing. For example, implications 
counselling does not and cannot deliver: ‘information provided via implications counselling on legal, medical, emotional and practical aspects’ (8.25). The 
document also inappropriately conflates ‘implications counselling’ (a term recently re-introduced in the Code of Practice for clinics in certain 
circumstances having been removed several years ago) with ‘screening and scrutiny of eligibility’ in surrogacy agencies. 
c. There is at no point a requirement for anyone to be involved for whom the child is their core focus; this is of great concern given that there is some 
evidence that infertility counsellors can find it difficult to foreground the interests of the child (for a review see Crawshaw, M. and Daniels, K. 2018 
Revisiting the use of ‘counselling’ as a means of preparing prospective parents to meet the emerging psychosocial needs of families that have used 
gamete donation Families, Relationships and Societies https://doi.org/10.1332/204674318X15313158773308). The same is likely to be true of other clinic 
professionals. 
d. The document asserts (though without evidence) that low breakdowns result from screening and scrutiny whereas one might reasonably speculate 
that they are related to the ongoing support from surrogacy agencies (which will not be there if clinics alone are involved). 
e. We could not find reference to any processes by which surrogacy agreements could be amended. Neither was it clear to us what happens if a couple 
separate during a pregnancy (though we accept it may be there in the document somewhere) rather than once the baby is born. 
f. We are very concerned that there will be no further requirement on any bodies (including the ‘responsible’ clinic or surrogacy agency) to have contact 
with the parties at any future stage except to provide confirmation to the Birth Registrar that an agreement is in place. The birth may not be until many 
months or even years later (treatment may not start straightaway; there may be failed attempts; breaks from treatment may be needed) and there is no 
requirement to renew the agreement at any stage. 
g. We strongly believe that there should be a required minimum level of contact right through until after birth and that there should be a requirement on 
the responsible body to engage with the parties should there be any difficulties along the way to try and help resolve them.



h. We do not consider it sufficient that a surrogate’s provisional consent (for it can only be provisional and should be stated as such given that, rightly, it 
will not be enforceable) to the IPs becoming legal parents and her understanding of her right to object and the process for doing so is only contained 
within a pre-conception agreement. 
i. We do not consider it sufficient to consider a provisional consent that is given months or years before the birth does not require the surrogate to be 
provided with written guidance about how to object in the latter stages of her pregnancy and the opportunity to discuss this with someone from the 
regulated clinic or agency. We also believe she should be required to actively restate her consent (in writing) at a minimum number of days post delivery. 
From the practice experience of some of us in adoption work with relinquishing birth mothers and post adoption work with adopted adults, we also 
believe that it might be beneficial for the surrogate herself and the surrogate-born child in later life to know that her consent was confirmed post delivery. 
j. We could not see any reference to whether donors will be required to give specific consent to the use of their gametes in surrogacy arrangements and 
believe they should (it may be there but we could not find it). 
k. There appears to be high weight attached to the views of surrogates and IPs, understandably, but there is nothing to say whether the views of 
donor-conceived adults and parents were sought from later life stages as such evidence would be of potentially transferable importance too (we 
understand you heard from at least one surrogate-born adult). We also note that although the numbers recruited to the Surrogacy UK studies are 
commendable, they only represent a very small number of surrogates and IPs that have been involved in Parental Order processes since 1995 (see our 
later response to this too). 
l. We note that surrogates and IPs are being asked to speculate about the impact of a very different system to the one that they themselves went through; 
this was not acknowledged. Neither was it clear how many surrogates and IPs that gave their views went through the process without any support from 
surrogacy agencies. 
m. PROGAR has long advocated for attention to be paid to preparation for family life through alternative routes such as surrogacy and consider this more 
likely to lead to good outcomes than attempts to assess suitability to parent. Our social work colleagues understand how complex it is to conduct such 
suitability assessments where a child is as yet unborn let alone not yet conceived. Yet there is no requirement proposed in the document to provide 
preparation to IPs or surrogates. 
n. It is clear from our contact with surrogacy agencies and your consultation document that surrogacy agencies provide a lot of help with preparation and 
then support IPs and surrogates through the time until well after birth and beyond. In the proposed model, those going solely through a clinic without the 
involvement of a regulated surrogacy agency will be deemed ready for the perceived advantages of the new pathway and this is of concern. 
o. It is important in our view that there are standard requirements for surrogacy agreements and these should include the importance of openness with 
the children affected (e.g. whether being raised by IPs or surrogates) and the importance of the parties concerned notifying the National Register of any 
changes in their identity or in any genetic health conditions. In addition legal parenthood is known to be a complex area for HFEA clinics and others to 
understand. As we understand your proposals, there will be a requirement for surrogates and IPs to seek independent legal advice but some clinics may 
be concerned about their competence to then assess whether the parties have understood the implications of that legal advice as part of the scrutiny 
process ahead of ‘signing off’ a surrogacy agreement. 
p. FINALLY AND IMPORTANTLY, we are concerned that there is no proposed mechanism for ensuring adherence to the pre-conception surrogacy 
agreement, including financial aspects, once the child has been born, for example a declaration to that effect by the parties (IPs and surrogates) post 
delivery. 
 
2. Surrogates’ right to object and birth registration process: 
 
We are aware that there is a simplicity to tying the proposed changes to the birth registration system in terms of reducing the administrative burden 
(8.26) but do not find that to be a compelling reason for such a big policy shift. The reasons for agreeing timescales for birth registration were, of course, 
not designed with surrogacy in mind and leave the timescales very tight indeed. Experience from broader children’s services’ work suggests that recent 
requirements to work to shorter or arbitrary timescales are sometimes proving counter-productive to children’s long term well-being. Although it is in 
no-one’s interests to encounter avoidable delays in decision-making, there are also times when it is important to ensure that there is sufficient [reflective] 
process time to arrive at well made decisions. 
 
Research on genetic and gestational surrogates’ experiences following the birth of the baby has shown feelings of sadness and loss are not uncommonly 
experienced, particularly in traditional surrogates, suggesting their long term (mental) health also needs to be given due attention. Rushing this deeply 
personal process through, particularly if decisions need to be made pre-conception when surrogates will not yet have any idea how much they have 
attached to the foetus, will not be in the interests of the surrogates (see for example van den Akker, O. (2005) ‘A longitudinal pre pregnancy to post 
delivery comparison of Genetic and gestational surrogate and intended mothers: Confidence and Gynecology’.J Psychosomatic Obstetrics and 
Gynecology, 26,4, 277-284; van den Akker, O.B.A (2007) Psychosocial aspects of Surrogate Motherhood Human Reproduction Update, 13,1, 53-62 
http://humupd.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/reprint/13/1/53; van den Akker,O.B.A. (2007) Psychological trait and state characteristics, social support and 
attitudes to the surrogate pregnancy and baby. Human Reproduction, 22,8, 2287-2295; van den Akker,O.B.A (2003) ‘Genetic and gestational surrogate 
mothers' experience of surrogacy’ Journal of Reproductive and Infant Psychology 21, 2 / 145 – 161). 
 
As well as our concerns regarding consent by surrogates set out above, we also believe that the proposed length of the ‘right to object’ is simply too short. 
As we understand it, it would be two weeks in Scotland and five weeks in England and Wales. There are various processes that will need to be undertaken 
including supplying the Registrar with the surrogacy agreement and confirming from the National Register that all details are fully entered and there is no 
provision for slippage on this. We have also said above that we feel strongly that the surrogate should actively consent at this stage rather than by default 
through not objecting (her consent pre-conception can only be provisional) and there should be a minimum time post delivery before she can do so. The 
surrogate should also be provided with a clear written explanation of the process for objecting and confirmation supplied that she has received it (this 
could be included as part of the consent form). 
 
We would have expected to see some consideration of whether there are any wider policy implications of such a major upheaval to birth registration 
rules. 
 
3. Conceptualisation of surrogacy: 
 
As stated in the early part of our response to this question, we challenge the underlying premise that surrogacy is closer to assisted conception than 
adoption (indeed in at least two places the document goes further by saying that anyone conceiving naturally does not have to go through pre conception



safeguards). We do not consider that a robust case has been made for claiming this, even though it is the foundation of the proposal to grant legal
parenthood to IPs at birth registration. It is our firm view that there is a continuum between natural conception and adoption with surrogacy sitting
between donor conception and adoption on that continuum. In our view, you fail to acknowledge that surrogacy, importantly, involves a third party – a
surrogate - carrying the pregnancy (often after undergoing medical procedures), giving birth and relinquishing the baby. Apart from the additional
potential emotional complications that might arise when pregnancy and birth is not experienced by the parents who go on to raise the child, there is a
growing body of evidence of the potential significance of the foetal environment for the child as well as the surrogate and our understanding of the
significance of an immediate separation between infant and carrying mother remains limited (see our later responses on this too) (see for example:
Petri,E, et al. (2018) Maternal–foetal attachment independently predicts the quality of maternal–infant bonding and post-partum psychopathology, The
Journal of Maternal-Fetal & Neonatal Medicine, 31:23, 3153-3159; Siddiqui,A. Hägglöf, B. (2000) Does maternal prenatal attachment predict postnatal
mother–infant interaction? Early Human Development, 59 (1) 13-25, ISSN 0378-3782; Schenkel, E et al. (2015) A cross-cultural study on surrogate mother's
empathy and maternal–foetal attachment. Women and Birth 28(2), 154-159;van den Akker, O.B.A. (2017) Surrogate Motherhood Families. Palgrave
MacMillan, particularly pages 99-102). We are quite simply in unchartered waters here with emerging evidence suggesting much more is yet to be
understood, including about the lifespan implications for relationships within the new family. Such features are not present in donor conception where
the pregnancy and birth is experienced only by the IPs and may therefore be an important mediating factor. Of course we cannot provide extensive
evidence for our view any more than you have for your conceptualisation but we firmly believe these factors potentially complicate the situation
sufficiently to look both ways – to adoption and to DC – when considering a way forward. 
 
Looking to adoption might also help suggest the potential wider implications of conceptualising surrogacy in this way. By using ‘intentions’ as a primary
driver for such change, some might argue for a return to private arrangements for the relinquishment of a baby to adopters where the woman decided
early in the pregnancy that she intended to relinquish the baby for adoption, a voluntary process. Although of course different to surrogacy, some might
argue that the differences are smaller than adoptions from care where the state has a clear statutory duty. 
 
 
4. Approach to risk: 
We also have concerns at the approach to risk used in the document. In the field of assisted conception other than IVF with own gametes, there are
currently no findings from large scale, longitudinal studies from which to assess risk to well-being of offspring. However at 7.76, the document states that
it knows of no evidence that surrogate-born children are at any greater risk than those being raised by their gestational mother. That is true but so is the
statement that there is no evidence that they are at comparable or lower risk. The reality is that there are no data to help us with this: the very small
amount of existing data on outcomes is too small and carries significant limitations so do relatively little to help us. For example the research from the
Cambridge Centre for Family Research (who are to be applauded for carrying out their studies as they stand out as relatively unique) cannot be
generalised given the small size of the samples and the fact that new families were recruited over time to replace those who dropped out thus making
them cross sectional in design rather than longitudinal in the usual sense. The report in the document of the study with children of surrogates again did
not point that only very small numbers took part. The researchers themselves cite such limitations. However in other places, research is critiqued and it is
not clear why this happened for some studies and not others. For example at 7.49 it is noted that the study relies on self reporting by pregnant women
through questionnaires but it would not be possible to study pre natal attachment in non-pregnant women and the study, as far as we aware, used
reliable and valid measures so should not be dismissed in this way. In that same section, the document states ‘the very idea that there is a special bond
has been questioned: can the foetus, before birth, really be said to form an attachment to the mother, separate from the mother simply imagining herself
as a mother and caregiver?’ without referring to the emerging evidence of the potential significance of the relationship between the carrying mother and
the foetus: we use the term ‘relationship’ rather than the rather emotive term ‘special bond’ to signify that the relationship may have a range of aspects of
potential influence. We have similar concerns about an assertion at 7.78 without backing evidence: that it will be better for children to remove the current
temporary [our word] split between legal and social/psychological parenthood and here again we respond to this in more detail in a later response. 
In addition to the lack of empirical research there are no mechanisms currently for collecting national data on surrogate- or DC-born children who later
come to the attention of Children’s Services, CAMHS, or courts. This is not to say that we believe that there is heightened risk but more to say that the
statements in the document are too selective and hence present an incomplete and unbalanced picture. 
We believe that the gaps in our knowledge are such that the precautionary principle should be in use here
(https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=EPRS_IDA(2015)573876). 
 
SEE ALSO LATER RESPONSES

15  Consultation Question 8:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

YES and it should be specified as to what should be included in these records. We note that a copy of the surrogacy agreement itself and a copy of any
post delivery objection by the surrogate should be held by the proposed National Register and we support that.

We also believe that a copy of any post delivery objection by the surrogate should be placed on the records held by the regulated surrogacy organisation
or licensed clinic involved as well as held by the national Regulator (see our answer to Q11).

It will be important to ensure that there are no discrepancies in the records held in each place.

The duty should also specify what happens to the records should the clinic or agency close down.

100 years; or

Please provide your views below:

It should be for 100 years and kept in line with any changes to storage requirements for adoption records.



16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

YES. Unlike the LCs we do not consider this question to be finely balanced (8.20). We share the LCs’ view of the importance of surrogate-born and
donor-conceived people to have access to full information about their genetic and gestational origins. As such we welcome all moves to deter the use of
anonymously donated gametes. We are of course aware that people can access overseas treatment that uses anonymous donors and that they can
import or otherwise obtain gametes for self insemination here. However we do not consider this to provide a straight comparison: as we set out in our
response to Q7, surrogacy has features that are unique as well as ones that complementary to donor conception. The involvement of a surrogate to carry
the pregnancy and give birth to the baby whom she then relinquishes to the IPs and eventually relinquishes her legal parenthood adds complexity to the
situation for all parties and especially the surrogate-born person.

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

YES it is important that we strongly discourage the use of anonymously donated sperm (or eggs or embryos for that matter). This is irrespective of
whether the sperm is imported for use in the UK, obtained within the UK or whether the surrogate goes overseas for insemination. The surrogate-born
child would have no statutory right of access to information about the sperm provider (i.e. their genetic/biological father) and we consider that to be a
major concern and against what Parliament intended in its decisions regarding access to information for donor-conceived people. This makes it crucial
that the parties concerned are seen by a Parental Order Reporter whose primary concern is the welfare of the surrogate-born child – and that UK law and
regulations are consistent in their requirement for identity-release donation only.

18  Consultation Question 11:

Other

Please provide your views below:

We strongly believe that the proposed objection period is too short as we set out in our response to Q7 (where we also set out our other concerns about
the acquisition of legal parenthood at birth). We are also concerned that you are not consulting on your proposal that the surrogate should only be
required to provide her consent pre-conception. We consider the latter to be an inadequate safeguard; post delivery consent should be active not by
default and any consent prior to conception should only ever be provisional and this should be made clear in any surrogacy agreement.

We also consider it is likely to be important for the surrogate-born person to know that their gestational/genetic mother confirmed her consent once s/he
had been born. Between us, we have considerable practice experience in the post adoption field, where there are parallels insofar as a person is raised
by someone other than the woman who carried them through pregnancy and gave birth to them. Our experience is that it can be very important not only
for the birth mother’s long term well-being that she formally consented post delivery but also for the adopted person.

We believe that your proposal at 8.28 that GRO ‘should’ contact the clinic or surrogacy agency for confirmation that a surrogacy agreement is in place
needs strengthening and should instead be made mandatory. We also believe it should be mandatory for the health professional/Trust sending the birth
notification to the GRO to make clear on the notification that surrogacy arrangements were involved.

Under the current proposals, in order to exercise her right to object the surrogate must inform (i) IPs and (ii) the Regulatory body (HFEA). There is no
mention of any requirement on anyone to inform the ‘responsible’ clinic or surrogacy agency and we believe this should be a requirement on the National
Register. At the very least, there could be valuable learning for the clinics and surrogacy agencies from being informed.

19  Consultation Question 12:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

20  Consultation Question 13:

Other

Please provide your views below:

Although we agree with what we consider to be the principles behind this (that the surrogate should have capacity during their period and this must be
demonstrated) we have concerns about the proposal to ask IPs to make the required declaration and to only ask the surrogate if they fail to do so.
Capacity is a potentially complex matter and clearly one which raises the spectre of the potential for exploitation, including for example if the surrogate
has mental health difficulties, learning disabilities or does not share a language with the IPs. If there is any conflict of interest or risk of exploitation (which
in many cases of course there won’t be) then it is likely to be between the IPs and the surrogate, hence our concern about giving them the primary
responsibility to make the declaration. As we said earlier (responses to Qs7 and 11), we strongly prefer an alternative system which would require the
surrogate to provide her (active) formal consent post delivery, in which case the question of capacity is covered. There would still need to be a way of
handling loss of capacity of the surrogate and we suggest this would need to be by exiting the new pathway.



21  Consultation Question 14:

Other

Please provide your views below:

SEE ALSO OUR RESPONSE TO Q22 
With the proposed removal of the child welfare post birth assessment, our concern is that there will be no professionals or staff involved at any stage of 
the process whose core focus is the child. At the very least we believe there is a need for significant strengthening of the Welfare of the Child assessment 
and implications counselling processes, the possible need for further training for clinic or surrogacy agency staff, and the required involvement pre 
conception of those whose core focus is the child. For example the latter might be provided by a qualified social worker such as from Cafcass. Clinics, for 
example, are not generally qualified to undertake the kind of welfare of the child assessments that a social care agency might consider to be sufficient for 
those considering an alternative route to family life through the use of surrogacy. They are reactive to any information that gives rise to concern but, 
apart from taking account of a counsellor’s report (if one is prepared, and this is not universal practice), not proactive in this regard. Unless the counsellor 
comes from a social work background, s/he is unlikely to have any training in such assessments. In fact, the HF&E Act requires clinics to assume that 
patients are able to offer supportive parenting unless there is evidence to the contrary. 
 
Currently there is variation in the approaches that clinics (and counsellors) take, as evidenced in the recent discussions within BICA ahead of the 
publication of its Guidelines for Fertility Counselling: Fourth Edition in May 2019. Some counsellors see the parties to surrogacy with a view to writing a 
factual report for the clinic team of what has been discussed in the session and the clients’ circumstances, attitudes, expectations, relationships with the 
other parties that does not contain a recommendation or assessment. However some counsellors do not accept that this is an appropriate role for them 
so would only advise the team if a matter of serious concern arose. Some other counsellors, however, are prepared to go further and make a 
recommendation – though BICA guidance makes clear that if they do so, they are not acting within their counsellor role and therefore the clinic should 
make available an alternative counsellor to provide implications counselling sessions for each of the parties. There are no data available as to the relative 
frequency with which this range of approaches is taken. 
 
At present, there is also only a requirement to approach the GP for the surrogate whereas it is optional as to whether to approach the GPs for the IPs (as 
part of a Welfare of the Child assessment). We believe this is wholly inappropriate when viewed through the lens of the surrogate-born child. We are also 
aware that the self declaration form currently in use carries the potential for information to be omitted, either deliberately or because the person 
concerned believes any previous convictions, involvement with Children’s Services, the Police, substance misuse or domestic violence and so on to be 
‘spent’. We are aware of at least one recent case where this led to no confirming information being sought from any external agency and no ‘assessment’ 
beyond completing the questionnaire being undertaken even though it later emerged that the person had a significant history of concern. As far as we 
are aware, any such ‘breaches’ are not documented by the HFEA and some anyway undoubtedly go undetected so it is not possible to quantify them. This 
can lead to those that complete the WOC forms honestly and accurately sometimes being subjected to a thorough WOC assessment and those that 
inaccurately complete the form not. A more standardised approach is thus important as well as fair, in our view. 
 
Also, and very importantly, if a clinic identifies a party as presenting with issues that raise significant safeguarding/WOC concerns, it can only prevent that 
person from being treated at their clinic. There is nothing to stop the person from attending another clinic and withholding information on the WOC form 
that gave the first clinic cause for concern. In similar vein, there is currently no requirement for IPs to declare whether or not they have been turned down 
by an adoption agency and this too could be important information. This is not to say that everyone in this situation cannot be considered for surrogacy 
but that it is an important piece of information to look into. 
 
We welcome the proposal to make compulsory that IPs and surrogates and their partners should have criminal records checks but of course this is of 
limited use. 
 
Finally we are aware that some counsellors believe there is a need for specialist training/specialist skills for staff taking on the surrogacy assessment roles 
in clinics. And at least one clinic is now having to negotiate a formal Information Sharing Agreement with their local Probation Service who was unwilling 
to release requested information to them otherwise. We suspect that other clinics may need to set these up with external agencies as WoC assessments 
become more rigorous. 
 
All this leads us to have concerns that the Law Commissions are placing a reliance on the clinics being competent to do this work which is not based on 
current reality; not all clinics welcome the opportunity to do this work and/or some find it challenging (Norton W., Crawshaw, M., Hudson, N., Culley, L. 
and Law, L (2015) A survey of UK fertility clinics' approach to surrogacy arrangements Reproductive Biomedicine Online 31, 327-338). The question also 
arises as to whether there is equivalence between clinics and the surrogacy agencies even at this pre-conception stage, though this is presumably 
something that a national regulator would need to take responsibility for. 
 
The proposal that all responsible bodies work to the CoP requirements for counsellors undertaking implications counselling sessions themselves has 
some merit. However it will be important that this does not dilute the preparation work that some surrogacy agencies undertake and which clinics do not. 
Indeed there is room for further discussion as to whether there should be a shift to focussing on psycho-educational approaches (see Crawshaw, M. and 
Daniels, K. (2018) Revisiting the use of ‘counselling’ as a means of preparing prospective parents to meet the emerging psychosocial needs of families that 
have used gamete donation Families, Relationships and Societies https://doi.org/10.1332/204674318X15313158773308). PROGAR strongly supports the 
need for mandated preparation sessions to be offered to all the parties prior to an agreement being finalised, as well as support during the process 
through until post delivery. In a study with PORs, it was noted that many considered IPs to have been inadequately prepared (Purewal S, Crawshaw M and 
van den Akker O (2012) ‘Completing the surrogate motherhood process: The experiences of Parental Order Reporters’ Human Fertility 15(2); 94-99). 
 
Of course some parties will need relatively little counselling or preparation but there should be minimum standards in place. This would also go some 
way to ensuring good levels of understanding of what is in the surrogacy agreement once a real pregnancy and live child are there. 
 
Finally we had mixed views about whether there should continue to be a post birth welfare assessment in all circumstances under the new pathway with



some favouring it being retained for all, some favouring the option for it to be carried out in certain circumstances and some undecided or content for it
to be removed. There was, however, clear agreement among us that there was an over-reliance on the robustness of pre-birth agreements in the format
proposed in the consultation document, for the reasons we set out elsewhere and that these need addressing in the interests of the child. These include
the lack of involvement of qualified social workers experienced in child welfare assessments, the (in our view) misunderstanding of current approaches to
implications counselling and Welfare of the Child checks, the lack of any requirement for ongoing contact once the pre-conception agreement is signed,
the lack of any post delivery check that the terms of the pre-conception surrogacy agreement (including financial aspects) have been kept, the lack of a
requirement for obtaining the active consent of the surrogate post delivery, and the fact that some aspects of the situation could be picked up in the
reality of the child being with the IPs that could not be fully anticipated pre-conception.

22  Consultation Question 15:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

YES; some PORs report that this aligns with their experience that the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner rarely wishes to be afforded legal parenthood and
hence to be required to consent to its transfer. However if the child goes on to be raised in the surrogate’s family then we would expect consideration to
be given by the court as to whether the surrogate’s spouse or partner should be afforded some legal responsibilities (i.e. other than legal parenthood) in
relation to the child.

Other

Please share your views below:

We had mixed views on this although we can see that the lack of safeguards in arrangements made outside the new pathway may warrant greater
caution about removing legal parenthood from them, especially when no surrogacy agreement is in place.

23  Consultation Question 16:

Other

Please provide your views below:

We believe there should be consistency of rules so whatever is agreed for a live birth should also apply here given that stillbirth is treated as the death of
a baby in utero rather than the death of a foetus which is the case where pregnancy ends earlier than 24 weeks.

However in keeping with our position as stated earlier, we strongly believe that this must include the active consent of the surrogate in all such cases.
We believe that the stillbirth should also be noted in the records held by the regulated surrogacy agency or clinic.

This situation requires attention to the grieving of all parties involved, not just the IPs – as well as the surrogate, this might also include children and wider
family members who are affected.

Other

Please provide your views below:

As above and please also see our response to Q15.

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

We found this wording somewhat unclear and therefore sought clarification from the LC for England and Wales in emails. Our answer reflects what we 
believe the question to be: 
• Where a child is born outside the new pathway then the surrogate will be the legal parent (and possibly one other person, depending on the situation). 
The scenario above covers what happens if the child dies either before the birth has been registered or after birth registration but before a Parental 
Order is made. In both situations, we are inclined to believe that the child’s birth certificate must reflect the existing law in indicating who the legal 
parents are. We are anyway unclear how it is envisaged that legal parentage could be transferred to IPs whether or not the birth has already been 
registered. If it were to be some form of expedited PO to allow the transfer then we might support that (but are not sure if it’s feasible). In any case, we 
strongly believe that there must be a minimum time set before which the surrogate can provide her consent as such decisions will be especially fraught in 
such a context. 
 
We also raised with the LC a possible anomaly in relation to a child born within the new pathway. This refers to a situation in which the child dies before 
the IPs register the birth and within the time in which the surrogate could object (similar to Q16 but here covering infant death rather than stillbirth). This 
situation was not covered in the document therefore needs consideration. 



This situation requires attention to the grieving of all parties involved, not just the IPs – as well as the surrogate, this might also include children and wider
family members who are affected.

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

Another difficult scenario and thankfully a very rare one to contemplate. It seems harsh in such a situation to expect the IPs to then drop out of the new
pathway if there is some way of knowing reliably what the surrogate’s views were immediately prior to her death, perhaps if there had been recent
contact with the regulated agency or clinic. It will also be very important to involve the surrogate’s partner (if she has one) or family: if traditional
surrogacy was involved, the child will be genetically related to some of the surrogate’s family of course.

Given that reliably ascertaining the surrogate’s wishes may not be possible and given the additional complexity in traditional surrogacy, dropping out of
the pathway would appear sensible, with the POR/Children’s Guardian tasked to conduct a sensitive investigation. A PO would be granted if in the best
interests of the child. If not the Judge has the option of granting s8 orders under the 1989 Children Act that bestow parental responsibility upon the
partner of the deceased surrogate, the grandparents or others: that should be the decision of the court. Adoption is also an option though the process is
more complex.

26  Consultation Question 19:

Other

Please provide your views below:

Another very difficult scenario to contemplate. If both IPs die during the pregnancy, then the appointed testamentary guardians (it is our view that it
should be a requirement that testamentary guardians are appointed under the new pathway) for the child would assume PR on the child’s birth. The
surrogate rightly would still have a period after the birth to object to the IPs being registered on the birth certificate. If she so objects, she would become
the legal parent and can register the birth. In these circumstances, if the testamentary guardians or members of the IPs' family seek to take care of the
child, they would be able to apply under the Children Act or Adoption and Children Act legislation for appropriate orders and the court will decide the
outcome.

Please provide your views below:

We are inclined towards saying the surrogate should be the legal mother and support 1(a) and (2). We do not believe that it would be particularly helpful
for the child for a PO to be granted posthumously.

27  Consultation Question 20:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

This appears sensible. We do have some concerns about the length of time afforded to an estranged IP to provide notice of opposition and to then
subsequently make his or her own application; the latter seems especially short.

We also think it important for there to be a requirement to inform the surrogate if a couple separate (whether in the new pathway or outside it) as this
could be important information for her to have as part of her consent decision-making.

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

As seen from our earlier responses, PROGAR is divided over the proposed new pathway, but with a majority being against allowing the IPs being legal
parents in the proposed model.

PROGAR is very interested in the idea of a temporary three parent model and was disappointed that it was not covered in more detail in the consultation
document as it appears to have merit. We do not ourselves have the resources to explore it in more detail but strongly believe it should be taken further.

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

SEE ALSO OUR RESPONSE TO Q14 
As we said in our earlier comments, we are concerned that the pre-conception scrutiny and preparation proposals are inadequate in parts, including the 
omission of anyone involved for whom the child is their core focus; that the lack of any requirement to maintain contact with the parties during 
pregnancy and post delivery is of grave concern; and that the lack of a requirement for the surrogate to actively consent is very worrying. We have 
elsewhere suggested that there should be social work involvement in the pre conception stages. A majority of us also felt that it could be detrimental to 
remove any requirement for a post delivery independent social work assessment.



 
We strongly believe that the removal at any stage of professionals whose core concern (and experience) is with the welfare of the child is a retrograde
step. The emphasis on ‘implications counselling’ misses the fact that this is a service for the surrogate and IPs with the aim to help them arrive at an
informed decision. This could result in a situation where IPs, for example, decide against openness – a situation that child-focussed professionals would
consider a barrier. Counsellors are therefore only required to raise concerns if they believe there are potential safeguarding matters and that is a very
high threshold. In addition we have concerns at how thoroughly the HFEA currently inspects counselling provision: it does not include counselling
professionals in its inspection teams, it does not automatically see the clinics’ counsellors during inspections, and rarely uses its specialist Advisers.
Because it is only the ‘offer’ of counselling that is currently a statutory requirement, the HFEA has traditionally been reluctant to set minimum standards
for provision and uptake of counselling, leading to significant differences between clinics. We have similar concerns about Welfare of the Child
procedures which also appear to vary between clinics and concerning which the HFEA sets quite low level requirements. It is of note that in the recent
process to update the BICA Guidelines for Fertility Counselling this year, the discussions surrounding ‘welfare of the child’ and ‘implications counselling’
practices were the ones that took up most time and showed the widest variation. 
 
We are aware that in some countries such as New Zealand, all applications to enter surrogacy arrangements go through a national ethics process (as do
those involving embryo donation). It would have been useful to know more about other countries’ scrutiny processes in these early stages of deciding
whether such arrangements can go ahead. We understand that Surrogacy UK has also recently introduced an ethics committee to look at applications
referred by the Trustees because they are complex in some way. This may warrant further consideration. We note that the document rejected the idea of
an Adoption Panel but we believe that the New Zealand and Surrogacy UK models may warrant further exploration as a proportionate response. 
It was also interesting to see that New Zealand (p187) requires ‘consideration of the comparative abilities of each of the parties to be… parents…. And to
facilitate relationships with other parties should the court consider that necessary’. It is clear from this that they see surrogacy as a route to family life that
requires attention to additional aspects, supporting our view that it is closer to adoption than assisted conception. 
 
PROGAR considers mandated preparation to be an important part of alternative routes to family life, be that through donor conception or surrogacy.
Parenting DC and surrogate-born children brings additional tasks which prospective parents need to prepare for, not least as this can also have the effect
of better grounding any decisions that they make about whether to proceed. There is a wide research- and practice- based literature to support such a
view (see for example that covered in Crawshaw, M. and Daniels, K. (2018) Revisiting the use of ‘counselling’ as a means of preparing prospective parents
to meet the emerging psychosocial needs of families that have used gamete donation Families, Relationships and Societies
https://doi.org/10.1332/204674318X15313158773308).

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

PROGAR is of the view that the ‘welfare checklist’ works well at present and does not need substantial amendment. This is based on the experiences of
those of us with extensive experience in this field.

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

PROGAR is of the view that the checklist works well at present and does not need substantial amendment. This is based on the experiences of those of us
with extensive experience in this field.

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

YES, we believe this would be sensible and helpful all round

33  Consultation Question 26:

Other

Please provide your views below:

There is nothing here to say who would decide whether a surrogacy arrangement had been involved as a precursor to any automatic acquisition of
parental responsibility as proposed here. Will this be self declaration? If so to whom and when? Will it be triggered, for example, by birth registration? We
also have concerns about the wording at (2) and believe that applying for a PO should be a requirement rather than only an intention and that there
should be a requirement on a statutory body/bodies to monitor whether an application is indeed made and, if not, to investigate.

We were unsure whether this proposal was intended to replace the proposal at Q4?

34  Consultation Question 27:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

YES – but as in our response to Q26, we believe that at (2) applying for a PO should be a requirement rather than only an intention and that there should 
be a requirement on a statutory body/bodies to monitor whether an application is indeed made and, if not, to investigate. Of course in a scenario such as



this, it is highly likely that the IPs will make such an application very quickly but it is nevertheless important in our view to strengthen the language.

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

YES – although as you will see from our answers elsewhere, we strongly believe that the surrogate should actively consent rather than simply fail to
object. If the new pathway were to go ahead then we suggest the date of the registration of the birth would be the obvious time for the surrogate’s PR to
lapse.

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

We do not hold strong views on this. We assume that any disputes would need to be dealt with by S8 Orders.

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

We had mixed views on this. Some of us felt deeply concerned at asking a traditional surrogate to supply even provisional consent pre-conception to
allowing the IPs to become legal parents at birth instead of her. Others felt that there should be no such difference applied and that the decision was
equally complex and demanding for both traditional and gestational surrogates, albeit with unique aspects to each as well as similarities. These are
complex ethical issues and surrogates will inevitably be at a psychological disadvantage in any circumstances in which they have committed to the IPs
being the legal parents from birth but find that the reality makes this unacceptable either during the pregnancy or post delivery.

Among those of us with direct practice experience there were some examples of IPs intimidating surrogates, especially when there is a significant
difference in socio-economic status as is often the case (a fact that is noted in the consultation document but generally given little attention otherwise).
There did not seem to be a pattern whereby this was more or less likely in the case of traditional surrogacy. Of course we are aware of the potential for
intimidation in the reverse direction but had less experience reported of that.

What strikes us in considering this and in reading the consultation document – including about the pros and cons of the different types of surrogacy (for
example pp196-9) – is the lack of reference to the lifespan implications of each type for the surrogate-born person as a key factor. This is the starting
point for PROGAR.

This perhaps contributed to what we perceived as an implicit assumption in the document that clinics would not engage in traditional surrogacy and so
little attention should be paid to how to encourage them to become more engaged, even though sizeable numbers appear to offer it (see Norton W.,
Crawshaw M., Hudson N., Culley L. and Law C. (2015) A survey of UK fertility clinics' approach to surrogacy arrangements Reproductive Biomedicine
Online 31, 327-338).

In fact we also had some concerns about the use of language in parts which carried the potential to reinforce the ‘divide’ between traditional and
gestational surrogacy – though we note and support the LCs’ view that both should continue. For example the document says that gestational surrogacy
is potentially riskier for the surrogate and for the woman providing the eggs (9.18). It’s not they are potentially riskier, they ARE riskier, i.e. they carry
greater risk than does traditional surrogacy. For example, there is an association between oocyte donation and low birthweight, pregnancy complications
and caesarean sections (Savasi et al., 2016 Maternal and fetal outcomes in oocyte donation pregnancies. Human Reproduction, 22(5), 620–633). Since
gestational surrogates undergo embryo transfer with ‘donated’ oocytes (from the commissioning mother or a donor) these pregnancies are likely to be at
the same risks as oocyte recipients and their babies in IVF treated cycles. The document also talks of the risks (unspecified) that the children would be the
half sibling of the surrogate’s own children but not about the benefits of this and does not refer to the potential risk that arises where surrogate-born
children have unknown genetic half siblings as a result of egg donation being involved (9.23).

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:



NO we don’t believe they should. Further we don’t consider feasible or appropriate the suggestion (at 9.33) that the HFEA might provide oversight of
screening and eligibility requirements in independent arrangements or (at 9.34) that this role might be undertaken by an independent professional such
as a lawyer. These are complex matters that require the skills of a range of professionals, including (centrally) those with child welfare experience.

We were surprised to read at 9.30 that independent surrogacy arrangements are the ones most likely to break down as one of the problems in
determining surrogacy policy and practice is the lack of data. As far as we are aware, there are no data about breakdowns in arrangements – indeed
some will never be recorded anywhere, let alone by type, so such a statement is at best misleading.

Please provide your views below:

Given our response to the question above, we do not consider there to be any ways in which this could be achieved.

40  Consultation Question 33:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

We strongly agree that there should be regulation and that each surrogacy organisation should be required to have a ‘person responsible’. We note that
licensed clinics will be required to meet certain responsibilities in relation to surrogacy and we suggest that this should be reflected in their staffing
requirements as we set out in our responses to subsequent questions. While inclined to support the proposal at (2) please also see our response to Q35.

While not wanting to burden surrogacy organisations with undue requirements, we have said earlier than we consider surrogacy to be closer to adoption
than to IVF alone for the reasons that we set out at Q7 and that regulation should therefore be more than ‘light touch’. We support the fact that volunteer
input is a significant and positive feature of some of the organisations such as Surrogacy UK and note that regulation will incur additional tasks for them.

We also note that at 9.58 the document refers to surrogacy organisations providing ongoing support through conception, pregnancy and after the birth
of the child’. This reinforces, we believe, our earlier concerns that where clinics are the body deemed responsible for pre-conception surrogacy
agreements in the proposed new pathway, no such requirement is placed on them.

Yes

Please provide your views below:

While inclined to support the proposal at (2) please also see our response to Q35.

Yes

Please provide your views below:

41  Consultation Question 34:

representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator;, managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence and
skill;, ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary
policies and procedures;, training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and, providing data to the regulator and to such other person as
required by law.

Please provide your views below:

YES though it seems rather odd that this means someone may have to train themselves!

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

We believe that the ‘person responsible’ should be required to demonstrate their competence and understanding in child welfare and safeguarding. As
such we would expect them to have experience in child and family work and an understanding of child welfare legislation and/or employ senior staff with
this experience. This would reflect the fact that surrogacy is, in our view, the closest route to alternative family formation to adoption.

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

YES, there is no place for commercialism in surrogacy in our view. However care will need to be taken to ensure that ‘not for profit’ does not enable a back 
door approach to commercial activity. Otherwise there is a danger that organisations will seek to charge whatever the market can afford and there is 
already a very real issue in surrogacy whereby it is increasingly only open to high income prospective parents to pursue. It was recently reported, for 
example, that one ‘not for profit’ surrogacy agency based in Australia earned $2 million Australian dollars in revenue in the past five years from 
sponsorships, consulting fees and event ticket sales - 
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-08-21/australian-parents-warn-about-ukraine-surrogacy-lotus/11426396



 
We note that at least half of licensed clinics in the UK are now privately operated.

43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

This should include any activities related to recruitment, introduction, support, written agreements, criminal records checks. We support the proposal
that where private fertility clinics carry out such activities then they should be required to set up a separate ‘not for profit business arm’ in order to do so.
Indeed we would like to see this extended to their gamete donor services.

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

We are inclined to agree with this proposal though are also aware of some apparently successful arrangements made between IPs and relatives or
longstanding close friends without outside help and would welcome the opportunity for these to continue as we believe they fall outside the definition of
‘matching and facilitation’.

We are unsure what will happen when the use of a gamete egg donor is required. This will be an important part of the arrangement from the perspective
of the surrogate-born person and will also involve what might be called a ‘matching’ process. See also our response to Q36.

Here again, as seen before, the consultation document makes reference to the requirement on surrogacy agencies to provide support through until after
the birth of the child (9.86(3)) even though there is no such requirement on clinics. We believe the same requirement should be made on whichever
organisation is the ‘responsible’ body for a surrogacy agreement.

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

We are inclined to agree as this will at least provide some regulation for some surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway (but see also our
response immediately above). However it will only be enforceable if there are some powers given to sanction and/or shut down unregulated ‘services’.

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

This is outside our competence to answer save to say that they need to be sufficiently strong to act as a deterrent. We agree that it should be an
organisation or ‘broker’ that should be sanctioned not the prospective IPs or surrogates.

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

YES but with caveats. In keeping with our earlier answers, the HFEA will need to significantly improve its regulation of counselling standards and take up
and significantly increase its social work/child welfare expertise, including on the Licensing Panel. ‘Welfare of the child’ assessments will need to be
significantly strengthened, including that counsellors should not be required to undertake them.

Please provide your views below:

The areas of the Code that should apply should include: the PR, counselling, WoC, medical checks, information to be provided, consent, information
access rights as well as all those parts that apply to donor conception and surrogacy. We also propose that there should also be a new requirement to
provide mandated preparation sessions and minimum standards of ongoing contact with all parties through until post delivery.

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:



YES. We especially support those aspects of the explanation at 9.126 that make clear that the legal status of the child is something that should remain for
the law to decide, not something to be negotiated between private individuals. We strongly support that even a pre-conception surrogacy agreement
such as that proposed can only ever remain an expression of intention.

We were interested to see the assertion at 9.124 that any issues are usually resolved by negotiation between lawyers for the parties as we are not aware
of the evidence for this. We also note the research finding that you cite at 9.122 and suggest this is an example of how important it is to critically appraise
research. It is not unusual, for example, for on-line survey responses to throw up findings that are difficult to interpret.

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

YES but, as with our response to earlier questions in this section, there needs to be some safeguards against commercial activity masquerading as ‘not for
profit’.

We have concerns that the proposal to allow regulated organisations (including private clinics) to be able to charge for all their services, including
screening, counselling and welfare assessment, may put services even further out of reach of those on middle to low incomes. It is not clear to us, for
example, why private clinics could be required to set up a ‘not for profit’ business section for matching and facilitation services but not for the rest.

One danger with this is that there will be no incentive for organisations to do these activities well rather than to a bare minimum (if they want to keep
fees low and attractive); and conversely some may set high fees and cater to only high income clients. Attention needs to be paid to this through rigorous
regulation and allowing the regulator to the power to set at least some of the fees.

The underlying principle should always be that surrogate-born children – as with all children - are not commodities to be ‘bought’ and ‘sold’ at any stage.

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

YES, but at the least, this should be in line with what is allowed for adoption and there should be restrictions as to which organisations are allowed to
advertise in the UK.

On reading the document at 9.142, it was a timely reminder (and indeed news to some of us) that it is only UK people caught advertising in the UK that
can be prosecuted not those operating overseas commercially and advertising here. We believe this is a loophole that needs to be shut down if we are
serious about maintaining a ban on commercial surrogacy.

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

YES but we also suggest that there is a strong case for enabling them to do so earlier, on request and subject to safeguards, as is now possible in
adoption.

We were very concerned to learn at 10.32 that the surrogate-born person’s right to access their original birth certificate was removed (or not enacted) in
the application of ACA 2002 to Parental Orders. We had no idea that this was the case and have in fact previously been told that such access was there
(personal correspondence with GRO for England in September 2012 when we were specifically told that anyone with a PO could apply for their original
birth certificate at any age). It is therefore highly likely that this was an oversight rather than a deliberate intention and we are delighted and relieved that
this has been uncovered.

There is another access matter that we would like to raise here. It is our understanding that gender identity records are sealed, which means that anyone
previously born to that person or conceived with their gametes would not be able to access their post transition identity details. This appears to be a
clash of rights: between the right of the donor conceived person (and the surrogate born person if LC proposals regarding the National Register are
enacted) to learn of the identity of their surrogate and/or gamete donor and the general right of someone who transitions to have their identity details
kept private. As with any situation in which someone is accepted as a donor or surrogate, it will also be important that the proposed pre-conception
surrogacy agreements make clear the responsibility of the surrogate (and donor where one was used) to inform the National Register of any changes to
their identity, including their gender identity. This would be in keeping with BICA Guidance (2019) Guidelines for Fertility Counselling Fourth Edition. It will
also be important that the National Register has the facility to record such changes.



52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

We were a little divided on this with the overwhelming majority favouring this proposal. Those in favour also believe that the annotation should specify
what type of surrogacy was involved: traditional surrogacy /gestational donor surrogacy/ gestational surrogacy without donor. We are in full agreement
that all short BCs (i.e. not only of those born through surrogacy) should include a statement to the effect that BCs are a record of legal parentage only and
that other origins information may be held elsewhere.

We note and support the proposal elsewhere that anyone requesting their birth certificate at a later date be offered access to counselling and we
propose that it should be specified that this should be FREE. We also believe that anyone wishing to make contact with others with whom they share a
surrogate or donor should have access to both counselling and intermediary services (the two have important and complementary functions) and that
these also should be provided free of charge.

We also think it unfortunate that the consultation document did not offer possible evidence-based explanations for their statement at 10.5 that this is ‘not
a pressing issue for many stakeholders’ (without specifying how many surrogate-born people shared their views) and instead turned to speculative
answers that we believe to be unhelpful. In particular, the document suggests that this may be because of the emphasis that most surrogacy
organisations place on ongoing contact between the surrogate, IPs and the child. Apart from the fact that the child may not yet know when a donor had
been used and hence whether the ongoing contact is with their genetic as well as gestational parent, there is ample evidence from studies with adults
relinquished for adoption as infants and with donor-conceived adults (both of which groups are likely to have some similarities with surrogate-born
adults) that could help us understand motivation to seek access to origins information (we are happy to supply references on request). These include
that:
• It is not necessarily linked to unhappiness/dissatisfaction with one’s raising family but can be for a range of reasons;
• It typically starts when someone is in their late 20s or 30s.

We take this up here because it links with our earlier concerns about the conceptualisation of surrogacy, the accompanying tendency to sideline the
potential significance of the donor (where one was used) to the surrogate-born person and the family in which they are raised, and the limited or missing
use of relevant research. Here is another example. At 10.4 the document refers to the apparent greater reluctance of IPs to disclose their use of a donor
than their use of a surrogate (and there is an emerging research evidence base to support this which we can provide). In the example cited at 10.3, the
reluctance was to disclose that it was the surrogate’s own egg (i.e. rather than that of a donor) that had been used. There is a significant amount of
evidence from research (which again we can provide) concerning donor conception that the key ‘threat’ to the recipient parent(s) appears to come from
their use of someone else’s gametes to form their family. So whether that’s from the surrogate herself or a separate donor, the threat is likely to be there.
Based on our practice and research evidence to date we would argue, for example, that it might potentially be helpful for some prospective parents to
use a traditional surrogate rather than a gestational surrogate and donor insofar as this may more strongly encourage them to engage at that stage with
the threat because they meet the traditional surrogate in person whereas an egg donor can remain more in the shadows and/or disembodied
psychologically.

In the discussion in the document about human rights’ aspects of access to origins information, we were very surprised not to see the BASW Position
Statement on Surrogacy referenced here (https://www.basw.co.uk/resources/basw-position-statement-surrogacy-14th-december-2016), not least as it is
the only one of which we are aware that covers the UK context.

We also noted an omission at 10.53 as there is another group of donor-conceived people that can access identifying information, namely those whose
pre-2005 donor has re-registered as ‘willing to be identified’.

Finally we found section 10.62 somewhat confusing – does it mean that if someone is surrogate-born where an egg donor was used then they will need
the surrogate’s details to access the register? Do all DCAs therefore have to have their mother’s name, DoB, time of treatment and clinic to access it?

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

YES it is much overdue. Too many people continue to believe that their birth certificate is a record of their genetic parentage rather than simply their legal
parentage and this can be problematic, not least as the growth in commercial DNA testing is leading more and more people to learn that their origins are
not what they believed them to be with attendant consequences.

We share the LCs’ concerns about the apparent complexity of linking the PO Register and the Birth Register (10.43) and suspect that it is the piecemeal
reform to the latter that also contributed to the apparent error in ceasing surrogate-born peoples’ right to access their original birth certificate.

We would be interested for views to be canvassed as to whether the link between the PO Register and the Birth Register should also be made available to
others, e.g. descendants? (we believe it is currently sealed to all but the person concerned as is adoption).

We also believe there is room for consideration of the relationship between the Birth Register and the HFEA Register. We believe that it is wrong that
there is currently no requirement on the part of the GRO to inform anyone seeking a copy of their own BC that other information about them may be
held elsewhere and to which they are statutorily entitled, e.g. on the HFEA Register.



54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

YES and there is also a strong case for enabling them to do so earlier, on request (see answer at Q49). Anyone seeking out such information should also
have the opportunity to access free professional support.

55  Consultation Question 47:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

YES. We also believe that the proposed Register should hold pen portraits of surrogates and donors along the lines of current HFEA donor requirements
except that the pen portraits should be required not optional (as we believe should be the case for donors outside of surrogacy arrangements; we realise
the latter is outside your remit). The LCs refer to these in another place but do not include it here (and see Q48).

We assume that the Register will be open to those who have used international arrangements although this is not specified in the consultation document
or in the question above.

Consideration should be given to information about the surrogate and IPs being registered even where the donor’s identity (where one is used) is not
known or their involvement not medically verified (this could be made clear in the entry) as this would at least enable the surrogate-born person to learn
that gamete donation had been involved (and see our answer to Q63).

Where a surrogate or donor acts in any regulated arrangement (e.g. donors may be used in DC treatments outside of surrogacy) but also in an
unregulated one, we believe it important that such arrangements are linked where possible through the Register. This would mean that anyone seeking
information is appraised of the outcomes from all the arrangements, where known. It is important that anyone seeking information should not have to
separately approach the HFEA Register and this may mean that there may need to be provision for information concerning donors to be held on each
Register.

Finally we propose that consideration should be given to allowing (retrospective) registration of arrangements that pre-date the opening on the Register,
subject to the necessary checks.

SEE ALSO OUR RESPONSE AT Q49.

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

YES we strongly believe that it should include non-identifying information about the surrogates as well as donors and believe the same list of required 
information as for donors should apply, including pen portraits. We were pleased to see acknowledgement in several places of the consultation 
document of the potential significance of the ‘foetal environment’ for the offspring, i.e. the surrogate and her bodily function and the emerging 
understanding of epigenetics (see for example 10.75, 10.78; footnote 76 on p292). See also for example McEwen, B. 2019, Prenatal Programming of 
Neuropsychiatric Disorders: An Epigenetic Perspective Across the Lifespan. Biological Psychiatry, Volume 85, Issue 2, 91 – 93; Litzky, J & Marsit, C. 2019, 
Epigenetically regulated imprinted gene expression associated with IVF and infertility: possible influence of prenatal stress and depression Journal of 
Assisted Reproduction and Genetics. 36,7, 1299–1313; Nafee et al, 2008, Epigenetic control of fetal gene expression BJOG 115:158–168; Egliston, K., 
McMahon, C., & Austin, M. (2007). Stress in pregnancy and infant HPA axis function: Conceptual and methodological issues relating to the use of salivary 
cortisol as an outcome measure. 
Psychoneuroendocrinology, 32(1), 1-13 (more references can be provided on request). Added to this is the potential emotional and identity significance 
for offspring to know as much as possible about the woman who carried and gave birth to them, regardless of any genetic connection. We are mindful of 
the many years that professionals considered that they knew better than DC offspring in asserting that a donor carried little or no potential significance 
for them. See, for example, Frith, L., Blyth, E, Crawshaw, M. and van den Akker, O. (2017) Searching for 'relations' using a DNA linking register: 
Constructions of identity, relatedness and kinship by adults conceived following sperm donation. BioSocieties. 13 (1), 170–189. 
doi:10.1057/s41292-017-0063-2; van den Akker O.B.A. Crawshaw, M.C, Blyth, E.D and Frith, L.J (2015) Expectations and experiences of gamete donors and 
donor-conceived adults searching for genetic relatives using DNA linking through a voluntary register. Human Reproduction, 30 (1): 111-121 (more 
references can be supplied on request). 
 
We welcome your strong support throughout the document of the right of surrogate-born people to information about the surrogate and donor (where 
one was used) so that they can determine its significance for themselves. We believe this should apply to both identifying and non-identifying 
information.



 
We are less sure of the need to include non-identifying information about the IPs except in circumstances that you describe in relation to Q53. 
 
SEE ALSO OUR RESPONSE AT Q7 AND Q49.

57  Consultation Question 49:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

YES but there is a strong case for enabling them to do so earlier, on request (see below)
Access to this information should also be provided to recipient parents up to the child reaching 18 in line with current practice for parents of DC offspring
outside of surrogacy arrangements who access the HFEA Register. Surrogates and donors should also have access to information about their offspring in
line with that which currently exists for donors outside of surrogacy arrangements who access the HFEA Register. We are concerned at the extent to
which donors and their offspring are not covered in these questions even though you acknowledge that significant numbers of surrogacy arrangements
involve donors.

Finally we believe the time has come to also enable the parties concerned to voluntarily agree to their identifying information being released before the
time at which it must by law be released on request. Such state-funded voluntary registers operate in other parts of the world such as Victoria, New South
Wales and Western Australia. Not only could this reflect the growing understanding that facilitated information exchange and contact can be beneficial at
a much earlier stage than is currently possible but also the fact that commercial DNA testing is leading to growing numbers of parties being unwittingly
identified to each other and/or learning of their own origins or of the involvement of close family members in donor conception for the first time. This
includes those below 18. Indeed we are increasingly discussing the possibility that the time will come when donors and surrogates will need to be
identifiable from conception onwards.

All professional support should be free and should include intermediary services not only implications counselling, in line with what is offered those
approaching the HFEA Register.

Please provide your views below:

YES definitely – however we believe the wording at (2) is too woolly. Counsellors in general are not necessarily equipped to assess maturity whereas other
professionals may sometimes be better placed to do so. We suggest that this section of the proposal requires more attention. We are aware, for example,
that judgements of maturity in some settings (say in relation to medical interventions) are only made after consultation with colleagues.

All professional support, including intermediary services, should be free.

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

YES; and the same should apply to requests as to whether the same donor was used either inside or outside of surrogacy arrangements. Indeed there
may also need to be provision for releasing such information where the same IP (if they were a genetic parent) was involved. If there is agreement to
allow access rights to offspring of the surrogate or donor, then these should also be included here. We are concerned at the extent to which donors and
their offspring are not covered in these questions even though you acknowledge that significant numbers of surrogacy arrangements involve donors.

As we said earlier, it is important that anyone seeking this information does not has to separately approach the HFEA Register so there needs to be a
mechanism for linking the two.

59  Consultation Question 51:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

YES – and the same should be the case for those sharing a donor inside or outside of surrogacy arrangements. We suggest that this facility should be
open to the children of surrogates and also to the children of donors whether surrogacy was involved or DC alone. If enacted, such rights should extend
to the HFEA Register, although we are aware that this is outside the LCs’ remit.

We are concerned at the extent to which donors and their offspring are not covered in these questions even though you acknowledge that significant
numbers of surrogacy arrangements involve donors.

All professional support should be free and should include intermediary services not only implications counselling, in line with what is offered those
approaching the HFEA Register.

Please provide your views below:

YES; this may be well be of significance to the parties for the reasons you set out. See also our reply to Q48



60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

YES to both (1) and (2), and this should also apply for those sharing a donor whether inside or outside of surrogacy arrangements and hence the children
of donors whether surrogacy was involved or DC alone. If enacted, such rights should extend to the HFEA Register, although we are aware that this is
outside the LCs’ remit.

We are concerned at the extent to which donors and their offspring are not covered in these questions even though you acknowledge that significant
numbers of surrogacy arrangements involve donors.

Please provide your views below:

YES to both (1) and (2), and this should also apply for those sharing a donor whether inside or outside of surrogacy arrangements and hence the children
of donors whether surrogacy was involved or DC alone. If enacted, such rights should extend to the HFEA Register, although we are aware that this is
outside the LCs’ remit.

We are concerned at the extent to which donors and their offspring are not covered in these questions even though you acknowledge that significant
numbers of surrogacy arrangements involve donors.

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

We are inclined to support this. If we have understood correctly, such details will have been included on the surrogacy agreement anyway. We liked the
suggestion at 10.126 that the ‘absent’ IP should be recorded but suggest an amendment. We propose that an absent IP should in these circumstances be
contacted by the National Register and invited to provide additional information (should the decision be made at Q48 to include additional info about
IPs).

This potential situation reinforces our comments about whether there will be provision to update the surrogacy agreement and if so how. It also
reinforces our concerns that any couples in the new pathway who are not linked to a surrogacy agency will potentially be managing the challenges
associated with separation either during pregnancy or post birth without outside support from the licensed clinic and probably not from the person that
gave them legal advice.

Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order

62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a
parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree?

Please provide your views below:

This has some merit but raises concerns about some IPs delaying submitting an application, as suggested in the consultation document. We had mixed
views about it with a larger number favouring its retention. If it were to remain then we would support it being amended to allow potential applicants the
right to later request ‘leave to apply’ and there may need to be guidance as to the range of circumstances in which this could be granted. This would
therefore still encourage early applications.

63  Consultation Question 55:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

YES, we are very inclined to support the extension of the right of courts to dispense with the surrogate’s consent as set out at (2) above but suggest this
decision should be made only with the involvement of a Children’s Guardian/POR. As we assume such cases will only occur outside the new pathway, the
latter will anyway be involved.

We also wonder whether it should say ‘primary residence’ rather than ‘living with’?

However we do not support the consultation document’s assertion that it is [always] detrimental to children when their parenting is split between those
whom it identifies as being legal, social, psychological and genetic parents. Although it may be preferable in many cases for there to be full alignment, we
are not aware of the evidence from which this statement was drawn beyond the wishes of ‘stakeholders’, no matter how understandable those may be.
As we say elsewhere in our response, the (limited) research into the developmental attributes of surrogate-born children does not support this assertion.
Instead we suggest that research into the well-being of children is complex and suggests that it is affected by many variables of which the legal, social,
psychological and genetic status of their parents are only some.

Here and elsewhere in the document it would have been helpful to know which stakeholders are referred to.

Yes



Please provide your views below:

As above:
YES, we are very inclined to support the extension of the right of courts to dispense with the surrogate’s consent as set out at (2) above but suggest this
decision should be made only with the involvement of a Children’s Guardian/POR. As we assume such cases will only occur outside the new pathway, the
latter will anyway be involved.
We also wonder whether it should say ‘primary residence’ rather than ‘living with’?
However we do not support the consultation document’s assertion that it is [always] detrimental to children when their parenting is split between those
whom it identifies as being legal, social, psychological and genetic parents. Although it may be preferable in many cases for there to be full alignment, we
are not aware of the evidence from which this statement was drawn beyond the wishes of ‘stakeholders’, no matter how understandable those may be.
As we say elsewhere in our response, the (limited) research into the developmental attributes of surrogate-born children does not support this assertion.
Instead we suggest that research into the well-being of children is complex and suggests that it is affected by many variables of which the legal, social,
psychological and genetic status of their parents are only some.
Here and elsewhere in the document it would have been helpful to know which stakeholders are referred to.

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway

64  Consultation Question 56:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

YES. And we strongly support the Law Commissions’ desire to seek to ensure that surrogacy tourism is not promoted.

Please provide your views below:

We believe that a qualifying period of habitual residence will be beneficial in seeking to strongly reduce surrogacy tourism

65  Consultation Question 57:

Please provide your views below:

We consider it important that the law continues to say who can become a legal parent. We agree that it is inappropriate for couples to have to discuss the
intimacies of their relationship and don’t see the need for this. We accept that it is more difficult to establish what is an ‘enduring family relationship’ than
it is to ‘prove’ marriage or civil partnership. But the inclusion of such wording signifies the importance to the child of this being a permanent commitment.

66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide views below:

67  Consultation Question 59:

Other

Please provide views below:

Disappointingly, the document does not provide any evidence to back its assertion that a genetic link between at least one parent and offspring is not 
necessary for successful parenting through surrogacy. At one level it could be argued that because the UK permits double donation and embryo donation 
then it would be logical to extend this to surrogacy arrangements. Just because something is possible does not mean it should happen and the evidence 
from the outcomes of double donation or embryo donation is anyway severely lacking so cannot be used to support the removal of this requirement. 
 
Drawing on the fact that the use of double or embryo donation already exist as routes to family life also assumes that there is no substantive difference 
between double or embryo donation and surrogacy where there is no genetic link, even though surrogacy involves another woman carrying the baby and 
giving birth. As we set out earlier, we believe that there are important differences between surrogacy and donor conception. Removing a requirement for 
a genetic link would in turn move surrogacy in this form further along the continuum towards adoption. 
 
There is some evidence that there can be tensions in the relationship with the non-genetic parent in DC families where ‘single’ donation is used, where 
the evidence base is greater though still not extensive (see for example Frith, L., Blyth, E., Crawshaw, M. and van den Akker, O. (2017) Secrets and 
disclosure in donor conception Sociology of Health and Illness DOI:10.1111/1467-9566.12633; Frith L, Sawyer N and Kramer W. 2007 Forming a family 
with sperm donation: a survey of 244 non-biological parents. Reproductive Biomedicine & Society Online 709-718). 
 
Looked at from another angle - the lifespan lens of surrogate-born children - removing the genetic link means they would have two genetic parents 
(donors), a surrogate and two raising parents. There is now a fair amount of evidence to say that negotiating the unfolding meaning and significance of 
‘parents’ other than those by whom one is raised can be complex and demanding for both offspring and raising parents (see for example Crawshaw, M. 
and Daniels, K. 2018 Revisiting the use of ‘counselling’ as a means of preparing prospective parents to meet the emerging psychosocial needs of families 
that have used gamete donation Families, Relationships and Societies https://doi.org/10.1332/204674318X15313158773308; Frith, L., Blyth, E., Crawshaw, 
M. and van den Akker, O. 2017 Searching for 'relations' using a DNA linking register by adults conceived following sperm donation BioSocieties 13,



170-189; Indekeu, A. 2014 When ‘sperm’ becomes ‘donor’: Transitions in parents’ views of the sperm donor Human Fertility 17(4):1-9 ; Isakksson S., Sydsjo
G., Svanberg, A.S. and Lampic, C. 2019 Managing absence and presence of child-parent resemblance: a challenge for Heterosexual couples following egg
donation Reproductive Biomedicine and Society Online DOI https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rbms.2019.07.001). The document does not refer to embryo
donation but that would become a possibility too should the genetic link be removed and carries additional factors to be considered insofar as the
genetic parents were in a relationship and that there may be full siblings. 
 
In other words, as we have argued elsewhere, the implications of being donor-conceived are not simply assuaged by having access to information about
them. Put together – and given that it rests with speculation as to what additional risks might flow from removing a requirement for a genetic link in
surrogacy families – we are on balance inclined not to support its removal. 
 
We also note, and agree with, the concern that is reported from the Department for Education that moves to bring even more people into the use of
surrogacy arrangements has the potential to reduce further those considering adoption, perhaps particularly of those children in middle childhood and
older.

Please provide views below:

See answer above. Given that the safeguards are significantly less in the PO pathway our views are strongly the same.

Also we were interested in the statement at 12.62(3) that child trafficking could only happen in international surrogacy; we do not agree.

Yes

Please provide views below:

YES but for the reasons we set out above rather than solely on the grounds that international surrogacy poses more risks in determining intentions, in
exploitation, commodification and trafficking etc .

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith
began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

YES, it would indeed be harsh to do otherwise for someone in this situation

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner
provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide views below:

YES, it would indeed be harsh to do otherwise for someone in this situation

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:

YES there should, not least to avoid instances of social surrogacy

Please provide your views below:

We support in broad terms the description at 12.93

71  Consultation Question 63:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

YES and that the donor (where one was used) should be clearly identified as such. We are unsure from the document whether the HFEA Register would
also continue, as now, to record some of this information. As we have said in our earlier responses, it is important that anyone seeking information does
not have to separately approach each Register in our view.

Please provide your views below:

YES to both – and we note that this is a change to current practice when it is not routinely required, regardless of the context. RE (2) this needs careful
thought as to timing and risk where DNA testing is concerned. We are not sure if it would be appropriate for this to be done during pregnancy, not least
as we do not know what risk it may pose to the foetus. Presumably DNA testing would have to be carried out by a Government certified laboratory.



Yes

Please provide your views below:

YES and that of the donor if one was used. The document does not say what should happen if the surrogate’s identity cannot be established, as we
understand has happened on occasion in the past.

Where the identity of the donor is unknown or cannot be medically verified, this should be recorded as such. While we would much prefer that there are
no situations in which a surrogate-born child is conceived with anonymous donation, we doubt that this practice would stop even if the UK refused to
grant POs in such circumstances.

72  Consultation Question 64:

No

Please provide your views below:

NO, there should be an age limit; we cannot see that any case brought under the Equality Act would be likely to be successful. We suggest that the upper
age limit should be one that reflects the likelihood that at least one of the IPs could reasonably be expected to raise the child through to adulthood while
still in good health. We were not convinced by the suggestion at 12.127 that the decision should be left to the ‘welfare assessment’ (by which we assume
you meant the ‘welfare of the child’ assessment). We suspect that many clinics and surrogacy agencies would welcome the setting of a limit to absolve
them of this particular decision.

We were interested to note that you used neither adoption nor assisted conception as potential indicators for age limits here. The latter is arguably easier
to determine on physiological grounds of course. Although there are situations in adoption where older adoptive parents are approved or couples with a
big age difference, there is considerably more scrutiny of their circumstances (and consideration of the needs of the children for whom they may actually
or potentially be being considered), their extended family and other support networks and more time is spent in preparation than is the case with
surrogacy. Older adoptive parents are also never approved for adoption of infants.

Please provide your views below:

YES there should be a maximum age limit – see the answer above

Other

Please provide your views below:

We believe that the lower age limit should be higher than 18. In practice we agree that it is highly unlikely that anyone as young as 18 would consider
using surrogacy to form their family and of course people of this age can become parents through natural conception. However we wonder if setting a
minimum age limit of, say, 23 or 25 (as is the case in some other countries) would reinforce the message that this is not the same as natural conception
and requires additional thought, planning and safeguards.

We were interested to note that you neither used adoption nor assisted conception as potential indicators here.

73  Consultation Question 65:

Other

Please provide your views below:

As with our response to Q64, we believe that the lower age limit should be higher than 18. In practice we agree that it is highly unlikely that anyone as
young as 18 would become a surrogate. However we wonder if setting a minimum age limit of 25 (as is the case in some other countries) would reinforce
the message that this is not the same as natural conception and requires additional thought, planning and safeguards.

Other

Please provide your views below:

As with our responses to Q64 and 65, we believe that the lower age limit should be higher than 18. In practice we agree that it is unlikely that anyone as
young as 18 would become a surrogate but we understand that there have been situations involving very young women acting as surrogates for family
members. We believe that setting a minimum age limit of 25 (as is the case in some other countries) would reinforce the message that this is not the
same as natural conception, requires additional thought, planning and safeguards and lowers the risk of pressure on very young women.

Although you yourselves decided not to propose an upper age limit for surrogates (p300), we believe that there should be one where gestational
surrogacy is concerned. By not setting an upper age limit, we believe that there are very real risks to all the parties, including the welfare of the
surrogate-born child and we have concerns that this would not always be picked up in clinic’s ‘welfare of the child’ assessments unless they are
considerably strengthened.

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway

74  Consultation Question 66:



Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

We considered this beyond our competence to answer.

75  Consultation Question 67:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

SEE ALSO OUR RESPONSES TO QS 14 AND 22

YES but it may be appropriate to also include other members of the relevant families and networks rather than this being restricted to the list included
here. We also believe that such sessions are not sufficient by themselves for the reasons that we set out earlier about the need for there to also be
involvement by professionals whose core focus in the child and who are trained and experienced in such matters.

We feel strongly that the LCs have misunderstood some key aspects of implications counselling (the consultation document also mistakenly quotes BICA
Guidance whereas the reference cited is not BICA guidance). The subject as to whether or not implications counselling should include an element of
suitability assessment is hotly debated within counselling circles around the world, including here in the UK. While some counsellors are prepared, for
example, to undertake Welfare of the Child assessments, others are not. BICA’S Guidelines for Fertility Counselling Fourth Edition 2019 make clear that
counselling and WoC assessments should always be conducted separately with an alternative counsellor made available to the parties concerned where
necessary but we are not sure that this reliably happens. Counsellors’ primary clients are the adults that they are seeing and their code of ethics requires
that they should only breach confidentiality if they consider the person is a danger to themselves or others. This is a high threshold and leaves some
counsellors who may have misgivings about the person’s suitability to enter surrogacy arrangements but not with sufficient evidence to halt them
proceeding. In various places, the document refers to implications counselling as being part of ‘screening procedures’ and our comments here make it
clear that they are not guaranteed to be. Instead counselling aims to provide a safe and confidential space where people can explore their issues, and to
help ensure that they understand the surrogacy process and have reflected on the issues they may face. These sessions are therefore not intended to
actively assess risk.

The consultation document also says that information is provided as part of implications counselling. This is not the case: the Code of Practice makes
clear that information should be provided separately to counselling, leaving the counsellors free to focus on the implications of the information received
and clarify/help their clients seek clarification where necessary.

In keeping with these comments, we have argued earlier and elsewhere that the parties involved should be required to take part in preparation sessions,
especially the IPs. These could be adapted from adoption preparation sessions and the model for Preparation for Parenthood workshops run by DC
Network. They would have the advantage of removing the fear of assessment of suitability to parent (regardless of what IPs will be told, they will believe
counselling to be a gate-keeping hurdle as evidenced in research) at the same time as acknowledging that there is a need for help with ‘readiness to
parent’ as parenting a surrogate-born child will involve additional parenting tasks to parenting either a natural born or DC child. For example we are
alarmed that at 13.9 the document only talks about IPs’ readiness to support a child to have a positive relationship with a surrogate but does not mention
the donor (where one was used). We note that some surrogacy agencies use the language of preparation already, no doubt born out of their bottom-up
experience and their values. We believe the omission of this from your proposals is of great concern.

We welcome the proposal to not require psychological screening of any of the parties but on grounds not mentioned in the document, i.e. that we know
of no robust evidence to say that it is effective. Also we suspect that IPs believe that a key aim of such screening is to exclude women who would be less
likely to relinquish the baby at the end so anything that disavows them of that false reassurance is warranted.

76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the
intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is
signed. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

We had mixed views here, with the majority agreeing that this should be a requirement, paid for by IPs. The reservation was because of the additional 
costs that would be incurred, given that many successful PO applications are made currently without legal advice and representation. However we 
acknowledge that drawing up a pre-conception surrogacy agreement for those entering the proposed new pathway would carry different implications to 
making a post birth PO application alone. We are pleased that you acknowledge that counsellors are not competent to provide legal advice (13.56) but 
have some remaining concerns that the responsibility for ensuring that the parties have understood the legal implications of their actions remains with 
the regulated body/ies and are unsure what this means in terms of liabilities. 
 
We strongly feel that there is a need for an accreditation scheme for lawyers who wish to provide this service, one that is proportionate to the task. 
Several of us are aware of instances where IPs have been provided with factually incorrect legal advice and we are not convinced that standards can be 
regulated adequately through existing mechanisms. We also wonder if there should be a set fee for this work to try and ensure that it remains within the 
means of as wide a number of parties as possible. 



We are aware of some countries where lawyers have taken on a primary role in surrogacy arrangements more generally and would want there to be
steps to avoid that happening here.

77  Consultation Question 69:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

YES, this acknowledges the similarities between adoption and surrogacy as alternative routes to family life that require additional safeguards.

78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given
birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

We consider it important that a surrogate has previously given birth, as pregnancy is experienced as a major life event with expected and potentially
unanticipated physical and psychological consequences. We have stated elsewhere how complex a decision it is to become a surrogate per se and we
believe this is made even more complex when the woman has no prior experience of the psychological and physical effects of conception, pregnancy,
delivery, and the post natal period. Both antenatally and postnatally, moderate to severe conditions are not uncommon and a previously pregnant
surrogate may interpret these differently from one who has not previously experienced a pregnancy. Requiring a surrogate to have previously given birth
may also act as a deterrent to younger women in particular coming forward to act as surrogates for financial gain.

79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman
can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

NO, we believe that there should be a maximum, partly on the grounds of the surrogate’s physical and mental health or to minimise the risks that
accompany surrogates relying on surrogacy for a steady income but also on the grounds of keeping low the number of other surrogate-born individuals,
offspring of surrogates, offspring of donors and all their associated families and networks that the surrogate-born person will have to ‘accommodate’
practically and emotionally during their lifetime. It’s a surprise that the Commissions did not include this latter aspect in their thinking on this matter.
PROGAR has previously expressed the view that the current limit for DC families from one donor is too high at 10. As the implications of commercial DNA
testing become clearer and reports of burn out grow among the affected parties when faced with ever growing numbers, we reiterate that view.

Further, we suggest that there should be guidance that requires clinic and surrogacy organisations to take account of the surrogate’s physical and
emotional health – including through use of the available research evidence - and act in her best interests.

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for production of receipts; or

Please provide your views below:

Practice has shown that it has become increasingly unrealistic to expect receipts to be produced so we favour (2). We are of the view that the aim should 
remain for surrogacy to be driven primarily by altruism and thus that there is no place for the exchange of fees/payment for ‘work done’ where children 
are concerned. This is regardless of the fact that this means that surrogates (and donors) do not gain financially (which is largely true) whereas the 
brokers/ clinics/other professionals do. We prefer that attention is paid to tackling the financial gains of others rather than introducing ‘work’ payments to 
surrogates and donors. PROGAR participated in the HFEA consultation some years ago about whether to pay gamete donors and were pleased that the 
HFEA came out firmly against this. We believe that the national approach to surrogacy should be in line with that and with the rules on adoption. 
 
In addition to the evidence cited in the consultation document, a study with Parental Order Reporters found clear evidence that some surrogates saw 
their involvement as being about financial gain (Crawshaw M, Purewal S, and van den Akker O 2013 ‘Working at the margins: The views and experiences 
of court social workers on Parental Orders’ work in surrogacy arrangements’ British Journal of Social Work 43, 6, 1225-1243). We would prefer for this to 
be curtailed here in the UK. Given the discrepancy in general between the socio-economic situation of surrogates and IPs in both domestic and 
international arrangements – something which is acknowledged in the consultation document but downplayed in terms of it being seen to carry 
significance - we believe financial inducement needs to be more reliably considered as a cause for concern for surrogates and surrogate-born offspring 
(see Fronek, P. (2018) Current perspectives on the ethics of selling international surrogacy support services Medicolegal and Bioethics 8:11020; Cheney, K. 
(2018) International commercial surrogacy – Beyond feminist conundrums and the child as product IN R. Rosen and C. Twawley (eds) Feminism and the 
Politics of Childhood: Friends or Foes London, UCL Press; Rotabi, K.S., Mapp, S., Cheney, K., Fong, R. and McRoy, R. (2017) Regulating commercial 
surrogacy: the best interests of the child Journal of Human Rights and Social Work 2:64-73). 
 
We were surprised not to see the inclusion as a potential reason against fee payments (and commercial surrogacy) the impact that this may have on 
some surrogate-born offspring on learning that their surrogate had been paid. While we are not aware of any specific research on this subject, the



majority of the donor-conceived people with whom we have had contact over the years are opposed to fee payments. Also, we note from recent
correspondence with a colleague in Canada that they are shortly to tighten up on what are allowable expenses, not least as they have become an
increasingly popular ‘surrogacy tourism’ destination. Given the LCs’ clearly stated desire for the UK not to become the same (a view that we support), we
believe it important to recommend (2), with room for attention to the surrogate’s welfare in terms of what counts as costs, e.g. a recuperative family
holiday.

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

YES, we believe such payments should be allowable but are not in a position to comment on (2).

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

YES and see our answer to Q72. We are not in a position to comment on (2).

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

YES and see our answer to Q72. We are not in a position to comment on (2).

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

If the surrogate is not statutorily entitled to any loss of earnings in full, then we consider that this could be an element of the costs.

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

We agree with the proposal to include potential earnings as defined at 15.35 but find it more difficult to support the inclusion of those types of potential
earnings that are described at 15.36 for the reasons set out in that para.. Given that surrogates are often in low paid work, it is important that their
involvement in surrogacy does not adversely affect their own or their family’s income levels.

Where a surrogate is intending to become a surrogate as an alternative to being in paid work, then we are less inclined to support the inclusion of loss of
potential earnings as this becomes much closer to paying a wage. However as with all complex considerations, there may be situations where this could
be justified but would need careful exploration at the pre-conception agreement stage.

We understand that it is common practice currently to accept loss of earnings as set out in para 15.35 as a reasonable expense but it should be standard
practice for this to be properly examined, perhaps with guidance issued as to what this would entail. This would go some way to avoid it being used as a
backdoor way of making payments, including by making payments at a higher hourly rate than the actual rate at which the surrogate would be paid in her
employment.

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

Please provide your views below:

We have mixed views about the idea of compensation payments. They have been in place for UK donors for some time now (specifically for each
donation) and we suspect that for some donors at least they provide a financial inducement to donate (though there is no research evidence on the
extent to which compensation payments act as an inducement). A payment amount that would not amount to financial inducement for some, most
certainly would for others. Their levels are anyway very difficult to determine, especially without research for guidance. That said, if a woman suffers
complications such as those specified in (3) then we are inclined to think there should be active consideration of what expenses would enable her to
manage the immediate and later effects and these could come under ‘reasonable expenses’.

Please provide your views below:

See above

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



See above, though our inclination if the decision were to be made to introduce a compensation payment is to opt for (1) as leaving it to the parties to
negotiate runs greater danger of it shifting to fee payment levels.

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

The surrogate should have adequate life insurance in place as part of the surrogacy agreement, paid for by the IPs. We do not believe that IPs should
then be allowed to pay compensation to the surrogate’s family on top of this.

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

YES but only if there is some definition of 'modest'. Otherwise this runs the danger of becoming another method of payment. We are aware, for example,
of IPs giving a cash lump sum for the surrogate allegedly to book an expensive holiday for herself and her family; this is not a modest gift.

90  Consultation Question 82:

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

NO in keeping with our answers to the previous questions

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

NO, we do not believe that such payments should be made

Please provide any views below:

NO, we do not believe that a fixed fee should be paid.

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

In keeping with our answers to the responses we have given above, we are not in favour of payments/fees.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

In keeping with our answers to the responses we have given above, we are not in favour of payments/fees.

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

In keeping with our answers to the responses we have given above, we are not in favour of payments/fees. If such a system were to be introduced, we
can see no reason to differentiate between the different approaches.

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

95  Consultation Question 87:



Please provide your views below:

Whilst we understand the view that surrogate-born children should not carry the taint of criminality and that therefore neither the surrogate nor the IPs
should be subject to criminal action, we are also conflicted about what sanctions might be sufficient to deter any intentional wrongdoing. In keeping with
the UN Special Rapporteur on Child Selling and Exploitation we have grave concerns about the role of brokers (including where applicable clinic owners
and associated professionals and practitioners) in surrogacy agreements and believe sanctions should primarily be directed at them rather than
surrogates or IPs.

96  Consultation Question 88:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements

97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their
experiences of international surrogacy arrangements.

Please provide your views below:

98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us
their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter.

Please provide your views below:

Our colleagues in CFaB support our responses as set out in our response. In particular they support the need to strengthen the screening and
preparation of IPs to protect the interests of the child as well as the surrogate and the need to see surrogacy as closer to adoption than to assisted
conception. They share our concerns about the lack of scrutiny of any IPs who have been turned down for adoption, for example. They also support the
view that it is important that ties are maintained with the surrogate (and donor where one was used), not only for understanding origins but also in the
case that there are siblings or there is a need to access medical history.

Our colleagues also suggest that consideration may need to be given to different forms of marriage, including purely religious ceremonies, and
whether/how these may affect surrogacy recognition.

99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through
an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for
obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the
child.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a
child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after
the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

102  Consultation Question 94:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes probably



Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Our majority view is to support the retention of the six months rule with leave to apply outside that time in specified circumstances (see our earlier
response). We agreed that whatever is finally accepted, the visa rules should reflect that.

We also think it important that in any circumstances in which IPs state that they intend to apply for a PO as a condition of being granted key rights (such
as a visa) then it is crucial that a statutory duty is imposed for a relevant agency to track whether an application is later made and, if not, to investigate.
This gap was identified in earlier research (Crawshaw M., Blyth E. and van den Akker O. 2012 ‘The changing profile of surrogacy in the UK – Implications
for national and international policy and practice’ Journal of Social Welfare and Family Law vol 34:3 265-275 ) and needs attention. There are no data
available to determine how many IPs fail to go on to apply for a PO but there are likely to be some. This is especially problematic if the parents
subsequently separate and one parent (often the mother) finds herself without legal standing in relation to the child. It is in the child’s best interests that
their legal relationship to each of the IPs is secured.

103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU
Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will
need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform
Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended
parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

YES this is long overdue. Drafts will need to be consulted on widely and PROGAR is firmly of the view that it should include statements about the
importance of openness with offspring from the start about their full origins - be that with the surrogate-born child, the children of surrogates, the
existing children of IPs and any other children affected - and the implications of the rise in commercial DNA testing. We lobbied (unsuccessfully) for this to
be included in the recent DHSC’s documents and considered it to be a missed opportunity for making a strong statement to surrogates, IPs and
professionals alike about this important principle that is laid down in UK law.

106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new
pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

107  Consultation Question 99:

Other

Please provide your views below:

We note that this is referred to in more than one place in the document. At present, we feel uneasy at supporting such a big step when the arrangements 
take place beyond our shores. 
 
We consider it vital that relevant requirements would need to include the lack of commercial arrangements, statutory rights for the surrogate-born 
person to access information about the identity of the surrogate and donor(s) (and those of whichever other parties are granted access rights to the 
National Register), the presence of an independent regulator in the state or country and so on. In addition, we suggest that it will be more complex (in our 
view) to provide the necessary professional support when releasing the relevant information later and helping with contact (where desired) where 
overseas arrangements have been involved. Such support may be better provided in the UK, i.e. closer to where the IPs and surrogate-born persons are 
living. There are also risks associated with any later legislative or other regulatory changes in overseas jurisdictions that might restrict the rights of



surrogate-born people or information access rights for other parties such as surrogates, donors, IPs and other offspring. This would need regular review.

108  Consultation Question 100:

Please provide your views below:

PROGAR does not have such experience to draw on.

Please provide your views below:

We believe that (1) will be helpful in deterring surrogacy tourism to the UK but have no comment on (2)

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:

This is beyond the competence or experience of PROGAR to answer

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

This is beyond the competence or experience of PROGAR to answer

111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

This is beyond the competence or experience of PROGAR to answer

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

This is beyond the competence or experience of PROGAR to answer

113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

This is beyond the competence or experience of PROGAR to answer

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

When we were asked to comment on the draft DHSC Guidance, we strongly urged the inclusion of the role that health professionals can play in
supporting and reinforcing the importance of openness with offspring from the start, be that with the surrogate-born child, the children of surrogates,
the existing children of IPs and any other children affected. This was not included and we consider this to be a missed opportunity. Such support can
prove invaluable to parents, can prompt discussion (including about any ambivalences or distress about the use of surrogacy and/or donors) and can
enable professionals to point parents towards help, peer support and resources. We also believe it is important to include reference to the implications of
the rise in commercial DNA testing.

It is also clearly important that IPs are centrally involved (often in the early stages alongside the surrogate) in any situations where the surrogate-born
child is in need of medical care and/or hospitalisation. DHSC Guidance sets out good practice and we hope that this is being monitored.

Please provide your views below:



Please provide your views below:

116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 18: Impact

117  Consultation Question 109:

Please insert the year of birth here:

Not Answered

If international, in which country did the arrangement take place?:

Not Answered

Not Answered

118  Consultation Question 110:

Not Answered

Not Answered

Not Answered

Please provide the cost of any legal advice or representation below:

119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law
where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

PROGAR is not aware of any research save the two studies conducted by Surrogacy UK in 2015 and 2018 of this aspect of surrogacy and which only
included very small numbers of surrogates (111 in first report) and IPs (206 in first report) relative to the number of POs granted between 1995 and 2012
(1145). These findings suggested that surrogates and IPs on the whole found it difficult to manage but without indications of adverse effects on the
relationship between IPs and their surrogate-born children. The limited research conducted by the Cambridge Centre for Family Research reported no
significant adverse effects. It concluded that at age 7 ‘The absence of a gestational connection to the mother may be more problematic for children than
the absence of a genetic link’ but made no comment on the effect of legal parenthood or the severance of the link between the surrogate and the child
(Golombok et al, (2013) Children born through reproductive donation: a longitudinal study of psychological adjustment. Journal of Child Psychology and
Psychiatry 54 (6), 653-660) but this effect seemed to have lessened in later reports. As said earlier, this research is of a small, selected sample who had
used UK arrangements only, with new members being recruited to replace those who dropped out (so not longitudinal research in the traditional
definition) and not yet gathering the views of surrogate-born offspring themselves. In research terms it would anyway be almost impossible to consider
the effect of one such variable so caution must be placed on any findings.

Of course in the adoption of relinquished infants (i.e. the closest form of adoption family formation to surrogacy) the intended adoptive parents are
typically coping without being the legal parents for much longer than most IPs in surrogacy arrangements.

120  Consultation Question 112:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

121  Consultation Question 113:

Please provide your views below:

PROGAR has nothing to add to its earlier responses

Please provide your views below:

PROGAR has nothing to add to its earlier responses

122  Consultation Question 114:

Please provide your views below:



123  Consultation Question 115:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

124  Consultation Question 116:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland.

Please provide your views below:

PROGAR does not have the competence or experience to answer this but considers it important that there is parity across the UK. As with our response
regarding Scotland, we strongly believe the involvement of social work professionals is important.

126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or
the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper.

Please provide your views below:
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Answers 

1 No strong views on this.  

2 Again, no strong views 

3 No views 

4 Agree – seems sensible. 

5 Agree 

6 n/a 

7 Agree – these seem sensible proposals 

8 Agree – 100 years seems more than enough. We would opt for a shorter period if it is 

clinic rather than a governmental organisation.  

9 We would allow anonymously donated gametes in these circumstances so that the 

position is the same as it is with IVF. 



10 We do not think it should prevent the arrangement from entering the pathway. If there 

is an issue with clinics importing anonymously donated sperm then it is an issue with 

the regulation at the clinic level and the IPs should not be punished for it. 

11 We do not think it is practical or ethical to require the surrogate to notify her objection 

in writing both to the IPs and to the body responsible for regulation of surrogacy 

arrangements. From the practical point of view, say the surrogate refuses to hand over 

the baby so she has care of the child, she tells the IPs verbally that she’s changed her 

mind for whatever reason and won’t give up the child, but she does not write to anyone 

– it seems unreasonable that in those circumstances the IPs could seek to register the 

birth and be the legal parents after the cooling off period expires. The surrogacy should 

surely exit the new pathway and the IPs be required to seek a Parental Order. From an 

ethical point of view, the least amount of formality possible should be required for a 

surrogate to raise her objection at a time when she has very recently given birth, may 

be exhausted, experiencing hormonal changes, emotional, unwell, suffering from post-

natal depression etc. Obviously writing would be the most certain way of notifying an 

objection and would be useful evidentially if there were a later dispute, but we don’t 

believe it should be the required method in order for the surrogate to avoid losing her 

status as legal parent. Furthermore, we think the difference between the birth 

registration periods (42 days in England and Wales; 21 days in Scotland) does not allow 

for a very long cooling off period in Scotland (only 14 days). A three or four week 

period would be fairer. In both cases it also does only give the IPs only 1 week in which 

to register the birth which could create problems. 

12 Agree 

13 Agree 

14 Agree – can be treated in a similar way to IVF. 



15 Agree – the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should not be legal parent of the child 

within the new pathway. We also don’t think it makes sense for the surrogate’s partner 

to automatically be the legal parent outside of the pathway. 

16 Agree with both of these questions.  

17 Agree. 

18 We think the arrangement should proceed under the new pathway and the assumption 

that the IPs are the legal parents should continue. 

19 Outside the pathway, we think it should be possible for an interested person to apply 

for a PO (it is better than the child going into care). We believe that there should only 

be a presumption in favour of the surrogate when she is genetic as well as gestational 

mother. For example if the baby was conceived with the deceased Intended Mother’s 

own gamete perhaps her mother or sister should have a better or at least equal standing 

as the surrogate in terms of applying for guardianship etc. 

20 Agree 

21 We think the three parent model could be a useful alternative to the above proposal and 

would have no objection to it. 

22 We don’t think there is a need for further judicial or administrative oversight beyond 

what couples ‘naturally’ reproducing or undergoing IVF have. 

23 We don’t think additional factors are necessary – the parties intentions is not necessarily 

relevant if the focus is on the child’s welfare. 

24 We don’t think they are necessary. 

25 No problem with them being added. 

26 Agree 

27 Agree 

28 Agree 



29 Not sure with this one. Can conflicts not be treated in the same way as e.g. father and 

mother who disagree? 

30 Agree 

31 n/a 

32 No problem with the being incorporated – the suggestions in para [9.34] seem sensible. 

33 Agree 

34 Agree 

35 Agree – should be non-profit. 

36 No views 

37 Agree - also fine with them offering such services outside the pathway. 

38 Similar sanctions to unlicensed IVF clinics would be appropriate. 

39 Agree – but only appropriate parts of the CoP need apply. 

40 We agree that surrogacy agreements should not be enforceable in contract law in that 

the surrogate should not be compelled to hand over the child. We do believe that 

costs/expenses should be recoverable if one party reneges on the agreement but that the 

law of unjust enrichment can provide a solution to this problem. It might be worthwhile 

for any legislation to make it clear that such costs can be recovered as, while we have 

argued that such costs can be recovered, it is possible that a court could interpret the 

law differently and so legislative clarity would be beneficial. 

41 Agree 

42 Agree 

43 Agree 

44 Agree 



45 We believe that it does require reform and would have no problem with three or more 

parents being recorded but we think this probably requires a separate law reform 

project. 

46 Agree 

47 Agree 

48 Agree – would bring the position into line with IVF. 

49 Agree. With [19.60] we would say either with consent or with counselling. 

50 No need as no genetic link so not within prohibited degrees. 

51 We think it makes more sense if there is a genetic link. 

52 Makes more sense if genetically related. 

53 If there is no genetic link and the intended parent no longer play a role in the child’s 

life then there is no need. Should be up to the parent. We don’t think there is a ‘right’ 

to find out about your parents’ ex-partners.  

54 Agree. 

55 Agree. 

56 Agree – we don’t think there needs to be a set time limit on habitual residence, though, 

‘habitual residence’ implies that someone is not just coming here for surrogacy. 

57 We don’t think that two people should have to demonstrate that they fall within these 

categories, given that single people can apply and there is no such requirement for 

people reproducing ‘naturally’. 

58 Agree. 

59 Agree – we think double donation should be permitted if parent(s) cannot donate own 

gametes. No strong views on international arrangements. 

60 Agree. 

61 Agree. 



62 Agree with the broader approach in [12.93] 

63 No strong views. 

64 Agree – 18 is suitable minimum and no need for maximum (can be taken into account 

when assessing welfare). 

65 Agree with both questions. 

66 Agree if under the pathway/in clinics but we don’t think it can be required outside of 

the pathway. 

67 Agree. 

68 Agree. 

69 Agree but only serious offences as minor ones would not necessarily be detrimental to 

the child’s welfare and people who commit crimes can still have children ‘naturally’. 

70 I don’t think there should be a requirement that the surrogate has given birth before. 

71 Agree – no need for a maximum. 

72 We think an allowance and/or costs would be fine. We don’t think that the production 

of receipts would be necessary unless the costs were disproportionate and it was 

suspected that the IPs and surrogacy were attempting to sidestep restrictions on a 

commercial arrangement. 

73 We think the IPs should be able to pay the surrogate essential costs.  

 

Questions 74-100 

With regards to payments to the surrogate, payment of expenses and the offering of gifts we 

had slightly differing views, but we are in agreement on the following points:  

On question 83, it would seem reasonable that if payment is made to the surrogate, it should 

be reduced to some extent if the pregnancy does not continue to full term, whether due to 

miscarriage or termination, as the surrogate has provided the surrogacy services over a shorter 



period of time. It may depend on the reason for the termination (if the IPs requested a 

termination then the surrogate has still fulfilled her part of the bargain and may have been 

prepared to continue to do so, therefore there is less justification for reducing her payment than 

where she has had a termination in order to renege on the agreement. There is no need for a 

time limit. 

On question 86 we believe that if payments are permitted there should be provisions for the 

return of payments when the agreement breaks down. Although we have argued that a claim in 

unjust enrichment might be made (and believe it would be successful), it would be useful for 

the legislation to explicitly state that such claims are permitted, even though surrogacy 

contracts are unenforceable. 

On question 88 we believe that if the surrogate is able to enforce these agreements then the IPs 

should, in certain circumstances, be able to claim for the return of payments if the surrogate 

reneges on the deal. It should not only work one way. We do not believe that either party should 

be able to claim expectation losses. There also needs to be consideration of the circumstances 

when payments should be returned. See our article for some of the difficulties. 

 

101 It should be the IP who has statutory paternity pay. Compensation to a partner who 

takes time off work to care for a surrogate after birth could be an expense included in a 

surrogacy arrangement cf. question 85. 

102 Agree 

103 Perhaps one or two days could be taken before birth if required. 

104 The terms could be defined to apply to the situation of a lactating IP. 

105 n/a 

106 No strong views 

107 No strong views 



108 n/a 

109 n/a 

110 n/a 

111 n/a 

112 n/a 

113 n/a 

114 n/a 

115 n/a 

116 n/a 

117 n/a 

118 n/a 
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Other individual

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Due to the high risk of the exploitation of birth mothers, and the opportunities for the trafficking and abuse of children, this process should continue to
be overseen by a High Court judge.

Please provide your views below:

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

The risks to both birth mother and child are so high that domestic surrogacy cases should be overseen by a senior judge. Cases should not be heard by
lay justices.

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:

No

Please provide your views below:



The risk of exploitation of the birth mother is far too high to consider transferring parental authority before the birth of a child. All options should remain
open to the birth mother and nothing about the process should be automatic.

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

No

Please provide your views below:

This is a terrible proposal. Birth mothers should have parental responsibility and legal parenthood when the child is born. Consent to giving up her baby
must be only given after the birth. This is a crucial safeguard against the sale of children and against the exploitation of women.

15  Consultation Question 8:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I completely disagree with the proposals for the new pathway with regulated surrogacy organisations.

Another period

Please provide your views below:

Surrogacy should remain an altruistic act by a birth mother. There should be no regulated surrogacy organisations with a profit motive to increase the
prevalence of surrogacy.

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree entirely with the proposal of a 'new pathway'.

18  Consultation Question 11:

No

Please provide your views below:

19  Consultation Question 12:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the concept of a 'new pathway'. The birth mother must remain the child's legal parent until she freely consents to change this after the
birth of her child.

It is too difficult to expect mothers to take such a decision within the first six weeks of her baby's life.



20  Consultation Question 13:

No

Please provide your views below:

21  Consultation Question 14:

No

Please provide your views below:

22  Consultation Question 15:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the idea of a 'new pathway'.

Yes

Please share your views below:

The standard legal parenthood rules should apply. Changing this would increase the risk of partners coercing women into surrogacy.

23  Consultation Question 16:

No

Please provide your views below:

Whether a baby is stillborn or born alive, the mother should have parental responsibility.

No

Please provide your views below:

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

26  Consultation Question 19:

No

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

The surrogate mother is the child's mother at birth. It makes no difference if the intended parents are living or deceased.

27  Consultation Question 20:

No

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.



Please provide your views below:

The birth mother is the legal parent at birth and this should remain the case. I disagree strongly with the three-parent mode of legal parenthood.

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposal for a new pathway. All decisions should be taken after the birth of a baby.

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

No additional factors should be added.

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

No other factors should be added.

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

No. There are very real risks of exploitation of both mother and baby in all surrogacy arrangements.

33  Consultation Question 26:

No

Please provide your views below:

This is a terrible proposal. Decisions should be taken by the court after the birth of a baby.

34  Consultation Question 27:

No

Please provide your views below:

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

The birth mother should have parental responsibility at birth. Decisions should be taken after the birth. Intended parents should not get automatic
parental responsibility.

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

82  Consultation Question 74:



Please provide your views below:

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

90  Consultation Question 82:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide any views below:

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:



94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

96  Consultation Question 88:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:



From:
To: surrogacy
Subject: Surrogacy consultation
Date: 08 October 2019 10:10:16

Consultation Question 1: 

Yes. All International surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 
allocated to a Judge of the High Court. There is a history of International surrogacy abuse 
and exploitation and a high level of scrutiny should be maintained.

Consultation Question 7:

No. The Intended parents should not be documented as the legal parents at birth. This 
would reduce the birth mother to a vessel, a container, such knowledge of which would be 
detrimental to the mental health of the child, and against the healthy formation of their 
identity. This proposal weakens the surrogate's right to change her mind.

Consultation Question 9:

The prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to traditional 
surrogacy arrangements, otherwise this limits the right of the child to discover their genetic 
identity and may risk attraction to closely related persons.

Consultation Question 10:

The surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal status by the 
Intended Parents immediately after the birth and before the baby is handed over. This 
consultation takes no account of the natural link between birth mother and baby and 
assumes an immediate hand-over, whether the birth mother objects or not. The birth 
mother should have the right to change her mind.

Consultation Question 22: 

The surrogacy business should be banned not made easier. There is no evidence in the 
proposed changes that the surrogacy business, which benefits Agencies, lawyers and those 
commissioning a surrogate (who is expected to carry a child as an altruistic act) should be 
made easier for those who profit. The evidence points to banning or severely restricting 
surrogacy practices as has been done in European countries such as Switzerland, France, 
Germany and Sweden and further afield in India and Thailand.

Consultation Question 31:

The views of independent surrogates are unlikely to be well represented, particularly 
overseas surrogates, mainly poor and uneducated and often exploited.
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

University of Exeter- 

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Person born of a surrogacy arrangement

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

No

Please provide your views below:

I think that all international arrangements should apply for a post birth parental order but I am not sure if this has to be linked to High Court in law. I
think they should be supervised by someone but a High Court may be excessive.

Please provide your views below:

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:

Yes



Please provide your views below:

I think that it is vital in domestic surrogacy arrangements for IPs to have legal parenthood at birth. I think parental responsibility at birth should be
granted for international arrangements but perhaps not legal parenthood for the protection of women worldwide.

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

I believe this is in the best interests of IPs, surrogates and most importantly the child. From many consultations it has become clear that surrogates do
not want legal parenthood. It would give IPs better certainty of their status and a better standing for them to bond with their baby from day 1 as parents.
This is also important for hospital regulations, whereby parents make decisions out their baby's care and are given access to see babies in NNU. When I
was born I went to NNU and my parents were not allowed to see me as they were not my legal parents. This undermines the IPS, many of whom have
had long, difficult and soul destroying journeys before even commencing surrogacy. It is vital that they are secured in their status of parents from the
beginning, as long as the safety criteria have been met. It is also in the best interests of children who then have security and certainty about their
parentage from the beginning.

15  Consultation Question 8:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Important for access to information.

Another period

Please provide your views below:

100 years spans what we perceive as a lifetime today but in years to come this may expire before the end of someone's life. I think that it is important for
future generations to be able to access information about their ancestors biological and social origins and this 100 years would not be long enough.

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Knowing biological origins is vital in long term health ie. genetic disease/risk factors

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

No, once the child is conceived using anonymised sperm you are entered into that situation for life. For this to then mean that it is required that the old
pathway is used brings yet more downsides to the child, which I don't think is fair.

18  Consultation Question 11:

Yes

Please provide your views below:



I think the right to object should not mean that the surrogate is under automatic right to the child. It should trigger a best interest process by which all
options are considered for the child's welfare. ie. surrogate does not have all the power to demand legal parenthood, but her voice should be heard and
respected in the view in making the best interests decision for the child. It would be important to me that my surrogate had the right to have her say, but I
don't think this should be automatically reverted to her keeping the baby. Although, many surrogates do not want any option to object, I think that this is
a sensible halfway position ensuring safeguards but giving certainty if all goes to plan.

(3) may contradict ISS no discrimination to surrogate children registration, but I do think that it is a good idea none the less.

19  Consultation Question 12:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

See above, not automatic that surrogate would be legal parent for life. Best interests decision should be applied.

20  Consultation Question 13:

Other

Please provide your views below:

(1) Capacity has a complex medico-legal meaning, how are IPs meant to know this and be able to assess this? Capacity should be assessed during the pre
conception phase.

21  Consultation Question 14:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

(3) standard health visitor checks etc are the welfare checks applied to every birth. Using these as the safety net as in every other birth aligns surrogacy
more with a more standard child bearing process. Good for everyone.

22  Consultation Question 15:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Absolutely, the surrogate's partner has nothing to do with the baby in any biological or social sense so should not be implicated in this way. This also
allows space for one IP to remain a legal parent this giving equal weighting to both parties before a best interest assessment.

No

Please share your views below:

NO! As mentioned before, he is nothing to do with the child and should not be recognised as such. This tips too much power to the surrogate and gives
no protection to IPS. If IPs are not allowed legal parenthood at this point, then a not biologically or socially linked person should definitely not be granted
it!
Being surrogate born myself, I have always found this an incredibly strange and outdated law. It would have created massive confusion in my identity and
does not follow the child's best interests.

23  Consultation Question 16:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Important to manage sensitively and respect the IPs position as parents and recognise their loss. Could have massive detrimental consequences on IPs if
this is not done.

Yes

Please provide your views below:

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

Yes



Please provide your views below:

Again, massively important to handle correctly to ensure adequate recognition and respect is given to IPs as legal parents.

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

No, realistically their is no other option for legal parenthood other than IPS and taking out of new pathway undermines the IPs status for no reason. If the
surrogate has sadly died, then their would be no-one in a position to object and thus the new pathway should continue to give the child the best certainty
of legal parenthood possible and allow IPS to bond with their baby. This situation would be distressing for IPs and adding more stress into it seems
unnecessarily cruel.

26  Consultation Question 19:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

As with any other birth. If both parents die and baby is born by C-section and survives the parents are still named as the parents.

Please provide your views below:

See above. The child should be treated as it would for any other parents who die. If the surrogate then wishes to apply to adopt the child in the event that
noone else comes forward to look after the child. If multiple people come forward, a best interests decision should be made.

27  Consultation Question 20:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

If surrogate applies to object, the child should have 3 legal parents until best interest decision is made. IPs should not automatically loose their status as
legal parents. Surrogate should not have the automatic trump card, but she should be recognised if she objects

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

33  Consultation Question 26:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

34  Consultation Question 27:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

Children should be able to access information relating to their birth but caution should be taken if it is made obvious on the birth certificate as this could
be seen as a breech of confidentiality. Also donor conceived people don't have anything on their birth certificate and traditional surrogacy could be seen
as an extension of this. In gestational surrogacy the surrogate would be unrelated so I think this would be less important. One problem though is with
ancestor tracing as ancestors should know so maybe it does need to be accessible to all?

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Very important for access to information about surrogate and half siblings etc

Yes

Please provide your views below:

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

57  Consultation Question 49:

No



Please provide your views below:

Too old, some people will want to know sooner and as long as they have been suitably prepared they should have access to this sooner. Unfair to
withhold info based on age and not in child's best interests.

Please provide your views below:

In case 2, this should be child focused and not to do with IPs consent or otherwise

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

Important for legal and safety reasons. Could result in birth defects in children if not identified early. Maybe non identifying info on surrogates other
children might help eg. Gender, month and year of birth

59  Consultation Question 51:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Yes, still important

60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

Yes, half siblings

Please provide your views below:

Yes, still important connection. If they both want to then it should definitely have a means of happening.

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:



From:
To: surrogacy
Subject: Surrogacy consultation
Date: 09 October 2019 09:19:36

Please accept my response to a select few questions within your consultation

1. I work in the family courts. I am well versed in the welfare checklist. I am dealing daily
with care proceedings and occasionally surrogacy. This needs to be heard in the high court. 

7. No the intended parents should not be named the legal parent at birth. This reduces the
woman who has been carrying the baby to a rent-a-womb, and reduces her legal rights to
change her mind.

9. Anonymously donated gametes reduces the ability of a child to track their identity. This
should continue to be prohibited. I work with children every day and knowing where they
come from is paramount to their emotional well-being and mental health in adolescence.

22. Though I empathise with childless couples, it is not an economically and politically
disadvantaged woman who should be supporting them if they are unable to have their own
children. Surrogacy should not be allowed legally - there is no way to ensure women and
children’s rights are put before people who are well off (often men). 

24. Why are children conceived through surrogacy not allowed the same rights as children
adopted? We put birth and adoptive parents through processes to ensure the best needs of the
child are met - why does this not apply to these children? 

50. There is a huge body of research that children who are adopted need to have information
about their origins for their life story work. It is inconceivable to me, that given this research
is readily available we are not doing more to support children’s identities. We just don’t know
what this could mean for children as they grow older, far more research needs to be carried
out.

Thank you

W2, London
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

no

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Other individual

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

I do not want my name used in public documents

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

people should not be able to bypass our laws in order to obtain elsewhere what would not be legal here

Please provide your views below:

yes but it needs to be reviewed by JUdiciary to ensure people that may be on sex offenders register for instance are not using international avenues to
adopt/ a surrogate child when they know they woufd not be approved as prospective parent within Uk

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:



11  Consultation Question 4:

No

Please provide your views below:

The surrogate should retain parental responsibilty

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

no one should be able to set conditions on a surrogate mother that restrict her or her ability to make decisions that affect her own welfare above that of
the child she is carrying in a way that would not apply to a mother carrying her own biological child

Surrogacy should remain at best altrustic ideally it should be banned altogether as in Sweden and France

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

No

Please provide your views below:

The surrogate should be named as a parent

15  Consultation Question 8:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

The records should be kept indefinitely or at least 100 years past the birth of the child so the child can at any stage not just at age 18 access information
about their birth

100 years; or

Please provide your views below:

100 years or in the event of the child living past 100 years a further 10 years after death

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

A child should always be able to find out who is biological and surrogate parents are there is no right to deny a child accurate information regarding their
origins however much parents wish to hide this

If someone wants to register a child when the surrogate was outside the UK they should be compelled to name the surrogate and their details

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

anonymous donations and usage should be illegal as it is denying the child knowledge of their origins

18  Consultation Question 11:

No



Please provide your views below:

the period should be longer than that as 5 weeks is not long enough if there are legal complications or if people wish to change things it should be at least
a year

19  Consultation Question 12:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

it should not be possible for the intended parents to remove the surrogate as a legal parent unless they willing give up that right someone who has
carried a child for 9 months should be able to change their mind and keep said child however this should not mean that the intended parents now
become financial repsonsible for the maintenance of the child

20  Consultation Question 13:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

if the surrogate is not making free choices or has undue financial pressure to force her to give up tights to parent hood
this is why surrogacy should actually be banned as having children is not a right and children removed from biological parents suffer
the general movement in Europe is towards banning even altruistic surrogacy and enabling payment is basically using women as commodities for the rich
in USA some conditions treat the surrogate woman as a slave restricting what she can eat and drink where she can go and even in the case of say a
serious RTA gives intended parents the right to demand she is kept alive on life support (rather than allowing her family the right to cease life support)
until child can be delivered this is immoral

21  Consultation Question 14:

No

Please provide your views below:

22  Consultation Question 15:

No

Please provide your views below:

this would depend on circumstances but the legal parents should really be the biological parents and surrogate the surrogates spouse should not be legal
parent unless intended biological parent relinquishes their claim to parenthood

Not Answered

Please share your views below:

not sure

23  Consultation Question 16:

Other

Please provide your views below:

in this case the surrogate should be registered as one of the legal parents

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate 
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the



new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

26  Consultation Question 19:

No

Please provide your views below:

if intended parents both die before birth the child should have surrogate as legal parent the child can't be left in legal limbo with no-one to act as a parent
or family

Please provide your views below:

point 2 the intended parents should not be legal parents but details should be provided especially if the deceased are biologically related to child

27  Consultation Question 20:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

if the intended parents divorce or separate before birth a full court hearing should take place to assess best interests of child not just the one who
registers their notice first this may take some time and the surrogates views should also be heard as she may not have agree dto surrogacy if she had
known that the intended parents did not intend to parent together

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

there should be examination of contracts between surrogate and intended parents to make sure these are fair and that no undue financial or restrictive
clauses are placed in contracts it should not be possible to state for example that surrogate must adhere to a vegan diet however much money etc is
offered

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

33  Consultation Question 26:

No

Please provide your views below:

within surrogacy there should be no assumption automatically of parental responsibility without the scrutiny of the courts

34  Consultation Question 27:

No

Please provide your views below:

the surrogate should not have to give up the child unless she wants to if she objects the child should continue with mother until the courts take a view of
this

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain 
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right



to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

there should be a restriction that the child can not be removed from the UK for any reason at all and that the other parties should know the whereabouts
of the child as should the courts until decisions are made
if the child is ill at birth the birth mother should take the lead in parental decisions as to treatment of child

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

private or independent surrogacy should be banned altogether

Please provide your views below:

40  Consultation Question 33:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

all surrogacy arrangements from contracts between intended parents and surrogate should be subject to the oversight of the court if surrogacy is legal
the contracts should be in a fairly standardised form with the surrogate having the same freedom of life that a mother giving birth to her own biological
child would have including birth plans and whether she wishes a caeseran or not and how far past due date she is happy to take pregnancy the intended
parents should not be able to override the mothers decisions in any circumstances

No

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

41  Consultation Question 34:

representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator;, managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence and
skill;, ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary
policies and procedures;, training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and, providing data to the regulator and to such other person as
required by law.

Please provide your views below:

that both parties have access to independent legal advice and the lack of legal knowledge by the surrogate should not be taken advantage of or her
inability to pay for this

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:



42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

yes

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

this should be a criminal offence with the rights to offer surrogacy being terminated if any breach is found

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

as most surrogates a re financially disadvantaged compare dto intended parents this should enable intended parents to pay for legal and negotiating
services that the surrogate can not afford and therefore she may be agreeing to something that is not in her best interests as there is no-one to point out
to her the points in a contract which would be disadvantageous to her

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

it should either be completely prohibited or severely restricted as to basic information regarding contact details and opening times it is not something
that should be encouraged in any way shape or form



Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

it should not be possible for intended parents to hide either the fact that the child was born from surrogacy or the name of the surrogate

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

in the case of surrogacy i would like the child's surrogate mother to be recorded as well as intended parents if the egg is from another woman other than
surrogate her name should be recorded too as should donor of sperm if sperm donation was used

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

it should not be possible for intended and named parents to hide a child's origins and more than for say adoption

Yes

Please provide your views below:

as in UK use of anonymous donors of sperm and eggs is no longer permitted the name of donors should not be hid
so 2b should not apply it should be identifiable

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

it should not be possible for the identity of the surrogate to be hid from the child however it does not need to be available on documents to prove
identity ie passports
nor should it be possible for members of the public to find out whether Jack's parents are biologically his or adoptive or surrogates , it may be necessary
in some limited circumstances for medical or social workers to know the true parentage or origins of a child especially in the case of rare or very serious
diseases with genetic components or break down of relationships

57  Consultation Question 49:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:



certainly 2 if a child suspects surrogacy or no longer believes intended parents are his real parents there should after due counselling be a provision for a
fraser/ gillick competent child to get to the truth of conception
it has been known that children finding out late that they are adopted or finding out from friends have been adversely affected by this
at all times intended parents should be told that they should be honest with child from the start

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

yes they should no one wants to be accidentally incestuous

59  Consultation Question 51:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

yes

Please provide your views below:

not sure

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

yes

Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order

62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a
parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree?

Please provide your views below:

63  Consultation Question 55:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway

64  Consultation Question 56:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

yes we should not allow the UK to be used as a base for surrogacy when the intended parents normal home country does not allow this for example we
should not allow Swedish intended parents to bypass Swedish laws which forbid surrogacy in all circumstances

65  Consultation Question 57:

Please provide your views below:



66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide views below:

the intended parents should not be acting as agents for others who may not have allowed to be intended parents if the intended parents can no longer
act as parents it should be referred back to both courts as the surrogate parent

67  Consultation Question 59:

No

Please provide views below:

at least one of the intended parents should be genetically related to the child, children are not products from a factory to be sold to highest bidder , if
neither are biologically related they are basically adopting an unrelated child but bypassing the normal scrutiny of adoptive parents

Please provide views below:

they should not be permitted in any circumstances

Yes

Please provide views below:

the UK should not become a surrogacy centre for the world in the case where a biological intended parent is resident internationally if their citizenship is
in a country which does not permit surrogacy it should not be done unless the other intended parent is a domiciled British citizen and the childs intended
home is the UK

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith
began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

the requirement should always apply

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner
provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide views below:

if a relationship breaks down both intended parents together with surrogate should decide how the child is to be parented and parental responsibility
should not be removed from the biological donor because relationship has broken down

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

71  Consultation Question 63:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

both 1 and 2

Yes

Please provide your views below:



it should never be possible to hide the name of the surrogate

72  Consultation Question 64:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

the parental orders should be looked on in a similar way to adoption that an unsuitable parent should not be granted a parental order in fact this should
be checked before a surrogacy is even started

Please provide your views below:

absolute maximum of 60 while although occasionally a man may father a child naturally past the age of 60 it is very rare and alomost impossible for a
woman to do so
the average lifespan for men and women is roughly 79 and 81 respectively the age limit should be at least 18 if not 21 years below average life expectancy
personally I would be happier with an age limit of 50-55

No

Please provide your views below:

actually I would say at least 21

73  Consultation Question 65:

No

Please provide your views below:

no at least 21

No

Please provide your views below:

at least 21

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway

74  Consultation Question 66:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

75  Consultation Question 67:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

the counselling should be independent for both parties so no undue pressure is put on either party

76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the
intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is
signed. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

77  Consultation Question 69:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:



yes surrogacy must not become a way of getting a child without the scrutiny of the adoption panel

78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given
birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

yes the surrogate should have previously given birth and be the responsible parent for a child unless the child died

79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman
can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

maximum of 2

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for production of receipts; or

Please provide your views below:

receipts should only be required if the sums asked for seem unreasonable compared to a normal pregnancy

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

yes

loss of earnings both during pregnancy and afterwards especially if only entitled to minimum maternity payment ( the difference between SMP and
surrogates actual salary
maternity clothes
extra food ( small allowance)
childcare for surrogates own children while attending maternity appointments and during and shortly after birth
the cost of legal advice and counselling prior to surrogacy whether the arrangement goes ahead or not

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

yes actual lost earnings based on pay slips or annual accounts in the case of the self employed

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

yes

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

Please provide your views below:

not sure



Please provide your views below:

a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or

Please provide your views below:

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

yes

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

yes but only point 2

90  Consultation Question 82:

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

a fixed fee set by the regulator.

Please provide your views below:

essential costs relating to the pregnancy;, lost earnings;

Please provide any views below:

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

not in terms of a miscarriage or a termination on medical advice because of the incompatibility of the condition of the foetus with life but if surrogate
decides to terminate pregnancy because she wishes to do so she should no longer get the fee

in the first trimester of pregnancy only;

Please provide your views below:

reduced if in first trimester or if termiantion was at surrogates request as she no longer wishes to go through with pregnancy

a late miscarriage or stillbirth should not affect payment in anyway

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

in all cases the payments should be restricted to actual quantifiable costs bar small gifts



96  Consultation Question 88:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

there should be no restrictions on a surrogates lifestyle or invasions of privacy or monitoring of her whereabouts who she is with or what she eats or how
often or not she exercises or when she stops employment or interference with medical decisions around pregnancy or birth plans

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements

97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their
experiences of international surrogacy arrangements.

Please provide your views below:

98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us
their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter.

Please provide your views below:

99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through
an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for
obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the
child.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

people who are UK citizens who are normally domiciled in Uk should not be able to bypass Uk laws by arranging surrogacy elsewhere like Tom Daley and
partner did in USA and then return to UK

101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a
child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after
the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

102  Consultation Question 94:

No

Please provide your views below:

bypassing UK laws on surrogacy should not be made easier for UK citizens but harder if they wish to go the surrogacy route they should do so in UK
according to UK law

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:



103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU
Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will
need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

we should not be enabling people to bypass the laws of other european countires regarding surrogacy

104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform
Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended
parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

it should be noted that is no automatic right to gaining this and if it is seen as an attempt to bypass UK laws it should not be allowed

106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new
pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

107  Consultation Question 99:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

1) they should still need a parental order
2) if Uk citiziens have used an international surrogacy in order to bypass Uk restrictions on payments or control of surrogates lifestyle it should not be
granted

108  Consultation Question 100:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

it should not be the case that any surrogacy is permitted where the child's intended home is not the UK

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:

no

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

it should be treated like adoption leave

111  Consultation Question 103:



Please provide your views below:

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

the surrogate should not have to share medical information about her own health with intended parents

116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:

I think the law should be tightened that no one should be allowed to use surrogacy as a route for parenthood without the scrutiny of either social services
or the courts like adoption

the standards may be different to adoption as often children for adoption have many and complex needs and are rarely healthy new born babies but I
think the stability of the relationship of intended parents and their commitment to parenting and telling child about conception should be both
counselled and noted

Chapter 18: Impact

117  Consultation Question 109:

Please insert the year of birth here:

Not Answered

If international, in which country did the arrangement take place?:

Not Answered

Not Answered

118  Consultation Question 110:

Not Answered

Not Answered

Not Answered

Please provide the cost of any legal advice or representation below:

119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law
where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

120  Consultation Question 112:



Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

121  Consultation Question 113:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

122  Consultation Question 114:

Please provide your views below:

123  Consultation Question 115:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

124  Consultation Question 116:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland.

Please provide your views below:

126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or
the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper.

Please provide your views below:

my general view is that actually surrogacy should be banned completely but if not tightened rules and no international surrogacy where parents use UK
surrogates with the intention of removing child from Uk once born nor should Uk citizens be able to go abroad to have a child with a surrogate in order to
bylass UK law it should be made plain that doing so will not result in the child being given a passport or right of entry to UK regardless of the law in the
country where the surrogate lives
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Short Form Questionnaire: Law Commissions’ Surrogacy 
Consultation 
 

 

This form is an extract of the longer form for comments and responses to the Law Commission’s and the 
Scottish Law Commission’s consultation about reforming surrogacy law. If you would like to respond to the 
full version of our consultation questionnaire, please use the online form: https://consult.justice.gov.uk/law-
commission/surrogacy. Please see our websites for further details, and for links to download the full 
consultation paper: https://www.lawcom.gov.uk/project/surrogacy/ and https://www.scotlawcom.gov.uk/law-
reform/law-reform-projects/joint-projects/surrogacy/. 

We have selected 46 questions which may be of particular interest of those with lived experience of 
surrogacy arrangements: surrogates, intended parents, family members and adult children born of 
surrogacy arrangements. You do not need to answer all the questions if you do not want to, and you can 
write as much or as little as you would like in response to our questions.  

Please note that we may publish or disclose information you provide us in response to this 
consultation, including personal information. We ask consultees, when providing their responses, if 
they could avoid including personal identifying information in the text of their response, particularly 
where this may reveal the identities of other people involved in their surrogacy arrangement. 

For more information about how we consult and how we may use responses to the consultation, please see 
page i – ii of the Consultation Paper. 

HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR RESPONSE USING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
Type your response into the text fields below and then save your completed form. When you have completed 
your response, email the completed form as an attachment to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk.  

The closing date for submitting a response to our consultation is 11 October 2019. 

https://consult.justice.gov.uk/law-commission/surrogacy
https://consult.justice.gov.uk/law-commission/surrogacy
https://www.lawcom.gov.uk/project/surrogacy/
https://www.scotlawcom.gov.uk/law-reform/law-reform-projects/joint-projects/surrogacy/
https://www.scotlawcom.gov.uk/law-reform/law-reform-projects/joint-projects/surrogacy/
https://s3-eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/lawcom-prod-storage-11jsxou24uy7q/uploads/2019/06/Surrogacy-consultation-paper.pdf
mailto:surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk
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QUESTIONS ABOUT YOU 
 
What is your name?  
 
If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the 

name of your organisation? Surrogacy UK 
 
Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation? 
Personal 
 
If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you? 
Surrogate currently in a team 
 
What is your email address? 

 
 
What is your telephone number? 

 
 
If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, 

please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy 

https://www.lawcom.gov.uk/document/handling-personal-data/
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notice, we take full account of your explanation but cannot give an assurance that confidentiality can 
be maintained in all circumstances. 

Click or tap here to enter text. 

https://www.lawcom.gov.uk/document/handling-personal-data/
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Question 
No. 

Consultation Question 

Q1 Consultation Question 7. 
In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, before the 
child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have: 
(1)          entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will include a 
statement as to legal parenthood on birth, 
(2)          complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 
(3)          met eligibility requirements, 
on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child, subject 
to the surrogate’s right to object. 
Do consultees agree? 

Your 
Respons
e 

Yes I agree 

onsye onsultation Question 11. 
We provisionally propose that: 
(1)          the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal parenthood 
by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the child; 
(2)          this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in writing 
within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the intended parents and the 
body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; and 
(3)          the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration less one 
week. 
Do consultees agree? 

Your 
Respons
e to Q2 

Yes, as it allows a set time frame for any concerns to be raised. Still allows the agreement 
and process to be based on trust and friendship 

Q3 Consultation Question 12. 
We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents acquiring 

legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy arrangement should 
no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the result that: 
(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child;  
(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal parent of 

the child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these 
circumstances; and 

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental order 
to obtain legal parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 
Your 
Respons
e to Q3 

Yes, as presumably it would be a rare occasion of hardly ever occuring that the surrogate for 
object in the first place. 

Q4 Consultation Question 15. 
We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement under 

the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right to object to the 
intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the surrogate’s spouse or 
civil partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement outside 

the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue to be a legal 
parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement. 
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Your 
Respons
e to Q4 

Yes agreed the partner of surrogate should not be a legal pa  

Q5 Consultation Question 27. 
We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement 

in the new pathway: 
(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of the 

child; and 
(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should 

continue to have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living 
with, or being cared for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 
Your 
Respons
e to Q5 

Yes 

Q6 Consultation Question 28. 
We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the 

surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the 
arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to 
object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 
Your 
Respons
e to Q6t 

Don't think so, parental responsibility should be with the intended parents, or if both 
intended parents AND surrogate would have parental responsibility 

Q7 Consultation Question 29. 
For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of 
parental responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the 
intended parents, during the period in which parental responsibility is shared; 
and 

(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility by the 
party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living. 

Your 
Respons
e to Q7 

Yes I think restriction should be in place and parental responsibility should be with the 
parents who the child is living with.  

Q8 Consultation Question 55. 
We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any other 
legal parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found or is 
incapable of giving agreement, should continue to be available; 

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the surrogate, 
and any other legal parent of the child, in the following circumstances: 
(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of the 

surrogate and any other legal parent, or 
(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with the 

intended parents; and 
(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the paramount 

consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life guided by the 
factors set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in 
Scotland, in line with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) 
Act 2007. 

Do consultees agree? 
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Your 
Respons
e to Q8 

Yes 

Q9 Consultation Question 30. 
We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the 

scope of the new pathway. 
Do consultees agree? 

Your 
Respons
e to Q9 

Yes 

Q10 Consultation Question 32. 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements should be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 
We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 
Your 
Respons
e t 

Yes, as a protection for all involved and brings in line so all arrangements are the same and 
for the welfare, benefit, and protection of the Surrogate, intended parents and child. 

Q11 Consultation Question 67. 
We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the new pathway: 

(1) the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the intended 
parents intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway 
should be required to attend counselling with regard to the implications of 
entering into that arrangement; and 

(2) the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who meets the 
requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15. 

Do consultees agree? 
 

Your 
Respons
e to Q1 

Yes 

Q12 Consultation Question 68. 
We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the 

surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect 
of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. 

Do consultees agree? 
Your 
Respons
e to Q12 

Only if necessary, shouldn't or may not always be required and could be costly to all involved 
if it is not needed. Law firms could take advantage of this. Plenty of valuable and correct 
advise out there and already given to those in the process of surrogacy. 

Q13 Consultation Question 88. 
We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into under 

the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the surrogate. 
Do consultees agree? 
We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into 

under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so should not be 
dependent on the surrogate complying with any terms of the agreement relating to her 
lifestyle. 

Do consultees agree? 
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Your 
Respons
e to Q1 

Only in cases to protect the surrogate and ensure she is paid what is agreed. But also to 
ensure intended parents are also not taken advantage of. 

 
If terms of an agreement have been agreed these should be adhered to by all involved, 
unless exceptional circumstances require a change / update to the agreement in which case 
it can be amended 

Q14 Consultation Question 42. 
We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should 

be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything 
that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 
Your 
Respons
e to Q14 

No - the current model removes commercial aspect. Allowing to advertise will make it more 
of a business model. Adults are more than capable of meeting and speaking with other 
adults with out the need to have an "advert" 

Q15 Consultation Question 62. 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a surrogacy 

arrangement has been used because of medical necessity: 
(1) for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or 
(2) for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made. 

We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if it is 
introduced, should be defined and assessed. 

Your 
Respons
e to Q15 

Yes surrogacy to only be an option for starting / growing a family where medically necessary, 
including single intended parents. Medically necessary where it is not possible (or there isn't 
a mother/female) to safely carry a pregnancy.  

Q16 Consultation Question 70. 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate 

has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 
Your 
Respons
e to Q16 

Not necessarily as some women will choose not to have had or want to have their 
oennfsmily / children and this is their choice. 

Q17 Consultation Question 33. 
We provisionally propose that: 

(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations;  
(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to take a 

particular form; and 
(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual 

responsible for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation. 
Do consultees agree? 

Your 
Respons
e to Q17 

Yes. Regulations ensure everyone involved is protected and given correct and open and 
honest advice and guidance. 

 
Fees should be called to ensure organisations do not become money making and taking 
advantage 

Q18 Consultation Question 35. 
We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit 

making bodies. 
Do consultees agree? 

Your 
Respons
e to Q18 

Yes 
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Q19 Consultation Question 37. 
We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer 

matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be 

able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements 
outside the new pathway. 

Your 
Respons
e to Q19 

Yes I agree. And yes regulated organisations should be able to facilitate services. 

Q20 Consultation Question 59. 
We provisionally propose that the new pathway –  

(1) should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the 
intended parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that 
double donation of gametes is permitted, but 

(2) that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity, 
meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to provide a gamete 
due to infertility. 

Do consultees agree? 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted under the 

parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in the new 
pathway) in domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of the 
intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the parental 
order pathway should be retained in international surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 
Your 
Respons
e to Q2 

Only in exceptional and medically necessary circumstances 

Q21 Consultation Question 46. 

We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has 
been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents 
contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 
Your 
Respons
e to Q21 

Yes I think so, same as egg donor children have access to this information. 
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Q22 Consultation Question 47. 
We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements should be 

created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and the gamete 
donors. 

Do consultees agree? 
We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority; 
(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, whether 

in or outside the new pathway, provided that the information about who has 
contributed gametes for the conception of the child has been medically verif ied, 
and that the information should include: 
(a) identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy arrangement, 

and 
(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed gametes to 

the conception of the child; and 
(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a 

parental order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage 
where available and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the 
use of an anonymous gamete donor if that applies. 

Do consultees agree? 
Your 
Respons
e to Q22 

Why? What would be the need or requirement for this ? 

Q23 Consultation Question 48. 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate 

and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy 
arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 

Your 
Respons
e to Q 

Yes possibly. I think. 

Q24 Consultation Question 49. 

We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be able to 
access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for identifying 
information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information is included on 
the register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable opportunity to receive 
counselling about the implications of compliance with this request. 

Do consultees agree? 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16 (depending on 

whether the information is identifying or non-identifying respectively) should be able to 
access the information in the register and, if so, in which circumstances: 
(1) where his or her legal parents have consented; 
(2) if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or she is 

sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or 
(3) in any other circumstances. 

Your 
Respons
e to Q24 

Yes I think so 

Q25 Consultation Question 51. 

We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically related through, 
the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to identify each other, 
if they both wish to do so. 

Do consultees agree? 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow people born to 

the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to access the register to 
identify each other, if they both wish to do so. 
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Your 
Respons
e to Q 

Not sure. 

Q26 Consultation Question 52. 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a person 

carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the register to identify 
each other, if they both wish to do so: 
(1) if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or 
(2) if they are not genetically related through the surrogate. 

 
Your 
Respons
e to Q26 

Not if they are not genetically related. Possibly if they are genetically related.  

Q27 Consultation Question 53. 
For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 

whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a 
parental order should be recorded in the register. 

Your 
Respons
e to Q27 

Not sure 

Q28 Consultation Question 72. 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended parents to the 

surrogate should be able to be: 
(1) based on an allowance;  
(2) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for 

production of receipts; or 
(3) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of 

receipts. 
Your 
Respons
e to Q28 

2) but to best of ability keep receipts but may not always be able to and an allowance should 
be made for this. 

Q29 Consultation Question 73. 
We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential costs 
relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.    
Your 
Respons
e to Q29 

Yes. 

Q30 Consultation Question 74. 
We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the 
surrogate additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather than 
essential.   

Your 
Respons
e to Q30 

Yes this will be on a case by case basis 
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Q31 Consultation Question 75. 
We invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise from 
entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a surrogate 
pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of cost which should be included within this category. 
Your 
Respons
e to Q31 

Yes. Any costs relating to the membership, agreement, tests, counselling etc anything 
relating to the surrogacy journey and only incurred because of the surrogacy. 

Q32 Consultation Question 76. 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 

able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed 
or self-employed). 

Your 
Respons
e to Q32 

Yes 

Q33 Consultation Question 77. 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 

able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential earnings: 
(1) her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.35 

above); and/or 
(2) other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above). 

 

Your 
Respons
e to Q33 

Yes if it is reasonable that there are lost potential earnings  

Q34 Consultation Question 78. 
We invite consultees to share their experiences:  

(1) of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended parents 
has had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits; 
and 

(2) where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s 
entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been 
addressed in their surrogacy arrangement. 

 

Your 
Respons
e to Q34 

The surrogate should not be out of pocket for anything and any loss of benefits is still a loss 
of earnings and should be accounted for. 
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Q35 Consultation Question 79. 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 

compensation to the surrogate for the following: 
(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth; 
(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 

insemination or embryo transfer; and/or 
(3)  specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an 

ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive 
haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a 
hysterectomy. 

We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of which 
intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation. 

We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable should be: 
(1) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), 

or  
(2) left to the parties to negotiate.   

Your 
Respons
e to Q35 

Yes. But unsure if this should be a fixed fee or dependent on individual circumstances - 
which allows more flexibility and not every surrogate would need or have this compensation 
but is there should it be needed after an unexpected of additional medical need 

Q36 Consultation Question 80. 
We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 

compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the 
surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the 
surrogate. 

Your 
Respons
e to Q36 

Yes - via cost of life insurance 

Q37 Consultation Question 81. 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether:  

(1) intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and 
(2) if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or 

reasonable in nature. 
 

Your 
Respons
e to Q 

Yes this is a choice of the intended parents and should not impact on any previous 
agreement around finances and expenses. 

Q38 Consultation Question 82. 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended parents to 

agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay a 

woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the fee should be: 
(1) any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or 
(2) a fixed fee set by the regulator. 

We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay a 
woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what, if any, other 
payments the law should permit, in addition to that f ixed fee: 
(1) no other payments; 
(2) essential costs relating to the pregnancy; 
(3) additional costs relating to the pregnancy; 
(4) lost earnings; 
(5) compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and 

complications, and the death of the surrogate; and/or 
(6) gifts. 
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Your 
Respons
e to Q38 

No I don't think there should be a fixed fee. 
Expenses, gifts and compensation are adequate to cover any costs financially and 
emotionally to the surrogate and get family /partner / existing children. 

Q39 Consultation Question 84. 
We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to 

surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to 
parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 
Your 
Respons
e to Q39 

Yes 

Q40 Consultation Question 85. 

We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not 
discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the 
surrogate. 

 

Your 
Respons
e to Q40 

Not specifically but any payment ,if can be justif ied and is reasonable can and should be 
paid to the surrogate. This will be individual case by case 

Q41 Consultation Question 92. 
We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the 

application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international 
surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the 
child. 

Do consultees agree? 
Your 
Respons
e to Q41 

Yes 

Q42 Consultation Question 94. 
We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for 

applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy 
arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after 
the birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s country of birth. 

Do consultees agree? 
We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa outside of 

the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal parents of the 
child under nationality law should be brought within the Rules. 

Do consultees agree? 
We provisionally propose that:  
(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links with the 

surrogate; or  
(2) that this condition should be clarif ied to ensure that it does not prevent the child 

having contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate. 
Do consultees agree? 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of a visa 

outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order within six 
months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the availability of 
the visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to remove the time 
limit on applications for parental orders is accepted. 

Your 
Respons
e to Q42 

Yes 
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Q43 Consultation Question 95. 
We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for 

applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an 
international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will 
need to be completed after the birth of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 
Your 
Respons
e to Q43 

Yes 

Q44 Consultation Question 97. 
We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive 

guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of 
having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement.  

Do consultees agree? 
Your 
Respons
e to Q44 

Yes 

Q45 Consultation Question 99. 
We provisionally propose that:  
the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended parents of children 

born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are recognised as the legal 
parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth, should also be recognised as the 
child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being necessary for the intended parents to 
apply for a parental order, but 

before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be satisfied that 
the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides protection against 
the exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, that is at least 
equivalent to that provided in UK law. 

Do consultees agree? 
Your 
Respons
e to Q45 

Yes 

Q46 Consultation Question 107. 
We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy 

arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are reforms to 
law or practice that consultees would like to see in this area. 

We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like to see made 
to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social Care for England 
and Wales. 

We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better accommodate 
surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding issues. 

Your 
Respons
e to Q46 

Treat the same as a natural birth and don't automatically contact social services for example, 
just because it is surrogacy, but only if there are any genuine safeguarding concerns. 
Acceptance of adapted birth plan and wishes of surrogate AND intended parents. 

 

END OF QUESTIONNAIRE – HOW TO SUBMIT 
 
Thank you for completing this form. To submit it as a formal response to the Law Commission, save your 
completed form and email it as an attachment to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk. Please note that the 
deadline for responding to our consultation is 11 October 2019.  
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

NA

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Other individual

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Scrutiny must be maintained. There is a history of International surrogacy abuse and exploitation and a high level of scrutiny should be maintained

Please provide your views below:

All international surrogacy cases should require a legal parental order post-birth and be dealt with at the current level of the judiciary, so that parental
order processes, involving qualified social work assessments can take place.

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:



Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes. The parental order report should be released to the parties in the proceedings by default. The circumstances under which a court can decide
otherwise should be clarified.

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

No

Please provide your views below:

The Intended parents should not be documented as the legal parents at birth.
The aim of this proposal seems to be to reduce the time pressure on the courts to make it immediately possible to remove a baby from the birth mother.

This would reduce the birth mother to a vessel, a container, such knowledge of which would be detrimental to the mental health of the child, and against
the healthy formation of their identity. This proposal weakens the surrogate's right to change her mind.

15  Consultation Question 8:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

100 years; or

Please provide your views below:

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

The prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements, otherwise this limits the right of the
child to discover their genetic identity and may risk attraction to closely related persons.

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

18  Consultation Question 11:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

The (birth) mother should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal status by the Intended Parents immediately after the birth and before the
baby is handed over. This consultation takes no account of the natural link between birth mother and baby and assumes an immediate hand-over,
whether the birth mother objects or not. The birth mother should have the right to change her mind.

19  Consultation Question 12:

Yes



Please provide your views below:

20  Consultation Question 13:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

21  Consultation Question 14:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

22  Consultation Question 15:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please share your views below:

23  Consultation Question 16:

No

Please provide your views below:

The stillborn child will have had no relationship with the intended parents.

I oppose the proposal that the commissioning parents should be the legal parents of a stillborn baby. Their disappointment will be diminished by the
grief of the birth mother who already has a relationship with the child in her womb.

What safeguards are planned in the new pathway should the woman surrogate die? What financial protections would there be for the woman's existing
children and family?

No

Please provide your views below:

Ra

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

26  Consultation Question 19:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

27  Consultation Question 20:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

The surrogacy business should be banned not made easier. There is no evidence in the proposed changes that the surrogacy business, which benefits
Agencies, lawyers and those commissioning a surrogate (who is expected to carry a child as an altruistic act) should be made easier for those who profit.
The evidence points to banning or severely restricting surrogacy practices as has been done in European countries such as Switzerland, France, Germany
and Sweden and further afield in India and Thailand.

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

It is remarkable given the years of current surrogacy enablement in UK that those involved are not, never have been, subject to Adoption and Child Act
(ACA) 2002.

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

33  Consultation Question 26:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

34  Consultation Question 27:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the provisional proposal that, where a child is born of a surrogacy arrangement, the Intended Parents should acquire parental
responsibility on the birth of the baby. This pathway will take no account of, and fails to recognise, the bond which is formed between mother and baby
during and after the gestational period and the right of a child to know the identity of their birth mother.

This pathway will favour the Intended Parents and the removes the right of the child to have a biologically accurate birth record.

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

The birth mother should retain parental responsibility for the child until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to object.

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

The views of overseas surrogates are unlikely to be well represented as many are poor, uneducated and exploited

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

Consultation is built on a pro-surrogacy bias. There is no hard evidence of the long term impact upon the child who is a surrogate or the mother who
gave birth to them. The entitlement to ‘found a family’ has been reinterpreted to ‘found a family=the right to have a child by surrogacy'. The consultation
seems to accept that breaching surrogate women’s human rights not to experience dehumanising practices is lost in the attempt to covertly enable baby
buyers to ‘found a family’.

Please provide your views below:

40  Consultation Question 33:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

41  Consultation Question 34:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to 
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new



pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

The prime concern of the consultation is the ‘commissioners’, so they can have ease of access to buying a baby, not the well being of the woman
surrogate. The vast majority of woman surrogates come from poorer circumstances than the ‘commissioners’ and yet the law wants to describe that as
‘altruistic’ rather that what it actually is - commercial surrogacy which is not legal.

Please provide your views below:

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

57  Consultation Question 49:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

Children born of surrogacy arrangement, where there is or is not a genetic connection to the birth mother, should have access to all facts relating to their
birth heritage and origins. A practice adoption agencies now recognise as key elements for children’s rights, security and healthy maturity.

59  Consultation Question 51:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:
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About You

1. What is your name?

Name (Required)

2. If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a
university), what is the name of your organisation?

[Name of organisation if relevant.]

3. Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your
organisation?

(Required – Choose one response)

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4. If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best
describes you?

(Choose one response)

Other individual

5. What is your email address?

Email address: 

If you enter your email address then you will automatically receive an acknowledgement email
when you submit your response.

6. What is your telephone number?

Telephone number: 

[Enter your phone number here.]

7. If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated
as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. As
explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot
give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.



Consultation Question 1.

1. We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales: 
1. all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically

allocated to a judge of the High Court; and

YES

International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of
children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost
seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For
this reason these cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court. 

2. if international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to
a judge of the High Court, circuit judges should be ticketed to hear such
cases.

Paragraph 6.42

Consultation Question 2.

2. We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and Wales 

(1) domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-birth parental order should
continue to be heard by lay justices, or whether they should be allocated to another level of
the judiciary; and

(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another level of the
judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be appropriate.

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the
exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so the
arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these cases
should NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit judges or
higher.
Paragraph 6.51

Consultation Question 3.

3. We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the
retention of the current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we
discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Paragraph 6.53

Consultation Question 4.

4. We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court should be placed
under a duty to consider whether to make an order awarding the intended parents
parental responsibility at the first directions hearing in the proceedings.

Do consultees agree?

(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our provisional proposal in
Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether in the new pathway or not) automatically
acquire parental responsibility if the child is living with or being cared for by them is not
supported by consultees).

NO



The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent
authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration.
Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should be
open.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

Paragraph 6.58

Consultation Question 5.

5. We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the
FPR 2010 should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the
parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise. 

Do consultees agree?

YES
Paragraph 6.72

Consultation Question 6.

6. We invite consultees’ views as to whether they are of the view that, in Scotland: 
1. there is a need for greater consistency and clarity in provisions relating to

the expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers and, if so, how
this should be addressed;  

2. it should be provided by statute that, at the initial hearing or any
subsequent hearing for a parental order, the court may make any such
interim order or orders for parental responsibilities and parental rights as
it sees fit; and/or

3. further procedural reform is needed and, if so, what that reform should be.

Paragraph 6.110

Consultation Question 7.

7. In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that,
before the child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have:

1. entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will
include a statement as to legal parenthood on birth,

2. complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and

3. met eligibility requirements,

on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child, subject
to the surrogate’s right to object.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key
recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in
respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal parenthood
and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up the child must
be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard against the sale of

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx


children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to surrogacy arrangements, in
both an international and a domestic context.

This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and all
of the implications need to be fully understood. There is no evidence in the consultation paper that
the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all.

I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at
birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers
prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify measures that
contravene the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague
Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and to
protect birth mothers.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or condone
a system that would require women to deliberately conceive and subsequently give birth with the
expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The rights of the child
must be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers say they want or not.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.13

Consultation Question 8.

8. We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed
clinics should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under
the new pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a
specified minimum period.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy
organisations.

9. We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be:
whether 100 years or another period.

Paragraph 8.14

Consultation Question 9.

10. We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated
gametes should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a
regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they would
inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence.
Paragraph 8.21

Consultation Question 10.

11. We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm
in a traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement
from entering into the new pathway.
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I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’ 
Paragraph 8.22

Consultation Question 11.

12. We provisionally propose that:
1. the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal

parenthood by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of
the child; 

2. this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection
in writing within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the
intended parents and the body responsible for the regulation of
surrogacy; and

3. the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration
less one week.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire
legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only a limited time to object. This
contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the
legal parent at birth and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in
surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth, with
the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration.

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give
the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as the
most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia.
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before the
expiry of the deadline.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.35

Consultation Question 12.

13. We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended
parents acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the
surrogacy arrangement should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway,
with the result that:

1. the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child; 

2. if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal
parent of the child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in
these circumstances; and

3. the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental
order to obtain legal parenthood.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. 
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The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and
with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.*

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give
the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as the
most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia.
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before the
expiry of the deadline.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.36

Consultation Question 13.

14. We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway:
1. the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on

registering the birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that
the surrogate has lacked capacity at any time during the period in which
she had the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal
parenthood;

2. if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the
period in which she has the right to object to the intended parents
acquiring legal parenthood, the surrogate should be able to provide a
positive consent to such acquisition; and

3. if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the
surrogate is unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant
period, the surrogacy arrangement should exit the new pathway and the
intended parents should be able to make an application for a parental
order.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended parents’
acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. 

The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and
with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.*

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to give
the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as the
most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia.
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before the
expiry of the deadline.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.37
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Consultation Question 14.

15. We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be
born as a result of the surrogacy arrangement:

1. should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of
Practice;

2. either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as
appropriate, should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is
followed; and

3. there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child
after his or her birth.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s
recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in
surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth
and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is an
absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest.
Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth.

The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before the
birth of the child. Much can change in that time. 

The justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because
parents of children born through the normal process are not subject to such checks does not hold.
Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential experiences
that change you and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and rise to the
challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For obvious reasons ‘intended
parents’ do not have this advantage. 

In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical,
physiological and emotional resources, which means she has already made a huge and
unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and emotional
commitment to the child is already well-developed, giving her the best chance of surmounting all
the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood and adolescence. 

The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of financial resources does
not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of caring for a new-born child and the long road
of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.51

Consultation Question 15.

16. We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy
arrangement under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right
to object to the intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the
surrogate’s spouse or civil partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’ 
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There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for
financial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she does not have legal parenthood or parental
responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject this
proposal.

However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore
have an implication for all children, all families because it would set a precedent. It should not be
introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and
children. There is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such assessment.

17. We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy
arrangement outside the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner
should continue to be a legal parent of the child born as a result of the
arrangement.

YES

The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and partners
coercing women into surrogacy for financial gain.
Paragraph 8.57

Consultation Question 16.

18. We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a
surrogacy arrangement is stillborn:

1. the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the
surrogate exercises her right to object; and

2. the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being
registered as the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to
object.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended parents’
acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. The birth mother
should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if the child is
stillborn.

19. We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a
surrogacy arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the
intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period
allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have
made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a
parental order are satisfied, on registration of the stillbirth.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should
not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this.
Paragraph 8.77

Consultation Question 17.

20. We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new
pathway, where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the



surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as
the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth,
provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that the
relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of
the birth.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and if the child
dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth
mother was the legal parent.
Paragraph 8.79

Consultation Question 18.

21. For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as
to whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period
during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not
proceed in the new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make
an application for a parental order.

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.
Paragraph 8.80

Consultation Question 19.

22. We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway,
where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended
parents should be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the
surrogate not exercising her right to object within the defined period.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased
‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should
always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately reflect
this.

23. We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside
the new pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s
pregnancy or before a parental order is made:

1. it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who
claims an interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act
1995, or who would be permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of
the Children Act 1989:

a. for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and

b. for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject
to the surrogate’s consent; or

2. the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not
be possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s
parents, but that there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide
details of the intended parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry
onto the register of surrogacy arrangements.

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already



deceased – so option (2) is preferable.
Paragraph 8.81

Consultation Question 20.

24. We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order
by a sole applicant under section 54A:

1. the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always
intended that there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in
respect of the child concerned or to supply the name and contact details
of the other intended parent; 

2. if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be
made for notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the
application and an opportunity given to that party to provide notice of
opposition within a brief period (of, say, 14 to 21 days); and

3. if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to
oppose, he or she should be required to make his or her own application
within a brief period (say 14 days), otherwise the application of the first
intended parent will be determined by the court.

Do consultees agree?

YES
Paragraph 8.86

Consultation Question 21.

25. We invite consultees’ views as to:
1. a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;

and

2. how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this
model.

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth
mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent
authority AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount
consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.*

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.91

Consultation Question 22.

26. We invite consultees’ views: 
1. as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new

pathway that we have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal
parenthood by the intended parents at birth; and

2. if so, as to whether should this oversight be:
a. administrative, or

b. judicial.

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the
legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood
and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other
competent authority AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as
recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.*

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx


* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.93

Consultation Question 23.

27. In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to:
1. whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children

Act 1989, should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to
additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering the
arrangements for a child in the context of a dispute about a surrogacy
arrangement; and

2. if so, as to what those additional factors should be.

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about
a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the issues
to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not
believe any other factors should be added.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 
Paragraph 8.120

Consultation Question 24.

28. In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views:
1. as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as

applied and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of
the 2018 Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court
to have regard to additional specific factors in the situation where it is
considering whether to make a parental order; and

2. what those additional factors should be.

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental
order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered
and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the
child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors
should be added.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.121

Consultation Question 25.

29. We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989
should be amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can
apply for a section 8 order without leave.

NO

There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother and
her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy arrangements. The court should therefore always have
oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no liberalisation of the
law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do not believe that
‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can apply for a section 8 order without
leave.
Paragraph 8.123
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Consultation Question 26.

30. We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy
arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire
parental responsibility automatically where:

1. the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and 

2. they intend to apply for a parental order.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and all
decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should
be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as recommended by
the UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and
the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of the
UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce
the risk of the sale and trafficking of children. 

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system that
would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no legal responsibility
for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.132

Consultation Question 27.

31. We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy
arrangement in the new pathway:

1. the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of
the child; and

2. if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should
continue to have parental responsibility for the child where the child is
living with, or being cared for by, them, and they intend to apply for a
parental order. 

Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended
parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility automatically. The birth mother should
be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility
in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the
birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the
recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility
is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of
the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children. 

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system that
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would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no responsibility for
that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.134

Consultation Question 28.

32. We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new
pathway, the surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a
result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can
exercise her right to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to
object.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the
‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood and parental responsibility.

All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the
child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special
Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the
exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.139

Consultation Question 29.

33. For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to: 
1. whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of

parental responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or
the intended parents, during the period in which parental responsibility is
shared; and

2. whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility
by the party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living.

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have legal
parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and all subsequent decisions involving
legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other competent
authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of
the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of
children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 8.140

Consultation Question 30.

34. We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall
within the scope of the new pathway.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
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I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.
Paragraph 9.29

Consultation Question 31.

35. We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have
used independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In
particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling
and legal advice that took place.

N/A
Paragraph 9.35

Consultation Question 32.

36. We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements
should be brought within the scope of the new pathway.

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol.

37. We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might
be brought within the scope of the new pathway.

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol.
Paragraph 9.36

Consultation Question 33.

38. We provisionally propose that:
1. there should be regulated surrogacy organisations; 

NO

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be
a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

2. there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to
take a particular form; and

OTHER

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be
a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

3. each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual
responsible for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation.

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and



legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be
a violation of the human rights of both women and children.
Paragraph 9.61

Consultation Question 34.

39. We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for:
1. representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator;

2. managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care,
competence and skill;

3. ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and
regulation, including the creation, maintenance and operation of
necessary policies and procedures;

4. training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and

5. providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by
law.

Do consultees agree?

LEAVE ALL CHECK BOXES BLANK (i.e. none of the above)

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be
a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

40. We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible
individual should have.

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be
a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

41. We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualifications a
person responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have.

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be
a violation of the human rights of both women and children.
Paragraph 9.62

Consultation Question 35.

42. We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-
profit making bodies.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and would
drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they will
inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) and will
need to continuously seek new business and to convince or coerce more women to act as
‘surrogates.’

Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and



prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW, which prohibits third-parties profiting or
otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women.
Paragraph 9.84

Consultation Question 36.

43. We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of
matching and facilitation services.

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because that
would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights
of both women and children.
Paragraph 9.94

Consultation Question 37.

44. We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be
able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy
arrangements in the new pathway.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated surrogacy
organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services
for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I
consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

 

45. We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations
should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy
arrangements outside the new pathway.

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated surrogacy
organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services
for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I
consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children.
Paragraph 9.95

Consultation Question 38.

46. We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against
organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated
to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they are
provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a
violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services should be a
criminal offence.
Paragraph 9.97

Consultation Question 39.

47. We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and
Embryology Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated
surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal



requirements for the new pathway to legal parenthood.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and would
drive an increase in surrogacy. 

48. If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of
Practice should apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which
additional or new areas of regulation should be applied.

Paragraph 9.117

Consultation Question 40.

49. We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain
unenforceable (subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation
Question 88 in relation to financial terms). 

Do consultees agree?

YES
Paragraph 9.129

Consultation Question 41.

50. We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for
negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country,
because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both women and the child. The idea of
organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of
Article 6 of CEDAW, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits the
exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any form of benefit from
women’s prostitution.
Paragraph 9.135

Consultation Question 42.

51. We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of
surrogacy should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on
advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy
arrangements.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy.
Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and enabling advertising
sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent.

At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that



being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an impoverished woman’s financial problems. If
this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female
students and young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to
their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would be the most vulnerable to this
idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest.

Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money,
we need to protect disadvantaged women from the temptation of renting their wombs. This means
that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned.
Paragraph 9.145

Consultation Question 43.

52. We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a
parental order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been
recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or
her original birth certificate at the age of 18.

Do consultees agree?

YES
Paragraph 10.80

Consultation Question 44.

53. We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements
that result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth
certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the
result of a surrogacy arrangement.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended
parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original birth certificate. The birth mother should be
recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal parenthood
and parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other competent authority,
with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN
Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and
the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of
the certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 10.85

Consultation Question 45.

54. We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England
and Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed to
changes to allow for the registration of three parents or for anyone other than the birth mother to
be recorded as the mother on the original birth certificate. Such proposals could lead to the
facilitation of the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the
understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is unique.
Paragraph 10.87

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx


Consultation Question 46.

55. We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child
who has been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the
documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.

Do consultees agree?

YES
Paragraph 10.89

Consultation Question 47.

56. We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements
should be created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and
the gamete donors.

Do consultees agree?

YES

57. We provisionally propose that:
1. the register should be maintained by the Authority;

2. the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements,
whether in or outside the new pathway, provided that the information
about who has contributed gametes for the conception of the child has
been medically verified, and that the information should include:

a. identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy
arrangement, and

b. non-identifying information about those who have contributed
gametes to the conception of the child; and

3. to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for
a parental order should record full information about a child’s genetic
heritage where available and established by DNA or medical evidence,
recording the use of an anonymous gamete donor if that applies.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy
organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the children have access
to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that the
information held on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because
otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his
genetic parentage.
Paragraph 10.102

Consultation Question 48.

58. We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the
surrogate and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of
surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a
surrogacy arrangement.

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it
trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his genetic
parentage.
Paragraph 10.104



Consultation Question 49.

59. We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be
able to access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for
identifying information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information
is included on the register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable
opportunity to receive counselling about the implications of compliance with this
request.

Do consultees agree?

YES

60. We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16
(depending on whether the information is identifying or non-identifying
respectively) should be able to access the information in the register and, if so, in
which circumstances:

1. where his or her legal parents have consented;

2. if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or
she is sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or

3. in any other circumstances.

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable.
Paragraph 10.110

Consultation Question 50.

61. We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those
born of a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose
whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was
carried by the same surrogate.

YES, this should be possible.
Paragraph 10.114

Consultation Question 51.

62. We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically
related through, the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to
identify each other, if they both wish to do so.

Do consultees agree?

YES

63. We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow
people born to the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to
access the register to identify each other, if they both wish to do so.

YES, I agree.
Paragraph 10.121

Consultation Question 52.

64. We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a



person carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the
register to identify each other, if they both wish to do so:

1. if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or

2. if they are not genetically related through the surrogate.

YES to both (1) and (2)
Paragraph 10.123

Consultation Question 53.

65. For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’
views as to whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the
application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in
the register.
Paragraph 10.128

Consultation Question 54.

66. We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of
the HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished.

Do consultees agree?

NO

The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child.
Paragraph 11.20

Consultation Question 55.

67. We provisionally propose that:
1. the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any

other legal parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be
found or is incapable of giving agreement, should continue to be
available;

NO 

I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered
as an option when a parental order is not possible.

2. the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the
surrogate, and any other legal parent of the child, in the following
circumstances:

a. where the child is living with the intended parents, with the
consent of the surrogate and any other legal parent, or

b. following a determination by the court that the child should live
with the intended parents; and

3. the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the
paramount consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life
guided by the factors set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act
2002 and, in Scotland, in line with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and
Children (Scotland) Act 2007.



Do consultees agree?

NO

I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered
as an option when a parental order is not possible.
Paragraph 11.58

Consultation Question 56.

68. We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway,
the intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or
habitually resident in the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man.

Do consultees agree? 

NO

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be
domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism.

69. We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional
conditions imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying
period of habitual residence required to satisfy the test.

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual
residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk of surrogacy tourism.
Paragraph 12.15

Consultation Question 57.

70. We invite consultees’ views on whether:
1. the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008

should be reformed and, if so, how; or

2. the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are
within the prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from
applying.

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed.
Paragraph 12.29

Consultation Question 58.

71. We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should
be required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for
the child’s home to be with them.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
Paragraph 12.34

Consultation Question 59.



72. We provisionally propose that the new pathway – 
1. should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the

intended parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that
double donation of gametes is permitted, but

2. that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical
necessity, meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to
provide a gamete due to infertility.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should
be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’

73. We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted
under the parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in
the new pathway) in domestic surrogacy arrangements. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are
likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do not believe that double donation should
be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements. 

74. We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of
the intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the
parental order pathway should be retained in international surrogacy
arrangements.

Do consultees agree?

YES
Paragraph 12.64

Consultation Question 60.

75. We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for
domestic cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply,
subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in
good faith began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were
required to apply for a parental order.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic
link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’
Paragraph 12.71

Consultation Question 61.

76. We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of
medical necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be
granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s
former partner provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks
down before the grant of a parental order.

Do consultees agree?



NO

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’
Paragraph 12.76

Consultation Question 62.

77. We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a
surrogacy arrangement has been used because of medical necessity:

1. for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or

2. for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made.

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights
and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

78. We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if
it is introduced, should be defined and assessed.

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’
Paragraph 12.94

Consultation Question 63.

79. We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to parenthood,
information identifying the child’s genetic parents and the surrogate must be
provided for entry on the national register of surrogacy agreements prior to
registration of the child’s birth.

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER

I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in
any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all genetic parents and the birth
mother.

80. We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for an
application for a parental order that:

1. those who contributed gametes are entered on the national register of
surrogacy agreements; and/or

2. if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents provided
gametes in the conception of the child, that the genetic link is
demonstrated to the court with medical or DNA evidence.

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order in
the circumstances described in both (1) and (2).

81. We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the application of a
parental order that the identity of the surrogate is entered on the national register
of surrogacy agreements.

Do consultees agree?

YES

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision.
Paragraph 12.115



Consultation Question 64.

82. We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit for the grant
of a parental order. The age of the intended parents should continue to be taken
into account in the assessment of the welfare of the child in applications to grant a
parental order. 

Do consultees agree?

NO

I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both
women’s and children’s human rights. 

Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood.
Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is to
be opened up, a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear that
society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy arrangement and will make it less
likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a fait
accompli.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age but not beyond. It is therefore
imperative that age limits are set very carefully.

83. We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway there should be
a maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, what it should be.

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be
allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ and it should be 45.

Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. I
am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s human
rights. However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore consider
that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important. This will make it clear that society
does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement and will
make it less likely that they will.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age. It is therefore imperative that
age limits are set very carefully. 

84. We provisionally propose that intended parents should be required to be at least
18 years old at the time that they enter into a surrogacy agreement under the new
pathway.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be
allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it should be much older than
18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement at that age. It is therefore imperative that
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it
would be reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before they
have taken even their first steps into independence and adulthood?



Paragraph 12.133

Consultation Question 65.

85. We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18
years of age (at the time of conception), in order for the court to have the power to
make a parental order.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a violation
of both women’s and children’s human rights. 

At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself
as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There
should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I
suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate.

Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully.
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy arrangement
is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first steps into
independence and adulthood? 

86. We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18
years old at the time of entering into the surrogacy agreement within the new
pathway.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of
childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that she
is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older
minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be
more appropriate.

Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully.
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy arrangement
is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their first steps into
independence and adulthood? 
Paragraph 12.144

Consultation Question 66.

87. We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any partner of the
surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes should be required for the
new pathway.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.



88. We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out in the Code
of Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy arrangements outside a licensed
clinic, and if not, which types of testing should be required for such arrangements.

Paragraph 13.16

Consultation Question 67.

89. We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the
new pathway:

1. the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the
intended parents intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the
new pathway should be required to attend counselling with regard to the
implications of entering into that arrangement; and

2. the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who
meets the requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs
2.14 to 2.15.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.
Paragraph 13.44

Consultation Question 68.

90. We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a
requirement that the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent
legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the
agreement is signed.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.
Paragraph 13.65

Consultation Question 69.

91. We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway:

(1) an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained for intended parents,
surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or partners of surrogates; 

(2) the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not enable a surrogate
arrangement to be proceed under the new pathway where a person screened is unsuitable
for having being convicted of, or received a police caution for, any offence appearing on a
prescribed list of offences; and 

(3) the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also determine that a person is
unsuitable based on the information provided in the enhanced record certificate. 

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.



92. We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that applies in the
case of adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy arrangements in the new
pathway.

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.
Paragraph 13.73

Consultation Question 70.

93. We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the
surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new
pathway.

OTHER

I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’.

Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an
arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone else. It is impossible to understand
what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless you have had
that experience yourself.
Paragraph 13.95

Consultation Question 71.

94. We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of
surrogate pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of
the new pathway.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’.

Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths.
Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs should not be allowed to undertake more than
four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women would have
under this proposal.
Paragraph 13.99

Consultation Question 72.

95. We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended
parents to the surrogate should be able to be:

1. based on an allowance; 

2. based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need
for production of receipts; or

3. based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production
of receipts.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions,
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.



There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy when
it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual
essential costs, backed up by receipts.
Paragraph 15.16

Consultation Question 73.

96. We invite consultees’ views as to:
1. whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential

costs relating to the pregnancy; and

2. the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.  

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions,
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy when
it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins,
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts.
Paragraph 15.22

Consultation Question 74.

97. We invite consultees’ views as to:
1. whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the

surrogate additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and

2. the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather
than essential.  

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions,
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy when
it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins,
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts.
Paragraph 15.26

Consultation Question 75.

98. We invite consultees’ views as to: 
1. whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise

from entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a



surrogate pregnancy; and

2. the types of cost which should be included within this category.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions,
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy when
it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual
essential costs, backed up by receipts.
Paragraph 15.29

Consultation Question 76.

99. We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents
should be able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the
surrogate is employed or self-employed).

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions,
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy when
it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost earnings.
Paragraph 15.37

Consultation Question 77.

100. We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents
should be able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential
earnings:

1. her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph
15.35 above); and/or

2. other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above).

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions,
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy when
it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost earnings.



Paragraph 15.38

Consultation Question 78.

101. We invite consultees to share their experiences: 
1. of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended

parents has had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social
welfare benefits; and

2. where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s
entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been
addressed in their surrogacy arrangement.

N/A
Paragraph 15.47

Consultation Question 79.

102. We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay
compensation to the surrogate for the following:

1. pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth;

2. medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or

3. specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-
eclampsia, an ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean
birth, excessive haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian
tubes or ovaries or a hysterectomy.

It is absurd to propose that one could place a monetary value on the pain of adverse pregnancy
outcomes. In putting a price tag on perineal tear for example, some mothers report little pain or
symptoms, others have profound ongoing fear of vaginal penetration, which can result in very
significant emotional and relationship difficulties. Infection may complicate healing, and some
women report long term sequelae from this, such as impaired wound healing. 

Haematology conditions should also be considered. Blood loss, for example due to placental
haemorrhage can be very significant, and potentially result in emergency hysterectomy and blood
transfusion to save the life of the mother. It is a fact that although blood is thoroughly screened in
the UK there still remains the potential for blood borne illnesses to be transmitted, and the fact that
some of these may not have been identified yet by researchers is also a real risk to a mother
receiving transfusion. Persons who have had a blood transfusion are currently unable to donate
blood themselves in the UK, due to the risk of (vCJD) transmission. This is an indication of the
gravity of receiving blood products. 

No medical intervention is EVER risk free. Receiving multiple blood products in the context of
Massive Transfusion Protocol (eg platelets, Fresh Frozen Plasma, cryoprecipitate) only heighten
those risks. 

Conditions such as HELLP (Haemolysis, Elevated Liver enzymes, Low Platelets) can be fatal, and
although the maternal mortality rate is low, it can have significant sequelae, including renal failure
potentially requiring dialysis, placental abruption (potentially fatal for mother and baby) permanent
liver damage and retinal detachment resulting in visual impairment. 

Each of these conditions have long term consequences for a woman, psychologically, physically
and emotionally, and may also affect her ability to return to work or care for other children. 

Also, the late complications of childbirth have been disregarded. Late consequences of childbirth
can include vaginal or rectal prolapse, urinary and faecal incontinence. Women who have had a C
section may experience ongoing pain around the scar. Some sources quote this as affecting
between 6 and 18 percent of women. These symptoms can be profoundly distressing, and may
take years to present (conversely, may present immediately).



How could we ensure that women suffering these complications are compensated? They are
multifactorial, and risk increases with instrumented delivery and parity. How would it be proposed
to unpick the role of a surrogate pregnancy in causing these symptoms in relation to other risk
factors, for example parity, smoking history, personal medical history?

Psychiatric conditions are also absent from this list. Complications including depression and
anxiety may be worsened by pregnancy. Other mental health conditions such as post natal
depression and post partum psychosis can be fatal, and impact on a woman’s health for many
years to come. I’m quite shocked that none of these conditions have been explicitly mentioned and
it does make me wonder how the list of complications was created. I’d also like to know what level
of haemorrhage would be considered “excessive”.

The wording of the question “should” be able to pay compensation is not the same as being
mandated to do so. This potentially creates a situation where some “luckier” women would receive
compensation others would not.

All of the above illustrates the risks of surrogacy and confirms my support for a total ban on
surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. 

103. We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect
of which intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions,
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy when
it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. 

104. We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable
should be:

1. a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum
payable), or 

2. left to the parties to negotiate.  

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions,
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy when
it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.
Paragraph 15.53

Consultation Question 80.

105. We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay
compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in
the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions,
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.



There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy when
it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it. 
Paragraph 15.56

Consultation Question 81.

106. We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 
1. intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and

2. if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or
reasonable in nature.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions,
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy when
it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts.
Paragraph 15.60

Consultation Question 82.

107. We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended
parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service
of undertaking a surrogacy. (check box)

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions,
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy when
it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her ‘services’.

108. We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended
parents to pay a woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the
fee should be:



1. any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or

2. a fixed fee set by the regulator.

Leave both check boxes blank.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions,
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy when
it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her ‘services’.

109. We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended
parents to pay a woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what,
if any, other payments the law should permit, in addition to that fixed fee:

1. no other payments;

2. essential costs relating to the pregnancy;

3. additional costs relating to the pregnancy;

4. lost earnings;

5. compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and
complications, and the death of the surrogate; and/or

6. gifts.

Leave all check boxes blank.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions,
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy when
it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to
the birth mother for her ‘services’.
Paragraph 15.69

Consultation Question 83.

110. We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for any payment
the law permits the intended parents to pay the surrogate for her services to be
reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination of the pregnancy.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions,
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.



There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy when
it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy.

111. We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee payable to the
surrogate to be able to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination,
whether such provision should apply:

1. in the first trimester of pregnancy only;

2. to any miscarriage or termination; or

3. some other period of time (please specify).  

Leave all check boxes blank.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions,
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy when
it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual
essential costs, backed up by receipts.

This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy.
Paragraph 15.72

Consultation Question 84.

112. We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made
to surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new
pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions,
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy when
it is not in their best interests.

I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement
being used, the only payments that should ever be made are essential and basic expenses for
which receipts are provided.
Paragraph 15.74



Consultation Question 85.

113. We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we
have not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to
pay to the surrogate.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions,
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy when
it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual
essential costs, backed up by receipts.
Paragraph 15.75

Consultation Question 86.

114. We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments
that intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions,
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy when
it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual
essential costs, backed up by receipts.
Paragraph 15.76

Consultation Question 87.

115. We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods of enforcing
limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates that we should consider as
part of our review:

1. for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and 

2. for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of the baby.

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions,
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy when
it is not in their best interests.

The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts
are provided. The judge or other competent authority should closely monitor all financial aspects of
the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the
parental order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the
arrangements, the competent authority should be totally independent and not, for example, an



agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any
way.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 15.89

Consultation Question 88.

116. We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered
into under the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the
surrogate.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.

117. We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement
entered into under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so
should not be dependent on the surrogate complying with any terms of the
agreement relating to her lifestyle.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy
agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is utterly abhorrent.
Paragraph 15.99

Consultation Question 89.

118. We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for
surrogates) to share with us their experiences f international surrogacy
arrangements.

N/A
Paragraph 16.10

Consultation Question 90.

119. We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the
international context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and
consultation questions in this chapter.

N/A
Paragraph 16.12

Consultation Question 91.

120. We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to
register a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British
citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested
to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any
information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx


N/A
Paragraph 16.52

Consultation Question 92.

121. We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the
application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international
surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the
child.

Do consultees agree?

NO

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a
passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special
Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this
proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 16.53

Consultation Question 93.

122. We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had
of applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy
arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of
causes of delays in the process.

N/A
Paragraph 16.68

Consultation Question 94.

123. We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the
process for applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international
surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be
completed after the birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s
country of birth.

Do consultees agree?

NO

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a
passport before the child is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the
UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and
trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly
disagree with this proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

124. We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa
outside of the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal
parents of the child under nationality law should be brought within the Rules.

Do consultees agree?

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx


NO

125. We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links with the
surrogate; or 

(2) that this condition should be clarified to ensure that it does not prevent the child having
contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate.

Do consultees agree?

YES

126. We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of
a visa outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order
within six months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the
availability of the visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to
remove the time limit on applications for parental orders is accepted.

NO

The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child.
Paragraph 16.69

Consultation Question 95.

127. We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the
process for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born
through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The
application will need to be completed after the birth of the child.

Do consultees agree?

NO

Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form
for the child before she or he is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to
contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against
the selling and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I
therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 16.76

Consultation Question 96.

128. We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have
had of applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an
international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information
consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

N/A
Paragraph 16.77

Consultation Question 97.

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx


129. We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single,
comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and
immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy
arrangement. 

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a
violation of the human rights of women and children and all the other ways in which it is possible
for people to enjoy children in their lives.
Paragraph 16.82

Consultation Question 98.

130. We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not
be eligible for the new pathway to parenthood.

Do consultees agree?

OTHER

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.
Paragraph 16.93

Consultation Question 99.

131. We provisionally propose that: 

132. the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended
parents of children born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are
recognised as the legal parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth,
should also be recognised as the child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being
necessary for the intended parents to apply for a parental order, but

133. before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be
satisfied that the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides
protection against the exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child,
that is at least equivalent to that provided in UK law.

Do consultees agree?

NO

I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special
Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children
and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth mother
to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent
to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of ‘parenthood’
should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case by case basis,
with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration. This is an important
safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I believe it
should apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly disagree with
this proposal.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
Paragraph 16.94

Consultation Question 100.

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx


134. We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy arrangements in
the UK involving foreign intended parents.

N/A

135. We invite consultees’ views as to whether:
1. any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from the UK for the

purpose of the child becoming the subject of a parental order, or its
equivalent, in another jurisdiction; and

2. if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process allowing
foreign intended parents to remove the child from the jurisdiction of the
UK for this purpose and with the approval of the court and, if so, what
form should that process take.

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from
trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same checks as would be used in an
international adoption.
Paragraph 16.120

Consultation Question 101.

136. We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on
statutory paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the
surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

I do not believe this needs changing.
Paragraph 17.18

Consultation Question 102.

137. We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made
in respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so
that only one intended parent qualifies. 

Do consultees agree?

NO
Paragraph 17.32

Consultation Question 103.

138. We invite consultees’ views as to:
1. whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended

parents to take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the
purpose of induced lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other
reason; and 

2. if reform is needed, suggestions on reform.

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a
human rights abuse of both women and children. 
Paragraph 17.36

Consultation Question 104.

139. We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide



suitable facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing
mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and
Welfare) Regulations 1992 is sufficient to include intended parents in a
surrogacy arrangement.

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a
human rights abuse of both women and children.
Paragraph 17.40

Consultation Question 105.

140. We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to
employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for
reform.

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a
human rights abuse of both women and children
Paragraph 17.43

Consultation Question 106.

141. We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to
surrogacy and succession law are required.

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a
human rights abuse of both women and children
Paragraph 17.56

Consultation Question 107.

142. We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy
arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are
reforms to law or practice that consultees would like to see in this area.

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are not
legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to override the birth mother’s
wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during
pregnancy, labour and childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions
and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time for any or no
reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes.

All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements.

Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and this
could reduce the standard of impartial care given to birth mothers and new-borns – especially
when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid reason to be
extremely cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of surrogacy births.

It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. As
most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in surrogacy is likely to lead to additional
pressure on the NHS. 

Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-
term negative effects on the well-being of both of them. This is likely to be the same for birth
mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional long-
term pressures on the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and there are
no questions about this.



An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure that
can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s health, including premature death. Ethical
issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs when this
isn’t in their best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors are selected
on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of ‘attractiveness’ for example.

The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these
issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the NHS picking up the tab for the
extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself.
There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and
society.

At a time when the NHS is under severe strain, and life changing therapies (for cancer, cystic
fibrosis etc) are not funded due to financial constraints it is a slap in the face to provide money for
prospective parents to indulge their parenting fantasies while denying patients access to drugs
which are standard of care in other counties.

143. We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like
to see made to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social
Care for England and Wales.

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and
that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at any time, for any or no reason.
Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended
parents’ have no legal right to override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or
medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum
period.

All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements.

The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert than
normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to ensure that they can speak to her alone,
including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in consultations,
and the labour ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes.

144. We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better
accommodate surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding
issues.

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the
wellbeing of herself and the child.
Paragraph 17.76

Consultation Question 108.

145. We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in
relation to surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit
examination.

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration
to the significant risk that women will be coerced into agreeing to participate in surrogacy
arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even
more likely if substantial payments are involved.

It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners
and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or much of their earnings. This is a major route
by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. There is no



reason to expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it is opened up
and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money.

If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that
prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement. This should be a criminal offence and
carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as a
deterrent. That such a law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why paid
surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women.

It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any
payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by receipts and overseen by a judge.
Paragraph 17.80

Consultation Question 109.

146. We invite consultees who are intended parents, live in the UK, and have entered
into a surrogacy arrangement that led to the birth of a child to tell us:

1. when the child was born;

2. whether the arrangement was domestic or international and, if
international, in which country the arrangement took place;

3. whether the arrangement led to the making of a parental order in the
UK; and

4. whether they are a:
a. opposite-sex couple;

b. male same-sex couple;

c. female same-sex couple;

d. single woman; or

e. single man.

N/A
Paragraph 18.2

Consultation Question 110.

147. We invite consultees who have experience of applying for a parental order in the
UK to tell us:

1. whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international;

2. whether they had legal advice before the making of the parental order;

3. whether they were represented by a lawyer in court; and

4. the cost of any legal advice or representation.

N/A
Paragraph 18.4

Consultation Question 111.

148. We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or
otherwise) of the current law where the intended parents are not the legal
parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Paragraph 18.6



Consultation Question 112.

149. We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide evidence
about the cost of:

1. medical screening; and

2. implications counselling

(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or implications counselling
from any other costs involved with fertility treatment).

N/A

150. We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental order
proceedings, to provide evidence of what they would charge:

1. to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed requirement for
independent legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; and

2. to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy agreement
required for the new pathway.

N/A
Paragraph 18.8

Consultation Question 113.

151. We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of:
1. the current requirement of a genetic link; and

2. any removal of this requirement in cases of medical necessity:
a. in the new pathway;

b. in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy
arrangements; or

c. in both situations.

Paragraph 18.11

Consultation Question 114.

152. We invite consultees who consider that they might be able to fulfil the role of the
independent professional discussed in Chapter 9 to tell us:

1. their profession; and 

2. what they would charge to provide such a service.

N/A
Paragraph 18.13

Consultation Question 115.

153. We invite consultees who are intended parents to give us their views on the
impact of our proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy
arrangements and, in particular:

1. if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and

2. if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why.



N/A

154. We invite consultees who are surrogates to give us their views on the impact of
our proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements
and, in particular:

1. if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and

2. if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why.

N/A
Paragraph 18.15

Consultation Question 116.

155. We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us:
1. whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international;

2. what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) that led to the
birth of their child(ren), including the cost of fertility treatment, payments
to the surrogate and payments to any surrogacy agency or organisation;

3. how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s);

4. what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering into a
surrogacy arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to the birth of
a child); and

5. how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment.

N/A
Paragraph 18.18

Consultation Question 117.

156. We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern
Ireland.

Paragraph 18.20

Consultation Question 118.

157. We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically
addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this paper.

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already decided
that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation should enable it. This may be explained by a
limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested interest in
surrogacy – ‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience of
surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money from commercial
surrogacy if it is given the green light.

It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders
in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as all women are affected by the institution
of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial surrogacy in this
country.

It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men to
break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique bond between birth mother and child – and
indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of birth
are a major step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line –



potentially affecting the status of all women. 

Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other
family members coercing a woman into engaging in commercial surrogacy for their (and not her)
financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to have
been completely overlooked by the law commissioners.

UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty
(PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this consultation. There doesn’t appear to be
any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality considerations
and impact assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women and children than
on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of equality legislation.

The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have
due regard to the need to:

Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct
prohibited by the Act.
Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic
and those who do not.
Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those
who do not.

There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s
position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the sexes. Any loosening of the laws
around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have
an impact on the relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young people
may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them but took advantage of their
birth mothers.

It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not
based on any recognised human rights instruments – such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’
confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to
be a ‘surrogate.’ These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by
the UN Special Rapporteur.*

It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of
the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard against the sale of children and the
exploitation of birth mothers, including:

The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under
no contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or physical transfer of the
child.
All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of
the child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides not to relinquish the child.
The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her
own post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual obligation.”
Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare
checks after the birth of the child.
Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other
competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with the best interests of the
child being paramount.

The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation
guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed and do not ask the important
high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc. 

For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start
again from the position of women’s and children’s human rights. If it is found that there is no way
to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties such as



CEDAW and the UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be liberalised. 

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

Paragraph 18.22

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Medical practitioner or counsellor

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

These cases can be complex and international arrangements have been associated with exploitation . It is important therefore that they are subject to a
high level of scrutiny.

Please provide your views below:

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:



12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

No

Please provide your views below:

This should only happen after the birth. There is a philosophical question regarding women as vessels and the nature of motherhood that is raised by
moving the point at which the intended parents are legal parents. Also, the default should be that a woman who carries a child is the child’s mother, to
minimise the pressure on her to give it up.

15  Consultation Question 8:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

To ensure children have the right to an awareness of their genetic origins and prevent incest.

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

18  Consultation Question 11:

No

Please provide your views below:

It should be the other way around. The surrogate is the default mother until a legal process determines otherwise. Otherwise it may be difficult for her to
change her mind.

19  Consultation Question 12:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

20  Consultation Question 13:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

21  Consultation Question 14:



Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

22  Consultation Question 15:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please share your views below:

23  Consultation Question 16:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

26  Consultation Question 19:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

27  Consultation Question 20:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

The proposed pathway is deeply flawed, as is the consultation for it. There is an assumption that easier access to surrogacy is a universal good, which is
not borne out by evidence or current practice in many European countries, where surrogacy is banned. Surrogacy involves the sale of human bodies,
both of women and children. Any proposals should be considered in this light. There should also be a closer examination of the vested interests involved
in making surrogacy easier. Pregnancy and childbirth carry enormous risks for women and the risk of exploitation is extremely high. There is also a great
deal of money to be made by agencies.

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:



31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

33  Consultation Question 26:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

34  Consultation Question 27:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

Robust data need to be collected, including recruiting women who potentially might be surrogates under the new pathway. This may well be a different
cohort of women than those who currently act as surrogates. These women may lack the ability to advocate for themselves. It is well known that in
general surrogates are likely to be less wealthy and educated than intended parents. The reasons for this should be considered, as should the
consequences of the power imbalance.

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

40  Consultation Question 33:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered



Please provide your views below:

41  Consultation Question 34:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:
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This response is submitted by the Family Justice Council. The primary role of the Family 
Justice Council (FJC) is to promote an inter-disciplinary approach to family justice across 
England and Wales and to monitor how effectively the family justice system meets the needs 
of its users.  

The Family Justice Council is an advisory Non-Departmental Public Body sponsored by the 
Judicial Office. It is an inter‐disciplinary body responsible for providing independent expert 
advice on the family justice system to Government, principally through the Family Justice 
Board.  The Council is chaired by the President of the Family Division, Sir Andrew 
McFarlane.  The Council arrives at its views collectively, after discussion and debate, as 
such they do not, necessarily, reflect the views of its Chairman.  The Council’s membership 
reflects all the key professional groups working in the family justice system and includes: 
judges, lawyers, social workers, Cafcass/Cymru officers, health professionals and 
academics. 

 

Please note: The Council has a diverse, multidisciplinary membership comprising 
representatives who work, or have an interest, in the family justice system.  Whilst it 
endeavours to give a collective response to consultations, there are occasions where 
responses need to reflect different members' perspectives.  Therefore, where there is a 
difference in opinion, this has been indicated in the relevant response. 



Chapter 1: Consultation Questions 

Consultation Question 1. 
1.1 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales:  

(1) all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 
allocated to a judge of the High Court; and 

(2) if international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to a 
judge of the High Court, circuit judges should be ticketed to hear such 
cases. 

Paragraph 6.42 

 

Given the number of cases all international surrogacy cases should remain 
allocated to the High Court.  However, allocation should be kept under review and 
if the number of cases increases significantly then the President of the Family 
Division should consider whether some experienced Circuit Judges should be 
ticketed to hear such cases. 

 

Consultation Question 2. 
1.2 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and Wales  

(1) domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-birth parental 
order should continue to be heard by lay justices, or whether they should be 
allocated to another level of the judiciary; and 

(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another 
level of the judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be appropriate. 

Paragraph 6.51 

 

Domestic surrogacy should continue to be heard by lay justices.  Once a case has 
been issued it can be allocated, depending on its complexity, to the appropriate 
level of judge in the Family Court. 

 



Consultation Question 3. 
1.3 We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the 

retention of the current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we 
discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2. 

Paragraph 6.53 

The Family Justice Council has no specific evidence it can contribute. 

 

Consultation Question 4. 
1.4 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court should be placed 

under a duty to consider whether to make an order awarding the intended parents 
parental responsibility at the first directions hearing in the proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our provisional 
proposal in Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether in the new pathway or 
not) automatically acquire parental responsibility if the child is living with or being 
cared for by them is not supported by consultees). 

Paragraph 6.58 

Yes 

 

Consultation Question 5. 
1.5 We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the 

FPR 2010 should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the 
parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.  

Do consultees agree? 

Paragraph 6.72 

Yes 

 



Consultation Question 6. 
1.6 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they are of the view that, in Scotland:  

(1) there is a need for greater consistency and clarity in provisions relating to 
the expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers and, if so, how this 
should be addressed;   

(2) it should be provided by statute that, at the initial hearing or any subsequent 
hearing for a parental order, the court may make any such interim order or 
orders for parental responsibilities and parental rights as it sees fit; and/or 

(3) further procedural reform is needed and, if so, what that reform should be. 

Paragraph 6.110 

This question relates to Scotland and is outside the remit of the Family Justice 
Council to contribute usefully. 

 

Consultation Question 7. 
1.7 In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, 

before the child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have: 

(1) entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will 
include a statement as to legal parenthood on birth, 

(2) complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 

(3) met eligibility requirements, 

on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the 
child, subject to the surrogate’s right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

Paragraph 8.13 

Yes 

 



Consultation Question 8. 
1.8 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed 

clinics should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under 
the new pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a 
specified minimum period. 

Do consultees agree? 

1.9 We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be: whether 
100 years or another period. 

Paragraph 8.14 

Yes. In principle records should be kept for the same period as an adoption 
agency 

 

Consultation Question 9. 
1.10 We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated 

gametes should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a 
regulated surrogacy organisation is involved. 

Do consultees agree? 

Paragraph 8.21 

Yes 

 

Consultation Question 10. 
1.11 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm 

in a traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement 
from entering into the new pathway. 

Paragraph 8.22 

On balance such an arrangement should be not be in the new pathway for the 
reasons given in the consultation paper 

 



Consultation Question 11. 
1.12 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal 
parenthood by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the 
child;  

(2) this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in 
writing within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the 
intended parents and the body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; 
and 

(3) the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration less 
one week. 

Do consultees agree? 

Paragraph 8.35 

Response 1:  Yes 

Response 2: Careful consideration needs to be given to this issue. Whilst 
recognising the increased safeguards that would be present in ‘new pathway’ 
cases the proposed time periods fail to take into account the potential physical, 
psychological and emotional effects of childbirth. The proposals contain a 
significant reduction in the current law that provides a surrogate cannot GIVE 
consent within 6 weeks of the birth. The main rationale for the proposed time 
periods is the current time limit for birth registration within each jurisdiction which 
arguably subordinates human reality to administrative convenience. The time 
periods for birth registration should be adapted rather than the proposed arbitrary 
(and postcode lottery) time limit within which to make a potentially life changing 
decision for all involved. The fact that it may be necessary only rarely is not a 
reason for failing to make any provision at all for such cases. This position applies 
to Questions 16,17 and 19. 

 



Consultation Question 12. 
1.13 We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents 

acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy 
arrangement should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the 
result that: 

(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child;  

(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal 
parent of the child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these 
circumstances; and 

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental 
order to obtain legal parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

Paragraph 8.36 

Yes, subject to the comments in the response to Question 55 (2)(b) below. 

 

Consultation Question 13. 
1.14 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on 
registering the birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that the 
surrogate has lacked capacity at any time during the period in which she 
had the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal parenthood; 

(2) if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the 
period in which she has the right to object to the intended parents acquiring 
legal parenthood, the surrogate should be able to provide a positive consent 
to such acquisition; and 

(3) if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the 
surrogate is unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant 
period, the surrogacy arrangement should exit the new pathway and the 
intended parents should be able to make an application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

Paragraph 8.37 

Yes 

 



Consultation Question 14. 
1.15 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be 

born as a result of the surrogacy arrangement: 

(1) should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of 
Practice; 

(2) either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as 
appropriate, should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is 
followed; and 

(3) there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after 
his or her birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

Paragraph 8.51 

Yes, subject to there being an evidence base as to how the current welfare 
assessments under the Code of Practice are working 

 

Consultation Question 15. 
1.16 We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy 

arrangement under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right 
to object to the intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the 
surrogate’s spouse or civil partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

1.17 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement 
outside the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue 
to be a legal parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement. 

The arguments do not point strongly to changing the law. 

Paragraph 8.57 

 



Consultation Question 16. 
1.18 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a 

surrogacy arrangement is stillborn: 

(1) the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the 
surrogate exercises her right to object; and 

(2) the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being 
registered as the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to 
object. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

1.19 We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a 
surrogacy arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the 
intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period 
allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have 
made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a 
parental order are satisfied, on registration of the stillbirth. 

Do consultees agree? 

Response 1: Yes 

Response 2: See answer to Question 11 above 

Paragraph 8.77 

 

Consultation Question 17. 
1.20 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new 

pathway, where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the 
surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 
the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, 
provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that the 
relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of 
the birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes, although see response to Question 11 above. 

Paragraph 8.79 

 



Consultation Question 18. 
1.21 For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 

whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period 
during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not 
proceed in the new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make 
an application for a parental order. 

On balance such cases should not proceed in the new pathway.  There may 
be circumstances (for example if there had been capacity issues) which the 
surrogate would have raised in exercising her right to object if she had 
survived. Therefore, in such circumstances it should come out of the new 
pathway.  We recognise that it will be very uncommon for a surrogate will 
die in childbirth or before the end of the notice period. 

Paragraph 8.80 

 



Consultation Question 19. 
1.22 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, 

where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended 
parents should be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the 
surrogate not exercising her right to object within the defined period. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes, although see response to Question 11 above. 

1.23 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside the 
new pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy 
or before a parental order is made: 

(1) it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who 
claims an interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 
1995, or who would be permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of the 
Children Act 1989: 

(a) for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and 

(b) for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject to 
the surrogate’s consent; or 

(2) the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not be 
possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s parents, but 
that there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide details of the 
intended parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry onto the register 
of surrogacy arrangements. 

We agree with this proposal. 

Paragraph 8.81 

 



Consultation Question 20. 
1.24 We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order 

by a sole applicant under section 54A: 

(1) the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always intended 
that there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in respect of 
the child concerned or to supply the name and contact details of the other 
intended parent;  

(2) if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be 
made for notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the 
application and an opportunity given to that party to provide notice of 
opposition within a brief period (of, say, 14 to 21 days); and 

(3) if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to oppose, 
he or she should be required to make his or her own application within a 
brief period (say 14 days), otherwise the application of the first intended 
parent will be determined by the court. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 8.86 

 

Consultation Question 21. 
1.25 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and 

(2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this 
model. 

The Law Commission’s primary proposal is sound and there is no real 
advantage in a temporary 3 parent model.  If such a 3 parent model was 
adopted the surrogate’s legal parenthood should lapse after a defined period 
subject to a right to object within that period. 

Paragraph 8.91 

 



Consultation Question 22. 
1.26 We invite consultees’ views:  

(1) as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new pathway 
that we have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the 
intended parents at birth; and 

(2) if so, as to whether should this oversight be: 

(a) administrative, or 

(b) judicial. 

Paragraph 8.93 

No additional measures are necessary. 

 

Consultation Question 23. 
1.27 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 
1989, should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to 
additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering the 
arrangements for a child in the context of a dispute about a surrogacy 
arrangement; and 

(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be. 

Paragraph 8.120 

It is not necessary to amend the welfare check list in the Children Act.  The current 
check list and decided cases provide sufficient guidance as to the relevant factors 
the court must consider. 

 



Consultation Question 24. 
1.28 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as 
applied and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 
2018 Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court to 
have regard to additional specific factors in the situation where it is 
considering whether to make a parental order; and 

(2) what those additional factors should be. 

Paragraph 8.121 

It is not necessary to amend the welfare check list in the Children Act.  The current 
check list and decided cases provide sufficient guidance as to the relevant factors 
the court must consider. 

 

Consultation Question 25. 
1.29 We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 

should be amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can 
apply for a section 8 order without leave. 

Paragraph 8.123 

Intended parents should be able to apply for a Section 8 order without leave. 

 

Consultation Question 26. 
1.30 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 

arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire 
parental responsibility automatically where: 

(1) the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and  

(2) they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

On balance yes but there needs to be greater clarity as to how living or 
being cared for by them is defined and what would happen if they do not 
apply for a parental order.  

Paragraph 8.132 

 



Consultation Question 27. 
1.31 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 

arrangement in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of 
the child; and 

(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should 
continue to have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living 
with, or being cared for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental 
order.  

Do consultees agree? 

Yes, although see response to Question 26 above. 

Paragraph 8.134 

 

Consultation Question 28. 
1.32 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new 

pathway, the surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a 
result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can 
exercise her right to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to 
object. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 8.139 

 



Consultation Question 29. 
1.33 For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of 
parental responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the 
intended parents, during the period in which parental responsibility is 
shared; and 

(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility by 
the party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living. 

It is not necessary to place restrictions on the exercise of parental 
responsibility.  Ultimately any disputes can be resolved by the courts. 

Paragraph 8.140 

 

Consultation Question 30. 
1.34 We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within 

the scope of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 9.29 

 

Consultation Question 31. 
1.35 We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have 

used independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In 
particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling 
and legal advice that took place. 

N/A 

Paragraph 9.35 

 



Consultation Question 32. 
1.36 We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements 

should be brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

1.37 We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might 
be brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

Yes ,they should.  Of the two proposals providing evidence of compliance to an 
independent professional, such as a lawyer, would appear to be the most 
proportionate and cost effective way of ensuring compliance. 

Paragraph 9.36 

 

Consultation Question 33. 
1.38 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations;  

(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to 
take a particular form; and 

(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual 
responsible for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 9.61 

 



Consultation Question 34. 
1.39 We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for: 

(1) representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator; 

(2) managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, 
competence and skill; 

(3) ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and 
regulation, including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary 
policies and procedures; 

(4) training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and 

(5) providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

1.40 We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible 
individual should have. 

The responsibilities set out in the consultation seem appropriate. 

1.41 We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualif ications a 
person responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have. 

This is outside our experience and expertise.  However, the general 
requirements set out in the consultation paper would appear to be 
appropriate. 

Paragraph 9.62 

 

Consultation Question 35. 
1.42 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-

profit making bodies. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 9.84 

 



Consultation Question 36. 
1.43 We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of 

matching and facilitation services. 

This is outside our experience and expertise. 

Paragraph 9.94 

 

Consultation Question 37. 
1.44 We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be 

able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy 
arrangements in the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

1.45 We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations 
should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy 
arrangements outside the new pathway. 

Yes 

Paragraph 9.95 

 

Consultation Question 38. 
1.46 We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against 

organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated 
to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 

There should be sanctions available and they should include criminal 
sanctions in the most serious cases of abuse. 

Paragraph 9.97 

 



Consultation Question 39. 
1.47 We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 

Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy 
organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements 
for the new pathway to legal parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

1.48 If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of 
Practice should apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which 
additional or new areas of regulation should be applied. 

This is outside our experience and expertise. 

Paragraph 9.117 

 

Consultation Question 40. 
1.49 We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable 

(subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in 
relation to financial terms).  

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 9.129 

 

Consultation Question 41. 
1.50 We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for 

negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 9.135 

 



Consultation Question 42. 
1.51 We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of 

surrogacy should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on 
advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy 
arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 9.145 

 

Consultation Question 43. 
1.52 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a 

parental order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been 
recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or 
her original birth certif icate at the age of 18. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 10.80 

 

Consultation Question 44. 
1.53 We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements 

that result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth 
certif icate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the 
result of a surrogacy arrangement. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 10.85 

 



Consultation Question 45. 
1.54 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England 

and Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 

Paragraph 10.87 

Response 1: This should be subject of a specific Law Commission consultation. 

Response 2: Please see the response to Question 11 above. 

 

Consultation Question 46. 
1.55 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child 

who has been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the 
documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 10.89 

 



Consultation Question 47. 
1.56 We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements 

should be created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and 
the gamete donors. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

1.57 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority; 

(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, 
whether in or outside the new pathway, provided that the information about 
who has contributed gametes for the conception of the child has been 
medically verif ied, and that the information should include: 

(a) identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy 
arrangement, and 

(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed 
gametes to the conception of the child; and 

(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a 
parental order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage 
where available and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the 
use of an anonymous gamete donor if that applies. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 10.102 

 

Consultation Question 48. 
1.58 We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the 

surrogate and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of 
surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy 
arrangement. 

Non-identifying information should be available to the child. 

Paragraph 10.104 

 



Consultation Question 49. 
1.59 We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be 

able to access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for 
identifying information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information is 
included on the register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable 
opportunity to receive counselling about the implications of compliance with this 
request. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

1.60 We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16 
(depending on whether the information is identifying or non-identifying 
respectively) should be able to access the information in the register and, if so, in 
which circumstances: 

(1) where his or her legal parents have consented; 

(2) if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or 
she is sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or 

(3) in any other circumstances. 

There would appear to be no objection to a child accessing this information 
with the consent of his legal parents.  The trickier question is whether a 
child of sufficient age and understanding should be able to access this 
information without their consent.  There would have to be an assessment of 
the child’s maturity and the impact accessing the information may have on 
the child.  It may be that the child concerned should be able to make an 
application to the court to access this information prior to his or her 18th or 
16th birthday. 

Paragraph 10.110 

 

Consultation Question 50. 
1.61 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those 

born of a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose 
whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she 
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was 
carried by the same surrogate. 

Yes 

Paragraph 10.114 

 



Consultation Question 51. 
1.62 We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically 

related through, the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to 
identify each other, if they both wish to do so. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

1.63 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow 
people born to the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to 
access the register to identify each other, if they both wish to do so. 

Yes 

Paragraph 10.121 

 

Consultation Question 52. 
1.64 We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a 

person carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the 
register to identify each other, if they both wish to do so: 

(1) if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or 

(2) if they are not genetically related through the surrogate. 

Yes to both 

Paragraph 10.123 

 

Consultation Question 53. 
1.65 For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views 

as to whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for 
a parental order should be recorded in the register. 

Yes 

Paragraph 10.128 

 



Consultation Question 54. 
1.66 We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of 

the HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 11.20 

 



Consultation Question 55. 
1.67 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any 
other legal parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found 
or is incapable of giving agreement, should continue to be available; 

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the 
surrogate, and any other legal parent of the child, in the following 
circumstances: 

(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of 
the surrogate and any other legal parent, or 

(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with 
the intended parents; and 

(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the 
paramount consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life 
guided by the factors set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 
2002 and, in Scotland, in line with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and 
Children (Scotland) Act 2007. 

Do consultees agree? 

Response 1: Yes 

Response 2: Careful consideration needs to be given to whether it is 
appropriate for the court to have a power to dispense with the surrogate’s 
consent to the making of a parental order in circumstances where there is 
no evidence of any harm or risk of harm to the child in the surrogate’s care. 
Where a child is currently living with the surrogate, the court’s determination 
that it would be in the child’s welfare to live with the intended parents may 
be a finely balanced one, and may not involve any finding of concern about 
the care provided by the surrogate or of any deficiency in her parenting. In 
such a situation dispensing with consent to the making of a parental order, 
which would have the effect of extinguishing the surrogate’s legal 
parenthood, would appear to be a disproportionate interference with her 
Article 8 rights. It may be more appropriate to see consent dispenses with in 
such cases only where there is a finding of (risk of) significant harm, as in 
adoption cases. In the absence of such a finding the matter could be dealt 
with in the same way as a ‘live with’ dispute under s 8 CA 1989 which would 
result in a child arrangements order without altering the parties’ legal status.   

Paragraph 11.58 

 



Consultation Question 56. 
1.68 We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway, 

the intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or 
habitually resident in the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man. 

Do consultees agree?  

Yes 

1.69 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional 
conditions imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying 
period of habitual residence required to satisfy the test. 

No additional conditions are required as the concept of domicile and 
habitual residence are well-established legal principles. 

Paragraph 12.15 

 

Consultation Question 57. 
1.70 We invite consultees’ views on whether: 

(1) the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008 
should be reformed and, if so, how; or 

(2) the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are within 
the prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from applying. 

Yes to both 

Paragraph 12.29 

 

Consultation Question 58. 
1.71 We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be 

required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the 
child’s home to be with them. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 12.34 

 



Consultation Question 59. 
1.72 We provisionally propose that the new pathway –  

(1) should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the 
intended parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that 
double donation of gametes is permitted, but 

(2) that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity, 
meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to provide a 
gamete due to infertility. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

1.73 We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted 
under the parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in 
the new pathway) in domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

1.74 We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of 
the intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the 
parental order pathway should be retained in international surrogacy 
arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 12.64 

 

Consultation Question 60. 
1.75 We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for 

domestic cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, 
subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in 
good faith began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were 
required to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 12.71 

 



Consultation Question 61. 
1.76 We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of 

medical necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be 
granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s 
former partner provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks 
down before the grant of a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 12.76 

 

Consultation Question 62. 
1.77 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a 

surrogacy arrangement has been used because of medical necessity: 

(1) for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or 

(2) for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made. 

Yes to both 

1.78 We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if 
it is introduced, should be defined and assessed. 

The broad test proposed by the consultation would appear to be flexible and 
appropriate. 

Paragraph 12.94 

 



Consultation Question 63. 
1.79 We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to parenthood, 

information identifying the child’s genetic parents and the surrogate must be 
provided for entry on the national register of surrogacy agreements prior to 
registration of the child’s birth. 

Do consultees agree?  

Yes 

1.80 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for an 
application for a parental order that: 

(1) those who contributed gametes are entered on the national register of 
surrogacy agreements; and/or 

(2) if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents provided 
gametes in the conception of the child, that the genetic link is demonstrated 
to the court with medical or DNA evidence. 

Yes to both 

1.81 We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the application of a 
parental order that the identity of the surrogate is entered on the national register 
of surrogacy agreements. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 12.115 

 



Consultation Question 64. 
1.82 We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit for the grant 

of a parental order. The age of the intended parents should continue to be taken 
into account in the assessment of the welfare of the child in applications to grant a 
parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

1.83 We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway there should be 
a maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, what it should be. 

Yes. Combined age of 110 for two applicants and 60 for one applicant. 

1.84 We provisionally propose that intended parents should be required to be at least 
18 years old at the time that they enter into a surrogacy agreement under the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 12.133 

 

Consultation Question 65. 
1.85 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 

years of age (at the time of conception), in order for the court to have the power to 
make a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

1.86 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 
years old at the time of entering into the surrogacy agreement within the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 12.144 

 



Consultation Question 66. 
1.87 We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any partner of the 

surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes should be required for the 
new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

1.88 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out in the Code 
of Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy arrangements outside a licensed 
clinic, and if not, which types of testing should be required for such arrangements. 

This is outside our experience and expertise. 

Paragraph 13.16 

 

Consultation Question 67. 
1.89 We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the 

new pathway: 

(1) the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the intended 
parents intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway 
should be required to attend counselling with regard to the implications of 
entering into that arrangement; and 

(2) the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who meets 
the requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 13.44 

 



Consultation Question 68. 
1.90 We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement 

that the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice 
on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is 
signed. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 13.65 

 

Consultation Question 69. 
1.91 We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway: 

(1) an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained for intended 
parents, surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or partners of surrogates;  

(2) the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not enable a 
surrogate arrangement to be proceed under the new pathway where a person 
screened is unsuitable for having being convicted of, or received a police caution 
for, any offence appearing on a prescribed list of offences; and  

(3) the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also determine that 
a person is unsuitable based on the information provided in the enhanced record 
certif icate.  

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

1.92 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that applies in the 
case of adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy arrangements in the new 
pathway. 

Yes 

Paragraph 13.73 

 



Consultation Question 70. 
1.93 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the 

surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new 
pathway. 

No 

Paragraph 13.95 

 

Consultation Question 71. 
1.94 We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of 

surrogate pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of 
the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 13.99 

 

Consultation Question 72. 
1.95 We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended 

parents to the surrogate should be able to be: 

(1) based on an allowance;  

(2) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for 
production of receipts; or 

(3) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of 
receipts. 

All 3.  The surrogate and intended parents should be able to negotiate how 
the payment is to be made depending on the circumstances of each case. 

Paragraph 15.16 

 



Consultation Question 73. 
1.96 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential 
costs relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.    

Yes.  The narrow list of essential expenses identified in the consultation are 
appropriate. 

Paragraph 15.22 

 

Consultation Question 74. 
1.97 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the 
surrogate additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather than 
essential.   

Yes.  Additional expenses will vary from case to case and should be subject 
to negotiation between the surrogate and intended parents. 

Paragraph 15.26 

 

Consultation Question 75. 
1.98 We invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise 
from entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a 
surrogate pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of cost which should be included within this category. 

Yes.  Costs of entering into a surrogacy arrangement will vary from case to 
case and should be subject to negotiation between the surrogate and 
intended parents. 

Paragraph 15.29 

 



Consultation Question 76. 
1.99 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents 

should be able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the 
surrogate is employed or self-employed). 

Yes 

Paragraph 15.37 

 

Consultation Question 77. 
1.100 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents 

should be able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential 
earnings: 

(1) her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 
15.35 above); and/or 

(2) other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above). 

Yes to both. 

Paragraph 15.38 

 

Consultation Question 78. 
1.101 We invite consultees to share their experiences:  

(1) of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended 
parents has had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social 
welfare benefits; and 

(2) where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s 
entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been 
addressed in their surrogacy arrangement. 

This is outside our experience and expertise. 

Paragraph 15.47 

 



Consultation Question 79. 
1.102 We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 

compensation to the surrogate for the following: 

(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth; 

(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or 

(3)  specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, 
an ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive 
haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a 
hysterectomy. 

Yes 

1.103 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of 
which intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation. 

1.104 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable 
should be: 

(1) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum 
payable), or  

(2) left to the parties to negotiate.   

Left to the parties to negotiate. 

Paragraph 15.53 

 

Consultation Question 80. 
1.105 We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 

compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in 
the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for 
the surrogate. 

Yes 

Paragraph 15.56 

 



Consultation Question 81. 
1.106 We invite consultees’ views as to whether:  

(1) intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and 

(2) if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or 
reasonable in nature. 

Yes to both 

Paragraph 15.60 

 



Consultation Question 82. 
1.107 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended 

parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 

This is a finely balanced issue with strong arguments for and against.  On 
balance, payments should be allowed. 

1.108 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended 
parents to pay a woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the 
fee should be: 

(1) any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or 

(2) a fixed fee set by the regulator. 

Fixed fee set by a regulator to prevent improper pressure being applied. 

1.109 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended 
parents to pay a woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what, 
if any, other payments the law should permit, in addition to that fixed fee: 

(1) no other payments; 

(2) essential costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(3) additional costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(4) lost earnings; 

(5) compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and 
complications, and the death of the surrogate; and/or 

(6) gifts. 

All other payments should be allowed.  The amount of the fixed fee could 
vary depending on the extent of other financial support which is being made 
available. 

Paragraph 15.69 

 



Consultation Question 83. 
1.110 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for any payment 

the law permits the intended parents to pay the surrogate for her services to be 
reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination of the pregnancy. 

This is a sensitive issue with strong arguments for and against.   

1.111 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee payable to the 
surrogate to be able to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination, 
whether such provision should apply: 

(1) in the first trimester of pregnancy only; 

(2) to any miscarriage or termination; or 

(3) some other period of time (please specify).   

The FJC recognising the sensitivities of this issue does not express a view. 

Paragraph 15.72 

 

Consultation Question 84. 
1.112 We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made 

to surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway 
to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 15.74 

 

Consultation Question 85. 
1.113 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we 

have not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to 
pay to the surrogate. 

No 

Paragraph 15.75 

 



Consultation Question 86. 
1.114 We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments 

that intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 

No further views 

Paragraph 15.76 

 

Consultation Question 87. 
1.115 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods of enforcing 

limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates that we should consider as 
part of our review: 

(1) for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and  

(2) for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of the baby. 

The proposals made in the consultation are sound.  No other specific 
methods come to mind. 

Paragraph 15.89 

 

Consultation Question 88. 
1.116 We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered 

into under the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

1.117 We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement 
entered into under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so 
should not be dependent on the surrogate complying with any terms of the 
agreement relating to her lifestyle. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 15.99 

 



Consultation Question 89. 
1.118 We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for 

surrogates) to share with us their experiences f international surrogacy 
arrangements. 

This is outside our experience and expertise. 

Paragraph 16.10 

 

Consultation Question 90. 
1.119 We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the 

international context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and 
consultation questions in this chapter. 

This is outside our experience and expertise. 

Paragraph 16.12 

 

Consultation Question 91. 
1.120 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to 

register a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British 
citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested 
to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any 
information consultees have about causes of delays in the process. 

This is outside our experience and expertise. 

Paragraph 16.52 

 



Consultation Question 92. 
1.121 We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the 

application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international 
surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the 
child. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 16.53 

 

Consultation Question 93. 
1.122 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had 

of applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy 
arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the 
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of 
causes of delays in the process. 

This is outside our experience and expertise. 

Paragraph 16.68 

 



Consultation Question 94. 
1.123 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the 

process for applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international 
surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be 
completed after the birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s 
country of birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

1.124 We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa 
outside of the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal 
parents of the child under nationality law should be brought within the Rules. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

1.125 We provisionally propose that:  

(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links 
with the surrogate; or  

(2) that this condition should be clarif ied to ensure that it does not prevent the 
child having contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

1.126 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of 
a visa outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order 
within six months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the 
availability of the visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to 
remove the time limit on applications for parental orders is accepted. 

Yes 

Paragraph 16.69 

 



Consultation Question 95. 
1.127 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the 

process for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born 
through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The 
application will need to be completed after the birth of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 16.76 

 

Consultation Question 96. 
1.128 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had 

of applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international 
surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the 
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of 
causes of delays in the process. 

This is outside our experience and expertise. 

Paragraph 16.77 

 

Consultation Question 97. 
1.129 We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, 

comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and 
immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy 
arrangement.  

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 16.82 

 



Consultation Question 98. 
1.130 We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be 

eligible for the new pathway to parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 16.93 

 

Consultation Question 99. 
1.131 We provisionally propose that:  

1.132 the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended parents 
of children born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are 
recognised as the legal parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth, 
should also be recognised as the child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being 
necessary for the intended parents to apply for a parental order, but 

1.133 before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be 
satisfied that the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides 
protection against the exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, 
that is at least equivalent to that provided in UK law. 

Do consultees agree? 

Yes 

Paragraph 16.94 

 



Consultation Question 100. 
1.134 We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy arrangements in 

the UK involving foreign intended parents. 

This is outside our experience and expertise. 

1.135 We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 

(1) any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from the UK for the 
purpose of the child becoming the subject of a parental order, or its 
equivalent, in another jurisdiction; and 

Foreign intended parents who are unable to establish habitual 
residence should make an application to the court to remove the child 
from the jurisdiction. The court will then be able to make a welfare 
determination as to whether it is in the child’s best interests to be 
removed from the jurisdiction.  The regulated surrogacy organisations 
proposed could provide information to the court for this purpose. 

(2) if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process allowing foreign 
intended parents to remove the child from the jurisdiction of the UK for this 
purpose and with the approval of the court and, if so, what form should that 
process take. 

The application would simply be to remove the child from the 
jurisdiction and/or possible foreign adoption.  The grounds and 
evidence supporting the application(s) should be before the court. 

Paragraph 16.120 

 

Consultation Question 101. 
1.136 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on 

statutory paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the 
surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform. 

This is outside our experience and expertise. 

Paragraph 17.18 

 



Consultation Question 102. 
1.137 We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in 

respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that 
only one intended parent qualif ies.  

Do consultees agree? 

This is outside our experience and expertise 

Paragraph 17.32 

 

Consultation Question 103. 
1.138 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended parents 
to take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the purpose of 
induced lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other reason; and  

(2) if reform is needed, suggestions on reform. 

This is outside our experience and expertise 

Paragraph 17.36 

 

Consultation Question 104. 
1.139 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide 

suitable facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing 
mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) 
Regulations 1992 is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy 
arrangement. 

This is outside our experience and expertise 

Paragraph 17.40 

 



Consultation Question 105. 
1.140 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to 

employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for 
reform. 

This is outside our experience and expertise 

Paragraph 17.43 

 

Consultation Question 106. 
1.141 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to 

surrogacy and succession law are required. 

This is outside our experience and expertise 

Paragraph 17.56 

 

Consultation Question 107. 
1.142 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy 

arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are reforms 
to law or practice that consultees would like to see in this area. 

This is outside our experience and expertise 

1.143 We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like to 
see made to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social Care 
for England and Wales. 

This is outside our experience and expertise 

1.144 We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better accommodate 
surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding issues. 

This is outside our experience and expertise 

Paragraph 17.76 

 



Consultation Question 108. 
1.145 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in 

relation to surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit 
examination. 

None 

Paragraph 17.80 

 

Consultation Question 109. 
1.146 We invite consultees who are intended parents, live in the UK, and have entered 

into a surrogacy arrangement that led to the birth of a child to tell us: 

(1) when the child was born; 

(2) whether the arrangement was domestic or international and, if international, 
in which country the arrangement took place; 

(3) whether the arrangement led to the making of a parental order in the UK; 
and 

(4) whether they are a: 

(a) opposite-sex couple; 

(b) male same-sex couple; 

(c) female same-sex couple; 

(d) single woman; or 

(e) single man. 

This is outside our experience and expertise 

Paragraph 18.2 

 



Consultation Question 110. 
1.147 We invite consultees who have experience of applying for a parental order in the 

UK to tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) whether they had legal advice before the making of the parental order; 

(3) whether they were represented by a lawyer in court; and 

(4) the cost of any legal advice or representation. 

This is outside our experience and expertise 

Paragraph 18.4 

 

Consultation Question 111. 
1.148 We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, f inancial or 

otherwise) of the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents 
from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 

This is outside our experience and expertise 

Paragraph 18.6 

 



Consultation Question 112. 
1.149 We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide evidence 

about the cost of: 

(1) medical screening; and 

(2) implications counselling 

(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or implications 
counselling from any other costs involved with fertility treatment). 

This is outside our experience and expertise 

1.150 We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental order 
proceedings, to provide evidence of what they would charge: 

(1) to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed requirement for 
independent legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; and 

(2) to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy agreement required 
for the new pathway. 

This is outside our experience and expertise 

Paragraph 18.8 

 

Consultation Question 113. 
1.151 We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of: 

(1) the current requirement of a genetic link; and 

(2) any removal of this requirement in cases of medical necessity: 

(a) in the new pathway; 

(b) in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy arrangements; or 

(c) in both situations. 

This is outside our experience and expertise 

Paragraph 18.11 

 



Consultation Question 114. 
1.152 We invite consultees who consider that they might be able to fulf il the role of the 

independent professional discussed in Chapter 9 to tell us: 

(1) their profession; and  

(2) what they would charge to provide such a service. 

This is outside our experience and expertise 

Paragraph 18.13 
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Consultation Question 115. 
1.153 We invite consultees who are intended parents to give us their views on the impact 

of our proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements 
and, in particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

This is outside our experience and expertise 

1.154 We invite consultees who are surrogates to give us their views on the impact of 
our proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, 
in particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

This is outside our experience and expertise 

Paragraph 18.15 

 

Consultation Question 116. 
1.155 We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) that led to the 
birth of their child(ren), including the cost of fertility treatment, payments to 
the surrogate and payments to any surrogacy agency or organisation; 

(3) how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s); 

(4) what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering into a surrogacy 
arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to the birth of a child); and 

(5) how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment. 

This is outside our experience and expertise 

Paragraph 18.18 
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Consultation Question 117. 
1.156 We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern 

Ireland. 

This is outside our experience and expertise 

Paragraph 18.20 

 

Consultation Question 118. 
1.157 We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically 

addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this paper. 

None 

Paragraph 18.22 
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regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

N/A

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

A senior and experienced judge should view these as the risk of human trafficking and richer couples manipulating much poorer women is more likely
here.

Please provide your views below:

No

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights
issues of the utmost seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these cases should
NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit judges or higher.

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.



Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:

No

Please provide your views below:

The UN Special Rapporteur recommends that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be
taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration.
The transfer of parental responsibility should never be automatic. Women are not baby making machines.

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

1. The law needs to be clear as to exactly what expenses curators ad litem can claim and who is responsible for paying their expenses, preferably not tax
payers.

I don't understand questions 2 or 3. It would have been useful to have examples.
The Scottish courts need to take in to consideration the views of the UN Special Rapporteur and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women.
The surrogate is putting her life at risk by giving birth. Her views and welfare should have a high priority.

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

No

Please provide your views below:

I strongly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key recommendations and the Hague Convention on the Protection of
Children and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal parenthood and parental
responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important
safeguard against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and
a domestic context.
This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and all of the implications need to be fully understood. There
is no evidence in the consultation paper that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all.
I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at birth is based on (or justified by) in part at least the
wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify measures that contravene
the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers.
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or condone a system that would require women to deliberately
conceive and subsequently give birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The rights of the child must
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers say they want or not.

15  Consultation Question 8:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I strongly disagree with the new pathway and the move to commercial surrogacy and regarding surrogates as "rent a womb" sub-humans.

100 years; or

Please provide your views below:

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Other



Please provide your views below:

No gametes should ever be intentionally anonymous for the sake of the child who has a right to know his or her biological parentage if possible, and in
surrogacy that is always possible.
I strongly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an
increase in its prevalence.

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I strongly disagree with the concept of the new pathway.
No gametes in surrogacy or any fertility procedures should ever be anonymous.
People have a right to know their genetic heritage and who their biological relatives are.

18  Consultation Question 11:

No

Please provide your views below:

I strongly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only
a limited time to object. This contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations, including that the birth mother is the legal parent at birth and
that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth,with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration.

The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland –so the proposal is to give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6
weeks after childbirth are recognised as the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy human life. In a
normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering
from major abdominal surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered decision of such huge and
life-changing significance at such a time –not to mention following through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is
received before the expiry of the deadline.

19  Consultation Question 12:

Other

Please provide your views below:

1. Yes
2. Yes
3. No. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth along with the intended parent if they are the biological father,–and decisions about any
subsequent change of legal parenthood and parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and with the
child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.*

20  Consultation Question 13:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ –particularly the ‘intended parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth
unless the birth mother objects.

21  Consultation Question 14:

No

Please provide your views below:

I strongly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation that all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best 
interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best 
interest. Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth. 
The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before the birth of the child. Much can change in that time. The 
justification that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because parents of children born through the normal process are not 
subject to such checks does not hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential experiences that change you and 
prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. 
 
In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, physiological and emotional resources, which means she has



already made a huge and unquantifiable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and emotional commitment to the child is
already well-developed, giving her the best chance of surmounting all the difficulties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood and
adolescence.

22  Consultation Question 15:

No

Please provide your views below:

I strongly disagree with the new pathway. This issue is a legal minefield. The world is overpopulated, we don't need to create extra children in this
exploitative and stressful way.

Other

Please share your views below:

I'm not sure. I think the law on birth certificates should be changed to reflect the original purpose of birth certificates which was to show a child's
biological parents and sex.
The surrogate should be a legal parent as she bore the child. I have no strong opinion either way on her partner being the child's parent.

23  Consultation Question 16:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the‘new pathway’ –particularly the ‘intended parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth
mother objects. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if the child is stillborn.

No

Please provide your views below:

If a child is born stillborn the gamete donors and surrogate are the parents. Any other individuals have done no actual parenting and the word "parent" is
meaningless if applied to them. Giving money does not make you a parent. You have to either be a biological parent or partake in a practical parenting
role.

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

The word "parent" has to have a meaning surely? Wanting a child and giving money to a childbearing process does not make you a parent. The gamete
donors and surrogate are those who have parented the child in this case.

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

This shows the danger of surrogacy for surrogates. Women's lives should not be being put at risk to satisfy the desire for a child for couples who can not
naturally conceive one. Desperate women should not be able to rent out their wombs and put their lives at risk for money and to fulfil the desire for a
baby of strangers.
Sometimes you can't have what you want.

26  Consultation Question 19:

No

Please provide your views below:

This is just getting silly. This sort of case will need to come before the courts if the surrogate and her partner do not wish to become the baby's parents.

Please provide your views below:

2.



27  Consultation Question 20:

No

Please provide your views below:

If both biological parents are known then both biological parents should have parental responsibility unless there is a legal reason why one of them is an
unfit parent. They may choose not to exercise that parental responsibility but they are the child's parent.
The number of relationship breakups during the surrogacy process concerns me and makes me think that couples aren't sufficiently vetted and are
wanting a child to try and cement a failing relationship. This can happen in natural conceptions but then the mother automatically gets parental
responsibility and the father if unmarried can apply for it so both parents can continue to have a relationship with the child even if they aren't together.
No child should intentionally be conceived with just one parent figure. This may happen unintentionally if a parent dies or is unwilling to take on a
parenting role, but it is unfair on the child to deliberately deprive a child of having 2 loving parents from the start. The child's needs should take priority.

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child,as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.*

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist
provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s
recommendation that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors should be added

31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive
summary of the issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation that the child’s best
interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors should be added.

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy
arrangements. The court should therefore always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no liberalisation of the
law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who
can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

33  Consultation Question 26:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility
in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as recommended by the UN Special
Rapporteur in order to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by
some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of the UN Special
Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system that would require women to give birth with the
expectation that they would have no legal responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish.



34  Consultation Question 27:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended parents’ should acquire parentage or parental
responsibility automatically. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility
in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the
paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of
children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility is based on (or justified by) the wishes expressed by
some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of the UN Special
Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.

Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system that would require women to give birth with the
expectation that they would have no responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish.

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the ‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood
and parental responsibility.

All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur and has
the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities.

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and
all subsequent decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other competent authority, with the child’s
best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and
trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities.

Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements

37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new
pathway.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

In traditional surrogacy the surrogate is the biological mother of the baby. Her views have more importance here, she should have more rights.

38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy
arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and
legal advice that took place.

Please provide your views below:

39  Consultation Question 32:

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the new pathway. Independent surrogacy arrangements should not be brought under it.

Please provide your views below:

They shouldn't



40  Consultation Question 33:

No

Please provide your views below:

They would promote, sanction and ligitimise surrogacy.

Other

Please provide your views below:

There should not be regulated surrogacy organisations or any surrogacy organisations.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children

41  Consultation Question 34:

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its
prevalence. I consider surrogacy to be a violation of the human rights of both women and children

42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do
consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

If they exist they should, but I do see surrogacy organisations as baby farms. This is a depressing development for a civilised society to take. Sometimes
you can't have what you want, that includes having a baby.

Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent.

43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy,
which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children

44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and
facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide
matching and facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy,

45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer
matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:



I disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide
matching and facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of
the human rights of both women and children.

46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer
matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory.

Please provide your views below:

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an
increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services should be a criminal offence

47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to
include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new
pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human
rights of both women and children, and would drive an increase in surrogacy.
A department of health and social care should not be in charge of baby farming.

Please provide your views below:

It shouldn't.

48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we
provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and
advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both
women and the child. The idea of organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of Article 6 of CEDAW,
given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any
form of benefit from women’s prostitution.
No-one should be making money and profiting from baby farming. Women are not living incubators.

50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with
the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do
consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women
and children, and enabling advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent.

At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an
impoverished woman’s financial problems. If this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female students and
young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to their financial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would
be the most vulnerable to this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest.

Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, we need to protect disadvantaged women from the
temptation of renting their wombs. This means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements



51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

The birth certificate should state the biological parents whenever possible. I think a birth certificate should show a child's genetic heritage where possible,
both for the child and for future genealogists. Who has parental responsibility and actually does the job of parenting the job should maybe be in a
different document.
The purpose of a birth certificate should not be to provide validation to people who wish to parent a child but to show who created the child and who the
child is descended from..

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

The child should be able to easily find out the facts about who his or her biological parents are and who carried him.

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

The birth certificate should state the biological parents whenever possible. I think a birth certificate should show a child's genetic heritage where possible,
both for the child and for future genealogists. Who has parental responsibility and actually does the job of parenting the job should maybe be in a
different document or be added to the gamete providers.
The purpose of a birth certificate should not be to provide validation to people who wish to parent a child but to show who created the child and who the
child is descended from.
This should apply to all forms of assisted conception.

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

No

Please provide your views below:

The gamete donors should be identifiable so the child knows his or her genetic heritage. Birth parents are important. You should not be able to create a
child anonymously .

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the
right to know her or his genetic parentage.

57  Consultation Question 49:

Yes

Please provide your views below:



Please provide your views below:

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable.

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

Yes this should be possible as well as knowing the identities of any gamete donors.

59  Consultation Question 51:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

They are half siblings. This seems to accord with the right to a family life in EU human rights legislation.

Please provide your views below:

Unsure. It is less important than where they are related to each other, but as these details will have to exist on a register anyway I can't think of a reason
why if both of the surrogate born adults wish to identify each other they should not be able to do so.

60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

Yes, they are half siblings and have a right to a family life under EU human rights legislation.

Please provide your views below:

Unsure. Same reasoning as above in 59.

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

No. If they aren't genetically related to the child and aren't going to have parental responsibility then the fact that they once thought having a child would
be a "nice idea" is irrelevant.

Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order

62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a
parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree?

Please provide your views below:

No.
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child

63  Consultation Question 55:

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s
wombs. An adoption order can be considered as an option when a parental order is not possible.
If a surrogate cannot be found it makes it more likely that the surrogate was not an active and willing participant in the process.
I find it very concerning that surrogates can sometimes not be found.

No

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s 
wombs. An adoption order can be considered as an option when a parental order is not possible. 
If a surrogate is unable to be found (because she was being trafficked and has been moved on by her captors) or because she has ran away this gives 
cause for concern for the legitimacy of the whole process.



If a surrogate is incapable of giving agreement after the child is born something has gone very wrong with the process and this needs investigated and a
full legal process to exclude exploitation.

Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway

64  Consultation Question 56:

No

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK
in order to avoid surrogacy tourism

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk
of surrogacy tourism.

65  Consultation Question 57:

Please provide your views below:

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed.
Surrogacy should continue to be an unusual event in rare circumstances and the relationships of people wanting a surrogate should be scrutinised for
the child's benefit.
Surrogacy should not be seen as baby farming for anyone who wants a baby.

66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a
declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide views below:

I disagree with the new pathway but if it happens this declaration should be required

67  Consultation Question 59:

No

Please provide views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical
necessity.’

Please provide views below:

Double donation should not be permitted, there should be a genetic link otherwise it is just baby farming. If there is no genetic link then the process is
more "adoption to order" than surrogacy.

Yes

Please provide views below:

68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the
new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith
began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a
‘medical necessity".
I am a GP and have never felt that an infertile person "must" have a baby provided by someone else as a medical necessity. Wants and needs are very
different.

69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception
should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner
provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree?



No

Please provide views below:

Surrogacy is never a medical necessity. The desire for a child is always a want not a need. Society should not be under an obligation to provide children to
order by farming babies or other methods to anyone who wants a child but is infertile.

70  Consultation Question 62:

Please provide your views below:

Surrogacy is never a medical necessity.
The desire for a child is always a want not a need. Society should not be under an obligation to provide children to order by farming babies or other
methods to anyone who wants a child but is infertile.

Please provide your views below:

It should not be introduced. It is nonsense. People desire children, they don't need them.
There are other ways infertile couples can have contact with children and help them other than having babies created to order by society.

71  Consultation Question 63:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the
identity of all genetic parents and the birth mother.

Please provide your views below:

While I oppose nearly all surrogacy, I support this condition for a parental order in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2).

Yes

Please provide your views below:

I oppose nearly all surrogacy, but if it is allowed I support this proposal

72  Consultation Question 64:

No

Please provide your views below:

Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good
health until the child reaches adulthood. Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is to be opened up,
a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy
arrangement and will make it less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a fait accompli.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement
up to that age but not beyond. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully.

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended
parents’ and it should be 45.

Raising children is demanding and requires parents who are engaged with life and society and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health
until the child reaches adulthood.
I am opposed to nearly all surrogacy arrangements, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s human rights. (I would support it when close
friends or family members act as surrogates for infertile people only). However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore
consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important. This will make it clear that society does not consider it acceptable for older people
to enter into a surrogacy arrangement and will make it less likely that they will.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement
up to that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully.
Surrogacy should be for the potential child's benefit not the intended parents' benefit.
The criteria for intended parents should be stricter than for adoptive parents because they are deliberately creating a child, so the conditions for that
child should be optimum.

Other



Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended
parents’ and it should be much older than 18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate.

Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement
at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it would be
reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before they have taken even their first steps into independence and
adulthood?

73  Consultation Question 65:

No

Please provide your views below:

Surrogates should be at least 25 to reduce the risk of exploitation and have carried and delivered a child of their own to understand what they are
entering in to and reduce the risk of complications.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the new pathway.
Surrogates should be at least 25 to reduce the risk of exploitation and have carried and delivered a child of their own to understand what they are
entering in to and reduce the risk of complications.

Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway

74  Consultation Question 66:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the new pathway. If the new pathway goes ahead the intended parents should also be medically tested as I think surrogacy is akin to
adoption, in fact intended parents should have to face stricter tests of eligibility than adoptive parents because they are deliberately creating a child, not
taking on a child in need of parents. This is completely different to creating a child naturally. That is a false comparison, particularly if neither of the
intended parents will be genetically related to the child. They are commissioning a baby to order.

Please provide your views below:

Those types of testing seem sensible, again all parties including intended parents should be tested

75  Consultation Question 67:

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the new pathway. If however it goes ahead all parties including the intended parents should have to have counselling.
I think that both the surrogate and intended parents should be psychologically assessed as to their suitability to undergo the process and be parents. If
some intended parents and surrogates find this too intrusive then they aren't sufficiently committed or are afraid of having character defects that would
make them poor parents and it is best they don't go through with the process.
International surrogacy organisations having laxer standards should not be a reason for the UK to have lax standards. Many countries ban surrogacy. I
think it should be a rare event and we should not be looking to be a surrogacy route for people who would be considered unfit parents by a psychologist.
Being genetically related to a child is a protection against that child being abused. There is research showing stepfathers are more likely to be violent
towards children, especially male children than natural fathers. Non gamete donating intended parents are more like step parents or adoptive parents.

76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the
intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is
signed. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the new pathway. If it goes ahead taking independent legal advice seems sensible

77  Consultation Question 69:



Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway but think if it is approved these proposals seem sensible.
I think the intended parents and the surrogate should have a home visit. I think the fitness of intended parents should be assessed both for the child's
sake and to ensure the surrogate can give informed consent about the sort of people she is acting as a surrogate for. This process is more like adoption
than natural conception. The rules of natural conception have no place in the complex ethical, legal and medical mess that is surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway but if it is approved this list of offences seems appropriate.

78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given
birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

Yes the surrogate should have given birth.
I am a GP and am appalled that the consultation is considering letting women who have never given birth be surrogates.
Women in their first pregnancy have more antenatal complications like pre-eclampsia, they are more likely to be induced, they have longer and more
painful labours.
I don't think any woman who has not given birth can give informed consent for being a surrogate and it is putting surrogates through unnecessary health
risks.
Yes it may mean some women cannot be surrogates. That is a price worth paying to try and ensure UK surrogates have as much legal protection and
access to informed consent as possible.
There is a pitiful amount of research in to the short and long term physical and psychological outcomes for surrogacy as it is.
These proposals do seem to be keen to have as few safeguards for surrogates as possible. They are the ones putting their lives and psychological health
at risk, whilst the proposal applies very little critical assessment of the intended parents, just because parents conceiving naturally don't have checks.
People conceiving naturally are not putting other people's lives at risk and have a genetic bond to the child which can be protective.
These proposals are ridiculously biased in favour of the intended parents and seem to have been drawn up by people who desperately want a surrogate
and have never given birth.

79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman
can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

This is also appalling. Did the committee set out to make the new pathway exploit surrogates as much as possible?
I am opposed to the new pathway but this proposal is inhumane and horrible.
As a GP I have dealt with women who have had medical complications from being grand multips, These can be life threatening in the perinatal period
(death, uterine rupture, post-partum haemorrhage) and reduce life quality in the longer term (stress incontinence, genital prolapse, lax abdominal
muscles, haemorrhoids, reduced enjoyment from sex .)
I think no woman should be able to be a surrogate more than twice.
Women should not be treated like breeding animals.

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for production of receipts; or

Please provide your views below:

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

1. Yes

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against 
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor 
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.



 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above the actual essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, and travel to medical
appointments – backed up by receipts.

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

Yes, but I think surrogacy should remain a rare event and mainly undertaken for relatives or close friends.
Any woman becoming a surrogate should not be disadvantaged. No woman should be able to make more money from being a surrogate than she would
if she had not become a surrogate though to prevent women selling their bodies and endangering their lives for money.

85  Consultation Question 77:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth;, medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or, specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage,
termination, caesarean birth, excessive haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a hysterectomy.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.
The list of complications is a reason that surrogacy should not be normalised and encouraged. It is a potentially dangerous process and should be
undertaken rarely if at all.

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother compensation



88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts.

90  Consultation Question 82:

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her ‘services’.

Please provide any views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against 
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor 
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the 
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts. 



This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their ‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of
surrogacy.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the
birth mother above actual essential costs, backed up by receipts.

This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their ‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of
surrogacy.

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement being used, the only payments that should ever be made
are essential and basic expenses for which receipts are provided or if she is losing income from not being at her usual job but she must have a usual job
and not be doing surrogacy as an alternative to working.

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against
which there is an international prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children.

There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor
women to engage in surrogacy when it is not in their best interests.

The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts are provided. The judge or other competent authority
should closely monitor all financial aspects of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the parental
order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the arrangements, the competent authority should be totally
independent and not, for example, an agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any way.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx

96  Consultation Question 88:

Other



Please provide your views below:

I disagree with proposals for the new pathway.

Other

Please provide your views below:

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s
lifestyle is utterly abhorrent.

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements

97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their
experiences of international surrogacy arrangements.

Please provide your views below:

N/A

98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us
their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter.

Please provide your views below:

N/A

99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through
an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

N/A

100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for
obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the
child.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

International surrogacy should be discouraged.

101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a
child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after
the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

N/A

102  Consultation Question 94:

No

Please provide your views below:

International surrogacy should be discouraged.
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a passport before the child is born in international surrogacy
arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal

No

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:



Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

No.
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child.

103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU
Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will
need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

International surrogacy should be discouraged.
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form for the child before she or he is born in international
surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations that are designed to protect against the selling and
trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform
Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

N/A

105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended
parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do
consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of women and children and all
the other ways in which it is possible for people to enjoy children in their lives.
The law should discourage international surrogacy.

106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new
pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

I disagree with the proposals for the new pathway.

107  Consultation Question 99:

No

Please provide your views below:

I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special Rapporteur’s key recommendations and the Hague Convention
on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth mother to have legal parenthood
and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the
paramount consideration. This is an important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I believe it should
apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly disagree with this proposal.

108  Consultation Question 100:

Please provide your views below:

N/A

Please provide your views below:



Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same
checks as would be used in an international adoption.

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:

I don't think this needs changing

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

Other

Please provide your views below:

Unsure. Neither parent will require as much maternity leave as a woman who has given birth and is breast feeding.

111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

No reform needed.

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

I don't think the law needs changing.

113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a human rights abuse of both women and children

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

Surrogates need to take legal advice and make wills. They need to be aware of the many disadvantages of surrogacy. Surrogacy should not be
normalised.

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal 
right to override the birth mother’s wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour and 
childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time 
for any or no reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or 
more persons, including her spouse or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be present in so-called 
altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to 
birth mothers and new-borns – especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid reason to be extremely 
cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of surrogacy births. 
 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in 
surrogacy is likely to lead to additional pressure on the NHS. 



Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-term negative effects on the well-being of both of them.
This is likely to be the same for birth mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional long-term pressures on
the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and there are no questions about this. 
 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s
health, including premature death. Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs when this isn’t in their
best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of
‘attractiveness’ for example. 
 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the
NHS picking up the tab for the extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. There appears to have been
no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and society.

Please provide your views below:

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at
any time, for any or no reason. Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to
override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum
period.

All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or
more persons, including her spouse or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be present in so-called
altruistic surrogacy arrangements.

The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to
ensure that they can speak to her alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in consultations, and the labour
ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes.

Please provide your views below:

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the wellbeing of herself and the child.

116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration to the significant risk that women will be coerced into
agreeing to participate in surrogacy arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even more likely if substantial
payments are involved.

It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or
much of their earnings. This is a major route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit.

There is no reason to expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it is opened up and provides opportunities to make
significant amounts of money.

If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement.
This should be a criminal offence and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as a deterrent. That such a
law would be difficult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women.

It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by
receipts and overseen by a judge.

Chapter 18: Impact

117  Consultation Question 109:

Please insert the year of birth here:

Not Answered

If international, in which country did the arrangement take place?:

N/A

Not Answered

Not Answered

118  Consultation Question 110:



Not Answered

Not Answered

Not Answered

Please provide the cost of any legal advice or representation below:

N/A

119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law
where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

120  Consultation Question 112:

Please provide your views below:

N/A

Please provide your views below:

N/A

121  Consultation Question 113:

Please provide your views below:

I think the requirement of a genetic link is important because a genetic link strengthens the bond between parent and child. This is particularly true for
father figures who are more likely to be violent to children that they don't believe are genetically theirs.

If there is no genetic link at all the couple are just buying a baby.

The process is then more akin to adoption rather than natural conception apart from the fact that the baby is especially commissioned.

The requirement for a genetic link should not be abolished.

Please provide your views below:

Having a baby is never a medical necessity.
The new pathway if introduced should not remove the genetic link.
The genetic link should be retained for the benefit of the child.
The world is overpopulated. Society as a whole does not benefit from surrogacy.
Surrogacy if it occurs at all should be done rarely and altruistically and there should always be a genetic link.

122  Consultation Question 114:

Please provide your views below:

N/A

123  Consultation Question 115:

Please provide your views below:

N/A

Please provide your views below:

N/A

124  Consultation Question 116:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

N/A

Please provide your views below:

N/A



Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland.

Please provide your views below:

126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or
the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper.

Please provide your views below:

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation they had already decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation
should enable it. This may be explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested interest in surrogacy –
‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money
from commercial surrogacy if it is given the green light.

It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as
all women are affected by the institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial surrogacy in this country.

It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique
bond between birth mother and child – and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of birth are a major
step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – potentially affecting the status of all women.

Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other family members coercing a woman into engaging in
commercial surrogacy for their (and not her) financial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to have been
completely overlooked by the law commissioners.

UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this
consultation. There doesn’t appear to be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality considerations and impact
assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women and children than on adult males, I believe the law commissioners are in breach of
equality legislation.

The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have due regard to the need to:

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct prohibited by the Act.
• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic and those who do not.
• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those who do not.

There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the
sexes. Any loosening of the laws around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have an impact on the
relations between the different generations. Young people may feel angry and upset when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them but
took advantage of their birth mothers.

It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not based on any recognised human rights instruments –
such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to be a ‘surrogate.’
These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by the UN Special Rapporteur.*

It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers, including:

 The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or
physical transfer of the child.
 All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides
not to relinquish the child.
 The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual
obligation.”
 Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare checks after the birth of the child.
 Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with
the best interests of the child being paramount.

The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed
and do not ask the important high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc.

For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start again from the position of women’s and children’s human
rights. If it is found that there is no way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties such as CEDAW and the
UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be liberalised.

* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx
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Surrogacy Consultation Questions 

Email the completed document to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk before the deadline 
of 11 October 2019. 

ABOUT YOU 

1. What is your name? 
Name (Required) 

 
2. If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a 
university), what is the name of your organisation? 
 
 
3. Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your 
organisation? 
(Required – Choose one response) 

• This is a personal response 

If other, please provide details: 

 
 
4. If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best 
describes you? 
(Choose one response) 

• Surrogate 
• Intended parent 
• Person born of a surrogacy arrangement 
• Family member of a surrogate 
• Family member of an intended parent 
• Legal practitioner 
• Medical practitioner or counsellor 
• Social worker 
• Academic 
• Other individual 

5. What is your email address? 
Email address:  
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If you enter your email address then you will automatically receive an acknowledgement email 
when you submit your response. 

6. What is your telephone number? 
Telephone number:  

 
7. If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be 
treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. 
As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot 
give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances. 
 
 
 

 

 

Consultation Question 1. 
1.1 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales:  

(1) all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 
allocated to a judge of the High Court; and 

YES 
 
International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of 
children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost 
seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. 
For this reason these cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.  

 
(2) if international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to a judge of 

the High Court, circuit judges should be ticketed to hear such cases. 

Paragraph 6.42 

 

Consultation Question 2. 
1.2 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and Wales  
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(1) domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-birth parental order 
should continue to be heard by lay justices, or whether they should be allocated to another 
level of the judiciary; and 

(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another level of the 
judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be appropriate. 

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so 
the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these 
cases should NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit 
judges or higher. 

Paragraph 6.51 

 

Consultation Question 3. 
1.3 We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the 

current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation 
Questions 1 and 2. 

 
Paragraph 6.53 

 

Consultation Question 4. 
1.4 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court should be placed under a 

duty to consider whether to make an order awarding the intended parents parental 
responsibility at the first directions hearing in the proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our provisional proposal in 
Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether in the new pathway or not) automatically 
acquire parental responsibility if the child is living with or being cared for by them is not 
supported by consultees). 

NO 
 
The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. 
Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should 
be open. 
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* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 6.58 

 

Consultation Question 5. 
1.5 We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the FPR 2010 

should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the 
proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 6.72 

 

Consultation Question 6. 
1.6 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they are of the view that, in Scotland:  

(1) there is a need for greater consistency and clarity in provisions relating to the 
expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers and, if so, how this should be 
addressed;   

(2) it should be provided by statute that, at the initial hearing or any subsequent hearing 
for a parental order, the court may make any such interim order or orders for 
parental responsibilities and parental rights as it sees fit; and/or 

(3) further procedural reform is needed and, if so, what that reform should be. 

 
Paragraph 6.110 

 

Consultation Question 7. 
1.7 In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, before the 

child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have: 

(1) entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will include a 
statement as to legal parenthood on birth, 

(2) complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 
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(3) met eligibility requirements, 

on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child, 
subject to the surrogate’s right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key 
recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in 
respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up 
the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard 
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to 
surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and a domestic context. 
 
This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and 
all of the implications need to be fully understood. There is no evidence in the consultation paper 
that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all. 
 
I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at 
birth is based on (or justif ied by) in part at least the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ 
mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify 
measures that contravene the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the 
provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers. 
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or 
condone a system that would require women to deliberately conceive and subsequently give 
birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The 
rights of the child must be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers 
say they want or not. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.13 

 

Consultation Question 8. 
1.8 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed clinics 

should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under the new 
pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a specified 
minimum period. 

Do consultees agree? 
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OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. 

 
1.9 We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be: whether 100 

years or another period. 

Paragraph 8.14 

 

Consultation Question 9. 
1.10 We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes 

should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy 
organisation is involved. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they 
would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence. 

Paragraph 8.21 

 

Consultation Question 10. 
1.11 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a 

traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from 
entering into the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’  
Paragraph 8.22 

 

Consultation Question 11. 
1.12 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal parenthood 
by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the child;  
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(2) this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in writing 
within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the intended parents 
and the body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; and 

(3) the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration less one 
week. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire 
legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only a limited time to object. This 
contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the 
legal parent at birth and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility 
in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth, 
with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration. 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.35 

 

Consultation Question 12. 
1.13 We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents 

acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy arrangement 
should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the result that: 

(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child;  

(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal parent of the 
child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these circumstances; and 

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental order to 
obtain legal parenthood. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.36 

 

Consultation Question 13. 
1.14 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on registering the 
birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that the surrogate has lacked 
capacity at any time during the period in which she had the right to object to the 
intended parents acquiring legal parenthood; 

(2) if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the period in 
which she has the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal parenthood, 
the surrogate should be able to provide a positive consent to such acquisition; and 

(3) if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the surrogate is 
unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant period, the surrogacy 
arrangement should exit the new pathway and the intended parents should be able 
to make an application for a parental order. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.37 

 

Consultation Question 14. 
1.15 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be born as a 

result of the surrogacy arrangement: 

(1) should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of Practice; 

(2) either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as appropriate, 
should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed; and 

(3) there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after his or 
her birth. 

Do consultees agree? 
 
NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in 
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surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the 
birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is 
an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest. 
Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth. 
 
The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before 
the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.  
 
The justif ication that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because 
parents of children born through the normal process are not subject to such checks does not 
hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential 
experiences that change you and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and 
rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For obvious 
reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.  
 
In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, 
physiological and emotional resources, which means she has already made a huge and 
unquantif iable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and 
emotional commitment to the child is already well-developed, giving her the best chance of 
surmounting all the diff iculties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood 
and adolescence.  
 
The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of f inancial resources 
does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of caring for a new-born child and the 
long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.51 

 

Consultation Question 15. 
1.16 We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement 

under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right to object to the 
intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the surrogate’s spouse or civil 
partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’  
 
There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for 
f inancial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she does not have legal parenthood or 
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parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject 
this proposal. 
 
However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore 
have an implication for all children, all families because it would set a precedent. It should not be 
introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and 
children. There is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such 
assessment. 
 
1.17 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement outside 

the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue to be a legal 
parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement. 

YES 
 
The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and 
partners coercing women into surrogacy for f inancial gain. 

Paragraph 8.57 

 

Consultation Question 16. 
1.18 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn: 

(1) the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the surrogate 
exercises her right to object; and 

(2) the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 
the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. The 
birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if 
the child is stillborn. 
 
1.19 We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents 
being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration 
of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that 
the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the 
stillbirth. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should 
not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this. 

Paragraph 8.77 

 

Consultation Question 17. 
1.20 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, 

where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able 
to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the 
period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have 
made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order 
are satisfied, on registration of the birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and if the child 
dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth 
mother was the legal parent. 

Paragraph 8.79 

 

Consultation Question 18. 
1.21 For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 

whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which 
she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new 
pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a 
parental order. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 8.80 
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Consultation Question 19. 
1.22 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, where 

both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended parents should 
be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the surrogate not exercising her 
right to object within the defined period. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased 
‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should 
always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately 
reflect this. 
 
1.23 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new 

pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy or before a 
parental order is made: 

(1) it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who claims an 
interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, or who would be 
permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of the Children Act 1989: 

(a) for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and 

(b) for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject to the 
surrogate’s consent; or 

(2) the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not be 
possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s parents, but that 
there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide details of the intended 
parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry onto the register of surrogacy 
arrangements. 

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already 
deceased – so option (2) is preferable. 

Paragraph 8.81 

 

Consultation Question 20. 
1.24 We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order by a sole 

applicant under section 54A: 
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(1) the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always intended that 
there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in respect of the child 
concerned or to supply the name and contact details of the other intended parent;  

(2) if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be made for 
notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the application and an 
opportunity given to that party to provide notice of opposition within a brief period 
(of, say, 14 to 21 days); and 

(3) if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to oppose, he or 
she should be required to make his or her own application within a brief period (say 
14 days), otherwise the application of the first intended parent will be determined by 
the court. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 8.86 

 

Consultation Question 21. 
1.25 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and 

(2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth 
mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount 
consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.91 

 

Consultation Question 22. 
1.26 We invite consultees’ views:  

(1) as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new pathway that we 
have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the intended 
parents at birth; and 

(2) if so, as to whether should this oversight be: 
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(a) administrative, or 

(b) judicial. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the 
legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood 
and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as 
recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.93 

 

Consultation Question 23. 
1.27 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989, 
should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional specific 
factors in the situation where it is considering the arrangements for a child in the 
context of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement; and 

(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be. 

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about 
a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the 
issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not 
believe any other factors should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.120 

 

Consultation Question 24. 
1.28 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as applied 
and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 
Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to 
additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering whether to make a 
parental order; and 

(2) what those additional factors should be. 
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The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental 
order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered 
and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the 
child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors 
should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.121 

 

Consultation Question 25. 
1.29 We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be 

amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 
8 order without leave. 

NO 
 
There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother 
and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy arrangements. The court should therefore 
always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no 
liberalisation of the law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do 
not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can apply for a 
section 8 order without leave. 

Paragraph 8.123 

 

Consultation Question 26. 
1.30 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 

arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire parental 
responsibility automatically where: 

(1) the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and  

(2) they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and 
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as 
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recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justif ied by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no legal 
responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must 
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.132 

 

Consultation Question 27. 
1.31 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 

arrangement in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of the child; 
and 

(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should continue to 
have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living with, or being cared 
for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility automatically. The birth mother 
should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental 
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority 
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is 
the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the 
sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justif ied by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of 
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the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no responsibility 
for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised 
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.134 

 

Consultation Question 28. 
1.32 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the 

surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the 
arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to 
object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the 
‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood and parental responsibility. 
 
All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the 
child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special 
Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.139 

 

Consultation Question 29. 
1.33 For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of parental 
responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the intended parents, 
during the period in which parental responsibility is shared; and 
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(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility by the 
party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have 
legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and all subsequent decisions 
involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.140 

 

Consultation Question 30. 
1.34 We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the 

scope of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 9.29 

 

Consultation Question 31. 
1.35 We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used 

independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we 
would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that 
took place. 

N/A 
Paragraph 9.35 
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Consultation Question 32. 
1.36 We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements should be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 
 
1.37 We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 

Paragraph 9.36 

 

Consultation Question 33. 
1.38 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations;  

NO 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to take a 
particular form; and 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual responsible 
for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
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I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.61 

 

Consultation Question 34. 
1.39 We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for: 

(1) representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator; 

(2) managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence 
and skill; 

(3) ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, 
including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary policies and 
procedures; 

(4) training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and 

(5) providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law. 

Do consultees agree? 

 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.40 We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible individual 

should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.41 We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualif ications a person 

responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.62 
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Consultation Question 35. 
1.42 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit 

making bodies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they 
will inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) 
and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or coerce more women to act 
as ‘surrogates.’ 
 
Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and 
prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW, which prohibits third-parties profiting or 
otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women. 

Paragraph 9.84 

 

Consultation Question 36. 
1.43 We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and 

facilitation services. 

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because 
that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human 
rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.94 

 

Consultation Question 37. 
1.44 We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to 

offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
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facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
  
1.45 We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should 

be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements 
outside the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.95 

 

Consultation Question 38. 
1.46 We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against 

organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, 
and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they 
are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I 
consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services 
should be a criminal offence. 

Paragraph 9.97 

 

Consultation Question 39. 
1.47 We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 

Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and 
oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal 
parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy.  
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1.48 If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of Practice should 
apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which additional or new areas of 
regulation should be applied. 

Paragraph 9.117 

 

Consultation Question 40. 
1.49 We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable 

(subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation 
to financial terms).  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 9.129 

 

Consultation Question 41. 
1.50 We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for 

negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, 
because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both women and the child. The idea of 
organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of 
Article 6 of CEDAW, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits 
the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any form of benefit from 
women’s prostitution. 

Paragraph 9.135 

 

Consultation Question 42. 
1.51 We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy 

should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything 
that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. 
Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and enabling 
advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent. 
 
At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that 
being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an impoverished woman’s financial problems. If 
this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female 
students and young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to 
their f inancial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would be the most vulnerable to 
this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest. 
 
Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, 
we need to protect disadvantaged women from the temptation of renting their wombs. This 
means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned. 

Paragraph 9.145 

 

Consultation Question 43. 
1.52 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental 

order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the 
Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth 
certif icate at the age of 18. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.80 

 

Consultation Question 44. 
1.53 We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that 

result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full 
form of that certif icate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy 
arrangement. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original birth certif icate. The birth mother should 
be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
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recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of 
the certif icate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 10.85 

 

Consultation Question 45. 
1.54 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and 

Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed 
to changes to allow for the registration of three parents or for anyone other than the birth mother 
to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certif icate. Such proposals could lead to the 
facilitation of the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the 
understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is unique. 

Paragraph 10.87 

 

Consultation Question 46. 
1.55 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has 

been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained 
in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.89 

 

Consultation Question 47. 
1.56 We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements should be 

created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and the gamete 
donors. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.57 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority; 

(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, whether in or 
outside the new pathway, provided that the information about who has contributed 
gametes for the conception of the child has been medically verif ied, and that the 
information should include: 

(a) identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy arrangement, and 

(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed gametes to the 
conception of the child; and 

(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a parental 
order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage where available 
and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the use of an anonymous 
gamete donor if that applies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the children have 
access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that 
the information held on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because 
otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his 
genetic parentage. 

Paragraph 10.102 

 

Consultation Question 48. 
1.58 We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate 

and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy 
arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it 
trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his genetic 
parentage. 

Paragraph 10.104 
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Consultation Question 49. 
1.59 We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be able to 

access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for identifying 
information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information is included on the 
register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable opportunity to receive 
counselling about the implications of compliance with this request. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.60 We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16 (depending on 

whether the information is identifying or non-identifying respectively) should be able to 
access the information in the register and, if so, in which circumstances: 

(1) where his or her legal parents have consented; 

(2) if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or she is 
sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or 

(3) in any other circumstances. 

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable. 
Paragraph 10.110 

 

Consultation Question 50. 
1.61 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of 

a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person 
whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil 
partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 

YES, this should be possible. 
Paragraph 10.114 

 

Consultation Question 51. 
1.62 We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically related 

through, the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to identify each 
other, if they both wish to do so. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.63 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow people born 

to the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to access the register to 
identify each other, if they both wish to do so. 

YES, I agree. 
Paragraph 10.121 

 

Consultation Question 52. 
1.64 We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a person 

carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the register to identify 
each other, if they both wish to do so: 

(1) if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or 

(2) if they are not genetically related through the surrogate. 

YES to both (1) and (2) 
Paragraph 10.123 

 

Consultation Question 53. 
1.65 For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 

whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental 
order should be recorded in the register. 

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded 
in the register. 

Paragraph 10.128 
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Consultation Question 54. 
1.66 We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the 

HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 11.20 

 

Consultation Question 55. 
1.67 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any other legal 
parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found or is incapable of 
giving agreement, should continue to be available; 

NO  
 
I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 
 

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the surrogate, and 
any other legal parent of the child, in the following circumstances: 

(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of the 
surrogate and any other legal parent, or 

(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with the 
intended parents; and 

(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the paramount 
consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life guided by the factors 
set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in Scotland, in line 
with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 

Paragraph 11.58 

 

Consultation Question 56. 
1.68 We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway, the 

intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or habitually resident in 
the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man. 

Do consultees agree?  

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be 
domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism. 
 
1.69 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional conditions 

imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying period of habitual 
residence required to satisfy the test. 

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual 
residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk of surrogacy tourism. 

Paragraph 12.15 

 

Consultation Question 57. 
1.70 We invite consultees’ views on whether: 

(1) the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008 should be 
reformed and, if so, how; or 

(2) the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are within the 
prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from applying. 

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed. 
Paragraph 12.29 
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Consultation Question 58. 
1.71 We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be 

required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s 
home to be with them. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.  

Paragraph 12.34 

 

Consultation Question 59. 
1.72 We provisionally propose that the new pathway –  

(1) should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the intended 
parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that double donation of 
gametes is permitted, but 

(2) that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity, 
meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to provide a gamete due to 
infertility. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should 
be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
 
1.73 We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted under the 

parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in the new pathway) in 
domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are 
likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do not believe that double donation should 
be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.  
 
1.74 We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of the 

intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the parental order 
pathway should be retained in international surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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Paragraph 12.64 

 

Consultation Question 60. 
1.75 We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic 

cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical 
necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the 
surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic 
link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.71 

 

Consultation Question 61. 
1.76 We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical 

necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single 
parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes 
but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.76 
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Consultation Question 62. 
1.77 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a surrogacy 

arrangement has been used because of medical necessity: 

(1) for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or 

(2) for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made. 

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights 
and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’  
 
1.78 We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if it is 

introduced, should be defined and assessed. 

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
Paragraph 12.94 

 

Consultation Question 63. 
1.79 We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to parenthood, information 

identifying the child’s genetic parents and the surrogate must be provided for entry on the 
national register of surrogacy agreements prior to registration of the child’s birth. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
 
I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in 
any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all genetic parents and the birth 
mother. 
 
1.80 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for an application for a 

parental order that: 

(1) those who contributed gametes are entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements; and/or 

(2) if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents provided gametes in the 
conception of the child, that the genetic link is demonstrated to the court with 
medical or DNA evidence. 

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order 
in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2). 
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1.81 We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the application of a parental 
order that the identity of the surrogate is entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision. 

Paragraph 12.115 

 

Consultation Question 64. 
1.82 We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit for the grant of a 

parental order. The age of the intended parents should continue to be taken into account 
in the assessment of the welfare of the child in applications to grant a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both 
women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is 
to be opened up, a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear 
that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy arrangement and will make it 
less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a 
fait accompli. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age but not beyond. It is 
therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
 
1.83 We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway there should be a 

maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, what it should be. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ and it should be 45. 
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
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I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s 
human rights. However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore 
consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important. This will make it clear that 
society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement 
and will make it less likely that they will. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age. It is therefore imperative 
that age limits are set very carefully.  
 
1.84 We provisionally propose that intended parents should be required to be at least 18 years 

old at the time that they enter into a surrogacy agreement under the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it should be much older than 
18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement at that age. It is therefore imperative that 
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it 
would be reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before 
they have taken even their f irst steps into independence and adulthood? 

Paragraph 12.133 

 

Consultation Question 65. 
1.85 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years of age 

(at the time of conception), in order for the court to have the power to make a parental 
order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a 
violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself 
as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There 
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should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I 
suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their f irst 
steps into independence and adulthood?  
 
1.86 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years old at 

the time of entering into the surrogacy agreement within the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of 
childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that 
she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older 
minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be 
more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their f irst 
steps into independence and adulthood?  

Paragraph 12.144 

 

Consultation Question 66. 
1.87 We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any partner of the 

surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes should be required for the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
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1.88 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out in the Code of 
Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy arrangements outside a licensed clinic, and if 
not, which types of testing should be required for such arrangements. 

 
Paragraph 13.16 

 

Consultation Question 67. 
1.89 We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the new 

pathway: 

(1) the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the intended parents 
intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway should be 
required to attend counselling with regard to the implications of entering into that 
arrangement; and 

(2) the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who meets the 
requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.44 

 

Consultation Question 68. 
1.90 We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that 

the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect 
of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.65 
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Consultation Question 69. 
1.91 We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway: 

(1) an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained for intended parents, 
surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or partners of surrogates;  

(2) the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not enable a surrogate 
arrangement to be proceed under the new pathway where a person screened is unsuitable 
for having being convicted of, or received a police caution for, any offence appearing on a 
prescribed list of offences; and  

(3) the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also determine that a 
person is unsuitable based on the information provided in the enhanced record certificate.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.92 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that applies in the case of 

adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.73 

 

Consultation Question 70. 
1.93 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the 

surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an 
arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone else. It is impossible to 
understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless 
you have had that experience yourself. 

Paragraph 13.95 
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Consultation Question 71. 
1.94 We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate 

pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. 
Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs should not be allowed to undertake more 
than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women 
would have under this proposal. 

Paragraph 13.99 

 

Consultation Question 72. 
1.95 We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended parents to the 

surrogate should be able to be: 

(1) based on an allowance;  

(2) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for 
production of receipts; or 

(3) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of 
receipts. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.16 
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Consultation Question 73. 
1.96 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential costs 
relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.22 
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Consultation Question 74. 
1.97 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate 
additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather than 
essential.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.26 

 

Consultation Question 75. 
1.98 We invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise from 
entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a surrogate pregnancy; 
and 

(2) the types of cost which should be included within this category. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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Paragraph 15.29 

 

Consultation Question 76. 
1.99 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 

able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or 
self-employed). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.37 

 

Consultation Question 77. 
1.100 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 

able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential earnings: 

(1) her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.35 
above); and/or 

(2) other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.38 

 

Consultation Question 78. 
1.101 We invite consultees to share their experiences:  

(1) of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended parents has 
had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits; and 

(2) where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s entitlement to 
means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been addressed in their 
surrogacy arrangement. 

N/A 
Paragraph 15.47 
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Consultation Question 79. 
1.102 We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 

compensation to the surrogate for the following: 

(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth; 

(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or 

(3)  specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an 
ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive 
haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a 
hysterectomy. 

It is absurd to propose that one could place a monetary value on the pain of adverse pregnancy 
outcomes. In putting a price tag on perineal tear for example, some mothers report little pain or 
symptoms, others have profound ongoing fear of vaginal penetration, which can result in very 
significant emotional and relationship diff iculties. Infection may complicate healing, and some 
women report long term sequelae from this, such as impaired wound healing.  
 
Haematology conditions should also be considered. Blood loss, for example due to placental 
haemorrhage can be very significant, and potentially result in emergency hysterectomy and 
blood transfusion to save the life of the mother. It is a fact that although blood is thoroughly 
screened in the UK there still remains the potential for blood borne illnesses to be transmitted, 
and the fact that some of these may not have been identif ied yet by researchers is also a real 
risk to a mother receiving transfusion. Persons who have had a blood transfusion are currently 
unable to donate blood themselves in the UK, due to the risk of (vCJD) transmission. This is an 
indication of the gravity of receiving blood products.  
 
No medical intervention is EVER risk free. Receiving multiple blood products in the context of 
Massive Transfusion Protocol (eg platelets, Fresh Frozen Plasma, cryoprecipitate) only heighten 
those risks.  
 
Conditions such as HELLP (Haemolysis, Elevated Liver enzymes, Low Platelets) can be fatal, 
and although the maternal mortality rate is low, it can have significant sequelae, including renal 
failure potentially requiring dialysis, placental abruption (potentially fatal for mother and baby) 
permanent liver damage and retinal detachment resulting in visual impairment.  
 
Each of these conditions have long term consequences for a woman, psychologically, physically 
and emotionally, and may also affect her ability to return to work or care for other children.  
 
Also, the late complications of childbirth have been disregarded. Late consequences of childbirth 
can include vaginal or rectal prolapse, urinary and faecal incontinence. Women who have had a 
C section may experience ongoing pain around the scar. Some sources quote this as affecting 
between 6 and 18 percent of women. These symptoms can be profoundly distressing, and may 
take years to present (conversely, may present immediately). 
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How could we ensure that women suffering these complications are compensated? They are 
multifactorial, and risk increases with instrumented delivery and parity. How would it be proposed 
to unpick the role of a surrogate pregnancy in causing these symptoms in relation to other risk 
factors, for example parity, smoking history, personal medical history? 
 
Psychiatric conditions are also absent from this list. Complications including depression and 
anxiety may be worsened by pregnancy. Other mental health conditions such as post natal 
depression and post partum psychosis can be fatal, and impact on a woman’s health for many 
years to come. I’m quite shocked that none of these conditions have been explicitly mentioned 
and it does make me wonder how the list of complications was created. I’d also like to know what 
level of haemorrhage would be considered “excessive”. 
 
The wording of the question “should” be able to pay compensation is not the same as being 
mandated to do so. This potentially creates a situation where some “luckier” women would 
receive compensation others would not. 
 
All of the above illustrates the risks of surrogacy and confirms my support for a total ban on 
surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.103 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of which 

intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.104 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable should be: 

(1) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or  

(2) left to the parties to negotiate.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. 

Paragraph 15.53 

 

Consultation Question 80. 
1.105 We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 

compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the 
surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.  

Paragraph 15.56 

 

Consultation Question 81. 
1.106 We invite consultees’ views as to whether:  

(1) intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and 

(2) if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or reasonable in 
nature. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts. 

Paragraph 15.60 

 

Consultation Question 82. 
1.107 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended parents to 

agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service 
of undertaking a surrogacy. (check box) 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.108 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the fee should be: 

(1) any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or 

(2) a fixed fee set by the regulator. 

Leave both check boxes blank. 
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I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.109 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what, if any, other payments 
the law should permit, in addition to that f ixed fee: 

(1) no other payments; 

(2) essential costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(3) additional costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(4) lost earnings; 

(5) compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and complications, 
and the death of the surrogate; and/or 

(6) gifts. 

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to 
the birth mother for her ‘services’. 

Paragraph 15.69 

 

Consultation Question 83. 
1.110 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for any payment the law 

permits the intended parents to pay the surrogate for her services to be reduced in the 
event of a miscarriage or termination of the pregnancy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 
 

1.111 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee payable to the surrogate 
to be able to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination, whether such 
provision should apply: 

(1) in the first trimester of pregnancy only; 

(2) to any miscarriage or termination; or 

(3) some other period of time (please specify).   

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 

Paragraph 15.72 

 

Consultation Question 84. 
1.112 We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to 

surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to 
parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement 
being used, the only payments that should ever be made are essential and basic expenses for 
which receipts are provided. 

Paragraph 15.74 

 

Consultation Question 85. 
1.113 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have 

not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.75 

 

Consultation Question 86. 
1.114 We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that 

intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.76 
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Consultation Question 87. 
1.115 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods of enforcing 

limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates that we should consider as part of 
our review: 

(1) for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and  

(2) for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of the baby. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts 
are provided. The judge or other competent authority should closely monitor all f inancial aspects 
of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the 
parental order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the 
arrangements, the competent authority should be totally independent and not, for example, an 
agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any 
way. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 15.89 

 

Consultation Question 88. 
1.116 We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into under 

the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.117 We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into 

under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so should not be dependent 
on the surrogate complying with any terms of the agreement relating to her lifestyle. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy 
agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is utterly abhorrent. 

Paragraph 15.99 

 

Consultation Question 89. 
1.118 We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to 

share with us their experiences f international surrogacy arrangements. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.10 

 

Consultation Question 90. 
1.119 We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international 

context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in 
this chapter. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.12 

 

Consultation Question 91. 
1.120 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register 

a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and 
obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long 
the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.52 
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Consultation Question 92. 
1.121 We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the 

application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international 
surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of 
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this 
proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.53 

 

Consultation Question 93. 
1.122 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 

applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In 
particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of 
the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.68 

 

Consultation Question 94. 
1.123 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 

for applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy 
arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the 
birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s country of birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport before the child is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict 
the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling 
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and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

 

1.124 We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa outside of 
the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal parents of the child 
under nationality law should be brought within the Rules. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
1.125 We provisionally propose that:  

(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links with the 
surrogate; or  

(2) that this condition should be clarif ied to ensure that it does not prevent the child 
having contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.126 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of a visa 

outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order within six 
months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the availability of the 
visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to remove the time limit on 
applications for parental orders is accepted. 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 16.69 

 

Consultation Question 95. 
1.127 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 

for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an 
international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to 
be completed after the birth of the child. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form 
for the child before she or he is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to 
contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against 
the selling and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I 
therefore strongly disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.76 

 

Consultation Question 96. 
1.128 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 

applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international 
surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the 
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.77 

 

Consultation Question 97. 
1.129 We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, 

comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration 
consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a 
violation of the human rights of women and children and all the other ways in which it is 
possible for people to enjoy children in their lives. 

Paragraph 16.82 
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Consultation Question 98. 
1.130 We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be 

eligible for the new pathway to parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 16.93 

 

Consultation Question 99. 
1.131 We provisionally propose that:  

1.132 the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended parents of 
children born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are recognised as the 
legal parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth, should also be recognised as 
the child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being necessary for the intended parents to 
apply for a parental order, but 

1.133 before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be satisfied that 
the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides protection against the 
exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, that is at least equivalent to 
that provided in UK law. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children 
and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth 
mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her 
consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of 
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case 
by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration. This is an 
important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I 
believe it should apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.94 
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Consultation Question 100. 
1.134 We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy arrangements in the UK 

involving foreign intended parents. 

N/A 
 
1.135 We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 

(1) any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from the UK for the purpose 
of the child becoming the subject of a parental order, or its equivalent, in another 
jurisdiction; and 

(2) if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process allowing foreign 
intended parents to remove the child from the jurisdiction of the UK for this 
purpose and with the approval of the court and, if so, what form should that 
process take. 

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from 
trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same checks as would be used in 
an international adoption. 

Paragraph 16.120 

 

Consultation Question 101. 
1.136 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory 

paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, 
civil partner or partner requires reform. 

I do not believe this needs changing. 
Paragraph 17.18 

 

Consultation Question 102. 
1.137 We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in 

respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only 
one intended parent qualif ies.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
Paragraph 17.32 
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Consultation Question 103. 
1.138 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended parents to 
take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the purpose of induced 
lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other reason; and  

(2) if reform is needed, suggestions on reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children.  

Paragraph 17.36 

 

Consultation Question 104. 
1.139 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable 

facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under 
Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is 
sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children. 

Paragraph 17.40 

 

Consultation Question 105. 
1.140 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to 

employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.43 

 

Consultation Question 106. 
1.141 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to 

surrogacy and succession law are required. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.56 
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Consultation Question 107. 
1.142 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy 

arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are reforms to law 
or practice that consultees would like to see in this area. 

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are 
not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to override the birth mother’s 
wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during 
pregnancy, labour and childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions 
and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time for any or no 
reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and 
this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to birth mothers and new-borns – 
especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid 
reason to be extremely cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of 
surrogacy births. 
 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. 
As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in surrogacy is likely to lead to 
additional pressure on the NHS.  
 
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-
term negative effects on the well-being of both of them. This is likely to be the same for birth 
mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional 
long-term pressures on the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and 
there are no questions about this. 
 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure 
that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s health, including premature death. 
Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs 
when this isn’t in their best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors 
are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of 
‘attractiveness’ for example. 
 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these 
issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the NHS picking up the tab for the 
extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. 
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There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and 
society. 
 
At a time when the NHS is under severe strain, and life changing therapies (for cancer, cystic 
fibrosis etc) are not funded due to financial constraints it is a slap in the face to provide money 
for prospective parents to indulge their parenting fantasies while denying patients access to 
drugs which are standard of care in other counties. 
 
1.143 We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like to see 

made to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social Care for 
England and Wales. 

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and 
that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at any time, for any or no reason. 
Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended 
parents’ have no legal right to override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or 
medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum 
period. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert 
than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to ensure that they can speak to her 
alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in 
consultations, and the labour ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes. 
 
1.144 We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better accommodate 

surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding issues. 

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the 
wellbeing of herself and the child. 

Paragraph 17.76 

 

Consultation Question 108. 
1.145 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to 

surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration 
to the significant risk that women will be coerced into agreeing to participate in surrogacy 
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arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even 
more likely if substantial payments are involved. 
 
It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners 
and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or much of their earnings. This is a major 
route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. 
There is no reason to expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it 
is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money. 
 
If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that 
prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement. This should be a criminal offence 
and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as 
a deterrent. That such a law would be diff icult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why 
paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women. 
 
It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any 
payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by receipts and overseen by a judge. 

Paragraph 17.80 

 

Consultation Question 109. 
1.146 We invite consultees who are intended parents, live in the UK, and have entered into a 

surrogacy arrangement that led to the birth of a child to tell us: 

(1) when the child was born; 

(2) whether the arrangement was domestic or international and, if international, in 
which country the arrangement took place; 

(3) whether the arrangement led to the making of a parental order in the UK; and 

(4) whether they are a: 

(a) opposite-sex couple; 

(b) male same-sex couple; 

(c) female same-sex couple; 

(d) single woman; or 

(e) single man. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.2 
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Consultation Question 110. 
1.147 We invite consultees who have experience of applying for a parental order in the UK to 

tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) whether they had legal advice before the making of the parental order; 

(3) whether they were represented by a lawyer in court; and 

(4) the cost of any legal advice or representation. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.4 

 

Consultation Question 111. 
1.148 We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, f inancial or otherwise) of 

the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the 
child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 

Paragraph 18.6 

 

Consultation Question 112. 
1.149 We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide evidence about the 

cost of: 

(1) medical screening; and 

(2) implications counselling 

(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or implications 
counselling from any other costs involved with fertility treatment). 

N/A 
 
1.150 We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental order proceedings, to 

provide evidence of what they would charge: 

(1) to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed requirement for independent 
legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; and 
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(2) to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy agreement required for the 
new pathway. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.8 

 

Consultation Question 113. 
1.151 We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of: 

(1) the current requirement of a genetic link; and 

(2) any removal of this requirement in cases of medical necessity: 

(a) in the new pathway; 

(b) in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy arrangements; or 

(c) in both situations. 

 
Paragraph 18.11 

 

Consultation Question 114. 
1.152 We invite consultees who consider that they might be able to fulf il the role of the 

independent professional discussed in Chapter 9 to tell us: 

(1) their profession; and  

(2) what they would charge to provide such a service. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.13 

 

Consultation Question 115. 
1.153 We invite consultees who are intended parents to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 
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(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
1.154 We invite consultees who are surrogates to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.15 

 

Consultation Question 116. 
1.155 We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) that led to the birth of 
their child(ren), including the cost of fertility treatment, payments to the surrogate 
and payments to any surrogacy agency or organisation; 

(3) how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s); 

(4) what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering into a surrogacy 
arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to the birth of a child); and 

(5) how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.18 

 

Consultation Question 117. 
1.156 We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 

 
Paragraph 18.20 
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Consultation Question 118. 
1.157 We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically 

addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this paper. 

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already 
decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation should enable it. This may be 
explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested 
interest in surrogacy – ‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience 
of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money from commercial 
surrogacy if it is given the green light. 
 
It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders 
in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as all women are affected by the 
institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial 
surrogacy in this country. 
 
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men 
to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique bond between birth mother and child – 
and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of 
birth are a major step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – 
potentially affecting the status of all women.  
 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other 
family members coercing a woman into engaging in commercial surrogacy for their (and not 
her) f inancial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to 
have been completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 
 
UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty 
(PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this consultation. There doesn’t appear to 
be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality 
considerations and impact assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women 
and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of equality 
legislation. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have 
due regard to the need to: 
 

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct 
prohibited by the Act. 

• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 
and those who do not. 

• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 
who do not. 
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There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s 
position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the sexes. Any loosening of the laws 
around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have 
an impact on the relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young 
people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them but took 
advantage of their birth mothers. 
 
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not 
based on any recognised human rights instruments – such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ 
confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to 
be a ‘surrogate.’ These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by 
the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard against the sale of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers, including: 
 
 The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no 

contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or physical transfer of the child. 
 All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the 

child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides not to relinquish the child. 
 The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own 

post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual obligation.” 
 Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare 

checks after the birth of the child. 
 Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other 

competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with the best interests of the child 
being paramount. 

 
The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation 
guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed and do not ask the important 
high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc.  
 
For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start 
again from the position of women’s and children’s human rights. If it is found that there is no 
way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties 
such as CEDAW and the UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be 
liberalised.  
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 
 

Paragraph 18.22 
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Other individual

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

A high Court judge should make thorough checks to ensure that the birth mother is not being exploited in any International surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

11  Consultation Question 4:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?



Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway

14  Consultation Question 7:

No

Please provide your views below:

The birth mother should be the legal parent and should be able to change her mind about giving up the baby at any point.
The intended parents should only become the legal parents once the baby is born and the birth mother has signed her consent for the intended parents
to take over as legal parents.
This should not be done until the birth mother has recovered sufficiently from the birth experience to be able to make a fully considered decision.

15  Consultation Question 8:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

It is important for persons conceived by surrogacy to be able to trace their birth parents.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to
traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

It is important for persons conceived by surrogacy to be able to trace their birth parents.

17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic
surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway.

Please provide your views below:

I don't think that anonymously donated sperm should be used in any fertility treatments.
It is important for persons conceived by surrogacy to be able to trace their birth parents for medical and personal reasons.

18  Consultation Question 11:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

19  Consultation Question 12:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

20  Consultation Question 13:

Other

Please provide your views below:

The intended parents should not be able to become the legal parents without a positive deceleration from the birth mother.

21  Consultation Question 14:



Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

22  Consultation Question 15:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please share your views below:

23  Consultation Question 16:

No

Please provide your views below:

The intended parents should not be able to become the legal parents without a positive deceleration from the birth mother.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies
before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents
before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the
effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate
dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the
new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order.

Please provide your views below:

Yes. The birth mothers next of kin should also be able to object to the intended parents application and also be apply to apply to be the babies legal
guardian themselves.

26  Consultation Question 19:

No

Please provide your views below:

The intended parents should not be able to become the legal parents without a positive deceleration from the birth mother.

Please provide your views below:

27  Consultation Question 20:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases;
and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model.

Please provide your views below:

29  Consultation Question 22:

Please provide your views below:

30  Consultation Question 23:

Please provide your views below:



31  Consultation Question 24:

Please provide your views below:

32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the
intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave.

Please provide your views below:

33  Consultation Question 26:

No

Please provide your views below:

34  Consultation Question 27:

No

Please provide your views below:

The intended parents should not be able to gain perental responsibility without a positive deceleration from the birth mother.

35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain
parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right
to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

36  Consultation Question 29:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements

51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child
born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth
certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended
parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a
surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform
and, if so, which reforms they would like to see.

Please provide your views below:

54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a
parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees
agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

55  Consultation Question 47:

Yes



Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended
parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy
arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

57  Consultation Question 49:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy
arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she
intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

59  Consultation Question 51:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

60  Consultation Question 52:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an
intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register.

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform

80  Consultation Question 72:

based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of receipts.

Please provide your views below:

81  Consultation Question 73:

Please provide your views below:

82  Consultation Question 74:

Please provide your views below:

83  Consultation Question 75:

Please provide your views below:

84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their
surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed).

Please provide your views below:

85  Consultation Question 77:



Please provide your views below:

86  Consultation Question 78:

Please provide your views below:

87  Consultation Question 79:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the
surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for
the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

89  Consultation Question 81:

Please provide your views below:

90  Consultation Question 82:

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy.

Please provide your views below:

Surrogacy should not be paid as this risks exploitation of women in financial need.

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide any views below:

91  Consultation Question 83:

Please provide views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the
same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees
agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which
they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should
be able to agree to pay to the surrogate.

Please provide your views below:

95  Consultation Question 87:

Please provide your views below:

96  Consultation Question 88:



Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements

97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their
experiences of international surrogacy arrangements.

Please provide your views below:

98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us
their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter.

Please provide your views below:

99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through
an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for
obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the
child.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a
child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after
the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

102  Consultation Question 94:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU
Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will
need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform
Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.



Please provide your views below:

105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended
parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do
consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new
pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

107  Consultation Question 99:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

108  Consultation Question 100:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues

109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and
statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform.

Please provide your views below:

110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended
parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

111  Consultation Question 103:

Please provide your views below:

112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at
work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992
is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and
surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform.

Please provude your views below:

114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession
law are required.

Please provide your views below:

115  Consultation Question 107:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:



116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not
covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination.

Please provide your views below:

Chapter 18: Impact

117  Consultation Question 109:

Please insert the year of birth here:

Not Answered

If international, in which country did the arrangement take place?:

Not Answered

Not Answered

118  Consultation Question 110:

Not Answered

Not Answered

Not Answered

Please provide the cost of any legal advice or representation below:

119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law
where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement.

Please provide your views below:

120  Consultation Question 112:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

121  Consultation Question 113:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

122  Consultation Question 114:

Please provide your views below:

123  Consultation Question 115:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

124  Consultation Question 116:

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland.

Please provide your views below:



126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or
the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper.

Please provide your views below:
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Surrogacy Consultation Questions 

Email the completed document to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk before the deadline 
of 11 October 2019. 

ABOUT YOU 

1. What is your name? 
 

 
2. If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a 
university), what is the name of your organisation? 
n/a 
 
3. Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your 
organisation? 
(Required – Choose one response) 

• This is a personal response 

If other, please provide details: 

 
 
4. If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best 
describes you? 
(Choose one response) 

• Other individual 

5. What is your email address? 
Email address:  

 
 
If you enter your email address then you will automatically receive an acknowledgement email 
when you submit your response. 

6. What is your telephone number? 
Telephone number:  

 
 
7. If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be 
treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. 
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As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot 
give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances. 
 
 
 

 

 

Consultation Question 1. 
1.1 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales:  

(1) all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 
allocated to a judge of the High Court; and 

YES 
 
International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of 
children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost 
seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. 
For this reason these cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.  

 
(2) if international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to a judge of 

the High Court, circuit judges should be ticketed to hear such cases. 

Paragraph 6.42 

 

Consultation Question 2. 
1.2 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and Wales  

(1) domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-birth parental order 
should continue to be heard by lay justices, or whether they should be allocated to another 
level of the judiciary; and 

(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another level of the 
judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be appropriate. 

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so 
the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these 
cases should NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit 
judges or higher. 
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Paragraph 6.51 

 

Consultation Question 3. 
1.3 We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the 

current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation 
Questions 1 and 2. 

 
Paragraph 6.53 

 

Consultation Question 4. 
1.4 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court should be placed under a 

duty to consider whether to make an order awarding the intended parents parental 
responsibility at the first directions hearing in the proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our provisional proposal in 
Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether in the new pathway or not) automatically 
acquire parental responsibility if the child is living with or being cared for by them is not 
supported by consultees). 

NO 
 
The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. 
Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should 
be open. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 6.58 
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Consultation Question 5. 
1.5 We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the FPR 2010 

should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the 
proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 6.72 

 

Consultation Question 6. 
1.6 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they are of the view that, in Scotland:  

(1) there is a need for greater consistency and clarity in provisions relating to the 
expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers and, if so, how this should be 
addressed;   

(2) it should be provided by statute that, at the initial hearing or any subsequent hearing 
for a parental order, the court may make any such interim order or orders for 
parental responsibilities and parental rights as it sees fit; and/or 

(3) further procedural reform is needed and, if so, what that reform should be. 

 
Paragraph 6.110 

 

Consultation Question 7. 
1.7 In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, before the 

child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have: 

(1) entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will include a 
statement as to legal parenthood on birth, 

(2) complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 

(3) met eligibility requirements, 

on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child, 
subject to the surrogate’s right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I totally disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key 
recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in 
respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up 
the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard 
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to 
surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and a domestic context. 
 
This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and 
all of the implications need to be fully understood. There is no evidence in the consultation paper 
that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all. 
 
I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at 
birth is based on (or justif ied by) in part at least the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ 
mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify 
measures that contravene the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the 
provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers. 
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or 
condone a system that would require women to deliberately conceive and subsequently give 
birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The 
rights of the child must be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers 
say they want or not. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.13 

 

Consultation Question 8. 
1.8 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed clinics 

should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under the new 
pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a specified 
minimum period. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. 
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1.9 We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be: whether 100 
years or another period. 

Paragraph 8.14 

 

Consultation Question 9. 
1.10 We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes 

should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy 
organisation is involved. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they 
would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence. 

Paragraph 8.21 

 

Consultation Question 10. 
1.11 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a 

traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from 
entering into the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’  
Paragraph 8.22 

 

Consultation Question 11. 
1.12 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal parenthood 
by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the child;  

(2) this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in writing 
within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the intended parents 
and the body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; and 

(3) the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration less one 
week. 

Do consultees agree? 
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NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire 
legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only a limited time to object. This 
contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the 
legal parent at birth and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility 
in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth, 
with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration. 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.35 

 

Consultation Question 12. 
1.13 We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents 

acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy arrangement 
should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the result that: 

(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child;  

(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal parent of the 
child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these circumstances; and 

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental order to 
obtain legal parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
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parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.36 

 

Consultation Question 13. 
1.14 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on registering the 
birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that the surrogate has lacked 
capacity at any time during the period in which she had the right to object to the 
intended parents acquiring legal parenthood; 

(2) if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the period in 
which she has the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal parenthood, 
the surrogate should be able to provide a positive consent to such acquisition; and 

(3) if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the surrogate is 
unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant period, the surrogacy 
arrangement should exit the new pathway and the intended parents should be able 
to make an application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
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and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.37 

 

Consultation Question 14. 
1.15 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be born as a 

result of the surrogacy arrangement: 

(1) should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of Practice; 

(2) either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as appropriate, 
should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed; and 

(3) there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after his or 
her birth. 

Do consultees agree? 
 
NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in 
surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the 
birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is 
an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest. 
Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth. 
 
The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before 
the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.  
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The justif ication that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because 
parents of children born through the normal process are not subject to such checks does not 
hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential 
experiences that change you and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and 
rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For obvious 
reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.  
 
In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, 
physiological and emotional resources, which means she has already made a huge and 
unquantif iable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and 
emotional commitment to the child is already well-developed, giving her the best chance of 
surmounting all the diff iculties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood 
and adolescence.  
 
The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of f inancial resources 
does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of caring for a new-born child and the 
long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.51 

 

Consultation Question 15. 
1.16 We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement 

under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right to object to the 
intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the surrogate’s spouse or civil 
partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’  
 
There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for 
f inancial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she does not have legal parenthood or 
parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject 
this proposal. 
 
However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore 
have an implication for all children, all families because it would set a precedent. It should not be 
introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and 
children. There is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such 
assessment. 
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1.17 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement outside 

the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue to be a legal 
parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement. 

YES 
 
The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and 
partners coercing women into surrogacy for f inancial gain. 

Paragraph 8.57 

 

Consultation Question 16. 
1.18 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn: 

(1) the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the surrogate 
exercises her right to object; and 

(2) the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 
the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. The 
birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if 
the child is stillborn. 
 
1.19 We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents 
being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration 
of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that 
the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the 
stillbirth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should 
not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this. 
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Paragraph 8.77 

 

Consultation Question 17. 
1.20 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, 

where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able 
to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the 
period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have 
made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order 
are satisfied, on registration of the birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and if the child 
dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth 
mother was the legal parent. 

Paragraph 8.79 

 

Consultation Question 18. 
1.21 For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 

whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which 
she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new 
pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a 
parental order. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 8.80 
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Consultation Question 19. 
1.22 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, where 

both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended parents should 
be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the surrogate not exercising her 
right to object within the defined period. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased 
‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should 
always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately 
reflect this. 
 
1.23 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new 

pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy or before a 
parental order is made: 

(1) it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who claims an 
interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, or who would be 
permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of the Children Act 1989: 

(a) for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and 

(b) for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject to the 
surrogate’s consent; or 

(2) the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not be 
possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s parents, but that 
there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide details of the intended 
parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry onto the register of surrogacy 
arrangements. 

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already 
deceased – so option (2) is preferable. 

Paragraph 8.81 

 

Consultation Question 20. 
1.24 We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order by a sole 

applicant under section 54A: 
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(1) the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always intended that 
there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in respect of the child 
concerned or to supply the name and contact details of the other intended parent;  

(2) if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be made for 
notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the application and an 
opportunity given to that party to provide notice of opposition within a brief period 
(of, say, 14 to 21 days); and 

(3) if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to oppose, he or 
she should be required to make his or her own application within a brief period (say 
14 days), otherwise the application of the first intended parent will be determined by 
the court. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 8.86 

 

Consultation Question 21. 
1.25 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and 

(2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth 
mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount 
consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.91 

 

Consultation Question 22. 
1.26 We invite consultees’ views:  

(1) as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new pathway that we 
have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the intended 
parents at birth; and 

(2) if so, as to whether should this oversight be: 
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(a) administrative, or 

(b) judicial. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the 
legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood 
and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as 
recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.93 

 

Consultation Question 23. 
1.27 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989, 
should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional specific 
factors in the situation where it is considering the arrangements for a child in the 
context of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement; and 

(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be. 

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about 
a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the 
issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not 
believe any other factors should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.120 

 

Consultation Question 24. 
1.28 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as applied 
and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 
Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to 
additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering whether to make a 
parental order; and 

(2) what those additional factors should be. 
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The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental 
order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered 
and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the 
child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors 
should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.121 

 

Consultation Question 25. 
1.29 We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be 

amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 
8 order without leave. 

NO 
 
There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother 
and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy arrangements. The court should therefore 
always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no 
liberalisation of the law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do 
not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can apply for a 
section 8 order without leave. 

Paragraph 8.123 

 

Consultation Question 26. 
1.30 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 

arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire parental 
responsibility automatically where: 

(1) the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and  

(2) they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and 
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as 
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recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justif ied by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no legal 
responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must 
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.132 

 

Consultation Question 27. 
1.31 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 

arrangement in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of the child; 
and 

(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should continue to 
have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living with, or being cared 
for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility automatically. The birth mother 
should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental 
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority 
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is 
the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the 
sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justif ied by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of 
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the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no responsibility 
for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised 
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.134 

 

Consultation Question 28. 
1.32 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the 

surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the 
arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to 
object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the 
‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood and parental responsibility. 
 
All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the 
child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special 
Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.139 

 

Consultation Question 29. 
1.33 For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of parental 
responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the intended parents, 
during the period in which parental responsibility is shared; and 
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(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility by the 
party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have 
legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and all subsequent decisions 
involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.140 

 

Consultation Question 30. 
1.34 We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the 

scope of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 9.29 

 

Consultation Question 31. 
1.35 We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used 

independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we 
would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that 
took place. 

N/A 
Paragraph 9.35 
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Consultation Question 32. 
1.36 We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements should be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 
 
1.37 We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 

Paragraph 9.36 

 

Consultation Question 33. 
1.38 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations;  

NO 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to take a 
particular form; and 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual responsible 
for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
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I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.61 

 

Consultation Question 34. 
1.39 We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for: 

(1) representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator; 

(2) managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence 
and skill; 

(3) ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, 
including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary policies and 
procedures; 

(4) training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and 

(5) providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law. 

Do consultees agree? 

LEAVE ALL CHECK BOXES BLANK (i.e. none of the above) 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.40 We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible individual 

should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.41 We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualif ications a person 

responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.62 
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Consultation Question 35. 
1.42 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit 

making bodies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they 
will inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) 
and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or coerce more women to act 
as ‘surrogates.’ 
 
Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and 
prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW, which prohibits third-parties profiting or 
otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women. 

Paragraph 9.84 

 

Consultation Question 36. 
1.43 We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and 

facilitation services. 

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because 
that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human 
rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.94 

 

Consultation Question 37. 
1.44 We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to 

offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
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facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
  
1.45 We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should 

be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements 
outside the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.95 

 

Consultation Question 38. 
1.46 We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against 

organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, 
and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they 
are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I 
consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services 
should be a criminal offence. 

Paragraph 9.97 

 

Consultation Question 39. 
1.47 We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 

Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and 
oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal 
parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy.  
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1.48 If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of Practice should 
apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which additional or new areas of 
regulation should be applied. 

Paragraph 9.117 

 

Consultation Question 40. 
1.49 We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable 

(subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation 
to financial terms).  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 9.129 

 

Consultation Question 41. 
1.50 We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for 

negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, 
because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both women and the child. The idea of 
organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of 
Article 6 of CEDAW, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits 
the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any form of benefit from 
women’s prostitution. 

Paragraph 9.135 

 

Consultation Question 42. 
1.51 We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy 

should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything 
that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. 
Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and enabling 
advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent. 
 
At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that 
being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an impoverished woman’s financial problems. If 
this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female 
students and young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to 
their f inancial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would be the most vulnerable to 
this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest. 
 
Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, 
we need to protect disadvantaged women from the temptation of renting their wombs. This 
means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned. 

Paragraph 9.145 

 

Consultation Question 43. 
1.52 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental 

order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the 
Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth 
certif icate at the age of 18. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.80 

 

Consultation Question 44. 
1.53 We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that 

result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full 
form of that certif icate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy 
arrangement. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original birth certif icate. The birth mother should 
be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
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recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of 
the certif icate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 10.85 

 

Consultation Question 45. 
1.54 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and 

Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed 
to changes to allow for the registration of three parents or for anyone other than the birth mother 
to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certif icate. Such proposals could lead to the 
facilitation of the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the 
understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is unique. 

Paragraph 10.87 

 

Consultation Question 46. 
1.55 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has 

been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained 
in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.89 

 

Consultation Question 47. 
1.56 We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements should be 

created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and the gamete 
donors. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.57 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority; 

(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, whether in or 
outside the new pathway, provided that the information about who has contributed 
gametes for the conception of the child has been medically verif ied, and that the 
information should include: 

(a) identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy arrangement, and 

(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed gametes to the 
conception of the child; and 

(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a parental 
order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage where available 
and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the use of an anonymous 
gamete donor if that applies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the children have 
access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that 
the information held on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because 
otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his 
genetic parentage. 

Paragraph 10.102 

 

Consultation Question 48. 
1.58 We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate 

and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy 
arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it 
trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his genetic 
parentage. 

Paragraph 10.104 
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Consultation Question 49. 
1.59 We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be able to 

access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for identifying 
information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information is included on the 
register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable opportunity to receive 
counselling about the implications of compliance with this request. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.60 We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16 (depending on 

whether the information is identifying or non-identifying respectively) should be able to 
access the information in the register and, if so, in which circumstances: 

(1) where his or her legal parents have consented; 

(2) if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or she is 
sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or 

(3) in any other circumstances. 

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable. 
Paragraph 10.110 

 

Consultation Question 50. 
1.61 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of 

a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person 
whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil 
partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 

YES, this should be possible. 
Paragraph 10.114 

 

Consultation Question 51. 
1.62 We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically related 

through, the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to identify each 
other, if they both wish to do so. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.63 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow people born 

to the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to access the register to 
identify each other, if they both wish to do so. 

YES, I agree. 
Paragraph 10.121 

 

Consultation Question 52. 
1.64 We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a person 

carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the register to identify 
each other, if they both wish to do so: 

(1) if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or 

(2) if they are not genetically related through the surrogate. 

YES to both (1) and (2) 
Paragraph 10.123 

 

Consultation Question 53. 
1.65 For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 

whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental 
order should be recorded in the register. 

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded 
in the register. 

Paragraph 10.128 
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Consultation Question 54. 
1.66 We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the 

HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 11.20 

 

Consultation Question 55. 
1.67 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any other legal 
parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found or is incapable of 
giving agreement, should continue to be available; 

NO  
 
I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 
 

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the surrogate, and 
any other legal parent of the child, in the following circumstances: 

(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of the 
surrogate and any other legal parent, or 

(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with the 
intended parents; and 

(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the paramount 
consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life guided by the factors 
set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in Scotland, in line 
with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 

Paragraph 11.58 

 

Consultation Question 56. 
1.68 We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway, the 

intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or habitually resident in 
the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man. 

Do consultees agree?  

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be 
domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism. 
 
1.69 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional conditions 

imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying period of habitual 
residence required to satisfy the test. 

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual 
residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk of surrogacy tourism. 

Paragraph 12.15 

 

Consultation Question 57. 
1.70 We invite consultees’ views on whether: 

(1) the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008 should be 
reformed and, if so, how; or 

(2) the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are within the 
prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from applying. 

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed. 
Paragraph 12.29 
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Consultation Question 58. 
1.71 We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be 

required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s 
home to be with them. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.  

Paragraph 12.34 

 

Consultation Question 59. 
1.72 We provisionally propose that the new pathway –  

(1) should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the intended 
parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that double donation of 
gametes is permitted, but 

(2) that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity, 
meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to provide a gamete due to 
infertility. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should 
be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
 
1.73 We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted under the 

parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in the new pathway) in 
domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are 
likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do not believe that double donation should 
be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.  
 
1.74 We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of the 

intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the parental order 
pathway should be retained in international surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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Paragraph 12.64 

 

Consultation Question 60. 
1.75 We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic 

cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical 
necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the 
surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic 
link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.71 

 

Consultation Question 61. 
1.76 We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical 

necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single 
parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes 
but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.76 
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Consultation Question 62. 
1.77 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a surrogacy 

arrangement has been used because of medical necessity: 

(1) for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or 

(2) for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made. 

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights 
and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’  
 
1.78 We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if it is 

introduced, should be defined and assessed. 

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
Paragraph 12.94 

 

Consultation Question 63. 
1.79 We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to parenthood, information 

identifying the child’s genetic parents and the surrogate must be provided for entry on the 
national register of surrogacy agreements prior to registration of the child’s birth. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
 
I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in 
any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all genetic parents and the birth 
mother. 
 
1.80 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for an application for a 

parental order that: 

(1) those who contributed gametes are entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements; and/or 

(2) if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents provided gametes in the 
conception of the child, that the genetic link is demonstrated to the court with 
medical or DNA evidence. 

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order 
in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2). 
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1.81 We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the application of a parental 
order that the identity of the surrogate is entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision. 

Paragraph 12.115 

 

Consultation Question 64. 
1.82 We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit for the grant of a 

parental order. The age of the intended parents should continue to be taken into account 
in the assessment of the welfare of the child in applications to grant a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both 
women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is 
to be opened up, a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear 
that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy arrangement and will make it 
less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a 
fait accompli. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age but not beyond. It is 
therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
 
1.83 We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway there should be a 

maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, what it should be. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ and it should be 45. 
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
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I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s 
human rights. However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore 
consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important. This will make it clear that 
society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement 
and will make it less likely that they will. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age. It is therefore imperative 
that age limits are set very carefully.  
 
1.84 We provisionally propose that intended parents should be required to be at least 18 years 

old at the time that they enter into a surrogacy agreement under the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it should be much older than 
18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement at that age. It is therefore imperative that 
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it 
would be reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before 
they have taken even their f irst steps into independence and adulthood? 

Paragraph 12.133 

 

Consultation Question 65. 
1.85 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years of age 

(at the time of conception), in order for the court to have the power to make a parental 
order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a 
violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself 
as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There 
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should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I 
suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their f irst 
steps into independence and adulthood?  
 
1.86 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years old at 

the time of entering into the surrogacy agreement within the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of 
childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that 
she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older 
minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be 
more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their f irst 
steps into independence and adulthood?  

Paragraph 12.144 

 

Consultation Question 66. 
1.87 We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any partner of the 

surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes should be required for the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
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1.88 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out in the Code of 
Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy arrangements outside a licensed clinic, and if 
not, which types of testing should be required for such arrangements. 

 
Paragraph 13.16 

 

Consultation Question 67. 
1.89 We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the new 

pathway: 

(1) the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the intended parents 
intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway should be 
required to attend counselling with regard to the implications of entering into that 
arrangement; and 

(2) the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who meets the 
requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.44 

 

Consultation Question 68. 
1.90 We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that 

the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect 
of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.65 
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Consultation Question 69. 
1.91 We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway: 

(1) an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained for intended parents, 
surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or partners of surrogates;  

(2) the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not enable a surrogate 
arrangement to be proceed under the new pathway where a person screened is unsuitable 
for having being convicted of, or received a police caution for, any offence appearing on a 
prescribed list of offences; and  

(3) the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also determine that a 
person is unsuitable based on the information provided in the enhanced record certificate.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.92 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that applies in the case of 

adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.73 

 

Consultation Question 70. 
1.93 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the 

surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an 
arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone else. It is impossible to 
understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless 
you have had that experience yourself. 

Paragraph 13.95 
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Consultation Question 71. 
1.94 We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate 

pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. 
Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs should not be allowed to undertake more 
than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women 
would have under this proposal. 

Paragraph 13.99 

 

Consultation Question 72. 
1.95 We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended parents to the 

surrogate should be able to be: 

(1) based on an allowance;  

(2) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for 
production of receipts; or 

(3) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of 
receipts. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.16 
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Consultation Question 73. 
1.96 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential costs 
relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.22 
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Consultation Question 74. 
1.97 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate 
additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather than 
essential.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.26 

 

Consultation Question 75. 
1.98 We invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise from 
entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a surrogate pregnancy; 
and 

(2) the types of cost which should be included within this category. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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Paragraph 15.29 

 

Consultation Question 76. 
1.99 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 

able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or 
self-employed). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.37 

 

Consultation Question 77. 
1.100 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 

able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential earnings: 

(1) her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.35 
above); and/or 

(2) other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.38 

 

Consultation Question 78. 
1.101 We invite consultees to share their experiences:  

(1) of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended parents has 
had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits; and 

(2) where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s entitlement to 
means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been addressed in their 
surrogacy arrangement. 

N/A 
Paragraph 15.47 
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Consultation Question 79. 
1.102 We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 

compensation to the surrogate for the following: 

(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth; 

(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or 

(3)  specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an 
ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive 
haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a 
hysterectomy. 

It is absurd to propose that one could place a monetary value on the pain of adverse pregnancy 
outcomes. In putting a price tag on perineal tear for example, some mothers report little pain or 
symptoms, others have profound ongoing fear of vaginal penetration, which can result in very 
significant emotional and relationship diff iculties. Infection may complicate healing, and some 
women report long term sequelae from this, such as impaired wound healing.  
 
Haematology conditions should also be considered. Blood loss, for example due to placental 
haemorrhage can be very significant, and potentially result in emergency hysterectomy and 
blood transfusion to save the life of the mother. It is a fact that although blood is thoroughly 
screened in the UK there still remains the potential for blood borne illnesses to be transmitted, 
and the fact that some of these may not have been identif ied yet by researchers is also a real 
risk to a mother receiving transfusion. Persons who have had a blood transfusion are currently 
unable to donate blood themselves in the UK, due to the risk of (vCJD) transmission. This is an 
indication of the gravity of receiving blood products.  
 
No medical intervention is EVER risk free. Receiving multiple blood products in the context of 
Massive Transfusion Protocol (eg platelets, Fresh Frozen Plasma, cryoprecipitate) only heighten 
those risks.  
 
Conditions such as HELLP (Haemolysis, Elevated Liver enzymes, Low Platelets) can be fatal, 
and although the maternal mortality rate is low, it can have significant sequelae, including renal 
failure potentially requiring dialysis, placental abruption (potentially fatal for mother and baby) 
permanent liver damage and retinal detachment resulting in visual impairment.  
 
Each of these conditions have long term consequences for a woman, psychologically, physically 
and emotionally, and may also affect her ability to return to work or care for other children.  
 
Also, the late complications of childbirth have been disregarded. Late consequences of childbirth 
can include vaginal or rectal prolapse, urinary and faecal incontinence. Women who have had a 
C section may experience ongoing pain around the scar. Some sources quote this as affecting 
between 6 and 18 percent of women. These symptoms can be profoundly distressing, and may 
take years to present (conversely, may present immediately). 
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How could we ensure that women suffering these complications are compensated? They are 
multifactorial, and risk increases with instrumented delivery and parity. How would it be proposed 
to unpick the role of a surrogate pregnancy in causing these symptoms in relation to other risk 
factors, for example parity, smoking history, personal medical history? 
 
Psychiatric conditions are also absent from this list. Complications including depression and 
anxiety may be worsened by pregnancy. Other mental health conditions such as post natal 
depression and post partum psychosis can be fatal, and impact on a woman’s health for many 
years to come. I’m quite shocked that none of these conditions have been explicitly mentioned 
and it does make me wonder how the list of complications was created. I’d also like to know what 
level of haemorrhage would be considered “excessive”. 
 
The wording of the question “should” be able to pay compensation is not the same as being 
mandated to do so. This potentially creates a situation where some “luckier” women would 
receive compensation others would not. 
 
All of the above illustrates the risks of surrogacy and confirms my support for a total ban on 
surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.103 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of which 

intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.104 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable should be: 

(1) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or  

(2) left to the parties to negotiate.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. 

Paragraph 15.53 

 

Consultation Question 80. 
1.105 We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 

compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the 
surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.  

Paragraph 15.56 

 

Consultation Question 81. 
1.106 We invite consultees’ views as to whether:  

(1) intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and 

(2) if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or reasonable in 
nature. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts. 

Paragraph 15.60 

 

Consultation Question 82. 
1.107 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended parents to 

agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service 
of undertaking a surrogacy. (check box) 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.108 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the fee should be: 

(1) any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or 

(2) a fixed fee set by the regulator. 

Leave both check boxes blank. 
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I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.109 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what, if any, other payments 
the law should permit, in addition to that f ixed fee: 

(1) no other payments; 

(2) essential costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(3) additional costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(4) lost earnings; 

(5) compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and complications, 
and the death of the surrogate; and/or 

(6) gifts. 

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to 
the birth mother for her ‘services’. 

Paragraph 15.69 

 

Consultation Question 83. 
1.110 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for any payment the law 

permits the intended parents to pay the surrogate for her services to be reduced in the 
event of a miscarriage or termination of the pregnancy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 
 

1.111 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee payable to the surrogate 
to be able to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination, whether such 
provision should apply: 

(1) in the first trimester of pregnancy only; 

(2) to any miscarriage or termination; or 

(3) some other period of time (please specify).   

 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 

Paragraph 15.72 

 

Consultation Question 84. 
1.112 We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to 

surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to 
parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement 
being used, the only payments that should ever be made are essential and basic expenses for 
which receipts are provided. 

Paragraph 15.74 

 

Consultation Question 85. 
1.113 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have 

not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.75 

 

Consultation Question 86. 
1.114 We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that 

intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.76 
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Consultation Question 87. 
1.115 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods of enforcing 

limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates that we should consider as part of 
our review: 

(1) for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and  

(2) for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of the baby. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts 
are provided. The judge or other competent authority should closely monitor all f inancial aspects 
of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the 
parental order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the 
arrangements, the competent authority should be totally independent and not, for example, an 
agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any 
way. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 15.89 

 

Consultation Question 88. 
1.116 We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into under 

the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.117 We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into 

under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so should not be dependent 
on the surrogate complying with any terms of the agreement relating to her lifestyle. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy 
agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is utterly abhorrent. 

Paragraph 15.99 

 

Consultation Question 89. 
1.118 We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to 

share with us their experiences f international surrogacy arrangements. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.10 

 

Consultation Question 90. 
1.119 We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international 

context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in 
this chapter. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.12 

 

Consultation Question 91. 
1.120 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register 

a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and 
obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long 
the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.52 
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Consultation Question 92. 
1.121 We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the 

application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international 
surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of 
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this 
proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.53 

 

Consultation Question 93. 
1.122 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 

applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In 
particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of 
the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.68 

 

Consultation Question 94. 
1.123 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 

for applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy 
arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the 
birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s country of birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport before the child is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict 
the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling 
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and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

 

1.124 We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa outside of 
the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal parents of the child 
under nationality law should be brought within the Rules. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
1.125 We provisionally propose that:  

(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links with the 
surrogate; or  

(2) that this condition should be clarif ied to ensure that it does not prevent the child 
having contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.126 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of a visa 

outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order within six 
months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the availability of the 
visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to remove the time limit on 
applications for parental orders is accepted. 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 16.69 

 

Consultation Question 95. 
1.127 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 

for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an 
international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to 
be completed after the birth of the child. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form 
for the child before she or he is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to 
contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against 
the selling and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I 
therefore strongly disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.76 

 

Consultation Question 96. 
1.128 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 

applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international 
surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the 
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.77 

 

Consultation Question 97. 
1.129 We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, 

comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration 
consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a 
violation of the human rights of women and children and all the other ways in which it is 
possible for people to enjoy children in their lives. 

Paragraph 16.82 
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Consultation Question 98. 
1.130 We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be 

eligible for the new pathway to parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 16.93 

 

Consultation Question 99. 
1.131 We provisionally propose that:  

1.132 the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended parents of 
children born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are recognised as the 
legal parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth, should also be recognised as 
the child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being necessary for the intended parents to 
apply for a parental order, but 

1.133 before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be satisfied that 
the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides protection against the 
exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, that is at least equivalent to 
that provided in UK law. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children 
and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth 
mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her 
consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of 
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case 
by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration. This is an 
important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I 
believe it should apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.94 
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Consultation Question 100. 
1.134 We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy arrangements in the UK 

involving foreign intended parents. 

N/A 
 
1.135 We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 

(1) any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from the UK for the purpose 
of the child becoming the subject of a parental order, or its equivalent, in another 
jurisdiction; and 

(2) if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process allowing foreign 
intended parents to remove the child from the jurisdiction of the UK for this 
purpose and with the approval of the court and, if so, what form should that 
process take. 

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from 
trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same checks as would be used in 
an international adoption. 

Paragraph 16.120 

 

Consultation Question 101. 
1.136 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory 

paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, 
civil partner or partner requires reform. 

I do not believe this needs changing. 
Paragraph 17.18 

 

Consultation Question 102. 
1.137 We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in 

respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only 
one intended parent qualif ies.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
Paragraph 17.32 
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Consultation Question 103. 
1.138 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended parents to 
take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the purpose of induced 
lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other reason; and  

(2) if reform is needed, suggestions on reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children.  

Paragraph 17.36 

 

Consultation Question 104. 
1.139 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable 

facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under 
Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is 
sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children. 

Paragraph 17.40 

 

Consultation Question 105. 
1.140 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to 

employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.43 

 

Consultation Question 106. 
1.141 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to 

surrogacy and succession law are required. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.56 
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Consultation Question 107. 
1.142 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy 

arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are reforms to law 
or practice that consultees would like to see in this area. 

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are 
not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to override the birth mother’s 
wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during 
pregnancy, labour and childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions 
and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time for any or no 
reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and 
this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to birth mothers and new-borns – 
especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid 
reason to be extremely cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of 
surrogacy births. 
 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. 
As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in surrogacy is likely to lead to 
additional pressure on the NHS.  
 
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-
term negative effects on the well-being of both of them. This is likely to be the same for birth 
mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional 
long-term pressures on the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and 
there are no questions about this. 
 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure 
that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s health, including premature death. 
Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs 
when this isn’t in their best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors 
are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of 
‘attractiveness’ for example. 
 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these 
issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the NHS picking up the tab for the 
extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. 
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There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and 
society. 
 
At a time when the NHS is under severe strain, and life changing therapies (for cancer, cystic 
fibrosis etc) are not funded due to financial constraints it is a slap in the face to provide money 
for prospective parents to indulge their parenting fantasies while denying patients access to 
drugs which are standard of care in other counties. 
 
1.143 We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like to see 

made to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social Care for 
England and Wales. 

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and 
that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at any time, for any or no reason. 
Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended 
parents’ have no legal right to override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or 
medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum 
period. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert 
than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to ensure that they can speak to her 
alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in 
consultations, and the labour ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes. 
 
1.144 We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better accommodate 

surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding issues. 

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the 
wellbeing of herself and the child. 

Paragraph 17.76 

 

Consultation Question 108. 
1.145 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to 

surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration 
to the significant risk that women will be coerced into agreeing to participate in surrogacy 
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arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even 
more likely if substantial payments are involved. 
 
It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners 
and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or much of their earnings. This is a major 
route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. 
There is no reason to expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it 
is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money. 
 
If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that 
prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement. This should be a criminal offence 
and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as 
a deterrent. That such a law would be diff icult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why 
paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women. 
 
It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any 
payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by receipts and overseen by a judge. 

Paragraph 17.80 

 

Consultation Question 109. 
1.146 We invite consultees who are intended parents, live in the UK, and have entered into a 

surrogacy arrangement that led to the birth of a child to tell us: 

(1) when the child was born; 

(2) whether the arrangement was domestic or international and, if international, in 
which country the arrangement took place; 

(3) whether the arrangement led to the making of a parental order in the UK; and 

(4) whether they are a: 

(a) opposite-sex couple; 

(b) male same-sex couple; 

(c) female same-sex couple; 

(d) single woman; or 

(e) single man. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.2 
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Consultation Question 110. 
1.147 We invite consultees who have experience of applying for a parental order in the UK to 

tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) whether they had legal advice before the making of the parental order; 

(3) whether they were represented by a lawyer in court; and 

(4) the cost of any legal advice or representation. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.4 

 

Consultation Question 111. 
1.148 We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, f inancial or otherwise) of 

the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the 
child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 

Paragraph 18.6 

 

Consultation Question 112. 
1.149 We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide evidence about the 

cost of: 

(1) medical screening; and 

(2) implications counselling 

(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or implications 
counselling from any other costs involved with fertility treatment). 

N/A 
 
1.150 We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental order proceedings, to 

provide evidence of what they would charge: 

(1) to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed requirement for independent 
legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; and 
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(2) to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy agreement required for the 
new pathway. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.8 

 

Consultation Question 113. 
1.151 We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of: 

(1) the current requirement of a genetic link; and 

(2) any removal of this requirement in cases of medical necessity: 

(a) in the new pathway; 

(b) in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy arrangements; or 

(c) in both situations. 

 
Paragraph 18.11 

 

Consultation Question 114. 
1.152 We invite consultees who consider that they might be able to fulf il the role of the 

independent professional discussed in Chapter 9 to tell us: 

(1) their profession; and  

(2) what they would charge to provide such a service. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.13 

 

Consultation Question 115. 
1.153 We invite consultees who are intended parents to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 
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(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
1.154 We invite consultees who are surrogates to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.15 

 

Consultation Question 116. 
1.155 We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) that led to the birth of 
their child(ren), including the cost of fertility treatment, payments to the surrogate 
and payments to any surrogacy agency or organisation; 

(3) how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s); 

(4) what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering into a surrogacy 
arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to the birth of a child); and 

(5) how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.18 

 

Consultation Question 117. 
1.156 We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 

 
Paragraph 18.20 
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Consultation Question 118. 
1.157 We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically 

addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this paper. 

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already 
decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation should enable it. This may be 
explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested 
interest in surrogacy – ‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience 
of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money from commercial 
surrogacy if it is given the green light. 
 
It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders 
in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as all women are affected by the 
institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial 
surrogacy in this country. 
 
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men 
to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique bond between birth mother and child – 
and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of 
birth are a major step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – 
potentially affecting the status of all women.  
 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other 
family members coercing a woman into engaging in commercial surrogacy for their (and not 
her) f inancial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to 
have been completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 
 
UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty 
(PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this consultation. There doesn’t appear to 
be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality 
considerations and impact assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women 
and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of equality 
legislation. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have 
due regard to the need to: 
 

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct 
prohibited by the Act. 

• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 
and those who do not. 

• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 
who do not. 
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There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s 
position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the sexes. Any loosening of the laws 
around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have 
an impact on the relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young 
people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them but took 
advantage of their birth mothers. 
 
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not 
based on any recognised human rights instruments – such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ 
confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to 
be a ‘surrogate.’ These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by 
the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard against the sale of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers, including: 
 
 The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no 

contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or physical transfer of the child. 
 All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the 

child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides not to relinquish the child. 
 The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own 

post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual obligation.” 
 Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare 

checks after the birth of the child. 
 Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other 

competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with the best interests of the child 
being paramount. 

 
The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation 
guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed and do not ask the important 
high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc.  
 
For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start 
again from the position of women’s and children’s human rights. If it is found that there is no 
way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties 
such as CEDAW and the UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be 
liberalised.  
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 
 

Paragraph 18.22 
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About you

1  What is your name?

Name:

2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation?

Enter the name of your organisation:

N/A

3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation?

This is a personal response

If other, please provide details:

4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you?

Intended parent

5  What is your email address?

Email address:

6  What is your telephone number?

Telephone number:

7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you
regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an
assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.

Please explain why you wish the information that you will provide to us to be treated as confidential:

Chapter 6: The parental order procedure

8  Consultation Question 1:

No

Please provide your views below:

Not everyone has easy access to the high court in London, especially with children under 6 months of age. It can pose logistical challenges.

The caveat is, however, that circuit judges must be familiar with surrogacy cases and how surrogacy law is currently applied in high court.

Please provide your views below:

This is ideal so as not to waste time of high court judges on what has now become a more straightforward process. It depends, however, on how well
circuit judges are able to apply surrogacy law and precedent in new cases.

Also, part of the benefit of this is that people who have spent a lot on international surrogacy (incl lawyers, clinics, travel...) don't have to pour so much
extra money in to trying cases in high court. So there needs to be some vigilance as to how many cases tried by circuit judges are then progressing to high
court

9  Consultation Question 2:

Please provide your views below:

It should continue as is to keep things as simple as possible



10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation
rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2.

Please provide your views below:

I used a surrogate in Florida because as a single woman and a biological parent to my children, I didn't want to risk doing surrogacy here and ending up
with the surrogate deciding to keep my children.

After spending so much on international surrogacy, and being busy with my children, I found it expensive and difficult to appear at high court 4 times to
ultimately get a parental order.

I feel that every extra penny spent on legal costs and every minute spent on this is time and money taken away from my kids. So I would rather it be a
streamlined, secure process that doesn't exhaust already busy parents

11  Consultation Question 4:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

The directional hearing seemed a waste of time. My directional hearing cost me about 2500 pounds and took 10 mins and nothing was achieved that
could not have been clarified in process documents.

12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010
should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.
Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

It is better to have transparency in this process

13  Consultation Question 6:

Please provide your views below:

My experience was not in scotland

Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements

97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their
experiences of international surrogacy arrangements.

Please provide your views below:

98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us
their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter.

Please provide your views below:

99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through
an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear
how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

It was about 12 weeks long but very expensive because I had to have a law firm help me. It would be better if there was an easier pathway for this

100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for
obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the
child.Do consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

This will make it so much more sensible to bring the child back to the uk



101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a
child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after
the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

102  Consultation Question 94:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Question 92 is better but this way is much better than the current process

No

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:

103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU
Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will
need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree?

Not Answered

Please provide your views below:

104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform
Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process.

Please provide your views below:

105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended
parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do
consultees agree?

Yes

Please provide your views below:

106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new
pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree?

No

Please provide your views below:

It would.be ideal if they were harmonized with the domestic pathway

107  Consultation Question 99:

Yes

Please provide your views below:

This would avoid a second legal process for parents who have done surrogacy legally abroad

108  Consultation Question 100:

Please provide your views below:

Please provide your views below:
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Surrogacy Consultation Questions 

Email the completed document to surrogacy@lawcommission.gov.uk before the deadline 
of 11 October 2019. 

ABOUT YOU 

1. What is your name? 
Name (Required) 

 
 
2. If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a 
university), what is the name of your organisation? 
Not relevant 
 
3. Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your 
organisation? 
This is a personal response as I deeply care about the impact this can have on individuals and in 
our society 

If other, please provide details: 

 
 
4. If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best 
describes you? 

Other individual 

5. What is your email address? 
Email address:  

 
 
If you enter your email address then you will automatically receive an acknowledgement email 
when you submit your response. 

6. What is your telephone number? 
Telephone number:  

 
 
7. If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be 
treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. 
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As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot 
give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances. 
 
 
 

 

 

Consultation Question 1. 
1.1 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in England and Wales:  

(1) all international surrogacy arrangements should continue to be automatically 
allocated to a judge of the High Court; and 

YES 
 
International surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale, abuse and trafficking of 
children and the exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost 
seriousness and so the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. 
For this reason these cases should continue to be heard by a judge of the High Court.  

 
(2) if international surrogacy arrangements are not automatically allocated to a judge of 

the High Court, circuit judges should be ticketed to hear such cases. 

Paragraph 6.42 

 

Consultation Question 2. 
1.2 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in respect of England and Wales  

(1) domestic surrogacy cases which continue to require a post-birth parental order 
should continue to be heard by lay justices, or whether they should be allocated to another 
level of the judiciary; and 

(2) If consultees consider that such cases should be allocated to another level of the 
judiciary, which level of the judiciary would be appropriate. 

All surrogacy arrangements pose opportunities for the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers. These are human rights issues of the utmost seriousness and so 
the arrangements should be overseen by a senior and experienced judge. For this reason these 
cases should NOT be heard by a lay judge but rather by a senior judge, e.g. ticketed to circuit 
judges or higher. 
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Paragraph 6.51 

 

Consultation Question 3. 
1.3 We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the 

current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation 
Questions 1 and 2. 

 
Paragraph 6.53 

 

Consultation Question 4. 
1.4 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, the court should be placed under a 

duty to consider whether to make an order awarding the intended parents parental 
responsibility at the first directions hearing in the proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

(Note that this provisional proposal would be necessary only if our provisional proposal in 
Chapter 8 that all intended parents (whether in the new pathway or not) automatically 
acquire parental responsibility if the child is living with or being cared for by them is not 
supported by consultees). 

NO 
 
The UN Special Rapporteur recommends* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. 
Nothing about the transfer of parental responsibility should be automatic and all options should 
be open. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 6.58 
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Consultation Question 5. 
1.5 We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the FPR 2010 

should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the 
proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise.  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 6.72 

 

Consultation Question 6. 
1.6 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they are of the view that, in Scotland:  

(1) there is a need for greater consistency and clarity in provisions relating to the 
expenses of curators ad litem and reporting officers and, if so, how this should be 
addressed;   

(2) it should be provided by statute that, at the initial hearing or any subsequent hearing 
for a parental order, the court may make any such interim order or orders for 
parental responsibilities and parental rights as it sees fit; and/or 

(3) further procedural reform is needed and, if so, what that reform should be. 

 
Paragraph 6.110 

 

Consultation Question 7. 
1.7 In respect of a domestic surrogacy arrangement, we provisionally propose that, before the 

child is conceived, where the intended parents and surrogate have: 

(1) entered into an agreement including the prescribed information, which will include a 
statement as to legal parenthood on birth, 

(2) complied with procedural safeguards for the agreement, and 

(3) met eligibility requirements, 

on the birth of the child the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child, 
subject to the surrogate’s right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I vehemently disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s key 
recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children and Cooperation in 
respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. These require the birth mother to have legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her consent to giving up 
the child must be freely given AFTER the child's birth. I believe that this important safeguard 
against the sale of children and the exploitation of birth mothers should apply equally to 
surrogacy arrangements, in both an international and a domestic context. 
 
This proposal would set a very dangerous precedent for all women, all mothers, all children and 
all of the implications need to be fully understood. There is no evidence in the consultation paper 
that the law commissioners have considered these more general implications fully, if at all. 
 
I understand that the proposal to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ legal parenthood at 
birth is based on (or justif ied by) in part at least the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ 
mothers prior to the consultation. I do not agree that these claimed wishes alone justify 
measures that contravene the recommendations of the UN Special Rapporteur and the 
provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and to protect birth mothers. 
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to encourage or 
condone a system that would require women to deliberately conceive and subsequently give 
birth with the expectation that they would have little or no legal responsibility for the child. The 
rights of the child must be prioritised regardless whether that is what some ‘surrogate’ mothers 
say they want or not. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.13 

 

Consultation Question 8. 
1.8 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations and licensed clinics 

should be under a duty to keep a record of surrogacy arrangements under the new 
pathway to which they are a party, with such records being retained for a specified 
minimum period. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. 
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1.9 We invite consultees’ views as to what the length of that period should be: whether 100 
years or another period. 

Paragraph 8.14 

 

Consultation Question 9. 
1.10 We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes 

should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy 
organisation is involved. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations, because they 
would inevitably lead to a normalising of surrogacy and an increase in its prevalence. 

Paragraph 8.21 

 

Consultation Question 10. 
1.11 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a 

traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from 
entering into the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway.’  
Paragraph 8.22 

 

Consultation Question 11. 
1.12 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the surrogate should have the right to object to the acquisition of legal parenthood 
by the intended parents, for a fixed period after the birth of the child;  

(2) this right to object should operate by the surrogate making her objection in writing 
within a defined period, with the objection being sent to both the intended parents 
and the body responsible for the regulation of surrogacy; and 

(3) the defined period should be the applicable period for birth registration less one 
week. 

Do consultees agree? 
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NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposal that the ‘intended parents’ should automatically acquire 
legal parenthood at birth and that the birth mother has only a limited time to object. This 
contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations,* including that the birth mother is the 
legal parent at birth and that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility 
in surrogacy arrangements are taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth, 
with the child’s best interests being the paramount consideration. 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.35 

 

Consultation Question 12. 
1.13 We provisionally propose that, where the surrogate objects to the intended parents 

acquiring legal parenthood within the period fixed after birth, the surrogacy arrangement 
should no longer be able to proceed in the new pathway, with the result that: 

(1) the surrogate will be the legal parent of the child;  

(2) if one of the intended parents would, under the current law, be a legal parent of the 
child, then he or she will continue to be a legal parent in these circumstances; and 

(3) the intended parents would be able to make an application for a parental order to 
obtain legal parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly with the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
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parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.36 

 

Consultation Question 13. 
1.14 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should be required to make a declaration on registering the 
birth of the child that they have no reason to believe that the surrogate has lacked 
capacity at any time during the period in which she had the right to object to the 
intended parents acquiring legal parenthood; 

(2) if the intended parents cannot provide this declaration then, during the period in 
which she has the right to object to the intended parents acquiring legal parenthood, 
the surrogate should be able to provide a positive consent to such acquisition; and 

(3) if the intended parents are unable to make this declaration and the surrogate is 
unable to provide the positive consent within the relevant period, the surrogacy 
arrangement should exit the new pathway and the intended parents should be able 
to make an application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects.  
 
The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth, along with her husband, spouse or civil 
partner if she has one – and decisions about any subsequent change of legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility must be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth 
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and with the child’s best interest being the paramount consideration, in accordance with the UN 
Special Rapporteur’s recommendations.* 
 
The birth registration period is only 6 weeks and is shorter in Scotland – so the proposal is to 
give the birth mother less than 5 weeks to object. The 6 weeks after childbirth are recognised as 
the most rapid period of physical, physiological and emotional change that takes place in healthy 
human life. In a normal delivery there might have been significant blood loss leading to anaemia. 
After a Caesarean, to these changes is added all the stress of recovering from major abdominal 
surgery. It is totally inappropriate to expect the birth mother to make a calm and considered 
decision of such huge and life-changing significance at such a time – not to mention following 
through with the practical requirements of putting it in writing and ensuring it is received before 
the expiry of the deadline. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.37 

 

Consultation Question 14. 
1.15 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, the welfare of the child to be born as a 

result of the surrogacy arrangement: 

(1) should be assessed in the way set out in Chapter 8 of the current Code of Practice; 

(2) either the regulated surrogacy organisation or regulated clinic, as appropriate, 
should be responsible for ensuring that this procedure is followed; and 

(3) there should be no requirement for any welfare assessment of the child after his or 
her birth. 

Do consultees agree? 
 
NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. It contradicts the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in 
surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the 
birth and that the child’s best interests are the paramount consideration. A welfare assessment is 
an absolute requirement if an informed decision is to be made about the child’s best interest. 
Therefore a welfare assessment MUST be made after the child’s birth. 
 
The pre-conception assessment would typically have been carried out more than a year before 
the birth of the child. Much can change in that time.  
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The justif ication that a welfare assessment after the birth of the child is not necessary because 
parents of children born through the normal process are not subject to such checks does not 
hold. Pregnancy, birth and the post-partum changes are intense physical and existential 
experiences that change you and prime you to love and be sensitive to the new-born child and 
rise to the challenge of the enormous task of raising him or her to adulthood. For obvious 
reasons ‘intended parents’ do not have this advantage.  
 
In addition, pregnancy and childbirth are a huge investment of the birth mother’s physical, 
physiological and emotional resources, which means she has already made a huge and 
unquantif iable, nearly year-long, commitment to the child. This means her practical and 
emotional commitment to the child is already well-developed, giving her the best chance of 
surmounting all the diff iculties that will inevitably arise over the course of the child’s childhood 
and adolescence.  
 
The ‘intended parents’ have had no similar experience. The investment of f inancial resources 
does not in any way prepare you for the practical reality of caring for a new-born child and the 
long road of nurturing and shepherding him or her to adulthood. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.51 

 

Consultation Question 15. 
1.16 We provisionally propose that, for a child born as a result of a surrogacy arrangement 

under the new pathway, where the surrogate has exercised her right to object to the 
intended parents’ acquisition of legal parenthood at birth, the surrogate’s spouse or civil 
partner, if any, should not be a legal parent of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘new pathway.’  
 
There is a very real risk that spouses and partners will coerce women into being a ‘surrogate’ for 
f inancial gain. This risk is likely to increase if he or she does not have legal parenthood or 
parental responsibility for any children born of the arrangement. This is enough reason to reject 
this proposal. 
 
However, it also represents a significant change in legal parenthood rules and would therefore 
have an implication for all children, all families because it would set a precedent. It should not be 
introduced without a full assessment of all the implications, including on the rights of mothers and 
children. There is no evidence that the law commissioners have carried out any such 
assessment. 
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1.17 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, in the case of a surrogacy arrangement outside 

the new pathway, the surrogate’s spouse or civil partner should continue to be a legal 
parent of the child born as a result of the arrangement. 

YES 
 
The normal legal parenthood rules should apply. This will reduce the risk of spouses and 
partners coercing women into surrogacy for f inancial gain. 

Paragraph 8.57 

 

Consultation Question 16. 
1.18 We provisionally propose that, in the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn: 

(1) the intended parents should be the legal parents of the child unless the surrogate 
exercises her right to object; and 

(2) the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as 
the parents before the expiry of the period of the right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ – particularly the ‘intended 
parents’ acquiring legal parenthood automatically at birth unless the birth mother objects. The 
birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should not change if 
the child is stillborn. 
 
1.19 We provisionally propose that, outside the new pathway, where a child born of a surrogacy 

arrangement is stillborn, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents 
being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration 
of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that 
the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the 
stillbirth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the birth parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and this should 
not change if the child is stillborn and the registration should accurately reflect this. 
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Paragraph 8.77 

 

Consultation Question 17. 
1.20 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, 

where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able 
to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the 
period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have 
made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order 
are satisfied, on registration of the birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the ‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this 
situation. The birth mother should always be the legal parent of the child at birth and if the child 
dies before the parental order, the registration of birth should accurately reflect that the birth 
mother was the legal parent. 

Paragraph 8.79 

 

Consultation Question 18. 
1.21 For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 

whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which 
she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new 
pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a 
parental order. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 8.80 
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Consultation Question 19. 
1.22 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, where 

both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy, the intended parents should 
be registered as the child’s parents on birth, subject to the surrogate not exercising her 
right to object within the defined period. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with the deceased 
‘intended parents’ being registered as the legal parents in this situation. The birth mother should 
always be the legal parent of the child at birth and the registration of birth should accurately 
reflect this. 
 
1.23 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new 

pathway, where both intended parents die during the surrogate’s pregnancy or before a 
parental order is made: 

(1) it should be competent for an application to be made, by a person who claims an 
interest under section 11(3)(a) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, or who would be 
permitted to apply for an order under section 8 of the Children Act 1989: 

(a) for an order for appointment as guardian of the child, and 

(b) for a parental order in the name of the intended parents, subject to the 
surrogate’s consent; or 

(2) the surrogate should be registered as the child’s mother and it should not be 
possible for the intended parents to be registered as the child’s parents, but that 
there should be a procedure for the surrogate to provide details of the intended 
parents, and, if relevant, gamete donors, for entry onto the register of surrogacy 
arrangements. 

The intended parents should NOT be registered as the child’s parents if they are already 
deceased – so option (2) is preferable. 

Paragraph 8.81 

 

Consultation Question 20. 
1.24 We provisionally propose that, where an application is made for a parental order by a sole 

applicant under section 54A: 
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(1) the applicant should have to make a declaration that it was always intended that 
there would only be a single applicant for a parental order in respect of the child 
concerned or to supply the name and contact details of the other intended parent;  

(2) if details of another intended parent are supplied, a provision should be made for 
notice to be given to the potential second intended parent of the application and an 
opportunity given to that party to provide notice of opposition within a brief period 
(of, say, 14 to 21 days); and 

(3) if the second intended parent gives notice of his or her intention to oppose, he or 
she should be required to make his or her own application within a brief period (say 
14 days), otherwise the application of the first intended parent will be determined by 
the court. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 8.86 

 

Consultation Question 21. 
1.25 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and 

(2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 

I profoundly oppose a three-parent model of legal parenthood, even if it is temporary. The birth 
mother should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and 
parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent 
authority AFTER the birth of the child with the best interests of the child being the paramount 
consideration, as recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.91 

 

Consultation Question 22. 
1.26 We invite consultees’ views:  

(1) as to whether there should be any additional oversight in the new pathway that we 
have proposed, leading to the acquisition of legal parenthood by the intended 
parents at birth; and 

(2) if so, as to whether should this oversight be: 
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(a) administrative, or 

(b) judicial. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should be the 
legal parent and have parental responsibility at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood 
and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority AFTER the birth of the child based on the best interests of the child, as 
recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.93 

 

Consultation Question 23. 
1.27 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether the welfare checklist, contained in section 1(3) of the Children Act 1989, 
should be amended to provide for the court to have regard to additional specific 
factors in the situation where it is considering the arrangements for a child in the 
context of a dispute about a surrogacy arrangement; and 

(2) if so, as to what those additional factors should be. 

The child’s best interests should drive all decisions about the child in the event of a dispute about 
a surrogacy arrangement. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the 
issues to be considered and is adequate as it is, and conforms to the UN Special Rapporteur’s 
recommendation* that the child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not 
believe any other factors should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx  

Paragraph 8.120 

 

Consultation Question 24. 
1.28 In respect of England and Wales, we invite consultees’ views: 

(1) as to whether the checklist, contained in section 1(4) of the ACA 2002 (as applied 
and modified by regulation 2 and paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 of the 2018 
Regulations) should be further amended to provide for the court to have regard to 
additional specific factors in the situation where it is considering whether to make a 
parental order; and 

(2) what those additional factors should be. 
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The child’s best interests should drive all decisions when considering whether to make a parental 
order. The welfare checklist provides a comprehensive summary of the issues to be considered 
and is adequate as it is, and it conforms to UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendation* that the 
child’s best interest is the paramount consideration. I therefore do not believe any other factors 
should be added. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.121 

 

Consultation Question 25. 
1.29 We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be 

amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 
8 order without leave. 

NO 
 
There are real risks of the sale and trafficking of children and of exploitation of the birth mother 
and her reproductive capacities in all surrogacy arrangements. The court should therefore 
always have oversight of the arrangements. I am also concerned that there should be no 
liberalisation of the law on surrogacy because of the potential human rights abuses involved. I do 
not believe that ‘intended parents’ should be added to the list of those who can apply for a 
section 8 order without leave. 

Paragraph 8.123 

 

Consultation Question 26. 
1.30 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 

arrangement outside the new pathway, the intended parents should acquire parental 
responsibility automatically where: 

(1) the child is living with them or being cared for by them; and  

(2) they intend to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with this proposal. The birth mother should be the legal parent at birth and 
all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, as 
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recommended by the UN Special Rapporteur* in order to reduce the risk of the sale and 
trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justif ied by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify measures that contravene recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no legal 
responsibility for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must 
be prioritised regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.132 

 

Consultation Question 27. 
1.31 We provisionally propose that, where a child is born as a result of a surrogacy 

arrangement in the new pathway: 

(1) the intended parents should acquire parental responsibility on the birth of the child; 
and 

(2) if the surrogate exercises her right to object, the intended parents should continue to 
have parental responsibility for the child where the child is living with, or being cared 
for by, them, and they intend to apply for a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should acquire parentage or parental responsibility automatically. The birth mother 
should be the legal parent at birth and all decisions involving legal parenthood and parental 
responsibility in surrogacy arrangements should be taken by a court or other competent authority 
AFTER the birth of the child, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is 
the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the 
sale and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
I understand that the decision to automatically grant the ‘intended parents’ parental responsibility 
is based on (or justif ied by) the wishes expressed by some ‘surrogate’ mothers prior to the 
consultation. Their wishes alone do not justify a measure that contravenes recommendations of 
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the UN Special Rapporteur and the provisions of the Hague Convention that are designed to 
reduce the risk of the sale and trafficking of children.  
 
Bringing a child into the world is a great responsibility and it is not ethical to condone a system 
that would require women to give birth with the expectation that they would have no responsibility 
for that child – other than a temporary right to ‘object’. The rights of the child must be prioritised 
regardless whether that is what some birth mothers say they wish. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.134 

 

Consultation Question 28. 
1.32 We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the 

surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the 
arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to 
object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree that the birth mother should have parental responsibility for the child but NOT that the 
‘intended parents’ should get automatic legal parenthood and parental responsibility. 
 
All decisions involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility in surrogacy arrangements 
should be taken by a court or other competent authority AFTER the birth of the child, with the 
child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the recommendation of the UN Special 
Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale and trafficking of children and the 
exploitation of women and their women’s reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.139 

 

Consultation Question 29. 
1.33 For all surrogacy arrangements, we invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether there is a need for any restriction to be placed on the exercise of parental 
responsibility by either the surrogate (or other legal parent), or the intended parents, 
during the period in which parental responsibility is shared; and 
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(2) whether it should operate to restrict the exercise of parental responsibility by the 
party not caring for the child or with whom the child is not living. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The birth mother should have 
legal parenthood and parental responsibility at and after the birth and all subsequent decisions 
involving legal parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 8.140 

 

Consultation Question 30. 
1.34 We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the 

scope of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 9.29 

 

Consultation Question 31. 
1.35 We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used 

independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we 
would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that 
took place. 

N/A 
Paragraph 9.35 
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Consultation Question 32. 
1.36 We invite consultees’ views as to whether independent surrogacy arrangements should be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 
 
1.37 We invite consultees’ views as to how independent surrogacy arrangements might be 

brought within the scope of the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. It is inappropriate and contradicts 
binding obligations under the UNCRC and its first optional protocol. 

Paragraph 9.36 

 

Consultation Question 33. 
1.38 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) there should be regulated surrogacy organisations;  

NO 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(2) there should be no requirement for a regulated surrogacy organisation to take a 
particular form; and 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 

(3) each surrogacy organisation should be required to appoint an individual responsible 
for ensuring that the organisation complies with regulation. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
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I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.61 

 

Consultation Question 34. 
1.39 We provisionally propose that the person responsible must be responsible for: 

(1) representing the organisation to, and liaising with, the regulator; 

(2) managing the regulated surrogacy organisation with sufficient care, competence 
and skill; 

(3) ensuring the compliance of the organisation with relevant law and regulation, 
including the creation, maintenance and operation of necessary policies and 
procedures; 

(4) training any staff, including that of the person responsible; and 

(5) providing data to the regulator and to such other person as required by law. 

Do consultees agree? 

LEAVE ALL CHECK BOXES BLANK (i.e. none of the above) 
 
I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.40 We invite consultees to identify any other responsibilities which a responsible individual 

should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
1.41 We invite consultees’ views as to what experience, skills and qualif ications a person 

responsible for a surrogacy organisation should have. 

I disagree with this proposal because regulated surrogacy organisations would sanction and 
legitimise surrogacy and inevitably lead to an increase in its prevalence. I consider surrogacy to 
be a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.62 
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Consultation Question 35. 
1.42 We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit 

making bodies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy. Even if surrogacy organisations are non-profit making, they 
will inevitably be driven by commercial imperatives (for example, to cover costs, salaries, etc.) 
and will need to continuously seek new business and to convince or coerce more women to act 
as ‘surrogates.’ 
 
Deriving income from surrogacy is abhorrent and, given the parallels between surrogacy and 
prostitution, is a potential violation of Article 6 of CEDAW, which prohibits third-parties profiting or 
otherwise benefiting from the prostitution of women. 

Paragraph 9.84 

 

Consultation Question 36. 
1.43 We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and 

facilitation services. 

I disagree with organisations being able to provide matching and facilitation services, because 
that would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human 
rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.94 

 

Consultation Question 37. 
1.44 We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to 

offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
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facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
  
1.45 We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should 

be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements 
outside the new pathway. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I disagree with regulated 
surrogacy organisations or any other organisations being able to provide matching and 
facilitation services for any type of surrogacy, because that would inevitably lead to an increase 
in surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 

Paragraph 9.95 

 

Consultation Question 38. 
1.46 We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against 

organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, 
and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 

I do not accept that matching and facilitation services should be allowed – regardless who they 
are provided by – because they would inevitably lead to an increase in surrogacy, which I 
consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children. Offering such services 
should be a criminal offence. 

Paragraph 9.97 

 

Consultation Question 39. 
1.47 We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 

Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and 
oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal 
parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I disagree with the proposal for regulated surrogacy organisations because they would sanction 
surrogacy, which I consider a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and 
would drive an increase in surrogacy.  
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1.48 If consultees agree, we invite their views as to how the Authority’s Code of Practice should 
apply to regulated surrogacy organisations, including which additional or new areas of 
regulation should be applied. 

Paragraph 9.117 

 

Consultation Question 40. 
1.49 We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable 

(subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation 
to financial terms).  

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 9.129 

 

Consultation Question 41. 
1.50 We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for 

negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I VEHEMENTLY disagree with this proposal and the opening up of surrogacy in this country, 
because I consider it a violation of the human rights of both women and the child. The idea of 
organisations charging to facilitate it is utterly abhorrent and violates the spirit, if not the letter, of 
Article 6 of CEDAW, given the parallels between surrogacy and prostitution. Article 6 prohibits 
the exploitation of the prostitution of women – which includes deriving any form of benefit from 
women’s prostitution. 

Paragraph 9.135 

 

Consultation Question 42. 
1.51 We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy 

should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything 
that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I VEHEMENTLY disagree with removing the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy. 
Surrogacy is a violation of the human rights of both women and children, and enabling 
advertising sites (and other ‘service’ organisations) to financially benefit from it is abhorrent. 
 
At this time of increasing poverty and inequality, it would be unethical to promote the idea that 
being a ‘surrogate’ mother would be a solution to an impoverished woman’s financial problems. If 
this proposal is implemented, Facebook and Google are likely present surrogacy ads to female 
students and young women suggesting that becoming a ‘surrogate’ would provide the solution to 
their f inancial worries. The most disadvantaged young women would be the most vulnerable to 
this idea and it is doubtful it would ever truly be in her best interest. 
 
Just as we protect disadvantaged people from the temptation of selling their kidneys for money, 
we need to protect disadvantaged women from the temptation of renting their wombs. This 
means that advertising of surrogacy MUST remain banned. 

Paragraph 9.145 

 

Consultation Question 43. 
1.52 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental 

order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the 
Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth 
certif icate at the age of 18. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.80 

 

Consultation Question 44. 
1.53 We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that 

result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full 
form of that certif icate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy 
arrangement. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. I do not agree that the ‘intended 
parents’ should be recorded as parents on the original birth certif icate. The birth mother should 
be recorded as the birth mother on the birth certificate and all decisions involving legal 
parenthood and parental responsibility should be taken after the birth by a court or other 
competent authority, with the child’s best interest the paramount consideration. This is the 
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recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur* and has the aim of reducing the risk of the sale 
and trafficking of children and the exploitation of women and their reproductive capacities. 
 
However, if the ‘intended parents’ are recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of 
the certif icate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 10.85 

 

Consultation Question 45. 
1.54 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and 

Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 

I do not consider the birth registration system to be in need for reform. I am particularly opposed 
to changes to allow for the registration of three parents or for anyone other than the birth mother 
to be recorded as the mother on the original birth certif icate. Such proposals could lead to the 
facilitation of the sale of children and an erosion of mothers’ rights and a diluting of the 
understanding that the relationship between the birth mother and the child is unique. 

Paragraph 10.87 

 

Consultation Question 46. 
1.55 We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has 

been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained 
in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
Paragraph 10.89 

 

Consultation Question 47. 
1.56 We provisionally propose that a national register of surrogacy arrangements should be 

created to record the identity of the intended parents, the surrogate and the gamete 
donors. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.57 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the register should be maintained by the Authority; 

(2) the register should record information for all surrogacy arrangements, whether in or 
outside the new pathway, provided that the information about who has contributed 
gametes for the conception of the child has been medically verif ied, and that the 
information should include: 

(a) identifying information about all the parties to the surrogacy arrangement, and 

(b) non-identifying information about those who have contributed gametes to the 
conception of the child; and 

(3) to facilitate the record of this information, the application form/petition for a parental 
order should record full information about a child’s genetic heritage where available 
and established by DNA or medical evidence, recording the use of an anonymous 
gamete donor if that applies. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and regulated surrogacy 
organisations. However, should surrogacy take place, it is important that the children have 
access to information about their origins and these proposals seem generally sound, except that 
the information held on gamete donors should also include identifying information – because 
otherwise it trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his 
genetic parentage. 

Paragraph 10.102 

 

Consultation Question 48. 
1.58 We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate 

and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy 
arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 

I agree but with the proviso that all the information should be identifying – because otherwise it 
trivialises the creation of a child and denies the child the right to know her or his genetic 
parentage. 

Paragraph 10.104 
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Consultation Question 49. 
1.59 We provisionally propose that a child born of a surrogacy arrangement should be able to 

access the information recorded in the register from the age of 18 for identifying 
information, and 16 for non-identifying information (if such information is included on the 
register), provided that he or she has been given a suitable opportunity to receive 
counselling about the implications of compliance with this request. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.60 We invite consultees’ views as to whether a child under the age of 18 or 16 (depending on 

whether the information is identifying or non-identifying respectively) should be able to 
access the information in the register and, if so, in which circumstances: 

(1) where his or her legal parents have consented; 

(2) if he or she has received counselling and the counsellor judges that he or she is 
sufficiently mature to receive this information; and/or 

(3) in any other circumstances. 

I agree with (1) and (2) and believe there might be other circumstances where this is reasonable. 
Paragraph 10.110 

 

Consultation Question 50. 
1.61 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of 

a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person 
whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil 
partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 

YES, this should be possible. 
Paragraph 10.114 

 

Consultation Question 51. 
1.62 We provisionally propose that where two people are born to, and genetically related 

through, the same surrogate, they should be able to access the register to identify each 
other, if they both wish to do so. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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1.63 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be provision to allow people born 

to the same surrogate – but who are not genetically related – to access the register to 
identify each other, if they both wish to do so. 

YES, I agree. 
Paragraph 10.121 

 

Consultation Question 52. 
1.64 We invite consultees’ views as to whether provision should be made to allow a person 

carried by a surrogate, and the surrogate’s own child, to access the register to identify 
each other, if they both wish to do so: 

(1) if they are genetically related through the surrogate; and/or 

(2) if they are not genetically related through the surrogate. 

YES to both (1) and (2) 
Paragraph 10.123 

 

Consultation Question 53. 
1.65 For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to 

whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental 
order should be recorded in the register. 

The intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded 
in the register. 

Paragraph 10.128 
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Consultation Question 54. 
1.66 We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the 

HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 11.20 

 

Consultation Question 55. 
1.67 We provisionally propose that: 

(1) the current circumstances in which the consent of the surrogate (and any other legal 
parent) is not required, namely where a person cannot be found or is incapable of 
giving agreement, should continue to be available; 

NO  
 
I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 
 

(2) the court should have the power to dispense with the consent of the surrogate, and 
any other legal parent of the child, in the following circumstances: 

(a) where the child is living with the intended parents, with the consent of the 
surrogate and any other legal parent, or 

(b) following a determination by the court that the child should live with the 
intended parents; and 

(3) the court’s power to dispense with consent should be subject to the paramount 
consideration of the child’s welfare throughout his or her life guided by the factors 
set out in section 1 of the Adoption and Children Act 2002 and, in Scotland, in line 
with the section 14(3) of the Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
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I disagree with this because it is a violation of women’s rights and would increase the risk of child 
trafficking and exploitation of the rental of women’s wombs. An adoption order can be considered 
as an option when a parental order is not possible. 

Paragraph 11.58 

 

Consultation Question 56. 
1.68 We provisionally propose that, both for a parental order and in the new pathway, the 

intended parents or one of the intended parents must be domiciled or habitually resident in 
the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man. 

Do consultees agree?  

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The ‘intended parents’ should be 
domiciled (and not simply habitually resident) in the UK in order to avoid surrogacy tourism. 
 
1.69 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any additional conditions 

imposed on the test of habitual residence, for example, a qualifying period of habitual 
residence required to satisfy the test. 

I profoundly disagree with opening up parental orders to ‘intended parents’ who are habitual 
residents but not domiciled in the UK – because of the risk of surrogacy tourism. 

Paragraph 12.15 

 

Consultation Question 57. 
1.70 We invite consultees’ views on whether: 

(1) the qualifying categories of relationship in section 54(2) of the HFEA 2008 should be 
reformed and, if so, how; or 

(2) the requirement should be removed, subject to two persons who are within the 
prohibited degrees of relationship being prevented from applying. 

The qualifying categories of relationship should not be reformed or removed. 
Paragraph 12.29 
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Consultation Question 58. 
1.71 We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be 

required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s 
home to be with them. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’.  

Paragraph 12.34 

 

Consultation Question 59. 
1.72 We provisionally propose that the new pathway –  

(1) should not impose a requirement that the intended parent, or one of the intended 
parents, provide gametes for the conception of the child, so that double donation of 
gametes is permitted, but 

(2) that double donation should only be permitted in cases of medical necessity, 
meaning that there is not an intended parent who is able to provide a gamete due to 
infertility. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic link should 
be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
 
1.73 We invite consultees’ views as to whether double donation should be permitted under the 

parental order pathway (to the same extent that it may be permitted in the new pathway) in 
domestic surrogacy arrangements.  

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ and all other proposals that are 
likely to result in an increase in surrogacy. I therefore do not believe that double donation should 
be permitted under the parental order pathway in domestic surrogacy arrangements.  
 
1.74 We provisionally propose that the requirement that the intended parent or one of the 

intended parents contribute gametes to the conception of the child in the parental order 
pathway should be retained in international surrogacy arrangements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
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Paragraph 12.64 

 

Consultation Question 60. 
1.75 We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic 

cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical 
necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the 
surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I fundamentally disagree with proposals to introduce the ‘new pathway’ and believe the genetic 
link should be retained. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.71 

 

Consultation Question 61. 
1.76 We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical 

necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single 
parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes 
but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 

Paragraph 12.76 
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Consultation Question 62. 
1.77 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that a surrogacy 

arrangement has been used because of medical necessity: 

(1) for cases under the new pathway to parenthood; and/or 

(2) for cases where a post-birth parental order application is made. 

I oppose surrogacy and believe that it is a fundamental violation of women’s and children’s rights 
and that it should therefore be banned. I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’  
 
1.78 We invite consultees’ views as to how a test of medical necessity for surrogacy, if it is 

introduced, should be defined and assessed. 

I dispute that surrogacy is ever a ‘medical necessity.’ 
Paragraph 12.94 

 

Consultation Question 63. 
1.79 We provisionally propose that in order to use the new pathway to parenthood, information 

identifying the child’s genetic parents and the surrogate must be provided for entry on the 
national register of surrogacy agreements prior to registration of the child’s birth. 

Do consultees agree?  

OTHER 
 
I profoundly oppose the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. However, I support the requirement in 
any surrogacy arrangements for the recording of the identity of all genetic parents and the birth 
mother. 
 
1.80 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be a condition for an application for a 

parental order that: 

(1) those who contributed gametes are entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements; and/or 

(2) if it remains a requirement that one of the intended parents provided gametes in the 
conception of the child, that the genetic link is demonstrated to the court with 
medical or DNA evidence. 

While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, I support this condition for a parental order 
in the circumstances described in both (1) and (2). 
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1.81 We provisionally propose that it should be a condition for the application of a parental 
order that the identity of the surrogate is entered on the national register of surrogacy 
agreements. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
While I oppose surrogacy and want to see it banned, if it happens, I support this provision. 

Paragraph 12.115 

 

Consultation Question 64. 
1.82 We provisionally propose that there should be no maximum age limit for the grant of a 

parental order. The age of the intended parents should continue to be taken into account 
in the assessment of the welfare of the child in applications to grant a parental order.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy and would like to see it banned, because it is a violation of both 
women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
Surrogacy is therefore particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. If surrogacy is 
to be opened up, a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is imperative. This will make it clear 
that society does not condone older people entering a surrogacy arrangement and will make it 
less likely that older people will go ahead with such an arrangement and present the court with a 
fait accompli. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age but not beyond. It is 
therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
 
1.83 We invite consultees’ views as to whether under the new pathway there should be a 

maximum age limit for intended parents, and if so, what it should be. 

I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ and it should be 45. 
 
Raising children is demanding and requires vital parents who are engaged with life and society 
and who can reasonably be expected to survive in good health until the child reaches adulthood. 
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I am opposed to surrogacy per se, because it is a violation of both women’s and children’s 
human rights. However, it is particularly unethical when the ‘intended parents’ are old. I therefore 
consider that a maximum age limit for ‘intended parents’ is important. This will make it clear that 
society does not consider it acceptable for older people to enter into a surrogacy arrangement 
and will make it less likely that they will. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement up to that age. It is therefore imperative 
that age limits are set very carefully.  
 
1.84 We provisionally propose that intended parents should be required to be at least 18 years 

old at the time that they enter into a surrogacy agreement under the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. However, if surrogacy is to be 
allowed, there should be a minimum age for ‘intended parents’ and it should be much older than 
18. I suggest that 25 would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits in the legislation will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as 
society sanctioning entering a surrogacy arrangement at that age. It is therefore imperative that 
age limits are set very carefully. What kind of society would want 18-year olds to believe that it 
would be reasonable for them to become ‘parents’ through a surrogacy arrangement – before 
they have taken even their f irst steps into independence and adulthood? 

Paragraph 12.133 

 

Consultation Question 65. 
1.85 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years of age 

(at the time of conception), in order for the court to have the power to make a parental 
order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to surrogacy per se and would like to see it banned, because I consider it a 
violation of both women’s and children’s human rights.  
 
At 18 a woman is barely out of childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself 
as an adult. This means that she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There 
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should be a significantly older minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I 
suggest that 25 years would be more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their f irst 
steps into independence and adulthood?  
 
1.86 We provisionally propose that surrogates should be required to be at least 18 years old at 

the time of entering into the surrogacy agreement within the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for a ‘new pathway’. At 18 a woman is barely out of 
childhood and has not yet had an opportunity to establish herself as an adult. This means that 
she is particularly vulnerable to coercion and manipulation. There should be a significantly older 
minimum age for entering into a surrogacy arrangement and I suggest that 25 years would be 
more appropriate. 
 
Any age limits will have a normative effect – and will inevitably be understood as society 
sanctioning surrogacy at that age. It is therefore imperative that age limits are set very carefully. 
What kind of society would want 18-year old girls to believe that entering a surrogacy 
arrangement is a reasonable thing for them to be doing before they have taken even their f irst 
steps into independence and adulthood?  

Paragraph 12.144 

 

Consultation Question 66. 
1.87 We provisionally propose that medical testing of the surrogate, any partner of the 

surrogate, and any intended parent providing gametes should be required for the new 
pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
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1.88 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the types of testing set out in the Code of 
Practice are feasible for traditional surrogacy arrangements outside a licensed clinic, and if 
not, which types of testing should be required for such arrangements. 

 
Paragraph 13.16 

 

Consultation Question 67. 
1.89 We provisionally propose that, as a condition of being eligible for entry into the new 

pathway: 

(1) the surrogate, her spouse, civil partner or partner (if any) and the intended parents 
intending to enter into a surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway should be 
required to attend counselling with regard to the implications of entering into that 
arrangement; and 

(2) the implications counselling should be provided by a counsellor who meets the 
requirements set out in the Code of Practice at paragraphs 2.14 to 2.15. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.44 

 

Consultation Question 68. 
1.90 We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that 

the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect 
of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.65 
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Consultation Question 69. 
1.91 We provisionally propose that, as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway: 

(1) an enhanced criminal record certificate should be obtained for intended parents, 
surrogates and any spouses, civil partners or partners of surrogates;  

(2) the body overseeing the surrogate arrangement should not enable a surrogate 
arrangement to be proceed under the new pathway where a person screened is unsuitable 
for having being convicted of, or received a police caution for, any offence appearing on a 
prescribed list of offences; and  

(3) the body overseeing the surrogacy arrangement may also determine that a 
person is unsuitable based on the information provided in the enhanced record certificate.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.92 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the list of offences that applies in the case of 

adoption is appropriate in the case of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 13.73 

 

Consultation Question 70. 
1.93 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the 

surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

OTHER 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women who have never had a child of their own entering an 
arrangement to undergo pregnancy and childbirth for someone else. It is impossible to 
understand what pregnancy and childbirth are like and how they will change you until or unless 
you have had that experience yourself. 

Paragraph 13.95 
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Consultation Question 71. 
1.94 We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate 

pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I am profoundly opposed to surrogacy and the introduction of the ‘new pathway’. 
 
Society should not condone women undergoing multiple ‘surrogate’ pregnancies and childbirths. 
Even the Kennel Club recognises that female dogs should not be allowed to undertake more 
than four pregnancies. It is abhorrent that female dogs have better protections than women 
would have under this proposal. 

Paragraph 13.99 

 

Consultation Question 72. 
1.95 We invite consultees’ views as to whether payment of costs by the intended parents to the 

surrogate should be able to be: 

(1) based on an allowance;  

(2) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, but without the need for 
production of receipts; or 

(3) based on costs actually incurred by the surrogate, and only on production of 
receipts. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.16 
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Consultation Question 73. 
1.96 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate essential costs 
relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered “essential”.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.22 
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Consultation Question 74. 
1.97 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate 
additional costs relating to the pregnancy; and 

(2) the types of expenditure which should be considered additional, rather than 
essential.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above the actual 
essential costs of the pregnancy and birth – such as medical supplies, extra food and vitamins, 
and travel to medical appointments – backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.26 

 

Consultation Question 75. 
1.98 We invite consultees’ views as to:  

(1) whether intended parents should be permitted to pay all costs that arise from 
entering into a surrogacy arrangement, and those unique to a surrogate pregnancy; 
and 

(2) the types of cost which should be included within this category. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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Paragraph 15.29 

 

Consultation Question 76. 
1.99 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 

able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or 
self-employed). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.37 

 

Consultation Question 77. 
1.100 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be 

able to pay their surrogate either or both of the following lost potential earnings: 

(1) her lost employment-related potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.35 
above); and/or 

(2) other lost potential earnings (as defined in paragraph 15.36 above). 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for lost 
earnings. 

Paragraph 15.38 

 

Consultation Question 78. 
1.101 We invite consultees to share their experiences:  

(1) of the impact that payments received by a surrogate from the intended parents has 
had on the surrogate’s entitlement to means-tested social welfare benefits; and 

(2) where a surrogacy arrangement has had an impact on the surrogate’s entitlement to 
means-tested social welfare benefits, how that has been addressed in their 
surrogacy arrangement. 

N/A 
Paragraph 15.47 
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Consultation Question 79. 
1.102 We invite consultees’ views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 

compensation to the surrogate for the following: 

(1) pain and inconvenience arising from the pregnancy and childbirth; 

(2) medical treatments relating to the surrogacy, including payments for each 
insemination or embryo transfer; and/or 

(3)  specified complications, including hyperemesis gravidarum, pre-eclampsia, an 
ectopic pregnancy, miscarriage, termination, caesarean birth, excessive 
haemorrhaging, perineal tearing, removal of fallopian tubes or ovaries or a 
hysterectomy. 

It is absurd to propose that one could place a monetary value on the pain of adverse pregnancy 
outcomes. In putting a price tag on perineal tear for example, some mothers report little pain or 
symptoms, others have profound ongoing fear of vaginal penetration, which can result in very 
significant emotional and relationship diff iculties. Infection may complicate healing, and some 
women report long term sequelae from this, such as impaired wound healing.  
 
Haematology conditions should also be considered. Blood loss, for example due to placental 
haemorrhage can be very significant, and potentially result in emergency hysterectomy and 
blood transfusion to save the life of the mother. It is a fact that although blood is thoroughly 
screened in the UK there still remains the potential for blood borne illnesses to be transmitted, 
and the fact that some of these may not have been identif ied yet by researchers is also a real 
risk to a mother receiving transfusion. Persons who have had a blood transfusion are currently 
unable to donate blood themselves in the UK, due to the risk of (vCJD) transmission. This is an 
indication of the gravity of receiving blood products.  
 
No medical intervention is EVER risk free. Receiving multiple blood products in the context of 
Massive Transfusion Protocol (eg platelets, Fresh Frozen Plasma, cryoprecipitate) only heighten 
those risks.  
 
Conditions such as HELLP (Haemolysis, Elevated Liver enzymes, Low Platelets) can be fatal, 
and although the maternal mortality rate is low, it can have significant sequelae, including renal 
failure potentially requiring dialysis, placental abruption (potentially fatal for mother and baby) 
permanent liver damage and retinal detachment resulting in visual impairment.  
 
Each of these conditions have long term consequences for a woman, psychologically, physically 
and emotionally, and may also affect her ability to return to work or care for other children.  
 
Also, the late complications of childbirth have been disregarded. Late consequences of childbirth 
can include vaginal or rectal prolapse, urinary and faecal incontinence. Women who have had a 
C section may experience ongoing pain around the scar. Some sources quote this as affecting 
between 6 and 18 percent of women. These symptoms can be profoundly distressing, and may 
take years to present (conversely, may present immediately). 
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How could we ensure that women suffering these complications are compensated? They are 
multifactorial, and risk increases with instrumented delivery and parity. How would it be proposed 
to unpick the role of a surrogate pregnancy in causing these symptoms in relation to other risk 
factors, for example parity, smoking history, personal medical history? 
 
Psychiatric conditions are also absent from this list. Complications including depression and 
anxiety may be worsened by pregnancy. Other mental health conditions such as post natal 
depression and post partum psychosis can be fatal, and impact on a woman’s health for many 
years to come. I’m quite shocked that none of these conditions have been explicitly mentioned 
and it does make me wonder how the list of complications was created. I’d also like to know what 
level of haemorrhage would be considered “excessive”. 
 
The wording of the question “should” be able to pay compensation is not the same as being 
mandated to do so. This potentially creates a situation where some “luckier” women would 
receive compensation others would not. 
 
All of the above illustrates the risks of surrogacy and confirms my support for a total ban on 
surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.103 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other matters in respect of which 

intended parents should be able to pay the surrogate compensation. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain.  
 
1.104 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the level of compensation payable should be: 

(1) a fixed fee set by the regulator (operating as a cap on the maximum payable), or  

(2) left to the parties to negotiate.   

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. 

Paragraph 15.53 

 

Consultation Question 80. 
1.105 We invite consultees views’ as to whether intended parents should be able to pay 

compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the 
surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question illustrates the risks of surrogacy and why I oppose it.  

Paragraph 15.56 

 

Consultation Question 81. 
1.106 We invite consultees’ views as to whether:  

(1) intended parents should be able to buy gifts for the surrogate; and 

(2) if so, specific provision should be made for these gifts to be modest or reasonable in 
nature. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to give the birth mother gifts. 

Paragraph 15.60 

 

Consultation Question 82. 
1.107 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for the intended parents to 

agree to pay a woman for the service of undertaking a surrogacy. 

It should not be possible for the intended parents to agree to pay a woman for the service 
of undertaking a surrogacy. (check box) 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.108 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman for the service of undertaking surrogacy, whether that the fee should be: 

(1) any sum agreed between the parties to the surrogacy; or 

(2) a fixed fee set by the regulator. 

Leave both check boxes blank. 
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I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to pay the birth mother for her 
‘services’. 
 
1.109 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if provision is made for intended parents to pay 

a woman a fixed fee for the service of undertaking surrogacy, what, if any, other payments 
the law should permit, in addition to that f ixed fee: 

(1) no other payments; 

(2) essential costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(3) additional costs relating to the pregnancy; 

(4) lost earnings; 

(5) compensation for pain and inconvenience, medical treatment and complications, 
and the death of the surrogate; and/or 

(6) gifts. 

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
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I am therefore opposed to allowing the ‘intended parents’ to make any type of fee or payment to 
the birth mother for her ‘services’. 

Paragraph 15.69 

 

Consultation Question 83. 
1.110 We invite consultees’ views as to whether it should be possible for any payment the law 

permits the intended parents to pay the surrogate for her services to be reduced in the 
event of a miscarriage or termination of the pregnancy. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 
 

1.111 We invite consultees’ views as to whether, if the law permits a fee payable to the surrogate 
to be able to be reduced in the event of a miscarriage or termination, whether such 
provision should apply: 

(1) in the first trimester of pregnancy only; 

(2) to any miscarriage or termination; or 

(3) some other period of time (please specify).   

Leave all check boxes blank. 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
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I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 
 
This question is therefore not applicable because I oppose the payment of birth mothers for their 
‘services’. However, it illustrates the grave risks of surrogacy. 

Paragraph 15.72 

 

Consultation Question 84. 
1.112 We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to 

surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to 
parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I am opposed to the ‘new pathway’ but consider that regardless of the surrogacy arrangement 
being used, the only payments that should ever be made are essential and basic expenses for 
which receipts are provided. 

Paragraph 15.74 

 

Consultation Question 85. 
1.113 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have 

not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the 
surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
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There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.75 

 

Consultation Question 86. 
1.114 We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that 

intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
I would like to see a total ban on surrogacy in the UK, as there is in Spain. If surrogacy is 
accepted, however, legislation should allow no payments to the birth mother above actual 
essential costs, backed up by receipts. 

Paragraph 15.76 
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Consultation Question 87. 
1.115 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are specific methods of enforcing 

limitations that are placed on payments to surrogates that we should consider as part of 
our review: 

(1) for cases within the new pathway to parenthood; and  

(2) for cases where a parental order is made after the birth of the baby. 

I am opposed to paid surrogacy because it commercialises women’s reproductive functions, 
commodifies children, and risks the sale of children, against which there is an international 
prohibition. Surrogacy is therefore a violation of the human rights of both women and children. 
 
There is rising inequality in the UK and any payments above the reimbursement of the most 
essential and basic expenses will act as an incentive to poor women to engage in surrogacy 
when it is not in their best interests. 
 
The only payments that should be made are essential and basic expenses and for which receipts 
are provided. The judge or other competent authority should closely monitor all f inancial aspects 
of the arrangement (in line with the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations*) and refuse the 
parental order when payments have exceeded basic expenses. If it is not a judge overseeing the 
arrangements, the competent authority should be totally independent and not, for example, an 
agency (or ‘regulated surrogacy organisation’) that has been involved in the arrangements in any 
way. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 15.89 

 

Consultation Question 88. 
1.116 We provisionally propose that financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into under 

the new pathway to parenthood should be enforceable by the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 
 
1.117 We provisionally propose that if the financial terms of a surrogacy agreement entered into 

under the new pathway become enforceable, the ability to do so should not be dependent 
on the surrogate complying with any terms of the agreement relating to her lifestyle. 
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Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. The idea that a ‘surrogacy 
agreement’ could place restrictions on the birth mother’s lifestyle is utterly abhorrent. 

Paragraph 15.99 

 

Consultation Question 89. 
1.118 We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to 

share with us their experiences f international surrogacy arrangements. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.10 

 

Consultation Question 90. 
1.119 We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international 

context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in 
this chapter. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.12 

 

Consultation Question 91. 
1.120 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register 

a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and 
obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long 
the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.52 
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Consultation Question 92. 
1.121 We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the 

application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international 
surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling and trafficking of 
children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly disagree with this 
proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.53 

 

Consultation Question 93. 
1.122 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 

applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In 
particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of 
the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.68 

 

Consultation Question 94. 
1.123 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 

for applying for a visa in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy 
arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the 
birth of the child, and the issue of a passport in the child’s country of birth. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for registration of birth and a 
passport before the child is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to contradict 
the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against the selling 
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and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

 

1.124 We provisionally propose that the current provision made for the grant of a visa outside of 
the Immigration Rules where the intended parents are not the legal parents of the child 
under nationality law should be brought within the Rules. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
1.125 We provisionally propose that:  

(1) the grant of a visa should not be dependent on the child breaking links with the 
surrogate; or  

(2) that this condition should be clarif ied to ensure that it does not prevent the child 
having contact, and an on-going relationship, with the surrogate. 

Do consultees agree? 

YES 
 
1.126 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current requirement for the grant of a visa 

outside the Rules that the intended parents must apply for a parental order within six 
months of the child’s birth should be removed (regardless of whether the availability of the 
visa is brought within the Rules), if our provisional proposal to remove the time limit on 
applications for parental orders is accepted. 

NO 
 
The time limit should be retained but the court should be able to dispense with it in certain 
circumstances when this is in the best interests of the child. 

Paragraph 16.69 

 

Consultation Question 95. 
1.127 We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process 

for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an 
international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to 
be completed after the birth of the child. 
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Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
Allowing the ‘intended parents’ to start the application process for an EU Uniform Format Form 
for the child before she or he is born in international surrogacy arrangements appears to 
contradict the UN Special Rapporteur’s recommendations* that are designed to protect against 
the selling and trafficking of children and the protection of the rights of the birth mother. I 
therefore strongly disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.76 

 

Consultation Question 96. 
1.128 We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of 

applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international 
surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the 
application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of 
causes of delays in the process. 

N/A 
Paragraph 16.77 

 

Consultation Question 97. 
1.129 We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, 

comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration 
consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement.  

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I agree with such a guide, but would like to see it explaining the reasons why surrogacy is a 
violation of the human rights of women and children and all the other ways in which it is 
possible for people to enjoy children in their lives. 

Paragraph 16.82 
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Consultation Question 98. 
1.130 We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be 

eligible for the new pathway to parenthood. 

Do consultees agree? 

OTHER 
 
I profoundly disagree with the proposals for the ‘new pathway’. 

Paragraph 16.93 

 

Consultation Question 99. 
1.131 We provisionally propose that:  

1.132 the Secretary of State should have the power to provide that the intended parents of 
children born through international surrogacy arrangements, who are recognised as the 
legal parents of the child in the country of the child’s birth, should also be recognised as 
the child’s legal parents in the UK, without it being necessary for the intended parents to 
apply for a parental order, but 

1.133 before exercising the power, the Secretary of State should be required to be satisfied that 
the domestic law and practice in the country in question provides protection against the 
exploitation of surrogates, and for the welfare of the child, that is at least equivalent to 
that provided in UK law. 

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
 
I do not see how this proposal for such a blanket power would align with the UN Special 
Rapporteur’s key recommendations* and the Hague Convention on the Protection of Children 
and Cooperation in respect of Intercountry Adoption of 1993. The latter requires the birth 
mother to have legal parenthood and parental responsibility when the child is born and that her 
consent to giving up the child must be given AFTER the child's birth and that the transfer of 
‘parenthood’ should be overseen by the courts or a competent authority on an individual case 
by case basis, with the best interests of the child being the paramount consideration. This is an 
important safeguard against the sale of children and for the protection of the birth mother and I 
believe it should apply equally to international surrogacy arrangements. I therefore strongly 
disagree with this proposal. 
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 

Paragraph 16.94 
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Consultation Question 100. 
1.134 We invite consultees to tell us of their experience of surrogacy arrangements in the UK 

involving foreign intended parents. 

N/A 
 
1.135 We invite consultees’ views as to whether: 

(1) any restriction is necessary on the removal of a child from the UK for the purpose 
of the child becoming the subject of a parental order, or its equivalent, in another 
jurisdiction; and 

(2) if such a restriction is necessary, there should be a process allowing foreign 
intended parents to remove the child from the jurisdiction of the UK for this 
purpose and with the approval of the court and, if so, what form should that 
process take. 

Restrictions and checks MUST be in place to protect the child and the birth mother from 
trafficking and exploitation. The process should include the same checks as would be used in 
an international adoption. 

Paragraph 16.120 

 

Consultation Question 101. 
1.136 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory 

paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, 
civil partner or partner requires reform. 

I do not believe this needs changing. 
Paragraph 17.18 

 

Consultation Question 102. 
1.137 We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in 

respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only 
one intended parent qualif ies.  

Do consultees agree? 

NO 
Paragraph 17.32 
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Consultation Question 103. 
1.138 We invite consultees’ views as to: 

(1) whether there is a need for reform in respect of the right of intended parents to 
take time off work before the birth of the child, whether for the purpose of induced 
lactation, ante-natal appointments or any other reason; and  

(2) if reform is needed, suggestions on reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children.  

Paragraph 17.36 

 

Consultation Question 104. 
1.139 We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable 

facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under 
Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is 
sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children. 

Paragraph 17.40 

 

Consultation Question 105. 
1.140 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to 

employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.43 

 

Consultation Question 106. 
1.141 We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to 

surrogacy and succession law are required. 

I am opposed to any reform in this area because it would act to normalise surrogacy, which is a 
human rights abuse of both women and children 

Paragraph 17.56 
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Consultation Question 107. 
1.142 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any issues in how surrogacy 

arrangements are dealt with by the health services, and whether there are reforms to law 
or practice that consultees would like to see in this area. 

It is important that all health and care professionals are aware that surrogacy agreements are 
not legally binding and that ‘intended parents’ have no legal right to override the birth mother’s 
wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or medical and health care, including during 
pregnancy, labour and childbirth. Even if she has previously agreed to them sharing decisions 
and being informed on these matters, she can withdraw her consent at any time for any or no 
reason. All professionals involved in her care are duty-bound to comply with her wishes. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
Surrogacy arrangements place additional and complicated pressures on healthcare staff and 
this could reduce the standard of impartial care given to birth mothers and new-borns – 
especially when the ‘intended parents’ are entitled, rich or of high status. This itself is a valid 
reason to be extremely cautious about making changes that will increase the numbers of 
surrogacy births. 
 
It is generally recognised that egg donation and IVF pregnancies carry additional health risks. 
As most surrogacy pregnancies involve IVF, any increase in surrogacy is likely to lead to 
additional pressure on the NHS.  
 
Adoption research suggests that the separation of the new-born and the birth mother has long-
term negative effects on the well-being of both of them. This is likely to be the same for birth 
mothers and babies in surrogacy arrangements and so can be expected to place additional 
long-term pressures on the NHS and society as a whole. This has not been considered and 
there are no questions about this. 
 
An increase in surrogacy will require an increase in egg donation, which is a risky procedure 
that can have a long-term negative impact on the woman’s health, including premature death. 
Ethical issues abound. Young women might be coerced by financial pressures to donate eggs 
when this isn’t in their best interests and there are worries about eugenics – where egg donors 
are selected on the basis of blonde hair, blue eyes and stereotypical measures of 
‘attractiveness’ for example. 
 
The law commissioners do not appear to have considered the likely impact of any of these 
issues. There is no question about people’s thoughts about the NHS picking up the tab for the 
extra costs involved in surrogacy and whether this affects their opinions on surrogacy itself. 
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There appears to have been no evaluation of the size of the additional costs to the NHS and 
society. 
 
At a time when the NHS is under severe strain, and life changing therapies (for cancer, cystic 
fibrosis etc) are not funded due to financial constraints it is a slap in the face to provide money 
for prospective parents to indulge their parenting fantasies while denying patients access to 
drugs which are standard of care in other counties. 
 
1.143 We invite consultees’ views as to any additions or revisions that they would like to see 

made to the guidance published by the Department for Health and Social Care for 
England and Wales. 

The guidance should be revised to clarify that surrogacy agreements are not legally binding and 
that the birth mother has the right to change her mind at any time, for any or no reason. 
Healthcare professionals must accept that her wishes are paramount and that the ‘intended 
parents’ have no legal right to override her wishes or decisions in regards to her lifestyle or 
medical and health care, including during pregnancy, labour, childbirth and the postpartum 
period. 
 
All health and care professionals should also be aware that the birth mother may be being 
coerced to engage in the surrogacy arrangement by one or more persons, including her spouse 
or partner. If paid surrogacy is legalised, this will become more prevalent, but it can still be 
present in so-called altruistic surrogacy arrangements. 
 
The guidance should make it clear that healthcare professionals should be even more alert 
than normal to the possibility that she is being coerced and to ensure that they can speak to her 
alone, including during labour, and that if she changes her mind about who is present in 
consultations, and the labour ward/delivery suite, they must respect her wishes. 
 
1.144 We invite consultees’ views as to how midwifery practice may better accommodate 

surrogacy arrangements, in particular with regard to safeguarding issues. 

It is important that midwifery practice always prioritises the wishes of the birth mother and the 
wellbeing of herself and the child. 

Paragraph 17.76 

 

Consultation Question 108. 
1.145 We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to 

surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

It is of considerable concern that the law commissioners appear to have given no consideration 
to the significant risk that women will be coerced into agreeing to participate in surrogacy 
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arrangements for someone else’s benefit. This can be true in ‘altruistic’ surrogacy but is even 
more likely if substantial payments are involved. 
 
It is well-known that women and girls are groomed and/or coerced into prostitution by partners 
and ‘boyfriends’ who act as their pimp and take all or much of their earnings. This is a major 
route by which many women enter prostitution and is a major factor in preventing their exit. 
There is no reason to expect that the same dynamics will not occur in relation to surrogacy if it 
is opened up and provides opportunities to make significant amounts of money. 
 
If the law commissioners’ proposals are enacted, there must therefore also be legislation that 
prohibits coercing a woman into a surrogacy arrangement. This should be a criminal offence 
and carry a hefty penalty – in recognition that it is a human rights violation and so that it acts as 
a deterrent. That such a law would be diff icult to enforce just adds to the arguments for why 
paid surrogacy is a bad idea – and especially for women. 
 
It would be far better to simply ban all surrogacy arrangements – or at the very least any 
payments beyond basic and essential expenses backed by receipts and overseen by a judge. 

Paragraph 17.80 

 

Consultation Question 109. 
1.146 We invite consultees who are intended parents, live in the UK, and have entered into a 

surrogacy arrangement that led to the birth of a child to tell us: 

(1) when the child was born; 

(2) whether the arrangement was domestic or international and, if international, in 
which country the arrangement took place; 

(3) whether the arrangement led to the making of a parental order in the UK; and 

(4) whether they are a: 

(a) opposite-sex couple; 

(b) male same-sex couple; 

(c) female same-sex couple; 

(d) single woman; or 

(e) single man. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.2 
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Consultation Question 110. 
1.147 We invite consultees who have experience of applying for a parental order in the UK to 

tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) whether they had legal advice before the making of the parental order; 

(3) whether they were represented by a lawyer in court; and 

(4) the cost of any legal advice or representation. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.4 

 

Consultation Question 111. 
1.148 We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, f inancial or otherwise) of 

the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the 
child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 

Paragraph 18.6 

 

Consultation Question 112. 
1.149 We invite consultees to tell us what they have paid for, or to provide evidence about the 

cost of: 

(1) medical screening; and 

(2) implications counselling 

(where possible separating out the cost of such screening, tests or implications 
counselling from any other costs involved with fertility treatment). 

N/A 
 
1.150 We invite legal consultees, who advise on surrogacy and parental order proceedings, to 

provide evidence of what they would charge: 

(1) to provide advice sufficient to meet the proposed requirement for independent 
legal advice discussed in Chapter 13; and 
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(2) to draft, advise on and negotiate the written surrogacy agreement required for the 
new pathway. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.8 

 

Consultation Question 113. 
1.151 We invite consultees to tell us of the impact of: 

(1) the current requirement of a genetic link; and 

(2) any removal of this requirement in cases of medical necessity: 

(a) in the new pathway; 

(b) in the parental order route for domestic surrogacy arrangements; or 

(c) in both situations. 

 
Paragraph 18.11 

 

Consultation Question 114. 
1.152 We invite consultees who consider that they might be able to fulf il the role of the 

independent professional discussed in Chapter 9 to tell us: 

(1) their profession; and  

(2) what they would charge to provide such a service. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.13 

 

Consultation Question 115. 
1.153 We invite consultees who are intended parents to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 
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(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
1.154 We invite consultees who are surrogates to give us their views on the impact of our 

proposals for reform on their ability to enter into surrogacy arrangements and, in 
particular: 

(1) if particular proposals will increase accessibility, and why; and 

(2) if particular proposals will restrict accessibility, and why. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.15 

 

Consultation Question 116. 
1.155 We ask consultees who are intended parents to tell us: 

(1) whether the surrogacy arrangement was domestic or international; 

(2) what they spent, in total, on the surrogacy arrangement(s) that led to the birth of 
their child(ren), including the cost of fertility treatment, payments to the surrogate 
and payments to any surrogacy agency or organisation; 

(3) how they raised the funds for the surrogacy arrangement(s); 

(4) what they spent on any fertility treatment prior to entering into a surrogacy 
arrangement (where that treatment did not lead to the birth of a child); and 

(5) how they raised the funds for the fertility treatment. 

N/A 
Paragraph 18.18 

 

Consultation Question 117. 
1.156 We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 

 
Paragraph 18.20 
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Consultation Question 118. 
1.157 We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically 

addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this paper. 

It seems that before the law commissioners designed this consultation, they had already 
decided that surrogacy is a positive thing and so legislation should enable it. This may be 
explained by a limited ‘pre-consultation’ mainly focusing on people who already had a vested 
interest in surrogacy – ‘intended parents,’ women who claim to have had a positive experience 
of surrogacy, and lawyers and other organisations who stand to make money from commercial 
surrogacy if it is given the green light. 
 
It seems that the law commissioners did not consider women as a group to be key stakeholders 
in this endeavour. This is a major error, because just as all women are affected by the 
institution of prostitution, so all women will be affected by any opening up of commercial 
surrogacy in this country. 
 
It could even be argued that one of the key drivers of commercial surrogacy is a desire by men 
to break the legal and cultural recognition of the unique bond between birth mother and child – 
and indeed the proposals to make the ‘intended parents’ the legal parents from the moment of 
birth are a major step in this direction, and are likely to have a significant impact down the line – 
potentially affecting the status of all women.  
 
Paid surrogacy opens up enormous potential for abuse and risks spouses, partners and other 
family members coercing a woman into engaging in commercial surrogacy for their (and not 
her) f inancial benefit. This will be a potential risk for thousands of women, which appears to 
have been completely overlooked by the law commissioners. 
 
UK and Scottish Law Commissions are obliged to comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty 
(PSED) when carrying out public functions, such as this consultation. There doesn’t appear to 
be any evidence they have done so, because they have not provided their equality 
considerations and impact assessments. As surrogacy has a very different impact on women 
and children than on adult males, we believe the law commissioners are in breach of equality 
legislation. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission describes the obligations under the PSED to have 
due regard to the need to: 
 

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct 
prohibited by the Act. 

• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic 
and those who do not. 

• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those 
who do not. 
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There are many ways in which opening up surrogacy in the UK is likely to worsen women’s 
position relative to men’s, and the relationship between the sexes. Any loosening of the laws 
around surrogacy could therefore be considered discriminatory. Surrogacy is also likely to have 
an impact on the relations between the different generations. Imagine the rage that young 
people may feel when they discover that their ‘parents’ not only bought them but took 
advantage of their birth mothers. 
 
It is of major concern that the law commissioners’ ethical arguments hinge on ideas that are not 
based on any recognised human rights instruments – such as the idea that ‘procreative liberty’ 
confers some kind of human right to surrogacy and the idea that a woman has a human right to 
be a ‘surrogate.’ These arguments do not hold up to scrutiny and have been clearly rejected by 
the UN Special Rapporteur.* 
 
It is shocking that the proposals for the ‘new pathway’ violate many of the recommendations of 
the UN Special Rapporteur that are designed to guard against the sale of children and the 
exploitation of birth mothers, including: 
 
 The birth mother must be accorded the status of legal mother at birth, and must be under no 

contractual or legal obligation to participate in the legal or physical transfer of the child. 
 All payments to the birth mother must be made before the legal and physical transfer of the 

child and must be non-reimbursable – even if she decides not to relinquish the child. 
 The birth mother’s choice to transfer the child “must be a gratuitous act, based on her own 

post-birth intentions, rather than on any legal or contractual obligation.” 
 Pre-conception checks, while encouraged, cannot take the place of appropriate welfare 

checks after the birth of the child. 
 Decisions about parentage and parental responsibility must be made by a court or other 

competent authority on an individual basis after the birth with the best interests of the child 
being paramount. 

 
The consultation is confusing and it does not conform to the government’s consultation 
guidelines. There are too many questions, they are too detailed and do not ask the important 
high-level questions – such as whether you think surrogacy can ever be ethical, etc.  
 
For all these reasons, the law commissioners should go back to the drawing board and start 
again from the position of women’s and children’s human rights. If it is found that there is no 
way to liberalise surrogacy law that is compliant with obligations under international treaties 
such as CEDAW and the UNCRC and its first optional protocol, then the law must not be 
liberalised.  
 
* https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Children/Pages/Surrogacy.aspx 
 

Paragraph 18.22 
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	52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
	53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 
	54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees agree? 
	55  Consultation Question 47:  
	56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 
	57  Consultation Question 49:  
	58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 
	59  Consultation Question 51:  
	60  Consultation Question 52: 
	61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register. 

	Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order
	62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree? 
	63  Consultation Question 55: 

	Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway
	64  Consultation Question 56:  
	65  Consultation Question 57: 
	66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree? 
	67  Consultation Question 59: 
	68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	70  Consultation Question 62: 
	71  Consultation Question 63:  
	72  Consultation Question 64: 
	73  Consultation Question 65: 

	Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway
	74  Consultation Question 66: 
	75  Consultation Question 67: 
	76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. Do consultees agree? 
	77  Consultation Question 69: 
	78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 
	79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform
	80  Consultation Question 72: 
	81  Consultation Question 73: 
	82  Consultation Question 74: 
	83  Consultation Question 75: 
	84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed). 
	85  Consultation Question 77: 
	86  Consultation Question 78: 
	87  Consultation Question 79: 
	88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the surrogate. 
	89  Consultation Question 81: 
	90  Consultation Question 82: 
	91  Consultation Question 83: 
	92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	95  Consultation Question 87: 
	96  Consultation Question 88: 

	Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues 
	109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform. 
	110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree? 
	111  Consultation Question 103: 
	112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 
	113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 
	114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession law are required. 
	115  Consultation Question 107: 
	116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

	Chapter 18: Impact
	117  Consultation Question 109: 
	118  Consultation Question 110: 
	119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 
	120  Consultation Question 112: 
	121  Consultation Question 113: 
	122  Consultation Question 114: 
	123  Consultation Question 115: 
	124  Consultation Question 116: 
	125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 
	126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper. 
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	Response ID ANON-2V7F-YJQG-Z
	About you
	1  What is your name? 
	2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation? 
	3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation? 
	4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you? 
	5  What is your email address? 
	6  What is your telephone number? 
	7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.  

	Chapter 6: The parental order procedure 
	8  Consultation Question 1:  
	9  Consultation Question 2:  
	10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2. 
	11  Consultation Question 4: 
	12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010 should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise. Do consultees agree? 
	13  Consultation Question 6: 

	Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway
	14  Consultation Question 7: 
	15  Consultation Question 8: 
	16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree? 
	17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway. 
	18  Consultation Question 11: 
	19  Consultation Question 12: 
	20  Consultation Question 13: 
	21  Consultation Question 14: 
	22  Consultation Question 15:  
	23  Consultation Question 16: 
	24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree? 
	25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order. 
	26  Consultation Question 19:  
	27  Consultation Question 20: 
	28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 
	29  Consultation Question 22:  
	30  Consultation Question 23: 
	31  Consultation Question 24: 
	32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave. 
	33  Consultation Question 26: 
	34  Consultation Question 27: 
	35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree? 
	36  Consultation Question 29: 

	Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements
	37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 
	38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that took place. 
	39  Consultation Question 32: 
	40  Consultation Question 33: 
	41  Consultation Question 34: 
	42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do consultees agree? 
	43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services. 
	44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree? 
	45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway. 
	46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 
	47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree? 
	48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree? 
	49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 
	50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements
	51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree? 
	52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
	53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 
	54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees agree? 
	55  Consultation Question 47:  
	56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 
	57  Consultation Question 49:  
	58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 
	59  Consultation Question 51:  
	60  Consultation Question 52: 
	61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register. 

	Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order
	62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree? 
	63  Consultation Question 55: 

	Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway
	64  Consultation Question 56:  
	65  Consultation Question 57: 
	66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree? 
	67  Consultation Question 59: 
	68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	70  Consultation Question 62: 
	71  Consultation Question 63:  
	72  Consultation Question 64: 
	73  Consultation Question 65: 

	Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway
	74  Consultation Question 66: 
	75  Consultation Question 67: 
	76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. Do consultees agree? 
	77  Consultation Question 69: 
	78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 
	79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform
	80  Consultation Question 72: 
	81  Consultation Question 73: 
	82  Consultation Question 74: 
	83  Consultation Question 75: 
	84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed). 
	85  Consultation Question 77: 
	86  Consultation Question 78: 
	87  Consultation Question 79: 
	88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the surrogate. 
	89  Consultation Question 81: 
	90  Consultation Question 82: 
	91  Consultation Question 83: 
	92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	95  Consultation Question 87: 
	96  Consultation Question 88: 

	Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements 
	97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their experiences of international surrogacy arrangements. 
	98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter. 
	99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process. 
	100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child.Do consultees agree? 
	101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 
	102  Consultation Question 94: 
	103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree? 
	104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 
	105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
	106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree? 
	107  Consultation Question 99: 
	108  Consultation Question 100: 

	Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues 
	109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform. 
	110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree? 
	111  Consultation Question 103: 
	112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 
	113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 
	114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession law are required. 
	115  Consultation Question 107: 
	116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

	Chapter 18: Impact
	117  Consultation Question 109: 
	118  Consultation Question 110: 
	119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 
	120  Consultation Question 112: 
	121  Consultation Question 113: 
	122  Consultation Question 114: 
	123  Consultation Question 115: 
	124  Consultation Question 116: 
	125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 
	126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper. 
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	Response ID ANON-2V7F-YJ5J-7
	About you
	1  What is your name? 
	2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation? 
	3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation? 
	4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you? 
	5  What is your email address? 
	6  What is your telephone number? 
	7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.  

	Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements
	51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree? 
	52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
	53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 
	54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees agree? 
	55  Consultation Question 47:  
	56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 
	57  Consultation Question 49:  
	58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 
	59  Consultation Question 51:  
	60  Consultation Question 52: 
	61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register. 

	Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform
	80  Consultation Question 72: 
	81  Consultation Question 73: 
	82  Consultation Question 74: 
	83  Consultation Question 75: 
	84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed). 
	85  Consultation Question 77: 
	86  Consultation Question 78: 
	87  Consultation Question 79: 
	88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the surrogate. 
	89  Consultation Question 81: 
	90  Consultation Question 82: 
	91  Consultation Question 83: 
	92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	95  Consultation Question 87: 
	96  Consultation Question 88: 
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	About you
	1  What is your name? 
	2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation? 
	3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation? 
	4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you? 
	5  What is your email address? 
	6  What is your telephone number? 
	7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.  

	Chapter 6: The parental order procedure 
	8  Consultation Question 1:  
	9  Consultation Question 2:  
	10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2. 
	11  Consultation Question 4: 
	12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010 should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise. Do consultees agree? 
	13  Consultation Question 6: 

	Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway
	14  Consultation Question 7: 
	15  Consultation Question 8: 
	16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree? 
	17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway. 
	18  Consultation Question 11: 
	19  Consultation Question 12: 
	20  Consultation Question 13: 
	21  Consultation Question 14: 
	22  Consultation Question 15:  
	23  Consultation Question 16: 
	24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree? 
	25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order. 
	26  Consultation Question 19:  
	27  Consultation Question 20: 
	28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 
	29  Consultation Question 22:  
	30  Consultation Question 23: 
	31  Consultation Question 24: 
	32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave. 
	33  Consultation Question 26: 
	34  Consultation Question 27: 
	35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree? 
	36  Consultation Question 29: 

	Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements
	37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 
	38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that took place. 
	39  Consultation Question 32: 
	40  Consultation Question 33: 
	41  Consultation Question 34: 
	42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do consultees agree? 
	43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services. 
	44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree? 
	45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway. 
	46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 
	47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree? 
	48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree? 
	49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 
	50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 
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	Response ID ANON-2V7F-YJ5P-D
	About you
	1  What is your name? 
	2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation? 
	3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation? 
	4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you? 
	5  What is your email address? 
	6  What is your telephone number? 
	7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.  

	Chapter 6: The parental order procedure 
	8  Consultation Question 1:  
	9  Consultation Question 2:  
	10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2. 
	11  Consultation Question 4: 
	12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010 should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise. Do consultees agree? 
	13  Consultation Question 6: 

	Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway
	14  Consultation Question 7: 
	15  Consultation Question 8: 
	16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree? 
	17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway. 
	18  Consultation Question 11: 
	19  Consultation Question 12: 
	20  Consultation Question 13: 
	21  Consultation Question 14: 
	22  Consultation Question 15:  
	23  Consultation Question 16: 
	24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree? 
	25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order. 
	26  Consultation Question 19:  
	27  Consultation Question 20: 
	28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 
	29  Consultation Question 22:  
	30  Consultation Question 23: 
	31  Consultation Question 24: 
	32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave. 
	33  Consultation Question 26: 
	34  Consultation Question 27: 
	35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree? 
	36  Consultation Question 29: 

	Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements
	37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 
	38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that took place. 
	39  Consultation Question 32: 
	40  Consultation Question 33: 
	41  Consultation Question 34: 
	42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do consultees agree? 
	43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services. 
	44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree? 
	45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway. 
	46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 
	47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree? 
	48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree? 
	49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 
	50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 
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	About you
	1  What is your name? 
	2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation? 
	3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation? 
	4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you? 
	5  What is your email address? 
	6  What is your telephone number? 
	7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.  

	Chapter 6: The parental order procedure 
	8  Consultation Question 1:  
	9  Consultation Question 2:  
	10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2. 
	11  Consultation Question 4: 
	12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010 should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise. Do consultees agree? 
	13  Consultation Question 6: 

	Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway
	14  Consultation Question 7: 
	15  Consultation Question 8: 
	16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree? 
	17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway. 
	18  Consultation Question 11: 
	19  Consultation Question 12: 
	20  Consultation Question 13: 
	21  Consultation Question 14: 
	22  Consultation Question 15:  
	23  Consultation Question 16: 
	24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree? 
	25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order. 
	26  Consultation Question 19:  
	27  Consultation Question 20: 
	28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 
	29  Consultation Question 22:  
	30  Consultation Question 23: 
	31  Consultation Question 24: 
	32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave. 
	33  Consultation Question 26: 
	34  Consultation Question 27: 
	35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree? 
	36  Consultation Question 29: 

	Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements
	37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 
	38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that took place. 
	39  Consultation Question 32: 
	40  Consultation Question 33: 
	41  Consultation Question 34: 
	42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do consultees agree? 
	43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services. 
	44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree? 
	45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway. 
	46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 
	47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree? 
	48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree? 
	49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 
	50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements
	51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree? 
	52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
	53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 
	54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees agree? 
	55  Consultation Question 47:  
	56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 
	57  Consultation Question 49:  
	58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 
	59  Consultation Question 51:  
	60  Consultation Question 52: 
	61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register. 

	Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order
	62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree? 
	63  Consultation Question 55: 

	Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway
	64  Consultation Question 56:  
	65  Consultation Question 57: 
	66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree? 
	67  Consultation Question 59: 
	68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	70  Consultation Question 62: 
	71  Consultation Question 63:  
	72  Consultation Question 64: 
	73  Consultation Question 65: 

	Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway
	74  Consultation Question 66: 
	75  Consultation Question 67: 
	76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. Do consultees agree? 
	77  Consultation Question 69: 
	78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 
	79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform
	80  Consultation Question 72: 
	81  Consultation Question 73: 
	82  Consultation Question 74: 
	83  Consultation Question 75: 
	84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed). 
	85  Consultation Question 77: 
	86  Consultation Question 78: 
	87  Consultation Question 79: 
	88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the surrogate. 
	89  Consultation Question 81: 
	90  Consultation Question 82: 
	91  Consultation Question 83: 
	92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	95  Consultation Question 87: 
	96  Consultation Question 88: 

	Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues 
	109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform. 
	110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree? 
	111  Consultation Question 103: 
	112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 
	113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 
	114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession law are required. 
	115  Consultation Question 107: 
	116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

	Chapter 18: Impact
	117  Consultation Question 109: 
	118  Consultation Question 110: 
	119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 
	120  Consultation Question 112: 
	121  Consultation Question 113: 
	122  Consultation Question 114: 
	123  Consultation Question 115: 
	124  Consultation Question 116: 
	125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 
	126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper. 
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	About you
	1  What is your name? 
	2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation? 
	3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation? 
	4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you? 
	5  What is your email address? 
	6  What is your telephone number? 
	7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.  

	Chapter 6: The parental order procedure 
	8  Consultation Question 1:  
	9  Consultation Question 2:  
	10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2. 
	11  Consultation Question 4: 
	13  Consultation Question 6: 

	Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway
	14  Consultation Question 7: 
	15  Consultation Question 8: 
	16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree? 
	17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway. 
	18  Consultation Question 11: 
	19  Consultation Question 12: 
	20  Consultation Question 13: 
	21  Consultation Question 14: 
	22  Consultation Question 15:  
	23  Consultation Question 16: 
	24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree? 
	25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order. 
	26  Consultation Question 19:  
	27  Consultation Question 20: 
	28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 
	29  Consultation Question 22:  
	30  Consultation Question 23: 
	31  Consultation Question 24: 
	32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave. 
	33  Consultation Question 26: 
	34  Consultation Question 27: 
	35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree? 
	36  Consultation Question 29: 

	Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements
	51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree? 
	52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
	53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 
	54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees agree? 
	55  Consultation Question 47:  
	56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 
	57  Consultation Question 49:  
	58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 
	59  Consultation Question 51:  
	60  Consultation Question 52: 
	61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register. 

	Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway
	64  Consultation Question 56:  
	65  Consultation Question 57: 
	66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree? 
	67  Consultation Question 59: 
	68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	70  Consultation Question 62: 
	71  Consultation Question 63:  
	72  Consultation Question 64: 
	73  Consultation Question 65: 

	Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway
	74  Consultation Question 66: 
	75  Consultation Question 67: 
	76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. Do consultees agree? 
	77  Consultation Question 69: 
	78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 
	79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform
	80  Consultation Question 72: 
	81  Consultation Question 73: 
	82  Consultation Question 74: 
	83  Consultation Question 75: 
	84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed). 
	85  Consultation Question 77: 
	86  Consultation Question 78: 
	87  Consultation Question 79: 
	88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the surrogate. 
	89  Consultation Question 81: 
	90  Consultation Question 82: 
	91  Consultation Question 83: 
	92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	95  Consultation Question 87: 
	96  Consultation Question 88: 
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	About you
	1  What is your name? 
	2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation? 
	3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation? 
	4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you? 
	5  What is your email address? 
	6  What is your telephone number? 
	7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.  

	Chapter 6: The parental order procedure 
	8  Consultation Question 1:  
	9  Consultation Question 2:  
	10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2. 
	11  Consultation Question 4: 
	12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010 should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise. Do consultees agree? 
	13  Consultation Question 6: 

	Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway
	14  Consultation Question 7: 
	15  Consultation Question 8: 
	16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree? 
	17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway. 
	18  Consultation Question 11: 
	19  Consultation Question 12: 
	20  Consultation Question 13: 
	21  Consultation Question 14: 
	22  Consultation Question 15:  
	23  Consultation Question 16: 
	24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree? 
	25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order. 
	26  Consultation Question 19:  
	27  Consultation Question 20: 
	28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 
	29  Consultation Question 22:  
	30  Consultation Question 23: 
	31  Consultation Question 24: 
	32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave. 
	33  Consultation Question 26: 
	34  Consultation Question 27: 
	35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree? 
	36  Consultation Question 29: 
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	About you
	1  What is your name? 
	2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation? 
	3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation? 
	4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you? 
	5  What is your email address? 
	6  What is your telephone number? 
	7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.  

	Chapter 6: The parental order procedure 
	8  Consultation Question 1:  
	9  Consultation Question 2:  
	10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2. 
	11  Consultation Question 4: 
	12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010 should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise. Do consultees agree? 
	13  Consultation Question 6: 

	Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway
	14  Consultation Question 7: 
	15  Consultation Question 8: 
	16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree? 
	17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway. 
	18  Consultation Question 11: 
	19  Consultation Question 12: 
	20  Consultation Question 13: 
	21  Consultation Question 14: 
	22  Consultation Question 15:  
	23  Consultation Question 16: 
	24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree? 
	25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order. 
	26  Consultation Question 19:  
	27  Consultation Question 20: 
	28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 
	29  Consultation Question 22:  
	30  Consultation Question 23: 
	31  Consultation Question 24: 
	32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave. 
	33  Consultation Question 26: 
	34  Consultation Question 27: 
	35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree? 
	36  Consultation Question 29: 

	Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements
	37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 
	38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that took place. 
	39  Consultation Question 32: 
	40  Consultation Question 33: 
	41  Consultation Question 34: 
	42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do consultees agree? 
	43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services. 
	44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree? 
	45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway. 
	46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 
	47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree? 
	48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree? 
	49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 
	50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements
	51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree? 
	52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
	53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 
	54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees agree? 
	55  Consultation Question 47:  
	56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 
	57  Consultation Question 49:  
	58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 
	59  Consultation Question 51:  
	60  Consultation Question 52: 
	61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register. 

	Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order
	62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree? 
	63  Consultation Question 55: 

	Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway
	64  Consultation Question 56:  
	65  Consultation Question 57: 
	66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree? 
	67  Consultation Question 59: 
	68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	70  Consultation Question 62: 
	71  Consultation Question 63:  
	72  Consultation Question 64: 
	73  Consultation Question 65: 

	Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform
	80  Consultation Question 72: 
	81  Consultation Question 73: 
	82  Consultation Question 74: 
	83  Consultation Question 75: 
	84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed). 
	85  Consultation Question 77: 
	86  Consultation Question 78: 
	87  Consultation Question 79: 
	88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the surrogate. 
	89  Consultation Question 81: 
	90  Consultation Question 82: 
	91  Consultation Question 83: 
	92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	95  Consultation Question 87: 
	96  Consultation Question 88: 

	Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements 
	97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their experiences of international surrogacy arrangements. 
	98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter. 
	99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process. 
	100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child.Do consultees agree? 
	101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 
	102  Consultation Question 94: 
	103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree? 
	104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 
	105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
	106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree? 
	107  Consultation Question 99: 
	108  Consultation Question 100: 

	Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues 
	109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform. 
	110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree? 
	111  Consultation Question 103: 
	112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 
	113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 
	114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession law are required. 
	115  Consultation Question 107: 
	116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

	Chapter 18: Impact
	117  Consultation Question 109: 
	118  Consultation Question 110: 
	119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 
	120  Consultation Question 112: 
	121  Consultation Question 113: 
	122  Consultation Question 114: 
	123  Consultation Question 115: 
	124  Consultation Question 116: 
	125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 
	126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper. 
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	About you
	1  What is your name? 
	2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation? 
	3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation? 
	4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you? 
	5  What is your email address? 
	6  What is your telephone number? 
	7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.  

	Chapter 6: The parental order procedure 
	8  Consultation Question 1:  
	9  Consultation Question 2:  
	10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2. 
	11  Consultation Question 4: 
	12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010 should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise. Do consultees agree? 
	13  Consultation Question 6: 

	Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway
	14  Consultation Question 7: 
	15  Consultation Question 8: 
	16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree? 
	17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway. 
	18  Consultation Question 11: 
	19  Consultation Question 12: 
	20  Consultation Question 13: 
	21  Consultation Question 14: 
	22  Consultation Question 15:  
	23  Consultation Question 16: 
	24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree? 
	25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order. 
	26  Consultation Question 19:  
	27  Consultation Question 20: 
	28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 
	29  Consultation Question 22:  
	30  Consultation Question 23: 
	31  Consultation Question 24: 
	32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave. 
	33  Consultation Question 26: 
	34  Consultation Question 27: 
	35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree? 
	36  Consultation Question 29: 

	Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements
	37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 
	38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that took place. 
	39  Consultation Question 32: 
	40  Consultation Question 33: 
	41  Consultation Question 34: 
	42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do consultees agree? 
	43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services. 
	44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree? 
	45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway. 
	46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 
	47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree? 
	48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree? 
	49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 
	50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements
	51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree? 
	52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
	53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 
	54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees agree? 
	55  Consultation Question 47:  
	56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 
	57  Consultation Question 49:  
	58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 
	59  Consultation Question 51:  
	60  Consultation Question 52: 
	61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register. 

	Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order
	62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree? 
	63  Consultation Question 55: 

	Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway
	64  Consultation Question 56:  
	65  Consultation Question 57: 
	66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree? 
	67  Consultation Question 59: 
	68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	70  Consultation Question 62: 
	71  Consultation Question 63:  
	72  Consultation Question 64: 
	73  Consultation Question 65: 

	Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway
	74  Consultation Question 66: 
	75  Consultation Question 67: 
	76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. Do consultees agree? 
	77  Consultation Question 69: 
	78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 
	79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform
	80  Consultation Question 72: 
	81  Consultation Question 73: 
	82  Consultation Question 74: 
	83  Consultation Question 75: 
	84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed). 
	85  Consultation Question 77: 
	86  Consultation Question 78: 
	87  Consultation Question 79: 
	88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the surrogate. 
	89  Consultation Question 81: 
	90  Consultation Question 82: 
	91  Consultation Question 83: 
	92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	95  Consultation Question 87: 
	96  Consultation Question 88: 

	Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements 
	97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their experiences of international surrogacy arrangements. 
	98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter. 
	99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process. 
	100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child.Do consultees agree? 
	101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 
	102  Consultation Question 94: 
	103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree? 
	104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 
	105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
	106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree? 
	107  Consultation Question 99: 
	108  Consultation Question 100: 

	Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues 
	109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform. 
	110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree? 
	111  Consultation Question 103: 
	112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 
	113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 
	114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession law are required. 
	115  Consultation Question 107: 
	116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

	Chapter 18: Impact
	117  Consultation Question 109: 
	118  Consultation Question 110: 
	119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 
	120  Consultation Question 112: 
	121  Consultation Question 113: 
	122  Consultation Question 114: 
	123  Consultation Question 115: 
	124  Consultation Question 116: 
	125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 
	126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper. 
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	About you
	1  What is your name? 
	2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation? 
	3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation? 
	4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you? 
	5  What is your email address? 
	6  What is your telephone number? 
	7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.  

	Chapter 6: The parental order procedure 
	8  Consultation Question 1:  
	9  Consultation Question 2:  
	10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2. 
	11  Consultation Question 4: 
	12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010 should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise. Do consultees agree? 
	13  Consultation Question 6: 

	Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway
	14  Consultation Question 7: 
	15  Consultation Question 8: 
	16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree? 
	17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway. 
	18  Consultation Question 11: 
	19  Consultation Question 12: 
	20  Consultation Question 13: 
	21  Consultation Question 14: 
	22  Consultation Question 15:  
	23  Consultation Question 16: 
	24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree? 
	25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order. 
	26  Consultation Question 19:  
	27  Consultation Question 20: 
	28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 
	29  Consultation Question 22:  
	30  Consultation Question 23: 
	31  Consultation Question 24: 
	32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave. 
	33  Consultation Question 26: 
	34  Consultation Question 27: 
	35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree? 
	36  Consultation Question 29: 

	Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements
	37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 
	38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that took place. 
	39  Consultation Question 32: 
	40  Consultation Question 33: 
	41  Consultation Question 34: 
	42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do consultees agree? 
	43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services. 
	44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree? 
	45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway. 
	46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 
	48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree? 
	49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 
	50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements
	51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree? 
	52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
	53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 
	54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees agree? 
	55  Consultation Question 47:  
	56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 
	57  Consultation Question 49:  
	58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 
	59  Consultation Question 51:  
	60  Consultation Question 52: 
	61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register. 

	Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order
	62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree? 
	63  Consultation Question 55: 

	Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway
	64  Consultation Question 56:  
	65  Consultation Question 57: 
	66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree? 
	67  Consultation Question 59: 
	69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	70  Consultation Question 62: 
	71  Consultation Question 63:  
	72  Consultation Question 64: 
	73  Consultation Question 65: 

	Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway
	74  Consultation Question 66: 
	75  Consultation Question 67: 
	76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. Do consultees agree? 
	77  Consultation Question 69: 
	78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 
	79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform
	80  Consultation Question 72: 
	81  Consultation Question 73: 
	82  Consultation Question 74: 
	83  Consultation Question 75: 
	84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed). 
	85  Consultation Question 77: 
	86  Consultation Question 78: 
	87  Consultation Question 79: 
	88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the surrogate. 
	89  Consultation Question 81: 
	90  Consultation Question 82: 
	91  Consultation Question 83: 
	92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	95  Consultation Question 87: 
	96  Consultation Question 88: 

	Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements 
	97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their experiences of international surrogacy arrangements. 
	98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter. 
	99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process. 
	100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child.Do consultees agree? 
	101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 
	102  Consultation Question 94: 
	103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree? 
	104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 
	105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
	106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree? 
	107  Consultation Question 99: 
	108  Consultation Question 100: 

	Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues 
	109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform. 
	110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree? 
	111  Consultation Question 103: 
	112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 
	113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 
	114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession law are required. 
	115  Consultation Question 107: 
	116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

	Chapter 18: Impact
	117  Consultation Question 109: 
	118  Consultation Question 110: 
	119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 
	120  Consultation Question 112: 
	121  Consultation Question 113: 
	122  Consultation Question 114: 
	123  Consultation Question 115: 
	124  Consultation Question 116: 
	125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 
	126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper. 
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	About you
	1  What is your name? 
	2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation? 
	3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation? 
	4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you? 
	5  What is your email address? 
	6  What is your telephone number? 
	7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.  

	Chapter 6: The parental order procedure 
	8  Consultation Question 1:  
	9  Consultation Question 2:  
	10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2. 
	11  Consultation Question 4: 
	12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010 should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise. Do consultees agree? 
	13  Consultation Question 6: 

	Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway
	14  Consultation Question 7: 
	15  Consultation Question 8: 
	16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree? 
	17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway. 
	18  Consultation Question 11: 
	19  Consultation Question 12: 
	20  Consultation Question 13: 
	21  Consultation Question 14: 
	22  Consultation Question 15:  
	23  Consultation Question 16: 
	24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree? 
	25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order. 
	26  Consultation Question 19:  
	27  Consultation Question 20: 
	28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 
	29  Consultation Question 22:  
	30  Consultation Question 23: 
	31  Consultation Question 24: 
	32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave. 
	33  Consultation Question 26: 
	34  Consultation Question 27: 
	35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree? 
	36  Consultation Question 29: 

	Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway
	74  Consultation Question 66: 
	75  Consultation Question 67: 
	76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. Do consultees agree? 
	77  Consultation Question 69: 
	78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 
	79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform
	80  Consultation Question 72: 
	81  Consultation Question 73: 
	82  Consultation Question 74: 
	83  Consultation Question 75: 
	84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed). 
	85  Consultation Question 77: 
	86  Consultation Question 78: 
	87  Consultation Question 79: 
	88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the surrogate. 
	89  Consultation Question 81: 
	90  Consultation Question 82: 
	91  Consultation Question 83: 
	92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	95  Consultation Question 87: 
	96  Consultation Question 88: 
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	1  What is your name? 
	2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation? 
	3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation? 
	4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you? 
	5  What is your email address? 
	6  What is your telephone number? 
	7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.  

	Chapter 6: The parental order procedure 
	8  Consultation Question 1:  
	9  Consultation Question 2:  
	10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2. 
	11  Consultation Question 4: 
	12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010 should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise. Do consultees agree? 
	13  Consultation Question 6: 

	Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway
	14  Consultation Question 7: 
	15  Consultation Question 8: 
	16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree? 
	17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway. 
	18  Consultation Question 11: 
	19  Consultation Question 12: 
	20  Consultation Question 13: 
	21  Consultation Question 14: 
	22  Consultation Question 15:  
	23  Consultation Question 16: 
	24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree? 
	25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order. 
	26  Consultation Question 19:  
	27  Consultation Question 20: 
	28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 
	29  Consultation Question 22:  
	30  Consultation Question 23: 
	31  Consultation Question 24: 
	32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave. 
	33  Consultation Question 26: 
	34  Consultation Question 27: 
	35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree? 
	36  Consultation Question 29: 

	Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements
	37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 
	38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that took place. 
	39  Consultation Question 32: 
	40  Consultation Question 33: 
	41  Consultation Question 34: 
	42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do consultees agree? 
	43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services. 
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	45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway. 
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	47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree? 
	48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree? 
	49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 
	50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements
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	59  Consultation Question 51:  
	60  Consultation Question 52: 
	61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register. 

	Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order
	62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree? 
	63  Consultation Question 55: 

	Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway
	64  Consultation Question 56:  
	65  Consultation Question 57: 
	66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree? 
	67  Consultation Question 59: 
	68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	70  Consultation Question 62: 
	71  Consultation Question 63:  
	72  Consultation Question 64: 
	73  Consultation Question 65: 

	Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway
	74  Consultation Question 66: 
	75  Consultation Question 67: 
	76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. Do consultees agree? 
	77  Consultation Question 69: 
	78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 
	79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform
	80  Consultation Question 72: 
	81  Consultation Question 73: 
	82  Consultation Question 74: 
	83  Consultation Question 75: 
	84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed). 
	85  Consultation Question 77: 
	86  Consultation Question 78: 
	87  Consultation Question 79: 
	88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the surrogate. 
	89  Consultation Question 81: 
	90  Consultation Question 82: 
	91  Consultation Question 83: 
	92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	95  Consultation Question 87: 
	96  Consultation Question 88: 

	Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements 
	97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their experiences of international surrogacy arrangements. 
	98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter. 
	99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process. 
	100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child.Do consultees agree? 
	101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 
	102  Consultation Question 94: 
	103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree? 
	104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 
	105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
	106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree? 
	107  Consultation Question 99: 
	108  Consultation Question 100: 

	Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues 
	109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform. 
	110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree? 
	111  Consultation Question 103: 
	112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 
	113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 
	114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession law are required. 
	115  Consultation Question 107: 
	116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

	Chapter 18: Impact
	117  Consultation Question 109: 
	118  Consultation Question 110: 
	119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 
	120  Consultation Question 112: 
	121  Consultation Question 113: 
	122  Consultation Question 114: 
	123  Consultation Question 115: 
	124  Consultation Question 116: 
	125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 
	126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper. 
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	99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process. 
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	25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order. 
	26  Consultation Question 19:  
	27  Consultation Question 20: 
	28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 
	29  Consultation Question 22:  
	30  Consultation Question 23: 
	31  Consultation Question 24: 
	32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave. 
	33  Consultation Question 26: 
	34  Consultation Question 27: 
	35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree? 
	36  Consultation Question 29: 

	Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements
	37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 
	38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that took place. 
	39  Consultation Question 32: 
	40  Consultation Question 33: 
	41  Consultation Question 34: 
	42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do consultees agree? 
	43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services. 
	44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree? 
	45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway. 
	46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 
	47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree? 
	48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree? 
	49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 
	50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements
	51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree? 
	52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
	53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 
	54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees agree? 
	55  Consultation Question 47:  
	56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 
	57  Consultation Question 49:  
	58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 
	59  Consultation Question 51:  
	60  Consultation Question 52: 
	61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register. 

	Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order
	62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree? 
	63  Consultation Question 55: 

	Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway
	64  Consultation Question 56:  
	65  Consultation Question 57: 
	66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree? 
	67  Consultation Question 59: 
	68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	70  Consultation Question 62: 
	71  Consultation Question 63:  
	72  Consultation Question 64: 
	73  Consultation Question 65: 

	Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway
	74  Consultation Question 66: 
	75  Consultation Question 67: 
	76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. Do consultees agree? 
	77  Consultation Question 69: 
	78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 
	79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform
	80  Consultation Question 72: 
	81  Consultation Question 73: 
	82  Consultation Question 74: 
	83  Consultation Question 75: 
	84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed). 
	85  Consultation Question 77: 
	86  Consultation Question 78: 
	87  Consultation Question 79: 
	88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the surrogate. 
	89  Consultation Question 81: 
	90  Consultation Question 82: 
	91  Consultation Question 83: 
	92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	95  Consultation Question 87: 
	96  Consultation Question 88: 

	Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements 
	97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their experiences of international surrogacy arrangements. 
	98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter. 
	99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process. 
	100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child.Do consultees agree? 
	101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 
	102  Consultation Question 94: 
	103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree? 
	104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 
	105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
	106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree? 
	107  Consultation Question 99: 
	108  Consultation Question 100: 

	Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues 
	109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform. 
	110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree? 
	111  Consultation Question 103: 
	112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 
	113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 
	114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession law are required. 
	115  Consultation Question 107: 
	116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

	Chapter 18: Impact
	117  Consultation Question 109: 
	118  Consultation Question 110: 
	119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 
	120  Consultation Question 112: 
	121  Consultation Question 113: 
	122  Consultation Question 114: 
	123  Consultation Question 115: 
	124  Consultation Question 116: 
	125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 
	126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper. 
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	About you
	1  What is your name? 
	2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation? 
	3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation? 
	4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you? 
	5  What is your email address? 
	6  What is your telephone number? 
	7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.  

	Chapter 6: The parental order procedure 
	8  Consultation Question 1:  
	9  Consultation Question 2:  
	10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2. 
	11  Consultation Question 4: 
	12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010 should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise. Do consultees agree? 
	13  Consultation Question 6: 

	Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway
	14  Consultation Question 7: 
	15  Consultation Question 8: 
	16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree? 
	17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway. 
	18  Consultation Question 11: 
	19  Consultation Question 12: 
	20  Consultation Question 13: 
	21  Consultation Question 14: 
	22  Consultation Question 15:  
	23  Consultation Question 16: 
	24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree? 
	25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order. 
	26  Consultation Question 19:  
	27  Consultation Question 20: 
	28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 
	29  Consultation Question 22:  
	30  Consultation Question 23: 
	31  Consultation Question 24: 
	32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave. 
	33  Consultation Question 26: 
	34  Consultation Question 27: 
	35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree? 
	36  Consultation Question 29: 

	Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements
	37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 
	38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that took place. 
	39  Consultation Question 32: 
	40  Consultation Question 33: 
	41  Consultation Question 34: 
	42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do consultees agree? 
	43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services. 
	44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree? 
	45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway. 
	46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 
	47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree? 
	48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree? 
	49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 
	50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements
	51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree? 
	52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
	53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 
	54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees agree? 
	55  Consultation Question 47:  
	56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 
	57  Consultation Question 49:  
	58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 
	59  Consultation Question 51:  
	60  Consultation Question 52: 
	61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register. 

	Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order
	62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree? 
	63  Consultation Question 55: 

	Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway
	64  Consultation Question 56:  
	65  Consultation Question 57: 
	66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree? 
	67  Consultation Question 59: 
	68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	70  Consultation Question 62: 
	71  Consultation Question 63:  
	72  Consultation Question 64: 
	73  Consultation Question 65: 

	Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway
	74  Consultation Question 66: 
	75  Consultation Question 67: 
	76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. Do consultees agree? 
	77  Consultation Question 69: 
	78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 
	79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform
	80  Consultation Question 72: 
	81  Consultation Question 73: 
	82  Consultation Question 74: 
	83  Consultation Question 75: 
	84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed). 
	85  Consultation Question 77: 
	86  Consultation Question 78: 
	87  Consultation Question 79: 
	88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the surrogate. 
	89  Consultation Question 81: 
	90  Consultation Question 82: 
	91  Consultation Question 83: 
	92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	95  Consultation Question 87: 
	96  Consultation Question 88: 

	Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements 
	97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their experiences of international surrogacy arrangements. 
	98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter. 
	99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process. 
	100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child.Do consultees agree? 
	101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 
	102  Consultation Question 94: 
	103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree? 
	104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 
	105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
	106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree? 
	107  Consultation Question 99: 
	108  Consultation Question 100: 

	Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues 
	109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform. 
	110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree? 
	111  Consultation Question 103: 
	112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 
	113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 
	114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession law are required. 
	115  Consultation Question 107: 
	116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 
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	About you
	1  What is your name? 
	2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation? 
	3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation? 
	4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you? 
	5  What is your email address? 
	6  What is your telephone number? 
	7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.  

	Chapter 6: The parental order procedure 
	8  Consultation Question 1:  
	9  Consultation Question 2:  
	10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2. 
	11  Consultation Question 4: 
	12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010 should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise. Do consultees agree? 
	13  Consultation Question 6: 

	Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway
	14  Consultation Question 7: 
	15  Consultation Question 8: 
	16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree? 
	17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway. 
	18  Consultation Question 11: 
	19  Consultation Question 12: 
	20  Consultation Question 13: 
	21  Consultation Question 14: 
	22  Consultation Question 15:  
	23  Consultation Question 16: 
	24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree? 
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	113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 
	114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession law are required. 
	115  Consultation Question 107: 
	116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 

	Chapter 18: Impact
	117  Consultation Question 109: 
	118  Consultation Question 110: 
	119  Consultation Question 111: We invite consultees’ views as to the impact (social, emotional, financial or otherwise) of the current law where the intended parents are not the legal parents from birth of the child born of the surrogacy arrangement. 
	120  Consultation Question 112: 
	121  Consultation Question 113: 
	122  Consultation Question 114: 
	123  Consultation Question 115: 
	124  Consultation Question 116: 
	125  Consultation Question 117: We invite consultees’ views as to the specific impact of our proposals in Northern Ireland. 
	126  Consultation Question 118: We invite consultees’ views as to any other impact that we have not specifically addressed in this chapter, or the preceding chapters, of this Consultation Paper. 
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	About you
	1  What is your name? 
	2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation? 
	3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation? 
	4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you? 
	5  What is your email address? 
	6  What is your telephone number? 
	7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.  

	Chapter 6: The parental order procedure 
	8  Consultation Question 1:  
	9  Consultation Question 2:  
	10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2. 
	11  Consultation Question 4: 
	12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010 should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise. Do consultees agree? 
	13  Consultation Question 6: 

	Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway
	14  Consultation Question 7: 
	15  Consultation Question 8: 
	16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree? 
	17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway. 
	18  Consultation Question 11: 
	19  Consultation Question 12: 
	20  Consultation Question 13: 
	21  Consultation Question 14: 
	22  Consultation Question 15:  
	23  Consultation Question 16: 
	24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree? 
	25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order. 
	26  Consultation Question 19:  
	27  Consultation Question 20: 
	28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 
	29  Consultation Question 22:  
	30  Consultation Question 23: 
	31  Consultation Question 24: 
	32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave. 
	33  Consultation Question 26: 
	34  Consultation Question 27: 
	35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree? 
	36  Consultation Question 29: 

	Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements
	37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 
	38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that took place. 
	39  Consultation Question 32: 
	40  Consultation Question 33: 
	41  Consultation Question 34: 
	42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do consultees agree? 
	43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services. 
	44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree? 
	45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway. 
	46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 
	47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree? 
	48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree? 
	49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 
	50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements
	51  Consultation Question 43: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, where the making of a parental order in respect of a child born of a surrogacy arrangement has been recorded in the Parental Order Register, the child should be able to access his or her original birth certificate at the age of 18. Do consultees agree? 
	52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
	53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 
	54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees agree? 
	55  Consultation Question 47:  
	56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 
	57  Consultation Question 49:  
	58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 
	59  Consultation Question 51:  
	60  Consultation Question 52: 
	61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register. 

	Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order
	62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree? 
	63  Consultation Question 55: 

	Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway
	64  Consultation Question 56:  
	65  Consultation Question 57: 
	66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree? 
	67  Consultation Question 59: 
	68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	70  Consultation Question 62: 
	71  Consultation Question 63:  
	72  Consultation Question 64: 
	73  Consultation Question 65: 

	Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway
	74  Consultation Question 66: 
	75  Consultation Question 67: 
	76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. Do consultees agree? 
	77  Consultation Question 69: 
	78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 
	79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform
	80  Consultation Question 72: 
	81  Consultation Question 73: 
	82  Consultation Question 74: 
	83  Consultation Question 75: 
	84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed). 
	85  Consultation Question 77: 
	86  Consultation Question 78: 
	87  Consultation Question 79: 
	88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the surrogate. 
	89  Consultation Question 81: 
	90  Consultation Question 82: 
	91  Consultation Question 83: 
	92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	95  Consultation Question 87: 
	96  Consultation Question 88: 

	Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements 
	97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their experiences of international surrogacy arrangements. 
	98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter. 
	99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process. 
	100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child.Do consultees agree? 
	101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 
	102  Consultation Question 94: 
	103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree? 
	104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 
	105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
	106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree? 
	107  Consultation Question 99: 
	108  Consultation Question 100: 

	Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues 
	109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform. 
	110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree? 
	111  Consultation Question 103: 
	112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 
	113  Consultation Question 105: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are further issues in relation to employment rights and surrogacy arrangements and, if so, any suggestions for reform. 
	114  Consultation Question 106: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they believe any reforms in relation to surrogacy and succession law are required. 
	115  Consultation Question 107: 
	116  Consultation Question 108: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any other legal issues in relation to surrogacy, not covered in this Consultation Paper, that merit examination. 
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	About you
	1  What is your name? 
	2  If you are a member of an organisation (for example, a surrogacy organisation or a university), what is the name of your organisation? 
	3  Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your organisation? 
	4  If responding to this consultation in a personal capacity, which term below best describes you? 
	5  What is your email address? 
	6  What is your telephone number? 
	7  If you want the information that you provide in response to this consultation to be treated as confidential, please explain to us why you regard the information as confidential. As explained in our privacy notice, we will take full account of your explanation but cannot give an assurance that confidentiality can be maintained in all circumstances.  

	Chapter 6: The parental order procedure 
	8  Consultation Question 1:  
	9  Consultation Question 2:  
	10  Consultation Question 3: We invite consultees to provide any evidence that would support either the retention of the current allocation rules, or their reform along the lines that we discuss in Consultation Questions 1 and 2. 
	11  Consultation Question 4: 
	12  Consultation Question 5: We provisionally propose that the rule currently contained in rule 16.35(5) of the Family Procedure Rules 2010 should be reversed, so that a parental order report is released to the parties in the proceedings by default, unless the court directs otherwise. Do consultees agree? 
	13  Consultation Question 6: 

	Chapter 8: Legal Parenthood: Proposals for Reform - A New Pathway
	14  Consultation Question 7: 
	15  Consultation Question 8: 
	16  Consultation Question 9: We provisionally propose that the prohibition on the use of anonymously donated gametes should apply to traditional surrogacy arrangements with which a regulated surrogacy organisation is involved.Do consultees agree? 
	17  Consultation Question 10: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the use of anonymously donated sperm in a traditional, domestic surrogacy arrangement should prevent that arrangement from entering into the new pathway. 
	18  Consultation Question 11: 
	19  Consultation Question 12: 
	20  Consultation Question 13: 
	21  Consultation Question 14: 
	22  Consultation Question 15:  
	23  Consultation Question 16: 
	24  Consultation Question 17: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, where the child dies before the making of the parental order, the surrogate should be able to consent to the intended parents being registered as the parents before the expiry of the period allowed for the registration of the birth, provided that the intended parents have made a declaration to the effect that the relevant criteria for the making of a parental order are satisfied, on registration of the birth.Do consultees agree? 
	25  Consultation Question 18: For surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether, where the surrogate dies in childbirth or before the end of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, the arrangement should not proceed in the new pathway and the intended parents should be required to make an application for a parental order. 
	26  Consultation Question 19:  
	27  Consultation Question 20: 
	28  Consultation Question 21: We invite consultees’ views as to: (1) a temporary three-parent model of legal parenthood in surrogacy cases; and (2) how the legal parenthood of the surrogate should be extinguished in this model. 
	29  Consultation Question 22:  
	30  Consultation Question 23: 
	31  Consultation Question 24: 
	32  Consultation Question 25: We invite consultees’ view as to whether section 10 of the Children Act 1989 should be amended to add the intended parents to the category of those who can apply for a section 8 order without leave. 
	33  Consultation Question 26: 
	34  Consultation Question 27: 
	35  Consultation Question 28: We provisionally propose that, for surrogacy arrangements within the new pathway, the surrogate should retain parental responsibility for the child born as a result of the arrangement until the expiry of the period during which she can exercise her right to object, assuming that she does not exercise her right to object.Do consultees agree? 
	36  Consultation Question 29: 

	Chapter 9: The Regulation of Surrogacy Arrangements
	37  Consultation Question 30: We provisionally propose that traditional surrogacy arrangements should fall within the scope of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 
	38  Consultation Question 31: We invite the views of independent surrogates, and intended parents who have used independent surrogacy arrangements, to tell us about their experience. In particular, we would be interested to hear about any health screening, counselling and legal advice that took place. 
	39  Consultation Question 32: 
	40  Consultation Question 33: 
	41  Consultation Question 34: 
	42  Consultation Question 35: We provisionally propose that regulated surrogacy organisations should be non-profit making bodies. Do consultees agree? 
	43  Consultation Question 36: We invite consultees’ views as to what should be included in the definition of matching and facilitation services. 
	44  Consultation Question 37: We provisionally propose that only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements in the new pathway. Do consultees agree? 
	45  Consultation Question 37: We invite consultees’ views as to whether only regulated surrogacy organisations should be able to offer matching and facilitation services in respect of surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway. 
	46  Consultation Question 38: We invite consultees’ views as to the sanctions that should be available against organisations that offer matching and facilitation services without being regulated to do so, and whether these should be criminal, civil or regulatory. 
	47  Consultation Question 39: We provisionally propose that the remit of the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority be expanded to include the regulation of regulated surrogacy organisations, and oversight of compliance with the proposed legal requirements for the new pathway to legal parenthood. Do consultees agree? 
	48  Consultation Question 40: We provisionally propose that surrogacy agreements should remain unenforceable (subject to the exception we provisionally propose in Consultation Question 88 in relation to financial terms). Do consultees agree? 
	49  Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that there should be no prohibition against charging for negotiating, facilitating and advising on surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 
	50  Consultation Question 42: We provisionally propose that the current ban on advertising in respect of surrogacy should be removed, with the effect that there will be no restrictions on advertising anything that can lawfully be done in relation to surrogacy arrangements. Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 10: Children's Access to Information About Surrogacy Arrangements
	52  Consultation Question 44: We provisionally propose that where children are born of surrogacy arrangements that result in the intended parents being recorded as parents on the birth certificate, the full form of that certificate should make clear that the birth was the result of a surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
	53  Consultation Question 45: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the birth registration system in England and Wales requires reform and, if so, which reforms they would like to see. 
	54  Consultation Question 46: We provisionally propose that, in England and Wales, from the age of 18, a child who has been the subject of a parental order should be able to access all the documents contained in the court’s file for those parental order proceedings.Do consultees agree? 
	55  Consultation Question 47:  
	56  Consultation Question 48: We invite consultees’ views as to whether non-identifying information about the surrogate and the intended parents should be recorded in the national register of surrogacy arrangements and available for disclosure to a child born of a surrogacy arrangement. 
	57  Consultation Question 49:  
	58  Consultation Question 50: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be any provision for those born of a surrogacy arrangement to make a request for information to disclose whether a person whom he or she is intending to marry, or with whom he or she intends to enter into a civil partnership or intimate physical relationship, was carried by the same surrogate. 
	59  Consultation Question 51:  
	60  Consultation Question 52: 
	61  Consultation Question 53: For surrogacy arrangements outside the new pathway, we invite consultees’ views as to whether details of an intended parent who is not a party to the application for a parental order should be recorded in the register. 

	Chapter 11: Eligibility Criteria for a Parental Order
	62  Consultation Question 54: We provisionally propose that the six month time limits in sections 54 and 54A of the HFEA 2008 for making a parental order application should be abolished. Do consultees agree? 
	63  Consultation Question 55: 

	Chapter 12: Eligibility Criteria for Both a Parental Order and for the New Pathway
	64  Consultation Question 56:  
	65  Consultation Question 57: 
	66  Consultation Question 58: We provisionally propose that to use the new pathway, intended parents should be required to make a declaration in the surrogacy agreement that they intend for the child’s home to be with them. Do consultees agree? 
	67  Consultation Question 59: 
	68  Consultation Question 60: We provisionally propose that if the requirement for a genetic link is retained for domestic cases outside the new pathway, the requirement should not apply, subject to medical necessity, if the court determines that the intended parents in good faith began the surrogacy arrangement in the new pathway but were required to apply for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	69  Consultation Question 61: We provisionally propose that if double donation is permitted only in cases of medical necessity, an exception should be made to allow a parental order to be granted to a single parent without a genetic link where the intended parent’s former partner provides gametes but the intended parents’ relationship breaks down before the grant of a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	70  Consultation Question 62: 
	71  Consultation Question 63:  
	72  Consultation Question 64: 
	73  Consultation Question 65: 

	Chapter 13: Eligibility Criteria for the New Pathway
	74  Consultation Question 66: 
	75  Consultation Question 67: 
	76  Consultation Question 68: We provisionally propose that, for the new pathway, there should be a requirement that the surrogate and the intended parents should take independent legal advice on the effect of the law and of entering into the agreement before the agreement is signed. Do consultees agree? 
	77  Consultation Question 69: 
	78  Consultation Question 70: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there should be a requirement that the surrogate has previously given birth as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway. 
	79  Consultation Question 71: We provisionally propose that there should not be a maximum number of surrogate pregnancies that a woman can undertake as an eligibility requirement of the new pathway.Do consultees agree? 

	Chapter 15: Payments to the Surrogate: Options for Reform
	80  Consultation Question 72: 
	81  Consultation Question 73: 
	82  Consultation Question 74: 
	83  Consultation Question 75: 
	84  Consultation Question 76: We invite consultees’ views as to whether they consider that intended parents should be able to pay their surrogate her actual lost earnings (whether the surrogate is employed or self-employed). 
	85  Consultation Question 77: 
	86  Consultation Question 78: 
	87  Consultation Question 79: 
	88  Consultation Question 80: We invite consultees' views as to whether intended parents should be able to pay compensation to the surrogate’s family in the event of the pregnancy resulting in the surrogate’s death, including through payment of the cost of life assurance for the surrogate. 
	89  Consultation Question 81: 
	90  Consultation Question 82: 
	91  Consultation Question 83: 
	92  Consultation Question 84: We provisionally propose that the types of payment that are permitted to be made to surrogates should be the same, whether the surrogacy follows our new pathway to parenthood or involves a post-birth application for a parental order. Do consultees agree? 
	93  Consultation Question 85: We invite consultees’ views as to whether there are any categories of payment we have not discussed which they think intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	94  Consultation Question 86: We invite consultees to express any further views they have about the payments that intended parents should be able to agree to pay to the surrogate. 
	95  Consultation Question 87: 
	96  Consultation Question 88: 

	Chapter 16: International Surrogacy Arrangements 
	97  Consultation Question 89: We invite overseas surrogates (or bodies representing or advocating for surrogates) to share with us their experiences of international surrogacy arrangements. 
	98  Consultation Question 90: We invite organisations focused on children’s rights and welfare in the international context to share with us their views on our proposed reforms and consultation questions in this chapter. 
	99  Consultation Question 91: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of their experience of applying to register a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement as a British citizen and obtaining a passport for the child. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have about causes of delays in the process. 
	100  Consultation Question 92: We provisionally propose that it should be possible for a file to be opened, and the application process for obtaining registration of a child born from an international surrogacy arrangement and obtaining a passport to begin, prior to the birth of the child.Do consultees agree? 
	101  Consultation Question 93: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a visa for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular, we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 
	102  Consultation Question 94: 
	103  Consultation Question 95:We provisionally propose that it should be possible to open a file, and begin the process for applying for a EU Uniform Format Form in respect of a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement, before the child is born. The application will need to be completed after the birth of the child.Do consultees agree? 
	104  Consultation Question 96: We invite consultees to provide us with evidence of the experience they have had of applying for a EU Uniform Format Form for a child born through an international surrogacy arrangement. In particular we would be interested to hear how long the application took after the birth of the child, and any information consultees have of causes of delays in the process. 
	105  Consultation Question 97: We provisionally propose that the UK Government should provide a single, comprehensive guide for intended parents explaining the nationality and immigration consequences of having a child through an international surrogacy arrangement. Do consultees agree? 
	106  Consultation Question 98: We provisionally propose that international surrogacy arrangements should not be eligible for the new pathway to parenthood.Do consultees agree? 
	107  Consultation Question 99: 
	108  Consultation Question 100: 

	Chapter 17: Miscellaneous Issues 
	109  Consultation Question 101: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the current application of the law on statutory paternity leave, and statutory paternity pay, to the situation of the surrogate’s spouse, civil partner or partner requires reform. 
	110  Consultation Question 102: We provisionally propose that provision for maternity allowance should be made in respect of intended parents, and that any such provision should be limited so that only one intended parent qualifies. Do consultees agree? 
	111  Consultation Question 103: 
	112  Consultation Question 104: We invite consultees’ views as to whether the duty of employers to provide suitable facilities for any person at work who is a pregnant woman or nursing mother to rest under Regulation 25 of the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992 is sufficient to include intended parents in a surrogacy arrangement. 
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